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ADVERTISEMENT.

The former edition of tte Biblical Keseaeches m Palestine

having been for several years out of print, both in the United

States and in England, the work is now again issued, in a con-

densed form, in two volumes ; with an additional supplemental

volume, the fruit of a second visit to the Holy Land in A. D. 1852.

This compression of the original work has been effected,

partly by a different style of printing, and partly by the omis-

sion of portions of the former Appendix and ^N'otes. Tlie Text

remains unchanged ; except the few corrections necessarily in-

cident to such a work. The chief portions thus omitted are

:

the Memoir on the Maps ; the Essay on the Pronunciation of

the Arabic ; and the Arabic Lists of l^ames of Places. Tliese

latter are important to the scholar; but not to the general

reader. It has therefore been thought best, to have these Lists

carefully corrected and enlarged, and then printed as a separate

work at Beirut, under the personal supervision of the Kev. Eli

Smith, D. D.

For a like reason, no Arabic type has been used in the

Index of Names ; care being taken to have the corresponding

system of notation fully carried out in that Index. The reader

will find more on this topic in the Preface to the new volume.

In respect also to the Maps and Plans, the reader is in like

manner referred to the Preface to the new volume.

Vol. I.—a*



VI ADVERTISEMENT.

The corrections and additions to the original work are few,

but not unimportant. Notes have been added at the end of

Vol. I, on the position of Israel at Sinai, on Jebel Serbal, and

on the Sinaitic Inscriptions. Ancient Geba is now identified

with Jeba' ; Gibeah of Benjamin is recognised at Tuleil el-Ful

;

while Oj>hrah, Ephron, and Ephraim, as being probably one

and the same, are fixed at Taiyibeh. The historical evidence is

also given of the identity of Eleutheropolis with Beit Jibrin

;

and a new marginal note enumerates the reasons for not seek-

ing KadesJi-hamea in the high western desert.

The publication of the Biblical Eeseaeches was received

with unexpected favour. In 1842, the Royal Geographical

Society of London awarded to it their Patron's Gold Medal.

The voice of approbation and kindness came Up from the

scholars of Great Britain and Germany, from the Old world, as

well as from the New ; and the volumes have been permitted

to take rank as a standard work in relation to the Holy Land.

All this Was wholly unanticipated by the author, and demands

his grateful acknowledgments.

Not unmindful of the obligations thence resulting, the

author now lays before the Christian public the present work,

comprising the observations made during his two visits to the

Holy Land. It is his completed work ; it constitutes a con-

nected whole ; and is therefore issued in a permanent form.

May the Great Head of the Church cause these volumes

still further to subserve the high interests of Biblical learning

and religious truth

!

New York, July, 1856.



PREFACE
TO THE ORIGINAL WORK.

The /occasion, the motives, and the manner of the journey,

of which these volunies contain the;history, are sufficiently de-

tailed at the beginning and close of the introductory Section.

It remains here only to speak of the form, in which the materials

have been wrought up.

It was my original plan, to present to the public only the

results of our researches in Palestine, without any reference to

personal incidents. But the advice of friends, whose judgment

I could not but place above my own, was averse to such a

course. I have therefore everywhere interwoven the personal

narrative ; and have endeavoured so to do it, as to exhibit the

manner in which the Promised Land unfolded itself to our eyes,

and the processes by which we were led to the conclusions and

opinions advanced in this work. In all this there is at least one

advantage for the public. As we venture to hope, that these

volumes contain a considerable amount of new information upon

the historical topography of Palestine, this course will enable

the reader better to judge of the opportunities for observation

enjoyed by the travellers, as well as of the credibilityof their

testimony and the general accuracy of their conclusions. In

•all these particulars, we have no desire to shun the closest

scrutiny.

A> similar doubt existed for a time, in respect to the form of

narrative to be adopted ; whether a full and regularly arranged

account of each object in succession, as in the works of Pococke

and Niebuhr; or a daily journal, like those of Maundrell and
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Burckhardt. I chose the latter, for a reason similar to that

already assigned, viz. that in this way the reader is better able

to follow the process of inquiry and conviction in the traveller's

own mind. It is, however, an evil necessarily incident to this

form, that remarks upon one and the same object sometimes

occur in different places, instead of being brought together as

parts of a whole. Thus, in regard to the Horeb of the present

day, the probable place of the giving of the law, the order of

time has led me first to speak of it as it appeared on our ap-

proach ; again, as we measured the plain and took bearings of

the mountains around ; and then, once more, in connection with

our visit to its summit. In like manner, at Beit Jibrin, the

ancient Eleutheropolis, which we examined at two different

times, various objects of interest are naturally described under

each visit. Yet it seems to me, that this is not an evil of sufiB-

cient magnitude, to counterbalance the general advantages of

the journal form.

Another more important change of the original plan, arose

during the progress of the work, which has had the effect, not

only to enlarge the size, but also to increase the labour of pre-

paration more than fourfold. I mean the introduction of his-

torical illustrations, and the discussion of various points relating

to the historical topography of the Holy Land. My first pur-

pose was merely to describe what we saw, leaving the reader

to make his own application of the facts. But as I proceeded,

questions continually arose, which I could not pass over without

at least satisfying my own mind ; this sometimes led to long

courses of iiivestigation ; and when I had thus arrived at satis-

factory conclusions, it seemed almost like a neglect of duty

towards the reader, not to embody them in the work. Most of

these were topics relating to the geography of the Bible, and

intimately connected with its interpretation ; and I remembered

too, that they had never been discussed by any one, who had
himself visited the Holy Land.

One branch of these historical investigations, which I cannot

but consider as important for the future geographer and travel

ler, presents a field comparatively untrodden. I refer to the

mass of topographical tradition, long since fastened upon the

Holy Land by foreign ecclesiastics and monks, in distinction

from the ordinary tradition or preservation of ancient names
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among tlie native population. Kie general view whicli I havie

taken of this subject, and the principles on which we acted in

our inquiries, are sufficiently exhibited in the beginning of Sec.

VH. This view has been silently carried out in the subsequent

parts, of the work; and the attempt made to point out, in most

cases, not only what is truth and what is mere legendary tradi-

tion, but also to show how far the latter reaches back.'

As here presented to the public, these volumes may there-

fore be said to exhibit an historical review of the Sacred Geog-

raphy of Palestine, since the times of the New Testament;

pointing out under each place described, how far and in what

period it has hitherto been known. This applies however, in

strictness, only to the: parts of the. countiy examined by. us;

although these include, in a certain sense, nearly the whole of

Palestine west of the Jordan.

A point to which we gave particular attention, was the or-

thogi'aphy of Arabic names, both in Arabic and Eoman letters.

In respect to the former, my companion, Mr Smith, had already

made some preparation for our journey, by obtaining the names

of places in many of the provinces and districts, written by edu-

cated natives. These lists were afterwards verified and correct-

ed from various sources, as well as by himself on visiting the

respective districts. The remaining names were written down
by him from the pronunciation of the Arabs, with great care,

and according to the established rules of the language. In the

region of Mount Sinai and "Wady Musa, we had the benefit of

Burckhardt's ortliography, which was found to be usually,

though not always; correct. It is worthy of remark, that

33urckhardt is hitherto the only Frank traveller in Syria, who
has, to any extent, given us Arabic names written with Arabic

letters."

In this connection, we could not but feel the want of a regu-

lar system of orthography for the same names, when Writteil

with Latin letters. Scarcely a trace of such a system can be

said to have existed hitherto, except in individual works. The

subject was brought before the general meeting of the Syrian

A para^aph on the different epochs of- on the great map of Palestiiie bj Jacotio^

this traditionI^ been transferred from this and also those in 4he Travekof Scholz,

place to the beg^ning of Sec. VH. p. 254. are so' very incorrect, as to form no ex-
' The names written in Arabic letters ception to the above remark.
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mission at Jerusalem ; and after long consideration, it was re-

solved to adopt, in general, the system proposed by Mr Picker-

ing for the Indian languages,' with such modifications as might

be necessary in adapting it to the oriental tongues. Two mo-
tives led to a preference of this system ; first, its own intrinsic

merits and facility of Adaptation ; and secondly, the fact, that it

was already extensively in use throughout Europe and the

United States, in writing the aboriginal names in North Ameri-

ca and the South Sea Islands ; so that by thus adopting it for

the oriental languages, a uniformity of orthography would be

secured among the missions, and also in the publications, of the

American Board.'

In furtherance of the same general object, my friend took

pains to exhibit, in a short but very clear Essay, the principles

which govern the pronunciation of the spoken Arabic at the

present day.' This was highly acceptable to Arabic scholars.

It was printed in the Appendix to the last volume ; and was

there followed by the Lists of Arabic names of places above

referred to, which are more fully described at the beginning of

Sec. IX. The Arabic orthography of all the names occumng
in the text, was likewise given in an alphabetical Index at the

close of the work.

The maps were drawn, under my own inspection, by Kiepert,

a young scholar of great talent and promise in Berlin. In the

parts of the country visited or seen by us, they were constructed

almost solely from our own routes and observations and the in-

formation we were able to collect, brought into connection with

known and fixed points. The other portions were supplied from

the best authorities, viz. the form and shores of the gulfs of the

Bed Sea, from the chart of Capt. Moresby ; the country south

of "Wady Mflsa and parts of Sinai, so far as known, from La-

borde, with corrections from Burckhardt and Klippell; the

coast of Palestine, as far north as to 'Akka, and the country

around Nazareth, from the great map of Jacotin, compiled from

' " Essay on a imifoTm Orthography for ' In a few Arabic names and words al-

the Indian Languages of North America, ready common in European languages, we
By John Pickering." Camhr. N. E. 1818. have preferred to follow the usual ortho-

—The Indian languages of North Ameri- graphy ; as Saladin, Ramleh, Wady, etc.

ca and of the Islands of the Pacific, have ' Some slight changes in the tenses hard
mostly been reduced to writing according here and furSier on been introduced,

to this simple system.
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surveys made during the Frencli expedition in A. D. 1799 ; the

positions on the coast being corrected from later astronomical

observations.* The small portion given of the country east of

the Jordan, was reconstructed from the routes and observations

of Burckhardt, compared with those of Seetzen, Irby and Man-
gles, and a few others of less importance. The whole of Mount
Lebanon north of Sidon, was drawn from manuscript maps of

Prof. Ehrenberg of Berlin, and of the Eev. Mr Bird formerly of

the American Mission in Syria, kindly communicated to me for

tliat purpose. The map of the former was used by Berghaus

;

those of the latter had never been brought before the public.

In the construction of the maps, it was a main principle, to

admit no name nor position on mere conjecture, nor without

some sufficient positive authority. Where a place was known
to exist, though its position was not definitely ascertained, it was
marked as uncertain. The operation of this principle was, to

exclude a multitude of names, ancient and modern, which figure

at random on most maps of Palestine. For what is the advan-

tage of multiplying names, if we know not where they belong?

On the other hand, I would fain hope, that very much was

gained in truth and correctness. The orthography upon the

maps, for the most part, was reduced to our system. In respect

to several names, however, along the coasts of the Bed Sea, as

well as a very few others, this was not in my power ; and they

were given in the current orthography.

This is all I have to say respecting the work, as here pre-

sented to the public. We wish it to be regarded merely as a

beginning, a first attempt to lay open the treasures of Biblical

Geography and History still remaining in the Holy Land;

treasures which have lain for ages unexplored, and had become

so covered with the dust and mbbish of many centuries, that

their very existence was forgotten. Were it in our power again

to travel through that Land of Promise, with the experience

acquired during our former journey and from the preparation

of this work, and furnished too with suitable instruments, I

doubt not we should be able to lay before the Christian world

results far more important and satisfactory. But this high priv-

1) The great map of Jacotin is valua- and aronnd Mount Tabor. The other

hie only in the parts actually visited by parts are worthless, being apparently mere

the l-'rench engineers, viz. along the coast fancy sketches,

as far as to 'A^ka, the region of Nazareth,
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ilegCj^I at least can never more hope to enjoy. My companion,.

howeTer, returns to the seat of his labours in Beirut, taking

with him instruments of the best kind, in the hope of being

able during his occasional journeys to verify or correct our

former observations, and also to extend his examination, over

other parts of the country. I trust that I may yet be the me-

dium of communicating many of his further observations to the

public ; and that in this way, if God will, we may still be active

together, in promoting the study and illustration of the Holy
Scriptures; Should my life be spared, I hope to be enabled to

use all the materials thus collected by us both, for the prepai'a-

tion of a systematic work on the physical and historical geogra-

phy of the Holy Land.

The manuscript of this work was wholly prepared in Berlin

;

where, in the unrestricted use of that noble institution, the

Koyal Library, and of the very valuable private collections of

Hitter, Neander, and Hengstenberg, I had access to all the lit-

erary means I could desire. For all these privileges, and for

other aid from many friends, my best thanks are due. How
much I owe besides to the advice and unwearied kindness of Rit-

TEE, I need not say to those who know him ; the many months

of cherished intercourse to which his friendship admitted me,

will ever remain among the brightest recollections of my life.

The manuscript was completed in August 1840. Soon after

that time, the intervention of the European powers caused Pal-

estine once more to revert to the sway of the Sultan ; and the

Egyptian dominion over it came to an end. But I see no rea-

son to change anything I have written ; and the work may
stand as a record of the aspect of the land, during the period of

its subjection to the ruler of Egypt.

It gives me pleasure to be able to add, that the whole of the

manuscript was looked through by my companion Mr Smith

;

and thus received the benefit of his corrections.

With humble gratitude to God, I here bring this work to a

close. It is the fruit of studies and plans of life running back

for nearly twenty years ; and for the last four years, it has

occupied, more or less exclusively, well nigh all my waking

hours. May He, who has thus far sustained me, make it useful

for the elucidation of His truth

!

New Yoek, June 1841.



OETHOGRAPHY AND PEONUNCIATION OF
AEABIC NAMES AND WORDS.

Throughout the whole work an attempt has been made to imitate the

native pronunciation in European characters, according to certain definite

principles. For the full development of the system, the reader is referred to

Dr Smith's Essay on the Pronunciation of the Arabic, printed in the former

edition of this work, Vol. III. App. pp. 89-111. The following summary ex-

hibits the powers given to the different Eoman consonants and vowels, as

used for this purpose.

As, however, such a system is of little importance to the general reader,

it is fully carried out only in the first Index ; to which the scholar is in

all cases referred, for the correct representation of the Arabic forms and

pronunciation.

CONSONAlfTS.

b represents <>_> Be.

d <y Dal.

d ijO Dad.

dh (^ Dhal; like th in iMs, then.

dh Ja Dha; rarely yO Did.

f O Fe.

g B^ Jim hard, as in Egypt.

gh c Ghain, pion. best like g hard.

h 5 He.

^ c ^"

j «^ Jim soft, as in Syria.

k d Kir.

k O KafguttnraL

kh ^ Khe ; sonnded nearly like the Swiss-German ch.

1 J Lam.

m )• Mim.

n {^ Nftn.

T
)
Ee ; rolling, and stronger than the English r.

s ..... (JN Sin ; always sharp, as in son.

tjO §ad.

Vol. I.—B
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sh represents (J*i Sbin.

t uy Te.

% is Ta.

th CJ The ; always sharp, as in thick, Hung.

w . Waw.

y V5 Ye.

z \ Ze; very rarely Jt9 I)ha.

(') c 'Ain ; a strand not known in western languages.

(' ) ^ Homza with Alef ( 1
) in the middle of a word. Hamza with

Alef at the beginning of a word, is represented only by

the TOweL

No letter is written double, except it be doubled (i. e. have a Teshdid) ia

the original.

When two Roman letters stand for one in the original, they are not writ-

ten twice at the end of a word, though the Arabic letter have a Teshdid. S(y

too Baj for Sajj.

The Aetiole before the solar letters is written as pronounced; and is in

all cases connected with its noun or adjective by a hyphen (-); as el-£uds,

er-Ramleh, esh-SheiJcTt.

VOWELS.

a stands for Fathah, and has the sounds of a in hat, Germ. Mann, and what,

a stands for Fathah prolonged by
) , and has the same sounds lengthened, as

in hare, father, call.

ai stands for a Fathah followed by j-, and has the sound of ai in Italian and

German, or of the English i in pine.

di stands for a prolonged Fathah followed by ^, and has the sound of tho

two letters combined in a diphthong.

au stands for a Fathah followed by . , and has the sound of au in Italian

and German, or of the English ow in h^w.

e stands for Fathah and Eesrah, and has the sound of e in led.

ei stands for a Fathah followed by ^^ , and has the sound of ei in vein,

i stands for Kesrah, and has the sound of i in pin.

i stands for Eesrah prolonged by ^, and has the sound of i in machine.

stands for Dummeh, and has the sound of <7 in police.

a stands for Dummeh, and has the sound of the German '6, nearly equivaleu*

to the French eu.
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6 stands for a Fathah followed by . , and has the sound of o in Tiote.

u stands for Dummeh and Kesrah, and has the sound of short u infull.

u stands for Duoimeh, and has the sound of u in German, the same as the
French u.

u stands for Dummeh prolonged by . , and has the sound of long u in Italian

and German, or of the English oo.

it stands for Fathah, and has the English sound of u in tvJi.

y stands for ^^ at the end of a word, and has the sound of y m fully.

MEASUEES, "WEIGHTS, AND MONEY.

I. The Measuee of Distance is usually reckoned by Tiours, the length

of which varies with the kind of animal, and also according to the nature of

the ground. As a general average the following specification in miles has

been found most correct and convenient

:

6eog. M. Btat IiL Rom. M. Gnrm. U.

1 Hour, with Camels =2 2i- 2^ ^
1 " with Horses or Mules = 2.4: 2f 3 f

In 1852 we travelled with our own horses, and often without luggage ; so

that an average rate in that year may be reckoned at about 3 English statute

mUes the hour.

Note. The measures of heights are sometimes given in French feet.

The French foot contains 144 lines, of which 135 are equal to an English foot.

The proportion of the English foot to the French is therefore as 15 to 16.

II. The common Mbasuee of Land is the Fedd&n (yoke), which is very

indefinite and variable. In general it may be compared with the English

acre and German Morgen.

ni. CoettMeasubes are the following:

1 Ardeb is equivalent, very nearly, to five English bushels.

1 Ruha' is the twenty-fourth part of an Ardeb.

1 Mid (measure) in Palestine contains ti\elve Rula's.
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IV. Weights.

1 Eutl or pound is in general about a quarter of an ounce less than

the English pound avoirdupois ; but it is sometimes also reck-

oned only at 12 oz.

1 Uhkah (called by the Franks Olce) is about 2i lbs English.

1 Kuntdr, or hundred-weight, contains 100 Butls.

MONEY.

Monet is everywhere reckoned by Piastres; but the value of these is

fluctuating, and has greatly depreciated since about 1820.

1 piastre contains 40 Fudddhs, called in Turkish paraka.

10 piastres were equivalent in 1838 to 1 Austrian florin.

20 " " " to 1 Austrian or American dollar.

21 " " " to 1 Spanish pillared dollar.

100 " " " about 1 pound sterling.

1 Kis or purse is 500 piastres, or about $25 or 5£ sterling.

At Constantinople in 1838 the Spanish dollar (colonnato) was worth

23 piastres, and the other coins in proportion.

In 1852 the American and Austrian dollar was current in SmjTua and in

Palestine at 24 piastres. This was the regular rate of exchange then followed

by the Austrian steamers.

*^* For the Measures, Weights, and Moneys of Egypt, to which those

of Syria are similar, see Lane's Modem Egyptians, IL p. 370 sq. edit. 1.

FOR THE READER.

Throughout Vols. I and II, a reference is given, at the bottom of each

. page, to the corresponding pages of the first edition.—In this way the many
references made in various works to the first edition, are rendered available

also for the present edition.
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—

March loth. The desert and

Jebel 'Atakah, 43. Pasha's post, 43. Pass el-Muntula' formerly unsafe, 44. View

near 'Ajrud, 44. 'Ajrud, 45. Bir Saweis, 45. Suez, 4G, 47. TeU Kolzum, 47.

Gulf of Suez, 48. Shoals, 48. Desert plain back of Suez, 48. Filling np of the end

of the gulf, 49. Tides and ford, 49, 50. Koada from the Nile to Suez, 50. Shortest

route by the ancient canal, 50, 51.

ExoDDS OF THE ISRAELITES. They could not have come from near Cairo, 51.

Their number, 51. Horses cannot pass across without water, 52. Land of Goshen,

52. Situated on the eastern part of the Delta, 52. In the province esh-Shiirkiyeh,

53, 54. Route from Goshen to the Red Sea near Suez, 54, 55.—Passage through the

sea, 56. Character of the miracle, 57. The strong wind, 57. Time required, 57, 58.

The passage took place uear Suez, 58, 59.

SECTION III.

Fkom Suez to Mount Sinai.

Pages 60-144.

March IGth. Leave Suez ; mounds of ancient canal, 60. Enter Asia, sandy tract,

60, 61. Encampment, Song of Moses, 61.

—

March ITth. Fountain of Nuba', 61.

'Ayun Musa, with palm trees, etc. 62. Many Wadys ; encamp in Wady Siidr, 63.

Taset Siidr, Terabin, 63. Our guides, their clothing and poverty, 63, 64. Ever want-

ing money, 64. Alleged obstinacy of the Bedawin, 64.

—

March ISth. Remain en-

camped ; willingness of the Arabs, 65. Monks as fellow-travellers, 65.

—

March 19ih.

Fountain Abu Suweirah, 65. 'Ain Hawarah, Marah, 66, 67. The shrub Ghurkiid

with its berries, 67. Sweetening of the water, 67. Wady Ghiiriindel, JElim, 68, 69.

Wady WQtah, 69.

—

March 20<A. Jebel Hammam and hot springs, 69. Various

Wadys, 70. Gazelles, 71. Bedawy and Indian habits, 71. Wady Taiyibeh, 71, 72.

Country further south, 72. Route of the Israelites, 72. Led down this valley, 72.

Did not all march in one body, 73. General deficiency of water, 73. Their fur-

ther route, 73.

We follow up Wady Humr, 73. Sarbut el-Jemol, 74. Inscriptions 74. Kain-
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water, 75. Mimosa (Tulh, SeyM) in the Wadys, 75.

—

March i\st. Jetel Wutih, 7.5.

Fountain of Niisb, 76. View of Jebel et-Tih, 76. Three passes tlirough it, 76. Tom
off to Surabit el Khadim, 77. Mysterious Egyptian remains and monuments, 78-80.

Wady Suwuk, 80 Mountain-goat (Beden), 80. Arab feast and disappointment, 80,

SI.—March 22d. Wady KhilmUeh, 81. Arab cemetery, 81. Wady el-Biirk, 82.

Camel gives out, 82. Battle and defeat of the Tawarah, 82, 83. Wady Lebweh, 83.

Encampment of Sheikh Salih, 83. Cemetery, 84. Wady Berah, inscriptions, 84.

Encamp, 84. Plants, 84.

—

March 23A Difficulties of an early start, 85. Inscrip-

tions, 85. Projeciing veins of rock, like walls, 85. Old cemetery, 85. Vie»v of

Mount Serbal, 86. Meet Tuweileb, 86. Routes to Sinai, 86. Approach to the outer

cliffs of Sinai, 87. Pass, Nukb Hawy, 87, 88. View of (modem) Horeb, 88, 89.

Plain er-Rahah in front, 89. Wady Shu'eib CJethro), with the convent, 89. Wady
el-Leja, 89. Excitement of Beshurah, prayer for rain, 90. Arrival and reception at

the convent, 90, 91. Rooms, 91, 92. Geographical position, 92.

March 2ith. Wady Shu'eib, 92. The convent-buildings, 92, 93. The garden, 93.

Sheikh Husein, 94. Topography of the region and measurement of the plain, 94-96.

—March 25th. Sunday in the convent, divine service, 96. Breakfast with the monks,

97. The great church and the chapel of the Bush, 97, 98. Cells and rooms of the

convent, 98. Library, 99. Charnel-house, 99, 100. Severity of Lent, 100.

March 26th. Ascent of Jebel Musa, 100-107. Our party; the superior goes with

ns, 100, 101. No regular ascent by steps, 101. Chapel of the Virgin, and legend of

the fleas, etc. 102. Portals, 102. First sight of the summit, and of St. Catharine, 103.

Well and cypress, 103. Character of this spot, 103. Chapels of Elijah and Elishn,

103. Reach the summit, 104. Chapel; travellers' names, 104. Elevation, 104.

Disappointment; this not ihe place where the law was given, and affords no wide

prospect, 104—106. Descent to the well; appearance of rain, 106. Visit the front of

Horeb, chapels, 106. Ascend Ris es-Sufsafeh, 106, 107. View, probable place

where the Law was given, 107. Descent to el-Arba'in, 107. Name and condition of

this convent, 108. Lodgings, respect paid to superior, 108.

March 21th. Ascent of Mount St. Catharine, 108-112. Delays, 109. Difficult

path, no steps, 109. Approach to the summit, vegetation, view into the depths on the

west, 109, 110. Reach the summit, chapel, elevation, 110. Motive for ascending the

mountain, 110. Wide prospect, 110, 111. Ignorance of guides, random answers, HI,

112.—Descent to el-Arba'in, 112. Return to the convent through el-Leja, 112-114.

Pretended rock of Moses, 112, 113. Inscriptions, 113. Other mined convents and

holy places, 113. Respect of the Arabs for the superior, 114.

March 28^. Visit to the superior's room, 114. Presents, 115. Manna, not that

of the Bible, 115. Sandals of fish skin, 116.

—

March 29th. Preparations for depart-

ure ; exchange Besharah for Tuweilib, 116, 117. Expenses at the convent, disap-

pointment of the superior, 117. Proposed visit to Jebel Serbal; not the Sinai of tho

Bible, 117, 118. Its elevation, 118. Climate of Sinai, 118.

SiHAi OP THE Old Testament. The Law probably given from the present

Horeb, impending over the plain, 119. Probable approach of the Israelites, 120. Use

of the names Horeb and Sinai, 120. Rephidim, 120, 121. Sinai not afterwards vis-

ited by Jews, 121.

Sinai in the early Christian Ages. Earliest notices, 122. Peopled with

anchorites and monks in the 4th century, 122. Account given by Ammonius, 123.

Massacre of forty anchorites, 123. Narrative of Nilus, another massacre, 123, 124.

Letter of Marcian, 124. Founding of the convent by Justinian, 124,125. Testimony

of Eutychius, 125. Visit of Antoninus Martyr, 125. Feiran (Paran) and its bishops,
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126. Furtter historical notices, 126, 127. Early pilgrimages, 127. Sinmtic Inscrip-

tions, their history and explanation, 127-129.

The Modern Convent. Visitors in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, 129.

The archbishop, 130. Life of the monks, 131. Few pilgrims, 131. Property of the

convent, 132. Relation to the Bedawin, 132. Ghafirs or protectors, 132. Food

distributed, 133.

Arabs of the Peninsula. The Tawarah, their tribes, 133-135. The Muzeiny,

their origin, 134. Jebeliyeh or serfs, 135, 136. Territory of the Tawarah, 137.

Other more northern tribes, 137. Poverty of the Tawarah, 137. Their number, 138.

Ghafirs and quarrels, 138. Danger of war. Lord Lindsay, 139. .
Former war with

the Ma'azeh, 139. Common law of the Tawarah ; the Sheikhs act as judges, 140.

Proceedings in personal quarrels, 141. Their honesty, 142. Bedawin cannot read,

142. Their Muhammedanism, 143. Can they be civilized? 143,

SECTION IV.

Feom Mount Sinai to 'Akabah.

Pages 145-1V2.

March 29th. Departure from the Convent, beggars, 145. Wady esh-Sheikh, and

tomb of Sheikh Salih, 145, 146. Encamp, 146. New camels, 146. Tuweileb's

evening visit, 147.

—

March 30tA. Various Wadys, 147. Wady Sal, enters the moun-

tains, narrow and gloomy, 147, 148. Approach the sandy plain along et-Tih, 149.

Encamp ; Tuweileb's children, 149. His sojourn near el-Ka'a, 150.

—

March 31s/.

Cross the sandy tract, 150. *Ain el-Hudhera, Hazeroih, 151. Probable route of the

Israelites, 151. Passage through Jebel ct-Tih, 152. Encamp, 152. Character of

the region, 152.

—

April \st. Remain encamped ; loneliness, 153.

—

April 2nd. To
Wady Sumghy, 153, 154. Cross over and descend by Wady es-Sa'deh, to the coast

at en-Nuweibi'a, 154. View of the gulf of 'Akabah, 155. Wady Wetir, 155. Foun-

tain and well near the shore, 156. Encamp, 156.

April 5d. Path along the shore, 156. Ras el-Burka', Veil Cape, 157. Fine

beach and many shells, 157. Various Wadys, 157, 158. Encamp, 158. Shells and

shell-fish of the Red Sea, 158.

—

April iih. Promontories on the coast, back road, 159.

Wady Merakh, place where Burckhardt turned back, 160. Island Kureiyeh, the

former citadel of Ailah, 161. Approa.ch to the comer of the gulf, 161,162. Caravan

of Haweitat, 162. Character of this part of Wady el-'Arabah, 162, 163. Mounds of

Ailah, 163.

Fortress of 'Akabah, 163. The governor, 164. Our lodgings, 164. Alarm of

fire, 164. Visit to the governor, 165.—Our further journey, Sheikh Husein of the

'Alawin, 165. Change our plan and conclude to go to Gaza or Hebron, 166.

—

April bth. Negotiations with our Tawarah, 1 66. Visit of the governor, 166. New
. contract, 166. Wallt outside of the fortress ; character of the region, 167. Supply of

water, not from the shore, 167. 'Amran hovels, 167, 168. Geographical position,

168. Passport and papers, 168. Presents, 168,169. Arab weaving, 169.—Histori-

cal notices of Ezion-geher and Elath or Ailah, 169-171. Origin of the name 'Akabah,

171. The Haj route, its stations and fortresses, 171, 172.
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SECTION V.

FiEOM 'Akabah to Jerusalem.

Pages 173-220.

AptSSth. Departure on the Haj-route, 173. Guidesof the 'Amran, 173. Ascent

of the western mountain, 173. Encampment and prospect, 173, 174.

—

Jpril 6th. Ascent

continued ; Gate of the pass, 174, 175. Artificial road, 175. Head of the pass, 175.

Leave the Haj-road and turn towards Hebron, 175. Character and elevation of this

desert, 176. Tiirf er-Eukn, 176. Encamp, 177. Cold, 177. This desert as yet un-

known, 177, 178.—^^ra 7th. View of Jebel 'Araif, 178, 179. Watering place, 179.

Camels and their young, 180. Wady Jerafeh the great drain of this desert, 180.

Waters all flow off north, 180. Showers, encamp, 181. Our 'Amran guides, 181.

Their country, 181, 182. Wadys and fountains along the 'Arabah, 182.—AprU 8th.

Remain encamped; sacrifice of the Arabs, 182.

—

April 9th. Night alarm, 183. Bedawy
dog, 183. Division of waters between the 'Arabah and the Mediterranean, 184. Jebel

'Araif, form and character, 184, 185. Corpse half buried, 185. Wady el-Mayein, en-

camp, 185. Country of the Haiwat and Tiyahah, etc. 186. Mountainous tract N. of

Jebel'Araif, 186. Ancient Roman road, 187. This route not taken by the Israelites, 187.

April Wth. Wady Lussan, iysct? 187, 188. Traces of ploughing, 188. Adven-

ture of our guide, 188. Various Wadys, 189, 190. Wady Kusaimeh and wells, 190.

Wady el-'Ain, traces of former cultivation, encamp, 190, 191.

—

April lliA. Patches

of grain, 191. Ras es-Seram, plain and Wady, 191, 192. Songs of birds, 192. Send

for water to el-Birein, 192. Turn off to the ruins of 'Aujeh or Abdeh, Eboda, 192-194.

Cavern, church, and large fortress, 193, 194. Return to our road, 195. Violent

Sirocco, 195. Sheikh el-'Amry and Wady el-Abyad, Arab cemetery, 195. Encamp

at Ruhaibeh, 196. Violence and danger of tempest, 196. Extensive ruins of an un-

known ancient city, 196, 197.

Roads from Sinai and 'Akabah to Gaza and Hebron, all uniting into one track,

197—199. The high western desert composed of two long basins, that of the Jerafeh

and that of Wady el-'Arish, 199. The whole region rises towards the south quite to

Sinai, 199, 200.

AprU 12th. Wady er-Ruhaibeh and ruins on each side, 200. Wady el-Kiim and

well, 201. Ruins of Khiilasah, £lusa, 201, 202. Uncertainty as to the course of the

Kurn, etc. 202, 203. The Retem or broom-plant, not -juniper ; here Elisha sat down

tinder it, 203. View of the mountains of Judah, 203. Beersheia, now Bir es-Seba',

204. Its wells and ruins, 204, 205. Encamp, Arab feast, 206. Haweitat guide, 207.

—April 13th. Wide and fine plain, 207, 208. Enter the mountains, 208. Reach

Dhoheriyeh, 209. Difficulty in procuring camels, 209. Dismiss our Tawarab, 210.

Claims of Tuweileb, 210. Regret at parting, 210, 211. Situation and statistics of

Dhoheriyeh, 211. Country and prospect around, 211.

AprU lith. Set off soon after midnight, difficulties, 212. Darkness, peasants

dwelling in caves, 212. Strong camels, 212, 213. Approach to Hebron, vineyards,

213. View of Hebron, impression, 213, 214. Historical associations, 214. Hasty

view and departure, 214. Path among vineyards, ancient road, 214. No wheels

conld ever pass here, 214, 215. Ramet el-KhilHl, immense walls, probable site of

Abraham's terebinth, 215, 216. Neby Yiinas or Hiilhul, Malhul, 216. Bushy tract,

217. Long valley, Solomon's Pools, 217. Push on, lea.ving Bethlehem on the right,

218. Rachel's tomb, the site cannot well be questioned, 218. Mar Elyas, wide view,
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219. Horses of pilgrims, 219. First view of Jemsalem, 219. Plain of KepHaim, 219.

Valleys of Hinnom and Jehoshaphat, 219, 220. Enter the Holy City, 220.

SECTION VI.

JeBTISALEM. luOroENTS AND FiBST luPBESSIONS.

Pages 221-250.

Emotions, 221. American Missionaries, 221, 222. General appearance of the

city and population, 222. Easter Sunday, 223. Latin Mass in the church of the

Holy Sepulchre, 224. English Protestant service, 224, 225. Arabic preaching, 225.

Objects of the American ISlission, 225. Correspondence irom Jemsalem, 226. Gene-

ral meeting of the Mission, 226. The Lord's Sapper, 227. Our plans and method

of proceeding, 227, 228.

Walks is and aeotjnd thb Citt.

Mount Zum, etc. and the Christian cemeteries, 228, 229. Grave of an American, 229.

Grave and story of Costigan, 229, 230. American Cemetery, 230, 231. Tyropoeou

and Siloam, 231. Kefr Selwan and fountam of the Virgin, 232. The Kidron, 232.

E. wall of the Haram, 232, 233. Bethesda, church of St. Anne, 233. Via dolorosa, 233.

Geihsemane, Mount of Olives, etc. Grotto of Jeremiah, 233, 234. Church and tomb

of the Virgin Mary, 234. Gethsemane, 234, 235. Mount of Olives and prospect from

it^ 235, 236.

Jews' Place of WaSing, etc. Our visit, 237. Antiquity of the custom, 237. Plat

and garden at the S. W. comer of the Haram, 238. City wall, 238.

Upper Pool, Gihoa, etc. 238, 239. Marble tessarae, 239.

VaUey ofBimom, etc. 239. Tombs, 239. Well of Job, 240.

Tombs of the Kings and Judges, Mount Zion, etc. Tombs of the Kings, 240. Wely

and its keeper near by, 240. Tombs of the Judges, 241. Scopus, 241. Gates of tho

city shut on Friday noon, 241. Second visit to Mount Zion, 241. Tomb of David,

Coenaculum, 241, 242. Historical Notices, 242. House of Caiaphas, now an Arme-

nian convent, 243. Leprous persons, 243. Jews' quarter and synagogue, 243.

£l-Haram, etc. Viewofthe interior of the area of the Haram, 244. The citadel, 246.

Solitude aroimd the Holy City, 245. Indifference of the people, 246. Intercourse

with the natives, 246. The Governor, 246. The Mufti, 246, 247. Abu Ghansh,

247. War with the Druzes, 247, 248. Rumours and uncertainty, robberies, 248.

Breaking out of the plague, 248, 249. Other travellers, 250.

SECTION VII.

jEErSALEM.—^TOPOGEAPHY AND ANTIQUITIES.

Pages 251-364.

Origin of the ecclesiastical tradition respecting the topography of the Holy Land,

251. Its continuance, 252, 25.'5. Its character, 253. Of no value in itself, 253.

The Onomasticon, 254. Three periods in this foreign tradition, 254. Native tradi-
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tion, its character and permanency, 255. Not yet sought after, 255, 25G. Pi-inciples

adopted in our researches, 256. Plan of proceedings, 256, 257.

I. General Topography, 258. Names of the city, 258. Situated on a high

mountain tract, 258. Character of the deep valleys, 258. Gradual rise from north to

Eouth, 258. Geographical position of Jerusalem, 259. Great valley towards the west,

259. Approach to the city, 259. Site on the fork hetween two valleys, 259. Sur-

face and character of the ground, 260. The country around, 2G0.

II. The Cmr, its Interior, etc. 261. The Walls, their date, character, and

appearance, 261.

—

The Gates, i. e. the present gates, 262. Gates closed up, 262, 263.

—

MmoU Zion, 263, 264. Sharp ascent from the north, 264. Steepness of the other

sides and elevation, 264. Level summit, 264. Precipice of rock on the east, 264, 265.

Sewer, 265.

—

Ahra, north of Zion, 265. Ascent from the south and on the other sides,

265, 266.

—

Bezetha, 266.

—

Moriah, 266, 267. Built up in order to found the temple,

267. Acclivity on the western side, later mound, 267.—Ophel, 267. Chief streets,

267, 268. Circumference of the Holy City, 268.

III. Adjacent Valleys and Hills, 268, 269.

—

Valky of Jehoshaphat, its name,

269. Its beginning near the tombs of the Judges, 269, 270. Its course and character

to the city, 270. Breadth and depth opposite Gethsemane, 270, 271. Do. opposite

the S. E. comer of the Haram, 271. Thence to the well of Job, 272. Below the well

of Job, 272. The brook Kidron, now dry, 273.—Valley of Hinnom ; its name, begin-

ning, course, 273, 274. Gardens, 274.

—

Mount of Olives ; its name and character, 274,

275. Elevation and bearings, 275. Scopus, 276.

—

Hill of Svil Co'insel, its character,

276. Ruined village on the summit, 276. Name, 276.

IV. Topography of Josephhs, 277. His specifications to he received with cau-

tion, 277. His description of the hills and valleys, 278. The walls, 278, 279. Other

notices of relative position, 279, 280. Kesults, 280. Compare well with the present

topography, 281.

V. Area of the Ancient Temple, 281. Description of the temple by Jo-

sephus, 281-283. Present area of the Haram, its character and extent, 283, 281*

Height and character of the walls, 284, 285. Immense stones, 285, 286. Hewn and

bevelled, 286. Are of Jewish architecture, 287. Kemains of an immense arch at the

S. Vf. corner, belonging to the ancient Bridge leading to Zion, 287, 288. Long forgot-

ten, 288. Identifies the wall as belonging to the ancient temple, 289. Also the

southern and eastern walls, 289, 290. Alleged height of the ancient walls and porticos,

290. Ancient area compared with the present, 291. The present area probably en-

laro-ed by taking in that of the fortress Antonia, 292. Account of Antonia, 293. Con-

jecture as to-its extent, 292, 293. The present pool Bethesda probably the ancient

trench of Antonia, 293. Its extent and depth, 293, 294. The fortress was separated

from the temple, 294, 295.

Our Sariour's prophetic denunciation against the temple fearfully fulfilled, 295.

How the present remains came to be preserved, 295. Adrian's temple of Jupiter, 296.

The Golden gateway perhaps of the same date, 296. Constantine did not meddle

with the temple-area, 296. Justinian's church, probably the mosk el-Aksa, 296, 297.

Capture of Jerusalem by the Muhammedans and building of the great mosk, 297, 298.

Capture by the crusaders and massacre in the Haram, 298, 299. The Haram trans-

formed into a church, 299. Recapture by Saladin, 300. The rock es-Silkrah, 300.

Broken columns, seat of Muhammed, 301. Reservoirs under the Haram, 301. Vaults

beneath the area of the Haram, mentioned by travellers, 302. Explored by Bonomi

and Catherwood, their character and extent, 302-304. Ancient subterranean gate-

way under el-Aksa, 304, 305. Josephus* account of vaults, 305, 306.
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VI. Tower of Hippicus, etc. 306. Described By Josephns, 306, 307. The
present citadel, 307. Ancient tower, 308. Its measurements and character, 308.

Probably Hippicus, 309.—Towers of PhasaSIns and Mariamne, 309.

"VTI. Ancient and Later Walls, 310. First or earliest Wall, as described by
Josephns, 310. Its course on the east side of the city, 311. Probably there was a

wall between Zion and Opliel, 312.

—

Second Wall as described by Josephus, 312.

Reasons why it probably did not ran in a straight course, 312, 313. Ancient towers

near the Damascus gate, probably the guard-houses of an ancient gate of this wall,

313.— TIdrd Wall, as described by Josephns, 314. Traces found by us, 314, 315.

—

Circumference of the ancient city, 315, 316.—Walls of Adrian and of the middle

ages, historical notices, 316^318.

VIII. Ancient and Later Gates, 318. Ancient Gates; uncertainty of the in-

vestigation, 318, 319. Probable position of a few, 319, 320. Nehemiah's night-

excursion, 320.

—

Gates of the Middle Ages; on the west, 321. On the north, 321. On
the east, 322. On the south, 323.

IX. Supply of Water, 323. Jerusalem, though almost without fountains and

wells, has never suffered for want of water, even when besieged, 323, 324.

—

Cisterns,

32 1. These furnish the main supply, 325, 326.

—

Reservoirs, 326. Upper Pool, 326,

327. Lower Pool, 327, 328. Pool of Bathsheba, 329. Pool of Hezetiah, 329, 330.

Bethesda or Sheep Pool, 330, 331.

—

Fountains, 331. Well of Nehemiah or Job, the

ancient En-Jiogd, 331-333. Siloam, 333-337. Fountain of the Virgin, 337. Sub-

terranean passage between this fountain and Siloam, 337, 338. We pass through it,

338-340. Object of it, 340. Water of the two fountains, 340, 341. Irregular flow

witnessed by us, 341, 342. Is this the " troubling of the waters ? " 342, 343. Foun-

tain near the Haram, 343. Our inquiries and attempts to explore it, 343-345.

Fountain of Gihon, was probably on the west of the city and was stopped by Hezekiah,

346, 347.

—

The Aqueduct from Solomon's Pools, probably ancient, 347, 348.

X. Cemeteries, Tombs, etc. 349. Burial-places of the Christians, Muhamme-
dans, and Jews, 849.—Sepulchral Monuments, viz. Tombs of Absalom, Zechariah, etc.

349-351. Their character and probable date, 351, 352.

—

Sepulchres; their general

character, 352. Tombs south of Hinnom, inscriptions, 353, 354. The Aceldama, 354,

355. Tomb with paintings, etc. 355. Tombs of the Judges described, 355, 356.—
Tomb of Helena, commonly called Tombs of the Kings, 356. Description and plan,

357-360. Excavations by us, and others, 360. General character, 360, 361. Per-

haps a regal style of tombs, 361, 362. Proofs that it belonged to Helena, 362-364.

Tombs of the Prophets, 364.

SECTION VIII.

jEEtrSALEM.—HiSTOBT, STATISTICS, ETC.

Pages 365-433.

I. Historical Notices, 365. Josephus' picture of the destruction of Jemsa-

lem by Titus, 365. Not made a doomed site, 365 sq. Destruction not total, 366.

Accession of Adrian, 367. His plans to secure quiet, 367. Causes of the Jewish war,

367. Successes of Barcochba, 367 sq. Preparations of the emperor ; Julius Severus

;
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results, 368. -Jerusalem taken and retaken, 368. .Unknown city of Bethcrj 369. Cap-

ture and sole of the Jews,. 369. Forbidden to approach Jerusalem, 369. The Holy

City not again destroyed, 369 sq. Built up and named jElia, 3.70. . Becomes a P^agan

city ; temple of Jupiter, etc. 370. Duration of the name .Sia, 371. Few incidents

until Constantino, 371. Jews still shut oat, 371. Extension of Christianity and be-

ginm'ng of pilgrimages, 372.

Conversion of Constantine and Helena's visit to the Holy Land according to Euse-

bins, 372. She erects churches at Bethlehem and on the mount of Olives, 372; Al-

leged discovery of the Holy Sepulchre, 372, 373. Church erected there and at Mamre
by Constantine, 373. Later accounts of Helena's share in these transactions, and dis-

covery of the true cross, 373, 374. Existence of such an alleged cross, 374, 375.

Later honours heaped on Helena; all ancient churches now ascribed to her, 375.

Descr. of the Basilica over and around the Sepulchre, 376. Pilgrimages and festivals,

377. The Jews admitted to the city ; begin to rebuild the temple under Julian ; again

excluded 377.

Cent. IV. Jerome's residence at Bethlehem, 378. Paula's journey and convents,

378. Pilgrims flock together from all parts of the world, 378. End forgotten in the

means ; licentiousness, 379.. Effects upon the traditional topography of the Holy

Land, 379. The Onomasticon, 379. Metropolitan see at CiBsaTOa, 380.

Cent. V. Jernsalem made a patriarchate, 380. Beligious controversies, 381.

Council of Chalcedon; outbreak of the Monophysites, Theodoisius, 381. He retires to

Sinai, 381.—Cen<. VL Tumults in Egypt and Antioch, 381. Ellas of Jerusalem and
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SECTION I.

INTRODUCTION.—GREECE AND EGYPT.

The following work contains the description of a journey,
which had been the object of my ardent wishes, and had en-
tered into all my plans of life for more than fifteen years.

During a former residence of several years in Europe, from
A. D. 1826 to 1830, I had hoped that a fit opportunity for

such a journey would have presented itself; but for much of

that time Syria was the seat of war and commotion ; and this,

combined with other circumstances, dissuaded me from making
the attempt. In the year 1832, the Eev. Eli Smith, American
missionary at Beirut, made a visit to the United States ; hav-
ing recently returned from a long journey with the Eev. Mr.
Dwight to Armenia and Persia. He had in former days been
my pupil and friend ; and a visit to the Holy Land naturally

became a topic of conversation between us. It was agreed that

we would, jf possible, make such a journey together at some
future time ; and the same general plan was then marked out,

which we have since been permitted to execute. A prominent

feature of the plan was, to penetrate from Mount Sinai by
'Akabah to Wady Musa, and thence to Hebron and Jerusa-

lem ; not knowiQg at the time that any part of this route had
been already explored ; though it has since become almost a

highway for travellers. I count myself fortunate in having been

thus early assured of the company of one, who, by his famihar

and accurate knowledge of the Arabic language, by his acquaint-

ance with the people of Syria, and by the experience gained in

former extensive journeys, was so well qualified to alleviate the

difficulties and overcome the obstacles which usually accompany
oriental travel. Indeed, to these quahfications of my compan-
ion, combined with his taste for geographical and historical re-
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searches, and his tact in eliciting and sifting the information to

be obtained from an Arab population, are mainly to be ascribed

the more important and interesting results of our journey. For
I am well aware, that had I been compelled to travel with an
ordinary uneducated interpreter, I should naturally have under-
taken much less than we together have actually accomplished ;

while many points of interest would have been overlooked, and
many inquiries would have remained without satisfactory an-

swers.'

Embarking with my family at New-Tork, July I7th, 1837, we
had a favourable voyage across the Atlantic, and landed at Liver-

pool on the eighteenth day. We passed on to London ; stopping

for a few days in Leamington and its charming environs ; and
also a few days amid the calm dignity of Oxford and its scholastic

halls. In London it was now the season when " all the world is

out of town ; " yet some veterans in oriental travel were still there

;

and I received many hints of information, which were afterwards

of great use to me. After a few weeks, we proceeded by Ant-
werp and Brussels to Cologne ; and thence by easy land-journeys

up the glorious Khine to Frankfort ; and so by Weimar and Halle

to Berlin. Here I had hoped to learn much from Eitter, as to

many points of inquiry lying out of my own department ; but
he was absent, himself engaged in exploring the classic soil of

Greece and its remoter islands.

Leaving my family with their friends in Germany, I set off

from' Berlin on the 13th Nov. by way of Halle ; where Gesenius,

Tholuck, and Eoediger, suggested many topics of importance in

respect to the researches on which I was about to enter. My
course was now by Vienna to Trieste. The whole journey was
exceedingly uncomfortable, a constant succession of cold storms

of rain and snow, heavy roads, and all the discomforts and
dreariness of an early winter. During the whole interval from

Berlin to Trieste, the sun appeared only on two days ; and then

but for a short time. I entered Trieste in a driving snow-storm,

which abated for a time only to change its character and return

with new vehemence in another form, as a furious Levanter,

accompanied by torrents of rain. The next morning, Nov. 30th,

all traces of winter had disappeared, except the snows along

the summits of the Friulian Alps. The brilliant sky of Italy

was again cloudless ; and balmy breezes, as of spring, were playing

upon the bright waters of the Adriatic. It was an almost in-

stantaneous change from winter in its rudest forms, to the

brightness and deliciousness of May. I could not but haU the

* The resnlts of Mr. Smith's journey Researches in Armenia, etc., h/ Messrs. Smith

to Armenia, above alluded to, have been arid Dmight. Bost. 1833. Lond. 1834.

given to the pnblic in the work entitled,
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change with gratitude, and regard it as a favourable omen ; and
from that time onward the progress of my journey was never

retarded for an hour, nor scarcely for a moment rendered uncom-
fortable, by any unfavourable state of the weather.

I had chosen the route by Trieste as the shortest ; and was
gratified to find that it had been recently rendered stiU shorter

by the arrangement of the steamers of the Austrian Lloyd to run

twice a month, both to Constantinople and Alexandria. In

London I had made diUgent inquiry ; but was unable to learn,

with certainty, that any steamer was running from Trieste to the

Levant. In Berlin too I had made similar inquiries, especially

at the embassies of England, Austria, and Bavaria, with no

better success ; but finally obtained the desired information at

the Post OSice. This route also afibrded two important ad-

vantages over the Danube route from Vienna to Constantinople
;

first, because I could thus pass a fortnight at Athens, and yet

reach Egypt at the allotted time ; and further, because I could

thus enter Egypt from Greece without quarantine ; while all per-

sons coming to Egypt from any part of the Turkish empire, were

subjected to a quarantine of three weeks.

On the 1st of December I embarked at Trieste; having been

joined almost at the last moment by two young countrymen,

who continued to be my companions in Egypt, and one of them
also in the Holy Land. Our vessel was the Giovanni Arciduca

d'Austria, under the command of Caj)t. Pietro Marasso, one of

the most intelligent and gentlemanly commanders, whom it has

been my fortune to meet with. Seven months afterwards, I

found this steamer plying between Syra and Alexandria ; and

Capt. Marasso in command of the Mahmoudie, a larger vessel

running between Syra and Constantinople.—It was a lovely sun-

set as we glided out of the harbour of Trieste ; a flood of golden

light was poured upon the glassy waters and upon the eastern

mountain, sprinkled with white cottages and country seats, from

which it was reflected back upon the city and shipping below.

We passed swiftly by the gulf of Capo d'Istria ; saw the lights

of Isola and the light-house of Pirano ; and then in darkness

laid our course for Ancona.
The next morning was bright and beautiful ; before us was

the Italian coast, over which towered the snow-capped ridges of

the Apennines. At 9 o'clock we cast anchor in the rock-bound

and picturesque harbour of Ancona ; where we lay till towards

evening, and then pursued our way along the Adriatic. The
next day we were plunging against a head wind through the

midst of the broadest part of the sea ; where the islands and

coasts on each side were only occasionally visible. Monte Gar-

gano alone, on the Italian coast, was seen the whole day. But
i. 4,5
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the morning of the 4tli was brilliant and exciting.- At sunrise

we were in the channel of Otranto, abreast of the little island

Saseno and Cape Linguetta ; while before us on the left the eye
rested in fascination upon the lofty summits of the Acroce-
raunian mountains, the terror of ancient mariners, wild, dark,

desolate peaks, as if scathed and blasted by lightning ; whence
their name. The sun was now rising over them in splendour.

The Albanian coast continues onward in high rocky ridges;

desolate, but picturesque. For a long distance there was no
trace of human habitations. Afterwards, a few miserable villages

were seen clinging to the rocky side of the mountains ; but no
appearance of tillage, and hardly of vegetation. In the after-

noon we approached the island of Corfu, and passing onward
through the enchanting scenery of its channel, dropped our an-

chor at evening in its harbour, between the little island of Vido
and the city. The whole region, the island, the harbour, and
the opposite Albanian coast, are exceedingly picturesque ; and
in the impression which they make, reminded me strongly of

the bay of Naples ; though every thing here is on a much smaller

scale.

We remained at Corfu until the evening of the following day,

Dec. 5th. We went on shore, visited the various quarters of the
city, enjoyed the prospect from the light-house on the high rock
of the citadel, and mingled with the people. They were the first

specimen we saw of a Greek population ; and I must do the
Greek nation the justice to say, that they were also the worst.

The streets were thronged with ragged, cut-throat looking fellows,

—fierce, rugged, weather-worn visages, who might well have sat

for Byron's pictures. Our old friends, the Lazzaroni of Naples,

are gentlemen in comparison. And yet these Corfuites might
afford to look down upon some boat-loads of wild Albanian
peasants, which we saw in the harbour. The government of the

Ionian Islands, under the direction and influence of the Eng-
lish Lord High Commissioner, has established many schools, in

which the Scriptures are read. Mr. Lowndes, the intelligent

.missionary of the London Missionary Society, is the general su-

perintendent of all these schools throughout the Islands, and had
just returned from a tour, in which he had visited eighty schools.

No religious instruction is given in them, beyond the reading

of the Scriptures. According to the estimate of Mr. Lowndes, who
had resided twenty-two years in Corfu, the city contains about

16,000 inhabitants ; and the whole island about 35,000. Other

estimates vary much from this.

Leaving Corfu at sunset, we saw during the evening the

islands of Paxos and Anti-Paxos ; and passed at night through

the channel between Santa Maura and Theaki, the ancient

i. 5,6
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Ithaca. We of course lost the sight of Sappho's Leap on the
•western coast of the former. The morning found us some dis-

tance S. E. of the latter island ; of which we had a distinct,

though not a close view
;
yet enough to awaken all our classic

feelings, and call up vividly before us Ulysses and the great

"Father of Song." Both these islands, as also Cephalonia,
present the aspect of dark, high, rocky mountains, with little

appearance of fertility.

We entered the bay of Patras, and anchored in its roadstead
for some hours. The bay is shut in by mountains, which ex-

clude the winds. The weather was warm and sunny, like a day
of June. Patras is a large straggling village with about 7000
inhabitants, lying at the foot of the western slope of Mount
Yoda, the ancient Panachaicon. Above the village is a dis-

mantled fortress ; from which there is a fine prospect of the

bay and its shores. The plain of Patras is fertile and tolerably

well tilled. On the north of the bay is the ancient .^tolia
;

here one sees the modern MissUonghi on the coast ; and further

east the mouth of the Eurotas ; and far in the N. E. the snowy
summits of CEta and Parnassus. An hour or more IST. E. of

Patras is the narrow entrance to the gulf of Lepanto, defended
by two fortresses on low opposite points ; and just beyond is the
town of Lepanto on the northern coast.—^From Patras the mail
is usually sent by land to Athens, across the isthmus of Co-
rinth ; and travellers also often take this route.

Towards evening we were again upon our way ; and passed

during the night along the coast of Arcadia. The next morn-
ing, soon after sunrise, we were running close in shore and near

to Navarino and Modon ; and then, rounding the islands of

Sapienza and Cabrera, we struck across the bay of Koron to the

coast of Maina. Here the frowning peaks of Pentedaktylon,

the ancient Taygetus, rose in majesty before our view, the

loftiest and most rugged summits of the Peloponnesus. These
mountains, the backbone of ancient Laconia, are stiU inhabited

by a brave and high-spirited people, the Mainotes ; who boast

that they are of pure Spartan descent, and that they have never

been conquered. The events of recent years, however, seem to

call in question the latter of these assertions ; while a sprinkling

of Slavic words and names of places, are thought by scholars

versed in these matters, to indicate some infusion of Slavic blood.

We passed quite near to the coast, and could see many of their

villages, mere clusters of stone hovels with square towers inter-

mingled, for the purpose of defence in the frequent feuds between

families and neighbours, which were formerly so common. The
stem hand of a regular government has lessened the number of

these feuds, and destroyed many of these private castles. The
i. 7,8
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people are turning their attention more to the arts of peace and
civilization. They have demanded teachers ; and a missionary
station had just been established among them by the American
Board, under the patronage of the fine old" Mainote Bey,
Mavromichalis, with every encouragement and prospect of
success.

In the afternoon we turned the high rocky point of Cape
Matapan, and struck across the Laconian gulf to the northward
of Cerigo towards Cape Malio. This latter cape we passed at

evening ; and bore away during the night for Hydra. In the
morning of Dec. 8th, we were abreast of this island at some
distance fi-om it ; and could see on our right the little island of

St. George, and the remoter ones of Zea and Thermia. Cape
Colonna was also visible, and the island Helena beyond ; while

before us lay Mount Hymettus, upon which a cloud was dis-

charging its snows. As we advanced, the AcropoHs and then
Mount Pentelicus opened upon the view ; and rounding the
promontory of Mynichia, we cast anchor at 11^ o'clock in the
oval land-locked basin of the Pirteus. We were somewhat
astonished to find fiacres in waiting, apparently of German
manufacture ; and in one of them we were soon on our way
along a Macadamized road to the city of Athens, a distance of

six English miles.

This drive was accompanied by sad feelings. The day
was cloudy, cold, and cheerless. The plain and mountains
around, the scenes of so many thrilling associations, were un-
tilled and desolate ; and on every side were seen the noblest

monuments of antiquity in ruins, now serving to mark only the

downfall of human greatness and of human pride. Nor did the

entrance to the city tend to dissipate these feelings. Small
dwellings of stone, huddled together along narrow, crooked,

unpaved, filthy lanes, are not the Athens which the scholar

loves in imagination to contemplate. Yet they constitute, with

a few exceptions, the whole of modern Athens. Even in its

best parts, and in the vicinity of the court itself, there is often

an air of haste and shabbiness, which, although not a matter of

wonder under the ciicumstances in which the city has been built

up, cannot fail to excite in the stranger a feeling of disappoint-

ment and sadness. This however does not last long. The force

of historical associations is too powerful not to triumph over

present degradation ; and the traveller soon forgets the scenes

before him, and dwells only on the remembrance of the past.

We found a welcome home in the hospitable mansions of

Messrs King and HiU, American missionaries ; and rejoiced to

learn that their exertions in behalf of education and religious

instruction are duly acknowledged by the Greek people, and are
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bearing good fruit. The clergy, as is well known, are in gen-
eral opposed to such labours ; and the government to a great

degree indifferent ; except in respect to the female schools of

Mrs. HiU, which the government has so far encouraged, as to

furnish at its own cost a certain number of pupils, to be after-

wards employed as teachers in national female schools.

It would not become me to enter into any details respecting

the antiquities of Athens. Greece was not the object of my
journey ; nor had a visit to Athens made part of my original

plan. I was therefore not prepared to investigate its remains,

any further than I could gather information on the spot from the

excellent works of Col. Leake and Dr. Wordsworth.' Yet no
one can visit Athens without receiving a profound impression of

its ancient taste and splendour ; and the record of this impres-

sion in my own case, is all that I can give.

The most striking feature in Athens is doubtless the Acro-
polis. It is a mass of rock, which rose precipitously in the midst
of the ancient city, and is still accessible only on its N. W. part.

On the oblong area of its levelled surface were collected the

noblest monuments of Grecian taste ; it was the very sanctuary

of the arts, the glory, and the religion of ancient Athens. The
majestic Propylaea, the beautiful Erectheum, and the sub-

lime Parthenon, all built of the purest marble, though now
ruined and broken' down, still attest the former splendours of

the place, and exhibit that perfect unity of the simple, the sub-

lime, and the beautiful, to which only Grecian taste ever

attained. In this respect, there is no other spot like it on earth.

Eome has nothing to compare with it ; and the vast masses of

Egyptian architecture, while they almost oppress the mind with

the idea of immensity, leave no impression of beauty or sim-

plicity.

My first visit in Athens was to the Areopagus, where Paul
preached.^ This is a narrow naked ridge of limestone rock,

rising gradually from the northern end, and terminating ab-

ruptly on the south, overagainst the west end of the Acropolis,

&om which it bears about north ; being separated from it by an
elevated valley. This southern end is fifty or sixty feet above

the said valley ; though yet much lower than the Acropolis.

On its top are still to be seen the seats of the judges and
parties, hewn in the rock ; and towards the S. W. is a descent

by a flight of steps, also cut in the rock, into the valley

below. On the west of the ridge, in the vaUey between it

and the Pnyx, was the ancient market, and on the S. E. side,

the later or new market. In which of these it was that Paul

' Leake's Topogr. of Athens. Words- ' See the narrative in Acts 17, 16 sq.

worth's Athens and Attica.
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"disputed daily," it is of course impossible to teU ; but from
either, it was only a short distance to the foot of " Mars HiU," up
which Paul was probably conducted by the flight of steps just

mentioned. Standing on this elevated platform, surrounded by
the learned and the wise of Athens, the multitude perhaps

being on the steps and in the vale below, Paul had directly before

him the far famed Acropolis with its wonders of Grecian art

;

and beneath him, on his left, the majestic Theseium, the earliest

and still most perfect of Athenian structures ; while aU around

other temples and altars filled the whole city. Yet here, amid
all these objects of which the Athenians were so proud, Paul
hesitated not to exclaim :

" God, who made the world and all

things that are therein,—He being Lord of heaven and earth,

dwelleth not in temples made with hands ! " On the Acropolis,

too, were the three celebrated statues of Minerva ; one of oUve
wood ; another of gold and ivory in the Parthenon, the master-

piece of Phidias ; and the colossal statue in the open air, the

point of whose spear was seen over the Parthenon by those

sailing along the gulf To these Paul probably referred and
pointed, when he went on to affirm, that " the Godhead is not

like unto gold, or silver, or stone, graven by art and man's
device. " Indeed it is impossible to conceive of any thing more
adapted to the circumstances of time and place, than is the

whole of this masterly address ; but the full force and energy

and boldness of the Apostle's language, can be duly felt, only

when one has stood upon the spot. The course of the argu-

ment too is masterly ; so entirely adapted to the acute and
susceptible minds of his Athenian audience.

Directly overagainst the Areopagus, and in filU view of the

place thus consecrated by the labours of the great Apostle of

the Gentiles, is another spot still more distinctly marked, and
hardly less interesting, as being the undoubted scene of the

patriotic exertions of the great Athenian orator. On the east-

ern slope of the longer hill, whch runs parallel to the Areopagus
in the west, lies the Pnyx, the place where the assembhes of

the Athenian people were held in the open air. It is a semi-

circular area ; the rock on the upper part having been cut away
to the depth of eight or ten feet ; and the lower part being in

some places built up in a straight line with cyclopean walls.

At the highest point, in the middle of the arc, a square mass of

the rock is left projecting into the area, with steps to ascend it

on the sides. Here was the spot, the very Bema, on which
Demosthenes stood, when he addressed the Athenian people in

those strains of fervid eloquence, which

" Shook th.' arsenal, and fulmined over Greece,

To Macedon, and Artaxerxes' throne."
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The exactness of this locality cannot well be drawn in question.

It is true, that the Bema stood originally on the summit of the

ridge, some yards above the present spot, whence the orator

could see the Pireeus and its fleets ; but its position had been
changed long before the days of Demosthenes.'

One afternoon we rode with Mr. Hill to the supposed site

of the Academy, where Plato taught his ' words of wisdom.'

There is nothing to mark the site definitely. It lies N. E. of

the city in the plain, beyond the Cephisus, which is here a
brawling brook, much used for irrigating the adjacent fields and
gardens The whole tract is covered with olive groves. We
returned by the hill of Kolonos, the scene of the (Bdipus Colo-

neus of Sophocles ; where once stood a temple of Neptune.

This hni afibrds a noble view of Athens and its environs. It

was a splendid afternoon ; and the atmosphere had all that

perfect clearness and transparency for which the climate of

Attica is remarkable ; far surpassing in this respect the sky of

Italy or of any other country known to me. Kemote objects

were seen with the utmost distinctness ; the island of Hydra
seemed to be hardly ten miles off ; though its real distance is

more than forty English miles. The sun went down while we
were yet upon the hUl, pouring a flood of transparent glory over

the landscape ; and as the reflection of his last beams lingered

upon the Parthenon, and slowly ascended the dark sides of

Mount Hymettus beyond, they were followed by hues of bril-

liant purple, which also climbed the heights of Hymettus, and
spread themselves abroad upon the sky.

Another day we rode with the same friend to the ancient

quarries on the side of Hymettus ; and then to a farm near the

foot of the mountain. Hymettus was of old celebrated for its

honey ; and large quantities of it are still collected in the neigh-

bourhood. On the farm we visited, there were about two

hundred hives of bees ; and the people were then engaged in

gathering the honey. This was a second harvest (in Decem-
ber) ; the first and greater one being in August. We were

gratified in being able to taste the honey of Hymettus, at its

fountain-head ; though I cannot award to it the palm of superior

excellence, which both the ancient and modern Athenians have

claimed for it. It is dark coloured, and has a very strong flavour

of thyme ; being indeed chiefly collected from this plant, which

thickly covers the whole slope of the mountain.

On one of the last mornings of our stay in Athens, I went

• German scholars have since raised the hisher genannt die Pnyx, nach der Entdeuk-

qnestion, -nhether the Pnyx was on this nn<; des Prof. Uhichs in Athen ; in Phil,

spot. See F. G. Weloker, Der Felsaltar nnd hist. Abhandl. der. Acad, der Wias.

des hochsten Zeus, oder des Pelasgikon, in Berlin, aus dem Jahre 1852.
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very early to tlie Acropolis, to see the sun rise over Mount
Hymettus. The morning was clear and cold ; a frost, for the
first time, had left slight traces of ice in the streets. I was
alone upon the Acropolis, in the midst of the solemn grandeur
of its desolations. Seating myself within the ruins of the

Parthenon, where the eye could command the whole horizon

through the columns of the eastern portico, I waited for the

rising sun. The whole sky was so resplendent, that for a long

time I could not determine the point where the orb of day
would appear. The sunlight already lay upon the eastern plain

and on the northern mountains, falling between Hymettus and
Pentelicus. Small fleecy clouds came floating on the north

wind ; and, as they hovered over Hymettus and met the rays of

the sun, were changed to liquid gold. At length the first

beams fell upon the Parthenon, and lighted up its marbles and its

columns with a silvery splendour. It was one of those moments
in the life of man, that can never be forgotten.

We remained seventeen days in Athens ; the next steamer

having been delayed two days beyond the regular time. The
weather during this interval was variable ; frequent storms of

high wind with rain, and the mountains sometimes thinly

covered with snow ; and then again intervening days like the

loveliest of June. A morning cloud, however small, on Mount
Hymettus was the sure prognostic of rain in the course of the

day. The thermometer fell only once below the fireezing point

;

and this was regarded as the severest cold of the winter. We
had planned an excursion to Argos, where some of our Ameri-
can friends were then residing ; intending to cross the gulf to

Nauplia, and return by way of Corinth and its isthmus. But a

storm hindered us at the time appointed, and for some days

afterwards ; and I was compelled to rest satisfied with the view

of the acropolis of Corinth, as seen from the acropolis of

Athens. Similar circumstances prevented also a proposed ex-

cursion to the summit of Mount Pentelicus and the plain of

Marathon.
I had of course no extensive opportunity to observe the peo-

ple of Greece ; nor, in any case, would this be the proper place

to dwell upon their pohtical circumstances. But as the result

of my own observation, coupled with information received from
many quarters, I must do the inhabitants of the kingdom of

Greece the justice to say, that although burdened with a foreign

government, in which as a people they have no voice, this little

nation of 800,000 souls, in the short period of their existence as

a state, have in a good degree shaken oS their former degrada-

tion, and have raised themselves, as to independence of charac-

ter, integrity, and intellectual and moral enterprise, to a standing
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considerably above any otber portions of their countrymen, and
especially above tbose who still remain under the Turkish
dominion. The people have an ardent desire for instruction and
for free institutions ; and although they may not yet be ripe for

the latter, yet it is to be hoped that the influence of some of

the larger continental powers, however strongly exerted, will not

be mighty enough to quench these aspirations.'

During our stay at Athens I was able to have communication
with my friend, the Kev. Eli Smith, who was then in Smyrna.
I would gladly have joined him there, that so we might have

proceeded together to Egypt. But the business of which he had
charge, would not permit of his leaving immediately ; and then

too there was a quarantine of three weeks between Smyrna and
Alexandria. Of course it was more pleasant and profitable to

spend these three weeks under the warmer sun and amid the

wonders of Egypt, than to be shut up within the walls of a miser-

able lazaretto at Syra or Alexandria. It was arranged therefore

with Mr. Smith, with the unanimous and hearty assent of his

missionary brethren in Smyrna and Athens, that he should meet
me at Cairo in the last days of February ; and so leaving him
to enjoy the quarantine alone, we set our faces directly towards

Egypt.
We embarked at the Piraeus on the evening of Dec. 25th, on

board the steamer Baron Eichhof ; and at sunrise next morning
were off the north end of Syra, surrounded by a splendid array

of picturesque islands, the Cyclades of former days. Behind us

lay Jura, Zea, and Thermia. In the N. W. were visible the

lofty mountains on the southern end of Negropont, capped with

snow ; and in the S. W. were Serfo and Sifanto. Near at hand
on our left were the large islands of Andros and Tinos, the

former with snowy mountains ; and before us, Mycone, Delos,

and Great Delos. As we rounded the northern point of Syra,

we came in sight of Naxos, Pares, and Anti-Paros ; and could

also see the high land of Nikeria over the southern extremity of

Tinos. In a direction a little further to the south, I looked long

for Patmos ; but in vain. At 8 o 'clock we cast anchor in the

fine bay of Syra, on the eastern side of the island ; which has

of late years acquired celebrity as the chief commercial port of

Greece, and the central point of meeting for all the various lines

of French and Austrian steamers.

We passed here a very agreeable and very busy day, chiefly in

the society of our kind American friends, the Eev. Dr. Kobertson

and his family, who afterwards removed to Constantinople, and

' After the above was written, I had respecting the relative intellectual and

the pleasure of learning from Prof. Ritter, moral standing of the Greek people, in

that he too was led to the same conclusion and out of the kingdom of Greece.
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have since returned to the United States. We visited their

schools and printing establishment ; and also the flourishing

schools of the Enghsh Cliurch Missionary Society, under the

care of Messrs Hildner and Wolters.—The old town of Syra
lies on the sides of a conical hill at some distance from the

shore, and contains 5000 inhabitants. The new town, which
sprung into existence during the Greek revolution, lies upon the

shore below ; and is supposed to contain a population of 18,000
souls. Ship-building is here carried on extensively. The ex-

penses of living are said to be greater in this town, than any-
where else in the Levant ; chiefly because all articles of necessity

or luxury must be brought from a distance ; the island itself

furnishing almost nothing.

We embarked again the same evening, Dec. 26th, for

Alexandria, on board the steamer Prince Metternich, which was
lying in quarantine. A thunder storm which passed over the

harbour, delayed our departure until after midnight. At sunrise

we were abreast of the small island Polykandro on our left

;

having on our right Sifanto, Argentiera, Pohno, and Milo

;

while behind Polykandro we could see Sikyno and Nio, and far

in the S. E. the high volcanic island of Santorin, which Eitter

had explored so thoroughly a few months before. At 10 o'clock

Crete was visible, but was indistinct, and covered with clouds.

At evening we cast anchor in the harbour of Can6a, on the north
coast of the island near its western end. This city contains

about 6000 inhabitants, and lies like an amphitheatre around a
small inner circular port, at the foot of a large bay setting up
between the capes Spada and Meleka ; the land rising gradually

from the water on aU sides. Back of the city Mount M^lessa
rises to the height of several thousand feet, and was then covered

with deep snow ; while far in the east, near the middle of the

island, was seen the majestic and loftier form of Mount Ida,

also white with snows, and glittering in the last beams of the

setting sun.

The little port of Can6a is formed by an artificial mole, with
a fortress on each side of the entrance. Here for the first time we
beheld mosks and minarets, the latter crowned by the crescent

;

showing us that we had here entered a territory subject to the
Muslim rule. It was now near the close of the fast of Rama-
dan ; and the minarets were lighted up by rows of small lamps
thickly suspended from the external galleries, producing a
pleasing effect in the darkness of evening. Indeed the whole
eflect of the lights of the city at evening, rising on every side,

was fine and imposing.

Crete was now under the dominion of the Pasha of Egypt

;

and at that time presented the rather singular anomaly even in
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oriental quarantines, that while Egypt itself had no quarantine

against Greece, yet Crete had a quarantine against both Greece

and Egypt. We were not permitted to land at Canea ; but some
American missionary friends, to whom we had letters, kindly

came off in a boat the next morning, and gratified us by a short

visit along side. Mr. Benton and his family had then been
established in Can6a about a year, with very encouraging pros-

pects of usefulness and success.

We left Can6a again at 11 o'clock A. M. Dec. 28th, and
pursued our way along the northern coast of Crete. A strong

N. E. wind had set in, which was contrary to us and raised a
heavy sea ; so that our progress was slow, and the motion of the

vessel very uncomfortable. Clouds likewise gathered upon the

island
;
permitting us only occasional glimpses of the coast and

the lofty brow of Ida. The next morning we were off the

eastern end of Crete, which was just visible in a low line beneath

the clouds which rested on it ; and in the N. E. we could

distinguish the high islands of Caso and Scarpanto. The
N. E. wind was now more favourable, and our progress more
rapid ; but the weather was still cold and the motion uncom-
fortable. The next day, Dec. 30th, was warmer ; and a heavy
shower from the S. W. left a strong wind from that quarter, with
much motion. Early in the afternoon we began to meet vessels

which had left Alexandria with the change of wind. At 3

o'clock the column of Diocletian began to appear ; then the

tall masts of the Egyptian fleet, which was lying in the harbour
;

afterwards the Pasha's palace and other buildings ; and finally

the low coast. At 5 o' clock we gained the narrow entrance of

the western port, following a pUot, who led the way in liis small

boat. He refused to come on board, saying we were to be in

quarantine,—a piece of news which somewhat alarmed our cap-

tain ; as he had left the port only a few days before in pratique,

and had since been in no port against which there was a quaran-

tine. Half an hour afterwards we cast anchor near the city, in

the midst of the huge men of war which composed the Egyptian,

fleet. A boat with Frank health officers soon ran along side.

The officers came on board with aU. due precautions, and insti-

tuted a very strict scrutiny as to the passengers and letters ; to

the great surprise of our captain, who had never experienced

any thing of the kind before. The result of the scrutiny was in

our favour ; and all of a sudden the chief health officer, a

friend of the captain, threw his arms around the latter ; and
the deck resounded with their mutual kisses and congratulations.

We were not uninterested spectators of this scene ; and joined

heartily in the rejoicings of the moment. We now learned that

the last French steamer, which arrived just a week before us,

YoL. I.-2
'
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and in wliicli we at first had thought of taking passage, had hj
some negligence received on board at Syra the letters and packages
from Constantinople and Smyrna, without their having first

been fumigated at the health office. In consequence of this, the

vessel had been put in quarantine at Alexandria for twenty days,

and her passengers for seven days ; from which the latter were
freed only the day after our arrival. We of course were grateful

for this escape from confinement in an Egyptian lazaretto.

It was now too late to go on shore and look up lodgings in a

strange city. "We waited until morning, and then landed with
the captain at the custom house. The moment we set foot on
shore, we needed no further conviction, that we had left Europe
and were now in the oriental world. We found ourselves in the

midst of a dense crowd, through which we made our way with

difficulty,—Egyptians, Turks, Arabs, Copts, Negros, Eranks
;

complexions of white, black, olive, bronze, brown, and almost

aU other colours ; long beards and no beards ; all costumes and
no costume ; silks and rags ; wide robes and no robes ; women
muiHed in shapeless black mantles, their faces wholly covered

except peep-holes for the eyes ; endless confusion, and a clatter

and medley of tongues, Arabic, Turkish, Greek, Italian, Erench,

German, and English, as the case might be ; strings of huge
camels in single file with high loads ; little donkeys, bridled and
saddled, each guided by a sore-eyed Arab boy with a few words

of sailor English, who thrusts his little animal nolens volens

almost between your legs ;—such is a faint picture of the scene

in which we found ourselves on landing in Alexandria.

We made our way at length to the Frank quarter, in the

S. E. part of the city, through narrow, crooked, dirty streets and
lanes, running between dead walls or ill built houses with flat

roofs. The Frank quarter is near the eastern port, and consists

of a broad street or place, surrounded by large houses in the

Itahan style. We paid our respects to Mr Gliddon, consul of

the United States, to whom I had an official letter ; and he

immediately sent his Kawwas or Janizary to procure us lodgings,

and to pass our luggage at the custom-house. During our stay

in Alexandria, and afterwards in Cairo, we were greatly indebted

to the courtesy and kind offices of Mr Gliddon ; and I take

pleasure in this opportunity of tendering to him my grateful

acknowledgments.

It was now the third day of the great festival of the Mu-
hammedans, (the lesser Bairam of the Turks,) which follows

the fast of Eamadin, and continues three days. All was of

course joy and rejoicing among the population ; bands of jug-

glers were exhibiting their feats in the open places of the streets
;

the ships of war in the harbour were gaily decked with flags and
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streamers ; and at noon the thunder of their cannon proclaimed
a salute in honour of the day. This was the first and only
Muhammedan festival, which we had an opportunity of seeing.

Of ancient Alexandria, that renowned city, which contained

600,000 inhabitants, and was second only to Rome itself, scarcely

a vestige now remains. The hand of time and the hand of

barbarism have both swept over it with merciless fury, and
buried its ancient glory in the dust and in the sea. Her illus-

trious schools of theology, astronomy, and various other sci-

ences ; her noble library, unique in ancient history ;' her light-

house, one of the seven wonders of the world ; all have utterly

vanished away, and 'the places thereof know them no more.'

Her former site, thicldy strown with fragments of bricks and
tiles, showing that even the materials of her former structures

have perished, has been dug over, and the foundations of her

edifices turned up, in search of stones to build the modern
navy-yard and other works of the Pasha. The only surviving

remains of the ancient city are, a few cisterns still in use ; the

catacombs on the shore west of the city ; the granite obelisk of

Thothmes III, with its fallen brother, brought hither from Heli-

opolis, and usually called Cleopatra's needles ; and the column
of Diocletian, more commonly known as Pompey's pillar. This
last is upon the highest part of the ancient site, between the

modern city and Lake Mareotis. There it stands, towering in

loneliness and desolation, the survivor of that splendour which
it was intended to heighten ; while near at hand the straggling

and neglected tombs of a Muhammedan cemeterj' only serve to

render the desolation more mournful.' The catacombs are nearly

filled with earth, and are difficult to be explored. They consist

of halls and apartments with niches for the dead, and with

ornaments in the Greek style of architecture. But they are

chiefly interesting as being the first Egyptian sepulchres which
the traveller meets.' The population of the modern city is

reckoned by the best judges at about 40,000 souls.

If the traveller feels on landing in Alexandria, that he has

now entered the borders of the oriental world, he is not less

strongly reminded of the same fact, when he comes to leave that

city, and set ofi" for the interior of Egypt. Until now he has

had all the conveniences of travel which exist in Europe and
America ; he has had only to await the departure of a steamer,

and betake himself on board with bag and baggage, without

further thought or care. But traveUing in Egypt and Syria, is

' The foandations of the ancient Library '' See Note I, at the end of the volume.

are supposed to have been recently dis- ' See also Brugsch, Reisebericht aus

covered. See Brugsch Reisebericht aus Aegypten, p. 1 1.

Aegypten, Berlin, 1855, p. 9.
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quite a different thing. Here are neither roads, nor pubKc
conveyances, nor public houses ; and the traveller is thrown
hack wholly upon his own resources. In Egypt he must hire a

boat for himself, unless he can find a companion to share it with

him ; he must provide his own bed and cooking utensUs, and
also his provisions for the journey, except such as he can procure

at the villages along the Nile ; and withal and above all he

must have a servant, who can at the same time act as cook,

purveyor, and interpreter. He will soon find himself very much
in the power of this important personage, who will usually be

able neither to read nor write ; and the discomforts and vexa-

tions of this relation of dependence will probably continue more
and more to press upon him, until he has himself learned some-

thing of the Arabic language, or is fortunate enough (as I was)

to fall in with a companion to whom the language is familiar.

If the traveller has time, he will do weR to purchase the chief

necessaries at Alexandria. He needs them just as much during

the voyage to Cairo, as afterwards ; and he will thus save time

and avoid care in the latter city.

Most travellers, on arriving at Alexandria, suppose they

have only to take a boat directly from that city along the canal

and the Nile to Cairo ; and it may be some days before they

learn, that at 'Atfeh, where the canal leaves the Nile, they will

be compelled to hire another boat ; the canal being there shut

off from the river by a dam with sluices, but without locks. At
this point every thing which passes between Alexandria and
Cairo has to be transhipped ; to the great inconvenience of the

public and the special annoyance of travellers just arrived in

the country.' The boats on the canal and river are much the

same ; long, narrow and sharp, with a low cabin at the stern in

which one can rarely stand erect ; and usually having two low

masts with immense lateen saUs, their long yards turning around
the top of the mast as on a pivot. The cabins for the most part

will accommodate only two persons to sit (cross-legged) and sleep

in. If a party consists of more, a larger boat will be necessary
;

which enhances the expense and commonly the length of the

voyage.

It was on a delightful morning, Jan. 5th, 1838, that we foxind

ourselves floating for the first time on tie bosom of the mighty
Nile. In Alexandria we had almost daily showers of rain ; and
during the night that we had lain by at 'Atfeh, a heavy shower

had fallen, clearing the atmosphere, and leaving behind it a fine

north wind, which was driving us onward cheerily against the

powerful current. It was a moment of excitement ; indeed a

new emotion was awakened by the first day's sail upon this

' This has since been remedied by means of locks.
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noble stream, so closely associated witli the earliest and choicest

recollections of childhood and manhood. It was a glorious sight

to look upon the mighty river, rolling its waters for nearly fif-

teen hundred miles, without a single tributary, through a region

which but for it would be a desert ; and rendering this desert by
its waters the garden of the world. The Kosetta branch of the
Nile, where we came upon it, reminded me strongly of the
Khine at Cologne, in its general breadth and current, and in the
general character of its banks. The water of the Nile is cele-

brated for its deliciousness ; and is deserving of its fame in this

respect. Strangers are apt to drink too freely of it at first

;

and not unfrequently experience a slight attack of dysentery in

consequence. The water is slightly turbid ; but becomes clear

by filtering through the porous jars of the country ; or on being
left to stand in jars, the sides of which have been rubbed with
almond-paste.

We had been told in Alexandria that we should probably
reach Cairo in three days ; but our fine wind lasted only for one
day ; and it was not until after a voyage of five days in all, that

we landed at Bulak, the port of Cairo. For a whole day pre-

vious, we had seen the great pyramids, towering upon the south-

ern horizon. Several other travellers, about the same time, had
still longer passages. Our luggage and ourselves were speedily

mounted on donkeys ; and we were soon cantering along the

straight road that leads to the gate of Cairo, two Enghsh mUes
distant. This gate opens on the middle of the N. W. side of

the great place or square el-Ezbekiyeh ; not far from which, on
the southern side, lies the Frank quarter. Here we found lodg-

ings in a hotel which had formerly been kept by an Italian ; but
was now nominally under English management.

At Cairo we had fallen, for the present, on evil times. Mr.

Gr. E. Gliddon, the American consul, was absent in the United
States. The Enghsh vice-consul, to whom I had been partic-

ularly addressed, was at first absent ; and on his return found

himself honoured or burdened by a new appointment, which for

the time overwhelmed him with a chaotic mass of business ; so

that he hardly knew which way to turn. Messrs. Lieder and
Kruse, missionaries of the Church Missionary Society, to whom
I had letters from the society in London, and who aftem'ards

rendered us most important services, were at the time confined

to their houses by illness. Mr Gliddon senior had been so kind

as to place at our disposal the Janizary of the American con-

sulate, both during the time of our stay in Cairo, and for our

further voyage on the Nile
;
yet this did not help us much at

present ; for Mustafa spoke nothing but Arabic ; and we could

therefore communicate with him usually only through our other

Vol. I.—2* i. 24, 25
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servant. He went with us up the Nile, and we found him at
all times honest, faithful, and kind hearted.

Left thus alone, as strangers in this great city, we determined
to leave it as soon as possible for Upper Egypt, hoping for

better auspices on our return. We visited therefore at present

only the bazars ; the slave market with its abominations ; the

tombs of the Memluks, fine specimens of Saracenic architecture

now falling to decay ; the citadel ; and the charming orange-

gardens connected with the Pasha's palace at Shubra. As we
wandered one day with our servant through the citadel, looking

at the apartments of the Pasha, and entering the halls of audi-

ence and pubhc business, we stumbled into the room where
Habib Efiendi, governor of Cairo and minister of the interior,

was transacting the usual routine of matters which came before

him. He sat munching in one corner of the room, with several

persons around him ; and there were other similar groups in

various parts of the hall. As persons were continually passing

in and out, we did not hesitate to gratify our curiosity ; and
were retiring, when the governor sent the dragoman of the

English consulate after us, inviting us to take coffee with him.

As we were still utter strangers in Egypt, and had no friend with
us who was aufait in such matters, we declined the invitation

as pohtely as we could, on the ground that we had seen his Ex-
cellency was very much engaged. The occurrence is not worth
mentioning, except as illustrating the mighty change which has
taken place in the feelings and conduct of Muhammedans to-

wards Frank Christians.

The weather was fine and the air balmy, all the time we
were at Cairo. There had been however several rainy days
shortly before ; and especially on Christmas day a violent storm

of wind and rain. The thermometer, at sunrise, ranged between
44° and 54° of Fahrenheit.

The indolence and procrastinating habits of the Egyptians
and Arabs, are well known. They seem indeed to have a differ-

ent version of the good old English maxim ; and act as if it

were to be read exactly the reverse, viz. " Never to do to-day

what can be put off till to-morrow." Under the circumstances

in which we were placed, it was of course a slow and wearisome
matter to make the necessary preparations ; and it was therefore

not until the evening of Jan. 19th, that we were again upon the

Nile, ploughing its current with a fine breeze firom the north,

under the brilliant light of an African moon.

A voyage upon the Nile at this season, can never be other-

wise than interesting. The weather is usually pleasant, and
the traveller is surrounded by scenes and objects striking in

themselves, and closely associated with all that is great and
i. 26, 27
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venerable in tlie records of the ancient world. The gleaming
waters of the mighty river, rushing onward in ceaseless flow

;

the pyramids, those mysterious monuments of gray antiquity,

stretching in a range along the western shore from Gizeh up-

wards beyond Sakkarah and Dashur ; the frequent villages along

the banks, each in the bosom of its own tall grove of graceful

palm trees ; the broad valley, teeming with fertility, and shut

in on both sides by ranges of naked, barren mountains, within

which the desert is continually striving to enlarge its encroach-

ments ; all these are objects which cannot be regarded but with

lively emotion. Nor is this wholly a scene of still life. The
many boats with broad lateen sails, gliding up and down ; the

frequent water wheels, Sdkieh, by which water is raised from the

river to irrigate the fields ; the more numerous Shadt'ifs, who
laboriously ply their httle sweep and bucket for the same end ;

'

the labourers in the fields ; the herds of neat cattle and buf-

faloes ; occasional files of camels and asses ; large flocks of

pigeons, ducks, and wild geese ; and, as one advances, the occa-

sional sight of crocodiles sleeping on a sand-bank, or plunging

into the water ; all these give a hfe and activity to the scene,

which enhances the interest and adds to the exhilaration. Yet
if the traveller set foot on shore, the romance of his river voyage

will quickly be dissipated. He wiU find the soil becoming an
almost impalpable powder under his feet, through which he may
wade his way to the next village ; and this village too he will

find to be only the squahd abode of filth and wretchedness ; mud
hovels, not high enough to stand up in, built on mounds accu-

mulated in the course of centuries from the ruins of former

dwellings.

The voyage from Cairo to Thebes, about 500 miles, varies

much as to time, according to the wind ; but is accomplished, on

the average, in about twenty days. It takes from three to six

days more to reach the first cataract at Aswan, 140 miles further.

We left Cairo intending to visit Thebes, and to reach the cataract

ifour time would permit. At first the winds were very favourable.

We pressed forward day and night ; and on the twelfth day had
accomplished more than three quarters of the distance to Thebes.

But the wind now changed to the south ; and the only mode of

advancing further was by tracking. In this slow and very te-

dious manner, with only a few intervals of sailing, we reached

Thebes on the nineteenth day from Cairo. Since that time,

in eleven days, I have crossed the Atlantic from New-York to

Liverpool. All hope of reaching the cataract was now aban-

doned ; and we set to work in earnest to employ, in the best

manner, the few days we had to devote to the ruins of Thebes.

' See Note II, end of the volume.
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I am not about to write a description of these wonderful re-

mains of higli antiquity. Wilkinson has devoted half his work
to them, without exhausting the subject in any part. The chief

points of interest on the western shore, are the Memnonium, the

temples of Medinet Habu, the statue of Memnon and its com-
panion, the tombs of the kings, and the tombs in the hill of

Sheikh Abd-el-Kurneh. On the eastern shore are the temple of

Luksor, and the temple or rather immense cluster of temples of

Karnak.
It is impossible to wander among these scenes, and behold

these hoary yet magnificent ruins, without emotions of astonish-

ment and deep solemnity. Every thing around testifies of vast-

ness, and of utter desolation. Here lay once that mighty city,

whose power and splendour were proverbial throughout the an-

cient world. The Jewish prophet, in reproaching great Nineveh,

breaks forth into the bitter taunt :
" Art thou better than popu-

lous No [Thebes], that was situate among the rivers, the waters

round about it ; whose rampart was the sea, and her wall from

the sea ?"^ Yet even then Thebes had been " carried away into

captivity ; her young children dashed in pieces at the top of all

her streets ; they had cast lots for her honourable men, and all

her great men were bound in chains." Subsequently she was
again plundered by Cambyses, and destroyed by Ptolemy Lathy-
rus. Her countless generations have passed away, leaving their

mighty works behind, to tell to wanderers from far distant and
then unknown chmes the story of her greatness and her fall.

The desert hills around are fiUed with their corpses, for which
they vainly strove to procure an exemption from the dread

decree :
" Dust thou art, and unto dust shalt thou return."

For twenty-five centuries they have indeed slept securely in their

narrow abodes ; from which fhey are now daily wrested, to be
trampled into dust and scattered to the winds.

The character of Egyptian architecture, as exhibited in the

temples at Thebes and elsewhere, is heavy and vast ; with

nothing of that lightness, and harmonious proportion, and beau-

tiful simplicity, which distinguish the Athenian temples. Yet
this very vastness, coupled with the associations of the place,

produces a strong impression of sublimity. All is gloomy, awful,

grand. The most striking specimens of this gigantic architec-

ture, are the great colonnade at Luksor, which we first \'isited

by moonlight ; and especially the grand hall at Karnak, " one

hundred and seventy feet by three hundred and twenty-nine,

supported by a central avenue of twelve massive columns, sixty-

six feet high (without the pedestal and abacus), and twelve ia

diameter ; besides one hundred and twenty-two of smaller or

• Kah. 3, 8. See Note III, end of tbs volume.
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rather less gigantic dimensions, forty-one feet nine inches in

height, and twenty-seven feet six inches in circumference, dis-

tributed in seven lines on either side of the former."' Nor were
the decorations of these temple-palaces on a scale less imposing.
The two colossal statues of Amenoph (usually called of Mem-
non), seated majestically upon the plain, once guarded the ap-
proach to the temple-palace of that king. They are sixty feet

high, including the pedestal.'' The temple has perished ; Mem-
non has long ceased to salute the rising sun ; and the two
statues now sit in lonely grandeur, to teU what Thebes once
was. The stupendous statue of Eemeses II, in the Memno-
nium, a single block of Syenite granite, now prostrate and shat-

tered, stiU " measures from the shoulder to the elbow twelve feet

ten inches ; twenty-two feet four inches across the shoulders
;

and fourteen feet four inches from the neck to the elbow." ^

This enormous mass is nearly three times as large as the solid

contents of the largest obelisk. How it could ever have been
transported from Upper Egypt and erected here, is a problem
which modern science cannot solve ; nor is there much less diffi-

culty in accounting for the manner of its destruction.

The tombs of the Kings are situated among the barren

mountains, which skirt Thebes upon the west ; in a narrow val-

ley where desolation sits enthroned. Not a tree nor shrub is to

be seen ; not a blade of grass or herbage ; not even a trace of

moss upon the rocks ; but all is naked and shattered, as if it

had been the sport of thunders and lightnings and earthquakes

ever since the creation. The tombs are entered by narrow por-

tals in the sides of this valley, from which a corridor usually

leads by a slight descent to halls and apartments on either side,

all decorated with paintings in vivid colours, representing scenes

drawn from the life of the deceased monarch, and from Egyp-
tian mythology, or sometimes also from the occupations of com-
mon life. In this respect these tombs afford the finest illustra-

tions of the manners and customs of the ancient Egyptians. In

the chief apartment is usually a large sarcophagus. Here " the

kings of the nations, all of them, lay in glory, every one in his

own house ;
" but " they have been cast out as an abominable

branch."* The tombs of the priests and private persons are

found in the sides of the hills adjacent to the city. They are

' Wilkinson's Mod. Egypt, II. p. 248. me, Go in, and behold the wicked abomi-
° Ibid. II. p 160. nations that they do here. So I went in

' Ibid. II. p. 143. and saw; and, behold, every form of

' Is. 14, 18, 19. From these or similar creeping things, and abominable beasts,

tombs is drawn apparently the imagery of and all the idols of the house of Israel,

the Hebrew prophet, Ez. 8, 8-10 : " Then portrayed upon the wall round about."

said he unto me. Sou of man, dig now in There is, however, no direct evidence that

the wall : and whan I had digged in the Egyptian sepulchres were made the seat of

waU, behold a door. And he said unto idolatrous rites or mysteries.

i. 30, 31
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on a smaller scale ; but are often decorated witli equal skill and
beauty, with scenes drawn from common life.

'

The walls of aU the temples at Thebes are covered with
sculptures and hieroglyphics, representing in general the deeds

of the kings who founded or enlarged those structures. Many
of these afford happy illustrations of Egyptian history. To me
the most interesting was the scene which records the exploits of

Sheshonk, the Shishak of the Scriptures, who made a successful

expedition against Jerusalem in the fifth year of king Keho-
boam, B. C. 971.^ These sculptures are on the exterior of the

S. W. waU of the great temple of Kamak. They represent

a colossal figure of this monarch advancing, and holding in

his hand ten cords, which are attached to as many rows of

captives, one above another, behind him. These he presents

to the deity of the temple. The upper rows, behind the mid-
dle of his back, contain each twelve or fourteen captives ; the

lower ones extend under his feet, and have more. The heads

and shoulders of the captives are complete ; while the bodies

have merely the form of a cartouch with hieroglyphics, contain-

ing perhaps the name or character of the individual.^ In front

of the high cap of the monarch, is a cartouch with his name
;

and behind him, above the rows of captives, the wall is covered

with hieroglyphics.

The period in which Thebes enjoyed the highest prosperity,

was probably coeval with the reigns of David and Solomon, the

earliest Jewish kings. From the language of the prophet

Nahum already quoted, who lived, according to Josephus, under
king Jotham about B. C. 750, and perhaps for some time later,

we learn that the city had already, in or before his day, been
sacked, apparently by a foreign conqueror.* This event may not

improbably stand in connection with the expedition of Tartan, al-

luded to by the cotemporary prophet Isaiah.' Profane history

is silent in respect to it, and speaks only of the capture of the

city by Cambyses, 525 B. C, and of its final destruction by
Ptolemy Lathyrus, after a siege of three years, 81 B. C. Prom
this overthrow it never recovered ; and in the time of Strabo, as

at present, its site was occupied by several villages.' The pre-

' See Note IV, end of the vol. too numerous. To me most of them
^ 1 Kings 14, 25 sq. 2 Chr. 12, 2-9. seemed to have Jewish features, with
' In one of these cartouches Champol- short peaked beards. ChampoUion reads

lion and Rosellini profess to read the words, also the names Betli-horon and Makanaim.
Yiida Hamelk, * King of Judah ;* and they See Champollion's Grammaire Egyptienne,

considftr this captive as the personification p. 1 60. Kosellini Monumenti Storici, H.
of the conquered kingdom of Judah. But p. 79 sq. Wilkinson's Manners and Cust.

Wilkinson has doubts. Indeed, it is hard- of the Anc. Egyptians, I. p. 136.

ly probable, that all these individuals * Jos. Ant. 9. 11. 3.

should represent different nations or tribes, ' Ch. 20.

as the same theory assumes. They are ' Strabo 17. 1. 46. p. 815.
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servation of its magnificent remains, so far as this is not depend-
ent on the purity and uniformity of the atmosphere, must he

ascribed, not to any respect or veneration on the part of the peo-

ple of the land ; hut solely to the circumstance, that no other

city has risen in the vicinity, to abstract and absorb in its own
buildings the materials of the Theban structures.

During our stay at Thebes, and during our whole voyage up
and down the river, the weather was uncommonly fine and uni-

form, and of a temperature like the month of June in the mild-

er parts of Europe and America. The thermometer ranged at

sunrise from 40° to 60°
; and at 3 P. M. from 68° to 82° Fa-

renheit. The atmosphere was sometimes hazy, and the sky

cloiidy ; but we experienced no frost ; although this sometimes
occurs. The common report that rain never falls in Upper
Egypt, is incorrect. One evening as we lay at Kineh, Feb. 4th,

there was a slight shower ; the thermometer standing at the

time at 77° F. with a strong south wind. The valleys too, in

the mountains around Thebes, bear evident traces of occasional

and violent rain.'

We arrived at Thebes in the afternoon of Feb. 7th ; and
left it again on our return on the morning of Feb. 11th. The
downward voyage was slow and tedious ; ovir boat being unfor-

tunately too large to be propelled rapidly with oars, or even to

float with the current against a strong head-wind. We stopped

for a day at the temple of Dendera ; and visited the dilapidated

tombs in the mountains back of Siout, where we also enjoyed

the noble prospect from the summit. Another day was given to

the very remarkable tombs of Beni Hassan, which are among
the most ancient in Egypt. We finally reached Cairo on the

morning of Feb. 28th ; where I had the satisfaction of meeting

my future companion, Mr Smith, who had arrived three days

before. Here in the hospitable dwelling of Mr Lieder and the

welcome society of valued friends, I soon forgot the discomforts

of the voyage ; and was able to survey, under better auspices

than formerly, the city and its interesting environs.

Cairo is one of the best built cities of the east ; the houses

are of stone, large, lofty, and sohd. The streets are narrow and

often crooked ; and the houses sometimes jut over them upon

each side, so as almost to meet above. Its original name in Arabic

was el-Kdhirah ; but it is now universally called Musr, as were

the former capitals of Egypt. The population is estimated at

about 250,000 souls. In 1835 the plague made fearful ravages

' On this point there can be no better raius fill the torrent-beds of the moun-

anthority than Wilkinson. " Showers," tains, which run to the banks of the Nile,

he says, " fall annually at Thebes
;
per- A ftorm of this kind did much damage to

haps on an average four or five in the BeLsoni's tomb some years ago." Mod.

year ; and every eight or ten years, heavy Egypt, p. 75, ed. 1.
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in Cairo, sweeping off not less than 80,000 of its inhabitants
;

but at the time of our visit, the population was supposed to

have again reached its usual number. Here, as in Alexandria,

donkeys with Arab boys take the place of cabs and fiacres. A
full and most perfect description of the city and its inhabitants

is given in the admirable work of Mr. Lane.

'

During the twelve days that we now remained at Cairo, we
were of course much occupied with the preparations for our fu-

ture journey in the desert. Yet we took time, and made several

excursions from the city to places in the neighbourhood. One
was to the island of Roda just below Musr el-Atikeh or Old
Cairo, on which Ibrahim Pasha had caused pretty gardens to be
laid out, partly in the Italian and partly in the EngKsh style.

On the south end of this island is the famous Nilometer, now
half in ruins, dating back at least as far as A. D. 860, and ex-

hibiting pointed arches even at that early period. Although of

no utility at present, it is carefully guarded ; and we found diffi-

culty in obtaining admission, not having procured the ordinary

permit in Cairo. At Musr el-Atikeh are the remains of a Roman
fortress, marking the site of the Egyptian Babylon, on which was
afterwards built the city of Fostat, the former Arab capital of

Egypt.' Passing eastward over the immense field of rubbish on
which Fostat once stood, we entered the broad valley or desert

plain, which skirts the western base of Jebel Mukattem, to the

southward of Cairo. In this desert spot is one of the largest

cemeteries of the city. Here, amid the thousands of humbler
sepulchres, the Pasha has erected a splendid edifice with two
domes, to cover the tombs of liis family and himself We were
admitted at once, and passed without hindrance through the

carpeted haUs and among the highly ornamented tombs. Those
of the Pasha's wife and his two sons, Ismail and Tussum, are

the most conspicuous. In a corner distant from these, we were

shown the spot reserved by the Pasha for his own last abode.

—

Between this and the city, the whole way is fuU of tombs and
sepulchral enclosures.

On another day we rode out to the site of ancient Heliopolis,

about two hours N. N. E. from Cairo. The way thither passes

along the edge of the desert ; which is continually making its

encroachments so soon as there ceases to be a supply of water

for the surface of the ground. The water of the Nile soaks

through the earth for some distance under this sandy tract ; and
is everywhere found on digging wells eighteen or twenty feet

deep. Such wells are very ti-equent in parts which the inunda-

' See Note "V, end of the Tolume. Babylon by the Greeks
; p. 302, ed. Jau-

" Wilkinson's Mod. Egypt, I. p. 274. bert.

Ediisi says expressly, that it was called
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tion does not reach. The water is raised from them by wheels

turned by oxen, and applied to the irrigation of the fields.

Wherever this takes place, the desert is quickly converted into a
fi'uitful field. In passing to Heliopolis we saw several such fields

in the different stages of being reclaimed fi:om the desert ; some
just laid out, others already fertile. In returning by another

way, more eastward, we passed a succession of beautiful planta-

tions wholly dependent on this mode of irrigation. The site of

Heliopolis is marked by low mounds, enclosing a space about

three quarters of a mile in length, by half a mile in breadth
;

which was once occupied partly by houses and partly by the

celebrated temple- of the Sun. This area is-now a ploughed field,

a garden of herbs ; and the solitary obelisk which still rises in

the midst, is the sole remnant of the former splendours of the

place. This was that On of the Egyptians, where the father of

Joseph's wife was priest.' The Seventy translate the name On
by Heliopolis, City of the Sun ; and the Hebrew prophet calls

it, in the same sense, Bethshemesh,* The city suff'ered ^eatly
from the invasion of Gambyses ; and in Strabo's time- it was.a,;

mass' of splendid ruins.' In the days of Edrisi and AbdaJlatif,

the place bore the name of 'Ain Shems ;* and ifti.the neigh-

.

bouiing village Matariyeh is still shown an ancieat -well bearing

the same name. Near by it is a very old sycamore., -its truak
straggling and gnarled, under which legendary tradition, relates

,

that the holy fiimily once rested.

Farther to the N. E., towards Eejbsfe; are several ruined

towns on lofty mounds, traditionally called, Ti^'^eipTi^^cZ,.,
* Mounds of the Jews.' If there is any historical foundation for

this name, which is doubtfiil, these moimds can only be referred

back to the period of the Ptolemies-, ia the centuries im,iiaediate-

iy before the Christian era, whea great numbers of Jews-resorted

to Egypt and erected a tempk at Leontopohs. It was in .the

same age, and for these Jew^ that the Greek version of the Old
,

Testament was made.'

Our most important excursioo was to the pyramids, situated

about six miles west of eJ-^Gizeh, which lies on the left bank of

the Nile, opposite Old Caito., Crossing the river at that place,

we proceeded on a &e&t> coarse to the pyramids ; although at

other seasons of the year,, when the river is higher, a considerable

' Gen. 41, 45. Sept. ib. Ex* 1, II. Niebuhr's Eeisebescki;. I. p. 213. Joseph.

Ezek. 30, 17. Herodpt. 2. 3,, 59^ Antiq. 13. 3. 1, 2, X c. Apion. 2. 5.—The
' Jer. 43, 13. name of Theodotas,. bishop of Leontopo-
' Strabo IT. 1. 27. lis in Egypt, occurs- among the signatnres
* Edrisi, p.. 306 sq. ed^ JajiJ^^. Ab- of the second counqij of Constantinople,

dallatif Eelat. de I'Egypte, par de Sacy, A. D. 553. Harduin Acta Concilior. III.

p. 1 80 sq. p. 52. Comp. le- Qmen Oriens Christ.
» Wilkinson's Mod. Egypt, I. p. 297. Tom. II. p. 554.
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circuit is necessary, in order to cross the BaLr Tusuf, the canal
which runs parallel to the Nile. Even now the water in it was
so deep, that we could not well pass it on donkeys ; but were
carried over on the shoulders of Arabs from the adjacent villages.

The pyramids, as seen from the river against the horizon, ap-
peared enormously large ; as we approached, their apparent
magnitude continually diminished ; and was nowhere less, than
as seen from the foot of the rocky terrace on which they stand.

This terrace is about one hundred and fifty feet above the plain
;

and the pyramids are thus seen only against the sky, without
any surrounding objects from which the eye can judge of their

relative magnitude. They seem here to be composed of small

stones, and to have no great elevation. But as we approached
their base, and became aware of the full size of the stones, and
looked upward along their mountain sides to the summit, their

huge masses seemed to swell into immensity, and the idea of

their vastness was absolutely overpowering. They are probably

the earhest, as well as the loftiest and most vast of all existing

works of man upon the face of the earth ; and there seems now
little room to doubt, that they were erected chiefly, if not"solely,

as the sepulchres of kings. Vain pride of human pomp and
power ! Their monuments remain unto this day, the wonder of

all time ; but themselves, their history, and their very names,
have been swept away in the dark tide of oblivion.

We followed the usual course of visitors. We explored the

dark passages of the interior ; mounted to the summit of the

great pyramid ; and admired the mild features of the gigantic

Sphynx, the body of which is again nearly covered by the drift-

ing sand. We also visited several of the adjacent tombs ; and
examined those which had then recently been cleared from the

sand, under the direction of Col. Vyse.—The ascent of the great

pyramid is less difficult, than a visit to its interior. The top is

now a square platform of thirty-two feet on each side, at an ele-

vation of four hundred and seventy feet above the base.' The
view from it is very extensive ; in front, Cairo and numerous
villages, with their groves of slender palm trees ; in the rear,

the trackless Libyan wastes ; on the south, the range of smaller

pyramids extending for a great distance along the margin of the

desert ; and then in boundless prospect, north and south, the

mighty river, winding its way through the long line of verdure,

which it has won by its waters from the reluctant grasp of the

desert upon either side. The platform is covered with the names
of travellers, who have resorted hither in different ages from
various and distant lands ; and have here stood as upon a com-
mon and central point in the history of the world. Here too we

' Wilkinson's Mod. Egypt, I. p. 330, 340.
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found an American corner, with the names both of living and
departed friends.

We left the great pyramids the same evening, and proceeded
southwards along the edge of the desert to Sakkara, where we
slept ; and the next morning visited the tombs in the neighbour-

ing cliffs and the great necropolis around the adjacent pyramids.
The whole tract here was anciently a cemetery. Pits leading to

the chambers of death have been opened in every direction ; and
the ground is everywhere strewed with the bones and cerements
of mummies. Such a field of dead men's bones, I have nowhere
else seen. There can be little doubt, that all this long tract,

from the pyramids of Gizeh to those of Dashur, was once the

great necropolis of ancient Memphis, which lay between it and
the Nile.'

We now bent our course towards Mitraheny, near the river,

w^here are the large mounds which mark the site of ancient

Memphis.* These mounds of rubbish, a colossal statue sunk
deep in the ground, and a few fragments of granite, are all that

remain to attest the existence of this renowned capital. In Stra-

bo's time, although partly in ruins, it was yet a populous city,

second only to Alexandria ; and in the days of Abdallatif there

were still extensive ruins.' In this instance the abodes of the

dead have proved to be more lasting than the habitations of

the living. But the total disappearance of all the ancient edifi-

ces of Memphis is easily accounted for, by the circumstance, that

the materials of them were employed for the building of adjacent

cities. Fostat arose out of the ruins of Memphis ; and when
that city was in turn deserted, these ruins again migrated to the

more modern Cairo.—We crossed the river, and having visited

the ancient quarries near Tuia, from which the stones were cut

for the pyramids, we returned to Cairo along the eastern bank.

A few words on the political and social condition of Egypt
under its famous ruler, Muhammed 'Aly, may close this intro-

ductory section. This extraordinary man, with native talents

.which in other circumstances might have made him the Napo-
leon of the age, has accumulated in Egypt a large amount of

wealth and power ; but he has done it only for himself,—not for

the country, nor even for his family. He has built up an army

' Two of the pyramids of Dashi'ir are ancient Serapasum, or temple of Apis, has

bnilt of brick. We had often occasion to been recently discovered by M. Mariette.

Bee both the ancient and modem bricks of See Brugsch, ib. p. 27.

Egypt. They are unburnt, and are made of ' In Arabic Men/, in Hebrew Moph,

the mud of the Nile, mingled with chopped Hos. 9, 6. Also under the name of Noph,

straw to bind it together; on the same Is. 19, 13. Jer. 2, 16.

principle that hair is sometimes used in ^ Strabo 17. 1. 32. Abdallatif Rela-

making mortar. Compare the narrative tion de I'Egypte, par de Sacy, p. 184 sq.

in Ex. 5, 7 sq.—In this necropolis, half an Abdallatif was born A. D. 1161.

hour north of the village of Sakkara, the
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and fleet, not by husbanding and enlarging the resources of
Egypt, but by draining them almost to exhaustion. The
army consists chiefly of levies torn from their families and homes
by brutal force. We saw many gangs of these unfortunate re-

cruits on the river and around Cairo, fastened by the neck to a
long heavy chain which rested on their shoulders. Such is the
horror of this service among the peasantry, and their dread of
being thus seized, that children are often mutilated in their

fingers, their teeth, or an eye, in order to protect them from it.

'

Yet the country is now so drained of able-bodied men, that even
these unfortunate beings are no longer spared. In the compa-
nies of recruits which were daUy under driU around the Ezbe-
kiyeh, we saw very many who had lost a finger, or their fi-ont

teeth ; so that an English resident proposed in bitter irony to

recommend to the Pasha, that his troops should appear only in

gloves. Indeed, it is a notorious fact, that this drain of men for

the army and navy has diminished and exhausted the population,

until there are not labourers enough left to tiU the ground ; so

that in consequence large tracts of fertile land are suffered to lie

waste.

The same line of policy, or impolicy, has been pursued in

the introduction of manufactures and schools of science. The
sole object of the Pasha has been, not to benefit the nation, but
to augment his own wealth, and increase the capability of the
instruments of his power. With barbarian eagerness, he has
overlooked the planting of the seed, and grasps only after the
ripe fi'uit. Not a step has been taken for the education and
improvement of the people at large ; but all the schools estab-

lished are intended solely to train up young men for his own
service. The workmen in the manufactories in Mke manner
labour only by compulsion, and are recruited by force in the

same manner as the soldiers. When once a manufactory of any
article has been established by the Pasha, it is made a complete
monopoly ; and the people must purchase fi-om him that article at

his own price, or go without. Thus, not a family in Egypt
dares to spin and weave the cotton stuffs which they wear upon
their own bodies.

The people of Egypt, formerly the owners as well as the

tillers of the soil, would seem to be an object of pecuhar and
wanton oppression to the government, or at least to its subor-

dinate ministers. Whenever requisitions are made upon the

' "There is now (in 1834) seldom to be ridge,) or a finger cut off, or an eye put

found, in any of the villages, an able- out or blinded, to prevent his being takdn

bodied youth or young man, who has not for a recruit." Lane's Modern Egyptianj,

had one or more of his teeth broken out, I. p. 246.

(that he may not be able to bite a cart-
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people by tlie former, tlie latter are sure to extort nearly the

, double. By a single decree, the Pasha declared himself to be
the sole owner of all the lands in Egypt ; and the people of

course became at once only his tenants at wUl, or rather his

slaves. It is interesting 'to compare this proceeding with a
similar event in the ancient history of Egypt under the Pha-
raohs. ' At the entreaty of the people themselves, Joseph bought
them and their land for Pharaoh, so that " the land became
Pharaoh's ; " but he gave them bread in return, to sustain them
and their families in the time of famine. " Only the land of

the priests he bought not
;
" but the modem Pharaoh made no

exception, and stripped the mosks and other religious and char-

itable institutions of their landed endowments, as mercilessly as

the rest. Joseph also gave the people seed to sow, and required

for the king only a fifth of the produce, leaving four fifths to

them as their own property ; but now, though seed is in like

manner given out, yet every village is compelled to cultivate two
thirds of its lands with cotton and other articles solely for the

Pasha ; and also to render back to him, in the form of taxes

and exactions in kind, a large proportion of the produce of the

remaining third. And further, not only is every individual held

responsible for the burdens laid upon himself ; but also, as the

inhabitant of a village, he is bound to make good in part or in

whole, as the case may be, the delinquency or arrears of every

other inhabitant. Sometimes, too, a village which has paid up
all its own dues, is compelled to make good the arrears of

another village. As might be expected in such a state of things,

there is among the peasantry an utter depravation of morals and
degradation of character.''

Of Muhammed 'Aly himself, it is universally admitted in

Egypt, that while he is energetic and severe, he is yet by nature

neither cruel nor revengeful. The people in general do not ascribe

their oppression so much to the Pasha, as to his subordinate

agents. They suppose, that if the murmurs of the peasantry could

reach his ear, the immediate and pressing evils would be rem-

edied.' In one respect, the energy of Muhammed 'Aly deserves

aU praise ; although the severity by which it is attended may
not always be the most justifiable. He has rendered the coun-

tries under his sway secure ; so that travellers, whether Orientals

or Franks, may pass in their own dress throughout Egypt and

Syria, and also among the Bedawin of the adjacent deserts, with

the same degree of safety as in many parts of civilized Europe.

—

How diflferent might have been the state of Egypt, had he

' Gen. 47, 18-26. ' Wakinson's Mod. Egypt, H. p. 553
' Compare Lane, L p. 156 sq.
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adapted his measures to the true policy of the country ; and,
instead of aggrandizing himself by grasping rapacity and foreign

conquest, had made Egypt what it ought to be, an agricultural
nation, and diffused the blessings of personal freedom and edu-
cation among the people ! Under such a policy, the. extreme
fertility of the soil and its capacity for the production of almost
every article of consumption and commerce, would soon have
enlarged the resources of the country to an unlimited extent

;

and given to Egypt once more a name and rank among the na-
tions of the earth.

In one point of view, the innovations of the present ruler of

Egypt open up a cheering prospect. His whole line of policy

has been obviously founded on a conviction and tacit acknow-
ledgment of the superiority of European arts and arms. The
discipline of his troops, the organization of his fleet, the estab-

lishment of schools and manufactories, have all sprung from this

principle ; and are an attempt on his part to procure, by a forced

process, advantages, which can only result from a gradual and
general development and improvement. True, he might as well

expect to reap where he has not sown ; or command the fruit to

spring ripe from the tree, without the intervention of blossoms.

Yet one good effect has resulted from his measures ; this same
conviction of European superiority has spread from the ruler

.among the people ; and, in consequence, the stronghold of

.Muhammedan prejudice and contempt towards European Chris-

tians, is fast breaking down and vanishing away. Then too,

from the example of Egypt, a similar conviction has been forced

upon the ruler of the Turkish empire ; and the like effects are

rapidly developing themselves in his dominions. Even now,
Fraiiks in their own dress may wander alone through all the

streets, of Cairo and Constantinople, and of other oriental cities,

as freely as in London or New-York, without hindrance or moles-

tatioB. •; -where fifteen years ago they would have been followed

with e«rses, and perhaps with stones. If they travel in the

interior, ^hey^ are everywhere received with courtesy, and usually

with kindaess. -Such at least was the result of our inquiries and
experience.—rA- still more important consequence of this state of

things has Kbeea, that the Egyptian government, and recently

tfeat of Turkey a4so, have placed their native Christian subjects

oa am equal footing with the Muhammedans, as to civil rights

and justioe ; • and ha«« done away, or at least forbidden, the

herediitas-y and wanton oppressions exercised by the latter.'

* Aft^ 4lie -above paragrajjhs were weakness of the Egyptian and Turkish

written, Saltan Mahmud descended to governments at the time. Yet I see no

*he tomb ; and the battle, of Nizib and ttoe reason for changing any of the views ex-

.defeotion qif -the Turkish fleet demons pressed in the text.—^For the best books on

jstrated the vCQroparative strength and Egypt, see Note VI, end of the volume.
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All these tMngs mark important changes as having already

taken place in the oriental character and feelings ; and new
causes are daily springing into operation, which wUl necessarily

render these changes not only permanent, hut progressive. The
introduction of steam-navigation in the Levant and on the Nile

and Black Sea, is bringing the power of European civilization

into still closer contact with the east, and cannot hut augment
its influence a thousand fold. Already the oriental churches are

in parts beginning to awake from their slumber ; and the whole
fabric of Muhammedan prejudice and superstition is sapped and
tottering to its fall. In all human probability, the coming
generation wiU behold changes and revolutions in the oriental

world, of which few now have any conception. Then may the

Egyptian people be freed from the oppressions under which they

now groan,—a bondage more galling than that inflicted by their

ancestors upon the Israelites of old ; then may Egypt cease to

be, what she so long has been, " the basest of kingdoms."

In respect to our further journey, it may be proper to re-

mark, that I entered upon it without the slightest anticipation

©f the results to which we were providentially led. My first

motive had been simply the gratification of personal feelings.

As in the case of most of my countrymen, especially in New
England, the scenes of the Bible had made a deep impression

upon my mind from the earliest childhood ; and afterwards in

riper years this feeling had grown into a strong desire to visit in

person the places so remarkable in the history of the human race.

Indeed in no country of the world, perhaps, is such a feeling

more widely difi'used than in New England ; in no country are

the Scriptures better known, or more highly prized. From his

earhest years the child is there accustomed not only to read the

Bible for himself ; hut he also reads or listens to it in the morn-

ing and evening devotions of the family, in the daily village-

school, in the Sunday-school and Bible-class, and in the weekly

ministrations of the sanctuary. Hence, as he grows up, the

names of Sinai, Jerusalem, Bethlehem, the Promised Land,

become associated with his earliest recollections and hohest

feelings.—With all this, in my own case, there had subsequently

become connected a scientific motive. I had long meditated the

preparation of a work on Bibhcal Geography ; and wished to

satisfy myself by personal observation, as to many points on

which I could find no information in the books of travellers.

This indeed grew to be the main object of our journey, the

nucleus around which all our inquiries and observations clus-

tered. But I never thought of adding any thing to the former
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stock of knowledge on these subjects ; I never dreamed of any
thing like discoveries in this field. Palestine had for centuries

been visited by many travellers ; and I knew that Schubert had
just preceded us, to explore the country in its physical aspects,

its botany and geology ; and we could hope to add nothing to

what he and others had observed.

Under the influence of these impressions, we carried with us

no instruments, except an ordinary surveyor's and two pocket
compasses, a thermometer, telescopes, and measuring tapes

;

expecting to take only such bearings and measurements as

might occur to us upon the road, without going out of our way
to seek for them. But as we came to Sinai, and saw how much
former travellers had left undescribed ; and then crossed the

great desert through a region hitherto almost imknown, and
found the names and sites of long-forgotten cities ; we became
convinced that there "yet remained much land to be possessed,"

and determined to do what we could with our limited means
towards supplying the deficiency. Both Mr Smith and myself
kept separate journals ; each taking pencil-notes upon the spot

of every thing we wished to record, and writing them cut in full

usually the sajne evening ; but we never compared our notes.

These journals are now in my hands ; and from them the follow-

ing work has been compiled. On thus comparing them for the

first time, I have been surprised and gratified at their almost

entire coincidence. My own notes were in general more fuU in

specifications of time, the course, the features of the country,

and personal incidents ; while those of my companion were
necessarily my sole dependence in respect to Arabic names and
their orthography, and chiefly so as to all information derived

oraUy from the Arabs. The bearings also were mostly taken by
Mr Smith ; since it often required a great deal of questioning

and cross-examination, in order to extract the necessary infor-

mation from the Arabs as to distant places and their names.

This department therefore naturally fell to him ; while I con-

tented myself usually with taking the bearings of such places as

were already known to us. It is only since my return, that I

became aware of the value of the materials thus collected, in a
geographical point of view, j&om the judgment passed on them
by eminent geographers ; and I look back with painful regret on
the circumstances, which prevented me firom taking along more
perfect instruments, and from obtaining a more exact knowledge
of the observations necessary for the trigonometrical construction

of a map.
With books we were better supplied. First of all we had our

BiBLKS, both in English and in the original tongues ; and then
Eeland's FcUcestina, which next to the Bible is the most
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important book for travellers in tlie Holy Land. "We had also

Kaumer's PaZdstina, Burckhakdt's Travels in Syria and the

Holy Land, the English compilation from Laborde's Voyage en

Arable Fetr^e, and the Modern Traveller in Arabia, Palestine,

and Syria. Were I to make the journey again, considering the

difficulty of transporting books, I should hardly add much to

the above list, excepting perhaps a compendious History of the

Crusades, and the volumes of Eitter's Erdkunde, containing

Palestine in the second edition. At Jerusalem we had access to

the works of Josephus, and of several travellers.—We had with

us Laborde's large Map of Sinai and Arabia Petraea ; and
also Berghaus' Map of Syria, the best undoubtedly up to that

time, but whch was of little service to us in the parts of the

country we visited.^
i.48



SECTION II.

FROM CAIRO TO SUEZ.

The preparations for a journey of some thirty days through
the desert, occupied a good deal of time. A tent was to he pur-
chased and fitted up ; water-skins were to he procured and kept
full of water, which was to he changed every day in order to

extract the strong taste of the leather
;
provisions were to he

laid in for a whole month, as we could hope to ohtain little either

at Suez or at the convent ; besides aU the numerous smaller

articles which are essential to the traveller's progress and health,

even if he renounce all expectations of convenience and comfort.

In all these purchases we were greatly indebted to the faithful

services of our Janizary Mustafa, whom we remember with gra-

titude.

We chose a large tent with a single pole. This was folded

into two rolls, for which we had sacks ; so that it was easily

packed and loaded, and suffered little damage on the way. We
had large pieces of painted canvass to spread upon the ground
under our beds ; and found these more convenient than poles or

bedsteads ; as the mattresses could be rolled up in them during

the day, and thus be protected from dust or rain. At a later

period, when we came to travel with horses and mules in Pales-

tine, we left our mattresses behind, taking only blankets and
other covering, which might by day be thrown over our saddles.

Indeed, if he choose, the traveller can very well do without either

bed or tent, provided he has cloaks and covering enough to pro-

tect him from the night-chill. But to us it was important to

keep a tolerably fuU record of our observations ; and for this a tent

and lighti^ were necessary. Our provisions consisted chiefly of

rice and biscuit. The latter is bulky ; and at a later period we
substituted for it flour, from which our servants made unleaven-
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ed bread ; this was taked in thin cakes upon an iron plate, and
proved quite palatable and not unwholesome. Flesh may be
obtained occasionally from the Arabs upon the way. With
coffee, tea, sugar, butter, dried apricots, tobacco, wax-candles,

etc. we were well supplied. We found the dried apricots quite

a luxury in the desert ; and a timely distribution of coffee and
tobacco among the Arabs is an easy mode of winning their

favour and confidence. We had wooden boxes, like those of the

Mecca pilgrims, for packing many of the articles ; but after-

wards abandoned them for small sacks and larger saddle-bags of

hair-cloth, like those of the Bedawin. These proved to be more
advantageous, as diminishing the bulk of the loads, and thus

removing a source of expense and a cause of grumbling among the

camel-drivers and muleteers. We took also a supply of charcoal,

which proved of essential service.

We hired two Egyptian servants, who continued with us

all the way to Beirtit. The elder, whom we knew only by the

name of Komeh, (although that seemed not to be his real name,)
was a fine resolute fellow, faithful and trust-worthy in all he
undertook, and ready to stand by us to the last drop of blood.

He spoke nothing but Arabic ; had formerly been sent with a
missionary family to Abyssinia, as their guide and purveyor

;

and had also been at Mecca ; for which reason he was sometimes
dignified with the title of Hajji Komeh. The younger, Ibrahim,

spoke a little EngKsh, and answered our purpose well enough as

a helper to the other.

It was for a time quite a matter of dehberation with us,

whether we should take any arms. We knew that the country

was entirely safe, and arms unnecessary, as far as 'Akabah, and
also in Palestine ; but as to the desert tracts between, we were

not so sure. We might very probably come in contact with the

lawless hordes that roam through those wastes ; and then the

mere show of arms would protect us from annoyance and
vexations, which might be attempted if we were known to be
wholly unarmed. On this ground we purchased two old muskets
and a pair of old pistols, in which our servants and Arab guides

usually took great pride ; and we afterwards had reason to believe

that we had acted wisely. It will of course be understood, that

we never had a thought of actually using these weapons for per-

sonal defence against the Arabs ; for this, we knew, would only

bring down tenfold vengeance on our heads.

The time has gone by when it was necessary for a Frank to

assume the oriental dress in any part of Egypt or Syria. It

may sometimes be convenient to do so, if he is to reside long in

the country ; but in the case of the mere traveller, it now only

excites the ridicule of the natives. A person in a Frank dress,
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witli a long beard, they hold to be a Jew. We usually wore the
Tarbiish or red cap of the country, as a matter of convenience

;

but in the desert a broad-brimmed hat of hght materials is desi-

rable. We also took with us each a common Arab cloak, to

throw over our Frank dresses in case of suspicious appearances
at a distance ; but we were never called to use them on any
occasion of this kind.

In consequence of an application from Mr Gliddon senior,

we received from the Pasha a Firman, or properly speaking a
Bxtyuruldy, for our protection ; and the English vice-consul,

Dr Walne, was so kind as to procure for us a letter from Habib
Effendi to the governor of 'Akabah, and another from the Greek
convent in Cairo to that in Mount Sinai. At the English con-

sulate we also found Bedawin from Sinai ; many of whom are

continually in Cairo with their camels, and are much employed
in transporting coals from thence to Suez, for the steam-vessels

on the Eed Sea. We had wished to obtain Tuweileb as our
guide, who has of late years become so well known among trav-

ellers ; but he was not then in Cairo. We therefore, with the

help of the English dragoman, made a contract for camels and
attendants with Besharah, who had formerly accompanied La-
borde, and was now grown into a man of weight in his tribe,

though not a regular Sheikh. After a long talk and some
clamour, the bargain was completed for three dromedaries and
five camels, at the rate of one hundred and ninety piastres each,

from Cairo to 'Akabah ;' it being also agreed that Tuweileb
should accompany us from the convent. The contract was im-
mediately written down by an ordinary scribe upon his knee, and
signed and sealed in a very primitive manner. Most of the

Arabs of the towns have each his signet-ring, either worn on the

finger or suspended from the neck ; the impression of which
serves as a signature ; but the poor Bedawy of the desert com-
monly has little to do with such matters, and has therefore no
seal. Instead of it, BeshSrah presented one of his fingers to the

dragoman, who besmeared the tip of it with ink, and then

gravely impressed it upon the paper ; which to him was then

doubtless just as binding as if sealed with gold or jewels. He
proved a very faithful and obliging conductor, and fulfilled his

contract honourably. He was of the Aulad Sa'id or Sa'idiyeh,

one of the three divisions of the Tawarah Arabs which have the

right of taking travellers to the convent, and are reckoned as

' The Spanish pillared dollar, or colon- tween 22 and 23 piastres ; and the others

nato, was then regularly worth in Egypt were usually current at about 21 piastres,

and Syria 21 piastres; while all other The most acceptable coin among the Arahs

dollars, Austrian, Italian, or American, were the small gold pieces of nine pias-

were valued at 20 piastres. In Constan- tres ; though they also took the larger gold

tinople, the Spanish dollar fluctuated be- coins without difficulty.
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its Ghafirs or protectors. Tuweileb, lie said, was his brother
;

which probably meant no more, than that he belonged to the

same tribe.

We engaged our animals quite to 'Akabah, in order to avoid

the trouble of making a new bargain at the convent ; and found

the arrangement to be a convenient one.—The only difference

between the camel and the dromedary is, that the latter is

trained for riding, and the former for burdens. The distinction,

at the most, is the same as between a riding-horse and a pack-

horse ; but among the Bedawin, so far as our experience went,

it seemed to amount to little more, than that the one had a

riding-saddle, and the other a pack-saddle.

There are three principal routes from Cairo to Suez, viz. the

Derb el-Haj, Derb el-'Ankebiyeh, and Derb el-Besdtin. The
first leads from Cairo to the Birket el-Haj, a small lake a few

miles northeastward of Heliopolis, and four hours from Cairo,

where the pilgrims of the great Mecca caravan or Haj assem-
ble ; thence its course is to the south of east to 'Ajrud. The
second, the usual route of the Tawarah Arabs, proceeds from
Cairo directly eastward to 'Ajrud, and falls into the Haj-
route a day's journey before reaching that place.' The third

takes a southern direction from Cairo, by the village el-Besa-

tin and around the end of Jebel el-Mukattem, and passing

south of this mountain and then north of Jebel Gharbun and
Jebel 'Atakah, it also falls into the Haj-route several hours west

of 'Ajrud. A branch of the same road passes south of both
these latter mountains through Wady Tawarik to the coast some
distance below Suez.—A fourth and longer road north of the

Haj-route, called Derb el-Ban, leaves the region of the NUe at

Abu Za'bel, and proceeding towards 'Ajrud, falls into the main
trunk before reaching that fortress.

It had been our wish to take a still more circuitous route

from Cairo to Suez, descending the eastern branch or canal of

the Nile beyond Belbeis as far as to the province Shurkiyeh,

and thence along the valley of the ancient canal to the head of

the gulf of Suez. Our object in taking this route would have

been to make inquiries and observations personally in relation

to the land of Goshen and the Exodus of the Israelites. But
the season was already too far advanced, and our time was limit-

ed ; so that we were compelled to take the usual and shortest

route, the Derb el-'Ankebiyeh. This was travelled by Burck-
hardt in 1816, and has not been described since.

Monday, March 12th, 1838. This was the day fixed for our

departure from Cairo. We had directed the Arabs to come in

' Called also Derb et-Tawarah ; Wilkinson's Mod. Egypt, I. p. 302. Handt. p. 207.
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good season, hoping to make an early start and reach Suez on
the third day. Accordingly at six o'clock A. M. the camels
were already at our door, filling the narrow street with their cries,

or rather growls. The time spent in packing and arranging so

many articles, and in procuring others that were still wanting,
was very considerahle ; and then it was found that another camel
would he necessary. Our servants had fixed the number at five

for themselves and the luggage ; hut they had reckoned upon the

strong heavy camels of Egypt, which carry a load of 600 Rutl
of twelve ounces ; while the camels of the Bedawin are more
slender and usually carry only two thirds as much. In conse-

quence of all these delays, and the clamour and wrangling of the

Arabs in loading the camels, it was one o'clock P. M. ere we
bade adieu to our excellent friends, and set our faces toward the

desert. Passing out at the Shubra gate as the nearest, we kept

along near the wall towards the Bab en-Niisr or gate of Victory

on the east side of the city, and at length halted near Kaid Beg,

not far from the splendid but now neglected tombs of the Mem-
luk kings. Here the camels were unloaded, while the men went
to the city for provisions and provender. At their return the

luggage was re-arranged, and the loads of the camels adjusted for

the whole journey ; as this could not be done so well in the

narrow streets of the city. All this caused a delay of several

hours. The Kev. Mr Lieder, who had accompanied us thus far,

here bade us farewell ; as did also the faithful Mustafa.

Mounting again at five o'clock we proceeded on our way,

having on the left a desert- plain apparently once tilled ; and on
the right the Red Mountain and low ridges connected with Jebel

el-Mukattem. In thirty-five minutes we crossed Wady Lib-

labeh, the broad shallow bed of a torrent, and entered among low
hiUs of sand and gravel, strewed with pebbles of flint, coarse jas-

per, and chalcedony, and also with firequent specimens of petri-

fied wood ; the latter probably brought hither in some way from

the petrified forest on the S. S. E. of the Eed Mountain.' In
one place we saw the petrified trunk of a tree, eight or ten feet

long, broken in several pieces. The path was a mere camel

track. We rode on untU 7.05 P. M. and then pitched our tent

for the night in "Wady en-Nehedein. AH these Wadys of the

desert are mere water-beds, or slight depressions in the surface,

by which the water flows off in the rainy season ; while at all

other times they are dry. Yet in uneven or mountainous regions,

the same name, Wady, is applied to the deepest ravines and

broadest vaUeys. Here the Wadys all descend N. or N. W. to

the borders of the Nile ; but many of them probably run together

before leaving the desert.

' See WillaDSon's Mod. Egypt, I. p. 300.
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Our Arabs, as they walked ty our side, were full of song and
glee, at the idea of being once more free from the city and abroad

upon their native wastes. To me also it was a new and exciting

feeling, to find ourselves thus alone in the midst of the desert,

in the true style of oriental travel ; carrying with us our house,

our provisions, and our supply of water for many days ; and sur-

rounded by camels and the wild ' sons of the desert,' in a region,

where the eye could find nought to rest upon but desolation.

It was a scene which had often taken possession of my youthful

imagination; but which I had not dared to hope would ever be
realized. Yet all was now present in reahty ; and the journey

which had so long been the object of my desires and aims was
actually begun.

The evening had already closed in, and the moon was shining

brightly, when we halted for the night. The tent was soon

pitched ; a fire kindled ; and as it was now too late to let the

camels browse, they were made to lie down around the tent, and
were fed with a small quantity of beans in a bag drawn over the

nose. To secure them for the night they are usually fastened one

to another ; or a halter is tied round one of the fore legs as it lies

folded together, in order to prevent the animal from rising. It

was too late, and the situation too new, to think of much com-
fort in this our first night in a tent ; and therefore arranging our

beds, each as he best could, we soon laid ourselves down to rest.

Tuesday, March IZth. Eising early and taking a slight

breakfast, we were again upon our way at 6| o'clock, A. M.
We crossed in succession Jerf el-Mukawa, Wady Abu Hailezon,

Wady Ansury ; and at 12.20 reached Wady el-'Ankebiyeh

er-Keiy4neh, " the wet," which gives name to the road.' The
way continued much the same as yesterday. The ridges on the

right, extending eastward from Jebel el-Mukattem, became
gradually lower and broken iip into small hills, like those upon
the left. Specimens of petrified wood were abundant ; and
among the pebbles with which the ground was strewed, jaspers

and chalcedonies were stUl common. A less pleasing sight was
the frequent carcasses and skeletons of camels, which had bro-

ken down and died by the way. The day was clear, with a

cold wind from the N. N. E., the thermometer at 10 o'clock

standing at 59 ^F. so that we were glad to ride aU day in our

cloaks.—In Wady el-'Ankebiyeh, on the left of the road, our

guides pointed out the spot where (as they said) an unsuccessful

attempt was made to bore for water a few years since. Water,

they said, was found in small quantities, but soon disappeared.

KtippeU mentions this or a similar attempt, as having been made
' The relative distances of all these Itinerary of our journey ; see at the end of

points are specified very exactly in the the volume.

i. 56, 57
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in Wady Gandali on the southern route, at a point three hours
southward from the direct road.

'

On the low rise of ground beyond this Wady, lay the petri-

fied trunk of a tree eighteen feet long, hroken in several pieces
;

but the specimens of petrified wood extend no further. At 1

o'clock, P. M. the mountains of 'Aweibid and 'Atakah came in

sight at a great distance before us. The road passes between
them. We now descended into Wady el-'Ankebiyeh el-'Ate-

shineh, "the dry," and soon after passed a mass of black stones

on the left, looking at a distance like the small crater of an
extinct volcano. Wady el-'Eshrah and Wady el-Furn soon

followed ; and then we entered upon an immense plain, called

by Burckhardt el-Mukrih, but which our Arabs named differ-

ently in various parts, after the Wadys that run across it. This

plain is skirted on the south by a low ridge running from,

west to east called Mukrih el-Weberah ; beyond which is seen

the higher mountain, Jebel Gharbun. At 4.55 we encamped
near some hills on the left, in a tract called el-Mawalih, from a

salt-hiR a little further east, whence our Arabs brought us

specimens of very good salt. From this point 'Aweibid bore E.
3° S. ; 'Atakeh, east end as here seen, E. 15° S. ; Jebel Ghar-
bun E. 29° S. .

The camels were now turned loose for a time, to browse on
the scanty shrubs and herbs which they might find ; and were
then fed as before with a few beans or a little barley. This was
their whole sustenance day after day ; except the few mouthfuls
which they could occasionally snatch upon the march. The
peculiar gait of the camel causes a long rocking motion, which
to the rider is monotonous and tiresome. They lie down for the

rider to mount ; but it requires some little practice in a novice,

not to be thrown over the animal's head, when he awkwardly
rises upon his hinder legs first. During the march, it is not

usual to make them lie down ; but the driver stoops and pre-

sents his shoulders for the rider to mount upon.—We now had
time to arrange matters more to our mind within our tent ; so

that on encamping hereafter, it was the work of only a few

minutes to put everything in order. It usually took an hour or

two to prepare dinner ; during which interval and afterwards,

we had time to make observations, and write out in full the

pencil-notes of the day.

The desert which we were now crossing, is not sandy ; but
its surface, for the most part, is a hard gravel, often strewed

with pebbles. Numerous Wadys or shallow water-courses inter-

sect its surface, aU flowing towards the N. and N. W. In aU

' Reiso in Abyss. I. p. 101, 102.
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these Wadys there are usually to he found scattered tufts of

herbs, or shrubs ; on which the camels browse as they pass

along, and which serve Hkewise as their pasturage when turned

loose at night. During the rainy season also, and afterwards,

the inhabitants of Belbeis and the Shiirkiyeh, as probably did

the Israelites of old, still drive their mingled flocks of sheep and
goats for pasturage to this quarter of the desert. During the

present year there had been no rain ; and the whole aspect of

the desert and its Wadys was dry and parched. The rains

usually fall here in December and January ; and extend some-
times into March or even April. ^

We found to-day upon the shrubs an insect, either a species

of black locust or much resembling them, which our Bedawin
called Faras el-Jundy, ' soldier's horses.' ^ They said these in-

sects were common in Mount Sinai, of a green colour ; and were
found on date trees, but did them no injury.

Wednesday, March 14th. We set off at 6.20 A. M. and
travelled most of the day over the great plain on which we had
entered yesterday. At 9 o'clock we reached Wady Jendal, at a
point about three miles south of Dar el-Humra, the first sta-

tion on the Haj-route, marked by a single acacia tree standing

alone in this wide waste. Further on we saw, on that route,

the tomb of a Sheikh, who had died on bis pilgrimage, a mere
pyramid of stones.' Crossing Wady Athileh, we were at

10.35 directly south of Bir el-Butr, indicated by reddish

mounds of sand thrown up in digging a well. According to

Burckhardt this well was begun about seventy years ago by
command of 'Aly Bey ; but on reaching the depth of eighty

feet without finding water, it was abandoned.* At 12.55 we
came to Wady Hufeiry, a broad, shallow depression, which as

our guides said runs down to Belljeis. It is the last Wady we
passed, running in that direction; and probably receives on the

way many of those we had already crossed. In it, our road

and that of the Haj come together ; and the plain is covered

with parallel tracks. The camels of loaded caravans are usually

fastened one behind another in single file, and thus make one

deep track or footpath; but in the Haj and in a small party

like ours, they are left to choose their own way, and seldom

follow each other in a line ; so that many parallel tracks are

thus formed.—In all the Wadys yesterday and to-day we found

many tufts of the strong scented herb 'Abeithiran, apparently

' Brownhad rain for 4J hours in March; ' For this tomb, see also Handb. for

Bee his Travels, c. xiv. p. 175. In the Egypt, p. 208.

middle of April, 1831, heavy rain fell for * Le Pire of the French Expedition

two days in and around Suez; KiippelUs says these wells were begun in A. D. 1676.

Reise in Abyssinien, I. p. 104. Descr. de I'Egypte, Et. Mod. T. I. p. 33,
' Compare the language in Rev. 9, 7. Comp. Handb. for Egypt, p. 208.

Vol. I.—4* » i. 59, 60
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the Santolina fragrantissima of Forskal," somewhat resem-
tling wormwood both in appearance and smell. The camels
cropped it with avidity.

We were now approaching Jebel 'Aweibid, and began to

ascend the gentle slope which extends from it towards the W.
and S. W. Here on the left are many small heaps of stones

and marks of graves, which we reached at 2.10. They are

called Rejum esh-Shawaghiriych, and mark the spot where a

robbery was committed not many years ago on a caravan of

Arabs of that name, who were carrying coffee from Suez to

Cairo. Most of them were murdered. The Shawaghiriyeh are

a tribe of Bedawin, who have taken up their abode at Kaid
Beg, and own quite a number of camels. This affair is not

improbably the same referred to by Burckhardt as having hap-
pened in 1815.' At 3.20 we came to the junction of the

southern or Besatin route. Near the same poiat is the water-

shed between the Nile and the gulf of Suez. The road here

passes along a broad valley between Jebel 'Aweibid on the

north, and the western ridges of Jebel 'Atakah on the south.

We encamped five minutes after four o'clock in the Wady Sell

Abu Zeid, which runs towards the Red Sea. Here the camels

foimd more pasture. The day had been cold and clear, and was
followed by a fine star-light evening. The north star stood in

brightness over the east end of 'Aweibid ; from which a range

of lower hills extends eastward towards 'Ajrud.

During these two days we had seen several instances of the

mirage, (Arabic Serab,) presenting all around us the appearance

of lakes of water, with islands and shores distinctly marked.

One instance especially to-day among the hdls on our right, was
so strikingly natural, that we could scarcely resist giving credit

to the impression thus made upon the senses.

With our Arabs we had come to be on a very good footing.

Besharah, our chief guide, proved to be active, good natured,

and obliging ; he had brilliant white teeth, and spoke with great

rapidity and an animation almost like the excitement of anger.

He had made the contract for all our camels ; though he

himself was the owner of but one. At setting off, we had
besides him six men and two boys ; but one or two of the

former disappeared on the way. Most of them were owners

each of one or two camels. One of the oldest, Ahmed, had
been quite a traveller in his day ; and liked much to relate

his adventures and tell stories of the olden time. He was
better acquainted with the country off our route than Besha-

rah. It was something new to them to find a Frank traveller

' Flora Egyptiaco-Arabica, p. 147. Com- ' Travels in Syria and the Holy Land,

pare the same work, p. IxxIt. p. 462.
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speaking their own language fluently ; and my companion took
care to cultivate this favourable impression by often dismounting
and walking and talking with them. At night they always
gathered around a fire made of shrubs or dry camel's dung

;

but slept on the ground among their camels, without any
other covering than they often wore by day ; the thermometer
usually falling during the night on an average from 60° to 45°

F. Our servants also slept in the open air ; but they were
provided with blankets.

Thursday, March 15th. As we were preparing to set off, a

small caravan of camels passed by on their way to Cairo ; and
not far from our tent, we saw tracks of gazelles upon the sand.

These were almost the only signs of life we had yet met with
in the desert. Starting at 6.05 A. M. we followed down for a

time the Wady Sell Abu Zeid, and soon passed the bed of a

torrent coming down from the right, in which were several

stunted acacia trees, the first we had seen upon our route.

The carcass of a dead horse lay by the way-side ; and during
the day we saw two others, said to have belonged to Mugha-
ribeli pilgrims in the late caravan of the Haj, which had left

Cairo about the 20th of January. The Wady now bends more
to the N. E. under the range of low sand-hills which extends

east from Jebel 'Aweibid ; while the path continues straight

onward over low hills, connected with the foot of Jebel 'Atakah
on the south. The whole region, mountains and hills, is of

limestone, and is entirely destitute of vegetation. Gradually

we came in sight of another and still higher summit of Jebel

'Atakah in the S. E., a collection of dark clifi's of limestone,

naked of vegetation, and thickly strewed with pebbles of flint.

Passing a small heap of stones, we found it had a nam.e,

although it did not mark a grave. Indeed the Bedawin give a

name to every object and almost every spot in the desert, at

least upon their more frequented routes ; in order that in trav-

elling they may be able to designate the scene of any event, or

the place where they were at a given time. At 8 o'clock we
crossed Wady Emshash, a broad torrent-bed coming down from

the right, and sweeping round eastward to join Wady Abu
Zeid ; after which it gives name to the whole. It then passes

down on the north side of 'Ajrud to the sea ; having in it a

well of tolerable water, Bir Emshash, about two miles west of

the fortress.

'

Soon afterwards we saw three Arabs sitting under a very

old acacia, while their dromedaries were browsing near them.

Our guides supposed them to be the Pasha's post. Muhammed

' Burekhardfs Travels in Syria, p. 464.
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'Aly has estabHsHed at least three lines of dromedary posts, by
which letters and despatches are transmitted to and from the

government as occasion may require ; and of which the foreign

consuls are also permitted to avail themselves. Between Cairo

and Alexandria there is a regular daily line. Between Cairo

and Damascus, and Cairo and Mecca, the communication is

frequent, hut not regular.

Our course hitherto all the way from Cairo, had been nearly

due east ; but we now, at 9^ o'clock, turned E. S. E. around a

small hUl called el-Muntula'. Here the road which leaves the

Nile at Abu Za'bel, comes in from the left. This hill was
formerly a favourite place of looli-cut for Arab robbers ; and
the top is covered with heaps of stones commemorating the

robberies and murders which have been committed in the vicin-

ity. Even so late as 1816, Burckhardt was compelled to wait

three days in the fortress of 'Ajrud, to avoid being plundered

by a party of 'Amran, who were lying in wait not far off.'

But now the strong arm of the Pasha has swept off all such

intruders, and the whole way is perfectly safe. The road here

begins to descend rapidly through a rough, stony, narrow pass,

also called el-Muntula'," which was formerly considered very

dangerous ; as is indicated by the name el-Mukhafeh (fear) which
it likewise bears. The pass gradually widens, and we had a

glimpse of 'Ajriid. We thought too that the Eed Sea lay in

sight before us, but it turned out to be only the mirage. At
the foot of the pass we met several camels and a donkey ; and
further on, a man riding on a donkey, with a camel for his

luggage and two young gazelles in its panniers ; their small

heads and languishing eyes being alone visible. Not long after

we met also a large caravan of Egyptian camels in single file,

leaded with coffee and merchandise for Cairo. Their stout

heavy frames contrasted strongly with the thin and meager
appearance of our poor animals. We now dismounted irom our

camels and ascended a hill on the right, from which we had a
wide prospect over the plain into which the valley opens, the

fortress of 'Ajrud on the left, and Suez on the right in the S. E.

with the Eed Sea beyond. The atmosphere to-day seemed
specially adapted to produce the mirage ; for as we looked

towards Suez it seemed wholly surrounded by water ; while

lakes and ponds apparently stretched from the sea far up
towards the north upon the desert plain. This plain, which we

' Travels in Syria, p. 627. to the hardly less
.
strange snggestiou of

° Pococke writes " Haraminteleh," and Rennell, that this is "just where we should

strangely enough suggests that the ancient look for Heroum or Heroopolis ;
" Geogr,

canal might pass this way ; Descr. of the Syst. of Herodot. U. p. 64.

East, I. p. 131. This has given occasion

i. 03, 64
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now overlooked, is not far from ten miles square ; extending

with a gentle slope from 'Ajrud to the sea west of Suez, and from
the hills at the base of 'At^kah to the arm of the sea north of

Suez. But it retains the same general character as the desert

we had passed. Hills and mountains and the long narrow strip

of salt water were indeed around and before us ; but not a tree,

nor scarcely a shrub, and not one green thing, was to be seen in

the whole circle of vision.

'Ajrud is the next station on the Haj-route after Dar el-

Humra. It is a square fortress with a well of bitter water two
hundred and fifty feet deep, built for the accommodation and
protection of the pilgrims on their way to and from Mecca.'

Near by it is a mosk with a saint's tomb, also enclosed with

walls. The fortress stands on the south side of Wady Emshash,
along which on the north a range of low hills stretches from

west to east. The Haj-route passes by the castle on the south,

and continues its course directly towards the mountains which
lie east of the line of the gulf, and constitute the ascent to the

high plain of the eastern desert. Two summits were pointed

out to us in this range of mountains, between which the road

passes on towards 'Akabah ; the northern one called Mukhsheib,
and the southern er-Eahah, as belonging to the more southern

chain of that name.
Before reaching 'Ajrud our road separated from that of the

Haj, turning more southeast ; and we passed the fortress at

11.40, leaving it about twenty minutes distant on our left.

From 'Ajrud to Suez is reckoned four hours.. Crossing the

plain, which is everywhere intersected by water-courses, we came
at 2.50 to Bir Suweis, the well of Suez, one hour from the

town. Here are two deep wells, surrounded by a square massive

building of stone with towers at the corners, erected in the seven-

teenth century, as appears from an inscription. The water is

brackish, and is carried to Suez on asses and camels only for

cooking and washing, being too salt to be drank. Even where

it flows upon the ground round about the building, it produces

no vegetation, causing only a saline efflorescence. In Kiebuhr's

time the water was drawn up by hand ; but is now raised by
wheels turned by oxen, and runs into a large stone trough out-

side, where animals drink and water-skins are tilled.^ Here our

camels were watered for the first time. They had been fed in

' Burckhardt's Travels in Syria, etc. p. least ever since the days of Edrlsi
; pp. 328,

628. Edrisi mentions 'Ajrud about the 329, ed. Jaubert.

middle of the twelfth century. Riippell ^ Keisebeschr. I. p. 217. These would

singularly enough writes the name Hadgi seem to be the wells mentioned by Edrlsi

Smith; Keise in Abyssinien, I. p. 135. under the name el-'Ajuz, between 'Ajrud

The Arabic orthography has been fixed at and Kolzum
;
p. 329, ed. Jaubert.
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Cairo with green clover ; and had not drank, it was said, for

twelve days before our departure. Yet they now drank little,

and some of them none at all.

We reached Suez (Arabic Suweis) at 3.50, and pitched our
tent outside of the walls on the north of the town, near the
shore ; having first reconnoitered the interior and found no spot

so clean and convenient among all its open places.; to say

nothing of the annoyance and risk to which we should have been
exposed from idlers.—From the gate of Cairo to Suez we
reckoned 32^ hours of march, equivalent to 64|^ geogr. miles, or

somewhat less than 75 statute miles.' Our whole time, includ-

ing the stops at night, was 7l| hours, or nearly three whole

days. The India mails had just before been carried across in

twenty-two hours ; and the Pasha is said to have once crossed

on horseback in thirteen hours, by having relays of horses

stationed on the way.*

We paid our respects to the English vice-consul, Mr. Fitch,

to whom we had letters ; and of whose kindness we retain a
grateful remembrance.^ He had been only five weeks in the

place ; and his chief business was the agency for the Bombay
steamers, which were to arrive and depart every month. At his

invitation we attended his soiree ; where however we met only

three other persons, and these in his employ. They were three

brothers ManueU, natives of the place and members of the Greek
church. One of them, Nicola, had been for many years English

agent at Suez, until recently superseded by the vice-consul

;

under whom he now acted as dragoman and fac-totum. We
found him to be a very intelligent and well informed man; and
obtained from him satisfactory information on many points of

inquiry connected with this region. At the suggestion of the

vice-consul, he procured for us a letter from the governor of

Suez to the governor of 'Akabah ; which however we found to

be of little importance.*

Suez is situated on the angle of land between the broad head
of the gulf, the shore of which here runs nearly from east to

west, and the narrow arm which runs up northward from the

eastern corner of the gulf It is poorly walled on three sides
;

" See Note VII, at the end of the vol- built along the way, about 10 or 11 miles

ume. apart. The mail route lies between the
^ In 1 839 three stations were established Haj-route and ours, and joins the former

on the road between Cairo and Suez, for at Dar el-Humra. See Handb. for Egypt,
keeping relays of animals, and to serve pp. 205, 206.

also as inns for travellers passing between ^ This gentleman died a year after-

Europe and India ; see Kinnear's Cairo, wards at Alexandria,

etc. p. 61.—At present (1856) the route is * An English hotel has since been es-

traversed with vans, which take from tablished at Suez for the benefit of pas-

li to 16 hours. Seven station houses are sengers in the steam-vessels.

i. 6C, 67
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being open to the water on the east, or rather northeast, where
is the harbour and a good quay. Here were lying quite a num-
ber of the Eed Sea craft, vessels of considerable size, with neat

white bottoms, but with only one mast and sail, and no deck
except over the cabin. The timber and materials for all vessels

built here, have usually been brought from the Nile on camels.'

Within the walls are many open places, and several Khans built

around large courts. In the large open space connected with

the building occupied by the consulate, a beautiful tame gazelle

was running about, belonging to the governor, whose house was
adjacent to the same court. The houses in general are poorly

built. There is a bazar, or street of shops, which we found

tolerably furnished with provisions and stuffs, mostly from Cairo.

The inhabitants consist of about twelve hundred Muhammedans
and one hundred and fifty Christians of the Greek church. The
geographical position of Suez is in Lat. 29° 57' 30" N. and
Long. 32= 35' E. from Greenwich.^

The transit of the productions and merchandise of the east

from the Eed Sea to the Nile, has always made this an im-
portant point, and caused the existence of a city in the vicinity

;

though Suez itself, as a town, is of modern origin,^ and has been
greatly aided by the concourse of pilgrims who annually embark
here for Mecca. The present arrangements for making it the

point of communication between Europe and India by means of

steam-navigation on the Red Sea, may probably give to it an
impulse, and somewhat enlarge its population ; but it can never

well become any thing more than a mere place of passage, which

both the traveller and the inhabitant will hasten to leave as

soon as possible. The aspect both within and without is too

desolate and dreary. Not a garden, not a tree, not a trace of

verdure, not a drop of fresh water ; all the water with which

Suez is supplied for personal use, being brought from the foun-

tain Naba', three hours distant across the gulf, and so brackish

as to be scarcely drinkable.

About ten minutes or one third of a mile north of the town,

is a lofty mound of rubbish, in which a few substructions are

visible, and frequent fragments of pottery. It is called Tell

KoJzum. This is doubtless the site of the former city Kolzum, so

often mentioned by Arabian writers as the port where fleets

were built on the Ked Sea. It was the successor of the Greek

Klysma ; Kolzum being merely the Arabic form of the same name.*

' NiebuhrReisebeschr. I.p. 218. Com- * Klysma (K\iir/j.a) is mentioned in

pare Wilken's Gesch. der Ivreuzziige, III. this place by Cosmas Indioopleustes so

IL p. 223. late as about A. D. 530 ; see Montfaucon's

- Wilkinson's Handb. for Egypt, p. 209. CoUectio nova P^trum, T. II. p. 194. la
^ See Note VIII, at the end of tlie vol- the council of Constantinople, A. D. 553,

lime. the name of Stephanns, bishop of Clysma,
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The earlier city of Arsinoe or Cleopatris is supposed to have stood

somewhere in the vicinity ; and may perhaps have occupied the

same spot.'

The gulf of Suez, as seen from the adjacent hills, presents

the appearance of a long strip of water, setting far up like a

large river through a desert valley of twenty or thirty miles in

width ; the shores skirted sometimes by arid plains, and some-
times interrupted by naked mountains and promontories on

either side. The whole configuration reminded me strongly of

the valley of the Nile on a larger scale ; except that there the

noble river bears fertility on its bosom, and scatters it abroad in

lavish profusion ; while here desolation reigns throughout. The
gulf becomes narrower towards Suez, and terminates in a line

of coast extending from the town westward nearly to Jebel

'Atakah, a distance of six or eight miles. Further south, this

mountain runs quite down to the sea, forming the promontory
called Eas 'Atakah ; beyond which opens the broad mouth or

plain of Wad)'' Tawarik ; and then follows Jebel Deraj or

Kulalah, and the long chain of African mountains. On the east

side of the gulf, the parallel ridge of mountains, called er-Kahah,

is here twelve or fifteen miles distant from the coast. Around
the head of the gulf, extensive shoals stretch out southward far

into the sea, and are left bare at low water ; except a narrow
winding channel like a small river, by which light vessels come
quite up to the town. We saw these shoals twice while the

tide was out. They extend a mile and a half or two miles be-

low Suez ; are quite level and hard, thinly covered with sea-

weed ; and are composed apparently of sand mingled perhaps with
coral. We saw persons walking upon them quite near the south-

ern extremity. Larger vessels and the steamers lie off in the road

below these shoals, more than two miles distant from the town.

The desert plain back of Suez, which has been mentioned
above as extending west as far as to 'Atakah and north to

'Ajrud, is composed for the most part of hard gravel ; and is

apparently of no recent formation, but as old as the adjacent

hills and mountains. Just at Suez a narrow arm of the sea runs

up northwards, for a considerable distance, from the northeast

corner of the gulf; in which, when we saw it, the water ex-

tended up aboiit two miles ; but the depression or bed of it

continues beyond the mounds of the ancient canal, and as far as

appears among the signers ; Hardnin Acta from Tell Kolzum : Jebel Mukhsheib N.
Concilior. III. p. 52. Tor Kolzum see 65° E. Tiset Siidr S. 41°E. Jebel 'At.i-

Edrlsi Geogr. I. p. 331, 333, ed. Jaubert. kah, nortb peak, N. 72° W. Extreme
Abulfeda in Biiscbing's Magazin, IV. p. point of Kis 'Atakah, S. 26° W. End of

196. Comp. Bocharfs Phaleg, 11. c. 18. the shoal running out from the eastern
' The following bearings were taken shore, S. 1° W.
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the eye can reach. Opposite Suez this arm is ahout eleven
hundred and fifty yards wide according to Niehuhr ; ' but higher
up and opposite Tell Kolzum, it is broader, and has several low-

islands or sand-banks, which are mostly covered at high water.

It is here and around the northern part of this arm, that there

are evident traces of a gradual filling up of this part of the Eed
Sea. I am not aware of any circumstances, which go to show
that the level of the sea itself has been changed ; but the change,

if any, has been brought about solely by the drifting in of sand
from the northern part of the great desert plain, which here ex-

tends to the eastern mountains. This plain is ten miles or more
wide. Burckhardt crossed it in 1812 in six hours from the wells

of Mab'uk at the foot of the movmtains to the mounds of the

canal ; and says it was full of " moving sands which covered the

plain as far as he could discern, and in some places had collected

into hills thirty or forty feet in height."^ Such it was as we
also saw it on our left in passing around the head of the bay

;

and this sand, driven by the strong northeast wind which often

prevails, is continually carried towards and into the water, and
the process of filling up is still going on. There can be little

room for doubt, that the islands above Suez were formed in this

manner ; since in former days vessels probably lay at Kolzum,
which they now cannot reach. Around the head of the inlet,

there are also obvious indications, that the water once extended
much further north, and probably spread itself out over a wide
tract towards the northeast. The ground bears every mark of

being still occasionally overflowed ; and our Arabs said it was
often covered by the sea, especially in winter, when the south

winds prevail. The soil of this part is a fine sand like that of

the adjacent desert, only rendered more sohd by the action of

the waves. In some parts it was covered with a saline crust,

and occasionally exhibited strips white with shells. Whether
the shoals south of Suez were formed in the same manner, it is

more difficult to decide ; though they would seem now to have

a firmer consistence.

We were told that the tide rises at Suez and upon these

shoals about seven English feet. According to the French mea-
surements, the average rise of the tides in their time was 55-

Paris feet, though it sometimes exceeded 6 feet. Niebuhr found

it to be only 3^ feet.' It must obviously vary much with the-

direction of the wind ; since a strong wind from the northern

q^uarter would have the effect to drive the tide out and prevent,

its return ; while a south wind would produce the contrary re-

' Keisebesehr. I. p. 253. Mod. I. p. 90. Niebiihr Beschr. von Arab^
' Travels in Syria, etc. p. 454. p. 421 sq.

' Le Pere in Descr. de I'Egypte, Et.

Vol. I.—5
"
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suits. Opposite Suez there is a ferry ; and higher up, at Tell
Kolzum, a ford, which is sometimes used at low water, leading
over two of the sandy islands. Niehuhr's guides passed this ford

on foot, and the water came scarcely up to their knees.' An
island just below the ford is called Jezirat el-Yehiidiyeh, " Jews'
Island ; " hut, although we inquired particularly, we could not

learn that the ford itself is called Derb el-Yehud or Jews' road,

as reported by Ehrenberg.' There is also another ford south of

Suez, near the edge of the shoals, where a long narrow sand-bank
extends out from the eastern shore. Here at low tides the Arabs
sometimes wade across the channel ; the water being then about
five feet deep, or, as they said, coming up to the chin.

The road which we travelled from Cairo to Suez is the short-

est and most direct of all those between the two points ; and
like aU the rest (except the southern one) is wholly destitute

of water as far as to 'Ajrud. On the Besatin route west of Jebel
Gharbun are the shallow pits of Gandali (or Gandelhy), in

which a small quantity of tolerable water collects. On the

more southern and longer branch of this route, through Wady
Tawarik, is the weU of 'Odheib {'odheib, sweet water) near the

shore south of RSs 'Atikah, about eight hours from Suez.

Here is also a small mound of rubbish with fragments of pot-

tery, indicating a former site.' But the shortest route of all

between Suez and the borders of the Nile, lies to the northward
of all these roads, and passes nearer to the vaUey of the ancient

canal. Caravans proceeding from Suez in this direction, stop

the first night at Eejum el-Khail, a mere station in the desert

without water ; and the next day reach Eas el-Wady, a con-

siderable village on the border of Wady Tumilat, some distance

northeast of Belbeis. This Wady is the western part of the
broad valley of the canal, which more to the eastward is called

Wady Seba' Biyar (Seven Wells). The water of the Nile flows

up into it during the annual inundation, sometimes as far as to

the salt lakes called Temsah (Crocodile Lakes), as marked on
the maps ; which lakes indeed are said on the great French map
to have water only at these periods. This inundation of course

renders the valley a tract of fertile land, on which are scattered

many villages and traces of ancient sites. By taking a direction

more to the right from Eejum el-Khail, a day's journey brings

the traveller to the weU of Abu Suweirah, situated in the

northern part of the same great Wady, a little northwest of the

' Keisebeschr. I. p. 252. and Upper Egypt ; a branch of it passing
" See his map in Naturgesch. Keisen, directly from Wady Tawarik through a

Abth. I. Berlin, 1828. side valley to the NUe near Tebbin, some
" Le Pere in Descript. de I'Egypte, Et. distance above Cairo.—For other names of

Mod. L p. 46. This route serves also as a this valley, see Note IX, at the end of the

medium of communication between Suez volume.
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Crocodile Lakes. ' A more direct course from Suez to the latter

place, is prevented by salt marshes, in which the camels sink

or slip. Oiir Arabs, who had themselves been this route and
gave us this information, said these marshes were made by a

canal cut thus ftir from the Ked Sea and then neglected ; though
now a hill (as they said) separates them from the sea. These
are doubtless the well-known marshes or Bitter Lakes of the

ancients, which the French found to be from forty to fifty feet

(12 to 15 metres) below the usual level of the gulf of Suez
;

while the broad tract of sand, which now separates them from

the gulf, is only about three feet above the same level. A higher

bank or swell of ground at their western extremity, separates

them in like manner from the Crocodile Lakes, and forms the

utmost limit of the inundations of the Nile.'

The bearing of the preceding details upon one of the most
remarkable events of Biblical History, wiU be obvious ; I mean
the Exodus of the Israelites and their passage through the Eed
Sea. I propose to bring together in this place aU I have to say

on this subject
;
premising such information as we were able to

obtain relative to the land of Groshen, and the probable route

of the Israelites on leaving Egypt.

We were quite satisfied from our own observation, that they

could not have passed to the Eed Sea from any point near

Heliopolis or Cairo in three days, the longest interval which the

language of the narrative allows. Both the distance and the

want of water on all the routes, are fatal to such an hypothesis.

We read, that there were six hundred thousand men of the

Israelites above twenty years of age, who left Egypt on foot.'

There must of course have been as many women above twenty

years old ; and at least an equal number both of males and
females under the same age ; besides the " mixed multitude "

spoken of, and very much cattle. The whole number therefore

probably amounted to two and a half millions, and certainly to

not less than two millions. Now the usual day's march of the

best appointed armies, both in ancient and modern times, is not

estimated higher than fourteen English, or twelve geographical

miles ; * and it cannot be supposed that the Israelites, en-

' See Note X, end of the volume. Philosophical Journal, 1825, Vol. XIII. p.
' Roziere in Descr. de I'Egypte, Antiq. 274. See further in Note XI, end of the

Mem. I. p. 137. Le Pere and Da Bois- volume.

Aymi, ib. Et. Mod. L p. 21 sq. 187 sq. " Ex. 12, 37. 38. Compare Num. 1, 2.

Comp. Hitter's Erdkunde, Th. II. 1818, p. 3. 45. 46, where a year later the number

.232 sq. A valuable abstract of the re- is given at 603,550.

Bults contained in the great French work, * Kennell's Compar. Geogr. of Western

is given by Mr Maclarin in the Edinburgh Asia, L p. liv. I am informed by Prussian
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cumbered witli women and children and flocks, would be able

to accomplish more. But the distance on all these routes being
not less than sixty geographical miles, they could not well have
travelled it in any case in less than five days.

The difficulty as to water might indeed have been obviated,

so far as the Israelites were concerned, by taking with them a
supply from the Nile, like the caravans of modem days. But
Pharaoh appears to have followed them upon the same track

with all his horses and chariots and horsemen ; and this could

not have taken place upon any of the routes between Cairo and
the Bed Sea. Horses are indeed often taken across at the
present day ; but then a supply of water must be provided for

them, usually about two water-skins for each horse. Six of

these water-skins are a load for a camel ; so that for every three

horses, there must be a camel-load of water. Still they not

unfrequently die ; and we saw the carcasses of several which,

had perished during the recent passage of the Haj. Flocks of

sheep and goats might pass across ; but for neat cattle this

would be impossible, without a Hke supply of water.

LAND OF GOSHEN.

The preceding considerations go far to support the usual

view of scholars at the present day, that the land of Goshen
lay along the Pelusiac arm of the Nile, on the east of the Delta,

and was the part of Egypt nearest to Palestine. ' This tract is

now comprehended in the modern province esh-Shurkiyeh,

which extends from the neighbourhood of Abu Za'bel to the

sea, and from the desert to the former Tanaitic branch of the

Nile ; thus including also the valley of the ancient canal. If

the Pelusiac arm, as is commonly assumed, were navigable for

fleets in ancient times, the Israelites were probably confined to

its eastern bank ; but if we are at liberty to suppose, that this

stream was never much larger than at present, then they may
have spread themselves out upon the Delta beyond it, until

restrained by larger branches of the Nile.' That the land of

Goshen lay upon the waters of the Nile, is apparent from the

circumstance, that the Israelites practised irrigation ; that it

ofBcers of rank, that the usual march of rests, may be found in Rosenmueller's

their armies is three German miles a day, Bibl. Geogr. III. p. 246 sq. Gesenius'

equal to twelve geographical miles of sixty Thesaur. Ling. Heb. p. 307. Amer. Bibl.

to the degree. P'orced marches are reckon- Repos. Oct. 1832. p. 744. A view of the

ed at five German mUes a day. In either various earlier theories respecting the posi-

case the whole army rests every fourth tion of Goshen, is given in BeUermann's

day. Handb. der bibl. Literatur, IV. p. 191 sq.

' The usual arguments from Scripture Gesenius, 1. c.

and the early writers, on which this opinion ^ See Note XII, end of the volume.
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was a land of seed, figs, vines, and pomegranates ; that the
people ate of fish freely ; while the enumeration of the articles

for which they longed in the desert, corresponds remarkably
with the list given by Mr Lane as the food of the modern
Fellahs.' All this goes to show, that the Israelites, when in

Egypt, lived much as the Egyptians do now ; and that Groshen

probably extended further west and more into the Delta than
has usually been supposed. They would seem to have lived

interspersed among the Egyptians of that district, perhaps in

separate villages, much as the Copts of the present day are

mingled with the Muhammedans. This appears from the cir-

cumstance of their borrowing "jewels of gold and silver" from
their Egyptian neighbours ; and also from the fact, that their

houses were to be marked with blood, in order that they might
be distinguished and spared in the last dread plague of the

Egyptians.^

The immediate descendants of Jacob were doubtless nomadic
shepherds like their forefathers, dwelling in tents ; and probably
drove their flocks for pasture far up in the Wadys of the desert,

like the present inhabitants of the same region.' But in pro-

cess of time they became also tillers of the soil, and exchanged
their tents for more fixed habitations. Even now there is a
colony of the Tawarah Arabs, about fifty families, living near
Abu Za'bel, who cultivate the soil and yet dwell in tents. They
came thither from Mount Sinai about four years before the

French invasion. This drove them back for a time to the

mountains of the Terabin, east of Suez ; but they had acquired

such a taste for the good things of Egypt, that like the Isra-

elites they could not live in the desert, and soon returned after

the French were gone. " Now," said our Arabs, " though we
acknowledge them as cousins, they have no right to dwell among
us ; nor could they live in our barren mountains after enjoying

so long the luxuries of Egypt."
The land of Goshen was " the best of the land ;

"* and
such too the province esh-Shurkiyeh has ever been, down to the

present time. In. the remarkable Arabic document translated

by De Sacy,' containing a valuation of all the provinces and
villages of Egypt in the year 1376, the province of the Shurkiyeh

' Dent, 11, 10. Num. 20, 5.—Num. 11, of a great variety of kinds, onions and

5, " We remember the fish we did eat in leeks, beans, chick-peas, lupins," etc. etc.

Egypt freely; the cucumbers, and the " Kx. 11, 2. 12, 12. 13. 22. 23, etc.

melons, and the leeks, and the onions, and ' See above, p. 41.

the garlic."—Manners and Customs of the * Gen. 47, 6 " in the best of the land,

Mod. Egyptians, I. p. 242, "Their food ... in the land of Goshen."

consists of bread made of millet or of ' Abdallatifs Relation de I'Egypte, par

, maize, milk, new cheese, eggs, small salted De Sacy, p. 583.

fish, encumbers and melons, and gourds
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comprises 383 towns and villages, and is valued at 1,411,875

dinars; a larger sum than is put upon any other province, with

one exception. During my stay in Cairo, I made many inquiries

respecting this district ; to which the uniform reply was, that

it was considered as the best province in Egypt. Wishing to

obtain more definite information, I ventured to request of Lord

Prudhoe, with whom the Pasha was understood to be on a very

friendly footing, to obtain for me, if possible, a statement of

the valuation of the provinces of Egypt. This, as he after-

wards informed me, could not well be done ; but he had ascer-

tained that the province of the Shttrkiyeh bears the highest

valuation and yields the largest revenue. He had himself just

returned from an excursion to the lower parts of this province,

and coniirmed from his own observation the reports of its fer-

tility. This arises from the fact that it is intersected by canals,

while the surface of the land is less elevated above the level of

the Nile, than in other parts of Egypt ; so that it is more easily

irrigated. There are here more flocks and herds than anywhere

else in Egypt ; and also more fishermen. The population is

half migratory, composed partly of Fellahs, and partly of Arabs
from the adjacent deserts and even from Syria ; who retain in

part their nomadic habits, and frequently remove from one

vUlage to another. Yet there are very many villages wholly

deserted, where many thousands of people might at once find a
habitation. Even now another million at least might be sus-

tained in the district ; and the soil is capable of higher tillage

to an indefinite extent. So too the adjacent desert, so far as

water could be applied for irrigation, might be rendered fertile

;

for wherever water is, there is fertility.

EOTJTE OF THE ISEAELITES TO THE KED SEA.

From the land of Goshen as thus defined to the Bed Sea,

the direct and only route was along the valley of the ancient

canal. The Israelites broke up from their rendezvous at

Eameses " on the fifteenth day of the first month, on the mor-
row after the passover ;

"
' and proceeded by Succoth and Etham

to the. sea. Without stopping to inquire as to the identity of

Kameses with Heroopolis, or the position of the latter place, it

is enough for our purpose, that the former town (as is generally

admitted) lay probably on the valley of the canal in the middle

part, not far from the western extremity of the basin of the

Bitter Lakes. Nor is it necessary to discuss the point, whether

this basin anciently formed a prolongation of the gulf of the

Eed Sea, as is supposed by some ; or, as is more probable, was
' Ex. 12, 37. Num. 33, 3.
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covered with brackish water, and separated from the Eed Sea,

as now, by a tract of higher ground. Nothing more is needed
for our present purpose, even admitting that a communication
existed from this basin to the sea, than to suppose that the in-

let, if any, was already so small, as to present no important
obstacle to the advance of the Israelites.'

From Eameses to the head of the gulf, according to the

preceding data, would be a distance of some thirty or thirty-

five miles ; which might easily have been passed over by the

Israelites in three days. A large portion of the people were

apparently already collected at Rameses, waiting for permission

to depart, when the last great plague took place. From the

time when Pharaoh dismissed Moses and Aaron in the night of

the fourteenth day of the month (according to the Jewish

reckoning), until the morning qf the fifteenth day, when the

people set off, there was an interval of some thirty hours, during

which these leaders could easily reach Eameses from the court

of Pharaoh, whether this were at Memphis, or, as is more pro-

bable, at Zoan or Tanis.^

The first day's march brought them to Succoth, a name
signifying " booths," which might be applied to any temporary
station or encampment. Whether there was water here is not

mentioned ; and the position of the place cannot be determined.

On the second day they reached Etham " in the edge of the

wilderness." ^ What wilderness ? The Israelites after passing

the Eed Sea are said in Exodus to have gone three days' march
into the desert of Shur ; but in Numbers, the same tract is

called the desert of Etham.* It hence follows, that Etham
probably lay on the edge of this eastern desert, perhaps not far

from the present head of the gulf, and on the eastern side of

the line of the gulf or canal. May it not have stood upon or

near the strip of land between the gulf and the basin of the

Bitter Lakes ? ' At any rate, it would seem to have been the

point, from which the direct course of the Israelites to Sinai

would have led them around the present head of the gulf and
along its eastern side. From Etham they "turned" more to

the right ; and instead of passing along the eastern side, they

marched down the western side of the arm of the gulf, to the

vicinity of Suez. This movement, apparently so directly out

of their course, might well give Pharaoh occasion to say, " they

are entangled in the land, the wilderness hath shut them in ;

"

' See Kote XIII, end of the volume. * Ex. 15, 22. Num. 33, 8.

' The Psalmist places the scene of the ' This view would he supported by the

miracles of Moses in the region of Zoan. Egyptian etymology which Jablonsky as-

Ps. 78, 12. 43. signs to the name Etham, viz. ATIOM,
= Ex. 13, 20. Nnm. 33, 6. "Border of the Sea."
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and lead him to pursue them "with his horsemen and chariots,

in the hope of speedily overtaking and forcing them to return.'

The position of Migdol, Pi-haheroth, and Baal-Zephon, can-

not of course be determined ; except that they probably were

on or near the great plain back of Suez. If the wells of 'Ajrud

and Bir Suweis were then in existence, they would naturally

mark the sites of towns ; but there is no direct evidence either

for or against such an hypothesis. That this point, so important
for the navigation of the Ked Sea, was already occupied by a
town, perhaps Baal-Zephon, is not improbable. A few centuries

later several cities lay in the vicinity ; and these must have had
wells, or there were more fountains than at present. In this

plain, the Israelites would have abundant space for their en-

campment.

PASSAGE OF THE BED SEA.

The question here has respect to the part of the sea where
the passage took place. This many writers and travellers have
assumed to be the point at the mouth of Wady Tawarik,
south of Ras 'Atakah

;
principally perhaps because it was sup-

posed that the Israelites passed down that valley. But accord-

ing to the preceding views, this could not well have taken place
;

and therefore, if they crossed at that point, they must first have
passed down around Eas 'Atakah and encamped in the plain at

the mouth of the valley.

The discussion of this question has often been embarrassed,

by not sufficiently attending to the circumstances narrated by
the sacred historian ; which are, in the main points, the follow-

ing. The IsraeKtes, hemmed in on aU sides,—on their left and
in front the sea, on their right Jebel 'Atakah, and behind them
the Egyptians,—began to despair of escape, and to murmur
against Moses. The Lord now directed Moses to stretch out his

rod over the sea ; and the Lord caused the sea to flow (Heb. go)

by a strong east wind all that night, and made the sea dry
;

and the waters were divided. And the children of Israel went
into the midst of the sea upon the dry (ground) ; and the

waters were a wall unto them on their right hand and on their

left. The Egyptians pursued and went in after them ; and in

the morning watch, the Lord troubled the host of the Egyptians.

And Moses stretched out his hand over the sea, and the sea re-

turned to his strength when the morning appeared, and the

Egyptians fled against it ; and the waters returned and covered

all the host of Pharaoh.'

In this narration there are two main points, on which

' Ex. 14, 2. 3 sq. ' Ex. 14, 11. 12. 21—28.
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the whole question may be said to turn. The first is^ the

means or instrument with which the miracle was wrought. The
Lord, it is said, caused the sea to go (or to flow out) iy a strong

east wind. The miracle therefore is represented as mediate
;

not a direct suspension of, or interference with the laws of nature,

but a miraculous adaptation of those laws to produce a required

result. It was wrought by natural means supernaturally applied.

For this reason we are here entitled to look only for the natural

effects arising from the operation of such a cause. In the some-
what indefinite phraseology of the Hebrew, an east wind means
any wind from the eastern quarter ; and would include the N.
E. wind, which often prevails in this region. Now it will be
obvious from the inspection of any good map of the gulf,' that

a strong N. E. wind acting here upon the ebb tide, would neces-

sarily have the effect to drive out the waters from the small arm
of the sea which runs up by Suez, and also from the end of the

gulf itself, leaving the shallower portions dry ; while the more
northern part of the arm, which was anciently broader and
deeper than at present, would still remain covered with water.

Thus the waters would be divided, and be a wall (or defence) to

the IsraeHtes on the right hand and on the left. Nor will it be

less obvious from a similar inspection, that in no other part of

the whole gulf, would a N. E. wind act in the same manner to

drive out the waters. On this ground, then, the hypothesis of

a passage through the sea opposite to Wady Tawarik, would be

untenable.

The second main point has respect to the interval of time

during which the passage was effected. It was night ; for the

Lord caused the sea to go (out) " all night ; " and when the

morning appeared, it had already returned in its strength ; for

the Egyptians were overwhelmed in the morning watch. If then,

as is most probable, the wind thus miraculously sent, acted upon
the ebb tide to drive out the waters during the night to a far

greater extent than usual, we still cannot assume that this ex-

traordinary ebb, thus brought about by natural means, would

continue more than three or four hours at the most. The Isra-

elites were probably on the alert, and entered upon the passage

as soon as the way was practicable ; but as the wind must have

acted for some time before the required effect would be produced,

we cannot weU assume that they set off before the middle

watch, or towards midnight. Before the morning watch or two

o'clock, they had probably completed the passage ; for the Egyp-
tians had entered after them, and were destroyed before the

morning appeared. As the Israelites numbered more than two

' Especially Niebuhr's Tab. XXIV, in his Besohr. von Arabien.
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millions of persons, besides flocks and herds, they -would of

course he ahle to pass hut slowly. If the part left dry were
broad enough to enable them to cross in a body one thousand
abreast, which would require a space of more than half a mile

in breadth (and is perhaps the largest supposition admissible),

still the column would be more than two thousand persons in

depth ; and in all probability could not have extended less

than two miles. It would then have occupied at least an hour
in passing over its own length, or in entering the sea ; and de-

ducting this from the largest time intervening before the Egyp-
tians must also have entered the sea, there will remain only

time enough, under the circumstances, for the body of the Isra-

elites to have passed at the most over a space of three or four

miles. This circumstance is fatal to the hypothesis of their

having crossed from Wady Tawarik ; since the breadth of the

sea at that point, according to Niebuhr's measurement, is three

German or twelve geogr. miles, equal to a whole day's journey.'

All the preceding considerations tend conclusively to limit

the place of passage to the neighbourhood of Suez. The part

left dry might have been within the arm which sets up from
the gTilf, which is now two thirds of a mile wide in its narrowest

part, and was probably once wider ; or it might have been to

the southward of this arm, where the broad shoals are still left

bare at the ebb, and the channel is sometimes forded. If simi-

lar shoals might be supposed to have anciently existed in this

part, the latter supposition would be the most probable. The
Israelites would then naturally have crossed from the shore west

of Suez in an oblique direction, a distance of three or four miles

from shore to shore. In this case there is room for all the con-

ditions of the miracle to be amply satisfied.

To the former supposition, that the passage took place

through the arm of the gulf above Suez, it is sometimes object-

ed, that there could not be in that part space and depth enough
of water, to cause the destruction of the Egyptians in the manner
related. It must however be remembered, that this arm was
anciently both wider and deeper ; and also, that the sea in its

reflux would not only return with the usual power of the flood

tide, but with a far greater force and depth, in consequence of

having been thus extraordinarily driven out by a N. E. wind.

It would seem moreover to be implied in the triumphal song of

Moses on this occasion, that on the return of the sea, the wind
was also changed, and acted to drive in the flood upon the

Egyptians.^ Even now caravans never cross the ford above

' Niebuhr's Eeisebeschr. L p. 251. ' Ex. 15, 10 ; comp. verse 8.
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Suez ; and it is considered dangerous, except at quite low
water. ^

Our own observation on tlie spot, led both my companion and
myself to incline to the other supposition, that the passage

took place across shoals adjacent to Suez on the south and south-

west. But among the many changes which have occurred here

in the lapse of ages, it is of course impossible to decide with
certainty as to the precise spot ; nor is this necessary. Either

of the above suppositions satisfies the conditions of the case
;

on either the deliverance of the Israelites was equally great, and
the arm of Jehovah ahke gloriously revealed.

' In 1799, Gen. Bonaparte in returning and his suite were exposed to the greatest

from 'Ayiin Mijsa attempted the ford. It danger, although they had guides well ac-

was already late and grew dark ; the tide quainted with the ground. See Note of

rose, and flowed with greater rapidity than Du Bois-Ayme, Descr. de I'Egypte, Antiq
had been expected : so that the General Mem. I. p. 127 sq.
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SECTION III.

FROM SUEZ TO MOUNT SINAI.

Friday, March \&th, 1838.—Having seen all that Suez

offers to tlie notice of tlie traveller, we were glad to leave it

again this day. We took the longer route around the head of

the arm or inlet, in order to examine the make of the land;

though most persons send only their camels round, and them-
selves cross at the ferry. Setting off at 1 o'clock P. M. we
passed to the left of Tell Kolzum, and taking a course N.^B.
reached at 2.35 the mounds of the ancient canal. The ground
all the way is a hard gravelly plain, slightly elevated ahove the

water, and sloping gently towards it. The hanks of the ancient

canal are very distinct, here five or six feet high, and running

parallel to each other thirty or forty yards apart, as far as the

eye can reach in a northerly direction.' The route of the Haj
crosses them at a point still farther north. We now turned

E. S. B. descending to the lower level or bed of the inlet, where

the ground soon began to hear every mark of being occasionally

oveiSowed ; the flood tide evidently at some seasons extending

far up to the northward. The bottom was fine sand, like the

drift sand of the desert, hardened by the action of the water, and
covered in some places with a saline efflorescence. Here we
silently glided out of Africa into Asia, without knowing the

precise line of division. At 3 o'clock, Suez bearing S. 25° W.
we again changed our course to S. by E. which we kept for the

rest of the day.

In half an hour more we came to low hills of sand and
gravel, connected with the desert on our left. Among these

hills, tracts of low land of the character just described run up to

' See in Note XI, end of the volnme.
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the N. E. and E. for a great distance ; showing that the upper
part of this arm once spread itself out into a large bay, in

which these hills we: e islands, if they then existed. One such
apparent inlet towards the N. E. was very large and distinctly
ma rked. We were nowhere able to see the water on our right

;

and could not determine how far up it extended at the time
;

partly from the lowness of the ground, and partly on account of
the mirage, which gave to the whole tract in that direction the
appearance of a lake. At 3.55 we left the low lands entirely,

and came again upon a gravelly plain ; from which, half an
hour after, the town bore due west, about an hour distant. At
ten minutes past 5 o'clock we encamped upon this desert plain,

Suez bearing from us N. N. W.
The nature of the tract we had thus passed over, strongly

indicates, that the arm of the gulf which now runs up north of

Suez, was anciently not much wider at its entrance than at

present ; while further north it spread itself out into a broader and
deeper bay. Parallel to the gulf on the east runs the long range

of mountains called er-Eahah, which seem to be little more
than an ascent to the high plateau of the interior desert. They
are some four or fivfe hours distant from the shore of the gulf

;

and the tract between is here a gravelly desert plain, sometimes
interrupted by low ridges and hills, running in various direc-

tions.

The place where we encamped was about an hour and a half

distant from Suez ; and probably it was in this vicinity that the

children of Israel came out upon the eastern shore. Here, at

our evening devotions, and near the spot where it was composed
and first sung, we read, and felt in its full force, the magnifi-

cent triumphal song of Moses :
" The Lord hath triumphed

gloriously ; the horse and his rider he hath thrown into the sea."

We then laid us down in peace and slept ; for the Lord caused

us also to dwell here in safety.

Saturday, March 17th. At 6.20 we were again upon our

camels, refreshed and invigorated by the balmy air of the

morning. The weather of yesterday had been fine ; and it

continued so through this and many succeeding days. Our
course all day varied between S. by E. and S. S. E. nearly

parallel to the coast, but for the most part at some distance

from it. At 7 o'clock we crossed the track leading from the

ferry of Suez to the fountain Naba', or, as it was called by our

Arabs, el-Ghiirkudeh, from which that town is supplied with

water for drinking. From this point the fountain was apparently

three miles distant. Some of our Arabs went with a camel for

water ; while we kept on our way, sending one of our servants

with them to see that the skins were well rinsed. According to

Vol. I.—

6
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his report, the fountain is a mere excavation in the plain at the
foot of a range of sand-hillocks, a basin eight or ten feet in diam-
eter and six or eight feet deep, with stone steps to go down into
it. In this hasin the water, which is quite brackish, boils up
continually and stands two or three feet deep, without any out-
let ; furnishing enough to supply two hundred camel-loads at

once. About twenty camels were then there, taking loads of
water for Suez.

Half an hour afterwards a verj' gradual ascent lay before us,

which terminated at 8 o'clock in a steep descent. From the
brow of the latter we had a wide view of the sea and of the low
plain before ns, in which a few stunted palm trees marked the
situation of 'Ayun Musa, the fountains of Moses. On the west
of the sea, the ban-en peaks of 'Atakah and Deraj rose lofty

and dark ; and between them was spread out the broad plain of
Wady Tawarik. On our left, further to the south, a single peak
in the range of er-Eahah formed a sort of land-mark, which we
had already seen from Suez ; it is called Taset Sudr, lying at

the head of the Wady of that name. We reached 'Ayun Mufa
half an hour afterwards. Here I counted seven fountains, several

of them mere recent excavations in the sand, in which a httle

brackish water was standing. Others were older and more abun-
dant ; but the water is dark-coloured and brackish, and deposits

a hard substance as it rises ; so that mounds have been formed
around these larger springs, on the top of which the water flows

out and runs down for a few yards, till it is lost in the sand.

We did not remark that the water was warm, as reported by
Monconys and others. The Arabs call the northernmost spring

sweet ; but we could not perceive that it diifered much from
the others. One of them has a small rude drain laid with stones,

a few paces long, which the French have dignified with the name
of a Venetian aqueduct.' About twenty stunted untrimmed
palm trees, or rather palm bushes, grow round about m the arid

sand. A patch of barley, a few rods square, was irrigated from
one or two of the more southern fountains. The barley was
now in the ear ; and we counted six men busy in frightening away
the little birds called Semmdneh ; thus showing the value

attached to the only spot of cultivation in the vicinity of Suez,

to which place they belonged. There were also a few cabbage
plants. Near the fountains is a low mound of rubbish with
fragments of tiles and pottery, and some foundations visible on

" See Monge in Descr. de I'Egypte, Et. time aware of tliis hypothesis, and did not

Mod. I. p. 409 sq. Laborde's Map.—M. therefore examine the coast. But there is

Monge speaks of this aqueduct as extend- nothing around the springs which indicates

ing down to the sea so as to form a water- it. See also Marmont's Voyage, Tom, IV.
ing-place for ships. We were not at the p. 153, Brux. 1837.
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the top, apparently marking the site of a former village.' Eds
'Atakah bore from here S. 70° W.

Immediately so-ath of these fountains, the path rises over

sand-hills. At 9.35 we crossed Wady er-Eeiyaneh running to-

wards the sea ; as do all the following Wadys. An hour further

on, a path branched off to the left, towards the mountain at

the head of Wady Sudr, where the Arabs Terabin have their

chief encampment. We came to Wady Kurdhiyeh at 11.35
;

not a plain as Burckhardt says ;
^ for the Bedawin usually give

names only to the Wadys, and not to the plains between. The
road continues over a gravelly tract of several hours in extent.

At 125- o'clock a path went off more to the right, which leads

along the shore to the fountain Abu Suweirah near the mouth
of Wady Wardan, and so to the warm springs of Jebel Ham-
mdm. Soon after 1 o'clock we crossed Wady el-Ahtha coming
down through the plain. All these Wadys are mere depres-

sions in the desert, with only a few scattered herbs and shrubs,

now withered and parched with drought. Along these plains

we first saw scattered rocks of coral formation ; which we after-

wards found also in the adjacent hills. At 4.10 we encamped
near the middle of Wady Sudr, a broad tract on a level with
the plain, along which the mountain-torrents sweep down to

the sea. It is covered with drift sand, which accumulates in

mounds around the shrubs and low trees. Here were a few

stunted tamarisk trees, and many herbs and shrubs ; so that

our camels found better pasture than heretofore. The peak
Taset Sudr bore nearly east, at the head of the Wady.^

The former mountain is so called (Cup of Sudr) from a foun-

tain near it which runs towards Wady Siidr. Here are the

head-quarters of the Terabin, who dwell chiefly in the moun-
tains er-Eahah, but visit also the fountain Abu Suweirah, and
claim the whole territory from opposite Suez to Wady Ghurim-
del. They are poor and few, not numbering in all more than
twenty-five tents or some forty families. These Terabin are re-

garded by the Tawarah as strangers here, a colony from the

main tribe of the same name, which occupies the country south

of Gaza, and is very rich in flocks and herds. Their territory

as above described, besides the two fountains just mentioned,

includes also those of Mab'uk, Niba' and 'Ayun Mtisa in the

north ; as well as those of Hawarah and Wady Ghi'irundel in

the south.

With our Tawarah guides, we had every reason to be satis-

' M. Monge regards this as the former ^ The northernmost peak of Jebel 'Ata-

tite of II pottery, where earthen vessels kah bore N. 34° W. The northern end of

were manufactured on the spot, in order to Jebel Deraj or Kulalah, N. 89° W. South-

carry away water ; Descr. de I'Egypte, L t. ern end of the same S. 53° W.
' Travels in Syria, etc. p. 470.
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fied. They were good natured obliging fellows, ready and desi-

rous to do for us everything we wished, so far as it was in their

power. Besharah had the command, and took charge of the

arrangements for encamping at night and setting off in the

morning ; but in other respects all seemed to be much on a foot-

ing. They walked lightly and gaily by our side ; often out-

stripping the camels for a time, and then as often lagging be-

hind ; and they seldom seemed tired at night. Like all the

Tawarah they wore turbans, and not the Kefiyeh of the north-

ern and eastern deserts. Shoes and stockino-s are luxuries which
neither their poverty nor their habits permit them to indulge

in ; and their sandals were of the rudest and most primitive

kind, made of the thick skin of a species of fish caught in the

Eed Sea. Some of the men had old muskets with match-locks ;

the barrels mostly very long and apparently of Turkish or

western manufacture ; while the stocks and locks were ruder,

and evidently made among themselves. Several of our Arabs,
and others whom we saw with camels, carried in their hands a
small stick or staff about three feet long, having a crook at the
top with an oblong head parallel to the staff, "and cut in a pecu-
liar form. This is only worth mentioning, as presenting a
remarkable instance of the permanency of oriental customs

;

for this very stick, precisely in the same form, appears in the

hands of figures sculptured on the walls of the Theban tem-
ples. '

We had paid at Cairo one hundred piastres in advance for

each of our camels, with the express agreement that nothing
more was to be demanded until the end of the journey

;
yet on

arriving at Suez, Besharah came to us in quite a humble mood,
saying that all the money received at Cairo had been paid out

for necessaries and for former debts, and that now they had
nothing wherewith to buy provisions and fodder. To us it was
a matter of indifference, whether we gave them money then or

afterwards, so long as we took care not to advance them their

full pay ; and we therefore yielded to their entreaty in this

respect. It was of course our wish and endeavour in all things

to deal with them kindly, and treat them as men ; and in this

way we won their confidence and received from them kindness

in return. Travellers often complain of the obstinacy of the

Bedawin, and of the impositions attempted by them ; and pro-

bably not without reason ; but the fault, I apprehend, most fre-

quently lies on the side of the traveller himself He cannot

usually converse with his guides except through an interpreter,

who is to them an object of suspicion or contempt ; and the

' See Rosellini Mouumenti Storici, Plates XLH, CXXI, CXXU, CXXXIY, and
several others.
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traveller thus becomes himself suspected, and suspects them in

turn, until even their most harmless movements are distorted

and ascribed to hostile motives. Not unfrequently too, the

stranger undertakes to carry his point by threats and violence
;

and he may thus succeed for the moment ; but he will find in

the end, that instead of friends, he has made enemies ; and he
will leave behind no good name, either for himself or for his

countrymen who may come after him. Kind words and a timely

appeal to their palates and stomachs, are a cheaper and far more
etficacious means of carrying a point with the Bedawin, than

hard words and browbeating. Had we adopted the latter course

with our guides, I doubt not we should have found them as wilful

and obstinate as they have sometimes been represented.

Sunday, March ISih. We remained encamped all day in

Wady Sudr. We had determined, before setting off from Cairo,

always to rest on the Christian Sabbath, if possible ; and during

all our journeys in the Holy Land, we were never compelled to

break over this rule but once. Strange as it may at first seem,

these Sabbaths in the desert had a peculiar charm ; and left upon
the mind an impression that can never be forgotten.

We had made no agreement with our Arabs on this point

;

leaving it to time and circumstances to open the way for such an
arrangement. On mentioning to them yesterday our wish to

lie by for to-day, they made no objection, and were quite ready

to gratify us. The poor fellows set no value on time ; and when
a bargain is once made, whether they spend ten days or fifteen

upon the way, is a matter of no importance to them. We gave

them rice for their dinner, and thus afforded them quite a feast.

One of them had sore eyes ; and we were glad for his sake and

our own, that we had brought with us a supply of eye-water.

About noon three men on camels came up and stopped near

us for the rest of the day and night. One was a young monk,

a sort of noviciate in the convent of Mount" Sinai ; another a

Greek priest from Philippopolis ; and the third a Wallachian

pilgrim ; all on their way to the convent. They kept near us

during several of the following days.

Monday, March l^th. We rose early and set off with the

rising sun ; which, throwing its mellow beams across the gulf,

gave us a distinct view of the dark face of 'Atakah, and of the

more southern Kulalah (as our Arabs called it) with its long

rido-e, and of the broad Wady Taw^rik between these two moun-

tains. Keeping on our way over the same great plain, we

reached at 9^ o'clock the north side of Wady Wardan, a broad

strip like Wady Siidr, marked by torrent-beds and drifts of

sand. In it towards the sea-shore is the fountain Abu Suweirah,

which usually affords a small quantity of sweet water ; but
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dries up when the rains fail for a season. Here Tvas the scene

of an interesting story of Arab -warfare, related by Burckhardt.

'

The mountains on the east still bore the general name er-Kihah
;

but different parts were now named after the Wadys which
descend from them ; as Ttiset Sudr, Jebel Wardan, and the like.

Near the head of Wady Wardan, a range of hills comes off

from these mountains in a S. W. direction ; while near the

mouth of the same Wady a low chain of sand-hills begins on
the right, and runs towards the S. E. These unite about four

hours from Wady Warden, and terminate the great plain. At
12 o'clock we entered among the hills, the road winding for a
time under the eastern side of two high hills or banks of sand
and pebbles ; and after twenty-five minutes crossed a ridge

where we had the first view of Jebel Hammim, bearing south.

The way continued among hills of limestone formation, all

equally destitute of vegetation, and some of them exhibiting an
abundance of crystallized sulphate of lime. Twenty minutes
further brought us to the small Wadv el-'AmS.rah, having; in it a
few scattered shrubs. At 2^ o'clock we passed a large square

rock lying near the foot of the hill on our right. It is called

Hajr er-Rukkab, " Stone of the Eiders," and is mentioned by
Niebuhr. Fifteen minutes beyond this, we came to the foun-

tain Hawarah, lying to the left of the road on a large mound,
composed of a whitish rocky substance formed apparently by
the deposites of the fovmtain during the lapse of ages. No
stream was now flowing from it ; though there are traces of

running water round about. The basin is six or eight feet in

diameter, and the water about two feet deep. Its taste is un-
pleasant, saltish, and somewhat bitter ; but we could not per-

ceive that it was very much worse than that of 'Ayun Musa
;

perhaps because we were not yet connoisseurs in bad water. The
Arabs however pronounce it bitter, and consider it as the worst

water in all these regions. Yet when pinched they drink of it
;

and our camels also drank freely. Near by the spring were two
stunted palm trees ; and round about it many bushes of the shrub

Ghurkud, now in blossom.' This is a low bushy thorny shrub,

producing a small fruit which ripens in June, not unlike the

barberry, very juicy and slightly acidulous. The Ghiirkud seems

to delight in a saline soil ; for we found it growing around all

the brackish fountains which we afterwards fell in with, during

our journeys in and around Palestine. In the midst of parched

deserts, as in the Ghor south of the Dead Sea, where the heat

• Pa^e 471. I shall recnr to the same Arab. p. LXVI. More correctly Niiraria

Btoiy further on, in speaking of the charac- tndentala of Desfontaines ; Flora Atlant. I.

ter of the Tawarah. 372. Comp. Gesenius' Note on Burck-
' Pegamtm retusam, Forsk. Flora. Mg. hardt, p. 1082.
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vras intense and tli3 fountainstriny, the red berries of this plant

cfcen afforded us a grateful refreshment.

The fountain of Hawarah is first distinctly mentioned by
Burckhardt. Pococl^e perhaps saw it ; though his language is

quite indefinite.' Niebuhr passed this way ; but his guides did

not point it oiit to him
;
probably because the Arabs make no

account of it as a watering-place. Since Burckhardt's day it

has generally been regarded as the bitter fountain Marah,
which the Israelites reached after three days' march without
water in the desert of Shur.' The position of the spring and
the nature of the country tally very exactly with this supposi-

tion. After having passed the Eed Sea, the Israelites would
naturally supply themselves from the fountains of Naba' and
'Ayim Musa ; and from the latter to Hawarah is a distance of

about sixteen and a half hours, or thirty-three geographical miles

;

which, as we have seen above, was for them a good three days'

journey. On the route itself there is no water ; but near the

sea is now the small fountain Abu Suweirah, which may then
have been dry or not have existed ; and in the mountains on
the left is the " Cup of Scidr," several hours from the road and
probably unknown to the Israelites. I see therefore no valid

objection to the above hypothesis. The fountain lies at the

specified distance, and on their direct route ; for there is no
probability that they passed by the lower and longer road along

the sea-shore. We made particular inquiries, to ascertain

whether the name Marah still exists, as reported by Shaw ^ and
others ; but neither the Tawarah Arabs, nor the inhabitants of

Suez, nor the monks of the convent, so far as we could learn,

had ever heard of it. Travellers have probably been led into

error by the name of Wady el-'Amarah ; or possibly by el-

Murkhah, a fountain nearly two days' journey further south, on

the lower route to Mount Sinai and Tur.

Burckhardt suggests that the Israelites may have rendered

the water of Marah palatable, by mingling with it the juice of

the berries of the G-hurkud.^ The process would be a very

simple one, and doubtless effectual ; and the presence of this

shrub around all brackish fountains, would cause the remedy to

be always at hand. But as the Israelites broke up from Egypt
on the morrow of Easter, and reached Marah apparently not

more than two or three weeks later, the season for these berries

would hardly have arrived. We made frequent and diligent

inquiries, whether any process is now known among the Bedawin
for thus sweetening bad water, either by means of the juice of

> Travels, I. p. 139. fol. ^ Travels, 4to. p. 314.
» Ex. 15, 23 sq. Nam. 33, 8. * Travels in Syria, p. 474.
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berries, or the bark or leaves of any tree or plant ; but we were
invariably answered in the negative.'

Proceeding on our way, in half an hour we had on our left

a small plain or basin, called Nukeia' el-Ful, in which water
stands after abundant rains, causing a soil of rich loam, which
produces a luzuriant vegetation. This was testified by the
large stalks of an abundance of weeds now dry. On some por-

tions of it the Terabin sow wheat and barley after the rains,

and reap a good crop. It was the . only spot of soil known to

our Arabs in these parts. A few goats were feeding upon the
herbs on the hills around, watched by females. From them we
obtained a supply of milk, for which we paid in bread instead

of money, as being far more acceptable. These were the first

flocks we had seen since leaving Cairo j and we afterwards saw
the few tents of the owners, Terabin Arabs, pitched near the

head of Wady Ghflrundel. We reached this latter Wady at 4^
o'clock ; it comes down as a broad valley from the mountains on
the left, and runs from N. E. to S. W. to the sea south of Ras
Hammam. The mountain at its head is called Eas Wady
GhCirundel, a continuation of the chain er-Rahah, which here

bends off towards the S. E. and E. where it afterwards receives

the name et-Tih, and extends across the peninsula to the gulf

of 'Aisabah. Thus far our course all day had been about S. S.

E., but we now turned down the Wady S. W. and encamped
after half an hour in a deep and narrow part of its bed.

Wady Ghurundel is deeper and better supplied with bushes
and shrubs than any we had yet seen ; and like Sudr and
Wardan it bore marks of having had water running in it the

present year. The Ghurktid is very frequent. Straggling trees

of various kinds are found in it ; the most common of which is

the Turfa, a species of tamarisk, Tamarix Gallica mannifera
of Ehrenberg, on which our camels browsed freely ; and also

mimosas or acacias, called by the Arabs Tulh and Seyal. A
few small palm trees are scattered through the valley. We
saw many of the wood-ticks mentioned by Burckhardt ; but

they did not trouble us. About half an hour below our encamp-
ment, the Arabs procured water, as they said, from fountains

with a running brook. It was brackish, and of the same gene-

ral character as that of all the preceding fountains, though less

disagreeable than that of Hawarah. We kept it over night in

our leather-bottles, and it did not change its taste ; though the

Arabs said it would grow worse, as Burckhardt also testifies.

' It is perhaps hardly necessary to re- illations as to the name of any particular

mark, that the Hebrew original, like the plant can only rest on air. See Lord Liud-

English version, has here only the general say's Letters, 1st edit. I. p. 263 S(j.

word for " tree
;
" and therefore all spec-
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When tlie rains fail for two or three years, the hrook ceases to

flow ; but water is always to be found by digging a little below

the surface.

This VVady is now commonly regarded as the Elim of Scrip-

ture, to which the Israelites came after leaving Marah, and
found twelve wells of water and seventy palm trees.' There is

nothing improbable in this supposition, if we admit 'Ain

Hawarah to be Marah. The fountains of Wady Ghurfmdel are

two and a half hours, or nearly half a day's journey for the

Israelites, distant from Hawdrah ; and are still one of the chief

watering places of the Arabs. The main objection which might
here be urged, is the distance from this point to the next sta-

tion, where the Israelites " encamped by the Eed Sea ;"" a

fixed and definite point, as we shall see in the sequel. But
this objection may perhaps be evaded.

Beyond Wady Ghurfmdel the mountains, or at least a more
mountainous tract, may be said to commence. On the right

along the coast in the S. W. is the high mountain called Jebel

Hammdm, from the hot sulphur springs at its northern end.

On the left the continuation of er-Rahah appears, with several

spurs running down from it S. W. along the south side of Ghuriin-

del and extending almost to Jebel Hammam. The whole region

is of limestone formation. Wady Ghurundel does not extend

up through the mountains on the left towards Gaza, as was re-

ported to Burckhardt ; but near its head another valley, called

Wady Wutah, comes into it from the east ; where the latter

runs up between the Tih on the N. E. and a mountain ridge in

front of it, called also Wutah. Here is quite a retired valley

hemmed in by mountains, from the head of which a pass leads

over to the plain er-Eamleh ; the whole forming a shorter but

more difficult route from Ghurundel to Mount Sinai.

Tuesday, March 20th. Niebuhr travelled down Wady
Ghurundel to the sea, about two and a half hours from our en-

campment ; and then an hour and a half along the shore of the

bay called Birket Hammam Far'un to the hot springs ; which

he and many travellers have described.' Thence the way passes

• Ex. 15, 27. Num. 33, 9. We found tlie foot of the mountain. The largest of

nowhere any trace of a valley called them has a temperature of 55° 7 Keaum.

'Alim or Ghilim, as reported by Gesenius that of the air being 26' 3 Keaum. Tlso

on the authority of Ehrenberg ; see Gese- water deposites a great deal of common

nius Lex. Hebr. Man. art. Dii'^K salt mixed with sulphur ; and the latter is

° Num. 33 10. "^^ found sublimated on the walls of the

s Tlie following account of these springs many caverns connected with the ibunt--

is by Russegger, who passed this way a ains and penetrated by their hot vapours,

few mouths after us : " These hot sulphur See Berghaus' A.inalen der Erdk. M<irz

springs break out from the strata of lower 1839. P- *22. Leonhard s Jahrbuch iur

chalk, nearly on a level with the sea, at Mineralogie, 1839, p. 174.
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up Wady Useit. But the direct road from our encampment in

Ghurflndel leads over the high ground between that Wady and
Useit. We took this course ; and mounting our camels at

6.10 soon turned out of Wady Ghfirundel by a sort of gully,

and began to ascend the low ridge before us. On our right was
Jebel HammSm, extending along the coast towards the south,

black, desolate, and picturesque. At 6|- o'clock we came out

upon the higher tract or plain ; and soon had a view of Jebel

SerbSl, which, as here seen in the direction of its ridge, ap-

peared like a lofty rounded peak, bearing S. E. by S. Twenty
minutes further on was a heap of stones called Husan Abu
Zenneh, upon which one of our Arabs kicked a quantity of

dirt, crying out, as he said was their custom, " Feed the horse

of Abu Zenneh." It marked the place where ahorse once died,

owned by a person of that name. After another fifteen minutes,

we passed the small Wady Um Suweilih, where a branch of the

lower road came in from Abu Suweirah. Here was a single

acacia or Tulh tree. At 7.55 we struck a small branch Wady,
and followed it down for half an hour to Wady Useit or Wuseit.

This valley resembles Ghurundel, though not so large ; and has

a few small palm trees and a little brackish water standing in

holes. The ground in many parts is covered with a white crust

apparently nitrous. This Wady runs from E. S. E. to W. N. W.,
and passing along the northern end of Jebel Hammam reaches

the sea at the bay Hammam Far'6n. Here the main branch of

the lower road by Abu Suweirah and the hot springs, comes into

ours.

Thus far our course was about S. E. ; but now turning S. E.

by S. we crossed a plain of some extent which takes its name
from the small Wady el-Kuweiseh, which we reached at 10
o'clock. On the plain our Arabs pointed out the recent tracks

of a hy^na. As we passed on, we had on the right Jebel Ham-
mam ; and on the left other smaller ridges, spurs running out

from et-Tih. The former mountain is lofty and precipitous, ex-

tending in several peaks along the shore ; consisting apparently

of chalky limestone mostly covered with flints, which give to the

whole mountain a dark aspect, except where the chalk is seen.

Its precipices extend quite down to the sea, and cut off all pas-

sage along the shore from the hot springs to the mouth of Wady
et-Taiyibeh, except a foot-path for men high up on the moun-
tain. This circumstance renders it certain, that the Israelites

must of necessity have passed inside of this mountain by the road

we were now following, to the head of Wady Taiyibeh ; for no
other road exists, or can exist, in this direction.

Wady Thai or Athal followed at lOJ o'clock ; running from

east to west with shrubs and acacias and a few pahn trees ; and
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also some holes with brackish water, like Wady Uselt ; the
ground being likewise covered with a nitrous crust. The moun-
tain at the head of this valley takes the name of Kas Wady
Thai ; and is strictly not a part of Jebel et-Tih, being divided

from it by the Wady W^utah above mentioned. Wady Thai
finds its way down through Jebel Hammam to the sea by a deep
and narrow ravine ; but on the south of it there is still no road
along the shore. Proceeding now on a course nearly south, and
passing round the end of a spur running out S. E. from Jebel

Hammam, we came after a few rods to a small heap of stones un-
der a bank by the roadside, with a few rags scattered around,

which the Arabs regard as the tomb of a female saint, 'Oreis

Themm^n, or Bride of Themman. Burckhardt says, the Arabs
are in the habit of saying a short prayer here ; but ours did not.

Crossing a low hill we came at 11| o'clock to Wady Shubeikeh,
running here nearly south, the bed of which we followed. This
valley has several branches, which unite further down ; and from
this junction of the many, comes the name Shubeikeh, " net."

While passing down this Wady, our sharp-eyed Arabs discovered

two gazelles upon the high ridge on the right ; . and it was
amusing to see with what eagerness both old and young imme-
diately set off in pursuit. They always try to approach the game
by a circuit on the side opposite the wind ; and having only guns
with match-locks they must get within shot without disturbing

the animal. This time they came back unsuccessful. The
beautiful animals had seen them before they started, and bound-
ing gracefully over the hills, had not suffered them to come near.

But it made quite an incident in the usual monotony of the waJ^
Here too, as in very many other instances, we could not but be

struck with the likeness which the Bedawin bear to the Ameri-
can Indians in many of their habits ; especially in the unerring

sagacity with which they trace and recognise the shadowy foot-

steps of persons, and even of camels, upon the surface of the

deserts.

Passing the junction of the several branches of W^ady Shu-
beikeh, we soon came, at 12|- o'clock, to an open place, where

Wady Humr comes down from the E. S. E., and joining the

Shubeikeh, the two then form Wady et-Taiyibeh, which passes

down S. W. through the mountains to the sea shore, two hours

distant from this spot.' Here the two roads to Mount Sinai

separate ; the upper and shorter one, which we took, turning to

the left up Wady Humr ; while the lower and easier one goes

down Wady Taiyibeh to the sea. This latter Wady is described

as a fine valley inclosed by abrupt rocks, with many trees, and a

» Burckhardt, p. 625. Lepsius calls it also Wady Shubeikeh ; Briefe aus Aeg. p. 349.
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little brackisli water like the preceding Wadys. Where it

reaches the sea there is a high promontory on the north ; while

on the south the mountains retire, leaving a sandy plain with
many shrubs, extending southwards for an hour and a half along

the shore. Then the mountains come down again to the sea for

about the same distance, admitting a passage around them only

at low water, while at other times travellers must cross over

them ; as was the case when Burckhardt passed. Beyond the

mountains, towards the south, a large plain opens along the

shore, in which at an hour's distance is the bitter fountain el-

Murkhah. Burckhardt describes it as a small pond in the sand-

stone rock, near the foot of the mountains which skirt the plain

on the east. The taste of the water is bad ; owing partly to the

weeds, moss, and dirt, with which the pond is filled ; but chiefly,

no doubt, to the saline nature of the soil around it. Our Arabs
however said it was better than the water of Hawarah. Next to

Ghurundel, it is the principal watering place of the Arabs on
this road. Burckhardt also mentions a reservoir of rain water in

Wady edh-Dhafaiy, half an hour S. E. by S. from el-Murkhah.
An hour or more south of this latter fountain (el-Murkhah), the

road to Sinai separates from that to Tur ; the latter keeping
along the coast ; while the former enters the mountains through
Wady Shellal, and so continues through Wady Mukatteb to

Wady Feiran, where there is water and also cultivation.'

It has been already remarked, that the Israelites must have
passed from Grhurundel inside of Jebel Hammam to the head of

Wady et-Taiyibeh ; and it must also havc'been on the plain at

the mouth of this valley, that they again encamped by the Ked
Sea.^ The nature of the country shows conclusively, that if

they passed through this region at all, they must necessarily

have taken this course, and had their encampment at this place.

From Ghiirundel to the head of Taiyibeh we found the distance

to be six hours, making eight hours or sixteen geographical miles

to its mouth ; a long day's journey for such a multitude. This
is the objection which might be urged against the identity of

Ghurundel and Elim ; and might lead us to place Elim perhaps
in Wady Useit. Still, as Ghurundel is one of the most noted
Arab watering places, and the Israelites very probably would
have rested there several days ; it would not be difficult for them
for once to make a longer march and thus reach the plain near

the sea. Besides, in a host like that of the Israelites, consist-

ing of more than two millions of people, with many flocks, it can
hardly be supposed that they all marched in one body. More
probably the stations as enumerated refer rather to the head-

' See in general Burckhardt's Travels in ' Num. 33, 10.

Syria, etc. p. 623 sq.
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quarters of Moses and the elders, with a portion of the people

who kept near them ; while other portions preceded or followed

them at various distances, as the convenience of water and
pasturage might dictate. Water, such as it is, they would find

in small quantities throughout this tract ; and they prohably

continued to practise the method of sweetening it which they

had been taught at Marah ; for we hear no more complaint of

bad water. But how they could have obtained a sufficiency of

water during their whole stay in the peninsula and their subse-

quent wanderings in the desert, even where no want of water is

mentioned, is a mystery which I am unable to solve ; unless we
admit the supposition, that water was anciently far more abund-

ant in these regions, than at present. As we saw the peninsula,

a body of two millions of men could not subsist there a week,

without drawing their supplies of water, as well as of provisions,

from a great distance.

From their encampment at the mouth of Wady et-Taiyibeh,

the Israelites would necessarily advance into the great plain,

which, beginning near el-Murkhah, extends with a greater or

less breadth almost to the extremity of the peninsula. In its

broadest part, northward of Tur, it is called el-Ka'a. This

desert plain, to which they would thus necessarily come, I take

to be the desert of Sin, the next station mentioned in Scripture.'

From this plain they could enter the mountains at various points,

either by the present nearer route through the Wadys yhellal

and Mulfatteb, or perhaps by the mouth of Wady Feiran itself.

Their approach to Sinai was probably along the upper part of

this latter vaUey and Wady esh-Sheikh ; but the two subsequent

stations, Dophkah and Alush, are mentioned so indefinitely, that

no hope remains of their ever being identified." The same is

perhaps true of Eephidim, to which we shall recur again in the

sequel.

We were for a time quite at a loss, which of the roads to

take from the head of Wady et-Taiyibeh to Sinai. We wished

much to see the celebrated inscriptions in Wady Mukatteb on

the lower road ; and we wished just as much to visit the mys-
terious monuments of Siirabit el-Khadim near the upper one.

As we knew, however, that similar inscriptions existed along this

latter route, though not in such multitudes, we decided to take

it ; and turning into Wady Humr at a quarter past noon, we
proceeded up that valley on a course E. S. E.' The mountains

Ex. 16, 1. Num. 33, 11. Humr. We had his book with us, and
" Num. 33, 12. 13. were aware of this differeuce on the spot

;

' Burokhardt gives the name of Taiyi- but all our guides knew no other applica-

beh to our Wady Shubeikeh ; and that of tion of these names than that given in the

Shubeikeh to the lower part of Wady text. I would not fail, however, here and

Vol. I.—

7
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around tlie head of Wady et-Taiyibeh, where we now were,

abound in salt ; and our Arabs brought us several pieces of it,

beautifully white. Wady Humr is broad, with precipitous sides

of limestone, from one hundred to one hundred and fifty feet

high. We here found the heat very oppressive, occasioned by
the reflection of the sun from the chalky cliffs ; although the

thermometer in the shade rose only to 80^ F. Water had evi-

dently been running here not long before ; and the herbs and
shrubs were fresher than usual.

After two hours the valley opens out into a wide plain

;

another broad Wady called Ibn Sukr comes in obliquely from
the east ; while almost in front rises the high dark pyramidal

peak of Sarbut el-Jemel, which had been in sight occasionally

ever since we left Wady Ghurundel. This mountain is of lime-

stone and is connected by low ridges with et-Tih, or rather with

Jebel Wtitah, which runs in front of et-Tih and parallel to it.

A ridge also apparently runs off from Sarbut el-Jemel towards

the S. W. and bounds the plain in that quarter. We struck

across the plain towards the S. E. corner of the pyramidal
mountain, which rose naked and desolate before us, seeming to

cut off all further progress. Indeed it was not till we arrived

almost at its foot, that we perceived the opening of a Wady
coming down through the ridge, which we entered and turned
the S. E. point of the mountain at 3.25. We now proceeded
up through this mountain gorge, with lofty walls of rock two or

three hundred feet high on each side, still bearing the name of

Wady Humr. The southern mountain is called Um ez-Zuwei-
bin, from a heap of stones in the road. Here we first entered

the sandstone region ; the wall upon our right being of that

material ; while that on the left was still apparently chiefly

limestone. After about an hour we came (at 4|- o'clock) to a

sharp turn at right angles in the valley, which then turns short

again and passes on in the same direction as before. At the

last of these corners, on the right, we found several rude draw-
ings on the rocks, and also some of the famous Sinaite inscrip-

tions, like those of Wady Mukatteb. One large block, which
had fallen from the cliff above, was covered with them, mostly
short, and beginning with the usual initial letters, like those

copied by Burckhardt and others. On another smaller stone

are rude drawings of camels or horses ; for it was hard to tell

which. One rider is armed with a spear, and before him stands

a man with sword and shield. Is the former perhaps a knight ?

On one stone were two crosses ; but in this instance they were

elsewhere, to bear testimony to the ex- descriptions. His orthography of Arabic

treme general accuracy of this lamented names is not always so exact
j
yet it b

traveller, in his topographical details and all we have hitherto had.
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evidently later than the neighbouring inscriptions. The spot is

one where travellers would be likely to rest during the heat of
the midday sun. Burckhardt mentions the drawings, but not
the inscriptions.'-

A little beyond this place our Arabs expected to find rain

water among 'the rocks ; and scattered themselves, running off

into the different openings of the mountains, to seek for it.

They were not very successful, finding but little, and that
strongly impregnated with camel's dung. Yet our Arabs seemed
to drink it with gusto. We now found ourselves in fact strait-

ened for water. What we had brought from the spring Naba'
near Suez, had become much worse than at first ; and since then
we had met with none fit to fill the empty water-skins. We
had got tolerably accustomed to a leathery taste in the water we
carried ; but had not yet learned to relish that which was briny

and bitter, or which smacked of camel's dung. This however
was the only time we were thus straitened ; nor did we now
suffer much inconvenience. We encamped at 5.10 in Wady
Humr, after a long day's march of eleven hours, near the place

where the high rocks on either side terminate. The valley has
several trees and many shrubs, so that the camels found good
pasturage. The only trees throughout this region are the Tflrfa,

properly a tamarisk, with long narrow leaves and without thorns,

the same on which the manna (Arabic Monn) is elsewhere found

;

and the Tulh or Seydl, said by the Arabs to be identical, a
species of very thorny acacia, producing a little gum arabic of an
inferior quality.* This the Arabs sometimes gather and sell,

when not too lazy. But all these trees are here small and
stunted, for the want both of soil and of water.

Wednesday, March 21st. We set off at 6.20, still follow-

ing up Wady Humr, E. S. E. The rocks on our right became
lower ; while on our left the high mountain Jebel Wfltah rose

almost from the bank of the Wady. This is strictly a spur of

Jebel et-Tih, connected with it at the eastern end, and thence

running westward parallel with it, having the retired Wady
Wiitah between. In less than an hour, the rocks ceased on the

right ; and at 7.15 a road turned off on that side to Wady en-

Nfisb, across an uneven sandy plain called Debbet en-Nusb.

This road is often taken by the Arabs and by travellers on ac-

count of the fine spring of water in that valley ; but it is longer,

and returns after some hours into the direct road. One or two

of our men with a camel were sent round by this route, in order

to fiU the water-skins ; and they brought us a load of better water

' Page 47$. botanists it is known as Acacia gummifera,
' This tree is the Mimosa Sejal of For- and is called by Abdallatif Talk; Spreu-

gkal; Flora Mg. Arab. p. 177. By later gel Hist. Rei Herbar. I. p. 270.
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than we liad found since leaving the Nile. Wady Hnmr now
spreads out into a broad plain sprinkled over with herbs, extend-
ing round the east end of Jebel Wotah quite to et-Tih. At 8
o'clock the valley became narrower between sand-hills for half an
hour ; but then opened again as before. At 9 o'clock we reached
the head of the Wady or plain, whence we ascended for twenty
minutes a rocky slope covered with sand.

From this spot we had a wide view over the surrounding
country. On our left was the Tih, a long, lofty, level, unbroken
ridge, the continuation of er-Rahah, stretching off eastward as

far as the eye could reach, apparently of limestone. On our
right and before us, along the foot of the Tih, lay an uneven
sandy plain, several miles in breadth, full of low broken ridges

and water-courses. This sandy plain extends, as we afterwards

found, through the whole interior of the peninsula, almost to the

eastern coast. It lies between the Tih and the proper moun-
tains of the peninsula, which rose on our right in fantastic shapes

and wild confusion. Those adjacent to the plain are of sand-

stone, cut up by deep valleys and ravines, into which the shallow

Wadys which descend from the Tih across the plain, enter and
find their way down to the sea. Further south is a belt of

griinstein and porphyry ; and then the centre of the peninsula

is occupied by large masses of granite, constituting the proper

mountains of Sinai itself. We could here see the pass leading

over between et-Tih and Jebel Wtitah into Wady Wutah, and
so down to Wady Ghurundel. It bore from us N. 20° W.
In the long ridge of the Tih itself, which our Arabs said takes

this general name from the high desert on its northern side, they

pointed out two passes, through which caravan roads lead irom
Sinai to Gaza and Hebron. The westernmost (still some hours

east of where we stood) is called er-Eakineh, and the other el-

Mureikhy. Between them is a third, called el-Wursah, used

only by the Arabs, being too steep and difficult for loaded cara-

vans. From it a Wady of the same name descends southwards

across the plain to Wady Nusb, and is probably the Warsan
mentioned by Niebuhr. ' Still further east, Jebel et-Tih divides

into two ridges, which then run nearly parallel, at the distance

of several hours from each other, to the gulf of 'Akabah. So far

as we could learn, the southern branch is at first called edh-

Dhulul, and the northern one in its western part, el-'Ojmeh.

A road leads from Sinai by a pass over the southern ridge to the

head of Wady ez-Zulakah and 'Ain ;
' and thence by another

pass over the northern ridge to Gaza and Hebron.

* Eeisebeschr. I. p. 231. leading over et-Tih. Voyage en Arab.
' This pass is mentioned by Laborde, Petr. p. 63. Engl. ed. p. 226. Sir ¥.

who asserts it to be the only pass or road Hemijker passed by way of er-Rakineh

;
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Proceeding over this plain in a direction E. S. E. before

coming upon the sand we crossed several shallow Wadys, stud-

ded with shrubs, all flowing towards Wady NQsb. One of them,
at 10 o'clock, was called Wady Beda'. Beyond this, on the
right, are three springs of brackish water, called el-Malih.

Crossing a low ridge at 10.45, we got our first view of the granite

peaks around Sinai, still indistinct and nameless ; bearing S. S. E.
while Ssrbal at the same time bore S. by E. Here we came
upon the great sandy tract, which we had seen before, called by
the Arabs Debbet er^Ramleh, and also, according to Burckliardt,

Rami el-Murak, extending eastward further than the eye could
reach. Among the sandstone mountains on our right, the site

of Surabit el-Khadim had already been pointed out to us ; and
at 11|- o'clock we turned off to the right on a course nearly south
to visit it ; leaving our servants and loaded animals to follow the

direct road to the head of Wady el-Khumileh, and encamp a
short distance within that valley.

In about half an hour we descended into a broad sandy val-

ley, called Seih en-Nusb, which runs S. W. along the mountains
and enters them obliquely, having several branches coming in

also from the east and S. E. In one of these we crossed about
noon the other road, coming up from the fountain in Wady
Nusb, of which the Seih is the principal head. This path passes

on eastward up a sandy hill called el-Murik, and joins the di-

rect road still upon the plain. Our way led across the same hill

of sand, but further to the right ; and we found the ascent very

toilsome from the depth and looseness of the sand ; there being

no trace of a path. Descending again we reached a broad sandy
valley, called Wady Suwuk, running from S. E. to N. W.
within the skirts of the mountains into Wady Nflsb. On the

further side of this valley we left our camels at half past 1 o'clock,

and crossing on foot a ridge of deep sand towards the west into

a rocky ravine, we began the difficult ascent of the mountain at

its S. E. end.

The mountain may be some six or seven hundred feet high
;

and is composed entirely of precipitous sandstone rock, mostly

red, but alternating occasionally with strata of different shades.

A track leads up the toilsome and somewhat dangerous ascent,

along the "face of the precipice at the head of the ravine, marked
only by small heaps of stones. Climbing slowly and with diffi-

culty to the top, we found ourselves at the end of three quarters

of an hour upon a level ridge, connected with a tract of high

table land of sandstone formation, much resembling the Saxon
Switzerland, and like it intersected in every direction by deep

as also Breydenbach and Yahji in 1481.— given in Note XXIV, at the end of the

A special Itinerary of all these routes is volume.
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precipitous ravines ; while higher peats of irregular and fantastic

form lay all around us. A short distance westward, on this ridge,

with a deep chasm upon either side, are situated the singular

and mysterious monuments of Surabit el-Khadim.
These lie mostly within the compass of a small enclosure, one

hundred and sixty feet long from east to west by seventy feet

broad, marked by heaps of stones thrown or fallen together, the

remains perhaps of former walls or rows of low buildings.

Within this space are seen about fifteen upright stones, like

tombstones, and several fallen ones, covered with Egyptian hie-

roglyphics ; and also the remains of a small temple, whose
columns are decorated with the head of Isis for a capital. At
the eastern end is a subterranean chamber excavated in the soKd

rock, resembling an Egyptian sepulchre. It is square ; and the

roof is supported in the middle by a square column left from the

rock. Both the column and the sides of the chamber are covered

with hieroglyphics ; and in each of the sides is a small niche.

The whole surface of the enclosure is covered with fallen columns,

fragments of sculpture, and hewn stones strewn in every direction

;

over which the pilgrim can with difficulty find his way. Other
similar upright stones stand without the enclosure in various di-

rections, and even at some distance ; each surrounded by a heap
of stones, which may have been thrown together by the Arabs.

These upright stones both within and without the enclosure,

vary from about seven to ten feet in height ; whUe they are from
eighteen inches to two feet in breadth, and from fourteen to six-

teen inches in thickness. They are rounded off on the top,

forming an arc over the broadest sides. On one of these sides

usually appears the common Egyptian symbol of the winged
globe with two serpents, and one or more priests presenting offer-

ings to the gods ; while various figures and cartouches cover the

remaining sides. They are said to bear the names of different

Egyptian kings ; but no two of them to have the name of the

same monarch. According to Major Felix, the name of Osir-

tisen I. is found on one of them, whom Wilkinson supposes to

have been the patron of Joseph. Not the least singularity about

these monuments is the wonderful preservation of the inscrip-

tions upon this soft sandstone, exposed as they have been to the

air and weather during the lapse of so many ages. On some of

the stones they are quite perfect ; on others both the inscription

and the stone itself have been worn away deeply by the tooth of

time.

This spot was first discovered by Niebuhr in 1761, who, in-

quiring for the inscriptions of Wady el-Mukatteb, was brought

by his guides to this place as one of stUl greater interest and
wonder ; or rather, as it would seem, firom ignorance on their
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part of the real object of his inquiries.' The next Frank visiter

appears to have been the French traveller Boutin in ISll, who
was afterwards murdered in Syria ; and he was followed by Kiip-
pell in 1817.' Many other travellers have since been here on
their way to Sinai. So Lord Prudhoe and Major Felix ; and
after them Laborde and Linant, who have given drawings and
views of the place and several of the monuments.' All these

travellers, with the exception of the two Englishmen, have pro-

nounced this to be an ancient Egyptian cemetery, and these

monuments to be tombstones, connected with a supposed colony

near the copper mines in Wady en-NOsb. That these upright

stones resemble the tombstones of the west in form, is true ; and
this would seem to be the chief circumstance which has given

rise to the hypothesis. There is nothing of the kind in Egypt

;

nor can they well be sepulchral monuments, unless excavated

tombs exist beneath them ; which there is every reason to believe

is not the case. What then could have been the intent of these

temples and these memorial stones in the midst of solitude and
silence ? in this lone and distant desert, with which they would
seem to have no possible connection 1 This is a point wrapped
in the darkness of time, which the hand of modern science has

not yet unveiled.

An ingenious hypothesis was mentioned to me by the Eng-
lish nobleman named above, viz. that this was perhaps a sacred

place of pilgrimage for the ancient Egyptians, just as the moun-
tain near Mecca is to the Muhammedans at the present day

;

and to it the Egyptian kings made each his pilgrimage and
erected a column with his name. A slight historical ground for

such an hypothesis, may perhaps be found in the fact, that Moses

demanded permission for the Israelites to go three days' jour-

ney into the desert in order to sacrifice ;
^ a demand which seems

to have caused no surprise to the Egyptians, as if it were some-

thing to which they were themselves accustomed. Still all this

can claim to be nothing more than conjecture. Yet this lone

spot, although inexplicable, is deeply interesting ; it leads the

beholder back into the gray mists of high antiquity ; and fills

him with wonder and awe as he surveys here, far from the abodes

of life, the labours of men unknown for an object alike un-

known.'

From the high tract about Surabit el-KhSdim, there is a

» Reisebeschr. I. p. 235. object of this journey was to be a ' festi-

' Barckhardt's Travels in Syria, etc. p. val ' (snV corresponding to the modern
673. Ruppell's Reisea in Nubien, etc. p. j{aj of the Muhammedans. Ex. 10, 9.

267. ' Lepsius. who visited the spot in 1845,
" The most exact description is by Riip- regards these monuments as having been

pell, as cited in the preceding note. erected in connection with the working of

Ex. 8, 27. 28. [23. 24. Heb.] The copper mines ; Br. aus Aeg. p. 337 sq. Sea
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wide view of the surrounding country.* We saw no traces of

mines around the place, as mentioned hy Laborde ; but our
Arabs said that towards the west in Wady Suhau, a branch of

Wady en-NQsb, was found the stone from which el-Kuhal is

made and carried to market. We suppose this to be antimony

;

though we saw none of it.*

After spending an hour and a quarter among these monu-
ments, we descended again by the same rugged path, and re-

turned to our camels in Wady Suwuk. From this point to the

fountain of Nusb is a distance of about two and a half hours
;

and the Wady Nusb, having collected its numerous branches,

then finds its way through the mountains to the western gulf, or

rather to the great plain along the coast. In the valley a flock

of sheep and goats were feeding, tended by two young girls,

whose tents were not far off. The owner of the flock soon made
his appearance ; and after some chaffering we bought a kid, in-

tending to give our Arabs a good supper. Mounting at

4| o'clock, we proceeded S. E. up Wady Suwuk to its head.

One of the Arabs led the kid by a string, and as the poor animal
trotted nimbly by their side, they were elated at the thought of

the savoury meat in prospect. As we passed along the valley,

our sharp-sighted guides discovered a Beden or mountain goat

(related to the Steinbock of the Alps) among the rocks on our
left. One of them immediately started in pursuit ; but as he
could approach only on the windward side, the goat scented him,
and dashed lightly along the side and up the face of the preci-

pice, presenting a graceful object against the sky with his long

recurved horns and bounding leaps. The Arab began to mount
after him with great agUity, but was called back by his com-
panions. At the head of the vaUey is a steep and rugged pass,

which our camels mounted with difficulty ; and here we saw the

first strata of grunstein. On reaching the top, we found our-

selves upon the western ridge of Wady el-Khtimileh, a broad
sandy tract, thus far a mere arm of the great plain extending to-

wards the S. E. into the mountains. Our tent stood below in

the valley ; and passing down by a gradual descent, we reached

it at three quarters past 5 o'clock. The Greek priests who had
kept near us since Sunday, had passed on some distance beyond

;

and we saw them no more until we reached the convent.

The poor kid was now let loose, and ran bleating into our

also Wilkinson's Mod. Egypt, II. p. 405. ' Ancient copper mines, with tablets

HiindT). for Ilgypt, p. 216. and hieroglyphic inscriptions near, are

The pass of WBtah bore N. 30° W.

;

still fonnd in Wady Mnghara; see Lep-
er-Rakiueh N. 20° E. ; Mount Serbal S. sius Briefe, p. 336. Bartlett's Forty Days
16° E., and Mudha'in, a peak in the clus- in the Desert, p. 44 sq.

ter of Sinai, S. 33° E.
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tent, as ifaware ofits approaching fate. All was activityand bustle
to prepare the coming feast ; the kid was killed and dressed with
great dexterity and despatch ; and its still quivering members
were laid upon the fire and began to emit savoury odours, par-
ticularly gratifying to Arab nostrils. But now a change came
over the fair scene. The Arabs of whom we had bought the kid,

had in some way learned that we were to encamp near ; and
naturally enough concluding that the kid was bought in order to

be eaten, they thought good to honour our Arabs with a visit,

to the number of five or six persons. Now the stem law of Bed-
awin hospitality demands, that whenever a guest is present at a
meal, whether there be much or httle, the first and best portion

must be laid before the stranger. In this instance the five or six

guests attained their object, and had not only the selling of the

kid, but also the eating of it ; while our poor Arabs, whose
mouths had long been watering with expectation, were forced to

take up with the fragments. Besh^rah, who played the host,

fared worst of all ; and came afterwards to beg for a biscuit, say-

ing he had lost the whole of his dinner.

Thursday, March 22nd. Starting at 6^ o'clock, we con-
tinued down Wady Khflmileh on a S. E. course. It is wide,

with many shrubs and with rocks of sandstone on each side. In
fifteen minutes we came to a rock on the right hand covered with
Sinaite inscriptions, figures of camels, mountain goats, and the

like. Five minutes further is another large rock on the same
side with inscriptions, and several crosses apparently of the same
age. Here are also inscribed the names of several travellers ; one

is Palerne, 1582, perfectly fresh. The Wady gradually contracts

and grows deeper ; and at 8 o'clock we came to the spot where

it turns a sharp angle to the W. N. W. through a narrow ravine,

and passes by itself to the sea, as our Arabs said, (probably un-

der another name,) receiving Wady Mukatteb on the way. V7e
still kept on the same course, ascending a branch Wady for

twenty minutes to a small plain, forming the water-shed between

it and a similar short Wady running S. E. to the Seih. On this

little plain is a lone Arab burial ground, called Mtikberat esh-

Sheikh Ahmed, where all the Bedawin, who die in the vicinity,

are buried. A few stones rudely piled together, or set up singly,

serve to mark the graves ; and there was one new grave. All

around was silence and solitude, with nothing to disturb this

wild abode of the dead.

Half an hour more brought us to Wady es-Seih, which here

comes down from the S. E. and turning more to the W. runs on

to join Wady Khflmileh further down. The sandstone rocks had
already begun to give place to grunstein and porphyry. Pass-

ing up Wady Seih we came at 9 o'clock to an open place among
i 118,119
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precipitous hills of porphjTy and granite, disintegrated and shat-
tered, where several Wadys unite and flow off through Wady
Seih. Here the mountains begin to assume features of grander
and sterner desolation. We entered the mouth of Wady el-Burk
on a course S. by W. for half an hour, when it turned S. S. E.
Here at the angle are a few short inscriptions, quite near the
ground. The valley is narrow, and its bed covered with debris
from the adjacent mountains,—loose stones and fragments of
rocks spread over the surface and rendering the way difficult and
painful for the camels. These rocks are chiefly granite and por-
phyry, intermixed with griinstein. This vaUey, as well as the
open place we had passed, had an unusual number of Seyil trees,

the largest we had yet seen.

In this valley the camel of my companion gave out ; and he
was compelled to mount another, after its load had been dis-

tributed among the rest. The camel belonged to BeshSrah, who
had paid eleven Spanish dollars for it the year before ; a low
price, as the animal probably had been already broken down.
We were told that many camels had died in the peninsula the
present year, owing chiefly to the excessive drought ; there hav-
ing been but little rain (or according to the Arab mode of speech,

none) for now two seasons. There was of course great distress

among all the Bedawin, as we had occasion enough to learn

afterwards for ourselves. The wearied camel was left in charge
of a boy to follow at a slower pace ; and we proceeded on our
way. The occurrence detained us for nearly half an hour.

A side valley called Ibn Sukr came in from the left at 10.45,

in which there is good water at a little distance. Half an hour
further on, a rude stone wall or breast-work crossed the valley,

marldng the scene of one of the most important events in the

history of the Tawarah. The story was told us with great ani-

mation by Beshirah, who was himself present at the time. For-
merly the carrying of goods between Cairo and Suez belonged of

right to the Tawarah, or, in occidental phrase, was a monopoly
of theirs. But several years ago the merchants began to employ
also the Ma'^zeh and Haweitftt, to the great annoyance of the

Tawarah, inasmuch as it took from them a source of support and
distressed them. To recompense themselves for this outrage, the
tribes all combined, and plundered a large caravan of several hun-
dred camels laden with coffee and other merchandise, between
Suez and Cairo, bringing home to their mountains a rich booty

of coffee, wares, and camels. The Pasha sent to demand back
the plunder. They meantime had revelled in their spoils, and
eaten up or disposed of the whole ; and their laconic answer was

:

" We were hungry and have eaten." The Pasha immediately

despatched a force of two or three thousand men against them.
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The Arahs gathered at this place and built a wall, expecting the
troops to come along the valley. But the latter divided and
climbed along the tops of the mountains on each side in order to

get round the Arabs ; who of course were compelled to meet
them on these heights ; and they now pointed out to us the
places on the summits of these rugged ridges, where the battle

was fought. Almost as a matter of course, the Tawarah were
rou:ted with little slaughter ; the troops marched to the convent

;

the chief Sheikh came and surrendered ; and peace was granted
on condition of their paying the expenses of the war. Since that

time, the Tawarah have remained in q^uiet subjection to the
Pasha.'

We reached the top of the pass at the head of Wady Burk
at a quarter past noon ; and immediately descended along a
gully for twenty-five minutes, when we reached Wady 'Akir,

which, coming down from before us, here entered the mountains
on our right, flowing off into the great Wady Feiran. This val-

ley we now followed up on a course S. E. by S. Here the
coloquintida (colocynthus) was growing, with its yellow fruit

already ripe.^ At first the valley is narrow, but gradually grows
wider. At 1:|^ o'clock, the mouth of Wady Kineh was pointed
out, coming in from the S. E. through the ridge on our Jeft.
Above this point the Wady we were in loses the name 'Akir,

and takes that of el-Lebv/eh, from a pass before us at its head.

The two Wadys Lebweh and Kineh are parallel to each other
;

both spread out into wide plains ; the ridge between them in

some parts almost disappears ; so that in several places they

run together and form one great sloping plain several miles in

breadth, covered with tufts of herbs, chiefly 'Abeithiran, but no
trees ; lurnishing abundant pasturage in seasons when rain falls.

In the upper part of the plain of Wady Kineh there is water
;

and Sheikh Salih, the head Sheikh of the Tawarah, with a part

of his tribe, was encamped not far off, in sight of our road.

The two valleys separate again ; and near the pass at the head
of el-Lebweh is a sharp isolated peak on the left, called Zub el-

Bahry.

The pass itself is a mere continuation of the plain, a broad

water-shed, rising very gradually on one side and descending as

gradually on the other. Burckhardt has noticed this as a pecu-

liar conformation of the mountain ranges of the peninsula
;

" the vaUeys reaching to the very summits, where they form

a plain, and thence descending on the other side."' But tlte

' Laborde relates the same story, as age en Arab. Petr. p. 72. Engl. p. 264.

having occurred several years before his * Cucumis colocynthus of Linnaeus ; in

journey in 1828. He makes it refer to Arabic Mandhal.
the caravan of the Haj on its return from " Travels in Syria, etc. pp. 483, 484.

Mecca. This is probably an error. Voy- Burckhardt gives the name el-Lebweh to

i. 121, 122
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same general feature exists in the great "Wady el-'Arabah,

and in various parts of Palestine. We reached the plain at the

top of the ascent at 3^ o'clock, where is a small Arab cemetery.

The surface soon begins to slope towards the south, and opens out

to an extensive plain with many shrubs, forming the head of

Wady Berah and surrounded by peaks of moderate height. A
long, high, dark-looking mountain was pointed out to us, called

ez-Zebir, bearing S. about two hours distant ; on the top of

which there was said to be table land and pasturage for camels.

Passing down the plain on the same course as before (S. E. by
S.) we came at 4 o'clock to its S. E. part, where it contracts

between noble granite cliffs ; and entering Wady Berah for a

short distance, we encamped at 4.15 on its western side. The
rocks on both sides of this valley presented everywhere surfaces

so well adapted for inscriptions, that leaving my companions to

follow down the right side, 1 struck across to the left. Here on
a large rock I found four short inscriptions in the usual unknown
character. Over the longest of them was a cress, evidently of

the same date. Just by our tents was also a huge detached rock

covered with similar inscriptions much obliterated. Here were

two crosses, apparently of later date, or else retouched.

This evening our Arabs again brought us good water from a

spring in the small Wady Retameh, which enters the Berah op-

posite our encampment. They had shown themselves every day
more and more obliging; and commonly took as active a part in

pitching the tent and arranging the luggage for the night, as our

servants. In all these matters, our resolute Komeh was master

and director, and made the Arabs do his bidding. He found the

less difficulty in this, as being cook and purveyor he knew how
to distribute the fragments in his department with great nicety

and discrimination ; so that it was an object of some importance

to a hungry Bedawy to keep on good terms with him.

Among the many plants we had noted on this and the pre-

ceding days, some of the most frequent besides the 'Abeithiran

were the Retem, a species of the broom plant Genista rcetam of

Eorskal,' with small whitish variegated blossoms, growing in the

water-courses of the Wadys ; the Kirdhy, a green thorny plant

with small yellow flowers, which our camels cropped with avidity
;

the Silleh, apparently the Zilla myagrioides of Forskal

;

" the

Shih or Artemisia Judaica of Sprengel ; and the 'Ajram, from

which the Arabs obtain a substitute for soap, by pounding it

when dry between stones, and mixing it with the water in which

they wash their linen.

the pass at the head of Wady Burk ; hut different passes at and near the head of the

our Arahs on being questioned were very Wadys Lebweh and Kineh.

positiv! that this was not the case, and ' Flora ^gypt. Arab. p. 214.

said that Lobweh was the namo of three " Ibid. p. 121.
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Friday, March 23cZ. We set off again at 6.25 down Wady
Berah, our course being S. S. E.^E. We had ever wished to

S3t off earlier in the morning, than we had yet been able to do.

The Arabs were never in a hurry to break up ; and this morning
especially they were occupied with Besharah's camel, which had
come up late at evening, and was now sent home to their en-

campment. As we were approaching Sinai, and no longer needed

to carry a load of water, this caused us little inconvenience.

But let us rise as early as we would, we found it difficult to start

under an hour and a half or two hours. It was decidedly a

saving of time, on the whole, to breakfast before setting off,

rather than stop on our way for that purpose; and this with the

delay of packing the utensils and tent, and loading the camels,

always made our departure later than the time appointed.

As we proceeded down the valley, the rocks on the right pre-

sented several inscriptions in the same unknown writing. Indeed
we found them at almost every point where the overhanging or

projecting rocks seemed to indicate a convenient resting place.

The mountains on either side continued of the same character as

those we had passed yesterday, chiefly porphyry and red granite,

with an occasional vein of gray granite. The rock was mostly

of a coarse texture, much disintegrated and often worn away by
the weather, like sandstone. Not unfrequently thin perpendic-

ular veins apparently of grtinstein or porphyry were to be seen,

projecting above the granite and running through the rocks in a

straight line over mountains and valleys for miles, and presenting

the appearance of low walls. They reminded me strongly of

the stone fences of New England.
At a quarter past 7 o'clock the Wady spread out into a

plain, where the peak of Jebel Musa was first pointed out to us

bearing S. E. while the left hand peak of Serbal bore S. W.
Ten minutes later Wady 'Osh, a side valley, entered the Berah
from the left, in which sweet water is found at some distance.

Opposite its mouth, on our right, was an old cemetery, appa-
rently no longer used by the Arabs. The heaps of stones which
mark the graves are larger than usual, and our guides referred

them back to the times of the Franks ; as the Bedawin do
every thing of which they know nothing themselves. They
seem to have a general impression, not perhaps a distinct tradi-

tion, that the country was once in the possession of Frank Chris-

tians. At 7f o'clock Wady el-Akhdar came in from the N. E.

It was said to begin near Jebel et-Tih where there is a spring

of the same name, 'Ain el-Akhdar ; and uniting here with the

Berah, it passes on S. W. to join Wady esh-Sheikh. The united

valley after this junction takes the name of Wady Feiran. The
point where the Berah and Akhdar unite, is a broad open space

Vol. I.—
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covered with herbs and surrounded by low hills. Here is a fine

view of Mount Serb^l which rose in full majesty upon our right

at the distance of twelve or fifteen miles, being separated from
us only by a low ridge or tract beyond which hes Wady Feiran.

As thus seen, it presents the appearance of a long, thin, lofty

xidge of granite, with numerous points or peaks, of which there

are reckoned five principal ones ; the whole being strictly what
the Germans call a Kamm. We saw it now in the bright

beams of the morning sun, a grand and noble object, as its rag-

ged peaks were reflected upon the deep azure beyond.
Thus far we had followed the same route which Burckhardt

took in 1816 ; biit from this point he turned into the Akhdar,
and then crossed, higher up to Wady esh-Sheikh, which he then

followed to Mount Sinai. We kept the more direct and usual

road, crossing the Akhdar, and continuing on a S. S. E. course

up the short ascent of Wady Soleif to the top or water-shed,

which we passed at 85- o'clock ; and then descending along a

Wady still called Soleif towards Wady esh-Sheikh. Here we
met Sheikh Tuweileb, on foot, the same who was to be our

future guide, returning it was said to his family. At three quar-

ters past 8 o'clock we reached Wady esh-Sheikh, one of the

largest and most famous valleys of the peninsula. It takes its

rise in the very heart of Sinai, whence it issues a broad valley at

first in an eastern direction, and then sweeping round to the

north and west, it passes down towards Serbal. We found it

here running from N. E. to S. W. After receiving the Akhdar
it takes the name of Feiran, and as such is well watered, has
gardens of fruit and palm trees, and receiving many branches runs

to the northward of Serbal quite down to the sea. The lower

and easier road from Wady et-Taiyibeh to Sinai enters the

Feiran from the head of Wady Mukatteb, and foUows it up
through Wady esh-Sheikh almost to the convent. From the

point where we now were, this road is long and circuitous
;

while,a shorter one strikes directly towards the convent, ascend-

ing in part by a narrow and difiicult pass. We took the latter
;

and crossing Wady esh-Sheikh proceeded on a course S. E. by
S. up the broad Wady or rather sloping plain, es-Seheb, thickly

studded with shrubs, but without trees. Here and around Wady
esh-Sheikh are only low hills, lying between the rocky mountains
behind us and the cliffs of Sinai before us ; and forming as it

were a lower belt around the lofty central granite region. Over
these hiUs, low walls of porphyry or grtlnstein, like those above

described, run in various directions, stretching off to a great dis-

tance.

This plain of Seheb had been last year the scene of threat-

ened war between the different tribes of the Tawarah
;
growing
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out of a dispute as to tlie right of conducting travellers to and
from the convent. The story had some reference to Lord Lind-
say and his party ; and I shall give it, as we heard it, at the

close of the present Section, in speaking of the divisions and
character of the Tawarah.

We came to the top of the plain at a quarter before 11

o'clock, where is a short hut rough pass, full of debris, having

on the right a low sharp peak called el-'Or£ From this point

to the base of the cliffs of Sinai there is a sort of belt or tract

of gravel and sand, full of low hills and ridges, sinking down
towards the foot of the cliffs into the Wady Solaf, which runs

off west along their base to join Wady esh-Sheikh. The black

and frowning mountains before us, the outworks as it were of

Sinai, are here seen to great advantage, rising abrupt and rug-

ged from their very base eight hundred to a thousand feet in

height, as if forbidding all approach to the sanctuary within.

On the west of the pass, which is here hardly distinguishable,

the diffs bear the name of Jebel el-Haweit. Descending S. S.

E. across the belt, we came at 12.15 to Wady Solaf, which
has its head not very far to the left, near a spring called Grhur-

beh, where some tamarisks and other trees were visible. Here
the road from Tur falls into ours from the S. W., having come
up through Wady Hibran, and crossed over the ridge that sepa-

rates the waters flowing to that valley from those of Wady
esh-Sheikh ; ' the one running on the north and the other on the

south of SerbiL The same ridge also forms the connecting link

between Serbal and the more central Sinai. This road enters

Wady Solaf an hour and a half below.

We now turned up Wady SoMf a Httle, along the base of

the mountains on a S. E. course, passing in fifteen minutes the

mouth of a very narrow valley or chasm, Wady Eudhwah,
coming down from the S. S. W. through the cliffs ; from it a

steep pass was said to lead S. W. over the mountains, to a

place called Bughabigh with water and gardens at or near the

head of Wady Hibran. Leaving the Solaf at 12J o'clock, we
began gradually to ascend towards the foot of the pass before us,

called by our Arabs Nukb Hawy, " Windy Pass," and by Burck-

hardt Niikb er-Rahah from the tract above it.= We reached

the foot at a quarter past 1 o'clock, and dismounting commenced

the slow and toilsome ascent along the narrow defile, about S.

by E. between blackened shattered cliffs of granite some eight

hundred feet high, and not more than two hundred and fifty yards

' Here and elsewhere, in speaking of any) running water in the peninsula. \Ve

running waters, I mean of course the saw none,

waters of the rainy season as they flow ' Page 696.

oS. At this time there was very little (if

L 127, 128
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apart ; whicli every moment threatened to send down their ruins

on our heads. Nor is this at all times an empty threat ; for the
whole pass is filled with large stones and rocks, the debris of

these cliffs. The bottom is a deep and narrow water-course,

where the wintery torrent sweeps down with fearful violence.

A path has been made for camels along the shelving piles of

rocks, partly by removing the topmost blocks, and sometimes by
laying down large stones side by side, somewhat in the manner
of a Swiss mountain road. But although I had crossed the

most rugged passes of the Alps, and made from Chamouny the

whole circuit of Mont Blanc, I had never found a path so rude

and difficult as that we were now ascending. ' The camels toiled

slowly and painfully along, stopping frequently ; so that although
it took them two hours and a quarter to reach the top of the

pass, yet the distance cannot be reckoned at more than one

hour. From a point about half way up, the east end of Jebel

ez-Zebir bore N. 42° W. and two peaks at its western end,

called el-Benat, N. 60° W. Higher up the path lies in the bed
of the torrent and became less steep. As we advanced, the

sand was occasionally moist, and on digging into it with the

hand, the hole was soon filled with fine sweet water. We tried

the experiment in several places. Here too were several small

palm trees, and a few tufts of grass, the first we had seen since

leaving the borders of the Nile. Burckhardt mentions a spring

called Kaneitar in this part of the pass ;'' but it was now dry
;

at least we neither saw nor heard of any. In the pass we
found upon the rocks two Sinaite inscriptions ; one of them
having over it a cross of the same date.

It was half past 3 o'clock when we reached the top, from
which the convent was said to be an hour distant ; but we found

it two hours, as did also Burckhardt.' Descending a little into

a small Wady, which has its head here and runs off through a

cleft in the western mountains apparently to Wady Eudhwah,
we soon began to ascend again gradually on a course S. E. by S.

passing by a small spring of good water ; beyond which the

valley opens by degrees and its bottom becomes less uneven.

Here the interior and loftier peaks of the great circle of Sinai

began to open upon us, black, rugged, desolate summits ; and
as we advanced, the dark and frowning front of Sinai itself

(the present Horeb of the monks) began to appear. We were

still gradually ascending, and the valley gradually opening ; but

as yet all was a naked desert. Afterwards a few shrubs were
m

' Pococke speaks of this pass as " a ' Page 597.

narrow vale which has a, gentle ascent ^ Page 596. Burckhardt travelled in

with water and palm trees in it." Trav- the other direction, from the convent down
els I. fol. p. 142. the pais.

i. 129, 130
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sprinkled round about, and a small encampment of black tents

was seen on our right, with camels and goats browsing, and a
few donkeys belonging to the convent. The scenery tlirough

which we had now passed, reminded me strongly of the moun-
tains around the Mer de Glace in Switzerland. I had never seen

a spot more wild and desolate.

As we advanced, the valley stiU opened wider and wider with
a gentle ascent, and became full of shrubs and tufts of herbs,

shut in on each side by lofty granite ridges with nigged shat-

tered peaks a thousand feet high, while the face of Horeb rose

directly before us. Both my companion and myself involuntarily

exclaimed: "Here is room enough for a large encampment!"
Reaching the top of the ascent, or water-shed, a fine broad plain

lay before us, sloping down gently towards the S. S. E. enclosed

by rugged and venerable mountains of dark granite, stern, naked,

splintered peaks and ridges, of indescribable grandeur ; and ter-

minated at the distance of more than a mile by the bold and
awful front of Horeb, rising perpendicularly in frowning majesty,

from twelve to fifteen hundred feet in height. It was a scene of

solemn grandeur, wholly unexpected, and such as we had never

seen ; and the associations which at the moment rushed upon
our minds, were almost overwhelming. As we went on, new
points of interest were continually opening to our view. On the

left of Horeb, a deep and narrow vaUey runs up S. S. E. between
lofty walls of rock, as if in continuation of the S. E. corner of

the plain. In this valley, at the distance of nearly a mile from
the plain, stands the convent ; and the deep verdure of its fruit

trees and cypresses is seen as the traveller approaches ; an oasis

of beauty amid scenes of the sternest desolation. At the S. W.
corner of the plain the cliff's also retreat, and form a recess or

open place extending from the plain westward for some distance.

From this recess there runs up a similar narrow valley on the

west of Horeb, called el-Leja, parallel to that in which the con-

vent stands ; and in it is the deserted convent el-Arba'in, with

a garden of olive and other fruit trees not visible from the plain.

A third garden lies at the mouth of el-Leja, and a fourth further

west in the recess just mentioned. The whole plain is called

Wady er-Rihah ; and the valley of the convent is known to the

Arabs as Wady Shu'eib, that is, the vale of Jethro. Still ad-

vancing, the front of Horeb rose like a wall before us ; and one

can approach quite to the foot and touch the mount. Directly

before its base is the deep bed of a torrent, by which in the

rainy season the waters of el-Leja and the mountains around the

recess, pass down eastward across the plain, forming the com-
mencement of Wady esh-Sheikh, which then issues by an open-

ing through the cliffs of the eastern mountain, a fine broad

Vol. 1.-8* i. 130, 131
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valley, affording th.e only easy access, to the plain and convent.

—As we crossed the plain our feelings were strongly affected, at

finding here so unexpectedly a spot so entirely adapted to the

Scriptural account of the giving of the law. No traveller has

described this plain, nor even mentioned it except in a slight and
general manner

;
prohably because the most have reached the

convent by another route without passing over it ; and perhaps

too because neither the highest point of Sinai (now called Jebel

Musa), nor the still loftier summit of St. Catharine, is visible

from any part of it.'

As we approached the mountain our head Arab, Besharah,

became evidently quite excited. He prayed that our pilgrimage

might be accepted, and bring rain ; and with great earnestness

besought, that when we ascended the mountain, we would open

a certain window in the chapel there, towards the south, which
he said would certainly cause rain to fall. He also entreated

almost with tears, that we would induce the monks to have com-
passion on the people, and say prayers as they ought to do for

rain. When told that Grod alone could send rain, and they

should look to him for it, he replied :
" Yes, but the monks have

the book of prayer for it ; do persuade them to use it as they

ought."* There was an earnestness in his manner which was
very affecting, but cannot be described. Just after crossing

Wady esh-Sheikh, we passed at the mouth of Wady Shu'eib,

a burial ground much venerated by the Arabs. Here Besh&rah
repeated a few words of prayer, the first time we had known
liim or any of our Arabs pray since leaving Cairo.

From the Wady esh-Sheikh to the convent is a distance of

twenty-five minutes, by a difficult path along the rocky bed of

the narrow valley. We had come on in advance of the loaded

camels, and reached the convent at half past 5 o'clock. Under
the entrance were many Arabs in high clamour, serfs of the con-

vent, who were receiving a distribution of some kind of provision

from above ; we did not learn what. The only regular entrance

at present is by a door nearly thirty feet (or more exactly 28
feet 9 inches) from the ground ; the great door having been
walled up for more than a century. On making known our

' Monconya appears to have come \>y rique, p. 91. These notices, although ex-

the same route in A. D. 1 647, " par vm aggerated, are the most distinct mention
chemin trfis mde, ou les chameaux tra- of the plain that I have been able to find.

Taillaient beaucoup." He says the con- Of Shaw's account I can make nothing

;

vent is seen from the top of the ascent, p. 314, 4to.

" dans le fond d'une grande campagne ' " They [the Arabs] are persuaded,

verte qui commence en cet endroit. Elle that the priests of the convent are in pos-

a une lieue et demi de long, et un grand session of the Taurit, a boolt sent down
quart de lieue de large." Tom. I. p. 214. to Moses from heaven, upon the opening

Morison describes the plain as being and shutting of which depend the rains of

" d'une lieue de longueur, mais d'une lar- the peninsula," Burclihardt, p. 567.

geur peu considerable;" Relation Histo-

i. 132, 133
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arrival, a cord was let down with a demand for our letters ; and
we sent up the one we had received from the branch convent in

Cairo. This proving satisfactory, a rope was let down for us

;

in which seating ourselves, we were hoisted up one by one by a

windlass within to the level of the door, and then pulled in by
hand. The superior himself, a mild-looking old man with a

long white beard, received us with an embrace and a kiss, and
conducted us to the strangers' rooms. While these were pre-

paring, we seated ourselves in the adjacent piazza, upon antique

chairs of various forms, which have doubtless come down through

many centuries ; and had a few moments of quiet to ourselves,

in which to collect our thoughts. I was affected by the strange-

ness and overpowering grandeur of the scenes around us ; and
it was for some time difficult to realize, that we were now
actually within the very precincts of that Sinai, on which from
the earliest childhood I had thought and read with so much
wonder. Yet, when at length the impression came with its full

force upon my mind, although not given to the melting mood, I

could not refrain from bursting into tears.

We were soon put in possession of our rooms, and greeted

with kindness by the monks and attendants. The priests and
pilgrim, who passed us on the way, had arrived some hours before

us. Almonds were now brought, with coffee and date brandy
;

and the good monks wondered when we declined the latter.

Our servants and baggage arrived later ; and having been drawn
up in like manner, the former were installed in the kitchen near

our rooms, under the auspices of an old man of more than eighty

years, our chief attendant. Supper was prepared in an adjoin-

ing room, chiefly of eggs and rice, with olives and coarse bread
;

the superior making many apologies for not giving us better fare,

inasmuch as it was now Lent, and also very difficult to obtain

camels to bring grain and provisions from Tur and elsewhere.

Indeed such had been the lack of rain for several years, and
especially the present season, that all food and pasturage was
dried up ; and camels were dying of famine in great numbers.

BeshS,rah, on the way, heard of the death of a dromedary of his

at home ; and the one which we left behind on the road, died a

few days afterwards. It was well that we were to stop some

days at the convent ; for our camels were nearly worn out, and
quite unable to go on. Yet it was for a time somewhat doubt-

ful, whether we should be able to procure others in their stead.

The rooms we occupied were small and tolerably neat ; the

floor was covered with carpets which had once been handsome,

though now well worn ; and a low divan was raised along three

sides of the room, which served as a seat by day and a place to

spread our beds at night. Here all travellers have lodged, who
i. 133. 134
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have visited the convent for many generations ; but they have
left no memorials behind, except in recent years. The inscrip-

tions pasted upon the walls, which Burckhardt mentions in 1816/
commemorating the visits of Kozieres, Seetzen, and others, no
longer remain ; for the walls have been since painted or washed
over, and all traces of them destroyed. Instead of them a,n

album is now kept, which does little credit to some of those,

whose names figure in it most conspicuously. Father Neophytus,
the superior, came to us again after supper ; and as my com-
panion could speak modern Greek with some fluency, we found
peculiar favour in the eyes of the good old man, to whom the

Arabic was almost an unknown tongue. We had been fur-

nished with a letter of introduction in Arabic from the agent of

the convent in Suez, one of the brothers Manueli, and now pre-

sented it ; but they were obliged to send for the Ikonomos, who
deals with the Arabs, to read it. When he came, it was only to

say, that as we spoke Greek it was useless to read an Arabic

letter.

The geographical position of the convent, as determined by
EiippeU in A. D. 1826, is Lat. 28° 32' 55" N. and Long. 31°

37' 54' E. from Paris, or 33° 58' 18" E. from Greenwich.'

The elevation above the sea, according to Schubert's observa-

tions, is 4725. 6 Paris feet ; according to Eussegger, 5115 Paris

feet. The number corresponding to EtippeU's other measure-
ments, would be about 4966 Paris feet.'

Saturday, March 24th. We felt as if we had now a place

of rest for a time. Our Arabs with their camels had dispersed

to their homes ; and Besharah was to return after three days to

learn when we wished to depart for 'Akabah. We found enough
to do for this day, in writing up our journals and examining the

vicinity of the convent.

The valley of Shu'eib runs up from the plain S. E. by S.

and forms a cut de sac, being terminated not far beyond the

convent by a mountain less lofty and steep than those on the

sides, over which a pass leads towards Sherm on the coast of the

eastern gulf. The valley is so narrow at the bottom, that while

the eastern wall of the convent runs along the water-course, the

main body of the building stands on the slope of the western

mountain, so that the western wall lies considerably higher than
the eastern. The mountains on either side tower to the height

of a thousand feet above the valley.

The convent is an irregular quadrangle, 245 French feet

' Page 552. not specified in his work, I am indebted to
' Riippell's Reisen in Nubien, etc. p. a manuscript copy. For Ruasegger's, sea

292. Berghans' Memoir zn seiner Karte Berghaus' Annalen der Erdkunde, Feb. a.

von Syrien, pp. 28, 30. Marz 1839, p. 425 sq.

° For Schubert's measnrements, where
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long by 204 broad ;' enclosed by high walls, built of granite

blocks, of which there is no lack here, and strengthened with
small towers in various parts ; in one or two of which there are

small cannon. One portion of the eastern wall was now threat-

ening to tumble down ; and workmen were already preparing

the materials for rebuilding it. Another portion was rebuilt

with great solidity by the French when in Egypt, by order of

General Kleber, who sent workmen from Cairo for that purpose

;

and the monks retain a very grateful feeling towards that nation

in consec[uence. The space enclosed within the walls is cut up
into a number of small courts, by various ranges of buildings

running in all directions, forming quite a labyrinth of narrow

winding passages, ascending and descending. Some of the httle

courts are ornamented with a cypress or other small trees, and
beds of flowers and vegetables ; while many vines run along the

sides of the buildings. Every thing is irregular, but neat ; and
all bears the marks of high antiquity ; being apparently the

patch-work of various by-gone centuries. In the court near the

strangers' rooms is a large well ; but the water for drinking is

usually taken from the fountain of Moses near the church, and
is very pure and fine.

The garden joins the convent on the north, extending for

some distance down the valley ; and is in like manner enclosed

with high walls ; which however it would not be very difficult to

scale. In the course of the morning the superior invited us to

walk through it, showing us the way himself along a dark and

partly subterranean passage under the northern wall of the con-

vent. This is closed by an iron door, now left open all day for

the free ingress and egress of the inmates and visitors. The gar-

den, like the convent, lies along the slope of the western moun-
tain, and is formed into several terraces, planted with fruit trees.

At its southeast corner, near the high entrance of the convent, the

wall is mounted on the inside by a stile, with a ladder to let

down outside, forming a way of entrance to the garden and con-

vent. By this way ladies are introduced, when they happen to

wander as travellers into this solitary region. There is another

similar entrance to the garden through a small building on the

wall in the northwest part, which is easier and more used ; the

wall having here a sHght inclination, and being ascended by the

help of a rope. At present the passages are left open during the

day ; but are strictly shut up at night.

The garden was now suffering from drought ; but it looked

beautifully verdant in contrast with the stern desolation that

reigns all around. Besides the tail dark cypresses which are seen

from afar, it contains mostly fruit trees ; few vegetables being

• Journal of the Prefect of the Franciscans, in 1722.
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cultivated in it. Indeed, the number and variety of fruit trees

is surprising, and testifies to the fine temperature and vivifying

power of the climate, provided there he a supply of water. The
almond trees are very large, and had been long out of blossom.

The apricot trees are also large, and like the apple trees were
now in full bloom ; or rather, were already in the wane. There
are also pears, pomegranates, figs, quinces, mulberries, olives, and
many vines ; besides other trees and shrubs in great variety.

The fruit produced is said to be excellent. The Arabs are now
on good terms with the monks, and do not rob the gardens ; but
the long want of rain had made them less productive. This
garden, although under the immediate care of the monks, is not

well kept, and has nothing ornamental about it ; nor is it well

irrigated. StUl it is a gem in the desert..

As we were walking up and down in the garden, we were
met by Sheikh Husein, the former guide of Laborde and other

travellers, who was now head Sheikh of his tribe, the Aulad
Sa'id, and had come to the convent on business. He was a fine-

looking intelligent man in middle life, and enjoyed great consider-

ation and influence among the Tawarah and at the convent.

We were glad to meet him.and answer his inquiries, so far as we
could, in respect to the many Frank travellers whom we had
known ; all of whom he seemed to remember with kindness.

Nor was he less disposed to answer our many questions, relative

to the parts of the peninsula with which he was best acquainted-

We learned on this occasion, that the Arabs are not now, as for-

merly, whoUy excluded from the convent and its precincts ; but
the sheikhs and chief men are freely admitted into the garden,

where business is often transacted with them ; and sometimes
also into the convent itself A number of the serfs likewise live

within the garden walls. But the ordinary mode of communica-
ting with the common Arabs, is from the high door, or through

a small hole in the wall lower down.
In the afternoon we went out through the garden to examine

more particularly the plain which we had crossed yesterday.

Taking our station on the highest part of the plain, or water-

,shed, and looking towards the convent, we found the general

direction of the plain and valley of the convent to be S. E.^S.

or more exactly S. 41° E. The mountain on the left or N. E.

of the plain, called Jebel el-Fureia', is long and high, with table

land on the top and pasturage for camels. It extends northward

along the pass by which we ascended, and southward toWady esh-

Sheikh at the southeast corner of the plain. South of this Wady,
the mountain which overhangs the convent on the east, is called

Jebel ed-Deir, and also Mountain of the Cross.' The mountain

' This is the mountain called Episteme by Pococke and others. A cross now
L 138. 139
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on the west of the pass and plain is called Jebel es-Sera or es-

Surey ; but south of the cleft running down to Wady Kudhwah
it takes for a time the name of Si'ilsul Zeit ; and then at its

southern end near the recess, that of el-Ghubsheh. Along the

plain this mountain is somewhat lower than the opposite or

eastern one, and its top more broken into ragged peaks ; while

over it and through the breaks in its ridge is seen a much higher
ridge, further west, called Jebel Tinia. This western side of the

plain is quite irregular, from the spurs and points of the m.oun-
tain which jut out into it. On the west of the recess abo^re

mentioned is Jebel el-Humr, connected by a lower ridge or col

with el-Ghubsheh, over which a pass leads to Wady Tulah, and
so to the head of Wady Hibran. Jebel Humr runs up for some
distance along the western side of el-Leja ; and then more to

the south, and further back, lies the lofty summit of Jebel Kathe-
rin, or St. Catharine.

The name of Sinai is now given by the Christians in a general

way to this whole cluster of mountains ; but in its stricter sense

is applied only to the ridge lying between the two parallel valleys

Shu'eib and el-Leja. It is the northern end of this ridge, which
rises so boldly and majestically from the southern extremity of

the plain ; and this northern part is now called by the Christians,

Horeb ; but the Bedawin do not appear to know that name.
From this point the high ridge extends back about S. E. by S.

for nearly or quite three miles, where it terminates in the higher

peak of Jebel Musa, which has commonly been regarded as the

summit of Sinai, the place where the law was given.

The Arabs of the present day have no other name for the

whole cluster of mountains in the peninsula, than Jebel et-Tur.

It is possible that they may sometimes add the word Sina (Tur
Sina) by way of distinction; but this certainly is not usual.'

We measured across the plain, where we stood, along the

water-shed, and found the breadth to be at that point 2700
English feet or 900 yards ; though in some parts it is wider.

The distance to the base of Horeb, measured in like manner, was
7000 feet, or 2333 yards. The northern slope of the plain, north

of where we stood, we judged to be somewhat less than a mile

in length by one third of a mile in breadth. We may therefore

fairly estimate the whole plain at two geographical miles long,

and ranging in breadth from one third to two thirds of a mile ; or

as equivalent to a surface of at least one square mile. This space

stands upon it, and there is said once to Abulfeda have only Jebel Tier and et-Tar

;

have been a convent there ; whence its see Edrisi ed. Jaubert, p. 332. Abnlfed.

present name. Arabia, in Geogr. vet. Soriptores Minorca
' The supposed Ibn Haukal about the ed. Hudson, Oxon. 1712. Tom. III. p. 74

eleventh century writes J'lir Sina; see sq.

Ouseleys Ebn Haukal p. 29.—Edrisi and
i. 139. 140
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is nearly doubled by the recess so often mentioned on the west,

and by the broad and level area of Wady esh-Sheikh on the

east, which issues at right angles to the plain, and is equally in

view of the front and summit of the present Horeb.

The examination of this afternoon convinced us, that here

was space enough to satisfy all the requisitions of the Scriptural

narrative, so far as it relates to the assembling of the congrega-

tion to receive the law. Here too one can see the fitness of the

injunction, to set bounds around the mount, that neither man
nor beast might approach too near.' The encampment before

the mount, as has been before suggested, might not improbably

include only the head-quarters of Moses and the elders, and of a

portion of the people ; while the remainder, with their flocks,

were scattered among the adjacent valleys.

The reader will I hope pardon these topographical details in

a region so interesting. They will help him the better to under-

stand the map, and prevent the necessity of many repetitions.

—

It was late when we returned to the convent ; we found the

entrances to the garden closed ; and were again drawn up through

the high door in the wall.

Sunday, March 25th. Having expressed a desire to attend

the service in the great church this morning, we were welcomed
to it, with the remark, that this was something unusual with
travellers. We had already been invited to breakfast afterwards

with the fraternity in the refectory. The service commenced
in the church at 7 o'clock, and continued an hour and a half.

It was simple, dignified, and solemn, consisting in great part in

the reading of the Gospels, with the touching responses and
chants of the Greek ritual. The associations of Sinai came
strongly in aid of the calm and holy influence of the service

;

and every thing tended to awaken in the breast feelings of vene-

ration and devotion. The antique yet simple grandeur of the

church is also imposing. The monks seemed each to have his

particular seat or stall ; and two very old men struck me in

particular, who chanted the responses and Kyrie eleison with

great simplicity and apparent fervour. The service included

also the high mass, or consecration of the sacrament of the

Lord's supper. But the monks did not commune ; only one

stranger, a Greek from Tiir, partook of it. Just at the close

of the service. Father Neophytus, the prior, as a mark of special

favour, called us of his own accord into the sacristy and showed

us the relics of St. Catharine ; whose body the monks suppose

to have been transported by angels from Alexandria to the sum-
mit of the mountain which now bears her name. The relics

' Exod. 19, 12. 13.
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consist of a skull and hand, set in gold and embossed with
jewels.

We now repaired to the refectory, and were seated at the

long table next below the priests ; the lay brethren and pilgrims

taking their seats still further down. The table was neat, and
without a cloth ; some of the larger vessels were of tinned cop-

per ; but the plates, spoons, basins, mugs, and porringers for

drinking, were all of pewter. An orange and half a lemon lay

by each plate, with a portion of coarse bread. After a grace, a

large basin of soup or stew, made of herbs and a species of

large shell-fish, was set on ; from which each helped himself at

.will. This with a few plates of olives and raw beans soaked in

water till they sprout, formed the whole repast. The good

monks seemed to eat with relish ; and some of the very old ones

set away their plates with the remains of these tid-bits in

drawers beneath the table. During the meal the young monk
or deacon, whom we had met with on the way, read from a small

pulpit a sermon or homily in modern Greek, in praise of Chrysos-

tom. On rising from the meal a taper was lighted on a small

table at the head of the room, around which all gathered, and a

prayer was said over a piece of bread and a very small cup of

wine. These were then carried around to all standing ; every

one (includmg ourselves) breaking off a morsel of the bread and
tasting the wine. This was explained to us as a sort of love-

feast, a mere symbol of the enjoyment of wine, of which the

monks are not permitted by their rules to drink. Tlie ceremony
however has no reference to the sacrament of the Lord's supper

;

as has been erroneously supposed by some travellers.' After

this, on leaving the room, each one received separately the bene-

diction of the superior : and we all retired to the adjacent

ancient piazza, where coffee was handed round ; the deacon fol-

lowing and continuing his reading the whole time.—There was
a simplicity and seriousness during the whole repast and its ac-

companiments, which were quite pleasing.

After an hour or two the superior came and took us to visit

the different parts of the interior of the convent. We now
saw the great church with more attention. It is massive and

solid, dating from the time of the emperor Justinian, about the

middle of the sixth century ; although it has since received

many additions and repairs. The alcove over the altar exhibits

in mosaic a large picture of the Transfiguration, said to be of

the same date with the church itself; and also portraits of Jus-

tinian and his wife. This has been copied by Laborde. There

are many paintings of saints, great and small ; and the church

' See Incidents of Travel in Arabia Petrsea, etc. by Mr. Stephens.

Vol. I.—
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is richly furnisBed with silver lamps suspended aronnd the altar

aud in various parts. The floor is very neatly paved with marble
of different colours, wrought into figures ; and was said to have
been laid only some sixty or seventy years ago.' The ceiling

had been quite lately repaired. Back of the altar we were
shown the chapel covering the place where the burning bufh
is said to have stood, now regarded as the most holy spot in the

peninsula ; and as Moses put off his shoes in. order to approach
it, so all who now visit it must do the same. The spot is

covered with silver, and the whole chapel richly carpeted. Near
by, they show also the well from which (as they say) Moses
watered Jethro's flocks. Besides the great church, there are

twenty-four chapels' in different parts of the convent ; some of

which formerly belonged to the Latins ; ' and some also earlier

to the Syrians, Armenians, and Copts. At present all are in

the hands of the Greeks. Several were opened for us, but they

contain nothing remarkable ; and the daily masses which were
formerly read in them, are now neglected. We understood, that

mass was at present read only occasionally on festival days in

some of the more important ones. Not far from the great church

stands also a Muhammedan mosk, large enough for two hun-
dred worshippers ; a curious memorial of the tolerance or policy

of former tenants of the monastery. It has now fallen into dis-

use, the convent being rarely visited by Muslim pilgrims.^

We were now taken up and down through several of the lit-

tle courts and many winding corridors ; the whole convent in-

deed being a labyrinth of blind passages. The cells of the monks
are in different parts, along these corridors. They are small

and mean, and wholly vrithout comfort ; being furnished simply
with a mat and rug, spread upon a raised part of the floor for a
bed, and perhaps a wooden chair, but no table. Shops, or rather

places for working in the open air, we saw in several parts, with
tools rude and more ancient than the arms that now wield them.
They make use of hand-mills ; but have also a larger mill turned

by a donkey. The archbishop's room, as it is called, is large

and better than the rest, having been once tolerably furnished.

It is hung with several portraits ; one a likeness of the present

archbishop, who was also until recently patriarch of Constanti-

nople. In this room is kept a beautiful manuscript of the four

' Pococke was told the same in 1738

;

in 1715, with « picture of Louis XIV

;

Travels, I. p. 150. fol. Nouv. Memoires des Miss, dans le Levant,
' Burckhardt says twenty-seven ; the I. p. 8. Pococke also speaks of it in

Prefect of the Franciscans, seventeen. 1738 ; Travels I. p. 154. foL
' When Monconys was here, A. D. * According to some old Arabic records

1647, there was still a Boman Catholic preserved in the convent and read by
chapel near the strangers' rooms, in which Burckhardt, this mosk appears to have
one of his companions celebrated Latin existed before A. H. 7S3, or A. D. 1381.
mass ; Voyages I. p. 227. Sicard saw it Travels in Syria, etc. p. 543.
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Gospels, written on vellum in double columns witli letters of

gold ; the form of the letters being the same as in the Alexan-
drine manuscript. The Gospel of John stands first ; and there

seemed to be no date. It was said to have been presented to

the convent by an emperor Theodosius
;
perhaps the third of

that name in the eighth century.' We were also shown a copy
of the Greek Psalter written on twelve duodecimo pages by a
female. The hand was neat ; but needed a microscope to read

it.—Near this room is the small church said (like so many
others) to have been built by Helena,

The library is in another quarter, in a room furnished with

shutters, which lilce the door are very rarely opened. The
printed books are mostly in Greek and very old ; the library

being rich in Incunabula, but possessing very few modern books,

except some copies of the Scriptures from the British and
Foreign Bible Society, presented by a missionary. These rest

here now in the same undisturbed quiet, which the Aldine Sep-
tuagint has enjoyed for centuries, I made an estimate of the

whole number of books by counting the shelves and the volumes
on two or three ; and found it in this way to be about fifteen

hundred volumes. Burckhardt makes fifteen hundred Greek
books, and seven hundred Arabic manuscripts ; which latter he

examined without finding any thing of much value.' The
library is utterly neglected

;
private reading forming no part of

the duties or pleasures of these worthy fathers.

With evident reluctance, the superior conducted us to the

tomb, or rather charnel-house of the convent, situated near the

middle of the garden. We inferred from his conversation, that

travellers who have visited it, have sometimes wounded the feel-

ings of the monks by their remarks, or by exhibiting disgust or

horror at the ghastly spectacle. The building is half subter-

ranean, consisting of two rooms or vaults ; one containing the

bones of priests and the other those of lay monks. The dead

bodies are first laid for two or three years on iron grates in

another vault ; and then the skeletons are broken up and re-

moved to these chambers. Here the bones are laid together in

regular piles, the arms in one, the legs in another, the ribs in a

third, etc. The bones of priests and laymen are piled separately

in the difierent vaults ; except the skulls, which are thrown pro-

miscuously together. The bones of the archbishops, whose bodies

are always brought hither with their clothing and property after

death, are kept separately in small wooden boxes. The skeleton

of one saint was pointed out to us ; and also those of two asce-

tics, who are said to have lived as hermits in the adjacent moun-

* Tischendorf in 1844 was unable to get sight of this manuscript ; Eeise L p. 240.

' Page 551.
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tain, wearing shirts of mail next the body, and binding tbem-
selves together by the leg with an iron chain, parts of which are

here preserved.' This is emphatically the house of Death,

where he has now sat enthroned for centuries, receiving every

year new victims, until the chambers are nearly filled up with

this assembly of the dead. It must be a solemn feeling, one

would think, with which the monks repair to this spot, and look

upon these relics of mortality, their predecessors, their brethren,

their daily companions, all present here before them in their last

earthly shape of ghastliness ; with whom too their own bones

must so soon in like manner be mingled piecemeal, and be gazed

upon perhaps like them by strangers from a distant world. I

know of no place where the living and the dead come in closer

contact with each other ; or where the dread summons to pre-

pare for death, rises with a stronger power before the mind. Yet
the monks seemed to regard the whole as an every-day matter,

to which their minds have become indifferent from long habit,

if not from levity. There was a stillness in their manner, but

no solemnity.

In the afternoon we were left undisturbed to the enjoyment

of our own thoughts, and our own more private exercises of de-

votion. Thus passed to us the Christian Sabbath amid this

stern sublimity of nature, where the Jewish Sabbath was of old

proclaimed to Israel. We were here in the midst of one of the

oldest monastic communities on earth ; where however all we
saw and heard tended only to confirm the melancholy truth, that

through the burden of human infirmity, even the holiest and
most spirit-stirring scenes soon lose by habit their power to ele-

vate and calm the soul.

The prior returned to us in the evening, as we sat at tea,

and accepted the cup we proffered him, on condition that it

should be without milk ; it being now the fast of Lent, during

which the tasting of every animal substance is strictly avoided.

A tea-spoon which had been dipped in milk, was sent out to be

washed for his use ; but in order to be on the safe side, he chose

even then to stir his tea with the handle of the spoon.

Monday, March 26th. Our plan had been laid to devote

this and the following day to the ascent of Jebel Musa and St.

Catharine ; and the superior had taken us into such favour, as

to announce his intention of accompanying us at least for the

first day. This, he said, was an honour he had never shown to

any traveller, except a French archbishop ; whose name and

' As Burckliardt heard the story, these in 1634, "two brothers, sons of an em-

wcretwo " Indian princes
;
" p. 564. Mon- perorofConstantinople," Welt-Besehauung,

conys in 1647 has it, " two sons of a king p. 168. So also Van Egmond and Hey-

of Ethiopia," I. p. 235 ; and Neitzschitz man about A. D. 1720 1 Keizen II. p. 174.
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title however we found in the album as a Komish bishop in
partibm from Syria. ' Nor was this civility on the part of the
superior perhaps quite so disinterested, as he was willing to have
it appear ; for it came out, that he wished to take along two
younger monks, new comers, in order to make them acquainted
with the holy places, so that they might hereafter accompany
travellers and pilgrims as guides ; there being at present only

one monk besides the prior who knew them all, and he old and
infirm. It was arranged that we should to-day visit Jebel Musa
and the more northern brow of Horeb ; sleep at the convent el-

Arba'in ; and thence ascend St. Catharine to-morrow. Accord-
ingly, the provisions and other things for the night were sent

round through the valley to el-Arba'in, while we took with us

over the mountain only such articles as were necessary for the

day. We made in all a larger party than was desirable ; our-

selves and servants, the superior with the two noviciates and
pilgrim who had passed us on the way, (the two former, it

seemed, being the persons to be initiated as future giiides,) and
two Arabs of the Jebeliyeh, serfs of the convent, who carried the

articles we took with us. The convent has the monopoly of

providing guides and attendants for all persons visiting the sa-

cred places ; and employs for this purpose its own serfs, paying
them a trifle in grain or bread, and charging to travellers a much
higher rate. There are two regular Grhafirs for travellers, or

guides general ; one an old man, 'Aid, who was with us only to-

day, and the other Muhammed, quite a youth. Several Arab
children also followed us up the mountain, with no other motive

than to get a bit of bread for their pains.

We had risen early in order to set off in good season ; but

the variety of preparation and some dUatoriness on the part of

the superior, delayed us until a late hour. We at length issued

from the northwest entrance of the garden at 7^ o'clock, and
turning to the left, passed along above and back of the convent.

The route ascends through a ravine on the south of the convent,

running up obliquely through the perpendicular wall of the

mountain ; and the course from the convent almost to the head

of this ravine is due south. The path leads for some time ob-

liquely across the debris ; and where it begins to grow steep, has

been in part loosely laid with large stones, like a Swiss mountain

road ; which stones serve too as a sort of steps. In some places

likewise there are more regular steps, but merely of rough stones

in their natural state. It is usually reported that there were

once regular steps aU the way to the summit ; but this, hke so

' The prior forgot, it seems, that he had tain the year before ; see Schuberfs Reise,

accompanied Schubert and his party in II. p. 312.

like manner to the summit of the moun-
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many ather stories, would seem to be only an exaggeration of

travellers. At least every appearance at present testifies to the

contrary. In many parts steps would be unnecessary ; and then

there is no trace of them. In other places where they are most
regular, some are six inches high and others nearly or quite two
feet. Hence, any attempt to estimate the height of the moun-
tain from the pretended number of the steps, as has been done

by Shaw and others, can only be futile. After twenty-five min-
utes we rested at a fine cold spring under an impending rock

;

the water of which is said to be carried down to the convent by
an aqueduct. It is called Ma'yan el-Jebel, the Mountain spring.

At 8.25 we reached a small rude chapel, still in the ravine, dedi-

cated to the Yirgin of the Ikonomos. Here the monks lighted

tapers and burnt incense, as they did in all thg chapels to which
we came afterwards. The superior, being sixty-five years of age

and somewhat heavy, had to rest often ; and this made our pro-

gress slow. Here and at all the subsequent holy places, while

we rested, he related the legend attached to each spot.

The story belonging to this chapel was as follows : In former

days, he said, the monks were so annoyed with fleas, and had
so few pUgrims, that they determined to abandon the convent.

They all went in procession to make their last visit to the holy

places of the mountain ; and when near the top, the Virgin

suddenly appeared to them, bidding them not to depart, for pil-

grims should never fail, fleas should disappear, and the plague

should never visit them. At the same time that they thus saw
the Virgin higher up the mountain, she appeared also to the Iko-

nomos on this spot. When the monks returned home, they

found a caravan of pilgrims actually arrived ; the plague has
never since been here ; and (according to them) fleas do not

exist in the convent ; though in this latter particular, our own
experience did not exactly justify so unconditional a praise of

the Virgin.'

The path now turns nearly west and passes up out of the ra-

vine by a steep ascent. At the top is a portal which we reached at

8| o'clock ; and ten minutes afterwards another, through which
is the entrance to the small plain or basin, which here occupies the

top of the lofty ridge between the valley of the convent and that

of el-Leja. At these portals^ in the palmy days of pilgrimage,

* The old travellers of tlie fifteenth and sion or vision ; and so powerful -was the
sixteenth centuries, Tucher, Breydenbach, protection afforded in those days, that al-

F. Fabri, Wormbser, and others, relate though these insects were very trouble-

the same story, almost as if they copied some without the walls of the convent,

one from another; and make it refer to yet if brought within, they died imme-
" serpents, toads, and other poisonous rep- diately

; p. 66 sq. Keissb. des heil. Landes,

tiles and vermin." But de Suchem in p. 840. William of Baldensel (A. D.

A. D. 1336-50, heard it of " gnats, wasps, 1336) professes to have seen them die

and fleas
;
" though without any proces- when thus brought in, with his own eyes.
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priests were stationed to confess pilgrims on their way up the

mountain ; and all the old travellers relate that no Jew could

pass through them. At this point we saw for the first time the

peak of Sinai or Jebel Milsa on our left, and the higher summit
of St. Catharme in the southwest beyond the deep valley el-Leja.

At 9 o'clock we reached the well and tall cypress tree in the

plain or basin, where we rested for a time ; the prior distributing

to all a portion of bread. After this allowance, the Arab chil-

dren who had thus far hung about us, went back. Burckhardt
speaks of this well as a stone tank, which receives the winter

rains. We understood it at the time to be a well of living

water, and such is its appearance, being of very considerable

depth and regularly stoned up in the usual form of a deep well.

Near by is a rock with many Arabic inscriptions, recording the

visits of pilgrims. The lone cypress tree with its dark foliage is

quite an interesting addition to this wild spot.'

This little plain is about twelve or thirteen hundred feet

above the valleys below, extending quite across the ridge ; and
from it towards the west a path descends to the convent el-

Arba'in in Wady el-Leja. On the right, clusters of rocks and
peaks from two to four hundred feet higher than this basin,

extend for nearly two miles towards the N. N. W. and termi-

nate in the bold front which overhangs the plain er-Kahah north

of the convent. This is the present Horeb of Christians. On
the left, due south from the well, rises the higher peak of Sinai,

or,Jebel Musa, about seven hundred feet above the basin and
nearly a mile distant. A few rods from the well, where the

ascent of Sinai begins, is a low rude building containing the

chapels of Elijah and Elisha. Here was evidently once a small

monastery ; and the older travellers speak also of a. chapel of

the Virgin. In that of Elijah the monks show near the altar a

hole just large enough for a man's body, which they say is the

cave where the prophet dwelt in Horeb.' Tapers were lighted

and incense burnt in both these chapels. The ascent hence is

steeper, though not difficult. There are steps for a great part

of the way, merely rough stones thrown together ; and in no

part of the ascent of the whole mountain are they hewn, or cut

in the rock, as is said by Burckhardt.^

In Niebuhr's time there were here two ton, bishop of Clogher, in a Letter to the

large trees; and the Prefect of the Fran- Society of Antiquaries, Lond. J 753. It is

ciscans in Cairo in 1722, mentions also also appended to the recent editions of

here, " two cypress trees and two olive Maundrell's Journey to Jerusalem, etc.

trees." The latter also speaks of the well = 1 Kings 19, 8. 9. The elevation of

as a " collection of water made by the this building above the convent in the val-

winter snows and rains." The journal of ley below, is given by Schubert at 1400

this Prefect is first mentioned by Pococke Paris feet.

(L p. 147. ful.) and was afterwards trans- ' Page 565.

lated into English and published by Clay-
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Leaving the chapels at half past 9 o'clock, we ascended
slowly, not failing to see the track of Muhammed's camel in the

rock by the way ; and reached the summit of Jehel Musa at

twenty minutes past ten. Here is a small area of huge rocks,

about eighty feet in diameter, highest towards the east, where is

a Kttle chapel almost in ruins, formerly divided between the

Greeks and Latins ; while towards the S. W. about forty feet

distant stands a small ruined mosk. The summit and also the

body of this part of the moiintain are of coarse gray granite.' On
the rocks are many inscriptions in Arabic, Greek, and Armenian,
the work of pilgrims. In the chapel are the names of many
travellers ; and I found here a pencil note of Kuppell's observa-

tions, May 7th, 1831 ; marking the time 12.15 ; Barom. 21'

7.6"
; Therm. 13^° R. or 62° F. At half past ten o'clock my

thermometer stood in the chapel at 60° F.—The height of this

peak above the sea, according to the observations of Eiippell,

compared with simultaneous ones at Ttir, is 7035 Paris feet

;

and its elevation above the convent el-Arba'in about 1670 feet.*

From it the peak of St. Catharine bears S. 44° W. a thousand
feet higher ; and Eas es-Sufsafeh, the highest among the peaks
near the front of Horeb, N. 22° W.^

My first and predominant feeling while upon this summit,
was that of disappointment. Although from our examination of

the plain er-Rahah below, and its correspondence to the Scrip-

tural narrative, we had arrived at the general conviction that

the people of Israel must have been collected on it to receive

the law
;
yet we still had cherished a lingering hope or feeling,

that there might after all be some foundation for the long series

of monkish tradition, which for at least fifteen centuries has

pointed out the summit on which we now stood, as the spot

where the ten commandments were so awfully proclaimed. But
Scriptural narrative and monkish tradition are very different

things ; and while the former has a distinctness and definiteness,

which through aU our joumeyings rendered the Bible our best

' Pocockc correctly remarks, that the or 2071 feet ahove the convent in Wady
" north part of Sinai [Jebel Musa] is of Shu'eib ; Kussegger at 7097 Paris feet, or

red granite for aboTe half way up ; all the 1982 feet above the same convent,

rest being a granite of a yellowish ground, ^ Other bearings from Jebel Musa were
with small black grains in it, and the as follows: Um Lauz, a peak beyond
mountain at a distance appears of two Wady Seba'iyeh, N. 40° E. Um 'Alawy,

colours ;
" I. p. 147. fol. This difterence connected with smaller peaks running to-

of colour is especially striking as seen from wards the eastern gulf, N. 73° E. Abu
the valley el-Leja. Mas'ud, west of Wady Wa'rah S. 36° E.

^ Riippell's Reise in Abyssinien, I. pp. Jebel Humr, S. 87° W. Jebel Tinia, or

118, 124. I follow here Riippell's mea- Sfimr et-Tlnia, N. 62° W. Jebel Fu-
snrements throughout, because they alone reia', north end, N. 23° W. Jebel ed-

are founded on corresponding observations Deir N. 21° E. Jebel ez-Zebir, east end,

on the sea-coast at Tiir. Schubert gives N. 35° W. el-Benat, or el-Jauzeh, N.
the hei-rht of Sinai at 6796.4 Paris feet, 45° W. Island of Tiran, S. 31° E.
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guide-book, we found the latter not less usually and almost

regularly to be but a baseless fabric. In the present case, there

is not the slightest reason for supposing that Moses had any
thing to do with the summit which now bears his name. It is

three miles distant from the plain on which the Israelites must
have stood ; and hidden from it by the intervening peaks of the

modern Horeb." No part of the plain is visible from the summit

;

nor are the bottoms of the adjacent valleys ; nor is any spot to

be seen around it, where the people could have been assembled.

The only point in which it is not immediately surrounded by
high mountains, is towards the southeast, where it sinks down pre-

cipitously to a tract of naked gravelly hills. Here, just at its

foot, is the head of a smaU. valley, Wady es-Seba'iyeh, running

toward the northeast beyond the mount of the Cross into Wady
esh-Sheikh ; and of another not larger, called el-Wa'rah, run-

ning southeast to the Wady Nusb of the gulf of 'Akabah ; but

both of these together hardly afford a tenth part of the space con-

tained in er-Kahah and Wady esh-Sheikh.' In the same direc-

tion is seen the route to Sherm ; and, beyond, a portion of the

gulf of 'Akabah and the little island Tirin ; while more to the

right and close at hand is the head of el-Leja among the hills.

No other part of the gulf of 'Akabah is visible ; though the

mountains beyond it are seen.''

Towards the southwest and west tower the ridges of St. Catha-

rine and Tinia, cutting off the view of the gulf of Suez and
the whole western region ; so that neither Serbal oh the right,

nor the loftier Um Shaumer towards the left, are at all visible

from this peak of Sinai.' Indeed in almost every respect the

view from this point is confined, and is far less extensive and

imposing than that from the summit of St. Catharine. Only

the table land on the mountain of the Cross, is here seen nearer

and to better advantage across the narrpw valley of Shu'eib.

Neither the convent from which we had come, nor that of el-

Arba'in, both lying in the deep valleys below, were visible. To
add to our disappointment, old 'Aid, the head-guide, who had

been selected expressly in order to tell us the names of the

' See more in Note XTV, end of the 1839, p. 420 sq. Riippell correctly re-

volnme. marks : " The prospect from the peak of

^ Brown speaks of having seen the Sinai is limited in the east, south, and

whole length of the gulf of 'Akabah from west, by higher mountains; and only to-

Sinai ; but this is an impossibility. Tra- wards the north, one looks out over a

vels, chap. XTV. p. 179. widely extended landscape ; " Reise in

° Yet Laborde professes to have seen Abyssinien, I. p. 118. Bvirckhardt was

from it Serbll, Um Shaumer, and the prevented by a thick fog from seeing even

mountains of Africa beyond. It must the nearest mountains; Travels, etc. p.

have been with ' the mind's eye.' Voyage 566.—The statements of this note have

en Arab. Pet. p. 68. Engl. p. 252. A sometimes been questioned; but I must

similar exaggerated account is given by again assert their entire accuracy, which

Eussegger ; see Berghaus' Anaalen, Marz is also manifest from the list of bearings.
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mountains and objects around, proved to know very little about
them, and often answered at random. In short, the visit to the

summit of Jebel Musa, was to me the least satisfactory incident

in our whole sojourn at Mount Sinai.

We remained upon the summit nearly two and a half hours.

Leaving it at 12| o'clock, we returned to the cypress tree and
well near the chapel of Elijah. From this point a path leads

south of west over the little plain, and descends partly by steps

to the convent el-Arba'in in Wady el-Leja. We determined,

however, to visit the northern brow of Horeb, which overlooks

the plain er-Kahah ; and took a route towards the N. N. W. in

order to reach it. As we left the well for this purpose at 1^
o'clock, the clouds which had been gathering for some time,

threatened to drench us with a shower of rain. The drops began
to faU thinly but heavily ; and for a while we hoped that

Besharah's entreaties for rain might have been fulfilled ; even at

the expense of our being counted as prophets by the Arabs, and
getting a wet skin for ourselves. But the clouds soon passed

away, and the desert remained parched and thirsty as before.

The path was wild and rugged, leading over rocks and wind-

ing through ravines among low peaks. In fifteen minutes we
came to a small round basin among the hills, with a bed of soil

full of shrubs ; where also were a hollyhock and hawthorn, and
evident traces of an artificial reservoir for water, which was said

formerly to have been carried down to the convent. Here stands

a small chapel of St. John the Baptist. Not far off are the

cells of several anchorites cut in the rock. Twenty minutes
further is another larger basin, surrounded by twelve peaks, and
the bottom enclosed by a low wall ; showing that it was once

tUled as a garden. At 2 o'clock we reached a third basin, still

deeper and more romantic, surrounded by a like number of higher

peaks, one of which is Has es-Sufsafeh, the highest in this part

of the mountain. A narrow fissure runs out northward from

this basin towards the plain, through which the mountain may
be ascended. Here a willow and two hawthorns were growing,

with many shrubs ; and in all this part of the mountains were

great quantities of the fragrant plant Ja'deh, which the monks
call hyssop. Here is a small chapel dedicated to the Virgin of

the Zone. Near by we found a pair of horns of the Beden or

Ibex, left behind perhaps by some hunter.

While the monks were here employed in lighting tapers and
burning incense, we determined to scale the almost inaccessible

peak of es-Sufsafeh before us, in order to look out upon the

plain, and judge for ourselves as to the adaptedness of this part

of the mount to the circumstances of the Scriptural history.

This cliff rises some five hundred feet above the basin ; and the
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distance to the summit is more than half a mile. We first at-

tempted to climb the side in a direct course ; but found the

rock so smooth and precipitous, that after some falls and more
exposures, we were obliged to give it up, and clamber upwards
along a steep ravine by a more northern and circuitous course.

From the head of this ravine, we were able to climb around the

face of the northern precipice and reach the top, along the deep
hollows worn in the granite by the weather during the lapse of

ages, which give to this part, as seen from below, the appear-
ance of architectural ornament.

The extreme difficulty and even danger of the ascent, was
well rewarded by the prospect that now opened before us. The
whole plain er-Kahah lay spread out beneath our feet, with the

adjacent Wadys and mountains ; while Wady esh-Sheikh on
the right, and the recess on the left, both connected with, and
opening broadly from er-Kahah, presented an area which serves

nearly to double that of the plain. Our conviction was strength-

ened, that here or on some one of the adjacent cliffs was the

spot, where the Lord "descended in fire" and proclaimed the
law. Here lay the plain where the whole congregation might
be assembled ; here was the mount that could be approached and
touched, if not forbidden ; and here the mountain brow, where
alone the lightnings and the thick cloud would be visible, and
the thunders and the voice of the trump be heard, when the

Lord "came down in the sight of all the people upon Mount
Sinai." We gave ourselves up to the impressions of the awful

scene ; and read with a feeling that will never be forgotten, the

sublime account of the transaction and the commandments there

promulgated, in the original words as recorded by the great

Hebrew legislator.'

Between es-Sufsafeh and the plain are still some lower peaks,

overhanging the latter more directly, which we were desirous to

visit ; but the time did not permit. Descending therefore to

our companions, who were in no hurry, we returned to the second

basin above mentioned, and thence at 3.45 took a path more to

the right. At 4 o'clock we came to a small church on the

western brow of the ridge, dedicated to St. Panteleemon. The
chapel of St. Anne mentioned by Pococke and other travellers,

we did not see. Hence a long and in some parts steep descent,

about southwest, brought us at a quarter past 5 o'clock to the

convent el-Arba'in, where we were to lodge.

This monastery is said to have received its name, el-Arba'in,

" the Forty," from the circumstance that the Arabs once took it

by surprise, and killed the forty monks who were its inmates.

Hence it is called by the older travellers the convent of the

Exod. 19, 9-25. 20, 12-1.
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Forty Saints or Martyrs.' Tradition has forgotten the time
when this event took place ; but the story probably refers to the
massacre of forty hermits around Sinai near the close of the
fourth century.* A large plantation of olive trees extends far

ab3ve and bslow the monastery along the valley, which is narrow
like that of Shu'eib, but longer and less desert. Just around
the buildings is also a garden of other fruit trees, in which apple
and apricot trees were in blossom ; and' not far off is a small
grove of tall poplars, here cultivated for timber. In this garden
too was a rill of water ; which however was lost after a few rods.

The convent, as such, has been deserted for several centuries
;

yet two or three of the monks usually reside here for a time
every summer ; though even this custom had been neglected for

the last three years. A family of Jebeliyeh, or serfs, was here to

keep the garden. As we entered, the sweet voice of a prattling

Arab child struck my ear, and made my heart thrill, as it recalled

the thoughts of home.—The elevation of this spot above the sea,

was found by Klippell to be 5366 Paris feet.'

A large room, the best in the building, though lighted only

by the door, was assigned to us, in which our beds were already
spread on a layer of fragrant herbs. A fire was lighted in a
corner ; and we found it quite comfortable, although the ther-

mometer stood at 65° F. Indeed an Arab has no idea of pass-

ing a night without fire at any season. The superior and his

monks occupied a room in another part of the building. The
good father spent the evejiing in our apartment, and was very

social and communicative. He had borne the walk of to-day so

well, that he was determined to accompany us to-morrow to the

summit of St. Catharine. We had here a curious instance of

the respect in which he is held by his Arab serfs. He had pulled

off his shoes and was sitting with bare feet, (for he like the other

monks wore no stockings,) when the old guide 'Aid came in to

bid good night, and perceiving his situation suddenly kneeled

down and kissed his toe. Indeed, it seemed to be quite an occa-

sion of festivity with these Arabs, to meet the patriarchal old

man so far abroad out of the convent walls.

Tuesday, March 21tli. We started from our fragrant couch
at early dawn, in order to set off in good season for the moun-
tain. But here, as in so many other cases where aught was de-

' Quaresmius II. p. 996. Tucher of ° See further on, tinder the head of

Niimberg relates this story in A. D. " Sinai in the early Christian ages."

1480; as also Banmgarten in 1507, lib. I. ' Keise in Abyssinien, I. p. 124. From
u. 24. These travellers found the con- <> comparison with Schubert's measure-

vent deserted, as now, except by two or ments, it would appear that el-Arba'in

three monks.—The monks themselves, as lies about 400 Paris feet higher than the

I have since learned, sometimes refer the other convent. This difference, however,

name to the Forty Martyrs of Armenia. seems to me to be too great.
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pending on Arabs, we found it impossible to ' keep the word of

promise ' to our hopes. Old 'Aid, the guide, gave out at start-

ing ; and his place had to be supplied by a youth, Salim, who
overtook us on the way, and proved a better guide than the old

man. We thought too we perceived some slight symptoms of

abatement in the good superior's zeal for undertaking the more
arduous task which awaited us to-day ; and at our suggestion he
concluded to remain and await our return.

At length we issued from the garden at ten minutes past

6 o'clock, and proceeded S. W. by S. up a ravine which comes
down from the side of St. Catharine, called Shuk Mtisa, ' Cleft

of Moses,' from a deep rent in the mountain at its head. At ten

minutes from the convent and before beginning to ascend, the

path passes between two large rocks, both having Sinaite in-

scriptions, and one of them quite covered with them. These
Burckhardt did not see ; for he says expressly, that there are

none in el-Leja higher up than the rock of Moses, which lies at

some distance below el-Arba'in. We found none afterwards.

The ravine soon becomes narrow and precipitous, and the way
exceedingly difficult ; the path leading over stones and rocks in

their natural state, which have never been removed nor laid more
evenly. Indeed, we could not discover all day the slightest trace,

that any path had ever existed here with steps, or laid stones,

like that which leads up Jebel Musa. At 7.25 we reached the

fine cold spring called Ma'yan esh-Shunn^r, ' Partridge foun-

tain ; ' it having been discovered, as they say, by the fluttering

of one of these birds, when the monks were bringing down the

bones of St. Catharine from the mountain. It is on a shelf of

rock under the left-hand precipice, about a foot in diameter and
depth, with fine cold water never increasing nor diminishing.

The water percolates through some fissure in the rock into a na-

tural reservoir below, where it is found in considerable quantity.

Several hawthorn trees (Arab. Za'riir) were growing in the vi-

cinity. Directly above this spot is the deep cleft properly

called Shuk Musa. The path now turns S. W. by W. passing up
a very steep ascent for a time ; and then across loose debris to

the top of the main ridge, which runs up towards the summit,

here bearing S. S. W. This ridge we reached about 8^ o'clock
;

and here the view opened towards the west over the deep val-

leys below.

We now kept along the western side of the ridge, beneath

the brow, where the mountain side slopes rapidly down into the

depths below, and is covered like the Wadys with tufts of herbs

and shrubs, furnishing abundant pasturage for the flocks of the

Bedawin, as well as for the troops of gazelles and mountain goats

(Beden) which haunt these wild retreats. The Ja'deh or hys-
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sop was liere in great plenty ; and especially the fragrant Za'ter,

a species of thyme, Ocymum zatarJiendi of Forskal. ' This vege-
tation extends quite up to the foot of the highest peak, an
immense pile of. huge blocks of coarse red granite thrown pro-

miscuously together. Climbing this mass of rocks with diffi-

culty on the south side, we reached the summit at a quarter
past 9 o'clock. This consists of two small knolls or elevations

of the rocks ; one towards the east on which stands a rude
chapel ; the other towards the west a few feet higher. Accord-
ing to the latest observations of Ruppell, similar to those on
Sinai, the height of this mountain is 8063 Paris feet above the
sea, or about 2700 feet above the convent el-Arba'in.^ Its ele-

vation therefore is 1030 feet greater than that of Jebel Musa.
The sky was perfectly clear, and the air cool. A cold northwest
wind swept fitfully over the summit. The thermometer stood

in the shade at 43*^ F. In the sun it rose at first to 52°
; but

as the gust grew strong, it sunk to 48° F.

During the ascent, I had found myself unwell ; and reached
the top in a state of great exhaustion. While my companion
was busy in cross-examining the guides as to the mountains and
places in view, I sought out a sunny and sheltered spot among
the rocks, where I lay down and slept sweetly for half an hour,

and awoke greatly refreshed.

The chief motive which led us to ascend Jebel Katherin, was
the hope of obtaining a more distinct and extensive view of the
region of Sinai and of the peninsula. Nor were our hopes dis-

appointed. The mountain indeed has little of historical inter-

est ; there being not the slightest probability that it had any con-

nection with the giving of the law to Israel. But the prospect

is wide and magnificent, comprehending almost the whole penin-

sula. The chief interruption of the view is by Um Shaumer,
bearing S. 20° W., a sharp granite peak, said by Burckhardt to

be inaccessible, and perhaps the highest point in the peninsula.

Jebel Musa, lying N. 44^ E. was far below us, *and appeared

only as an inferior peak. Towards the southeast the large Wady
Nusb was seen (S. 62° E.) running towards the eastern gulf;

of which also a much larger portion was visible around Sherm,
than from Jebel Musa, with the island Tir^n bearing S. 35° E.

The northern part of this gulf could not be traced ; though the

Arabian mountains beyond it were very distinct. A mountain
which our guides called Eas Muhammed, bore S. 9° E. in the

general direction of the cape of that name ; around which, and
to the right of Um Shaumer, almost the whole course of the gulf

' Flora Mg. Ar. p. 109, 110. rine at 8168 Paris feet. Schubert did not
''' Reise in Abyssinien, I. pp. 121, 124. ascend this mountain.

Bussegger ^ves the height of St. Catha-
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of Suez was visible, with the African monntains beyond ; a sil-

very thread of waters stretching far up through a naked desert.
Two of these African mountains were very distinct ; one, ez-
Zeit, bearing S. 56° W. and the other the cone of Jebel Gharib,
bearing S. 77° W. called by our guides the mountain of the
'Ababideh. Between the western gulf and the mountains of
Sinai, the great plain el-Ka'a was spread out, extending beyond
Tur

; and north of that place along the shore was seen the low
range of limestone mountains, among which lies the sounding
hill Nakus. Nearer at hand were many dark peaks ; and among
them that of Madsus, just beyond the gardens of Bughabigh,
bearing N. 78° W. and a peak of Jebel Haweit, N. 45° W.
Near this last rises Wady Kibrin, which runs off to Wady Hi-
bran. More distant in the same direction rose the rugged cliffs

of Serbal, lying between N. 57° W. and N. 70° W. while farther
to the right were seen Sarbiit el-Jemel, el-Benit, and ez-Zebir.
In the north, the great sandy plain er-Kamleh was seen stretch-
ing far along the base of the high level ridge of et-Tih ; and we
were shown the point where this mountain separates into two
parallel ridges, bearing from us about north. Towards the east-
em quarter, between us and the whole length of the gulf of
'Akabah, the eye wandered over a sea of mountains, black, abrupt,
naked, weather-worn peaks ; a fitting spot where the very genius
of desolation might erect his horrid throne.—Below us, just at
the western foot of St. Catharine, a valley called Um KQraf
was seen running northwards ; while another, ez-Zuweitin,

having a succession of gardens, passes down from the right near
the base of el-Humr, to join it. The Wady thus formed is

called TQlah, and runs down between the mountains of Seru
N. 15° W. and Tinia N. 26° W. apparently joining the Eudh-
wah and so flowing off to Wady Solaf Jebel el-Humr was be-
low us in the direction N. 3° E. Jebel Tinia was also called by
our guides Siimr et-Tinia.'

We found that our guides of to-day and yesterday, both old

and young, knew very little of distant mountains and objects
;

while they were familiarly acquainted with those near at hand.

It was only after long and repeated examination and cross-ques-

tioning, that my companion could be sure of any correctness as

to more remote objects ; since at first they often gave answers at

' Other bearings from Jebel Katherin 30° E. Zebir, another peak of St. Catha-
were the following : Jebel ed-Deir, N. rine near at hand, S. 12° E. Muheirid
35° E. Um Lauz, N. 41° E. Um 'Alawy, el-Kunas, S. 6° E. and el-'Odha, S. 10° W.
N. 62° E. el-Habeshy, further distant, N. both connected with Um Shaumer. Kera'
66° E. Urk ez-Zugherah, a long ridge Snweid, S. 25° W. and es-Sik, S. 77° W.

;

beyond Um 'Alawy, north end, N. 87° E.

;

dark peaks nearer St. Catharine. el-Be-

eouth end, S. 80'' E. Abu Mas'iid, be- nat, N. 45° W. ez-Zebir, west end, N.
tween the Wadys Nusb and Wa'rah, S. 40° W.; east end, iS. 31° W.
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random, whicli they afterwards modified or took tack. The
young man Salim was the most intelligent of the whole. After

all our pains, many of the names we ohtained were different from
those which Burckhardt heard ; although his guides apparently

were of the same tribe.—A tolerably certain method of finding

any place at will, is to ask an Arab if its name exists. He is

sure to answer Yes ; and to point out some spot at hand as its

location. In this way, I have no doubt, we might have found
Eephidim, or Marah, or any other place we chose ; and such is

probably the mode in which many ancient names and places

have been discovered by travellers, which no one has ever been

able to find after them.'

Of the two, the ascent of St. Catharine is much to be prefer-

red to that of Jebel Musa. The view is far more extensive and
almost unhmited, affording to the spectator a good general idea of

the whole peninsula ; of which he learns little or nothing from

Sinai. The ascent indeed is longer and more laborious ; but it

also repays the toU in a much higher degree. Our whole visit

here to day was one of satisfaction and gratification ; not, as

yesterday, of disappointment. The time generally necessary for

the ascent of Jebel Musa may be estimated at an hour and a

half ; and for St. Catharine fi'om two and a half to three hours.

We were longer on the way.

After remaining for two and a half hours on the summit, we
left at llj o'clock, and reached the convent of the Forty Martyrs

at a quarter past one. Here we found the superior stiU waiting

in order to conduct us around through Wady el-Leja to the con-

vent, and show us the holy places on the way. The distance is

reckoned an hour and a half, and may be thus divided : forty

minutes to the mouth of el-Leja ; twenty-five minutes along

the front of Horeb to Wady Shu'eib ; and twenty-five minutes

to the convent in that vaUey. This is a sort of household path

for the monks, which they have travelled for centuries ; and

along which, as a matter of convenience, they have gathered to-

gether all the holy places they know of in connection with

Sinai.

After stopping about half an hour at el-Arba'in, we proceeded

slowly down the valley, without seeing the chapel and grot of

St. Onuphrius, which are said by Pococke to be near the north

end of the olive plantation. In about twenty minutes we came

to the rock which they say Moses smote, and the water gushed

out. As to this rock one is at a loss, whether most to admire the

credulity of the monks or the legendary and discrepant reports

of travellers. It is hardly necessary to remark, that there is not

' So, for example, Marah, Capernaum, Bethsaida, Chorazin, etc.
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the slightest ground for assuming any connection between this

narrow valley and Rephidim ; but on the contrary, there is every
thing against it. The rock itself is a large isolated cube of
coarse red granite, which has fallen from the eastern mountain.
Down its front, in an oblique Hne from top to bottom, runs a
seam of a finer texture, from twelve to fifteen inches broad,

having in it several irregular horizontal crevices, somewhat re-

sembling the human mouth, one above another. These are said

to be twelve in number ; but I could make out only ten. The
seam extends quite through the rock, and is visible on the opposite

or back side ; where also are similar crevices, though not so

large. The holes did not appear to us to be artificial, as is

usually reported ; although we examined them particularly.

They belong rather to the nature of the seam
;
yet it is possible

that some of them may have been enlarged by artificial means.
The rock is a singular one ; and doubtless was selected, on ac-

count of this very singularity, as the scene of the miracle.

Below this point are many Sinaite inscriptions along the
rocks in the valley. Having Burckhardt's Travels with us, we
compared some of his copies with the originals, and. found them
tolerably exact. ' Where Wady el-Leja opens out into the recess

that runs in west from the plain er-ES,hah, there is on the left a
garden ; and further down on the right another, having a great

number and variety of fruit trees. This Burckhardt says is

called, by way of eminence, el-Bostan, ' the Garden ; ' a name
which we did not hear. These gardens mark the sites of former

convents, now fallen to ruin ; that towards the west once bear-

ing the name of St. Peter and St. Paul, and the other that

of St. Mary of David. Over the mountain towards the west
among the gardens which we saw from St. Catharine in Wady
Zuweitin or Tulih, was formerly another small convent of St.

Cosmas and Damian, visited by Pococke ;' but of which we
heard nothing. Overagainst the mouth of el-Leja, in the north-

ern part of the recess, we, Hke all travellers, were pointed to the

spot where the earth opened and swallowed up Korah, Dathan
and Abiram, with their followers ; the good fathers of the mon-
astery, as a matter of convenience, having transferred the scene

of that event from the vicinity of Kadesh to this place.'

Farther eastward in front of Horeb, a hole in a granite rock

level with the sand, is shown as the mould in which Aaron cast

' Not so Pococke's copies, in which part of the sixth century. The name of

there is hardly a trace of resemblance
;

the valley in Greek was then 0m\a, Thola.

nor are those of Niebuhr mnch better. See in Max. Biblioth. vet. Patrum, Tom.
= Travels, I. pp. 149, 153. fol. In a, X.p. 386sq. Acta Sanctorum, Jan. Tom.,

cell or perhaps convent in this valley, the I. p. 963, col. 1.

Abbot Johannes Climacus, known as a ' Num. c 16, compared with Num.
writer, lived for forty years, in the latter 13, 26.
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the golden calf. Burckhardt has exaggerated this story a little

at the expense of the monks, making them show the head of the
golden calf itself transmuted into stone. The small elevation or

point between the channels of the Wadys Sheikh and Shu'eib,

they also show as the place where Aaron was standing, when the

people danced around the golden calf in the plain, and Moses
descended behind him from the mountain. Just at the foot of

the adjacent corner of Horeb is a rock, marking the spot where
Moses threw down and broke the tables of the law. These the

monks and Arabs both believe are still buried there unto this

day ; and the Arabs often dig around the spot in the hope of

finding them.'

As we advanced up the valley towards the convent, we were
followed by quite a throng of Arab women and children of the

Jebeliyeh, begging various articles of the superior, and kissing

his hand and the hem of his garment, as if rejoiced to meet him
without the walls. The old man dealt kindly with them, and
distributed his little gifts with patriarchal dignity and grace.

We reached the convent at 4| o'clock, exceedingly fatigued, and
glad to find a quiet home. The Ikonomos undertook to pay our

Arab attendants in barley, charging us at the rate of seven pias-

tres a day for each guide. As the poor fellows would probably

get much less than this in their barley, we sent them a trifling

bakhshish or present in money, with which they went away de-

lighted.

Wednesday, March 28th. We had fixed on Thursday as

the day of our departure ; and were to-day of course very busy
with our journals and letters. Besharah arrived in the afternoon,

saying that the camels would be here at night or in the morning
;

and that TuweUeb would go with us to 'Akabah, according to

the contract.

The good superior, Father Neophytus, continued his atten-

tions, although it was a day on which he was peculiarly occu-

pied in the duties of the convent. All the morning until 12

o'clock the monks were at prayers ; and the same was to be the

case at night from ten o'clock until two ; this being a particular

regulation of the convent during certain days in Lent. After

dinner we were invited to visit the superior at his room. We
found him in the midst of a Kttle establishment by himself ; a

small court, a work-bench with a few joiner's tools, a sitting-room,

Mtchen, and two or three small chambers. His sitting-room,

like the one we occupied, was furnished with low divans and car-

pets, rather old and worn ; in a recess stood a low desk and trunk
;

and on the opposite side were a closet and cupboard. Several

' Bnrckhardt has transferred this legend to the summit of Sinai
; p. 567.
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Greek books, mostly devotional, -were scattered on a shelf and in

the window. The room was very small. Oranges from Egypt
sliced with sugar were presented to us ; and also coffee, prepared

by the young deacon.

As this was to be our last day at the convent, the superior

made us several presents as memorials of our visit to Sinai, re-

markable rather for the value which he set upon them, than for

any intrinsic worth. An engraving of the convent and mountain
was curious as a specimen of perspective drawing (or rather non-

perspective) a century ago ; and this and some beautiful white

corals from Tur, and a skin of sweetmeats for our journey, were

the chief articles. The latter contained a mixture of dates and
almonds, highly prized, and usually prepared (he said) only as

presents to Pashas and persons of rank.

In accordance with a former promise, the old man likewise

put into our hands a small quantity of the manna of the penin-

sula, famous at least as being the successor of the Israelitish

manna, though not to be regarded as the same substance. Ac-
cording to his account, it is not produced every year ; sometimes

only after five or six years ; and the quantity in general has

greatly diminished. It is found in the form of shining drops on
the twigs and branches (not upon the leaves) of the Turfa, Ta-
tnarix Oallica mannifera of Ehrenberg, from which it exudes

in consequence of the puncture of an insect of the coccus kind.

Coccus manniparus of the same naturalist. ' What falls upon

the sand is said not to be gathered. It has the appearance of

gum, is of a sweetish taste, and melts when exposed to the sun

or to a fire. The Arabs consider it as a great delicacy, and the

pUgrims prize it highly ; especially those from Russia, who pay

a high price for it. The superior had now but a small quantity

which he was keeping against an expected visit from the Russian

consul general in Egypt. Indeed, so scarce had it become of

late years, as to bear a price of twenty or twenty-five piastres

the pound.

Of the manna of the Old Testament, it is said :
" When the

dew that lay was gone up, behold, upon the face of the desert a

smaU round thing, small as the hoar-frost on the ground;—and it

was like coriander seed, white ; and the taste of it was like

wafers with honey f—And the people gathered it, and ground it

in mills, and beat it in a mortar, or baked it in \)&ns, and made

cakes of it ; and the taste of it was as the taste of fresh oil.

And when the dew fell upon the camp in the night, the manna

fell upon it."' Of all these characteristics not one is applicable

to the present manna. And even could it be shown to be the

same, still a supply of it in sufficient abundance for the daily

' See Note XV, end of the Tolume. ' Ex. 16, 14. 31. " Num. 11, 8. 9.
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consumption of two millions of people, would have been no less

a miracle.

The superior also procured for me a pair of the sandals usu-
ally worn by the Bedawin of the peninsula, made of the thick
skin of a fish which is caught in the Bed Sea. The Arabs
around the convent called it Tun; but could give no farther

account of it, than that it is a large fish, and is eaten. It is a
species of Halicore, named by Ehrenberg Halicora Hemprtchii. '

The skin is clumsy and coarse, and might answer very well for

the external covering of the tabernacle, which was constructed at

Sinai ;'' but would seem hardly a fitting material for the ornamen-
tal sandals belonging to the costly attire of high-born dames in

Palestine, described by the prophet Ezekiel.^

It will not be supposed that aU these things were presented

to us without the hope of a recompense. Indeed, some of them,
as the manna and sandals, were a matter of purchase on our
part ; and as to the rest, we knew very well that a present of

money was expected to an amount greater than the value of the
articles.

Thursday, March 2^th, Forenoon. This being the day ap-
pointed for our setting off', we held ourselves ready at an early

hour ; but it was nearly eleven o'clock before TuweUeb arrived

with the camels. After a long talk in the garden in presence of

the superior, it was agreed, that as Beshirah had now no camel,

Tuweileb should take his place in the contract, and conduct us to

'Akabah. Three of the men also, who had come with us from
Cairo, concluded to go no further ; and we found that we were
to have an entirely new set of camels, which proved to be better

than the former ones. The 190 piastres to be paid for each
camel from Cairo to 'Akabah, the Arabs divided among them-
selves as follows : 40 from Cairo to Suez ; 80 from Suez to the

convent ; and 70 from the convent to 'Akabah. Yet there would
seem to be no regular price for any of these routes ; for an
English traveller the year before had paid at the rate of 40 pias-

tres to Suez ; 100 thence to the convent ; and 60 from the con-

vent to 'Akabah.

We parted from BeshS,rah with regret. He had served us

faithfully and well ; was ever active and vigilant ; and had
always manifested some independence and self-respect. We
made him a small additional present on account of the camel he

had lost in our service ; and promised to put him into our book,

if we made one. As he said he should return immediately to

' See Ehienberg's Symbol.-i Phys. Mam- " Ex. 25, 5. 26, 14. al. The Hebrew
malia, Decas II. Text fol. K. Also ibid, word is BOO, usually translated h-fdger;

Zootornica, Dec. I. Tab. 3, 4, 5. Accord- though, as it would seem, without suffi-

ing to this writer, the Arabs on the coast cient reason in this case,

call this fish Naka and Lottum. » Ez. 16, 10.
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Cairo, we entrusted letters to his care, witli a promise of reward
on their being delivered

; but it was many months ere they
reached the places of their destination.

TuweUeb was an older man than Besharah ; he had travelled

more, was better acquainted with the routes and with the coun-
try in general, and knew more of the habits and usual wants of

Frank travellers. He was, however, less active ; was apparently

growing old ; and had seen his best days. Yet we found him
throughout faithful, trustworthy, and kind ; although for a
great part of the time he was with us, he was labouring under
ill health. We cheerfully add our testimony in his favour, to

that of former travellers.

Our residence of tive and a half days in the convent turned

out to be rather an expensive one. The community provided us

with various articles which we needed on our further journey ; as

bread, dried fruits, almonds, candles, and the like ; but would
set no price upon them. These we could estimate ; but to do

the ' proper thing' as to our lodgings and entertainment, and a

fit ' remembrance ' to all the inmates, from the superior down to

the servants, was a matter requiring more nicety and tact. With
the aid of our Komeh, who was skiUed in these matters, we made
out to get through the business to the apparent satisfaction of

aU. parties, except the good superior. He had exerted himself

perhaps unusually to pay us friendly attentions ; and possibly

he expected from us too much in return. His manner was still

and resigned ; but his countenance was fallen and beclouded.

A civil speech, however, with the dexterous application of a

couple of dollars in addition, wrought a sudden change ; the

cloud cleared away, his eyes lighted up, and his whole counte-

nance assumed an expression of more than wonted benignity.

During our journey to the convent, it had been a part of our

plan, or rather our wish, to make an excursion to Jebel Serbal, in

order to examine for ourselves, whether this mountain has any

claim to be regarded as the Sinai of Scripture ; as Burckhardt

suggests was perhaps anciently the case. ' But after we reached

the convent, and perceived the adaptedness of that region to the

circumstances of the historical narrative, this wish became less

strong ; and afterwards the want of time and the information

given us by Sheikh Husein and TuweUeb respecting the district

of Serbal, led us to abandon the idea of visiting it. Tuweileb

had spent several weeks around the mountain the preceding sea-

son ; and both assured us, that nowhere in the -vicinity of it, is

there any valley or open spot like the plain er-Kahah, or even

like Wady esh-Sheikh. From the northeast side of Serbal the

Wadys run down to Wady Feiran ; but they are comparatively

Travels, etc. page 609.
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narrow and rocky. On its southwest side still narrower Wadys run
out to the great plain el-KS'a, at the distance of an hour or

more. There is water in plenty on both sides of the mountain
;

and a path, laid in part with steps, leads along the eastern and
southern sides to the summit. The route fiom the convent to

Serbal goes down Wady Sheikh ; or else by the Nukb Hawy
and down Wady Solaf The distance from the convent to Fei-

ran near the foot of Serbdl by this latter route, is nine or ten

hours. The mountain itself is a long ridge with five principal

peaks. Burckhardt ascended the easternmost, which with the

one adjacent he supposed to be the highest. Ktippell in 1831
ascended the second from the west, by a path along the north-

ern side of the mountain ; he regards this as the highest, and
took observations upon it to ascertain its elevation. From these

its height was found to be 6342 Paris feet above the sea ; or

976 feet higher than the convent el-Arba'in.' Hence it turns

out that Serbal is more than 1700 feet lower than St. Catharine
;

although as it rises alone and magnificently from the midst of

far inferior ridges, its apparent elevation is not much less than
that of the former mountain.

On both the summits ascended by Burckhardt and Elippell,

these travellers found inscriptions in the usual unknown charac-

ter ; and also in the valleys leading to the mountain. In a

Wady on the southwest side of the ridge, near its eastern end, are

the remains of a large and well built convent, from which a path
is said to lead up the mountain. These circumstances would
seem to indicate, that Serbal was anciently a place of pilgrimage

of some kind ; but whether because it was perhaps regarded as

the Sinai of Scripture, or only in connection with this convent

and the episcopal see of Pharan ; or more probably as a sacred

place of the heathen inhabitants of the peninsula ; it may be
now difficult to determine.'

The weather during our residence at the convent, as indeed

during all our journey through the peninsula, was very fine
;

with the slight exception already mentioned on Jebel Musa.

At the convent, the thermometer ranged only between 47° and
67° F. The winter nights are said here to be cold ; water

freezes as late as February ; and snow often falls upon the

mountains. But the air is exceedingly pure, and the climate

healthy ; as is testified by the great age and vigour of many of

the monks. And if in general few of the Arabs attain to so

great an age, the cause is doubtless to be sought in the scanti-

' Eeise in Abyss. I. pp. 128, 124. sinien, I. p. 125 sq.—See more in Not«
" See generally, Burckhardt's Travels, XVI, end of the volume,

etc. p. 606 sq. Kiippell's Keise in Abys-
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ness of their fare and their exposure to privations ; and not in

any injurious influence of the climate.

In closing this Section of our Journal, I throw together here

all that remains to be said upon the Sinai of the Old Testament,

Sinai in the early Christian ages, the present convent, and also

upon the Arab inhabitants of the peninsula.

SINAI OF THE OLD TESTAMENT.

We came. to Sinai with some incredulity, wishing to investi-

gate the point, whether there was any probable ground beyond
monkish tradition, for fixing upon the present supposed site.

The details of the preceding pages will have made the reader

acquainted with the grounds, which led us to the conviction, that

the plain er-RShah above described is the probable spot where

the congregation of Israel were assembled, and that the moun-
tain impending over it, the present Horeb, was the scene of the

awful phenomena in which the law was given. We were satis-

fied after much examination and inquiry, that in no other quarter

of the peninsula, and certainly not around any of the higher

peaks, is there a spot corresponding in any dergee so fully as this

to the historical account, and to the circumstances of the case.

I have entered above more fully into the details, because former

travellers have touched upon this point so slightly ; ' and because,

even to the present day, it is a current opinion among scholars,

that no open space exists among these mountains.^ We too

were surprised as well as gratified to find here, in the inmost

recesses of these dark granite cliffs, this fine plain spread out

before the mountain ; and I know not when I have felt a thrill

of stronger emotion, than when in first crossing the plain, the

dark precipices of Horeb rising in solemn grandeur before us, we
became aware of the entire adaptedness of the scene to the

purposes for which it was chosen by the great Hebrew legislator.

Moses doubtless, during the forty years in which he kept the

flocks of Jethro, had often wandered over these mountains, and

was well acquainted with their vaUeys and deep recesses, like the

Arabs of the present day. At any rate, he knew and had visited

the spot to which he was to conduct his people ;' this adytum
in the midst of the great circular granite region, with oiily a

single feasible entrance ; a secret holy place shut out from the

world amid lone and desolate mountains.

' Comp. above, pp. 104-107, 117. See '' Compare Winer's Bibl. Eealworterb.

also more in Notes XIV, XVI, at the end of art. Sinai.

the volume. ^ Ex. 3, 1.
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The Israelites probaMy approaclied Sinai by tlie Wady Fei-

rS,n ; and entered the plain through the upper part of Wady
esh-Sheikh. At least there is no conceivable reason, why they

should have passed to the south of Mount Serbdl, and taken the

circuitous and more difficult route near THr, and through the

Wady Hibran, as has sometimes been supposed. From the desert

of Sin, which I have above taken to be the great plain along the

shore, to Sinai, three stations are marked, Dophkah, Alush, and
Eephidim, ' equivalent to four days' journey for such a host ; and
this accords well with the distance of twenty-six to twenty-

eight hours as usually travelled by camels.'

The names of Horeb and Sinai are used interchangeably in

the Pentateuch, to denote the mountain on which the law was
given ; and this circumstance has naturally occasioned difficulty

to commentators. The most obvious and common explanation

is, to regard one (Sinai) as the general name for the whole

cluster, and the other (Horeb) as designating a particular moun-
tain ; much as the same names are employed by the Christians

at the present day.' So too the Arabs now apply the name
Jebel et-Tur to the whole central granite region ; while the

different mountains of which it is composed, are called Jebel

Katherin, Jebel Musa, etc. On looking at the subject during

our sojourn at the convent, I was led to a similar conclusion
;

applying the names however differently, and regarding Horeb
as the general name, and Sinai as the particular one. Two cir-

cumstances seem to favour this conclusion. One is, that before

and during the march of the Israelites from Egypt to the place

where the law was given, the latter is called only Horeb
;
just

as the Arabs now speak of going from Cairo to Jebel et-Tur

;

while during the sojourn of the Hebrews before the mountain,

it is spoken of (with one exception) only as Sinai ; and after

their departure, it is again referred to exclusively as Horeb.

The other and main fact is, that while the Israelites were en-

camped at Eephidim, Moses was commanded to go on with the

elders before the people, and smite the rock in Horeb, in order

to obtain water for the camp. The necessary inference is, that

some part of Horeb was near to Eephidim ; while Sinai was yet

a day's march distant.*

The position of Eephidim itself can be conjectured only

from the same passages to which reference has just been made.

If we admit Horeb to be the general name for the central cluster

of mountains, and that the Israelites approached it by the great

' Num. 33, 12-15. III. p. 115. Winer's Bibl. Eealworterb.
' Burckhardt's Travels, pp. 598, 602, art. Horeb.

618, 621, 622. * Ex. 17, 1. 5. 6. 19, 1. 2. See also

' Gesenius' Notes to Burckhardt's Trav- Note XVII, end of the volume,

els, p. 1078. Bosenmuller BibL Geogr.
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Wady esb-Sheikh, then Eephidim must have been at some point
in this valley not far from the skirts of Horeb, and about a
day's march from the particular mountain of Sinai. Such a
point exists at the place where Wady esh-Sheikh issues from
the high central granite cliffs. We did not visit the spot ; but
Burckhardt in ascending Wady esh-Sheikh towards the convent,
thus describes it : "We now approached the central summits
of Mount Sinai, which we had had in view for several days.

Abrupt cliffs of granite from six to eight hundred feet in height,

whose surface is blackened by the sun, surround the avenues
leading to the elevated platform to which the name of Sinai is

specifically applied. These cliffs enclose the holy mountain on
three sides, leaving the east and northeast sides only, towards the
gulf of 'Akabah, more open to the view. We entered these
cliffs by a narrow defile about forty feet in breadth, with per-

pendicular granite rocks on both sides. [In this defile is the
Seat of Moses, so called.] Beyond it the valley opens, the
mountains on both sides diverge, and the Wady esh-Sheikh
continues in a south direction with a slight ascent." ' The
entrance to this defile from the west, is five hours distant from
the point where Wady esh-Sheikh issues from the plain er-

Kahah. This would correspond well to the distance of Rephidim;
and then these blackened cliffs would be the outskirts of Horeb.
I am not aware of any objection to this view, except one which
applies equally to every part of Wady esh-Sheikh and the ad-
jacent district, viz. that neither here nor in all this tract is there

at the present day any special want of water. There is a well

near the defile itself; and an hour above it a spring called Abu
Suweirah, which we visited ; besides others in various quarters.

This difficulty I am not able to solve ; except by supposing, that

as the people appear to have remained for some time at Re-
phidim, the small supply of water was speedily exhausted.

It was during the encampment at Eephidim that Amalek
came and fought with Israel.^ It is not necessary here to look

for a wide open plain, on which the battle might take place ac-

cording to the rules of modern warfare. The Amalekites were

a nomadic tribe, making an irregular attack upon a multitude

probably not better trained than themselves ; and for such a

conflict the low hiUs and open country around this part of Wady
esh-Sheikh would afford ample space.

After the departure of the Israelites from Mount Sinai,

there is no account, either in Scripture or elsewhere, of its

having been visited by any Jew ; except by the prophet Elijah,

when he fled from the machinations of Jezebel.^ This is the

' Travels, etc. p. 488. ' Ex. 17, 8. " 1 Kings 19, 3-8.
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more remarkable ; as this region had been the seat of the revela-

tion of their law, to which they clung so tenaciously ; and
because from the splendour and terrors of that scene, the in-

spired Hebrew poets were wont to draw their sublimest images.

SINAI IN THE EAELT CHRISTIAN AGES.

No very distinct notices of Sinai appear in the earliest Chris-

tian writers. Dionysius of Alexandria, about A. D. 250, men-
tions, that these mountains were the refuge of Egyptian Chris-

tians in times of persecution ; where they were sometimes
seized as slaves by the Saracens or Arabs.' The legend of St.

Catharine of Alexandria, who first fled to Sinai, and whose body
after martyrdom at Alexandria is said to have been carried by
angels to the summit of the mountain that now bears her name,
is laid in the beginning of the next or fourth century, about

A. D. 307.^ In the third and fourth centuries also, ascetics and
anchorites took their rise in Egypt ; and were soon followed by
communities of monks in desert places. There is no mention
of the first introduction of these holy persons and communities
into the peninsula of Mount Sinai ; but it is natural to suppose,

that a region with so many historical associations, and so well

adapted to their purposes by its loneliness and desolation, would
not be overlooked by them, nor long remain untenanted.

Accordingly we find, from various writings preserved among
the remains of monastic piety and learning, that during the

fourth century this mountain was already the seat of many
anchorites ; who, although residing in separate cells, had regular

intercourse with each other, and gathered in small communities
around the more distinguished ascetics and teachers. The
earliest of these fathers of whom I find mention at Sinai, was
the Abbot Sdvanus, an Egyptian anchorite, who retired for some
years to this mountain apparently about A. D. 365 ; and went
afterwards to Gerar, where he became the head of a large com-
munity of ascetics.' At Sinai he had a garden which he tilled

and watered ; and although he was the superior of several

anchorites, yet he is said to have lived alone with only his dis-

ciple Zacharias.*

A fuller notice of Sinai about the same period, is found in

the little tract of Ammonius, a monk of Canopus in Egypt

;

who, after visiting the holy places in Palestine, returned by way
of Mount Sinai, in company with other Christians who made

' Euseb. Hist. Eco. 6. 42. telier Ecclesiae Grsecae Monnmenta, I. p.
» Baxonius Annal. A. D. 307. xxxiii. 563 sq.

' Tillemont M^moires pour servir a * Tillemont L c. p. 451. Cotelier 1. c.

I'Histoire Ecelesiast. X. p. 448 sq. Co- p. 680.
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the same pilgrimage. They reached Sinai in eighteen days from
Jerusalem by way of the desert. This visit appears to have
taken place in or about A. D. 373. ' The pilgrim found many
anchorites living here under a superior named Doulas, a man of

uncommon piety and meekness. They subsisted only on dates,

berries, and other like fruits, without wine, or oil, or even bread.

Yet for the sake of strangers and guests, a few loaves were kept
by the superior. They passed the whole week in the silence

and solitude of their cells, until the evening of Saturday ; when
they assembled in the church and continued all night together
in prayer. In the morning of the Lord's day they received the
sacrament, and then returned to their cells.

A few days after the arrival of Ammonius, the Saracens,

whose chief had lately died, made an attack upon these holy

men. Doulas and those with him retired into a tower ; but all

who could not reach this place of safety, were killed. The
Saracens attacked the tower, and were near to take it ; when,
according to Ammonius, the top of the mountain appeared all

in flame, and frightened the barbarians from their purpose.
They fled ; and the fathers descended to seek and bury the
slain. They found thirty-eight corpses ; twelve of which were
in the monastery Gethrabbi," and others in Chobar and Codar.

Two hermits, Isaiah and Sabbas, were found still alive, though
mortally wounded ; making up in all the number of forty killed.'

At the same time, a similar massacre of Christian anchorites

took place at Baithou, situated on the coast of the Eed Sea,

two days' distance from Sinai. This place was regarded as the

Elim of the Scriptures; and corresponds to the modern Tur.*

Somewhat more definite and equally mournful, is the narra-

tive of Nilus ; who himself resided many years at Sinai from

about A. D. 390 onwards, and was present at a second massacre

of the ascetics during a similar incursion of the Saracens.' He
' This tract of Ammonins is found in ' the Forty,' received its name. Not im-

the work of Combeiis, Illustriwn ChrisH probably it may have been the Gethrabbi

Martyritm lecti Triumphi, Paris 1660. of the text. Comp. Quaresmius Elucid.

8vo. p. 88 sq. A very exact abstract of it Terr. Sanet. II. p. 1(96.

is given by Tillemoiit, Mcmoires pour ser- ' Raithou ('Pai'&oS) is also mentioned

vir a I'Hist. Ecc. VIL p. 573 sq. The by Cosmas Indicopleustes, (about A. D.

date given in the text is that assigned by 535,) as the probable site of Elim ; To-
Tillemont, L c. p. 782 sq. pogr- Christ, in Montfaucon's ColL nov.

" Nilus writes this name Bethrambe^ Patrum, II. p. 195. The place occupied

Nili Opera qused. p. 89. Is the Chobar by the convent near Tur is still called

(^Xofidj)) in the text perhaps a corruption Haithu by the Greeks; KiippeU's Reisen

ioi Boreb? in Nubien, etc. p. 181. Sicard in Nouv.
' The Greeks and Latins solemnize the Mem. des Miss, dans le Levant, 1715.

14th of January as the day on which these Tom. I. p. 20.

martyrs were killed ; see Acta Sanctorum, ° Nilus himself wrote an account of this

Jan. Tom. I. p. 961. Tillemont, L c. massacre in Greek ; see NUi Opera quio-

VIL p. 573.—It was perhaps from these dam, cd. P. Possino, Gr. et Lat. Paris,

fort}/ martyrs, that the convent el-Arba'in, 1639. The Latin version is also pointed
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relates, that these holy men had fixed their cells upon the moun-
tain at the distance of a mile or more from each other, in order
to avoid mutual interruption during the week ; although they
occasionally visited each other. On the eve of the Lord's day
they descended to the holy place of the Bush, where was a

church and apparently a convent ; or at least a place where
stores were laid up for the winter. Here they spent the night
at prayers ; received the sacrament in the morning of Sunday

;

and after passing some time in spiritual conversation returned
to their cells. One morning, the 14th of January, as they were
about to separate, they were attacked by a party of Saracens,
who drove them all into the church, while they plundered the
repository of stores. Then, bringing them out, the barbarians

killed the superior Theodulus and two others outright ; reserved

several of the younger men as captives ; and suffered the rest

to escape up the sides of the mountains. Among these last was
Nilus ; his son Theodulus was among the captives. The Sara-

cens now withdrew, taking the captives with them, and killing

eight other anchorites in various places. Nilus and his com-
panions in flight descended at night and buried the dead bodies;

and afterwards retired to Pharan (Feiran). The council or

senate of this city immediately sent messengers to the king of

the Saracens ; who disavowed the outrage and promised repara-

tion. Meantime Theodulus had been sold and brought to Elusa;
where he was redeemed by the bishop of that city, and ulti-

mately recovered by his father.

In the middle of the fifth century, we find a letter from the

emperor Marcian to the bishop Macarius, the archimandrites,

and monks in Mount Sinai, " where are situated monasteries

beloved of God and worthy of all honour," warning them against

the dangerous tenets and practices of the heretic Theodosius,

who had fled to these mountains, after the council of Chalcedon,

A. D. 451.' Nearly a century later. A. D. 536, among the sub-

scriptions at the council of Coiistantinople, appears the name of

Theonas, a presbyter and legate of the holy Mount Sinai, the

desert Raithou (Tur), and the holy church at Pharan."

The tradition of the present convent relates, that it was es-

tabUshed by the emperor Justinian A. D. 527, on the place

where a small church had been built by Helena long before.

The main fact of this tradition, the building of the great church,

is supported by the testimony of Procopius the historian, who

in the Acta Sanctorum, Jan. Tom. I. p. ' Harduin Acta Concilior. IL col. 665,

953 sq. See too a very complete summary compared with col. 685.

of this tract of Nilus, in Tillemont Me- ' Harduin Acta Cone. IL coL 1281
nioire.s pour servir a I'Histoirc EccL Tom. 1304.

XIV. p. 189 sq.
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flourished about the middle of the same century. He relates

that Mount Sinai was then inhabited by monks, " whose whole
life was but a continual preparation for death ; " and that in

consideration of their holy abstinence from ail worldly enjoy-

ments, Justinian caused a church to be erected for them, and
dedicated it to the holy Virgin.' This was placed not upon the

summit of the mountain, but far below ; because no one could

pass the night upon the top, on account of the constant soimds
and other supernatural phenomena which were there percepti-

ble.* At the foot or outmost base of the mountain, according to

Procopius, the same emperor built a strong fortress, with a se-

lect garrison, to prevent the inroads of the Saracens from that

quarter into Palestine.

More explicit is the testimony of Eutychius, patriarch of

Alexandria in the latter half of the ninth century ; which ap-
parently as yet has never been referred to, but which shows that

the present tradition has come down with little variation since

that age. He relates that Justinian caused a fortified convent
to be erected for the monks of Sinai, including the former tower
and chapel, in order to protect them from the incursions of the
Ishmaelites. This accords with the appearance of the building

at the present day ; and is probably the same work which Pro-
copius has confounded with a fortress. ''

Towards the close of the same (sixth) century, Sinai was
visited by Antoninus Martyr ; who found in the recently erected

convent three abbots, who spoke the Syrian, Greek, Egyptian
and Besta (Arabic ? ) languages. A chapel was already built

upon the summit, and the whole region was full of the cells and
dwellings of hermits. On a part of Mount Horeb or mountain
of the Cross, the Saracens or Ishmaelites (Antoninus calls them
by both names) at that time venerated an idol,' apparently con-

nected with the worship of the morning star, which was common
among the Saracens.—^It appears then, that these Saracens, the

* This is doubtless the church now tradition. As to the chapel said to have

standing ; which, however, bears the name been built by Helena, there is not the

of the Transfiguration. slightest historical hint that she was ever
" Pro cop. de Jidificiis Justinian!, 5. 8. in the region of Mount Sinai, or caused

We did not notice the Greek inscription any church to be erected there.—A copy

over the gate leading to the garden, given of both inscriptions is given by Lepsius

;

by M. Letronne in the Journal des Sa- Briefe, p. 440 and Plate,

vans, Sept. 1836, p. 358. Burckhardt " Eutychii Annales, ed. Pooocte, II. p.

speaks only of one in modern Arabic 160. The whole passage is so curious,

characters, with the same contents. Both that a full translation of it is given in

inscriptions refer the building of the con- Note XX, at the end of the volume. Not

vent to Justinian in the thirtieth year of improbably the " Arabic document " men-
his reign, A. D. 527. But in that year tioned by Burckhardt, (p. 545,) as pre-

Justinian first ascended the throne ; and served in the convent, may be a manu-
the inscription is doubtless therefore the script of the work of Eutychius.

work of a later age, and founded on a false
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supposed descendants of the Nabatheans, had continned to in-

habit the peninsula, notwithstanding the intrusion of the monks
and Christians. They differed probably in few respects from the

Arabs of the present day.

During the earlier centuries of this monastic possession of the

peninsula, the seat of the bishop appears to have been at Pharan
or Faran, the present Feiran ; where was likewise a Christian

population and a senate or council so early as the time of Nilus,

about A. D. 400. About this time too Naterus or Nathyr is

mentioned as its bishop. The bishop Macarius spoken of above

probably had his seat there ; and before the middle of the sixth

century there is express mention of Photius as bishop of Pharan.

'

About the same time, A. D. 535, Pharan is mentioned by Cos-

mas as the location of Kephidim.' Theodorus of the same see

was famous in the Monothelitic controversy, and was denounced
by two councils ; that of the Lateran, A. D. 649, and that of

Constantinople, A. D. 680. The town of Faran or Feiran was
situated in the Wady of that name, opposite to Jebel Serbal.

Ruppell found here the remains of a church, the architecture of

which he assigns to the fifth century ; and Burckhardt speaks

of the remains of some two hundred houses, and the ruins of

several towers visible on the neighbouring hills.' With the

episcopal city the monasteries around Serbal and Sinai stood of

course in intimate connection ; until at length the growing im-
portance and influence of the convent established by Justinian,

appears to have superseded the claims of Faran, and to have
caused the chief episcopal seat to be transferred within its own
walls, at least before the close of the tenth century. The death

of Jorius, " bishop of Mount Sinai," is recorded in A. D. 1033.*

At this time Sinai as an episcopal see stood directly under the

patriarch of Jerusalem, as an archiepiscopate ; that is, without

the intervention of a metropolitan ; and although the name of

Faran still appears as a bishopric, yet aU further notices of its

importance are wanting.'

After the Muhammedan conquests, when the Saracens of the

peninsula would seem to have exchanged their heathen worship

for the tenets of the false prophet, the anchorites and inmates

of the monasteries appear to have continued to live on iu the

' Le Quien Oriens Christ. III. col. 753. ' Le Quien, 1. c. col. 754.

Comp. TiBemont Memoires, etc. X. p. 453. ' See the Notilia ecclesiastica of Nilus,
" Cosmas Indicopl. Topogr. Christ, in A.D. 1151, and that appended to the his-

Montfaucon Coll. nov. Patrum, II. p. 195. tory of William of Tyre, Gesta Dei per
' RiippeU's Reisen in Nubien, etc. p. 263. Francos, p. 1045. These are given in full

Burokhardt's Travels, etc. p. 616 ; also by Reland, PaliEst. pp. 219, 220, 228.

—

Lepsius' Briefe, p. 333 sq. Bartlett, Forty Jacob de Vitry in the beginning of the

Days in the Desert, p. 53 sq. See more twelfth century speaks of Sinai as the only

on Fharan in Note XVUI, at the end of suffragan see under the metropolitan of

the volume. Petra, Le. Kerak ; Gesta Dei, etc. p. 1077.
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same state of inquietude, and sometimes perhaps of danger.

Near the close of the sixth century, and during the seventh, the

well known monkish writers, Johannes Climacus and Anastasius

Sinaita, flourished here. About the middle of the tenth century

the monks of Sinai are reported to have all fled for their lives to

a mountain called Latrum.' In the beginning of the eleventh

century, the convent was again in a flourishing state, and was
visited by great numbers of pilgrims. At this time the cele-

brated St. Simeon resided here as a monk ; who understood the

Egyptian, Syriac, Arabic, Greek, and Latin languages ; and who
in A. D. 1027 came to Europe and was hospitably entertained

by Eichard II, duke of Normandy. He brought with him relics

of St. Catharine, and collected alms for the convent ; but after-

wards founded an abbey in France, where he died.'' In A. D.
1116, King Baldwin I. of Jerusalem made an excursion to the

gulf of 'Akabah, and expressed the intention of visiting Mount
Sinai ; he was persuaded not to do so by messengers from the

monks, in order that they might not by his visit be exposed to

suspicion and danger from their Mussulman masters.'

All the circumstances hitherto detailed, seem to render it

probable, that from about the beginning of the fourth century
onwards a very considerable Christian population existed in the

peninsula. The remains of the many convents, chapels, and
hermitages, which are still visible in various quarters, go to

show the same thing ; and add weight to the tradition of the

present convent, that at the time of the Muhammedan conquest,

six or seven thousand monks and hermits were dispersed over

the mountains.' That pilgrimages to these holy spots, so

sacred in themselves, and as the abodes of holy men, should

then be frequent, was in that age almost a matter of course
;

and these are continued more or less even to the present day.

With these early pilgrimages the celebrated Sinaite inscrip-

tions have been supposed to stand in close connection. Several

of them have been mentioned above as occurring on our way to

Sinai ; and they are found on all the routes which lead from the

west towards this mountain, as far south as Tur. They extend

to the very base of Sinai, above the convent el-Arba'in ; but are

found neither on Jebel Musa, nor on the present Horeb, nor on

St. Catharine, nor in the valley of the convent ; while on Serbal

they are seen on its very summits. Not one has yet been found

to the eastward of Sinai. But the spot where they exist in the

' Baronins Annal. A.D. 956, viii. ' Albert. Aq. 12. 22, in Gesta Dei per
' See Mabillon Acta Sanctor. Ord. Bene- Francos. Wilkea Gesoh. der Kreuzziige,

diet. Sac. VI. P. I. p. 374. Ejusd. An- U, p. 403.

pales Ord. St. Benedict, lib. 56. c. 35, 36. * Burckhardt's Travels, etc. p. 546.

Hist. literaire de France, Tom. VII. p. 67.
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greatest number is the Wady Mukatteb, ' Written Valley/

through which the usual road to Sinai passes before reaching

Wady Feiran. Here they occur by thousands on the rocks,

chiefly at such points as would form convenient resting-places

for travellers or pilgrims during the noon-day sun ;
• as is also

the case with those we saw upon the other route. Many of them
are accompanied by crosses, sometimes obviously of the same
date with the inscription, and sometimes apparently later or

retouched. The character is everywhere the same ; but until

recently it has remained undeciphered, in spite of the eiforts of

the ablest paleographists. The inscriptions are usually short
;

and most of them exhibit the same initial characters. Some
Greek inscriptions are occasionally intermingled.

These inscriptions are first mentioned by Cosmas, about

A. D. 535. He supposed them to be the work of the ancient

Hebrews ; and says certain Jews, who had read them, explained

them to him as noting " the journey of such an one, out of such

a tribe, in such a year and month ; " much in the manner of

modern travellers.* Further than this, the most recent de-

cipherers have as yet hardly advanced. When the attention of

European scholars was again turned upon these inscriptions by
Clayton, bishop of Clogher, about the middle of the Jast cen-

tury,' they were still attributed by him and others to the

Hebrews on their journey to Sinai. Since that time they have
usually been regarded as probably the work of Christian pilgrims

on their way from Egypt to Mount Sinai, during the fourth cen-

tury. At any rate, the contents of them were already unknown
in the time of Cosmas ; and no tradition appears to have existed

respecting their origin. As to the character, Gesenius supposed
it to belong to that species of the Phenician, or rather Aramaean,
which, in the first centuries of the Christian era, was extensively

employed throughout Syria, and partially in Egypt ; having

most aifinity with that of the Palmyrene inscriptions. Prof
Beer of Leipzig, on the other hand, who has quite recently de-

ciphered these inscriptions for the first time, regards them as

exhibiting the only remains of the language and character once

peculiar to the Nabathaeans of Arabia Petraea ; and supposes,

that if at a future time stones with the writing of the country

shall be found among the ruins of Petra, the character will prove

to be the same with that of the inscriptions of Sinai. Accord-

' Burckhardt's Travels, etc. 620. etc. Lend. 1753. This is the Journal of
* Cosmas Indicopl. Topogr. Christ, in the Prefect of the Franciscans in Cairo,

Montfaucou's Collect, nov. Patmm, II. p. already referred to. The bishop offers in

205. his letter, to bear any proper portion of
" See his Letter to the Society of Anti- the expense which might arise from send-

quaries, published under the title : " Jour- ing a person to copy these inscriptions.

ual from Grand Cairo to Mount Sinai,' p. 4.
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ing to this view, they may not improLably turn out to have been
made by the native inhabitants of the mountains.'—Still, it

cannot but be regarded as a most singular fact, that here in

these lone mountains an alphabet should he found upon the rocks,

which is shown by the thousands of inscriptions to have been
once a very current one, but of which perhaps elsewhere not a
trace remains."

THE MODERN CONVENT.

After the times of the crusades, the first notices of Mount
Sinai and the present convent are from Sir John Maundeville,

Williani de Baldensel, and Ludolf de Suchem, who all visited

this region in the first half of the fourteenth century. The
latter traveller (A. D. 1336-50) found here more than four

hundred monks, under an archbishop and prelates ; including lay

brethren, who did hard labour among the mountains, and went
with camels from Elim to Babylon (Tiir to Fostat), carrying

charcoal and dates in large quantities to market. In this way
the convent obtained a scanty support for its own inmates, and
for the strangers who came to visit them.'

Burckhardt found among the archives of the convent the

original of a compact between the monks and the Bedawin,

made in the year A. H. 800 or A. D. 1398 ; from which it ap-

pears that at that time, besides the great convent, six others

were still existing in the peninsula, exclusive of a number of

chapels and hermitages. In the fifteenth century there was an

inhabited convent at FeirS,n. From another document two and

a half centuries later (A. H. 1053, A. D. 1643) it appears, that

all these minor establishments had been already abandoned, and

that the great convent alone remained ; stiU holding property

at FeirSn, Tur, and in other fertile valleys." This accords with

the testimony of travellers in the fifteenth and sixteenth centu-

ries, who speak only of deserted convents besides that of Sinai.'

In this monastery in A. D. 1484, Felix Fabri relates, that there

were then said to be eighty monks, although he did not see half

that number. In Belon's time, about A. D. 1546, the number
was reduced to sixty ;

^ and Helffrich, in A. D. 1565, found the

convent temporarily abandoned. A century later Von Troilo

' Such is BOW (1856) understood to be serfs were never entrusted with such mat-

actually the case. ters. See Geschichte des Petr. Arabiens,

' See more in Note XIX, end of the in Abhandl. der Berl. Acad. 1824, Hist,

volume. phil. 01. p. 222.
' Itin. Terr. Sanct. p. 65. Reissb. des * Burckhardt's Travels, etc. p. 547 .sq.

heil. Landes, Ed. 2, p. 839.—Ritter refers 617.

this pussage to the Jebeliyeh or serfs of ' So Tucher, A. D. 1479 ; Breydenbach

the convent. Bat it speaks expressly and and Fabri, 1484 ; and many others,

only of lay brothers ; and moreover the ° Observatt. Paris 1588, p. 282.
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found seventy monts. At present the number varies between
twenty and thirty ; though we found only twenty-one, of whona
six were priests, and fifteen lay brethren ; but two or three new
members apparently arrived with us. The present inmates are

chiefly from the Greek islands ; and remain here for the most
part only a few years. The affiliated or branch convent at Cairo

has a prior and forty or fifty monks.'
All the earlier travellers to Sinai without exception speak of

this as the convent of St. Catharine ; and of the monks as be-
longing to the order of St. Basil. Burckhardt on the other

hand says the monastery is dedicated to the Transfiguration

;

which is at least true of the church. Eiippell again calls it the
convent of the Annunciation, on what authority I know not.

Nor am I able to affirm which of all these statements is most
correct.

The last archbishop who resided in the convent, is said to

have been Kyrillos, who died here in A. D. 1760.* Since that

time it has been found advisable for this prelate to pass his Hfe

abroad, in order to avoid the rapacious exactions of the Arabs
on the occasion of his accession and entrance into the convent.

Long before that period the great gate of the convent had been
walled up in self-defence, being opened only to admit a new
archbishop ; and even this seems not to have taken place since

A. D. 1722.' The present archbishop is the ex-patriarch of

Constantinople ; and were he to visit the convent, the great

gate (it was said) would have to be thrown open and remain so

for six months ; during which time the Arabs would have the

right to come at wUl and eat and drink ; and many thousand
dollars would not cover the expense.

The archbishop is elected by a council of the monks, which
manages in common the affairs of this convent and the branch

at Cairo. This prelate is always selected from the priests of the

monastery ; and having then been consecrated as bishop by the

patriarch of Jerusalem, (in consequence of the ancient connec-

tion,) he becomes one of the four independent archbishops of the

' It is tliis branch convent that gives seems to be the first, who speaks of the

letters of introduction to travellers visiting traveller's being drawn up to the high door

Sinai from Cairo. For want of such a or window. The same is mentioned by
letter, Niebuhr in 1762 was refused ad- Van Egmond and Heyman about the same
mission to the convent at Sinai ; but we time. Von Troiio, A. D. 1666, describes

were there told that a letter is not now the entrance as low. and defended by
indispensable, all who come being received, double iron doors, which were kept fast-

Still it is better to have one. See Nie- ened night and day. He likewise men-
buhr's Reisebeschr. I. p. 244. tions a high window, through which the

' Burckhardt, p. 549. monks let down food in a basket for the
' Burckhardt says not since A. D. 1709; Arabs by a cord, but gives no hint that

but the Prefect of the Franciscans, who travellers were drawn up the same way.

was here in 1722, relates that it had been Reisobeschreibung, Dresd. 1676, pp. 379,

open that very year. Thia writer also 380.
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Greek church ; the others being at Cyprus, Moscow, and Ochrida
in Koumely. Were he present, he would have hut a single voice

in the management of the affairs of the convent, as a memhei
of the council. While residing at a distance, he has no author-
ity or connection with it, except to receive money and presents

from its revenues.—The prior or superior, both here and at

Cairo, is elected in like manner by the council. The present

superior at Sinai, Father Neophytus, was originally from Cyprus,
and had been here eighteen years.

The monks of Sinai lead a very simple and also a quiet life,

since they have come to he on good terms with their Arab neigh-

bours. Five centuries ago Ludolf de Suchem describes their

life in terms which are equally applicable to them at the present

day. " They follow very strict rules ; live chaste and modestly

;

are obedient to their archbishop and prelates ; drink not wine
but on high festivals ; eat never flesh ; but live on herbs, pease,

beansj and lentiles, which they prepare with water, salt, and
vinegar ; eat together in a refectory without a table cloth

;
per-

f)rm their offices in the church with great devotion day and
night ; and are very diligent in all things ; so that they fall

little short of the rules of St. Antony."' To this day the same
rules continue ; they eat no flesh and drink no wine ; but their

rules were made before the invention of distilled liquors, and
therefore do not exclude date brandy. Yet they all seem
healthy and vigorous ; and those who remain here, retain their

faculties to a great age. The lay brother who waited on us, had
seen more than eighty years ; one of the priests was said to be

over ninety ; and one had died the year before at the age of one

hundred and six. A great portion of their time is nominally

occupied in religious exercises. They have (or should have)

regularly the ordinary prayers of the Greek ritual seven times in

every twenty-four hours. Every morning there is a mass about

1 o'clock ; and on Saturdays two, one at 3 A. M. and the other

at the usual hour. During Lent the exercises on certain days

are much increased ; on the Wednesday which we spent there,

the monks were at prayers all the morning until 12 o'clock ; and

again during the night from 10 till 4 o'clock.

The pilgrims have of late years greatly fallen off ; so that

not more than from twenty to sixty now visit the convent annu-

ally. These, according to the superior, are chiefly Greeks, Kus-r

sians, and English ; a few Armenians and Copts ; and only now
and then a Mussulman. The good father probably regards aU

visitors as pilgrims. Yet so late as the last century, regular

caravans of pilgrims are said to have come hither from Cairo and

from Jerusalem ; and a document preserved in the convent,

' Itin. TerroB S. p. 63. Keissbuch, Ed. 2, p. 839.
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mentions the arrival in one day of eight hundred Armenians
from Jerusalem, and at another time, of five hundred Copts from
Cairo.'

Besides the branch at Cairo, the convent has many metochia
or farms, in Cyprus, Crete, and elsewhere. The Greek parish in

Tur is also a dependency ; but not that of Suez. The convent
has one priest in Bengal, and two in Golconda, in India. The
gardens and olive groves in the vicinity all belong to it ; as also

extensive groves of palm trees near Tftr ; but its chief revenues
are derived from the distant metochia. The gardens and
orchards in the peninsula are not now robbed by the Arabs ; but
owing to the great drought of the two preceding years, they were
less productive. In a few weeks the convent would have con-

sumed all the productions of its own gardens, and expected to

become dependent on Egypt for every thing. Their grains and
legumes they always get from Egypt. Of these they were now
consuming at the rate of about one thousand ardebs ^ a year, or

nearly double the common rate, in consequence of .the drought
and scarcity, which rendered the Arabs much more dependent
than usual upon the convent for bread. The date gardens near

Tur commonly bring them in about three hundred ardebs of

fruit ; and if properly managed, might yield five hundred.
The inmates of the convent have now for many years lived

for the most part in peace and amity with the Bedawin around
them. Occasional interruptions of the harmony indeed occur ;

'

but of late, and especially since the time of scarcity and famine,

the consideration and influence of the monks among the Arabs
would seem to be greatly on the increase. This is further en-

hanced by the awe in which the latter stand of the Pasha of

Egypt ; and the certainty, that any injustice practised by them
against the convent, would in the end recoil upon their own
heads.

Among the tribes or clans of the Tawarah, three are by long

custom and perhaps compact, Ghafirs, or protectors of the con-

vent ; and hold themselves responsible for its safety and that of

every thing which belongs to it. These are the Dhuheirj^,

'Aw^rimeh, and 'Aleik&t. In return, the individuals of these

clans are entitled to a portion of bread whenever they visit the

convent. They formerly received also a cooked dish on such

occasions ; besides five and a half dollars each in money annu-

' Burckhardt, p. 552. Bedawy from the rocks above the convent

;

' The ardeb is equivalent very nearly to Voyage, etc. p. 67. Engl. p. 243. A
five bushels English. Lane'3 Mod. Egypt, monk who accompanied the prefect of the

II. p. 371. ed. 1. Franciscans to the top of Sinai in 1722,
" So late as A. D. 1828, during La- was seized and beaten by the Arabs. The

horde's visit, a pilgrim was wounded in older travellers are full of similar accounts,

the thigh by a ball aimed at a monk by a and speak of the Arabs only as monsters.
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ally, and a dress for each male ; but all these are no longer
given. When in Cairo, they are likewise entitled to receive from
the branch convent there, two small loaves every morning and a
cooked dish every day at noon ; and formerly they had in addi-

tion four loaves every evening, which however had been stopped
the present year. Besides all this, they have the exclusive privi-

lege of conveying travellers and pilgrims to and from the convent.

It may be well supposed, that to satisfy all these claims in

addition to the partial support of their own serfs, must draw
largely upon the temporal resources of the convent. Yet the
monks find it advisable to stop these many Arab mouths with
bread, rather than expose themselves to their noisy clamour, and
perhaps to the danger of sudden reprisals. The bakehouse of

the convent is of course upon a large scale. At the time of our
visit, they complained of not being able to obtain camels to

bring their supplies of grain from Tur ; and from this cause,

perhaps, the best bread we saw was coarse and mingled with
barley. That distributed to the Arabs is always of a very inferior

quality. Their date brandy was said to be no longer distilled in

the convent, as was formerly the case.

AKABS OF THE PENINSULA.

The following account of the Bedawin who inhabit the penin-

sula of Sinai, was derived chiefly from themselves ; and if it be
less complete than that of Burckhardt, it may yet serve to fill

out the notices given by that traveller."

The tribes reckoned to the proper Tawarah, the Bedawin of

Jebel Tiir or Sinai, are the following :

I. The Sawalihdh, the largest and most important of all the

divisions of these Arabs, and comprising several branches which
themselves constitute tribes ; viz. 1. The Dhuheiry ; of whom
again a subdivision or clan are the Aulad Sa'id or Sa'idiyeh, to

whom our guides belonged. The Aulad Sa'id occupy the best

valleys among the mountains, and are respected, and seem to

have most connection with the convent. Their present Sheikh

Husein has been mentioned above. 2. The 'Atoarimeh. 3. The
Kiirrdshy, whose head Sheikh Silih has long been the principal

Sheikh of the Tawarah in all foreign relations, being the person

to whom the Pasha addresses his orders relative to the peniasula.

The SawSlihah for the most part occupy the country west and
northwest of the convent. The pasturing places of the tribe are

in general common to all its branches ; but the valleys where

date trees grow and tillage exists, are said to be the property of

individuals. They consider themselves as the oldest and chief

' Travels, etc. p. 557 sq.
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inliabitants of the peninsula. All the branches regard each other

as cousins, and intermarry. Their tradition is, that their fathers

came hither from the borders of Egypt about the time of the

Muhammedan conquest. The KurrS,shy, however, are said to be
descendants of a few families, who early came among them as

fugitives from the Hej^z. Hence it is, perhaps, that the two
first branches are Ghafirs of the convent ; and the KurrSshy
not.—Each of the branches is subdivided into smaller clans.

Burckhardt speaks of the Bahamy as a branch ; but they were

not named to us.

II. The 'Aleikat are also an old tribe ; but much weaker
than the Saw^lihah, being indeed few in number. Intermarriages

occasionally take place between them and the latter tribe ; but

they are not in general approved of. The 'Aleikat are also Gha-
firs of the convent. They encamp chiefly around the western

Wady Nusb ; and extend their pasturage as far as to the Wadys
Ghurimdel and Wutah.

III. The Muzeiny came into the peninsula at a later period
;

and are still regarded as intruders by the Sawalihah, who do not

intermarry with them. Our Arabs of the AulM Sa'id held them
in great contempt. The story of their introduction to the penin-

sula, as related by our guides, was as follows : The whole terri-

tory of the Tawarah originally belonged to the Sawalihah and
'Aleikat, and was equally divided between them ; the former

having possession of the western part of the peninsula, and the

latter of the eastern. During a famine, a war arose between the

two tribes, in which the former in a night attack near Tur, killed

all but seven men of the 'Aleikat. To celebrate this victory,

they assembled around the tomb of Sheikh Salih in Wady esh-

Sheikh, and sacrificed a camel. Just at this time, seven men of

the Muzeiny came to them from their country Harb on the road

to the Hejaz, and proposed to settle with them in the peninsula

on equal terms ; saying they had fled from home because they

had shed blood, and feared the avenger. The Sawalihah replied,

that if they would come as serfs, they were welcome ; if not, they

might depart. They chose to depart ; and on their way fell in

with the remnant of the 'Aleikat. Forming a league with these,

they together fell upon the Sawalihah at night, as they were

assembled among the Turfa trees to feast upon the camel

;

and a great slaughter was the consequence. The war continued

for many years ; but at last peace was made between the con-

tending parties by foreign mediation. The 'Aleikat now gave

to the Muzeiny half of their portion of the peninsula and of their

general rights ; and admitted them to intermarriage. Those

rights the Muzeiny still enjoy ; but having increased very much
in number, while the 'Aleikat have remained few and feeble, they
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now occupy all the eastern part of the peninsula and the whole
Tawarah portion of the shore of the gulf of 'Akahah, living very-

much by fishing ; while the 'Aleikat, as is said above, have with-

drawn to the vicinity of the western Wady Nusb. The Muzeiny
stand in no connection with the convent.'

IV. Auldd Suleiman, consisting of only a few families in the

neighbourhood of Tur.

V. Beni Wdsel, also only a few families dwelling among the

Muzeiny in and around Sherm.
These five tribes constitute the proper Bedawin of Mount

Sinai or Jebel Tur, whence their name Tawarah in the plural,

from the form Tury in the singular. They stand connected

under one head Sheikh ; at present Sheikh Salih of the Kiir-

rdshy, as said above. They form a single body when attacked

by other Bedawin from abroad ; but have occasionally bloody

quarrels among themselves.

VI. To the Arab inhabitants of the peninsula must also be

reckoned the Jebeliyeh, or serfs of the convent. The Tawarah
do not of course acknowledge them as Bedawin ; but call them
Fellahs and slaves. Their very existence was almost unknown
out of the peninsula, until the full account which Burckhardt
for the first time gave of them.'

The tradition of the convent respecting these vassals, as re-

lated to us by the superior, is as follows : When Justinian built

the convent, he sent two hundred Wallachian prisoners, and or-

dered the governor of Egypt to send two hundred Egyptians, to

be the vassals of the monastery, to serve and protect it. In
process of time, as the Arabs came in and deprived the convent

of many of its possessions, the descendants of these vassals be-,

came Muslims, and adopted the Arab manners.' The last

Christian among them, a female, the superior said, died about

forty years ago in the convent of the Forty Martyrs.' These
serfs are under the entire and exclusive control of the convent,

to be sold, or punished, or even put to death, as it may deter-

mine. They are not now to be distinguished in features or man-
ners from the other Bedawin. A portion of them still encamp

' The Muzeiny and SawMihah are said Snohem has been noted above, p. 129,

to have since become reconciled, and now note 3. The testimony of Eutychius meu-
act together. tioned in the next note, has been hitherto

* Most of the early travellers appear to entirely overlooked,

have known nothing of these Jebeliyeh. '' The substance of this tradition is cor-

Belon merely mentions the ' slaves ' of the roborated as far back as the ninth centu ry

convent ; Observatt. p. 286. Paulus' by the testimony of Eutychius, patriarcll

Sammlung, etc. I. p. 224. Van Egmond of Alexandria ; Annales II. p. 167 sq.

and Heyman, (about A. D. 1720,) give a The passage is curious, and is translated

short but correct account of them ; Reizen, at length in Note XX, at the end of the

II. p. 165. This was copied by Biisching, volume. Compare p. 125, above.

Erdbesohr. XI. i. p. 6U5. Kilter's con- * Or, as Burckhardt was told, in A. D.
stmction i.f the language of Ludolf de 1750. P. 561.
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among the mountains In the vicinity of the convent ; and have
charge of its gardens in the neighhourhood. Some of them also

attend hy turns in the convent itself ; where they perform menial
offices, and lodge in the garden. Most of those who thus live

around thq convent, are in a great measure dependent upon it

for support. When they work for the convent, as they often do
in the garden and elsewhere, they are paid at a certain rate,

usually in barley. They too have the exclusive privilege of con-

ducting visitors to the summits of the neighbouring mountains
;

for which they are paid in the same manner. But this right

does not extend to conducting strangers on their journey to and
from the convent. Every other day, those who apply, receive

bread ; each man five small loaves about as large as the fist, and
of the coarsest kind ; each woman less ; and children one or two
loaves. Of course none can regularly apply, except such as live

quite near. The young and middle aged men looked well and
hardy ; but there were old men and sick persons and children,

who came around the convent, the very pictures of famine and
despair. These miserable objects, nearly naked, or only half

covered with tatters, were said to live very much upon grass and
herbs ; and even this food now failing from the drought, they
were reduced to mere skeletons.

Other portions or clans of these vassals are distributed

among the gardens which the convent has now, or formerly had,

in possession in different parts of the peninsula. Thus the Tebna
are settled in the date gardens of Feiran ; the Bezia in the con^

vent's gardens at Tur ; and the Sattla in other parts.

On inquiring of the superior as to the number of these vas-

sals, he said he could not tell ; but would give us the estimate

he had formed about seven years before, when he had an oppor-

tunity to see them all together. At that time Sheikh Salih of

the Kurrishy, the head Sheikh of the Tawarah, who has always

shown himself unfriendly to the convent, laid claim to the

Jebeliyeh as his serfs, and undertook to enforce obedience to his

demands. They were all greatly affrighted, and fled to a ren-

dezvous in the mountains of et-Tih, a distance of five days'

journey. The superior went thither in person with another

monk, to invite them back ; but they refused to come without

security against further molestation. He then went and laid

the matter before the governor of Suez, producing the Firmans
of the convent (of which they have many) containing express

mention of the Jebeliyeh as their serfs. Sheikh Silih was now
summoned, but could bring forward no authority whatever in

support of his claim. The result was, that he was thrown into

prison and fined ; and the Jebeliyeh returned to their former

mode of life. At that time, the superior said, he judged the
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whole number collected to be between fifteen hundred and two
thousand souls. But this estimate is probably by far too large.

Within a few years, the superior had baptized two of these
serfs, who had embraced Christianity ; and no objection had been
made by any one.

The Arabs of the Tawarah pretend to claim the whole ter-

ritory of the peninsula as far north as to the Haj road leading
from Suez to 'Akabah ; but they are in actual possession only
of the part lying south of the chain of the Tib. The tract north
of this chain, including the northern desert, is inhabited by the
Terdh'tn, the Tiyahah, and the Haiwat, allied tribes, who to-

gether are stronger than the Tawarah. The Terabin have been
already mentioned as occupying the mountains er-Eahah and.

encamping around Taset Sudr ; and connecting towards the
north with the tribe of the same name near Gaza. A small
branch of them also occupy the eastern coast of the peninsula,

along the gulf of 'Akabah, between the ridges of et-Tih. The
Haiwat encamp upon the eastern part of the higher plateau
north of et-Tih, towards 'Akabah. The Tiyahah roam over the
district intervening between the Haiwat and western Terabin,

and extend their wanderings northward towards Gaza. The
pastures of the Wadys along the northern side of et-Tih are said

to be good, and extend quite across the peninsula. Between
the Tawarah and the Terabin, Tuweileb said, there is an oath
of friendship, to endure " as long as there is water in the sea,

and no hair grows in the palm of the hand."

In former times and down to the last century, the convent

had also its protectors among all these northern tribes, and like-

wise among the 'Alawin, Haweitat and other tribes towards

Gaza and Hebron. In those days many, if not most, of the

pilgrims came by way of Gaza ; and none but the protectors

had the right of conveying them. But as most visitors now
come only from Egypt, this right has become restricted to the

Tawarah; the connection with other protectors has been dropped;

and visitors arriving from any other quarter may bring with

them, as guides, Arabs of any tribe. But they may depart only

with guides from the Tawarah.

The Tawarah are regarded as among the poorest of all the

Bedawin tribes ; nor can it well be otherwise. Their mountains

are too desolate and sterile ever to furnish more than the scanty

means of a precarious existence. Their flocks and camels are

comparatively few, and the latter feeble; asses are not common;

horses and neat cattle are entirely unknown, and could not sub-

sist in their territory. Their scanty income is derived from their

flocks, from the hire of their camels to transport goods and coals

between Cairo and Suez, and from the sale of the little charcoal
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which they bum, and the gum arable which they gather and
bring to market, together with their dates and other fruitS;

But this is scarcely sufficient to buy clothing and provisions for

their families ; since all their grain must be purchased in Egypt,
not a particle being raised in the peninsula. And when, as

now, the rains fail, and dearth comes upon the land, and. their

camels die off, then indeed despair and. famine stare them in

the face.

The entire, population of the peninsula, as far north as to

the Haj route, is estimated by Burckhardt at not over four

thousand souls. The calculation made out by Riippell amounts
to about seven thousand, which he regards as at least a fourth
.part too large. I am not able to add any new data for an esti-

mate ; but should regard that of Burckhardt. as more probably
correct.

'

I have remarked above, that only two of the divisions of the
Sawalihah, viz. the Dhuheiry and 'Awarimeh, together with the
tribe 'Aleikat, stand in the relation of Ghafirs or protectors to

the convent ; while the other division of the former tribe, the

KCirrashy, as also the tribe Muzeiny, do not enjoy this privilege.

Yet the tradition is, that long ago the Kurrashy. shared in this

right by sufferance, although not fully entitled to it ; or, as our

Arabs said, " not written in the book of the convent." But
they lost the privilege in the. following manner, according to

the Arab storj'. One night seven of their leaders entered the

convent secretly by a back way ; and in the morning presented

themselves armed to the monks, demanding to be "written iu

the book." The monks, affrighted, said: "Very well; but it

must be done in the presence of witnesses from among the other

protectors." Witnesses were sent for;, and on their arrival,

being ordered to put aside their arms, were drawn up into the

convent. By a private understanding with the monks, however,

they had arms concealed in the bags they brought with them.

The monks were, secretly armed ; and upon a. given signal, all

fell upon the Kurrashy and kiUed six outright. Thejemaining
one was thrown, from the convent walla and killed. Since that

time the Kurrashy have had no claim to any connection with the

convent.

Still, it is obvious, that privileges Hke those;which the pro-

tectors enjoy, must ever be an object of longing and jealousy to

tribes of half savage Bedawin, who can see no, reason why, they

should be excluded from them. Hence the Kurrashy and Mu-^

zeiny are often in league against the convent and its. protectors
;

and at all times cherish towards them an unfriendly spirit. An
instance of this kind occurred no longer ago than the preceding

•" Burckhardt, p. 560. Kuppell'sKeisenjn NubieD,-p. 198.
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year, in reference to Lord Lindsay and his party on their depart-

ure from the convent. His Lordship has alluded to the circum-

stance in his Letters ; and I therefore feel at liberty to relate

the story as we heard it from the Arabs on the spot. The Kur-
rashy and Muzeiny, wishing to break down the monopoly of the

protectors, applied to carry the party from the convent to 'Aka-

bah. As soon as this became known, the three tribes of the

protectors assembled in Wady Seheb (near Wady esh-Sheikh)

under their Sheikhs Musa and Muteir ; while the two former

tribes also collected in Wady el-Akhdar under their Sheikhs

Salih and Khudeir. The decision of the travellers was waited

for with anxiety. ' If they concluded to take those who were not

protectors, it was to be the signal for the protectors to fall upon

the others in deadly conflict. But they decided for the protec-

tors, and then the other party declared, that they would ap-

peal to the Pasha. Here, however, the convent in Cairo inter-

fered, and the appeal was never made. Subsequently to this a

French traveller took one of the Muzeiny as guide to 'Akabah,

against the counsel and influence of the convent ; the Arab hav-

ing gained over the dragoman of the traveller by a present. But
by the advice of the convent, the protectors took no further re-

venge, than to procure for him a sound drubbing at 'Akabah.

There seems, however, a strong probability, that this matter

win not be definitely settled without blood ; for the two tribes

above mentioned are continually renewing their attempts to share

in the privileges of the protectors. We ourselves came near fall-

ing into the hands of the Muzeiny at Cairo, while we were yet

ignorant of the whole subject. By some oversight, Khudeir their

Sheikh was introduced to us at the British consulate, to furnish us

with camels for our journey to the convent ; but he failed to come

at the time appointed, in consequence (as we understood) of the

interference of the branch convent.
' In such quarrels among the Bedawin, the Pasha of Egypt

does not interfere, unless he is appealed to. About thirty years

ago, during a war between the Tawarah and the Ma'azeh inhab-

iting the mountains west of the Red Sea, a party of the former

of about forty tents were encamped in Wady Sudr. The Ma'azeh

made up an expedition of two hundred dromedaries, nine horse-

men, and a company of fifty Mughreby horsemen, to plunder this

encampment. Passing Suez in the night, they found the Tawa-

rah had removed to Wady Wardan ; and fell upon them as the

day dawned. *Most of the men escaped • the women, as is the

Bedawin custom, were left untouched ; and only two men, in-

cluding the Sheikh, were killed. The Sheikh, an old man, seeing

escape impossible, sat down by the fire ; when the leader of the

Ma'azeh came up, and cried out to him to throw down his tur-
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ban and his life should be spared. The spirited Sheikh, rather

than do what, according to Bedawin notions, would have stained

his reputation ever after, exclaimed : "I shall not uncover my
head before my enemies

;

" and was immediately killed by the

thrust of a lance. Fifteen dromedaries, many camels, some
slaves, and much clothing and furniture were carried off ; for the

encampment was rich.' The Tawarah waited three months
;

and then collected a company of five hundred dromedaries and
one hundred footmen, making in all a party of six hundred
armed men. Passing Suez secretly, they surprised the Ma'azeh
in the night, killed twenty-four men including the Sheikh, and
took seventy dromedaries, one hundred camels, and much other

booty. The Sheikh was killed by mistake ; for they had agreed

to spare him, because he was a good and generous man, and had
not been consenting to the expedition against them. Two other

expeditions against the Ma'azeh followed ; in which more than
twenty men were killed, and a great booty taken. The Ma'azeh
then sent a present of three dromedaries to Shedid, Sheikh of the

Haweitat residing at Cairo, begging him to bring about a peace
with their enemies. He laid the case before Muhammed 'Aly

;

who, sending for the two parties, made peace between them,
which has continued ever since.

The Tawarah regard the 'Ababideh of Upper Egypt as ene-

mies ; and used formerly to cross the gulf in boats and steal

camels from them. At present nothing of the kind is done ; but
the enmity continues. A short time since, one of the Tiyahah
went by land to the country of the 'Ababideh, and stole fifteen

dromedaries ; but the Pasha compelled him to restore them.
The Tawarah never go to law before the Egyptian tribunals.

The Sheikh of each tribe or division acts as judge, in the true

style of ancient patriarchal simplicity. Minor quarrels are gene-

rally settled by the parties between themselves. But when not,

they bring the case before the judge, each putting into his hands
a pledge ; and he who loses the cause, forfeits his pledge to the

judge as his fee ; while that of the other party is restored.

When the judge has given his decision, the party who gains, exe-

cutes the sentence for himself. Their mode of trial was described,

both by the Arabs and by the superior, as being wonderfully just.

Bribery and partiality are unknown among them.—If two per-

sons quarrel, a third may step in and make them kiss each other.

Thenceforward they are to all appearance friends as before ; al-

though the case may still remain to be tried ; and perhaps months
may elapse before it is brought to an issue.

The following are some of the peculiarities of Bedawin law
;

' This story is in part related by Burckhardt, p. 471. The incident ofthe Sheikh's

death is derived from him.
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a law not of statute but of prescription, and as binding as the
common law of England. If a Bedawy owes another, and refuses

to pay, the creditor takes two or three men as witnesses of the
refusal. He then seizes or steals, if he can, a camel or something
else belonging to the debtor, and deposits it with a third person.

This brings the case to trial before the judge ; and the debtor
forfeits the article seized.—The Bedawin in their quarrels avoid

beating each other with a stick or with the fist, as disreputable
;

this being the punishment of slaves and children, and a great

indignity to a man. If it takes place, the sufferer is entitled' to

very high damages. Their code of honour allows blows to be
given only with the sword or with a gun ; and by these the

sufferer feels himself far less aggrieved. In a quarrel of this

kind, where swords have been used, if the case be brought to

trial, a fine is imposed upon the party least wounded, large

enough to counterbalance the excess of blows or injury received

by the other party. The degree of offence, or provocation, or

claim, is of no account ; it being taken for granted that nothing
can justify a quarrel, and that all such occurrences must be tried

on their own simple merits.

If one person assaults and wounds another, who remains pas-

sive, friends step in and act as mediators. They first persuade

the wounded man to agree to a truce of a month or more, during

which time the parties leave each other in quiet. At the expira-

tion of this term, the mediators on examination fix upon the

sum which the injured man ought to receive as damages ; for

example, two thousand piastres. This he agrees to accept, on
condition that one of them becomes sitrety for it. But now one

friend comes after another, and entreats him to remit for his

sake a certain portion of this sum. In this way the fine will be

reduced perhaps to two hundred piastres. The parties are now
brought together ; and the injured man gives up to the offender

perhaps one hundred more. In this way he actually receives not

more than one hundred piastres ; and if the reconciliation be

sincere, he may very probably give up even that. If both par-

ties happen to be wounded, a balance of injuries is struck. The
instrument of offence is forfeited by law to the person injured.

If in such quarrels, or in any other way, a person be killed,

it is the right and duty of the nearest relative of the deceased, to

slay the murderer or his nearest relative, wherever he may be

found. But in general, those who are likely to suffer in this

way, flee the country for a year or two ; and in the mean time

persons of influence interfere to appease the relatives of the de-

ceased, and induce them to accept a considerable sum of money

from the offender, as the fine of blood. The feud is then usually

made up, and the offender is free to return. This is the ancient
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blood-revenge of tlie Hebrews, which was so firmly fixed in all

their habits of life, that even the inspired lawgiver did not choose

to abolish it directly ; but only modified and controlled its influ-

ence by establishing cities of refuge. Nothing of this kind exists

among the Arabs.'

The simplest form in which these rules appear, is in their

application to the same clan or tribe. But the same principles

are also applied to quarrels and murders which take place be-

tween individuals of difierent tribes ; unless the tribe of the

aggressor take his part and adopt the quarrel as their own. In
that case war ensues.

The strict honesty of the Bedawin among themselves is pro-

verbial ; however little regard they may have to the right of

property in others. If an Arab's camel dies on the road, and he
cannot remove the load, he only draws a circle in the sand round
about, and leaves it. In this way it wUl remain safe and un-
touched for months. In passing through Wady Sa'l on our way
to 'Akabah, we saw a black tent hanging on a tree ; Tuweileb

said it was there when he passed the year before, and would
never be stolen. Theft, he said, was held in abhorrence among
the Tawarah ; but the present year the famine was so great, that

individuals were sometimes driven to steal food. He had just

returned from Egypt with a camel load of grain for his family,

which he had put into one of their magazines as a place of safety
;

but it had aU been stolen. Burckhardt relates, that he was
shown in Wady Humr a point upon the rocks, from which one

of the Tawarah, a few years before, had cast down his son head-

long, bound hand and foot, for an ofience of the very same kind."

The following trait was communicated to us by the superior

of the convent. If a Bedawy discovers his wife or his daughter

in illicit intercourse, he turns away and conceals the fact from
every one, not even letting the guilty parties know that he has

seen them. Months afterwards he will marry off his daughter
;

or after a longer time perhaps divorce his wife ; living with them
mean time as if nothing had happened, and assigning some other

reason for the measure he adopts. One motive for this conceal-

ment is, to avoid personal disgrace ; and another, to prevent the

impossibility of the offender's ever being married.

We made many inquiries in the peninsula and among the

tribes which we fell in with further north, but could never hear

of a Bedawy among them all, who was able to read. Even
Sheikh Salih, the head Sheikh of all the Tawarah, has not this

power ; and whenever a letter is addressed to him, or an order

' The chief passages in the Old Tes- Deut. 19, 4 sq. Josh. 20, 1 sq. See al-

tament respecting the Hebrew hlood-re- so Joseph. Ant. i. 7. i.

venge are : Ex. 21, 13. Num. 35, 9 sq. ' Page 475.
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from the government, he is obliged to apply to the convent to
have it read. Among the Tawarah this ignorance seems rather
to be the result of habit and want of opportunity ; but among
the tribes of the northern deserts, we found it was accounted
disreputable for a Bedawy to learn to read. They rejoice in

the wild liberty of their deserts, as contrasted with towns and
cities ; and in like manner take pride in their freedom from the
arts and restraints of civilized life.

The Muhammedanism of all these sons of the desert, sits

very loosely upon them. They bear the name of followers of
the false prophet ; and the few religious ideas which they pos-
sess, are moulded after his precepts. Their nominal religion is

a matter of habit, of inheritance, of national prescription ; but
they seemed to manifest little attachment to it in itself, and
live in the habitual neglect of most of its external forms. We
never saw any among them repeat the usual Muhammedan
prayers, in which other Muslims are commonly so punctual; and
were told indeed that many never attempt it ; and that very
few among them even know the proper words and forms of

prayer. The men generally observe the fast of KamadSn, though
some do not ; nor do the females keep it. Nor is the duty of

pilgrimage more regarded ; for according to Tuweileb, not more
than two or three of all the Tawarah had ever made the jour-

ney to Mecca.—The profaneness of the Bedawin is excessive

and almost incredible. " Their mouth is full of cursing ; " and
we were hardly able to obtain from them a single answer that

did not contain an oath.

We asked the superior of the convent whether the Bedawin
would feel any objection to professing Christianity ? His reply

was :
" None at all ; they would do it to-morrow, if they could

get fed by it." It is this indifference of dark and unregulated

minds, that lies in the way of all moral and intellectual im-

provement among them. The convent might exert an immense

influence over them for good, if it possessed in itself the true

spirit of the Grospel. Were a missionary to go among the

Tawarah and perhaps other tribes, speaking their language and

acquainted with their habits, he would doubtless be received

with kindness ; and were he to live as they live, and conform to

their manners and customs in unimportant things, he would soon

acquire influence and authority among them. In all our inter-

course with them, we found them kind, good natured, and accom-

modating ; although, as might be expected, great beggars. But

no very permanent impression can well be hoped for upon them,

so long as they retain their wandering and half savage life ; and

this mode of life must necessarily continue, so long as the desert

is their home. To introduce civilization among them, their in-
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veterate predilection for the desert and its wild fascinations must
first be overcome ; and they then be transplanted to a kindlier

soil, where they may become wonted to fixed abodes, and to the

occupations of a more regular life. But it may be doubtful,

whether such a course is possible through any mere human
agency ; at least, it would be no light matter, thus to overturn

habits and a mode of life, which have come down to them
through nearly forty centuries unchanged,
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SECTION lY.

FROM MOUNT SINAI TO 'AKABAH.

Thursday, March 29th, 1838. Afternoon. About noon our
luggage and then ourselves were let down from the high window
of the convent ; and after a vast amount of scolding and clamour
among the Arabs about the division of the loads, we mounted
at 1 o'clock and bade adieu to the friendly monastery. Burck-
hardt has remarked, that every Arab who is present at the de-

parture of a stranger from the convent, is entitled to a fee ;
'

but we did not find this to be the case, although our intended
departure was known throughout the mountains. A number of

the Jebeliyeh indeed collected around us ; but they were the old

and sick and lame and blind, who came as beggars, and not to

claim a right. We escaped their importunity by leaving Komeh
behind us, to distribute a few piastres among them after our

departure. Just at setting off, I bought a stick of a boy for a

trifle, to serve as a staff or to urge on my camel. It was a
straight stick with shining bark, very hard and tough ; and I

learned afterwards, that our Arabs regarded it as cut from the

veritable kind of tree,, from which the rod of Moses had been
taken. It did me good service through the desert, and in all

our subsequent wanderings in Judea and to Wady Musa ; but

did not stand proof at last against the head of a vicious mule
on our way to Nazareth.

We reached the entrance of Wady esh-Sheikh in twenty-five

minutes, and turned into it between the high cliffs of el-Furei'a

on the left, and the mountain of the Cross on the right, leaving

Horeb behind us. The valley is here a quarter of a mile in

width ; and our course in it was E. N. E. At a quarter past

two we were opposite the mouth of Wady es-Seba'iyeh, which

• Page 491.
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here comes in as a broad valley from the south, having its head
near the southeast base of Jebel Mtisa, and thence sweeping
around to the east of the mountain of the Cross. A little before

1 caching this point, a small Wady called Abu Madhy comes down
from the mountain on the right ; at the head of which is water.

Wady esh-Sheikh now bends round to the E". N. E. and after-

wards to the north, and spreads out into a broad plain tufted

with herbs and shrubs affording good pasturage. At 2^ o'clock

we lost sight of Horeb. Jebel Milsa and St. Catharine had
nowhere been visible. We now had Jebel Furei'a on our left

;

on the top of which there is table land with water, and pastur-

age for camels. After another hour we passed the mouth of the

small Wady el-Mukhlefeh, which enters from the right, and
came immediately (at 3^- o'clock) to the tomb of Sheikh Sahh,
one of the most sacred spots for the Arabs in all the peninsula.

It is merely a small rude hut of stones ; in which the cofBn of

the saint is surrounded by a partition of wood hung with cloth,

around which are suspended handkerchiefs, camels' halters, and
other offerings of the Bedawin. The history of this saint is un-
certain ; but our Arabs held him to be the progenitor of their

tribe, the Sawalihah ; which is not improbable. Once a year,

in the latter part of June, all the tribes of the Tawarah make a
pilgrimage to this tomb, and encamp around it for three days.

This is their greatest festival.' We dismounted and entered

the building ; at which our guides seemed rather gratified, and
prided themselves on the interest we took in their traditions.

We here left Wady esh-Sheikh, which now bends more to

the northward, and at an hour and a half from this place issues

from the dark cliffs forming the outworks of the central granite

region, at the point near which I have above supposed Eephidim
to have been situated. Crossing some low hills running out

from the eastern mountain, we came in half an hour on a course

N. E. by N. to the well Abu Suweirab, ia the lower part of the

small Wady es-Suweiriyeh which comes down from the north-

east. The well is small, but never fails ; and near by are two
small enclosed gardens. Passing on a little farther, we en-

camped at 4.10 in the narrow Wady.
The exchange we had made at the convent both as to men

and camels, proved on the whole to be advantageous ; except

perhaps in the case of one old man, Heikal, who turned out to

be the very personification of selfishness. His two camels were

among the best ; and he always contrived that they should have

the lightest loads. Tuweileb was a man of more experience

and authority than Besharah ; though less active. All were at

once ready to lend a hand at pitching the tent, and making the

Burckhardt, p. 489.
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necessary preparations for the evening repast. After dinner
Tuweileb paid us a visit in our tent ; and this practice he con-
tinued regularly all the time he was with us. He was always
sure of a cup of coffee ; and in these visits was more open and
communicative than anywhere else, giving us freely all the.

information he possessed on the points to which we directed our
inquiries.

The road we had now entered upon, is the usual one from
the convent to 'Akabah, and the same followed by Burckhardt
in A. D. 1816, in his unsuccessful attempt to reach the latter

place. Times have now changed, after the lapse of more than
twenty years ; and we and others found no difficulty in doing

what that enterprising traveller was unable to accomplish.

Friday, March SOfh. The thermometer at sunrise stood at

38° F. the coldest morning I had experienced since entering

Egypt in the beginning of January ; and only at one other time,

a few days later, did we have a like degree of cold. In the

course of the day, however, as we passed through valleys shut in

by rocks and desolate mountains, we found the heat caused by
the reflection of the sun's rays to be very oppressive.

Starting at five minutes before 6 o'clock, and proceeding up
the little valley N. E. by E. we came in twenty-five minutes to

its head ; from which we ascended for twenty minutes further

by a rocky pass to the top of a ridge, which here forms the

water-summit between the waters flowing into Wady esh-Sheikh

and so to the gulf of Suez, and those running to the gulf of

'Akabah. From near the top of the pass, Jebel Katherin bore

S. S. W.JW. We now turned E. by S. for half an hour along

the top of a low ridge between two small Wadys ; that on the

left called 'Orfan, which runs into Wady Sa'l ; and that on the

right el-Mukhlefeh, running to Wady ez-Zugherah. These two

large Wadys, S'al and Zflgherah,' pass down at the opposite

ends of the high black ridge el-Fera' ; but run together before

reaching the sea, which they enter at Dahab. At 7.10 we
turned E. N. E. and crossing a tract of broken ground, de-

scended by a branch of Wady 'Orfan. This latter unites with

several others and takes the name of Wady Sa'l ten minutes

after ; although it is still not the main Wady of that name.

Our general course was now east, apparently towards the middle

of the long dark ridge of Fera'.

From this point Jebel Habeshy bore southeast, lying to the

south of Wady Zugherah, between that vaUey and Wady Nusb
;

which also imites with the Zugherah further down. Nearly

behind us were now seen the peaks of Um Lauz, Um 'Alawy,

' Wady ez-Zugherah appears to be the valley called by Laborde Wady Zackal, by

which he descended to the eastern gulf.
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and Ras el-Ferush, seeming like outposts of Sinai on this part.

Indeed, on crossing the low pass soon after setting off this morn-
ing, we had left the upper granite region of Sinai, which on this

side is comparatively open and unguarded ; the peats just men-
tioned lying further south. The sides of Wady Sa'l which we
were now descending, are here only low hills of disintegrated

granite, similar to the low belt around Sinai in the northwest.

The valleys are wide and shallow, and have many tufts of herbs,

chiefly 'Abeithiran. At 8 o'clock a conspicuous mountain came
in sight on the left, bearing north, and called Eas esh-Shukeirah

from a valley of that name. It is a spur of the southern ridge

of the Tib, running off southeast from it. The road from the

convent to 'Ain passes near this mountain, leaving it on the

right ; while in crossing the southern Tib, it leaves the part

called edh-Dbulul to the left ; and then strikes the head of

Wady ez-Zulakah (called also ez-Zuranik), which it foUows down
to 'Ain.'

Half an hour afterwards this open country terminated ; we
reached the dark barrier of el-Fera' which bounds it on the east

and seems to cut off aU further progress. But the Wady we
were following, here enters the mountain by a narrow cleft, and
continues for six hours to wind its way among dark and naked
ridges and peaks through scenes of the sternest desolation. The
ridge Fera' extends on the right from this point to Wady
Zugherah ; on the left it takes the name of el-Muneiderah. The
valley, still a branch of Wady Sa'l, is narrow and winds exceed-

ingly
;
yet the general course is nearest east. The high and

desolate mountains which thus shut it in, are chiefly of griin-

stein, with some slate and veins of porphyry ; the higher peaks

as we advanced being sometimes slightly crested with sandstone.

Shrubs and herbs indeed are scattered in the bottom of the

valley ; but the mountains are destitute of vegetable life, and
the blackness of the rocks renders the valley gloomy.

After half an hour more (at 9 o'clock) the main branch of

Wady Sa'l comes in from the W. N. W. through which passes

up a route from en-Nuweibi'a to Suez, crossing the great sandy

plain er-Ramleh, and reaching the head of the western Wady
Nusb in two days from this point. It strikes this latter Wady
at the tomb of Sheikh Habus, which lay on our left in going to

Surabit el-Khadim. The first day's journey crosses Wady
Akhdar and stops at a station without water, called el-Humeit.

—At 10.15 another tributary came in from the northwest called

es-Sa'l er-ReiySny, " the wet," in which there is water some

' This is the VP^ady Salaka of Riippell. neither Tuweileb nor any of our Arabs

Both he and Laborde also speak of it, or knew this name ; although the former was

of a part of it, as Wady Saffran; but the guide of both these travellers.
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distance above. The Seyal or Tfllh trees began now to appear,

and continued till we left the valley. Many of them, are of con-

siderable size, with thin foliage and a multitude of thorns.

From them gum arabic is sometimes gathered. According to

Tuweileb, all these trees, as also the Turfa, are public property
;

and whoever will, may gather both gum and manna.
We had now entered the territory of the Arabs Muzeiny.

At 1.50 the valley opened out to a wide plain ; the mountains
on the left disappeared ; and we could look out over the great

sandy plain already described, quite to the southern ridge of the

Tih. It bore here the same character as where we saw it at the

head of Wady Nflsb, an even, unbroken, precipitous chain,

showing horizontal layers of rock, and perfectly barren. Wady
Zulakah and all the waters which connect with 'Ain, lie north

of this ridge, between it and the northern Tih. From this point

our course was northeast. At ten minutes past 2 o'clock Wady
esh-Shukeirah came in from the west, having its head in the

fork between Eds esh-Shukeirah above mentioned and the south-

ern Tih. Soon afterwards we saw a black tent hanging on a

tree, which Tuweileb said was there when he passed this way
last year, and would never be taken away except by the rightful

owner. ' The 'plain of Wady Sa'l here connects on the north

with the great sandy plain reaching to et-Tih ; while the Wady
itself sweeps oflf to the southeast and again entering the moun-
tains goes to join Wady Ztigherah in the direction of Dahab.

We left the plain of the Sa'l at 2.40, ascending a low ridge

called 'Ojrat el-Furas, the top of which we reached at 3 o'clock
;

and again descending we encamped half an hour later in a small

valley tributary to Wady Mvirrah, in the midst of an open, un-

dulating, desert region, with hiUs of griinstein on the right,

capped with sandstone. Our day's journey had not been a long

one ; but the heat had been very oppressive, pent up as we were

so long within the naked walls of Wady Sa'l, and exposed to both

the direct and reflected rays of an unclouded sun.

This evening Tuweileb gave us some account of himself, and

of the kindness he had experienced from M. Linant. He was

now about sixty years old and obviously in the wane of his

strength. His wile had died not long before, leaving him two

children, a boy of some twelve years of age, and a girl about

eight. These children were now in our train. On inquiring of

their father, how he came to take them on such a journey, he

said they were alone at home, and he had intended to leave them

so ; but on his coming away, they cried to go with him, and he

said, " No matter, get upon the camels and come along." He
had thus brought with him two spare camels, which were not in

' See above, p. 142.
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onr employ, and were said to have been broken down. The
children were bright and active. The boy usually watched the
camels when they were turned loose to feed. The little girl had
fine eyes and a pleasing face. She usually wore only a long
.flowing shirt, but had a blanket for the night and for cooler days

;

and commonly rode all day bare-headed under a burning sun.

. She at first stood in great fear of the strangers ; nor did her
shyness towards us ever fully wear ofP.

During the preceding year, Tuweileb had spent a fortnight

in and near the great plain el-KS,'a, not far from Mount Serbal,

pasturing his camels, without a drop of water for himself or them.
He drank the milk of the camels ; and they, as well as sheep
and goats, when they have fresh pasture, need no water. In
such case they will sometimes go for three or four months with-
out it. Others had told us, that the camel needs water once in

every three days in summer, and every five days in winter ; but
this is probably when the pastures are dry, or when they are fed

on provender.

Saturday, March 31st. We set off at 5.50, and continuing
down the little Wady towards the northeast for twenty-five

minutes, reached the main branch of the Wady Milrrah. This
comes from the northwest, where it rises near et-Tih, and passes

off in a southeast direction to join Wady Sa'l. We crossed it

on a very oblique course, going E. N. E. till 6.55 ; when we
left the Wady and passed over hills of drift sand, which our
guide called el-Burka'. Among these it required all Tuweileb's

sagacity and experience to keep the proper road ; and here ap-

parently Burckhardt's guide missed the way and kept on further

down Wady Murrah.' Our course was now northeast over a

sandy region full of low ridges and hills of sandstone of various

colours. At 7.50 we came out upon an open sandy plain ex^

tending to the foot of the Tih, here an hour or more distant, and
stni retaining its character of a regular wall, composed of strata

of sandstone, with layers apparently of limestone or clay towards

the top. At 8 o'clock we began to cross the heads of several

;small Wadys called RidhSn esh-ShtSka'a. At 8.15 our course

was again E. N. E. and half an hour later Mount St. Catharine

was visible, bearing S. W. by W. In another half hour a high

mountain was seen across the eastern gulf, called Jebel Taurdn,

bearing E. by S. At half past 9 o'clock we descended a little

into another Wady or shallow water-course called el-Ajeibeh,

coming from the foot of et-Tih, and flowing off to Wady Murrah.

We crossed it very obliquely E. by N. and emerged from it

after twenty-five minutes, keeping on the same course. None

' Travels, page 493.
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of all these "Wadys bore any marks of water during tlie present

year.

Opposite this point the chain of et-Tili bends more northeast

and sinks down into lower hills. At three quarters past ten,

oar guides pointed out the place of the fountain 'Ain el-Hudhera
through a pass N. N. E. with several low palm trees arotind it

;

and soon after, we came upon another series of connected Wadys,
called Mawarid el-Hudhera, or " paths " to this fountain. Our
course led us to the right of el-Hfldhera ; but at 11.10 we
stopped in. a valley,.at the point where our road came nearest to

it ; and all the camels were sent up the valley to be watered at

the fountain, which was said to be more than half an hour dis-

tant towards et-Tih. Meantime we lay down upon the sand
and slept. After a while, some of the men came back with five

of the camels ; saying the path was so rugged and difficult that

their camels could not reach the spring. The others however
succeeded ; and after a delay of nearly three hours, returned,

bringing a supply of tolerably good water, though slightly brack-

ish. It is the only perennial water in these parts. These Arabs,

being out of Tuweileb's sight, had probably turned their camels

loose at the fountain to feed ; and had themselves followed our

example, and refreshed themselves with a nap. From this point

a high mountain, said to lie in the fork of Wady Zugherah and
Wady Nusb, bore S. S. W.^S.

Burckhardt has already suggested, that this fountain el-

Hudhera is perhaps the Hazeroth of Scripture, the third station

of the Israelites after leaving Sinai, and either four or five days'

march from that mountain.' The identity of the Arabic and
Hebrew names is apparent, each containing the corresponding

radical letters ; and the distance of eighteen hours from Sinai

accords well enough with the hypothesis. The determination of

this point is perhaps of more importance in Biblical history,

than would at first appear ; for if this position be adopted for

Hazeroth, it settles at 'once the question as to the whole route

of the Israelites between Sinai and Kadesh. It shows that they

must have followed the route upon which we now were, to the

sea and so along the coast to 'Akabah ; and thence probably

through the great Wady el-'Arabah to Kadesh. Indeed, such

is the nature of the country, that having once arrived at this

fountain, they could not well have varied their coiirse, so as to

have kept aloof from the sea and continued along the high pla-

teau of the western desert.

We were again upon our way at 2|- o'clock, approaching

now the southern chain of the Tih. Our general course was E.

' Num. 11, 3S. 33, 17. Comp. 10, 33.—Burckhardt, p. 495.
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N. E. At 2.40 there was a narrow pass and a slight descent

among hills of sandstone. Here on the rocks at the left were
several Arabic inscriptions with crosses, marking them as the

work of pilgrims ; and lower down along the descent were many
rude drawings of animals. The route now winds much among
sandstone hills and ridges, itself very sandy ; and at 3 o'clock

we came out into a large open tract or plain called el-Ghor, ex-

tending far to the southeast and connecting apparently with the

great sandy plain which skirts the Tih further to the west. We
had now reached the line of the southern chain of the Tih

;

which here sinks down into precipitous isolated hills and masses

of sandstone rock, rent to the bottom by narrow sandy valleys or

clefts, through which the route passes, neither ascending nor

descending except slightly. We may call these hills the frag-

ments of the Tih. Entering among these clifi's, we came with-

out perceptible ascent at 3^ o'clock to the point which divides

the waters of Wady Murrah and Sa'l from those which run

northwards to Wady Wetir. Here we struck the head of Wady
Ghuzaleh, which we followed down northeast, having perpendic-

ular walls of sandstone on each side, and so narrow that in some
places it might be closed by a gate. At the end of another

fifteen minutes we emerged from these hiUs or fragments of the

Tih, into an open sandy plain, with hills upon the left, and on
the right at some distance Jebel es-Sumghy, a long ridge run-

ning from northwest to southeast and forming a sort of continu-

ation of this part of the Tih towards the eastern coast. In this

mountain, on the other side, rises the Wady of the same name.

At 3.50 the middle of the ridge bore east. At 4 o'clock we left

the bed of Wady Ghuzaleh running off north to join Wady
Wetir ; and crossing a sandy tract on the right for fifteen min-

utes we struck Wady er-Kuweihibiyeh' coming down from the

northeast and flowing by a short turn into Wady Ghuzaleh.

We ascended this valley till half past 4 o'clock and then en-

camped in it for the night and for the next day. It is one of

the prettiest Wadys we had found ; the sand ceased as we
entered it, and the bottom is of fine gravel. The vaUey is broad

;

the sides are rugged naked cliffs, where sandstone, griinstein, and

granite, all appear alternately. It is everywhere dotted with

herbs ; and many Sey&,l trees scattered in it give it almost the

appearance of an orchard.

The country we had passed through this day is a fiightful

desert. In some of the Wadys there were herbs and shrubs ; in

others none ; while the sandy plains and ragged sandstone hills

were without a trace of vegetation. As we emerged from the

narrow part of Wady Ghuzaleh, the aspect of the country

> Wady Eahab of Burckhardt, p. 496.
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changed; and it was evident that we had passed the southern
range of the Tih. We were now among another net of Wadys,
which drain the mountainous region between the two parallel

ridges of that mountain. The most central and frequented spot
in this region is the fountain and Wady called el-'Ain, lying

several hours distance to the northwest of our present encamp-
ment; where there is living water and a brook and luxuriant

vegetation, resembling apparently Wady Feiran, though with-
out cultivation.' The water is said not to be so good as that of
el-Hiidhera. From that point the great Wady Wetir runs down
eastward by a winding course to the gulf, forming the great

drain into which all the Wadys of the region from the north and
south empty themselves. A road already mentioned leads from
the convent to el-'Ain, crossing the southern Tih at a point con-

siderably further west than our route, and then following down
Wady Zulakah. From 'Ain a route goes off northwards to Gaza
and Hebron, crossing the northern ridge of the Tih ; and another

keeps down Wady Wetir to the gulf, and so along the coast to

'Akabah.

Sunday, April 1st. We remained all day encamped. In
the afternoon I wandered away into a lone side valley and wrote

a letter. Scarcely ever have I had such a sense of perfect soli-

tude. No human eye was there ; and no sound save that of the

wind among the rocks. Just as I was about to return, a wUd
looking Arab with his gun stood suddenly before me. I might
have been startled, had I not recognised him at once as one of

our own men, a good natured fellow, who had come to look for

me on account of my long absence.

Monday, April 2d. We started at 5^ o'clock. The morn-
ing was bright and beautiful ; the sky serene ; and the air of the

desert fresh and invigorating. We proceeded up the valley N.

E. by E. A little bird sat chirping on the topmost twig of one

of the Seyal trees ; and reminded me strongly of the notes of

the American robin on my own green native hills. What a con-

trast to this desert ! in which we had only once seen a blade of

grass since we left the region of the Nile. In twenty minutes

we came out on an open plain at the head of Wady er-Euwei-

hibiyeh. This plain consists of sandstone only partially covered

with earth ; the surface declines slightly towards the northeast

and its waters flow off in that direction to Wady es-Sumghy.

At 6.25 we struck a small Wady descending northeast along the

northwestern extremity or base of Jebel Sumghy. The rocks

here still exhibited alternate specimens of sandstone, griinstein,

. and granite. Twenty-five minutes further, the Wady entered

very obHquely among the cliffs, which on this side form the

' Buppell's Reisen in Nubien, p. 255 so.
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commencement of the mountainous tract extending without
much change of character to the coast. The cliffs were dark

;

and as we advanced, seemed to be chiefly of gray granite, with
an occasional intermixture of porphyry and grtinstein. Nothing
could be of a more barren and uninviting aspect. At a quarter
past 7 o'clock we left the Wady running on in the same direc-

tion to join Wady es-Sumghy further down, and turned at right

angles into a branch Wady coming from the southeast. Here
we ascended gradually for a few minutes, and then crossing the
low water-shed descended towards Wady Sumghy, which we
reached at 8 o'clock. This is a wide valley coming from the
southwest. It is joined at this point from the south by another
broad Wady or plain called el-Mukrih ; and the united valley

flows off N. N. E. It is quite wide, and has many Seyal trees,

from which gum arable is collected in summer. AU. the trees of

this species which we had seen since leaving the convent, were
larger than those on the western side of the peninsula, and might
compare with apple trees of a moderate size.

Our course now lay down Wady Sumghy N. N. E. The
cliffs on each side are high and irregular, and occasionally capped
with sandstone. After half an hour we had a distant view of
the northern ridge of the Tih, in which a high point bore N. 15°

E. The shrubs in this valley were greener than we had seen

before ; indicating that more rain had fallen in this quarter than
elsewhere. At 9.40 we left the SOmghy, and turned short to-

wards the right into a side valley, which after a rather steep

ascent of forty minutes brought us at 10.20 by a narrow pass to

the top of a sharp ridge. Here is the head of Wady es-Sa'deh,

which runs under the same name quite down to the sea.' We
now followed down this valley on a general course E. N. E. be-

tween abrupt cliffs, alternately of granite and griinstein, from
three hundred to five hundred feet in height, sometimes tipped

with sandstone. The cliffs grew higher as we advanced, and
contracted the valley more and more, often presenting at the

frequent turns grand and imposing bulwarks. For a moment at

11.10 we had a distant glimpse of the sea for the first time

;

but it speedily vanished. Fifteen minutes further a large tribu-

tary came in from the right ; and at 11.35 the whole valley

was contracted between enormous masses of rock to the width of

only ten or twelve feet. This romantic pass is called el-Abweib,
" the Kttle door." At 12|- o'clock Wady es-Sa'deh at length

opened from the mountains towards the shore upon a large bed
of gravel, apparently brought down by its torrents. Here, just

' Theshort valley by which we ascended name; but reckoned the whole to Wady
is the Wady Boszeyra (Buseirah) of Burck- es-Sa'deh.

hardt. Our Arabs did not know this
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at the left, is a thin ridge or stratum of chalk. The shore is

still nearly a mile distant ; and near it, directly in front, is the

brackish fountain en-Nuweibi'a, with a few low palm trees, be-

longing to the Muzeiny. The descent towards the shore over

the bed of gravel is very considerable.'

The first view of the gulf and its scenery from the spot

where we now stood, if not beautiful, (for how can a desert be
beautiful.'') was yet in a high degree romantic and exciting.

The eastern gulf of the Red Sea is narrower than the western

;

but it is the same long blue line of water, running up through
the midst of a region totally desolate. The mountains too are

here higher and more picturesque than those that skirt the gulf of

Suez ; the valley between them is less broad ; and there is not

the same extent of wide desert plains along the shores. Towards
the south the gulf seemed to be some ten geographical miles in

breadth. Immediately at our left, a broad gravelly plain, having
also drift sand upon it, extended out into the sea for a great dis-

tance ; while on the opposite coast a like projection appeared to

reach out to a less extent ; so that between the two the breadth
of the gulf at this point was very much 'diminished. Further
north it widens again, as before. The western mountains are

mostly precipitous cliffs of granite, perhaps eight hundred feet

in height, and in general a mile or more distant from the shore

;

though bays occasionally set quite up to their foot. From them
a slope of gravel usually extends down to the sea. Opposite to

Wady es-Sa'deh the mountains of the eastern coast are higher

than those of the western ; but further north they are lower.

The general line of the western coast runs N. N. E. as far as to

the remarkable cape Eas el-Burka', which terminates the view

In that direction.

We now turned to the left along the coast, descending grad-

ually to the gravelly plain above mentioned ; and passing along

it half way between the mountain and the sea. We found it

everywhere much cut up by water-courses and gullies from Wady
Wetir, which spread themselves widely over the plain, as the

waters of the rainy season rush from that Wady towards the

shore. This important Wady, the mouth of which we passed at

a quarter past one, serves (as I have said above) to drain the

whole region between the two ridges of the Tih; and brings

down occasionally immense volumes of water, as is evident from

the traces left upon the plain. Here for the first time we saw

trunks of trees thus brought down. The road taken by Rlippell

and Laborde in going from 'Akabah to Sinai, passes up this

' This point of the coast was reached wards along the shore of the gnlf. Zach's

by Seetzen in A. D. 1810, by nearly the MonatL Corresp. XXVII. p. 64.

same route. Hence he proceeded south-
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valley to el-'Ain, about a day and a half distant ; and thence

through Wady Zulakah to the convent.

At 1^ o'clock we were opposite to el-Wasit, a small fountain

near the shore, with a number of palm trees, marking the boun-

dary between the Muzeiny and the few families of Terabin who

inhabit this region. Having crossed the projecting plain, we

came at a quarter past two o'clock to a small grove of pahn

trees on the slope near the shore, and a well called Nuweibi'a of

the Terabin, to distinguish it from the other. Here were traces

of a recent encampment of these people ; and we expected to

find at least some fishermen who frequent the coast ; but none

appeared. Traces of former dwellings, or perhaps magazines,

were also visible, formed of rude stones laid together without

cement ;. such as are not unfrequent among the Arabs of the

peninsula. Every three or four of the palm trees are enclosed

by a mound forming a reservoir, into which the torrents from

the mountains had been turned. The well is eight or ten feet

deep ; the water naturally brackish ; and now, from long stand-

ing, it emitted an odour of sulphuretted hydrogen. The camels

were watered here, and seemed thirsty. The Arabs also filled

their water sMns, saying we should find no more water so good

until we reached 'Akabah. The shrub Ghurkud grows here in

abundance.—After a detention of an hour, we again set off.

Many heaps of large shells were seen as we passed along; show-

ing how very abundant shell-fish must be upon this coast. After

three quarters of an hour, we encamped at 4 o'clock on the shore,

at the head of a bay which sets up near to the mountains.

Tuesday, April 3d Our road for the whole day lay along

the shore, with high mountains at our left, composed chiefly of

dark grav granite with now and then a crest of sandstone upon

the top of the ridge. We were mounted and upon our way at

half past 5 o'clock. The rising sun threw his mellow beams

upon the transparent waters of the gulf; and the eastern moun-

tains, lighted up by his rays, presented a fine picture of dark

jagged peaks and masses. At the end of an hour the path

passed close to the rocks, which are here sandstone. Ten min-

utes further a small Wady came down from the mountains, for

which our guides knew no name ; around it were low hills of

conglomerated granite. At 7i o'clock we passed the. small Wady
Um Hash of Burckhardt ; a line of chalk was visible at the foot

of the hills, which were crested with sandstone. Just at the

edge of the water is an isolated rock called Murbut Ka'td el-

Wasileh, on which in former times a watchman was stationed to

observe all comers from the north. On seeing any one, it was

his duty to ride to Nuweibi'a and make report. Half an hour
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farther we passed tie mouth of another Wady, called Muwa-
lih by Burckhardt, with a wide plain of gravel at its"mouth.

We now had before us the high ridge running from south-

west to northeast, which terminates in the cape Kas el-Burka'

or Abu Burka', the " Veil cape," so called from its white appear-

ance when seen at a distance. Along the southern side of this

ridge lies a wide bay, to the shore of which we came at ten min-
utes past 8 o'clock. At 9:|- o'clock, we neared the southwest

end of the ridge of the promontory ; and at 10 o'clock doubled
the point of the cape, where it juts into the sea and only admits

a very narrow path along its base. This point is considerably

lower than the ridge further back ; it is a hill covered with drifts

of white sand, apparently driven up from the sea, and looking at

a distance like a chalky clifi". After passing the cape, we saw
immediately the northern branch of the Tih, presenting the same
general appearance of a wall of horizontal strata as the southern

branch, and terminating in a high headland which Burckhardt
calls Eas Um Haiyeh ; though Tuweileb knew no other name
for it than et-Tih. As far as to this headland, the general course

of the shore was stiU N. N. E.

We now had a fine beach on our right, and recreated our-

selves by walking along the shore and picking up the curious

shells, which everywhere abound. The transparent green of the

water was very inviting ; indeed, nothing could look purer than

the waves as they rolled in over the clean white sand. I could

not resist the temptation ; and lingering behind the company,

took a hasty but very refreshing bath. The mountains here re-

treat a little, leaving a plain of some width between them and
the water. At 11J o'clock we came to a weU of bad brackish

water, marked by a few palm trees, and called, like so many
others, Abu Suweirah. From this point we began to approach

more nearly the end of the northern Tih ; which comes tumbling

down towards the sea in immense masses apparently of yellow

sandstone ; but is intercepted by a range of granite cliffs be-

tween it and the shore, running from S. S. W. to N. N. E. which

again are capped with red sandstone. We reached the south-

west end of these cliffs at 1 o'clock. A steep slope of gravel

extends from them down to the water ; on a part of which three

gazelles were feeding, which on seeing us bounded off fleetly and

gracefully.

At half past two o'clock Wady el-Muhash came down
through the cliffs, having before it an immense bed of gravel.

Looking up through its gap, we could see the masses of the Tih

on the right beyond. This is probably the spot where Burck-

bardt's guide, old 'Aid, so resolutely went for water.' An hour

* Travels, p. 503.
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- afterwards, at 3J o'clock, -we -were opposite the end of the Tih,
or K^s Um Haiyeh, which does not project into the sea, though

- a bay flows up to its foot. Its height is about the same as the
cliffs near Nuweibi'a. Further north the mountains become
lower. We now entered again upon a wide gravel slope lying
before Wady Mukubbeleh north of et-Tih, the mouth of which
we passed at 4 o'clock. It is here broad ; but one can look up
through it far into the mountains, where it is quite narrow.
Three quarters of an hour further on, a rocky promontory at the
head of a bay (the Jebel SherSfeh of Burckhardt) presented a very
narrow and difficult pass ; in traversing which one of the camels
fell and came near rolling into the sea. The animal had to be
unloaded in order to rise ; and several of the things were wet.

Meantime we had gone on and encamped at 5 o'clock in the
broad Wady el-Huweimirit, which here comes down from the
northwest, and was full of herbs.

The shore during the whole journey of to-day, was strewed
with innumerable shells of every variety and size, from the
smallest up to those weighing several pounds. They were how-
ever mostly broken and of no further value. Occasionally the
sandy beach was paved or rather incrusted, with a conglomerate
of debris and shells, evidently formed by the action of the sea-

water. The shore was everywhere dotted with small tracks,

which the Arabs said were made by a species of shell-fish, that
comes upon the land every night and returns to the sea in the
morning. We afterwards saw many crabs of various species

running briskly upon the shore. One curious little animal was
very frequent ; a species of shrimp or minute lobster, that had
"taken possession of convolute shells, in which he had made him-
self at home ; and protruding his head and legs, ran about in

great numbers, carrying his sheU with him. He was evidently

a foreigner ; for though his body had grown to the shape of the

shell, yet the shells were all old and some of them broken. The
little feUow was not in any way attached to his shell ; and when
drawn out, would run away. Some also had outgrown their shells.

From the headland of the Tih northwards, the general

direction of the western coast is northeast to its extremity.

This of course contracts the breadth of the gulf more and more
the nearer it approaches 'Akabah; as the eastern coast ap-

parently continues nearly on a straight line. Immediately
beyond the valley in which we encamped, are two promontories

running out for some distance into the sea ; not high, but ter-

minating in rocks ; so that loaded camels cannot easily pass

around them. The southernmost, called el-Mudareij, is the

shortest and most difficult ; and between them is a broad

YaUey.
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The mountains on the opposite or eastern coast, were here
low ; and a narrow sloping plain seemed to intervene between
them and the sea. A place called Hakl, the first station of the
Haj after 'Alcabah (mentioned also by Edrisi) was visible near
the coast, .bearing S. E.JS. It is in a Wady called el-Mebruk,
having many palm trees. Here the route of the Haj turns more
inland. The tract of mountains between Hakl and 'Akabah is

inhabited by the Arabs 'Amran ; while those farther south are
the seat of the tribe called Mesa'id, a subdivision (Fendeh) of
the Haweitat.

Wednesday, April Ath. The promontories before us com-
pelled us to take a back route, so as to cross their ridges higher
up. We set off at a quarter after six, passing up Wady el-

Huweimirat for ten minutes N. N. W. and then turning into a
narrower side Wady on a course northeast. Twenty minutes
more brought us to the foot of a steep pass leading over to the
next valley. The path is very narrow, ascending along the face

of the sandstone rock, and seemed to be in part artificial. One
camel again fell, and began to give out. We reached the top
at 6.50, and descended gradually to the broad valley between
the two promontories ; where we stopped at a quarter past 7
for twenty minutes, to adjust the loads, and leave the tired

camel free. The poor animal was however too far gone, and
died the same night.

This Wady our Arabs called also el-Huweimirat, although
not connected with the former one of that name.' It descends

rapidly to the sea, which is not far off; and Burckhardt appears

to have followed down this valley and passed around the second

promontory, which he describes as composed of black basaltic

cliffs, into which the sea has worn several small creeks like little

lakes, full of fish and shells. Here Laborde found a bed of

oysters. It seems also to have been in this valley, that Burck-

hardt on his return was attacked by robbers. Our guides pre-

ferred to avoid this promontory also by a back route. Crossing

therefore the Wady, we continued on the same course up a side

valley ; and came at 7.55 to the top of another pass, from which

the descent was more steep and rugged than . anything we had
yet met with. This brought us at 8\ o'clock into Wady Me-
rakh," which we followed down B. N. E. to the sea. It is broad

and barren ; and further down another large branch joins it from

the northwest bearing the same name. The two open broadly

together upon the sea, over an immense slope of gravel, forming

quite a promontory. We came out upon the slope at half past

' In like manner Burckhardt appa- ' Wady Emrag of Riippell ; the name
rently gives the name Mez£rik to both ; being less corrupted than is often the case

thongh incorrectly. with that traveller.
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nine. Towards the sea is a palm tree, and a little further north

another. There was said also to be brackish water in the

vicinity. Here some fishermen were encamped in two or three

black tents, with a few goats. One of them brought us a Beden
(as he called it) which he had shot ; we bought it for five

piastres, instead of the twenty which he asked ; but it turned
out to be a gazelle. We were now in the territory of the

Haiwtt ; that of the Tawarah and Terabin extending only to

the northern Tih.

This is doubtless the spot where Burckhardt was stopped
on his way to 'Akabah, and compelled to turn back. As seen

from here, every thing corresponds to his description ;
' the line

of date trees around the castle of 'Akabah bearing N. E. by E.

;

the promontory of Eas Kureiyeh (as he calls it) ; and the little

island with ruins which his guides told him of, but which he
did not see ; having probably looked for it (as I did at first)

further out in the gulf, while it lies close in near the shore and
directly under the eye. Burckhardt however calls the place not

Wady Mer^kh, but Wady Taba' ; and in general the names he
mentions in this vicinity are so different from those we heard, or

so differently applied, that for a long time we knew not what to

make of it. We knew that old 'Aid, Burckhardt's guide, must
have been well acquainted with the country ; and as there was
no reason to suspect any deception on his part, we were inclined

to distrust the accuracy of Tuweileb's information. On men-
tioning the discrepancy to Tuweileb, he said at once that 'Aid

knew better than he, and would not tell a lie. Yet on his in-

quiring in our presence of the Arabs encamped on the spot, they

confirmed the accoimt which Tuweileb had already given. I

am inclined therefore to charge the error to Burckhardt himself,

or rather to the circumstances in which he was placed ; for he
says expressly, that for the two days he was in these parts he
found no opportunity to take any notes.' It is not surprising,

that in such a multitude of new names, not noted at the time,

some should have been forgotten and others applied to wrong
places. We here took leave for the present of this accomplished

and lamented traveller ; whose book hitherto had been our con-

stant companion.^

Turning now to the left we descended obliquely on a north-

east course across the gravel slope, and at 9.40 reached the shore

of a little bay with a sandy beach. At 10 o'clock we were op-

' Page 509. faithful and intrepid attendant of Bnrck-
' Page 517. hardt, who was of their clan, the Aulud
' Old 'Aid, it seems, was quite a noted Sa'id. He was still living as a poor man

character in the peninsula. Tuweileb had in Cairo ; where he made it his business

known him, and all our Arabs had heard to procure fodder for camels.

of him. They also knew Hamd, the other
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posite tlie little island above mentioned, which we judged to be
a good quarter of a mile distant from the shore. It is merely a

narrow granite rock some three hundred yards in length, stretch-

ing from northwest to southeast with two points or hillocks, one

higher than the other, connected by a lower isthmus. On it are

the ruins of an Arabian fortress with a battlemented wall running

around the whole, having two gateways with pointed arches.

This is without any doubt the former citadel of Ailah, mentioned

by Abulfeda as lying in the sea. In A. D. 1182 it was unsuc-

cessfully besieged with ships, by the impetuous Kainald of

Chatillon; and in Abulfeda's time (about A. D. 1300) it was

already abandoned, and the governor transferred to the castle on

the shore.' The ruins therefore cannot well be referred to a

period later than the twelfth century. Our Arabs called this

island only el-Kurey, or el-Kureiyeh ; the diminutive of a word
which signifies a village, but which they also apply to the ruins

of such a place. The Arabs of the eastern coast, according to

Lieut. Wellsted, give it the name of Jezirat Far'6n, 'Pharaoh's

Island.' ' From the castle of 'Akabah it bears W. S. W.
Continuing our course we came in twenty minutes to the

little Wady el-Kureiyeh, coming down from the left, so called

from the island before it. Then followed the sand and stones of

Wady el-Mezarik, which we passed at lOf o'clock. Here low

hills of sandstone and chalk interrupted the granite for a time"^

Further on, in the broad plain of Wady T^ba', we came at half

past 11 o'clock to a brackish well, with many palm trees.

Among the latter was one tree of the species called Ddm, the

Theban palm, so frec[uent in Upper Egypt. Here was also a

large square hole dug in the ground, walled up with rough

stones, hke a cellar ; in it had once been a weU, but the bottom

was now covered with young palm trees. Higher up in the val-

ley there was said to be better water.

Beyond this valley or plain, the granite rocks come down to

the shore again, forming a long black promontory, called by

Burckhardt RUs Kureiyeh, and by our guides Elteit ; but the

Arabs at 'Akabah gave it the name of Eas el-Musry, and said

that Elteit was the name of a vaUey on the eastern coast. Ten
minutes brought us to the side of this promontory running E. N.

B. Our way led along its base ; and we turned the extremity

at a quarter past noon. Hence the little island, bore S. 65° W.

' waken Gesch. der Krenzzuge III. ii. " This island has been described by

p. 222. Abnlfed. Arab, in . Geogr. vet. Lient. Wellsted, Travels, II. pp. 140, U2
Scriptores, ed. Hudson, Oxon. 1712. Tom. sq. ; also by Laborde and by Eiippell, Rei-

III. p. 41. Schultens Ind. Gcogr. in Vit. sen in Nubien, p. 252. Both these travel-

Salad, art. Aila. Rommel's Abnlfeda, p. lers have given views of the ruins; that

78, 79. See more under AUah, further of Laborde is more elegant, that of Riip-

on. pell more correct.
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while the shore before us continued northeast. Just heyonql
this point, a valley called Wady el-Musry is said to come in

;

but we did not take note of it at the time. The mountains on
the left here retire from the coast ; and near it are only low hills

of conglomerated sand and gravel, almost of the consistence of

rock, and extending beyond the head of the gulf. We now
began to see the opening of the great valley el-'Arabah. The
mountains on the east of it are high and picturesque ; and a low
spot in them marks the place of Wady el-Ithm. At 2 o'clock,

we passed a small rock on the shore, with a heap of stones upon
it, called Hajr el-'Alawy, ' Stone of the 'Alawy. ' This, TuweUeb
said, was the ancient and proper boundary of the Tawarah in

this quarter, separating them from the 'Alawin ; and here in

former days, both men and beasts entering the territory of the

Tawarah paid a tribute. At length, at a quarter past 2 o'clock,

we reached the northwest corner of the gulf, and entered the

great Haj road, which comes down from the western mountain
and passes along the shore at the northern end of the sea. Just
at this point we met a large caravan of the Haweitat coming
from the eastern desert, whence they had been driven out by the

drought. They were now wandering towards the south of Pal-
estine, and had with them about seventy camels and many asses,

but no flocks. These were the first real Arabs of the desert we
had seen ; not wearing the turban like the Tawarah, but deco-

rated with the Kefiyeli, a handkerchief of yellow or some glar-

ing colour thrown over the head, and bound fast with a skeia of

woollen yam ; the corners being left loose and hanging down the

sides of the face and neck. They were wild, savage, hungry-
loolring fellows ; and we thought we had much rather be with

our mild Tawarah than in their power. Tuweileb held a parley

with them, which detained us fifteen minutes.

From this point, which we left at 2\ o'clock, the north shore

of the gulf runs southeast almost in a straight line nearly to the

castle of 'Akabah. The general course of Wady el-'Arabah,

taken about the middle, is here N. N. E. Its width at this end
is about four geographical miles ; farther north it is wider. The
mountains on either side are high ; those on the west fifteen to

eighteen hundred feet, and those on the east two thousand to

twenty-five hundred feet. The valley was full of sand-drifts as

far as the eye could reach ; and seemed to have little or no ac-

clivity towards the north. The torrents, which in the rainy

season stream into it from the adjacent mountains, flow along its

western side, so far as they are not absorbed by the sand ; and
enter the sea at the northwest comer. There is no appearance

of a water-course in any other part of the valley. Along the

shore from this point nearly to the castle, the waters of the gulf
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have cast up an unbroken bank of sand and gravel whicb is

higher than the level of the Wady, and would prevent the pas-
sage of any stream. On the north of the path, towards the
western side, a large tract has the appearance of moist marshy
ground, seemingly impregnated with nitre, and looking as if

water had recently been standing upon it ; which sinking or dry-

ing away, had left an incrustation on many portions of the sur-

face. This tract is mostly naked of vegetation
;
yet the parts

in the vicinity are full of shrubs, chiefly of the Ghurkud ; and
seen from a distance, the ground appears as if covered with a

luxuriant vegetation. This however vanishes on a nearer ap-

proach. We looked in vain in the western part of the valley for

traces of ruins of any kind ; we had hoped to find something by
which to fix a site for Ezion-geber. Towards the eastern side

and around the castle is a large grove of palm trees, extending
both ways for some distance along the shore.

At 3.40 we reached the end of the straight part of the shore,

which here takes a direction due south for perhaps half an hour

;

when it again curves around S. S. W. to the general line of the

eastern coast. At this point the extensive mounds of rubbish,

which mark the site of AUah, the Elath of Scripture, were on
our left. They present nothing of interest, except as indicating

that a very ancient city has here utterly perished. We did not learn

that they have now a name. Further east than these, beyond a

gully coming down from the eastern mountain, are the ruins of

an Arab village, mere walls of stone once covered probably with

flat roofs of palm leaves, like the dwellings now just around the

castle. Many of the palm trees are here enclosed in reservoirs,

in order to retain the water of the rainy season around them.

At 3.50 we reached the castle, and entered the huge portal

from the northwest through strong and massive doors heavily

cased with iron ; the whole passage-way being lined with many
Arabic inscriptions.

The castle is an oblong quadrangle of high thick walls, with

a tower or bastion at each of the four corners.' All around the

wall on the inside is a row of chambers or magazines one story

high, with a solid flat roof, forming a platform around the inte-

rior of the castle. On this platform are erected in several parts

temporary huts or chambers, covered with the stalks of palm
leaves, and occupied apparently by the garrison as dweUiags.

We did not learn the time when the fortress was built ; the

date is doubtless contained in some of the numerous inscriptions

;

but we were so much taken up with other matters, that this

point was overlooked. Burckhardt says it was erected, as it now
stands, by the Sultan el-Ghury of Egypt in the sixteenth century.

A view of the castle of 'Akabah is ^Ten by Ruppell and by Laborde.
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This is not improbable ; tbougb I am not aware of tbe authority

on which, the assertion rests. The garrison consisted at this

time of thirty-three undisciplined soldiers, Mugharibeh. or West-
ern Africans, as they were called, but actually Bedawin from

Upper Egypt. In command of these were a captain of the gate,

a gunner, a Wakil or commissary, and over all a governor.

As we entered the fortress, the governor was sitting in the

open air on a small platform under the windows of a room near

the southwest corner of the court. He received us with apa-

thetic civility, invited us to sit upon his platform, ordered coffee,

and meantime read the letters which we had brought from Habib
Effendi and the governor of Suez. He was a young man, who
had been here only four or five months ; his predecessor having

been recaRed, it was said, on account of incivility to former

travellers. There was therefore in his whole demeanour towards

us, now and afterwards, an air of studied endeavour, not indeed

to please and gratify us, but so to conduct as to avoid complaint

and future censure. The room before which he was sitting, was
assigned to us ; it seemed to be his usual haU of audience, with

coarse gratings for windows, but no glass. Here our luggage

was deposited, and we spread our beds ; and as the walls of the

room were of stone and the floor of earth, and cold, we escaped

the usual annoyance from bugs and fleas, for whicb the place is

famous. Scorpions are also said to be in plenty here ; but we
saw none of them. They are caught by cats, of which there are

great numbers in the castle, as we found at night to our cost.

—

Our Tawarah with their camels betook themselves for the night

without the walls.

We were yet sitting and chatting with the governor, when it

was discovered that the palm leaf roof of one of the huts over-

against us had caught fire ; and suddenly it burst out into a

terrific blaze, rising along and above the wall of the castle. All

was now confusion and clamour and hurrying to and fro ; the

governor forgot his pipe, his slippers, and his dignity, and rushed

eagerly among the crowd, distributing his orders, to which no
man listened ; while to heighten the alarm, it was now announced
that the powder magazine of the fortress was directly under the

flames. Fortunately there was nothing but stone-work in the

vicinity, and water in plenty was near ; so that the fire was soon

extinguished with little damage, after vast clamour and uproar

among the Arabs. We were not able to satisfy ourselves, whether

the story of the powder had any foundation or not.

We now withdrew to our room, and endeavoured to make
use of the time for writing ; but the idea of our wishing to be

alone was incomprehensible to our new friends ; and we might

as well have set ourselves down in the middle of the court. My
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companion wisMng to speak with the governor by himself, sought

him out in his private room, and found him less reserved and
more friendly than he had been in public. Indeed, it is well un-
derstood, that all the officers mentioned above are only spies

upon each other ; and the governor had regulated his demeanour
in public accordingly. Meantime, as our spokesman was absent,

our own apartment was left more in quiet.

In the evening we were invited by the governor to coffee in

his private room, up one flight of stairs near the southwest bas-

tion. The room was small and entirely naked, with a floor of

earth and a roof of the stalks of palm leaves. In one corner

was a wooden bench or platform about three feet high, on which
were his carpet and cushions ; in another part a little basin or

hearth for making coffee ; and these with one or two mats on
the floor made up the furniture. We were admitted to his

divan ; others who came in, took their places on the mats or

squatted down on their feet. This soirSe was well meant, but
proved to be rather tedious.

In coming by the way of 'Akabah, it had been our plan to

proceed directly to Wady Mfisa, either along the 'Arabah, or

through the eastern mountains, and thence to Hebron ; and we
had been habitually led to look upon this place as perhaps the

most critical point in our whole journey. The country between

it and Wady Miisa, including the 'Arabah, is in possession of

the 'Alawin, a branch or clan of the great tribe Haweitat ; who
of course have the right of conducting all travellers passing

through their territory. They are a lawless tribe, standing in

no good repute among their neighbours ; and their Sheikh

Husein has of late years become especially notorious among
travellers, as faithless and mean-spirited.' We therefore antici-

pated difficulty and much petty annoyance and imposition, both

here and on our way to Hebron ; though we knew that the fear

of the Pasha would exempt us from all open attempts upon our

persons or property. We had never thought of taldng any other

route. We now learned, however, that Husein and his tribe

were encamped at the distance of two days' journey from 'Aka-

bah, near Ma'an ; and that it would require at least four days'

time to get him here ; besides the delay that would be incident

to making a bargain and other preparations for the further jour-

ney. If therefore we sent for him, we must be content to wait

here pent up in the fortress for five or six days, without employ-

ment or interest, and exposed to perpetual annoyance from Arab
curiosity and official impertinence.

' This is the same person whom Schn- II. p. 394. We heard nothing of any such

bert calls " Emir Salem of Gaza, the name or attributes,

great Sheikh of the Araba ;
" Reise. etc.
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The idea of such a loss of time was insupportable ; and we
looked about for some way of escaping at a less expense from
this castle, which we already began to dread in anticipation as a
prison-house. Our Tawarah could not take us to Wady Mtisa
without invading the rights of another tribe, and exposing them-
selves to reprisals ; but both they and the governor said they

could carry us across the western desert to Gaza or the vicinity,

without danger of being interfered with by any one. On further

inquiry, we found also that the same route would lead us to

Gaza or Hebron, as we pleased ; and we need not decide for

either until we should approach the confines of Palestine. The
journey, it was said, would occupy five or six days. As this was
a route for the most part hitherto untrodden by any modern tra-

veller, and we should thus avoid delay and all necessity of inter-

course with the 'Alawin, we determined (if possible) to make a

new contract with our faithful Tawarah, and proceed in this di-

rection ; leaving a visit to Wady Miisa to be afterwards con-

nected with our contemplated excursion to the south end of the
Dead Sea. On inquiring of the Tawarah, they expressed a

willingness to go with us ; but, taking their tone from the at-

mosphere of the castle, or from what they had heard of the 'Ala-

win, they demanded for each camel two hundred piastres for the

journey ; a larger sum than we had paid them for the whole
distance from Cairo to this place. So the matter rested for the

night.

Thursday, April 5th. Forenoon. This morning the ne-

gotiation was resumed with an offer of one hundred and twenty
piastres on our part, and a demand from the Arabs of one hun-
dred and seventy, which they afterwards abated to one hundred
and fifty. As they were sitting with us to talk the matter over,

the governor came in with his attendants and cushions ; and
seating himself, ordered coffee to be made and served round.

Our own breakfast was now brought ; and our own Arabs had
the tact to go away. The governor and his attendants re-

mained ; but declined partaking of the meal to which we in-

vited them, except so far as to drink a cup of tea. They after-

wards withdrew ; and our Arabs again took up the negotiation.

After long and grave discussion, the result was, that the inter-

mediate sum of one hundred and thirty-five piastres was agreed
to by both parties. In the place of the dead camel, one of Tu-
weileb's was to carry a load ; and we imdertook to furnish pro-

visions for the men upon the way. This was no great matter,

for their wants are few and their palates not difficult. Bread
and rice are luxuries which they seldom enjoy ; and of these we
had an ample supply. The commissaiy in the castle had also a

few stores lor sale, at enormous prices j but we bought little ex-
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cept a supply of lentiles or small beans, which are common in

Egypt and Syria under the name of 'Adas ; the same from
which the pottage was made for which Esau sold his birthright.

We found them very palatable, and could well conceive, that

to a weary hunter, faint with hunger, they might be quite a
dainty.^

While these negotiations were going on, I took a stroll alone

without the walls along the shore. The castle is situated quite

at the eastern part of Wady el-'Arabah, on the gravel slope

which here rises from the water towards the eastern mountain.
Directly back of the castle the mountain is high, and bears the

name of Jebel el-Ashhab ; but further south the hills near the

coast become much lower. The slope back of the castle is cut

up with gullies from mountain torrents ; without however pre-

senting any large and distinct water-course. Wady el-Ithm
enters the 'Arabah further north on the same side ; and I was
disappointed in not finding, anywhere in the latter valley, more
traces of the waters which must rush into it during the rainy

season. Indeed very little water would seem to flow along it

into the gulf; the greater part being probably absorbed by the

sand.

On the shore I tried the experiment which both Kiippell

and Laborde mention, of obtaining fresh water by digging holes

in the sand when the tide is out. It was in part successful

;

though less so than I had been led to expect from their accounts.

On digging a hole with the hands, it gradually filled with water,

which at first was salt ; but when this was removed, the hole

again became slowly filled with fresh water. ' The Arabs had
dug several larger holes just by, in which fresh water was stand-

ing. The language of Laborde seems to imply, that the chief

supply of water for the fortress is obtained in this way ; but this

is not the case ; as there is a large well within the walls, only

fifteen or twenty feet deep, which furnishes an abundance of

good water. There are also other like wells in the vicinity of

the fortress. Indeed the fresh water on the shore is apparently

on about the same level with the bottom of these wells ; and the

supply of both probably comes from water, that filters its way
down from the eastern mountain under the gravel which here

forms a slope quite to the sea. This appearance of water is con-

fined to the shore near the castle ; for I repeated the same ex-

periment afterwards in several places towards the middle of

Wady el-'Arabah without the slightest success.

Immediately around the fortress, several families of the

Arabs 'Amran have taken up their abode, and built themselves

' Gen. 25, 34. The name in Hebrew and Arabic is the same.
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huts of stone ; lonjr low rude hovels, roofed only with the stalks
of palm leaves. The proper territory of the tribe commences
here, and includes the mountains further south and southeast

;

but these appeared to be a sort of dependants on the castle,

employed in its service as menials. The number would seem to
have been formerly much greater ; as dwellings of the same kind
in ruins extend northwest nearly to the mounds of Ailah. Half
an hour south of the fortress, in the mouth of the Wady Elteit,

is the ruin of a small Arab fort or castle, called Kusr el-Be-
da^vy ; which may perhaps have served for the protection of the
Haj or caravan of pilgrims before the present larger one was
built.—^According to Kiippell's observations, the castle of 'Aka-
bah lies in Lat. 29° 30' 58" N. and Long. 32° 40' 30" E. from
Paris, or 35° 0' 54" E. from Greenwich.' From it the little

island of Kureiyeh with its ruins bears W. S. W. at the distance

of eight or ten miles.

On returning into the fortress at 10 o'clock, I found all our
own preparations completed ; and we wished to set off without
delay. But as we were about to take a route which our Tawarah
had never travelled, it was necessary to have with us a guide ac-

quainted with the country. With such an one the governor un-
dertook to furnish us ; and besides, he went very methodically
to work, and gave and took papers to secure both himself and us.

These were : First, an acknowledgment from us, that he had
fulfilled to our satisfaction the requisitions contained in the letter

of Habib Effendi. Second, a Tezkirah or protection for us,

stating all the circumstances of the case, and that no one had a
right to interfere with our journey, and forbidding all inter-

ference.^ Third, a pledge from our Tawarah Arabs for our safe

conduct to Gaza, etc. The preparation of these papers, the in-

structions to the guide, the loading of the camels, and the like,

occupied the whole time till 1 o'clock P. M.
As we were leaving the castle, we tendered as a matter of

course to the governor a present, such as experience had shown
us to be about "the thing." He declined it however for him-
self, with the remark, that the other three officers were also ac-

customed to receive presents. My companion replied, that we

' See Berghaus' Memoir zu seiner Karte 2° 29' ; so that a like variation is fonnd

von Syrien, pp. 28, 30.—This gives the at both places. Hence, as the longitude

difference of longitude between 'Akabah of Suez has been several times determined,

and Suez at 2' 29' 21". The longitude Kiippell's specification at 'Akabah is to be

of 'Akabah given by Moresby on his Chart preferred ; especially as that of Moresby

of the Red Sea is 35° 6' E. from Green- was reckoned by chronometer from Bom-
wich, equal to 32° 45' 36" E. from Paris

;

bay.

and differing from the specification of ^ This paper is so curious in its details,

Riippell by more than 5 minutes. But that 1 give a translation of it in Note XXI,
the distance between 'Akabah and Suez at the end of the volume,

on the same chart is in like manner only
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had had nothing to do with them, and had not even seen them
all

;
yet if he chose to divide the money among them, we had

no objection ; or if he would tell us how much more was neces-

sary, and would give us a receipt to be shown to the consul in

Cairo, they should have it. But this he did not seem much to

relish, and ran shuffling after us in his slippers to return the

money
;
probably thinldng it was not enough to satisfy all his

brother spies. Indeed we found the whole establishment to be
a nest of harpies ; and were heartily glad to quit the castle.

Yet, for a traveller who has a bargain to make with the 'Alawin,

it might be well to propitiate all these dignitaries by presents

of small articles of dress, such as a cap, handkerchief, or the

like, rather than money ; for they can be of great assistance to

him in dealing with these most faithless of the Bedawin.

Just before setting off, we saw in one corner the process of

manufacturing the goats' hair cloth of which the common Arab
cloaks are made. A woman had laid her warp along the ground

for the length of several yards, and sat at one end of it under
a small shed, with a curtain before her to ward off the eyes of

passers-by. She wove by passing the woof through with her

hand, and then driving it up with a flat piece of board having a

thin edge.

In very ancient times there lay at this extremity of the

eastern gulf of the Red Sea, two towns of note in Scriptiire

history, Ezion-geber and Elath. The former is mentioned first,

as a station of the Israelites, from which they returned to

Kadesh probably a second time ; and both towns are again named
after that people had left Mount Hor, as the point where they

turned eastward from the Eed Sea in order to pass around on

the eastern side of the land of Edom. ' That they were near

each other is also said expressly in another place.^

Ezion-geber became famous as the port where Solomon, and

after him Jehoshaphat, built fleets to carry on a commerce with

Ophir.^ Josephus says it lay near iElana, and was afterwards

called Berenice.* But it is mentioned no more ; and no trace

of it seems now to remain ; unless it be in the name of a small

Wady with brackish water, el-Ghudyan, opening into el-'Arabah

from the western mountain some distance north of 'Akabah.'

" Num. 33, 35. 21, 4. Deut. 2, 8, is beside [or at] Elath, on the shore of the

" by way of the plain [which extends] Red Sea." Compare 2 Chron. 8, 17. 18.

from Elath and Ezion-geber." Tlie He- ' See the preceding Note ;
also 1 Kings

brew word here translated 'plain' is 'Ara- 22, 49. [48.]

hah, the same as the present Arabic name * Autiq. 8. 6. 4.

of the great valley. ' However diiferent the names el-Ghud-
' 1 kings 9, 26. " Ezion-geber which yan and Ezion may be in appearance,
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May it not be, perhaps, that the northern shallow portion of
the gulf anciently extended up to this fountain ? In that case,

Eiath was situated on a projecting point south of the northern
extremity of the gulf, just where the great road from Petra on
the east of the mountains, descended through Wady el-Ithm
to the shore.'

Elath, called by the Greeks and Romans Ailah and -iElana,

appears to have supplanted by degrees its less fortunate neigh-

bour; perhaps after having been rebuilt by Azariah (Uzziah)
about 800 B. C. Some fifty years later it was taken from the

Jews by Eezin king of Syria, and never came again into their

possession.^ The notices of this city found in Greek and Eoman
writers, are fully collected in the great works of Cellarius and
Keland.^ In the days of Jerome it was still a place of trade to

India ; and a Roman legion was stationed here. Theodoret a
little later remarks, that it had formerly been a great emporium,
and that ships in his time sailed from thence to India.* Ailah

became early the seat of a Christian church ; and the names of

four bishops of Ailah are found in various councils from A. D.
320 to A. D. 536.' In the sixth century also, Procopius speaks

of its being inhabited by Jews under the Roman dominion.^ A
few Notitice of ecclesiastical and other writers, which mention
Allah, refer also to this period.' But when in A. D. 630, Mu-
hammed had carried his victorious arms northward as far as to

Tebuk, it was the signal for the Christian communities of Ara-
bia Petrsea to submit voluntarily to the conqueror, and obtain

peace by the payment of tribute. Among these was John, the

Christian ruler of Ailah, who became bound to pay an annual

tribute of three hundred gold pieces.'

From this time onward, Ailah became lost under the shroud

of Muhammedan darkness ; from which it has fuUy emerged
only during the present century. It is simply mentioned by the

supposed Ibn Haukal perhaps in the eleventh century ; and
after the middle of the twelfth, Edrisi describes it as a small

town frequented by the Arabs, who were now its masters, and
forming an important point in the route between Cairo and Me-

yet the letters in Arabic and Hebrew all ° Cellarius Notit. Orb. IT. p. 582 sq.

correspond. The name ^A.syun mentioned Reland Palaistina, p. 554 sq.

by Makrizi, (as quoted by Burckhardt, p. * Hieron. Onomast. art. Ai'ath. Theo-
511,) seems merely to refer to the ancient doret Quaest. in Jer. c. 49.

city, of which he had heard or read.

—

' Le Quien Oriens Christ III. p. 759.

Schnbert suggests that the little island Eeland Pal. p. 556.

Kureiyeh may have been the site of Ezion- ° Procop. de Bell. Pers. 1. 19.

geber ; but this, as we have seen, is merely 'See these coUeoted in Eeland's Pa-
a small rock in the sea, 300 yards long, liest. pp. 215-230.
Eeise, etc. II. p. 379. " Abulfedse Annales Muslemici, ed.

' I owe this suggestion (1855) to Dr. Adler, 1789. Tom. I. p. 171. Ritter Erdk.
Kiepert. XII. p. 71.

= 2 Kings 14, 22. 16, 6.
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dineh.' In A. D. 1116 King Baldwin I. of Jerusalem with two
hundred followers made an excursion to the Eed Sea ; took pos-
session of AUah which he found deserted ; and was restrained

from advancing to Sinai only by the entreaties of the monks.'^

It was again wrested from the hands of the Christians by Sala-

din in A. D. 1167, and never again fully recovered by them

;

although the reckless Kainald of Chatillon in A. D. 1182 seized

upon the town for a time, and laid siege unsuccessfully to the

fortress in the sea.=' In Abulfeda's day, and before A. D. 1300,
it was already deserted ; for this writer expressly says of Ailah

:

" In our day it is a fortress, to which a governor is sent from
Egypt. It had a small castle in the sea ; but this is now aban-
doned, and the governor removed to the fortress on the shore." *

Such as Ailah was in the days of Abulfeda, is 'Akabah now.

Mounds of rubbish alone mark the site of the town ; while a

fortress, as we have seen, occupied by a governor and a small

garrison under the Pasha of Egypt, serves to keep the neigh-

bouring tribes of the desert in awe, and to minister to the wants
and protection of the annual Egyptian Haj. Shaw and Niebuhr
only heard of 'Akabah ; Seetzen and Burckhardt attempted in

vain to reach it ; and the first Frank who has visited it person-

ally in modern times, was Rilppell in A. D. 1822.' For the last

ten years, there has been no lack of European visitors.

The modern name 'Akabah, signifying a descent or steep de-

clivity, is derived from the long and difficult descent of the Haj
route from the western mountain. This pass is called by Edrisi

'Akabat AilaJi." It is sometimes also termed el-'Akabah el-

Musriyeh, the Egyptian 'Akabah, in distinction from el-'Akabah
esh-Shi.miyeh or the Syrian 'Akabah, a similar pass on the route

of the Syrian Haj, about a day's journey eastward from this end
of the Eed Sea.'

AUah or 'Akabah has always been an important station upon
the route of the Egyptian Haj ; the great caravan of pilgrims

which annually leaves Cairo for Mecca. Such indeed is the im-

portance of this caravan both in a religious and political respect,

that the rulers of Egypt from the earliest period have given it

' Ouseley's translation of Ebn Haukal, III. p. 41. Sohultens Index Geogr. in

pp. 37, 41. Edrisi, ed. Janbert, Tom. L Vit. Saladini, art. Allah.

pp. 328, 332. ' Shaw's Travels, 4to. p. 321. Nie-
^ Fulcher. Camot. 43. Gesta Dei, p. buhr's Besehr. von Arab. p. 400. Seetzen

611. Will. Tyr. XI. 29. Comp. Wilken in Zach's Monatl. Corresp. XXVII. p.

Gesch. der Kreuzz. II. p. 403. See also 65. Burekhardt's Travels, etc. p. 508.

p. 127 above.—The historians of the era- Riippell's Reisen in Nubien, etc. p. 248.

sades call the place Helim, and mistook it ' Edrisi Geogr. I. p. 332, ed. Jaubert.

for the Elim of Scripture. The assertion of Niebuhr, that 'Akabah is

' Wilken Gesch. der Krenzz. III. ii. pp. also called Hiile by the Bedawin, I must

139, 222. regard as doubtful ; Besehr. von Arab. p.
* Abulfedse Arabia, in Geogr. vet. Scrip- 400.

tores min. ed. Hudson, Oxon. 1712, Tom. ' Burckhardfs Travels, etc. p. 658.
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convoy and protection. For this purpose, a line of fortresses

similar to tliat of 'Akabah lias been established at intervals along

the route ; with wells of water, and supplies of provisions for

the pUgrims of the Haj. At these castles the caravan regularly

stops, QsuaUy for two days. The first fortress on the route is

'Ajrud ; the second Nukhl on the high desert north of Jebel

et-Tjh ; the third 'Akabah ; and a fourth at MuweUih or Mawa-
lih, on the coast of the Red Sea outside of the entrance to the

gulf of 'Akabah. From 'Akabah the route follows the eastern

shore of the gulf a long day's journey to Hakl. In this part

the road leads around a promontory, where the space between

the mountain and the sea is so narrow, that only one camel can

pass at a time. It is considered very dangerous. Before reach-

ing Hakl there is also a place with palm trees called Daher
el-Humr. At Hakl the route leaves the shore, and passing

through the mountains that here skirt the gulf, continues along

the eastern side of them to Muweilih. Further than this, none

of the Arabs we met with were acquainted with the road.

In the intervals between these fortresses, there are certain

regular stations or halting-places, often without water, where

the caravan stops for a shorter time for rest and refreshment.

The various tribes of Bedawin through whose territory the route

passes, are held responsible for its safety between certain fixed

points. They have the prescriptive right of furnishing a convoy

or escort for the Haj during its march between those points

;

and most of them receive for this service a certain amoxmt of toll

from the caravan.'

' A list of the fourteen stations of the the different Arab tribes, is given in Note

Haj, as far as to Mnweilih, as also the XXII, at the end of the volume,

parts of the route allotted for convoy to
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FKOM 'AKABAH TO JERUSALEM.

Tlmrsday, April 5th, 1838. Afternoon. Ha%'ing at last

made all our arrangements, we left the castle of 'Akabah at a
quarter past 1 o'clock, P. M., and were as happy as any Bedawin
to be in the desert again. From 'Akabah two roads lead across

the western desert towards Gaza or Hebron ; one said to be dif-

ficult, passing along the 'Arabah for some distance, and ascend-

ing the western mountain further north ; the other following the

Haj route to the top of the western ascent, and then striking off

across the desert to the right. We took the latter as the easiest.

Instead of one guide, we now found we had two ; both of them
'Amr^n, dependants on the castle, and born in its vicinity. They
were instructed by the governor in our presence to conduct us

in safety as far as to Wady el-Abyad, near the fork of the roads

to Gaza and Hebron. The eldest was called Salim ; both were

tolerably intelligent ; but they were dark thievish looking fellows,

not to be compared with our Tawarah.
Our course lay along the head of the gulf on the Haj road by

which we had come yesterday. At 2.40 we reached the foot of

the western ascent, where the hills of conglomerate, which we
had passed yesterday further south, sink down into a steep slope

of gravel, extending far to the north. This we ascended about

W. N. W. and at 3.25 crossed the shallow Wady Khurmet el-

Jurf, which runs down towards the right ; and then came among
low hUls of crumbled granite. Beyond these there is again an
open gravel slope in some parts, before reaching the higher gra-

nite clifis. At 4 o'clock we encamped on the side of the moun-
tain, in a narrow branch of the same water-course, called Wady
edh-Dhaiyikah.

From this elevated spot we had a commanding view out over

the gulf, the plain of el-'Arabah, and the mountains beyond.
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The castle bore from this point S. E. by E. Behind it rose the

high mountain el-Ashhab ; and back of this, out of sight, is el-

Hismeh, a sandy tract surrounded by mountains. But no one
of our guides knew this latter name as a general appellation for

these mountains. ' At the south end of the Ashhab, the small

Wady Elteit comes down to the sea, having in it the ruin Ktisr

el-Bedawy, bearing from here S. 40° E. More to the south, the

hUls along the eastern coast are lower, having the appearance of

table land ; while further back are high mountains, and among
them the long ridge en-Nukeirah. These extend far to the south,

and there take the place of the lower lulls along the coast. North
of the castle the large Wady el-Ithm comes down steeply from
the northeast through the mountains ; forming the main passage

from 'Akabah to the eastern desert. By this way doubtless the

Israelites ascended from the Bed Sea in order to " compass Edom,"
and pass on to Moab and the Jordan. Wady el-Ithm now bore

E.l° S. while a mountain further north called Jebel el-Ithm

bore E. 1° N. Then a smaller Wady comes down named es-

Sidr. To the northward of this was Jebel esh-Sha'feh, N. 70°

E. ; and still further north our guides professed to point out

Jebel esh-Sherah, bearing N. 50° E. and separated from esh-

Sha'feh by Wady Ghurundel. On this point, however, we had
doubts.

Friday, April 6th. The bright morning presented a beau-

tiful view of the sea, shut in among mountains like a lake of

Switzerland. The eastern mountains too glittered in the sun
;

fine, lofty, jagged peaks, much higher than those we were to

climb. We set off at 6 o'clock, ascending W. N. W. We soon

reached the granite hills, and entering among them over a low

ridge, descended a little to the small Wady er-Eizkah at 6.25.

It flows to the left into the Musry, within sight a little below.

Passing another slight ridge, we reached Wady el-Musry at 6f
o'clock. This is a large Wady coming down from the north ob-

liquely along the slope of the mountain, and running down by
itself to the sea, which it was said to enter just north of Kas el-

Musry. Our route now lay up along this vaUey, winding con-

siderably, but on a general course about northwest. The ridge

upon the left was of yellow sandstone resting on granite ; while

on the right was granite and porphyry. The scenery around was

wild, desolate and gloomy ; though less grand than we had seen

already. At 7 o'clock, limestone appeared on the left ; and we
turned short from the Musry towards the left, into a narrow

chasm between walls of chalk with layers of flint. Ten minutes

See Barckhardt, pp. 433, 440. Yet Tur Hismeh ; as appears also from Burck-

the mountains adjacent to this tract may hardt, p. 444. Laborde, p. 63. [218.]

not improbably have been spoken of as
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now brought us to the foot of the steep and difficult ascent ; so

that this last ravine might well be termed the gate of the pass.

The ascent is called simply en-Nukb, or el-'Arkub, both signify-

ing " the pass " up a mountain ; and our guides knew no other

name. The road rises by zigzags along the projecting point of a
steep ridge, between two deep ravines. It is in part artificial

;

and in some places the thin layer of sandstone has been cut away
twenty or thirty feet in width down to the limestone rock. Por-r

tions of this work have probably been done at the expense of

pious Mussulmans, to facilitate the passage of the Haj. Two
Arabic inscriptions on the rock, one of them at the top of the as-

cent, apparently record the author of the work. Near the top is

something like a modern improvement ; a new road having been
cut lower down on the side of the ridge, rising by a more gradual

ascent. The whole road is said by Makrizi to have been first

made by IbnAhmed Ibn Tulun, Sultan of Egypt in A. D. 868.-84.

'

We reached the top of the steep ascent at 8 o'clock ; but
continued to rise gradually for half an hour longer, when we came
to Ris en-Nukb, the proper " Head of the Pass." Here how-
ever we had immediately to descend again by a short but steep

declivity, and cross the head of Wady el-Kureikireh running off

south to Wady Tiba', of which it would seem to be a main
branch. Ascending again along a ridge at the head of this val-

ley,, still on a course W. N. W., we had on our right a deep
ravine called Wady er-Riddddeh, running eastward, a tributary

of the Musry. At 9 o'clock we finally reached the top of the

whole ascent, and found ourselves on the high level of the desert

above. During the whole way, we had many commanding views

of the gulf and of el-'Arabah ; which latter, as seen from this dis-

tance, seemed covered in parts with a luxuriant vegetation. But
we had Ariewed it too closely to be thus deceived. The point where

we now were, afforded the last, and one of the finest of these

views. The castle of 'Akabah still bore S. E. by E., and the

mouth of Wady el-Ithm E. by S. At 9.25 we came to the fork

of the roads, called Mufd,rik et-Turk, where the Haj route keeps

straight forward, while the road to Gaza turns more to the right.

The former, so far as we had now followed it, bears every mark
of a great public route. This pass is especially famous for its

difficulty, and for the destruction which it causes to animals of

burden. Indeed the path is here almost literally strewed with

camels' bones, and -skirted with the graves of pilgrims.

Having thus reached the level of the great western desert,

we left the Haj road, and setting our faces towards Gaza and

Hebron, on a course northwest, we launched forth into the " great

and terrible wilderness." We entered immediately upon an im-

' Makrizi, as cited by Burckharat, p. 511.
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mense plain, called Kd'a en-Nukb, extending far to the west,
and apparently on so dead a level, that water would hardly flow
along its surface. It has, however, as we found, a slight
declivity towards the W. and N. W. ; for on our left was the
commencement of a shallow Wady called el-Khureity, running
off in that direction. The plain, where we entered upon it, was
covered with black pebbles of flint ; then came a tract of indu-
rated earth ; and afterwards again similar pebbles. The whole
plain was utterly naked of vegetation. The desert however
could not be said to be pathless ; for the many camel tracks
showed that we were on a great road. One of the first objects

which here struck our view, was the mirage, presenting the ap-
pearance of a beautiful lake on our left. We had not seen this

phenomenon in the whole peninsula, nor since the day we left

Suez ; and I do not remember that we ever again had an instance
of it.

On this high plain, we now found ourselves above all the
peaks and Mils through which we had just before ascended.
We could overlook them all, and saw beyond them the summits
of the eastern mountains ; which the level of the plain, on
which we were, seemed to strike at about two thirds of their

altitude. From this and other circumstances, we judged the
elevation of this plain to be about fifteen hundred feet above the
level of the gulf and el-'Arabah. ' Far in the south, ridges of
high land were visible ; and nearer at hand, at the distance of
three or four hours, a range of high hills called Tawarif el-

Belad, running from E. S. E. to W. N. W. the middle of which
at 9^ o'clock bore S. W. Further to the right lay a similar

ridge, called Turf er-Kukn, running in a direction about from
S. S. E. to N. N. W. and highest towards the northern end,

which bore at the same time N. 70° W. The Haj route passes

along at the northern base of this range ; and southwest of it

is the well eth-Themed, from which water is obtained for the

caravan."

The plain we were crossing was terminated in this part

towards the north by a ridge of low dark-coloured granite hills,

running off W. S. W. which we reached at 11 o'clock. This

ridge, a similar one beyond, and the tract between, all bear the

' According to the barometrical meas- " Burckhardfs Travels in Syria, etc. p.

nrements of Russegger, who crossed the 448. This mountain is the Dharf' el-Ko-

desert from the convent to Hebron a few kob of that traveller ; but although we
montlis after us, the elevation of the cas- inquired much after this name, we could

tie Nukhl above the seals 1496 Paris feet not make it out in this form. His guide*

This point is probably somewhat lower were from the desert east of the 'Arabah,

than the plain in question. See Berghaus' and had perhaps another name or a differ-

Annalen der Erdkimde, etc. Feb. nnd ent pronunciation. Riippell gives it very

Marz, 1839. p. 429. corruptly the form Darfureck.
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name of el-Humeirawat. Passing througli these hills, our course

became N. N. W. for the remainder of the day. We now
crossed another open plain, having at some distance on our left

Wady el-Khureity. In some of the smaller water-courses were
a few herbs and some Seyal trees. We passed the next range
of hills before noon ; and from it descended to Wady el-Khflmi-
leh at 12.10, a broad shallow depression, coming from the right

from near the brow of el-'Arabah, and full of herbs and shrubs.

Towards the left a wide open tract of the desert extended
beyond the northern extremity of Turf er-Kukn ; and through
this plain runs Wady Mukutta' et-Tawarik after having re-

ceived the Khureity and other Wadys. The Mukutta' runs on
northwesterly to join the Jerafeh, which was continually spoken
of as the great drain of all this part of the desert. The
Khumileh continued for a time parallel to our route. The
smaller Wadys were now full of herbs, and gave to the plain

the appearance of a tolerable vegetation, indicating that more
rain had fallen here than further south in the peninsula. Far
in the W. N. W. ridges apparently of limestone hills were
visible, running from south to north. At 12^ o'clock a small
Wady called el-Erta crossed our path from the right and joined

the Khumileh. A low limestone ridge now lay before us, which
we crossed through a gap at half past one ; and came upon the
broad sandy Wady or rather plain el-'Adhbeh, descending
towards the left. On the northern side of this latter we en-

camped at 3 o'clock,.not far from the foot of another similar

ridge. From this point the high northern end of Turf er-Kukn
bore S. 60° W.

The weather had been all day cold, with a strong north

wind ; it was indeed the most wintry day I had experienced

since entering Egypt. Our Arabs were shivering with the cold,

and this induced us to encamp so early. They kindled large

blazing fires ; and at night, as they sat around them, the light

flashing upon their swarthy features and wild attire, the scene

was striking and romantic. The camels, like their masters,

crouched and crowded around the fires, and added to the

picturesc[ue effect of the scene.

The general character of the desert on which we had now
entered, is similar to that between Cairo and Suez ; vast and
almost unbounded plains, a hard gravelly soil, irregular ridges

of limestone hills in various directions, the mirage, and especially

the Wadys or water-courses. On reaching this high plateau,

we were somewhat surprised to find all these Wadys running

towards the northwest and not towards the east into the 'Arabah,

as we had expected from its near vicinity. To all this desert

our Arabs gave the general name of et-Tih, "Wandering;"
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and said that the mountain ridge which skirts it on the south,
takes the same name from the desert.'

This whole region, up to the present time, has heen a com-
plete terra incognita to geographers. Not that travellers had
not already crossed it in various directions ; for Seetzen in 1807
had gone from Hehron to the convent of Sinai ; and Henniker
in 1821, and Bonomi and Catherwood and their party in 1833,
had passed from the convent to Graza. Yet there exists only a
meager record of all these journeys, so meager indeed, that the
respective routes can with difficulty be traced.' M. Linant was
said also to have visited some parts of this desert ; hut has
given no report. Burckhardt likewise crossed in 1812 from
Wady Ghurundel and the 'Arabah to Nukhl and 'Ajrud ; hut
his notes are here less full than usual. EuppeU in 1822 ex-
plored the Haj route to 'Akahah.^ Of the road, therefore,

which we were now to travel, there was no report extant ; nor
was I aware until after my return to Europe, that any portion
of it had been followed by M. Callier in 1834. " "We felt, con-
sequently, that we were in part treading on new ground ; and
although we expected to make no discoveries, (which indeed the
very nature of the country in a measure forbade,) yet we felt

it to be due to the interests of science, to take note of all that
offered itself to our observation. On similar grounds, I hope
to be pardoned by the reader, if the account of this journey
should appear perhaps unnecessarily minute and tedious.

To us the journey was one of deep interest. It was a region

into which the eye of geographical science had never yet pene-
trated ; and which, as its name implies, was supposed to be the
scene of the wanderings of the IsraeKtes of old. Our feeUngs

were strongly excited at this idea of novelty, and with the desire

of exploring this " great wilderness
;

" so as to ascertain, if pos-

sible, whether there was any thing here to throw light on the

darkness, which hitherto has rested on this portion of Scriptural

history. How far we were successful, the reader will learn, not
from the account of this journey alone ; but from this in con-

nection with our subsequent excursion from Hebron to Wady
Musa.

Saturday, April 7th. We set off at 6.10, and continuing

N. N. W. came in forty-five minutes to the top of the low Hme-
' The name et-Tih as applied to this p. 256 sq. Arundale's Tour to Jerusalem

desert, is found in both Edrisi and Abul- and Mount Sinai, ito.—Amndale trav-

feda ; who refer it to the wanderings of elled in company with Bonomi and Cath-

the children of Israel. Edrisi par Jau- erwood.

bert, I. p. 360. Abulfed. Tab. Syr. ed. ' Burckhardt's Travels, etc. p. 444 sq.

Kohler, p. 4, et Addenda. So too Ibn el- Eiippell's Reisen in Nubien, p. 241.

Wardi, ibid. p. 170. * See his Letter to Letronne, Journal
^ Seetzen in Zach's ifonatl. Corresp. des Savans, Jan. 1836. I am not aware

XVII. p. 143 sq. Henniker's Notes, etc. that anything further has yet appeared.
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stone ridge before mentioned. Here another similar prospect

opened on our view. Before us lay an almost level plain, cov-

ered witli pebbles and black flints ; beyond which, at a great

distance, a lone conical mountain appeared directly ahead, at

the base of which, it was said, our road would pass. This

mountain is called Jebel 'Ardif en-Nakah ; and standing almost

isolated in the midst of the desert, it forms a conspicuous land-

mark for the traveller. It here bore N. by W., and our course

was directed towards it for the remainder of the day with little

deviation. We could see low ridges extending from it both on
the eastern and western sides. That towards the east, at first

low, becoiries afterwards higher, and terminates at the eastern

end in a bluff called el-Mukrah. This latter is not very far from
Wady el-'Arabah, as we saw at a later period. At the foot of

this bluff, our Arabs said, is a spring of good hving water, called

esh-Shehabeh or Shehdbiyeh.

In crossing the plain above mentioned, we had on our right

a range of low hUls running from south to north, terminating in

a low round mountain called es-Suweikeh, which at 8 o'clock

bore N. E. J E., and again at 10 o'clock E. S. E. These hUls,

and the ascending slope towards the brow of el-'Arabah, pre-

vented our seeing the mountains east of the great valley, either

now or afterwards, except occasionally, and then very indistinct-

ly.' On our left the plain extended almost to the horizon, where
a low range of mountains (already mentioned) run northward
from near Turf er-Kukn, at the distance of six or eight hours

from our path. For these our Arabs knew no other name than
et-Tih.'* They said, this range formed the dividing line between

the desert on the east, drained by the Jerifeh, which runs to the

'Arabah ; and the more western desert, drained by the great

Wady el-'Arish running down to the Mediterranean.

At 9.10 we were opposite Suweikeh, bearing east, and twenty
minutes later crossed Wady el-Ghaidherah, here coming from
the southwest, but afterwards sweeping round to the northwest

and again crossing our path to join the Jerafeh. We passed it

the second time at 10.40 running northwest, where it continued

for some distance on the left parallel to our road. At 11J o'clock

we found in it, near our path, a small pool of rain water in a

deep gully. It is one of the chief watering places of the Arabs
in these parts; and from the number of camels and flocks,

which come here to drink, the water had acquired a strong

smell, and was anything but inviting. Yet as we had found

' According to Biirckhardt^ who crossed mountain, on a course towards Turf er-

this desert in 1812, Jebel es-Suweikeh Rukn. Travels in Syria, etc. pp. 444-48.

lies eight hours or more distant from ' They would seem to he the continua-

the brow of the 'Arabah. He passed tion of the ridge which further south

at the distance of two hours north of this Burckhardt calls el-Ojmeh
; p. 449.
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no water on the way, nor were likely to meet with any for two
or three days to come, the water skins were filled amid the

drinking of camels, goats, and dogs. We were thus detained
three quarters of an hour. This kind of puddle is called Ghfl-

dhir. • A few tufts of grass were growing on the sides of the pool,

the second time we had seen grass since leaving the region of the

Nile. Several very old Tfilh trees were also scattered around.

We found here a few Arabs of the Haweit3,t, stragglers from the

party which had passed 'Akabah a few days before. They had
charge of several milch camels with their young ; and seemed to

have lingered behind their party on account of these. We were

amused at the staid and sober demeanour of the young camels.

Instead of the frisky playfulness and grace of other young ani-

mals, they had all the cold gravity and awkwardness of their

dams.—From this point the cliff el-MQkrah bore N. N. E.

Leaving the pool at noon, we soon saw Wady el-Jerdfeh

upon the left, with many low trees, running for a time nearly

parallel to the Grhaidherah. The two unite not far below, in

sight of the road. At half past one, we reached the Jerafeh,

here coming from the S. S. W. and flowing off nearly northeast

towards el-'Arabah, which it enters a little to the right of the bluff

el-Mukrah. It was said to rise far to the south, near the north-

ern ridge of Jebel et-Tih, and passes along on the eastern side

of the ridge Turf er-Kukn, apparently between that mountain
and the ridge Tawarif el-Belad ; receiving on the east all the

Wadys we had crossed, and others in like manner from the

west.' Indeed it is the great drain of all the long basin between

the 'Arabah and the ridges west of Tiirf er-Kukn, extending

from Jebel et-Tih on the south to the ridge between Jebel 'Araif

and el-Mukrah on the north. The Jerafeh exhibits traces of a

large volume of water in the rainy season ; and is full of herbs

and shrubs, with many Seyal and Turfa trees. At some distance

from our path on the right, rain water is found in holes dug in

the ground, which are called Emshash.^ We were greatly struck

at the time with the singular conformation of this region, on

the supposition that all the waters of this basin should be carried

so far to the north, in order again to flow through the 'Arabah

southwards to the Ked Sea. We were at a loss to conceive how

' According to Lord Pmdhoe's notes, may be doutts, after all, whether it does

the Jerafeh is five and a half hours from not pass west of Turf er-Rukn.

Wady Ghureir on a southeast course. ^ This seems to be the place visited by
From Burckhardt it appears that the Burckhardt

; p. 447. The Wady Leh-
north end of Turf er-Rukn is three and a yaneh which he mentions, is a tributary of

half hours eastward of the same Wady the Jerafeh, entering it from the south,

Ghureir
; pp. 448, 449. Our map was and lying wholly to the right of our road,

constructed according to these data; but The other route from 'Akabah passes along

exhibits the Jerafeh as thus making a it for some distance,

veiy large bend towards the east. There
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this could well take place, without leaving more traces of a

water-course in the latter valley near 'Akabah. It was not until

after several weeks, and upon a different journey, that we ascer-

tained the real circumstances of the case.

The country continued still of the same character. At 3

o'clockwe passedWady el-G-hubey, running E. N. E. to the Jerdfeh.

Another tributary of the same, Wady Butlihat, followed half an
hour beyond. In this latter on the right of the road, is rain

water collected in pits called Themileh. Another half hour
brought us to the top of a gravelly ascent, from which we had a
view of a more broken tract of country before us. Hitherto the

desert had consisted of wide plains, often covered with pebbles

and flints, with low ridges and few imdulations, and the Wadys
slightly depressed below the general level. The whole region

thus far was the very picture of barrenness ; for not a particle

of vegetation exists upon it, except in the Wadys ; and in these

we had found the herbage and the few trees increasing as we
advanced, indicating a better supply of rain. The tract now
before us was more uneven and hilly ; and the valleys deeper,

with much loose sand. A somewhat steep descent brought us

to the broad sandy Wady el-GhfldhSghidh, which drains the
remainder of this region between the Jerafeh and el Mfikrah,

and carries its waters eastward to the Jerafeh. We encamped
in this Wady at 4| o'clock, near its northern side.

The weather this day was again cold and cheerless. During
the afternoon several showers of rain rose from the southwest and
west, and passed along the horizon towards Syria. At 2\ o'clock

we too had a considerable shower, and several slighter ones after-

wards. This was the first rain of any consequence that I had
seen since leaving Alexandria. It was grateful to us in itself

;

and also as showing that we were approaching Palestine, where
the latter rains sometimes continue tiU this season, and usually

come from the southwest.

Our guides of the 'Amr£in proved to be a very different sort

of men from our Tawarah. They were lazy good-for-nothing

fellows ; and we soon learned to place no confidence in them,

nor in their word, except so far as their assertions tallied with

other evidence. According to them, none of the 'Amran, not

even the Sheikhs, can read ; it being considered disgraceful for

a Bedawy to learn to read ; very few also know how to pray.

The 'Amran, they said, are divided into five clans, viz. el-Us-

bany, el-Humeidy, er-Eubi'y, el-Hum§,dy, and el-Fudhly. The
present head Sheikh over the whole is named el-Makbul. None
of the tribe have horses, except the Sheikh ; and he only four

or five. This fact shows that their country is a desert.' The
* Horses and neat cattle require a supply of water and fresh pasturage. Hence
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'Amran and Haweit^t are leagued tribes. The right of pastur-
age in a given region does not belong exclusively to the tribe

inhabiting the tract : but any foreign tribe that chooses, may
come in and pasture, and go away again, without asking per-

mission. In this way bands of the Haweitat (as we had seen)

were now migrating, for the season, to the southern borders of

Palestine.—If any one steals, the loser takes from the thief an
article of equal or greater value, and deposits it with a third

person. The thief is then summoned to trial ; and if he refuses,

he forfeits the thing thus taken from him. The judges are not

always the Sheikhs ; other persons may exercise this office. If

a person slays another, the nearest relative of the deceased is

entitled to a certain number of camels, or to the life of one equal

to the deceased.'

The following are the Wadys and springs known to our
guides, running down into el-'Arabah from the western moun-
tain. They are all small, except the Jerafeh ; and all the foun-

tains are living water. Beginning from the south, the first is

el-Hendis with sweet water; then el-Ghudyan (Ezion?) with
brackish water ; esh-Sha'ib with a road ascending throiigh it

;

el-Beydneh with the most direct road from 'Akabah to Gaza
;

el-Jera/eh nearly opposite mount Hor ; el- Weibeh ; el-Khurar.
With the last three we became better acquainted at a later

period ; of the others we learned nothing more.

Sunday, April 8th. We remained all day encamped. The
morning was clear and cold ; the coldest indeed which we at any
time experienced ; the thermometer having fallen at sunrise to
35° F. The day became also windy ; so that we were somewhat
incommoded in our tent by the drifting sand. Our Arabs had a
visit from some of the Haiwat, who are the possessors of all this

eastern part of the desert ; and afterwards from several of the

•party of the Haweitat whom we had seen the day before. We
obtained from them camel's mUk for our tea, and found it richer

and better than that of goats.

Our Arabs bought of their visitors a kid, which they killed

as a " redemption" (Arabic Fedu), in order, as they said, that

its death might redeem their camels from death ; and also as a

sacrifice for the prosperity of our journey. With the blood they

smeared crosses on the necks of their camels, and on other parts

of their bodies. Such sacrifices are frequent among them. This

mark of the cross we supposed they had probably imitated from

their neighbours, the monks of Sinai ; or perhaps they only made
it as being one of the simplest marks.

by inquiring after the animals which a ' Compare the similar traits of law
tribe possessed, we were always able to umong the Tawarah, p. 140-142 above,

ascertain the nature of their country.
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Monday, April ^ih. Soon after retiring to rest last night,

we had quite a little alarm. For two or three days a lean half

starved Arab dog, probably from the Haiwat or Haweitat, had
attached himself to our caravan, and like his masters was par-

ticularly attentive to Komeh and his kitchen. About 11 o'clock,

when I was already sound asleep, this dog, himself half wolf, be-

gan to bark. This was an indication that some strange person

or animal was near us ; and we remembered the barking of old

'Aid's dog, the night before Burckhardt and his party were at-

tacked by robbers. In the present case it might be some prowl-

ing hyajna ; or some of our visitors of yesterday, looking around
for an opportunity of thieving ; or it might be also a party of

armed robbers from beyond the 'Arabah. We had heard indeed

at 'Akabah, that two tribes of that region, the Beni Sukhr and
the Hejaya, were at war with the Arabs of the desert et-Tih,

often committing robberies in the 'Arabah itself, and sometimes
extending their marauding expeditions into the western desert

;

and it was not impossible, that we might now be threatened

with a visit of this nature. Our Arabs were evidently alarmed.

They said, if thieves, they would steal upon us at midnight

;

if robbers, they would come down upon us towards morning.

All proposed and promised to watch during the whole night

;

and we also thought it best to sit up in turn. But we heard

nothing further ; and the morning found us undisturbed. One
of our 'Amran guides professed afterwards to have found the

tracks of a hyaena not far from the tent ; or the alarm may very

probably have proceeded from a thief, who withdrew at the bark-

ing of the dog. We now took the poor dog into more favour
;

he proved a faithful guard, and continued with us all the way to

Jerusalem. But his Bedawy habits were too strong to be over-

come ; and he vanished as we entered the city.

We were again upon our way at 5| o'clock, ascending by a

small branch Wady, called Eaudh el-Humarah, through a tract

of undulating country, of limestone formation like all this desert,

and covered with black flints and pebbles. At 7 o'clock we came
out of this Wady and up a low ascent to a small plain, crossing

the heads of several more Ridhdn or dry brooks of the same name.

At this place, two or three years before, a robbery had been com-

mitted by a party of the Hejfiya, one of the tribes " from the

rising sun," on a caravan of the 'Amrin. They fell upon the

caravan as it was encamped at night, seizing the plunder and

taking the lives of one or two.

Our road now led over a most desert tract of swelling hills,

covered in like manner with black flints ; our course being stUl

N. by W. towards Jebel 'Araif At 7.20 the cliff el-Mukrah

bore N. E. while the western end of its high ridge bore north,
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Ten minutes further on, the road from 'Akahah through Wady
Beyineh fell into ours from the right. At 7.40 we crossed a
Wady running off to the right to Wady el-Ghudhaghidh and
so to el-'Arabah. Ascending again slightly to a small plateau,

we came immediately upon the water-shed, or dividing line be-
tween the waters of el-'Arabah and those of the Mediterranean

;

the former drained off by the Jerafeh, and the latter by the great

Wady el-'Arish. At no great distance on our left were low
chalky cliffs of singular form, apparently spurs from the ridges

we had before seen in that direction. Descending a little, we
immediately struck and crossed Wady el-Haikibeh at 8 o'clock,

here running towards the northeast, but sweeping round again

afterwards to the northwest, so that our path crossed it a second
time after three quarters of an hour. It is full of shrubs. We
now continued along its side IST. N. W. until a quarter past nine

o'clock, and then left it rimning to join the Kureiyeh, a tribu-

tary of Wady el-'Arish. Just beyond this Wady were the

chalky cliffs above mentioned ; and as we left them behind, other

low ridges appeared on our left at different distances of five, ten,

or fifteen mUes. We now rode over another barren flinty tract,

with a few small Kidhan running towards the Haikibeh. In
some spots we found very small tufts of grass springing up
among the pebbles, the effect of recent rains. Our guides said,

that in those years when there is plenty of rain, grass springs up
in this way all over the face of the desert. In such seasons,

they said, the Arabs are Mngs. At 10 o'clock a path went off

to the right leading to some wells of sweet water called el-

Mdyein, lying in a direction N. by E. in the mountains beyond
Jebel 'ArSif. This path passes to the right of 'Araif, over the

low part of the ridge extending east from that mountain ; and
falls again into our road further on.

We reached Wady el-Kureiyeh at 10.10, coming down from
near the ridge of el-Mukrih, which was now not far off. Here a

round mountain on our left called Jebel Ikhrimm bore W. by N.
The Kureiyeh bends around and passes at the northern base of

this hiU; and further west, about half a day's journey from
the point where we crossed, there are in it pits of rain water,

Emshash, forming a station on the great road from the convent

to Gaza.—Another similar flinty tract now succeeded, called

Hem^det et-'Anaz, over which our course was N. N. W. A
clayey Wady called Abu Tin followed at 12.50 ; and another,

the deep bed of a torrent, el-Khuraizeh, at half past one ; both

running southwest into the Kureiyeh. The country now became
open quite to the base of Jebel 'Araif en-NSkah, which had so

long been our landmark. The mountain is of a conical form,

five or six hundred feet high, consisting of limestone thickly
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strewed witli flints. At a distance it seems wholly isolated ; the

low ridges, which extend from, it east and west, being there over-

looked. That on the east, as has been said already, connects

with higher ridges further on, and terminates in the bluff el-

Mukrah; while that on the west continues lower and more
broken. The 'Araif forms a striking object, as thus seen in the

middle of the mighty waste. It is indeed a huge bulwark, ter-

minating the open desert on this part, and forming the outwork
or bastion of a more mountainous tract beyond.—At 2J o'clock

a Wady came down directly from the mountain, (here half an
hour or more distant,) bearing the same name, 'Ardif, and pass-

ing on W. S. W. to the Kureiyeh. Under one of its low banks
the corpse of a man had been recently half buried, and a few
stones placed around ; some of the toes and a few rags were vis-

ible ; and our Arabs said the hyaenas woTild soon devour the

body.

Proceeding on the same course N. N. W. we came at .3

o'clock to the top of the low ridge, running out west from Jebel

'Araif Here we could look back over the desert tract we had
just crossed, bounded on the south by low hills at a great dis-

tance, the whole of it drained by the Kureiyeh into Wady
el-'Arish. Before us was another plain, extending into the

mountains towards the right, and bounded on the north by a

line of higher hills about two hours distant. From this point

in our road, Jebel 'Araif bore N. 70° E. about a mile distant.

Jebel Ikhrimm bore west, being separated from the ridge on
which we stood only by Wady el^Kureiyeh. At a much greater

distance in the W. N. W. appeared a high and longer mountain

called Yelek ; and more to the right, about N. N. W. another

called el-Helal. Both these last were said to be beyond Wady
el-'Arish.

A short and steep descent now brought us in ten minutes to*

the bed of Wady el-Mayein or el Ma'ein, which flowing along

the northern base of Jebel 'Araif and the ridge further west

goes to unite with the Kureiyeh. It has its head far up among
the mountains on the right ; and in it are the wells of the same

name already mentioned. Its bed bears evident traces of a

large volume of water ; and the flat plain beyond is much cut up

by its torrents. The bed of the Wady and the adjacent part of

the plain are covered with stones, some quite large, apparently

brought down by the waters from the mountains. Crossing the

plain on a course north, we encamped at half past 4 o'clock at

the foot of the line of hills which bound it on this side ; Jebel

'Araif bearing from our tent S. 55° E. in full view, about three

miles distant. On this plain comes in the road from the con-

vent to Gaza, which passes by 'Ain and eth-Themed.—Our tent
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was pitclied near a shallow water-course running off to Wady
el-Mayein, full of herbs and shrubs like most of the Wadys we
had passed, and affording fine pasture for the camels. Among
the shrubs of the desert, the Ketem or broom was particularly

abundant, and of a larger size than we had before seen it.

We had now left the country of the Haiwat, and entered

that of the southern Tiyahah. Here too ends the region or

desert of the Tih, through which we had been travelling ever

since we left the 'Arabah. The territory of the Haiwat com-
mences, as we have seen, at the northern ridge of Jebel et-Tih

;

and extends northwards along and adjacent to the 'Arabah as

far as to the mountains 'Ar^if and el-Mukrah ; where the high

ridge between rises like a wall and forms a boundary on this side.

On the west of this tribe lies the country of the Tiyahah, also

extending from Jebel et-Tili through the middle of the desert

northwards beyond that of the Haiwat, to the vicinity of Gaza
and Beersheba. The Tiyahah are divided into the Beneiyat

and the Sukeirat. Still further west are the Terabin, dwelling

from the mountains near Suez to the region of Gaza ; their

main body being found not far distant from the latter place.

This tribe is the strongest of all, and is closely leagued with the

Tiyahah.

The mountainous district north of Jebel 'Araif and el-Muk-

rah, and between el-'Arabah and the Tiyahah, is inhabited by
the 'Azazimeh, who are in close alliance with the former tribe,

and sometimes pasture within their territory. Still further north

along the Ghor, are the Sa'idin or Sa'idiyeh, the Dhullam, and
the Jehalin ; the latter dwelling between Hebron and the Dead
Sea. Our guides mentioned also the names of the Sawarikeh,

the Jebarat, and the Henajireh, as living in the same region

;

respecting whom we learned nothing further, and heard of them
no more.—The above, so far as we could ascertain, are all the

Arab tribes inhabiting the great western desert.

We had now become so far acquainted with the general fea-

tures of this region, as to perceive the reason, why all the roads

leading across it from 'Akabah and from the convent to Hebron
and Gaza, should meet together in one main trunk in the middle

of the desert. The whole district adjacent to the 'Arabah, north

of Jebel 'Arelif and el-Mukrdh, as has been said, is mountainous
;

and is composed, as we afterwards found, of steep ridges running

mostly from east to west, and presenting almost insuperable ob-

stacles to the passage of a road parallel to the 'Arabah. In con-

sequence, no great route now leads, or ever has led, through this

district ; but the roads from 'Akabah, which ascend from Wady
el-'Arabah and in any degree touch the high plateau of the desert

south of el-Mukrdh, must necessarily curve to the west, and
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passing around the base of Jebel 'Ardif el-Nakali, continue along

the western side of this mountainous tract.

We felt assured, therefore, that we were now upon the ancient

Eoman road, as marked upon the Peutinger Tables, leading

across this desert from 'Akabah to Jerusalem ; whether it as-

cended from the 'Arabah by the route we had followed ; or, as

is more probable, kept along the 'Arabah for a time and then

ascended through Wady Beyaneh. We inquired very minutely

after the names of Kasa (Gerasa) and Gypsaria, the first stations

marked on the ancient road, and also mentioned by Ptolemy
;

but could find no trace of anything corresponding to them. Of
the other stations, stUl north of us, Lysa, Eboda, and Elusa, as

also Beersheba, we hoped to be able to give a better account

;

for our guides had already spoken of a Wady Lussan, of ruins

called 'Abdeh and Khfdasah, and of weUs at Bir es-Seba'.

In respect to the route of the Israelites in approaching Pales-

tine, we here obtained only the conviction, that they could not

have passed to the westward of Jebel 'Araif ; since such a course

would have brought them directly to Beersheba, and not to

Kadesh, which latter city lay near to the border of Edom.'
Tuesday, April lOih. Mounting at 5| o'clock, we ascended

the line of hills immediately before us, by a very stony path,

reaching the top in twenty-five minutes. We found the ridge to

be broad ; though we began soon to descend gradually through

a small Wady. On our right and towards the northeast was
now a mountainous tract; consisting of steep limestone ridges

running parallel to each other from east to west three or four

hundred feet in height, and terminating towards the west in steep

bluffs. Our course was stiU N. by W. parallel to the end of

these bluffs, and at no great distance from them, through a low-

er and more open region. Before us was another large Wady
running west, and then another line of hiUs lower than the bluffs

;

and such continued to be the make of the land for the greater

part of the day. At 6.35 we came down upon Wady Lussan, a

broad plain swept over by torrents descending from the moun-
tains on the right, and flowing to Wady el-'Arish. Our guides

knew of no fountain or water in this valley ; nor of any ruins.

The name, however, and perhaps the position, corresponds to

Lysa, a station on the Roman road, lying according to Rennell

about fifty-five geographical miles from Ailah ;'-' from which place

we had now travelled about thirty hours by a longer route. The
ancient road could only have been, like ours, a caravan path

;

' Num. 20, 16. lent to about 18 honrs with camels. From
'' Comparat. Geogr. of Western Asia, I. Wady Lussan, however, to Eboda, we

p. 92.—It is marked in the Peutinger Ta- found only 14 hours.

bles at 48 R. M. south of Eboda, equiva-
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and Lysa and the otlier places marked upon it further south,

were very probably mere stations, with a guard and a few tents

or huts, and without water except as supphed from cisterns orfrom
a distance. On our left, just as we reached the plain, were a few
remains of rude walls and foundations, which we regarded at the

time as marking only the site of a former Arab encampment.
But from the many similar remains which we afterwards saw
along the road, I am now inclined to suppose, that they may
have belonged to the substructions of Lysa.

We were fifteen minutes in crossing this plain, and at 6.50 en-

tered upon another tract of undulating hilly country, which in-

deed might almost be called mountainous. A path went off on
the right, leading to some rain water in the rocks at the head of

Wady Jertir ; faUing into our road again further on. In a few
minutes more, the path from the fountain MSyein, which left

ours yesterday, came in from the right. We here entered a large

plain, or basin, drained by a water-course near the middle, with
its branches, called Wady el-Muzeiri'ah, running southwest to

the LussEin. This we reached at a quarter past seven. This
whole basin was fuU of shrubs and vegetation, and seemed capa-

ble of tillage. Indeed, in several spots we saw traces of rude
ploughing ; and were told, that in years of rain the Arabs are

accustomed to plough and sow here. A thin meager grass was
springing up in various places. Such spots as these we had not
seen or heard of, since passing Wady Ghurimdel on the gulf of

Suez. In all the region of the Tawarah, the 'AmrSn, and the
Haiwat, there are none.

We now ascended along a narrow Wady to the top of another

sloping parallel ridge, on which we came out at 8 o'clock. Ve-
getation continued quite to the summit, consisting of shrubs and
thin tufts of slender grass. This point commands a wide view
over a broad open tract of country on the left and towards the
northwest, extending apparently to the mountains Yelek and el-

HeMl, broken in some parts by low limestone ridges and hills of

chalk ; while on our right the precipitous chalky cliffs of the

mountainous district continued. Through the plain before us,

passed down Wady Jerur. But the weather was now so hazy,

that we were unable to see the country so distinctly as we wished

;

especially the distant mountains. Around us vegetation seemed
more abundant ; and camels were at pasture on our left, belong-

ing to the Haweitat who had passed on a few days before. Here
Salim, one of our 'Amran guides, went on ahead of our caravan,

and lay down to sleep. On our coming up, we found him with

a large scratch on his face and a slight cut on his shoulder, which
he said had been given him by two Arabs, who fell upon hini

while asleep, and tried to rob him of his dagger and cloak. W(j
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doubted the truth of this part of his story ; for he was an im-
pudent blackguard, and very likely to get into a quarrel.

We reached the bed of Wady Jerur at 9 o'clock, coming from
the mountains on our right and running west to the 'Arish. Our
guides knew ofno water in it above or below, (except the rain

water among the rocks near its head, as already mentioned,) nor

of any cultivation ; though Tuweileb and others had crossed it

further down near its mouth.' Our path now ascended very

gradually, and at 9.55 again descended through a narrow Wady,
where we found a little rain water standing in the rocks at the

bottom, of which the guide and dog drank together. Indeed, in

several Wadys both yesterday and to-day, we had seen traces of

running water from the late rains. At 10^ o'clock, we passed a
limestone ridge of some height by a gap. Here we had our last

view of Jebel 'Araif, bearing S. by E. From this jjoint our

course became N. N. E. for the remainder of the day. Half an
hour later we came upon three broad and shallow water-courses,

full of the shrub Ketem, uniting below and called Wady esf

Sa'idat, which runs down to join the Jaifeh before us. This
latter valley followed at 11.50, very broad and full of pasture

;

coming from the E. S. E. where are many spots in it tilled and
sown by the TiyS,hah. It passes on to the 'Arish ; having no
water known to our guides. In it, on our left, many camels

were browsing, belonging to the main body of our new friends

the Haweit^t, who had passed us near 'Akabah.

After another hour a slight ascent brought us out upon a high

stony plain ; while our course was bringing us nearer and nearer

to the mountains on our right. At 1.10 we came upon Wady
Abu Eetemat, a wide plain with shrubs and Eetem ; beyond
which a limestone ridge of some height stretched from the

eastern mountains far to the west, having in it several gaps and
passes. We soon came close to the mountain on our right, and
began to ascend gradually through a Wady with many herbs,

coming down from the northeast into Abu Retemat, and form-

ing a wide pass between the mountain and the beginning of the

ridge just mentioned. Beyond the eastern mountain at some
distance is a large fountain with sweet running water, named
'Ain el-Kudeir^t, but more usually called simply el-'Ain.''

From it a Wady, also called el-'Ain, runs off towards the north,

' The name Jerur in Arabic corres- lande, Kudls, and visited by him as Kadesh

ponds to the Hebrew Oerar ; but neither Barnea. He obviously made out the name
the position nor the character of this Wa- Kudus by misunderstanding el-Kudeirat^

dy admits the supposition of its being the the name of the tribe wlio water at tliis

same with the Gerar of Scripture. This fountain. There is no other foundation

lay much nearer to Gaza, in the country for supposing a Kadesh here ; as we shall

of the Philistines, and was very fertile, see furtlier on. See Williams' Holy City,

Gen. 20, 1. 26, 6. 8. edit. 2, I. p. 166.
° This is the spot called by Mr. Kow-
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and sweeping round northwest tlirougli a tract of open country,

goes to join the 'Arish. A path went off from our road at If
o'clock, leading to the wells el-Birein, lying a little to the right

of our way, half a day's journey from this spot. We reached
the top of the pass, which is everywhere sprinkled with herbage,

at 2 o'clock. It opens out upon a large gravelly plain or basin,

thickly covered in many parts with shrubs and coarse herbage,

and having in other parts tracts of naked sand. Here the line

of the eastern mountains abruptly retires ; the plain extends
up far to the right ; and is shut in on the east, south, and west,

by limestone hills.

Crossing the plain for twenty minutes, we came to several

pits of bluish, brackish water, dug a few feet deep in a bed
of blue clay, surrounded by an abundance of coarse bulrushes

and rank vegetation. Only one pit had water in it at the time.

Here we stopped for half an hour ; watered the camels, which
seemed thirsty ; and filled some of the water-skins. To do
this the more quickly, Tuweileb's boy went down naked into

the water, and handed it up in our leathern bucket. These
wells lie in a shallow Wady called el-Kusaimeh, which rises in

the plain and runs off W. N. W. among the western hills.

—

From this spot the northern end of Jebel el-Helal beyond
Wady el-'Arish bore N. 80° W. The same seen from Wady
el-Jfiifeh at 11.50 bore N. 55° W. The opening by which
Wady el-'Ain leaves the mountains, bore from here southeast.

The bed of this Wady passes across the plain to the eastward

of the wells, and then sweeps around to the northwest.

. Leaving the weUs at 2.50 we ascended gently among low
chalky hills for half an hour ; when we again descended gradu-
ally, and passing two or three small Wadys, came upon Wady
el-'Ain, here running to the left through a wide gravelly plain

with occasional tracts of sand, thinly covered in this part with

shrubs and herbage. We reached the deep gully which forms its

water-course, at 4 o'clock; and found it bordered with grass,

daisies, and other small flowers, most refreshing to the eye after

so long an abstinence. Indeed, we had found to-day more vege-

tation in the desert, than before in all the way from Egypt.
This Wady, as we have seen, comes from el-'Ain, the fountain

above mentioned, by a circuitous course; and continues- on to

join Wady el-'Arish. Further down, a Wady enters it from the

left, having in it brackish water called el-Muweilih, forming a
station on the western road from the convent to Gaza.

After crossing the water-course, we came upon a broad tract

of tolerably fertile soil, capable of tillage, and apparently once

tiUed. Across the whole tract the remains of long ranges of low

stone walls were visible, which probably once served as the divi-
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sions of cultivated fields. The Arabs call them el-Muzeiri'at,

"little plantations." We afterwards saw many such walls,

which obviously were not constructed by the present race of Arab
inhabitants ; but must be referred back to an earlier period.

We neither saw nor heard of any site of ruins in this valley ; it

may have been tilled by the inhabitants of some place not far

remote. We encamped at 4.25 upon the plain. On its northern
side rose a swelling ridge of considerable elevation, with several

sharp chalky peaks ; the most prominent of which was called

Eas es-Seram. Towards the east, mountains were visible only

at a distance.

The country through which we had passed to-day, though in

itself barren and desolate in the extreme, yet in consequence of

the recent rains presented the appearance of a less frightful

desert. Some grass, a few flowers, more frequent herbs and
shrubs, and a few faint traces of tillage, were to us agreeable

novelties ; the more grateful, as they gave promise of better

things to come.

Wednesday, April Wih. The morning was bright and
beautiful ; and we set off at 5\ o'clock in high spirits, in the

hope of finding to-day, not indeed Arab habitations, but the

more interesting remains of the dwellings of former generations.

Our guides had promised to take us to a place with ruins, not

far from our path, which they knew only by the name of 'Aujeh
;

but which Tuweileb said was also called 'Abdeh. Our course

lay first across the plain N. E. by IT. and our main route con-

tinued in this direction .all day. On both sides of the way
patches of wheat and barley were seen ; their deep green con-

trasting strongly with the nakedness around. We saw many
such patches in the course of the day ; but they were mostly

stunted and poor, in consequence of the little rain. The plain

now became a gradual acchvity ; and following up a broad

Wady, or tract covered with herbs, we came out at 6.40 on a

smaller high circular plain, surrounded by chalky hills, which from
a distance appear like mountain peaks. This plain is about a

mile in diameter, and covered with shrubs. One of the hills, a

chalky cone on the southwest, is the Kas es-Seram seen yester-

day. It is so called from Wady es-Ser^m of which this plain is

the head, and which issues from it on the opposite or northeast

part. On this plain comes in the great western road from the

convent of Sinai to Gaza ; the different routes over Jebel et-

Tih, by the two passes er-Kakineh and el-Mureikhy, having

united long before reaching this point. Thus all the roads

across the desert were now combined into one main trunk, and
continued so for the remainder of the day.

We crossed the plain ; and at a quarter past 7 o'clock en-
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tered and descended Wady es-Seram. The desert began to as-

sume a gentler aspect. The Seram spread out further down into

a wide plain, with shrubs and grass and patches of wheat and
barley, looking almost like a meadow. A few Arabs of the

'Azazimeh were pasturing their camels and flocks. The country

around became gradually stiU more open, with broad arable val-

leys separated by low swelling hiUs. Grass increased in the

valleys, and herbs were sprinkled over the hills. We heard this

morning, for the first time, the songs of many birds, and among
them the lark. I watched the little warbler rising and soaring

in his song ; and was inexpressibly delighted. On reaching the

plain, we sent two Arabs with a camel over the hills on the

right to the weUs Birein for water, with directions to overtake

the party again in the course of the day. At 8 o'clock, leaving

our servants and camels to continue in the direct route to Ku-
haibeh, where we were to encamp, we ourselves with the drome-
daries and three Arabs turned off the road towards the left of a
low range of hills, in order to visit the ruins of 'Aujeh or 'Abdeh.

In half an hour, travelling about north, we came upon a low
ridge, commanding a view out over a boundless plain or slightly

undulating tract towards the east, often sandy, but everywhere

sprinkled with shrubs and herbs like a Wady. The Seram ex-

pands into this plain, as do also Wady el-Birein from the south,

and Wady el-Hufir from the southeast. The water-course of the

Seram keeps along on the western side of the plain beneath the

hills on which we now were. We here struck a track coming
from Wady es-Seram on the right and going off to Gaza ; but it

was not the usual Gaza road. We soon left it, and turning

more to the right, saw, at three quarters past 8, the ruins on a

hill north.

Descending along a little Wady, we struck the water-course

of the Seram at 9 o'clock, still running north along the base of the

low hills which continue to skirt the plain on this side. Here we
came upon the remains of walls similar to those we had seen near

Wady el-'Ain, apparently once enclosing fields or gardens, along

the tract overflowed by the torrent during the rainy season. At
first these walls were slight, but became thicker and more solid

as we advanced. Most of them are two or three feet thick, and
double ; the faces being laid up very neatly with round stones

from the torrent, and the middle filled in with gravel. Some,

built across the water-course, are six or eight feet thick, forming

a solid dam ; and were doubtless intended to regulate the flow-

ing and distribution of the water. In some of the walls, the

sides are perpendicular ; in others sloping ; and occasionally the

round stones are broken to a face. At 9.10 the water-bed of

Wady el-Birein came in across the plain, and gave its name to
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the whole. Five minutes further on was a GhucUr or pool of
rain water in its bed, and another just below. This point was
about a quarter of an hour distant from the hill with ruins.

Here we dismounted, and turned up a little Wady coming in

from the west, to visit the ruin of a square tower of hewn stone

on its southern bank. Near by it the foundations of houses

were visible ; and many hewn stones and fragments of pottery

were strewn around. On the north side of the little Wady, op-

posite the tower, is a deep cavern in the limestone hill, appa-
rently once a quarry, with pillars left to support the roof. From
it the materials for the neighbouring buildings were probably

taken. It is more than a hundred feet in length ; and has been
apparently inhabited, perhaps by the Arabs ; as fragments of

pottery were scattered in it. It is now the resort of multitudes

of pigeons, which flew out in a cloud as we entered.

The principal ruins are situated on a hill or rocky ridge,

from sixty to one hundred feet high, running out like a pro-

montory towards the east from the elevated land on our left, and
overlooking the broad plain in front ; while the bed of the tor-

rent sweeps in a deep channel close around its end. On this hill

two ruins were conspicuous, resembling the fortresses of an acro-

polis. As we approached, there was on our left apparently an
ancient reservoir, which received its water from the hills above.

Here we found Arabs with their camels and goats at pasture
;

they proved to be a family of the Tawarah, who had wandered

off thus far from their home. Arriving at the foot of the hUl,

we found the southern base and slope covered with the ruins of

buildings of hewn stone, thrown together in utter confusion, and
showing this to have been the main site of the ancient town.

Among these we noticed several columns and entablatures. On
the top of the hiU, the westernmost building, near the middle

of the ridge, proved to be a Greek church, fronting towards the

east, about one hundred and twenty feet in length, and of pro-

portional breadth. The walls are still in great part standing,

built of hewn stone apparently from the neighbouring quarry,

and of gooi workmanship. The arched recess or place of the

altar was yet visible, with a similar smaller recess on each side

quite entire. In the western part was a side chapel with two

or three smaller rooms. The space within the walls was strewn

with broken columns and entablatures.

About one hundred and fifty paces further east, near the ex-

trem^y of the ridge, are the ruins of a fortress or castle ; a large

parallelogram likewise built of hewn stone from the quarry.

The length of the enclosure, of which the walls are still stand-

ing, is more than three hundred feet from east to west. On
the eastern end there would seem to have been another and per-
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haps stronger part of the fortress, extending a hundred feet fur-

ther quite to the brow of the precipice. This part is now wholly
destroyed ; and of the larger enclosure no portion is covered
over. The entrance was from the west, by a fine arched portal

now broken at the top. We looked here, as well as in the church,
for inscriptions ; but without success. At the eastern end, be-

yond the present wall, but within the circuit of the smaller for-

tress, is a very deep cistern, capable of holding several hundred
hogslieads ; and further on, near the extreme point of the rock,

a weU about one hundred feet deep, now dry. The bottom of

this weU for some sixty feet is wholly sunk in the solid rock
;

while the top, for about forty feet, is walled up eight feet square
with hewn stones in an uncommonly good style of masonry. An
arch was formerly thrown over the top, which is now broken
down. The walls of the smaller part of the fortress included
both the cistern and well. At the bottom of the hill imme-
diately below this point, is another well about forty feet deep,

walled up in the same manner.-^On the east of the water-course

of Wady el-Birein are also ruins of buildings ; and the walls of
fields, similar to those we saw at first, extend far out into the
plain.

From the castle the direction of the wells Birein was pointed
out about S. by E. Further to the east the water-course

of Wady el-Hufir comes down across the plain ; and uniting

with that of Wady el-Birein just north of the castle, gives its

name to the whole. It then runs off northwest to join Wady
el-Abyad.

We had no doubt at the time, nor have I any now, that

these were the ruins of the ancient JEboda or Oboda, a city men-
tioned only by Ptolemy, and marked on the Peutinger Tables as

lying on the Roman road twenty-three Roman miles to the
southward of Elusa ; equivalent to nine hours with camels at

the usual rate of travel. We were afterwards eight hours in

passing from these ruins to the site of Elusa, at a rate more
rapid than usual ; so that the correspondence is here sufficiently

exact ; and the name of 'Abdeh, which the spot still bears, is

decisive. It must have been a place of importance and of great

strength. The large church marks a numerous Christian popu-
lation ; though Eboda is nowhere mentioned among the episco-

pal cities. It is rare also to find in the desert a fortress of such
extent, and built with so much care. But the desert has reas-

sumed its rights ; the intrusive hand of cultivation has been
driven back ; the race that dwelt here have perished ; and their

works now look abroad in loneliness and silence over the mighty
waste.'

' See note XXIII, at tibe end of the Tolome.
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We left the ruins at 10}^ o'clock. Just as we were mount-
ing our camels, one of the 'Azazimeh, who was pasturing in the
vicinity, came up and scolded our guides most violently for

bringing Christians to view his country. Our course lay N. E.

by E. across the plain to regain our former road. The character

of the desert began to change, and became more and more sandy
as we advanced. We struck the route at a quarter past noon

;

and fell in again with our acquaintances, the Haweitit, who
were now going the same road. We soon passed by their cara-

van, and saw them no more.
During this time we were exposed to a violent sirocco, which

continued till towards evening, resembling the Khamsin of Egypt.
The wind had been all the morning northeast, but at 11 o'clock

it suddenly changed to the south, and came upon us with vio-

lence and intense heat, until it blew a perfect tempest. The
atmosphere was fiUed with fine particles of sand, forming a
bluish haze ; the sun was scarcely visible, his disk exhibiting

only a dun and sickly hue ; and the glow of the wind came upon
our faces as from a burning oven. Often we could not see ten

rods around us ; and our eyes, ears, mouths, and clothes, were
filled with sand. The thermometer at 12 o'clock stood at 88° F.
and had apparently been higher ; at 2 o'clock it had fallen to

76°, although the wind still continued.

We kept on our way, proceeding among sand-drifts, the

ground in spots being white with broken snail-shells ; and began
to descend very gradually towards Wady el-Abyad. At 12.50

there were again walls of fields, marking an extensive enclosure.

At 1 o'clock we came to an Arab cemetery, with a rude heap of

stones, called the tomb of Sheikh el-'Amry, whom the Arabs
nover mention without a curse. A ridiculous story of Arab
superstition is attached to this tomb. There seemed also to be

the foundations of a village or the like, connected with the said

fields. Close by is the bed of Wady el-Abyad, running to the

left into the 'Arish ; it was said to be the last Wady on our

route, that joins the latter valley. The region is here aU sand
;

and we now passed among swelling hills, which, though of sand,

were yet covered to the top with tufts of herbs and shrubs, like

the valleys and plains ; all greener than before, and indicating

our approach to a land of rain. Among these hills we passed at

half past two through a large basin, the head of a Wady called

Nehiyeh, running off west to Wady el-Abyad. Here we over-

took our two men with a load of good water from el-Birein.

They reported that the wells were four instead of two ; all

twenty-five or thirty feet deep, walled up with hewn stone, and

containing living water. The plain beyond the wells, they said,

was extensively cultivated by the Arabs,
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"We overtook the rest of our party not long after, and soon
began to descend gradually towards the head of Wady er-Euhai-
beh. The tempest continued unabated, although the burning
glow had in jiart passed away. As we crossed a plain slightly

descending towards the northeast, there were, at 3.20, traces of
walls and former fields. Ten minutes further brought us to the
entrance of Wady er-Euhaibeh, which runs from the plain

towards the northeast. Here is the fork of the two main roads

leading to Gaza and Hebron. We encamped at 3|- o'clock in

the Wady, which is at first narrow, lying between hills of gentle

acclivity.

The tempest now seemed to have reached its greatest fury,

and had become a tornado. It was with the utmost difficulty

that we could pitch our tent, or keep it upright after it was
pitched. For a time the prospect was dreadful ; and the storm

in itself was probably as terrific, as most of those which have
given rise to the exaggerated accounts of travellers. Yet here

was no danger of life ; though I can well conceive that in cer-

tain circumstances, as where a traveller is without water and is

previously feeble and exhausted, such a "horrible tempest" may
well prove fatal. Most of our Arabs covered their faces with a
handkerchief, although we were travelling before the wind.

After 5 o'clock the wind fell ; the air became less obscure ; a
breeze sprung up from the northwest, which soon purified the at-

mosphere, restored the sun to his splendour, and brought us a
clear and pleasant evening, with a temperature of 66° F. It

was no little labour to free ourselves from the casing of sand in

which we were enveloped.

We had not been told of ruins at this place, or only in gen-

eral terms ; and were therefore the more surprised to find here

also traces of antiquity. In the valley itself, just at the left of

the path, is the ruin of a small rough building with a dome,

built in the manner of a mosk ; it was obviously once a Wely or

tomb of a Muhammedan saint. On the right of the path is a
confused heap of hewn stones, the remains of a square building

of some size, perhaps a tower. On the accHvity of the eastern

hil l we found traces of wells ; a deep cistern, or rather cavern,

which seemed to have been used as such ; and a fine circular

threshing floor, evidently antique. But on ascending the hill on
the left of the valley, we were astonished to find ourselves amid
the ruins of an ancient city. Here is a level tract of ten or

twelve acres in extent, entirely and thickly covered over with

confused heaps of stones, with just enough of their former order

remaining, to show the foundations and form of the houses, and
the course of some of the streets. The houses were mostly,

small, all sohdly built of bluish limestone, squared and often
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hewn on the exterior surface. Many of the dwellings had each
its cistern, cut in the solid rock ; and these still remained quite
entire. One mass of stones larger than the rest, appeared to be
the remains of a church, from the fragments of columns and en-
tablatures strewed around. Another large mass lay further to

the north, which we did not visit. There seemed to have been
no public square, and no important or large public buildings

;

nor could we trace with certainty any city walls. We sought
also in vain for inscriptions. Once, as we judged upon the spot,

this must have been a city of not less than twelve or fifteen

thousand inhabitants. Now, it is a perfect field of ruins, a
scene of unutterable desolation ; across which the passing stran-

ger can with difficulty find his way. Multitudes of lizards were
briskly and silently gliding among the stones ; and at evening,

as we sat writing, the screechings of an owl were the only sound
to break in upon the death-like stillness.

These ruins have apparently been seen by no former travel-

ler ; and it was only by accident that we stumbled upon them.
The place must anciently have been one of some note and im-
portance ; but what city could it have been ? This is a ques-
tion, which after long inquiry, and with the best aid from the

light of European science, I am as yet unable to answer. The
name er-Ruhaibeh naturally suggests the Hebrew Behohoth, one
of Isaac's wells in the vicinity of Gerar ;

' but this appears to

have been nothing but a well, and there is no mention in Scrip-

ture or elsewhere of any city connected with it. Here, on the

other hand, was a city, but, it would seem, no well ; the inhab-

itants having been apparently supplied with rain water by
means of cisterns. The position of Isaac's well, too, appears to

have been much further north, and between Gerar and Beershe-

ba, where he was residing. But these ruins are a large eight

hours distant from Beersheba ; and not in the direction of Gerar.

No town of this name is spoken of in all this region ; and I am
stUl, after many years, unable to solve the mystery."

The ruined Wely above mentioned seems to indicate, that

the place was inhabited, or at least frequented, down to a period

considerably later than the Muhammedan conquest.

As Ruhaibeh is the great point from which the roads across

the desert, after having been aU united, again diverge towards

' Gen. 26, 22. AUa, Hauara, and Zadacatha, all of which
' In the Notitia JOignitatum (c. 29), a are on the east of the 'Arabab, it more

placo Robotha is named in the rude draw- probably represents the 'Po(o$<i^ orRohooth

ing at the head of the chapter ; bnt is of Ensebius and Jerome, which they place

omitted in the list This name might an- in Gabalene, meaning Idmnsea. See No-
swer to Rehoboth (Rnhaibeh); bat as the tit. Dign. p. 78,346. ed. Backing; p. 215,

place is mentioned along with Moahila, 216, ed. Poncerol; Reland. Falsest, p. 231.
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Gaza and Hebron, the present is a fit occasion for bringing
together all that remains to be said of these routes and of the
region further south. We travelled the road from this point to

Hebron, a journey of two days, which is described in the follow-

ing pages. Gaza (Arabic Ghttzzeh) was said to be only one day
distant from Kuhaibeh, though it must be a very long day's

journey. Our guides knew of no ruins on the way ; and only of

one place of any note, called NOttar Abu Stimar, where the
Arabs have magazines of grain.

From 'Akabah to Hebroij and Gaza, one road passes along
nearly the whole length of the great Wady el-'Arabah, and
ascends from it to the high western plateau by several passes, not
far from the south end of the Dead Sea. These we shall have
occasion to describe at a later period. From 'Akabah to Kuhai-
beh there are two roads for a part of the way ; one, the route we
travelled; and the other, keeping for some time along the
'Arabah, as has been already mentioned, and then ascending
through Wady el-Beyaneh to join our road before reaching Jebel
'Araif.

From the convent of Sinai, (and consequently also from
Ttir,) three roads cross by the three great passes of Jebel et-Tih,

and unite before reaching Euhaibeh. The easternmost is the
road passing by el-'Ain and also by the well eth-Themed, west
of the mountain Turf er-Rukn ; and falling into our route at

Wady el-Mayein near Jebel 'Araif. The middle road crosses

the Tih by the pass el-Mureikhy ; and the western one by the

pass er-Eakineh. These unite before reaching the Haj route

;

and fall into our road on the circular plain at the head of Wady
es-Seram, about one day's journey from Euhaibeh. This united

route passes some distance to the eastward of the fortress Nfikhl

on the Haj road; six hours, according to Seetzen's information.'

A branch route, however, from both the passes, goes off by way
of Nukhl, and falls in again further north; but this increases

the distance one day's journey. From the convent to Euhaibeh
is reckoned nine days' journey on all the direct roads ; and by
way of Nukhl, ten days. The middle route, across the pass el-

Mureikhy, is the one most commonly travelled by the Tawarah

;

though Tuweileb was acquainted with them all.

These roads, it will be seen, all lie to the eastward of Wady
el-'Arish ; the westernmost crossing that Wady from west to

east, not far above Jebel Ikhrimm. But another branch keeps

on from that point to Gaza, along the western side of the

'Arish, crossing it much further down, and leaving Euhaibeh
at some distance on the right. This would seem to be the

» Zach's Monatl. Corrcsp. XVII. p. 147.
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route taken by the pilgrims, who travelled in the fifteenth and
sixteenth centuries from Gaza to Mount Sinai.

The above are all the roads we heard of, across the desert,

from south to north. But an important road leads from Cairo

by way of 'Ajrud to Hebron, and falls into our route at the

head of Wady es-Seram, before reaching Euhaibeh.—A few
days before we passed. Lord Prudhoe had also travelled directly

from Nflkhl to Wady Musa, and kindly furnished us with the

notes of his rotite.

The notices thus collected by us for the first time from the

Arabs, together with our own observations and Burckhardt's

route in 1812, furnished, so far as I know, the only topographi-

cal details as yet given to the public, respecting the great desert

north of Jebel et-Tih and the Haj route ; excepting a very

brief account by Kussegger of his journey from the convent to

Hebron a few months after we had passed. The details are em-
bodied in a note at the end of the volume.'

From a comparison of all these notices, it appears, that the

middle of this desert is occupied by a long central basin, ex-

tending from Jebel et-Tlh to the shores of the Mediterranean,

descending towards the north with a rapid slope, and drained

through all its length by Wady el-'Arish, which enters the sea

near the place of the same name. West of this basin, other

Wadys run by themselves down to the sea. On the east of

the same central basin is another similar and parallel one, be-

tween it and the 'Arabah, (the two being separated by the chain

el-'Ojmeh and its continuation,) extending from the Tih nearly

to Jebel 'Araif and el-Miikrah, and drained throughout by the

Wady el-Jerafeh ; which having its head in or near the Tih,

empties into the 'Arabah not far from el-Mttkrah. North of this

last basin, the tract between the 'Arabah and the basin of the

'Arish, is filled up by ranges or clusters of mountains; from which

on the east short Wadys run to the 'Arabah, and on the west

longer ones to Wady el-'Arish; until further north, these latter

continue by themselves to the sea nearer G-aza.

Comparing now this formation of the northern desert with

the notices already given respecting the peninsula of Sinai, we
obtain a more distinct view of the general features of the latter.

If the parallel of the northern coast of Egypt be extended east-

ward to the great Wady el-'Arabah, it appears that the desert,

south of this parallel, rises gradually towards the south, until

on the summit of the ridge et-Tih, between the gulfs of Suez

and 'Akabah, it attains the elevation of 4322 feet, according to

Russegger. The waters of all this great tract flow off north-

See Note XXIV, end of the Tolume. For the routes of the few travellers since

1840. see Eitter Erdk. XIV. p. 866 sq.
' r -1
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wards either to the Mediterranean or the Dead Sea. The Tih

forms a sort of oifset ; and along its southern base the surface

sinks at once to the height of only about 3000 feet, forming the

sandy plain which extends nearly across the peninsula. After

this the mountains of the peninsula proper commence, and rise

rapidly through the formations of sandstone, griinstein, porphyry,

and granite, into the lofty masses of St. Catharine and Um
Shaumer ; the former of which has an elevation of more than

8000 Paris feet, or nearly double that of the Tih. Here the

waters all run eastward or westward to the gulfs of 'Akabah
and Suez.

Thursday, April Vlth. Our 'Amran guides had been en-

gaged only as far as to Sheikh el-'Amry, which we passed yester-

day ; but as they professed to be going to Gaza, they continued

with us to Ruhaibeh, and left us at evening. We ourselves

had been long undecided which route to take from this point.

But as we learned that there were no places of importance on
the Gaza road ; and by taking it we should probably arrive a
day later at Jerusalem ; while the way by Hebron was more
direct and apparently passed the sites of important ancient

cities; we determined to follow the latter. The journey of

yesterday had been one of deep interest to us ; nor did that of

to-day afford results less unexpected or gratifying.

Starting at 5^ o'clock, we proceeded on a general course

northeast down Wady er-Ruhaibeh, which becomes broad and
arable, with rounded hills on either side. After three quarters

of an hour there was a ruin on the hill on our right, a square

tower of hewn stones, with a large heap of stones adjoining.

A small Wady called esh-Shutein comes in at this point from
the same side ; and on the hills further north we saw other

heaps of squared stones. As we advanced, the valley became
quite green with grass ; and in a season of ordinary rain would

be verdant and full of luxuriant herbage. The birds were now
more frequent, warbling forth their carols and filling the air

with melody. We noticed the quail with his whistle, and the

lark with her song; besides many smaller warblers. In the

course of the day, we heard also the notes of the nightingale.

At half past six a ruined village was on the left-hand hiU.

Five minutes later we left Wady er-Euhaibeh running northwest

to join Wady el-Kum ; and passed up a small side valley, Wady
el-Futeis. We had overtaken a straggling family of the

Haweitat, with three or four camels, travelling on our route

;

and as the man seemed acquainted with the country, having

i. 294, 2i>a.
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often been here, (as he said,) we engaged him as a guide as far

as to the vicinity of Hebron.
Our path now led over a hill and down another small valley,

running nearly E. N. E. towards a wide open country, which
spread itself out on every side with swelling hills, but no moun-
tains, almost as far as the eye could reach. Herbs were abun-
dant ; but the scanty grass was withered and parched. Crossing

a tract of low hills extending along from the left, we came at

8.20 to the bed of Wady el-Kurn. This is a valley or plain of

some width, with a water-course in the middle, running here

west, and then northwest and joining the Euhaibeh. As we
approached its bed from the south, we perceived a wall of hewn
stone, extending for some distance obliquely from the bed ; and
many small fragments of pottery were strewed over the soil.

We halted on the northern bank at a fine well, surrounded with
several drinldng-troughs of stone for watering camels and flocks.

The well is circular, eight or ten feet in diameter; and meas-
ured twenty-seven feet in depth to the surface of the water. It

is very neatly stoned up with good masonry ; but the bottom
seemed to have been partly filled with rubbish. The water was
slightly brackish, and was said never to fail. Adjacent to this

weU the ground was strewed with ruins, which our Arabs called

el-Khulasah; in which name we could not but recognise the

ancient Elusa.

These ruins cover an area of fifteen or twenty acres, through-

out which the foundations and enclosures of houses are dis-

tinctly to be traced ; and squared stones are everywhere thinly

scattered. Toward the western side are two open places, per-

haps open squares of the ancient city. Several large heaps of

hewn stones in various parts probably mark the sites of public

buildings ; but they are thrown together in too much confusion

to be easily made out. Occasional fragments of columns and
entablatures were visible. We found no cisterns; the city

having been apparently supplied with water from the public

well. The space covered by the ruins is at least one third

greater than that at Euhaibeh ; but the city was apparently

less compactly built ; and the masses of ruins are much less

considerable. The limestone is here softer, and is much decayed

from the influence of the weather; many of the blocks being

eaten through and through like a honeycomb. In this way
probably a large portion of the materials has perished. We
judged that here must have been a city with room enough for a

population of fifteen or twenty thousand souls.

The city of Elusa lay without the borders of Palestine ; and

its name is not found in the Bible. It is first mentioned by

Ptolemy in the first half of the second century, among the cities
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of Idumea, west of tlie Dead Sea ; and is marked in the Peu-
tinger Tables as lying on the Eoman road, seventy-one Eoman
miles southward from Jerusalem. This distance we afterwards

travelled in twenty-sis hours and a quarter, at a pace some-
what more rapid than our average rate ; affording a coincidence

near enough to determine the site, even if the name were not
decisive.'

Profane history makes no further mention of Elusa ; but from
ecclesiastical writers we learn, that although there was here a
Christian church with a bishop, yet the city was chiefly inhab-

ited by heathen, connected with the Saracens of the adjacent

deserts. Jerome relates of St. Hilarion, that travelling with a
company of monks into the desert of Kadesh, he came to Elusa
just as an annual festival had collected all the people in the

temple of Venus ; whom they worshipped, like the Saracens, in

conjunction with the morning star. The town itself, he says,

was for the most part semi-barbarous. As an episcopal city,

Elusa was reckoned to the third Palestine. About A. D. 400,
the son of NUus was brought here as a prisoner from Mount
Sinai, and redeemed by the bishop ; as has been already related

in speaking of the convent.* The names of four other bishops

are found in the records of councils, as late as to A. D. 536.

About A. D. 600, Antoninus Martyr appears to have passed

from Palestine to Sinai by Elusa, which he calls Eulatia. The
Nofifioe of ecclesiastical writers, collected by Keland, refer to

nearly the same period. From that time onward until now, an
interval of more than eleven centuries, Elusa has remained un-
mentioned, and its place unknown ; until we were thus permitted

to rescue it again from this long oblivion.^

Leaving the well at a quarter past 9 o'clock, we proceeded

on our way, on a course N. N. E. Of Wady el-Kum, (some-

times called also Wady el-Khulasah,) we had two accounts.

Tuweileb thought that after the junction of the Kuhaibeh with
it, the two form Wady Khubarah, which enters the 'Arish. This
Wady, the Khubarah, though without living water, is very fer-

tile, and yields good crops of grain and also of melons. On the

' From a remark of Jerome, (Comm. hour. See in Note VII, at the end of the

in Esa. 15, 4,) it would appear, that the volume.

Aramaean name of this city was nsAh ' See above, p. 124.

which was softened in Greek to 'EXouirol ' See in general, Belaud Falsest, pp.
The Arabic version in Gen. 20, 1. 2, and 215, 218, 223 ; also p. 755 sq. Le Quiea

26, 1, instead of Gerar, reads el-Khiilus, Oriens Christ. III. p. 735. Itin. Antonini

as if referring it to Elusa. See Reland Mart. xxxv.—M. Callier passed from He-
Pa'aest. pp. 755, 805. Bochart Phaleg, hron to Dhoheriyeh, and thence to Wady
p. 309.—The length of the Roman mile is Khulasah ; but he appears to have struck

commonly a-^sumed at 75 to the degree

;

the valley at a point further east. Jour-

or 5 Roman miles equal to i geographical nal des Savans, Jan. 1836. p. 47. Nouv.

miles. Our rate of travel was here some- Annales des Voyages, 1839. Tom. III. p.

what more than 2 G. M. or 2^ R. M. the 274.
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other hand, our 'Amran and Haweitat guides affirmed, that the
united Wady receives the Murtubeh further down, and thus
forms Wady es-Suny, which joins the Sheri'ah near the sea not
far south of Gaza. Of these accounts the former, from the con-
struction of the map, seems the most probable.—Our path led

for a time over sandy hiUs, called Rumeilet Hamid, sprinkled

with herbs and shrubs, but with little grass. The shrubs which
we had met with throughout the desert still continued. One of

the principal of these is the Betem already mentioned, a species

of the broom plant. Genista rcetam of Forskal. This is the

largest and most conspicuous shrub of these deserts, growing
thickly in the water-courses and valleys. Our Arahs always

selected the place of encampment (if possible) in a spot where
it grew, in order to be sheltered by it at night from the wind

;

and during the day, when they often went on in advance of the

camels, we found them not unfrequently sitting or sleeping under
a bush of Retem to protect them from the sun. It was in this

very desert, a day's journey from Beersheba, that the prophet
Elijah lay down and slept beneath the same shrub.'

We came at 10| o'clock to a broad Wady, with a large

tract of grass, called el-Khuza'y. As we advanced, the loose

sand ceased, and the country exhibited more grass mingled with
the herbs. At 11.55 we crossed the bed of Wady el-Murtubeh,

a wide tract bearing marks of much water. Just before reaching

it a path had crossed ours, leading to water in the same Wady
not far to the left, in pits called Themail. Lower down, this

Wady receives the Khuza'y, and afterwards unites with the

Kflrn, as above described.

Our road thus far had been among swelling hills of moderate

height. We now began gradually to ascend others higher, but

of the same general character. The herbs of the desert began to

disappear, and the hills were thinly covered with grass, now dry

and parched. The ascent was long and gradual. We reached

the top at a quarter past 1 o'clock, and looked out before us

over a broad lower tract ; beyond which our eyes were greeted

with the first sight of the mountains of Judah, south of Hebron,

which skirted the open country and bounded the horizon in the

east and northeast. We now felt that the desert was at an end.

Descending gradually, we came out at 2 o'clock upon an open
undulating country; the shrubs ceased, or nearly so; green

grass was seen along the lesser water-courses, and almost green

sward ; while the gentle hills, covered in ordinary seasons with

' 1 Kings 19, 4. 5. The Hebrew name bitter ; and are regarded by the Arabs as

Dn"l rotkem is the same as the present yielding the best charcoal. This illustrates

Arabic name. The Vulgate, Luther, Eng- ^°^ 30, *. and Ps. 120, 4. Comp. Bnrck-

lish version, and others, translate it hardt, p. 483.

wrongly hjjuniper. The roots are very
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grass and ricli pasture, were now burnt over with drought.
Arabs were pasturing their camels in various parts ; but no trace
of dwellings was any where visible. At 2J o'clock we reached
Wady es-Seba', a wide water-course, or bed of a torrent, running
here W. S. W. towards Wady es-Suny. Upon its northern
side, close upon the bank, are two deep wells, still called Bir es-

Seba', the ancient Beersheba. We had entered the borders of
Palestine

!

These wells are some distance apart ; they are circular, and
stoned up very neatly with solid masonry, apparently much
more ancient than that of the wells at 'Abdeh. The larger one
is twelve and a half feet in diameter, and forty-four and a half
feet deep to the surface of the water ; sixteen feet of which at

the bottom is excavated in the solid rock. The other well lies

fifty-five rods W. S. W., and is five feet in diameter and forty-

two feet deep. The water in both is pure and sweet, and in

great abundance ; the finest indeed we had found since leaving

Sinai. Both wells are surrounded with drinking-troughs of stone

for camels and flocks ; such as were doubtless used of old for

the flocks which then fed on the adjacent hills. The curb-stones
were deeply worn by the friction of the ropes in drawing up water
by hand.'

We had heard of no ruins here, and hardly expected to find

any ; for none were visible from the wells
;
yet we did not wish

to leave so important a spot without due examination. Ascend-
ing the low hills north of the wells, we found them covered with
the ruins of former habitations, the foundations of which are still

distinctly to be traced, although scarcely one stone remains upon
another. The houses appear not to have stood compactly, but
scattered over several little hills and in the hollows between.

They seem to have been built chiefly of round stones ; though
some of the stones are squared and some hewn. It was probably

only a smaU straggling city. This very expression I wrote in

pencil on the spot ; and was afterwards gratified to find, that

Eusebius and Jerome both describe it only as a " large village
"

with a Roman garrison.' We could find no special traces of

churches or other public buildings ; although one or two larger

heaps of stones may probably have been such edifices. These
ruins are spread over a space half a mile in length along the

' The Hebrew name Beersheba signi- implying seven wells; but -without the

fies " Well of the Oath ;
" or as some slightest historical or other ground. On

suppose, " Well of the Seven," referring the map of our route across the desert,

to the seven lambs which Abraham gave published in the Jovirnal of the Eoyal

to Abimelech in token of the oath between Geographical Society of London for 1839,

them. See Gen. 21, 28-32. The Arabic a similar explanation was inserted without

name Bir es-Seba' signifies " Well of the my knowledge.

Seven," and also " Well of the Lion."

—

' Onomast. art. Sersabee. Euseb. Kti/iii

Some writers have regarded the name as /jeyfffTTj. Jerome, " vicus grandis."
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nortliern side of the water-course and extending back about a
quarter of a mile. Fragments of pottery are scattered over tbe
whole.—On the south side of the water-course is a long wall of
hewn stone under the bank, extendiug for several hundred feet,

apparently intended to protect the bank from being washed away
by the torrent. Probably gardens or some important building

may have been situated on the bank above ; of which however
there is now no trace. On the same side are several heaps of

stones ; and the ground is also strewed with small fragments of
pottery.

Here then is the place where the patriarchs Abraham, Isaac,

and Jacob often dwelt ! Here Abraham dug perhaps this very
well ; and journeyed from hence with Isaac to Mount Moriah, to

offer him up there in sacrifice. From this place Jacob fled to

Padan-Aram, after acquiring the birthright and blessing belong-
ing to his brother ; and here too he sacrificed to the Lord on
setting off to meet his son Joseph in Egypt. Here Samuel made
his sons judges ; and from here Elijah wandered out into the
southern desert, and sat down under a shrub of Ketem, just as

our Arabs sat down under it every day and every night. Here
was the border of Palestine proper, which extended from Dan to

Beersheba.' Over these swelling hUls the flocks of the patriarchs

once roved by thousands ; where now we found only a few camels,

asses, and goats !

Beersheba is last mentioned in the Old Testament, as one of

the places to which the Jews returned after the exile.' The
name does not occur in the New Testament ; nor is it referred to

as then existing by any writer earlier than Eusebius and Jerome
in the fourth century. They describe it as a large village with a

Roman garrison.' It is found as an episcopal city in the early

ecclesiastical and other Notitice referring to the centuries before

and after the Muhammedan conquests ;* but none of its bishops

are anywhere mentioned. Its site was in like manner long for-

gotten ; and the crusaders assigned this name to the place now
called Beit Jibrin, lying between Hebron and Askelon.' About
the middle of the fourteenth century, Sir John MaundeviUe and
also Ludolf de Suchem and William de Baldensel passed on this

route from Sinai to Hebron and Jerusalem ; and aU of them
mention here Beersheba. The two latter say it was then unin-

habited ; but some of the churches were still standing. From
this time onward for five centuries, it has again remained until

' See Gen. 21, 31 sq. 22,19. 26,23. indeed mentions a Bersabee among the

28, 10. 46, 1. 1 Sam. 8, 2. 1 Kings towns which he fortified; but this wa»
19, 3. 2 Sam. 17, 11. Compare in gen- in Galilee. B. J. 2. 20. 6. Vit. 37.

eral, Reland's Patest. p. 620. * Reland's Pal. pp. 215, 217, 222, 229.
' Neh. 11, 27. 30. ' WiU. Tyr. 14. 22.
' Onomast. art. Sersabee.—Josephus
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this day apparently tinvisited and unknown ; except the slight

notice which Seetzen obtained respecting it from the Arabs.'

We remained nearly an hour upon this interesting spot

;

where all that is now to be seen, lies within a very narrow com-
pass. Meantime several flocks of goats came up for water ; or

perhaps because their keepers wished to get a nearer view of the

strangers. After some chaffering, we bought a kid for our Arabs
;

intending to give them a good supper, inasmuch as we were ap-

proaching the end of our journey. We set off again at 3.35, on
a course northeast, the path gradually ascending over an open
tract, which in ordinary seasons must be a fine grazing country.

Not a precipice, not a tree, was to be seen ; nothing but grassy

hills. At 4.25 we passed the site of a village, the stone houses

of which had been thrown down to the very foundation. We
could learn no name. Ten minutes later we encamped in this

open tract, for the first time on grass, or rather what had once

been grass ; for it was now parched and brown. Yet it was
something better than the desert ; where hitherto the floor of our

tent had always been the naked sand or gravel.

Our Arabs quickly slaughtered the poor goat ; and the dif-

ferent portions were speedily in the process of cooking at different

flres. This time they had no guests, bidden or unbidden, to

interrupt the full enjoyment of their savoury repast. Such pro-

bably in kind was the " savoury meat " which Isaac loved ; and
with which, in this very neighbourhood, Jacob enticed from him
the blessiag intended for his elder brother.' Our Haweity guide

had brought along his famUy, with two or three camels ; and to

them the offals of the kid were abandoned. I looked in upon
this feast ; and fotmd the women boiling the stomach and en-

trails, which they had merely cleaned by stripping them with the

hand, without washing ; while the head unskinned and unopened,

was roastiag underneath in the embers of a fire made chiefly of

camels' dung. With such a meal our Tawarah would hardly

have been content. Indeed aU the Bedawin we had yet met
with out of the peninsula, the 'Amran, the Haiwat, the Haweitat,

and the Tiyahah, were obviously upon a lower scale of civiliza-

tion than the Tawarah ; and seemed little if any further removed

from savage life, than the red man of the American wilds.

' Zach's Monatl. Corresp. XVII. US. towards the south. This is a striking in-

At the time of onr risit I was under the stance of their loose and vague manner of

impression, that Seetzen had himself been specifying distances and bearings not defi-

at Beersheba. But he went from Hebron nitely known to them. We found the dis-

first to the vicinity of Gaza ; and thence tance from Beersheba to Hebron to be a

direct to Sinai; and only speaks of the good 12 hours with camels ; equivalent to

wells of Bir es-Seba' as being several nearly 25 G. M. or more than 30 Roman
hours E. N. E. of the spot where he then milts, on a general course N. E. by E.

(vas. Eusebius and Jerome place Beer- Compare Reland's Pal. p. 474 sq.

sheba at twenty Roman miles from Hebron ' Gen. 27, 9 sq.
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Our guide of tlie Haweitdt was from the country east of the

gulf of 'Akabah and north of the Haj route. Like so many
others of his tribe, he had been driven out by the drought ; and
had wandered off hither to the south of Syria in search of pas-

ture. We afterwards found similar wanderers in the district

around Wady Miisa. He said that in his country there were
many ruined towns, which had never yet been " written down."

His tribe have no horses ; not one of them, not even the Sheikh,

can read ; nor did he know of any Bedawy who could. When
the Haweitat of that region receive letters, they apply to the

Arabs Hiidhr, "townsmen," of Muweilih to have them read.

These Haweitat are at enmity with the Arabs of Khaibar.

—

This guide, as well as our other Arabs, called the wind we had
yesterday ShurMyeh, an east wind, although it blew from the

south.' The Simoom, they said, differs from it only in its greater

heat ; the haze and sand and discoloration of the air being alike

in both. Should it overtake a traveller without water, it may
in certain circumstances prove fatal to him. He needs water

not only to drink ; but it is well to wash the skin. The Simoom,
they said, prevails only during the season when the Khamsin
blows in Egypt. This is during the months of April and May.'

Friday, April 13tk. We started at 5.25, and in five minutes

crossed a track leading off IST. by W. to the well of Khuwei-
lifeh, situated in a Wady of the same name on the road from
Hebron by Dhoheriyeh to Gaza. It was described to us as

similar to the smaller well at Bir es-Seba'.^ Fifteen minutes

more brought us out upon a wide open grassy plain, suffering

greatly indeed from drought, but in which many fields of wheat

were scattered, looking beautifully in their vesture of bright

green. The ground too was in many places decked with flowers

;

among them were an abundance of low scarlet poppies. The
morning was lovely ; the sky perfectly serene, with a refreshing

breeze from the southwest ; the air full of the sweet carols of

birds. Thus we spent our first morning in Palestine, It was a

delightful entrance to the Promised Land.

The plain over which we now travelled on a course N. E.

by E. has an undulating surface, and extends very far towards

the southeast. No shrubs nor trees were visible ; nothing but=-

grass and flowers and green fields. It reminded me of the vast

plains of northern Germany. On the east and north were hills

and ridges, the beginning of the mountains of Judah, forming an

angle in the northeast towards which our course led. The plain

was much cut up by deep gullies with precipitous banks, mostly

' This name Shtirkiyeh suggests an ob- ' Lane's Mod. Egypt. I. pp. 2, 3.

vious etymology of the Italian word Si- ' See more respecting this well under

rocco. date of June 7th.
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running towards the left, worn by tlie wintry torrents. At 6.10
a track went off to the left towards the north to a place, where
the Bedawin have their magazines of grain, called Nuttar el-

Lukiyeh. About 7 o'clock we crossed a Wady running north-

westerly through the plain ; it was said to be the Khuweilifeh,

which after passing the well of that name, bends round to join

the Wady Seba'. We had however some doubt as to the cor-

rectness of this information.

Ten minutes later we crossed the road leading from Gaza to

Wady Musa and Ma'an. According to our Haweity guide, it

unites with the road from Hebron at or near a well called el-

Milh, and then divides and descends to the 'Arabah by two passes

called el-Gharib and er-Eakib. We learned more of this road

at a later period ; but heard nothing further of this latter pass.'

As we advanced, the hills from the northwest approached more
and more to meet those upon the east ; and a small Wady was
visible descending from the angle. At 8.20 a path went off to

the right, which was said to lead to a village in the mountains.

At three quarters past eight, the plain terminated ; we began
to get among the hills, and entered the Wady above mentioned,

which our Arabs chose to call Wady el-Khulil ; but whether for

any other reason than because it was leading us towards el-

Khulil or Hebron, is doubtful. In this valley were fields of

grain ; and half an hour after entering it, we found a man plough-

ing with two heifers in order to sow millet. His plough was very

simple, and by English and American farmers would be called

rude. Yet it did its work well, and was of a much lighter and
better construction than the coarse plough of Egypt. The an-

cient form is not improbably still preserved.

We now began to ascend more rapidly ; the limestone hills

on each side became rocky and higher, and were green with grass

;

while low trees were occasionally scattered over them. Among
these the Butm, Pistacia Terebinthus of Linnaeus, the Tere-

binth of the Old Testament, was the most frequent. We noticed

here red clover growing wild along our path. At 9-| o'clock we
reached the head of the valley, and came out upon a ridge, from

which a very steep descent brought us to the bottom of another

deep and narrow Wady coming down from the northeast. This

latter here turned short towards the southeast. We could learn

neither its name, nor in what direction its waters were ultimately

carried off ; but we afterwards found, that it joins the great val-

ley which passes down further east from near Hebron to Wady
es-Seba'. Our path now followed up this Wady, still on a

general course N. E. by E. It is quite narrow and winds

much among the hills ; so that it seemed to be almost inter-

' See under date of June 2d and 3d.
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minaUe. The sides were rocty, but clotlied with grass and the

shrub Bellan, a sort of furze. Here we met several wild savage-

looking Arabs ; and further on, a man on horseback, the first we
had seen since leaving Egypt. He was on a sleek mare, which
brought him rapidly down the steep rocky side of one of the

hills,- The bottom of the valley in its steeper parts was formerly

laid off into terraces, ofwhich the massive walls still remain ; but

nothing more. After some time flocks of sheep and goats mingled
together were seen feeding on the hills ; and we fell in with other

flocks consisting of young kids alone. Not long after, we came
upon herds of neat cattle and donkeys grazing ; and at length,

at a quarter past 11 o'clock, got sight of the village of edh-

Dhoheriyeh on the summit of a lull terminating the Wady, the

head of which here opens out into a green basin. This and the

hills around were covered with flocks and neat cattle in the an-

cient patriarchal style, with many horses, asses, and camels, all

in fine order ; and affording to us a most pleasing prospect, after

having been for thirty days confined to the dreary nakedness of

the desert. We reached Dhoheriyeh at 11.35.

Our Tawarah Arabs had always said, that they could take

us only as far as to this village, the first on this road within the

borders of Syria. They had represented it too as being very near

to Hebron. The Bedawin never bring travellers or loads further

than this point ; as the inhabitants, living on the great road

from Hebron to Gaza and Egypt, have the monopoly of trans-

porting all goods and passengers that come by way of the desert.

Our first object therefore was to obtain the means of proceeding

without delay to Hebron ; the day being not yet half spent.

We sought for the Sheikh of the village, but he was absent.

The person who acted for him, we found sitting with a number

of the inhabitants. He informed us that we could obtain no

animals until the next day ; when they would engage to take us

through to Jerusalem. To aU our pressing sohcitations to be

sent forward immediately, they turned a deaf ear
;
probably be-

cause they did not wish to stop for the night with us at Hebron

;

but they said our Arabs might go on with us, if they would.

This we then proposed ; but the Tawarah said they were strangers

here, and feared that if they went to Hebron their camels would

be pressed for the service of the government ; a thing not at all

unusual, as we knew. We now tried to ascertain the distance

to Hebron ; thinking we could perhaps send one of our servants

thither and obtain animals. Some said it was three, some four,

and some five hours distant ; nor was it till we had actually

travelled over the ground ourselves, that we arrived at any

certainty ; and then we found the largest estimate correct.

—

Under all the circumstances, much as we wished to get on, we

Vol. I.-18* i- ^'^« 309
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felt compelled to have the camels unloaded, and the tent pitched.

This was done for the first time on green grass, and among olive

trees, in the basin just below the village on the southeast. Our
intention was to pay off and dismiss our Tawarah ; and then, if

possible, obtain animals from Hebron.

We found no difficulty in satisfying all our Arabs, whose
camels had brought loads from the convent ; but an unexpected

question arose in the case of Tuweileb. We had regarded him
merely as taking the place of Besharah, as head of the party

and guide ; which, according to the express stipulation of our

contract, he was to do without additional expense to lis, except

such slight presents as we might choose to give him. I have
already mentioned, that he had brought with him two extra

camels, apparently for himself and children ; one of which had
been taken into our service at 'Akabah, instead of a camel which
had died by the way. But his views, it seems, in entering upon
the journey, had been different from ours ; and Besharah had
told him, that we would take him as Sheikh of the party, and
pay him the hire of a dromedary for himself; or rather, would
make him an equivalent and generous present. Thus the ani-

mal, which all along upon the journey had been nothing more
than a broken down camel, was now suddenly transformed into

the dromedary of a Sheikh. We had already paid him enough,

as we supposed ; but this was a higher claim, touching his

honour as a Sheikh and as a Bedawy. He had been understood

to come as the Sheikh of our party ; he had consented that his

dromedary should bear a burden for our accommodation ; and
now both he and his dromedary would be forever degraded in the

eyes of his tribe, unless we made him a fitting present for a

Sheikh. To all this we had nothing to reply, except the words

of our contract, which he could not read. We cut the matter

short at last, by giving him our old pistols, which he had usually

paraded in Ms girdle on the way, and which we had bought for

a trifle in Cairo. With this present he seemed highly gratified.

But we were not sure, that he did not immediately sell the

pistols in the village ; where fire-arms were sought with avidity,

in consequence of the disarming of the people by the Egyptian

government.

We had on the whole been much pleased with Tuweileb

;

although, as I have already remarked, he had seen his best days,

and for much of the time had been quite unwell. He was uni-

formly kind, patient, accommodating, and faithful; and until

now had shown himself less a beggar than his companions. He
gave us his adieu by repeatedly kissing each on both cheeks, in

addition to the usual kiss of the hand. We parted with our

Tawarah Arabs with regret and with the kindest feelings. For
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thirty days they had now heen our companions and guides

through the desert ; and not the slightest difficulty had arisen

between us. On the contrary, they had done all in their power
to lighten the toils of our journey, and protect us from discom-
forts by the way. In all our subsequent journeyings, we found
no guides so faithful and devoted.

By this time it was too late to think of reaching Hebron.
We therefore sent and engaged camels for Jerusalem, to take us

and our luggage at midnight, and reach the Holy City before

the next evening. The journey through the desert had made
such inroads upon our stores, that the Sheikh of the camels re-

quired us to take only six, instead of the nine which had brought

us thus far. They were however much larger and stouter than
those of the Bedawin.

The village of Dhoheriyeh lies high, and is visible from a

great distance in every direction. It is a rude assemblage of

stone hovels ; many of which are half under ground, and others

broken down. A castle or fortress apparently once stood here

;

the remains of a square tower are still to be seen, now used as a
dwelling ; and the doorways of many hovels are of hewn stone

with arches. It would seem to have been one of the line of

small fortresses, which apparently once existed all along the

southern border of Palestine. The village contains, according

to the government census, one hundred full grown men; of

whom thirty-eight had been taken at three separate times for the

Egyptian army. Though half in ruins, it is yet rich in flocks

and herds, and has at least a hundred camels. The inhabitants

are Hudhr, or townsmen ; and belong to the party called Keis.

Most of the villagers in this quarter are of this party ; as well

as some of the Bedawin.
The country around looks barren ; the limestone rocks come

out in large blocks and masses upon the sides and tops of the

hills ; and give a whitish cast to the whole landscape. No trees

were visible ; nor any fields of grain, except in the bottoms of

the narrow valleys. Indeed the aspect of the whole region was

stem and dreary. Yet it must be a fine grazing country ; as is

proved by the fat and sleek condition of the herds and flocks

;

and by its having been, from the days of Abraham onward, a

place of resort for nomadic herdsmen.

Towards evening we went to the top of a hill just east of our

tent ; but could see nothing aU around save rocky hills and swells.

On one of these in the direction E. by S. was a rained castle

;

which proved to be Semii'a, on the road from Wady Mtisa to

Hebron. In its immediate vicinity, the Arabs said there were

two other like ruins ; one called 'Attir, and the other Husn el-

Ghiirab. Of the latter we heard no more ; but saw the former
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place as we afterwards returned from Wady Mtsa through
Semti'a.

During the evening we lay down and slept. At the rising of

the moon, about 10 o'clock, the camels came, and we fixed the

time for loading at half past twelve ; not wishing to reach He-
bron before day. They all, camels and men, lay down upon the

ground, and were soon in deep sleep. My companions also lay

down ; while I sat up alone to watch during the few hours that

yet remained.

Saturday, April lAth. Half an hour after midnight we
mustered again, and set to work on the luggage ; but such was
the inefficiency and stupidity of our new camel drivers, that

nearly two hours elapsed, before we could mount. One camel
proved refractory and refused its load ; and another had to be

iDrought from the village in its stead. We started at length at

2\ o'clock ; but in descending the long and steep hill from the

village, we were delayed nearly three quarters of an hour by the

necessity of repacking one of the loads ; and this with various

other hindrances, caused us to lose not less than an hour upon
the way. The course from Dhoheriyeh to Hebron, as we after-

wards found by observation, is N. 54° E. The hill we first de-

scended is very steep and rocky ; and the path winds down
among the stones. It brought us to the bottom of a deep valley,

running towards the right, probably to the great Wady which
drains the region around Hebron. The road continued to wind
among valleys and over hiUs ; but the darkness prevented us

from observing much of the country. The hills, we could see,

began to be covered with shrubs ; and these increased as we ad-

vanced, and were intermingled with evergreen or prickly oaks,

arbutus, and other dwarf trees and bushes. At half past five

there was a spring of living water ; the first we had seen.

As the sun rose we heard upon the left the bleating of flocks

and the crowing of cocks, as if from a village. On inquiring,

we were told that there was none ; but a company of peasants

were living there in caves, pasturing their flocks. In summer,

it was said, a large portion of the peasantry leave their villages,

and dwell in caves or ruins, in order to be nearer to their flocks

and fields. At 6.10 there was another fountain with a square

reservoir below it on the right ; and ten minutes further on, a

running brook, the first we had seen since leaving the Nile.

This was in a Wady called ed-Dilbeh, running ofi" to the right,

and partially cultivated. Near by was the site of a ruined

village, called ed-Daumeh.
The camels we now had, were huge, fat, and powerful, each

stronger than any two of our former Bedawin animals. At the

Bame time they were harder in their gait, treading more firmly,
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from being accustomed to carry only burdens and not to travel

as dromedaries. Two of the owners had started with us ; but
soon abandoned us under the pretext of speedily returning,

leaving us and their animals to the care of two ordinary camel
drivers and a young Nubian slave, who all knew nothing of the

coxintry except what lay just upon the road. As we advanced,

the hills were more thickly clothed with bushes, and covered

with great quantities of the Za'ter, a species of thyme, scented

almost like balm, and used in cooking. At 7.20 we left the
direct road to Jerusalem, which passes on the left of Hebron,
and turned somewhat more to the ri£;ht. Crossino; a ridgre we
came at a quarter before 8 o'clock to a little valley with many
olive trees and enclosed vineyards, indicating our approach to a
land of higher cultivation. The region around Hebron abounds
with vineyards, and the grapes are the finest in Palestine.-

Each vineyard has a small house or tower of stone, which serves

for a keeper's lodge ; and, during the vintage, we were told

that the inhabitants of Hebron go out and dwell in these houses,

and the town is almost deserted. In this little valley every

thing looked thrifty ; and round about were large flocks of sheep
and goats, all in good condition.

Ascending gradually another ridge, we at length from its

top saw Hebron, now called el-Khfllil, below us in a deep narrow

valley running from N. N. W. to S. S. E. into the great Wady
which flows off to Wady es-Seba'. The spot where we were,

affords one of the best views of the place. The town lies low
down on the sloping sides of this valley, chiefly on the eastern

;

but in the southern part extends across also to the western side.

The houses are all of stone, high and well built, with windows
and flat roofs ; and on these roofs small domes, sometimes two
or three to each house ; a mode of building apparently peculiar

to Judea, for I do not remember to have seen it further north

than Nabulus. This gave to the city in our eyes a new and
rather striking aspect ; and the whole appearance Avas much
better than I had anticipated. We descended from the west

into the valley by a very rocky path ; and halted at 8j o'clock

on the green slope overagainst the northern part of the town

;

which is partly occupied as a cemetery. We had thus found

the distance from Dhoheriyeh to Hebron to be five hours of

travel.

We had now reached a most interesting point in our journey.

The town before us was one of the most ancient still existing

cities mentioned in the Scriptures, or perhaps in the records of

the world. ' Here Abraham and the other patriarchs dwelt and

communed with God ; and in this vicinity they and their wives

' Gen. 13, 18.
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were buried. Here too had been for seven years the royal resi-

dence of David ; and before us was the pool in Hebron, over
which he hanged up the murderers of his rival Ishbosheth.' In
Hebron too he probably composed many of his Psalms, -which
yet thrill through the soul and lift it up to Grod. Our minds
were deeply affected by all these associations, and we would fain

have devoted the day to a closer examination of the place. But
the strong desire we felt of reaching Jerusalem before night,

and thus closing our long and wearisome journey ; together with
the expectation we cherished of revisiting Hebron at a later

time ; induced us to forego all other considerations, and press

forward as soon as possible to Jerusalem. Nearly six weeks
afterwards we spent several days in Hebron ; and I therefore

defer a fuller account of the city and its neighbourhood until that
time.^

Taking a hasty ramble through the streets of Hebron, we
were again upon our way at 9^ o'clock, after a stop of a single

hour. The road to Jerusalem is rough and mountainous, but
very direct ; the general course being between N. E. by N. and
N. N. E. As we issued from the town, the path for a short dis-

tance was full of mud and puddles from a spring near by ; and
to us, coming out of the desert, this was quite a refreshing sight.

The road leads up the valley for a short time ; and then up a
branch coming from the northeast. The path is here paved ; or

rather laid unevenly with large stones, in the manner of a Swiss
mountain road. It passes between the walls of vineyards and
olive yards ; the former chiefly in the valley, and the latter on
the slopes of the hiUs, which are in many parts built up in ter-

races. These vineyards are very fine, and produce the largest

and best grapes in all the country. This valley is generally

assumed to be the Eshcol of the Old Testament, whence the
spies brought back the cluster of grapes to Kadesh ; and ap-
parently not without reason. The character of its fruit still

corresponds to its ancient celebrity; and pomegranates and
figs, as well as apricots, quinces, and the like, stiU grow there in

abundance.^

This road bears every mark of ha^vdng always been a great

highway between Hebron and Jerusalem. It is direct ; and in

many parts artificially made, e'ndently in times of old. But
wheels probably never passed here ; the hills are too sharp and

' 2 Sam. 4, 12. Aner, Eshcol, and Mamre. Now Mamre
' See under May 24 and 25. gave bis name to the terebinth near He-
' Num. 13, 23. The situation of Esh- bron, by which Abraham dwelt (Gen. 13,

col is not specified in this passage. But 18); and in like manner, the name oi tho

in Gen. U, 24 we are told that Abraham valley was not improbably derived from
in his pursuit of the four kings from He- that of his companion EshcoL

brou, was accompanied by his friends
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steep, and the surface of the ground too thickly strewn with
rocks, to admit of the possibility of vehicles heing used in this

mountainous region, without the toilsome construction of arti-

ficial roads, such as never yet existed here. Indeed we nowhere
read of wheeled carriages in connection with the country south

of Jerusalem ; except where Joseph is said to have sent waggons
to bring down his father Jacob into Egypt. These came to

Hebron; and Jacob travelled with them thence to Beersheba.*

We had this circumstance in mind on our journey from Beer-

sheba to Hebron ; and long before reaching Dhoheriyeh, we
were convinced, that waggons for the patriarch could not have
passed by that route. Still, by taking a more circuitous course

up the great Wady el-Khulil, more to the right, they might
probably reach Hebron through the valleys without great diffi-

culty.

In about three quarters of an hour we came to the head of

the valley ; the vineyards ceased ; we came out upon an open
tract, having on our left at 10 o'clock the ruins of a village

once inhabited by Christians, now called Khurbet el-NusS.rah.

The inhabitants, it was said, were massacred by the Muslims
;

and now there are no Christians in all the province of Hebron.
At one hour firom Hebron a blind path went off to the right

at right angles, leading to TekiVa ; and on it, about five min-
utes' walk from our road, are the foundations of an immense
building, which excited our curiosity. We ran thither on foot,

leaving our beasts to proceed slowly ; and found the substruc-

tions of an edifice, which would seem to have been commenced
on a large scale, but never completed. They consist of two
walls apparently of a large enclosure ; one facing towards the

southwest, two hundred feet long ; and the other at right angles

facing northwest one hundred and sixty feet long, with a space

left in the middle of it as if for a portal. There are only two
courses of hewn stones above ground, each three feet four inches

high ; one of the stones measured fifteen and a half feet long by
three and one third feet thick. In the northwest angle is a well

or cistern arched over, but not deep. There are no stones nor

rains of any kind lying around, to mark that these walls were

ever carried higher. It is difficult to say, judging merely from
the remains themselves, what could have been the object for

which the building was intended. It may have been a church

;

though it does not lie, like most ancient churches, in the direc-

tion from west to east. Or it might possibly have been begun
as a fortress ; though there would seem to be nothing in the

vicinity to guard. At any rate, these walls cannot have been
constructed later than the firat centuries after the Christian era,

' Gen. 45, 19. 21. 27. 46, 1.
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and tlie size of the stones points rather to an earlier age. The
spot is called by the Arabs Kamet el-Khiilil. The Jews of

Hebron call it the House of Abraham ; and regard this as the

place of Abraham's tent and terebinth at Mamre. May we not

perhaps suppose, that these massive walls are indeed the work
of Jewish hands, erected here in ancient days around the spot

where the founder of their race had dwelt ? On such a suppo-

sition, the structure would have corresponded to that around his

sepulchre in Hebron."

The country was still rocky and uneven, though somewhat
cultivated. At 10| o'clock a ruined mosk, called Neby Yunas
(Prophet Jonah), was upon a long hill parallel to our road on
the right, at the distance of half an hour or more, looking much
like the church of a New England village. Around this mosk,

as we afterwards learned, are the remains of walls and founda-

tions, marking an ancient site. The place is called by the Arabs
Hfilhul ; doubtless the ancient Halhul, a city in the mountains
of Judah, which Jerome places near to Hebron.' Another road

from Hebron to Jerusalem, which some of our friends took a few
weeks later, leads by this place. We saw it again from the east

on a subsequent excursion from Jerusalem ; but did not visit it.^

At some distance beyond the same hill, runs the great valley,

which passing down southwest to Wady es-Seba', drains the

whole region around Hebron and Dhoheriyeh.

A large village was now visible in the N. N. E. at the dis-

tance of an hour or more, called Beit Ummar ; but we did not

observe it afterwards. At 11.10 there was on our left a ruined

tower, perhaps of the time of the crusades ; and in five minutes

more we came to a fountain on the right with a stone trough,

and with ruins around as of a former church. The stones are

* See the Haram under May 24tb.

—

other hand places the terehinth of Mamre
This Jewish tradition and name is at least at only six stadia from Hebron ; B. J. 4.

as old as the crusades ; Benj. of Tud. by 9. 7.—The English version has less cor-

Asher, I. p. 77. Von Troilo also speaks Tect\y plain of Mamre; Gen. 13, 18. etc.

of the spot and wells as Mamre ; Reise- —We again visited this spot in 1852 ; see

heschr. p. 319, Dresd. 1676. If the suppo- Vol. III. Sect. VI, under May 7, 1852.

sitlon in the text he not admissible, these " Josh. 15, 58. Hieron. Onomast. art.

remains may perhaps be regarded as be- Elul.

longing to the church erected by order of ° It is also mentioned by Ibn BatCta in

Constantine, near the supposed place of the fourteenth century as the tomb of Jo-
Abraham's terebinth ; see Euseh. Vit. nah ; see his Travels translated by Prof.

Const. III. 51-53, and Valesius' Notes on Lee, Lond. 1829. p. 20. Niebuhr seems
c. 53. Hieron. Onomast. art. Arboch and first to have heard the name Hulhul, as a

Drys. The Itin. Hieros. in A. D. 333, village where the Jews venerate the tomb
speaks of this church as two Koman miles of the prophet Nathan ; Reisebeschr. III.

from Hebron towards Jerusalem. Ac- p. 69. Schubert visited the place in 1837,
cording to Sozomen it was 15 stadia in the and makes a similar report of the tomb
same direction ; Hist. Ecc. II. 4. Adam- of Nathan and of ancient walls ; but seems
nanus mentions here these walls as of a not to have heard the name Hulhul. Eeise

church ; lib. H. 11. See generally Re- II. p. 487.

land Falsest, p. 711 sq. Josephus on tia
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very large, and tlie adjacent rocks hewn away to a perpendicular
face. The place is called ed-Dirweh.' The country now hecame
more open. The valleys were wider and apparently fertile ; and
the hills were covered with bushes, arbutus, and dwarf oaks, ex-
hibiting also in their terraced sides the traces of ancient cultiva-

tion. This tract seemed to be fuU of partridges ; whose calling

and clucking we heard on every side. Crossing a valley obliquely,

we came at a quarter past noon to the ruins of another village

called K^fin,^ with oHve trees and tillage around, and a reservoir

of rain water. Here we could see the road at some distance
before us, ascending the side of a long ridge. Half an hour fur-

ther on, there was another ruined tower upon our left. The road
up the ascent just mentioned, is artificial ; half way up is a cis-

tern of rain water, and an open place of prayer for the Muham-
medan traveller. From the top, the path descends into a long
straight valley, which it follows for an hour, called Wady et-

Tuheishimeh. At 2^ o'clock the hiUs became higher and more
rocky ; the valley narrower and winding ; while the road ascends
obliquely on the left, and bends around the eastern point of a
high hiU, leaving the vaUey very deep below on the right. In
this part of it are the ruins of a large square building, perhaps
once a convent ; and here too was the scene of one of the battles

between Ibrahim Pasha and the rebel FeUahs in A. D. 1834.
The valley passes on towards the right, and further down (as I
suppose) receives that which descends from Solomon's Pools, and
so runs to the Dead Sea.

Our road now crossed the ridge obliquely towards the left

;

and brought us at half past two to a narrow valley descending
towards the east. Along the side of the northern hill was an
aqueduct, which, as we afterwards found, passes around the eastern

end of the same hill and enters the lower pool. Crossing this

ridge we came upon the more open valley in which are the pools.

This also descends towards the east ; receives the Wady we had
just crossed ; and further on unites with Wady et-Tuheishimeh.

From the hill we could see before us, at a distance across the

valley, the little village and small church of St. George, called

by the Arabs el-Khudr.' Our path led us along the upper end
' In afterwards searchiDg for the site of it eleven miles from Hebron. Yet this spot

the ancient Beth-zur, this place recurred is the true Beth-zur ; see under May 7,

to our minds. That city was probably not 1852.—This certainly cannot have been

far from Halhul (Josh. 15, 58), on the way the water at which the eunuch was bap-

from Jerusalem to Hebron, near a foun- tized ; for he was driving in his chariot

tain ; Euseb. et Hieron. Onomast. art. towards Gaza, and never could have

jBethsur. But Euseb. and Jerome both passed on this route. Acts 8, 26 sq.

place Beth-zur at 20 miles from Jerusalem, Comp. Schuberfs Eeise, II. p. 488. See

and of course only two miles from He- more under June 7th.

bron ; while this spot is two hours with " Not Abu Fid, as in the former edition,

camels, or some five Roman miles from ^ See under May 17th.

the latter place. The Itin. Hi ros. makes
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of the upper pool, which we reached at 2| o'clock. There are

three of these immense reservoirs, lying one above another in tlie

sloping valley, and bearing every mark of high antiquity. A
small aqueduct is carried from them along the sides of the hills

to Bethlehem and Jerusalem. Their name in Arabic is el-Burak.

Close by is a large square Saracenic fortress, called KuFat el-

Burak ; which seemed now to be inhabited only by the keeper

of the pools.*

We stopped for half an hour, and took a hasty survey of the

reservoirs ; but as we afterwards visited them again and examined
them more at leisure, I defer the description of them for the

present.^ A road passes from hence to Bethlehem along the

aqueduct ; but as we wished to press forward, we took one more
direct, which leads obhquely up the gentle ascent north of the

pools ; setting off at a quarter past three o'clock. The path
passes afterwards over a level, but exceedingly rocky tract, and
was difficult for the camels. Our road lay nearly half a mile to

the left of Bethlehem, which we saw from a distance ; but it was
afterwards hidden from us by the intervening hill. The Arab
name is Beit Lahm. On our left was the head of a valley, run-

ning at first parallel to our course, and then bending to the

northwest around a hill on the left, towards the Mediterranean.

It is here called Wady Ahmed. On the eastern slope of this

lull, over against Bethlehem, lies the large village of Beit Jala,

inhabited like Bethlehem by Christians, and surrounded by olive

groves extending into the valley. At 4.10 we were opposite

Bethlehem, between it and Beit Jala. The road then passes

along a low swell or ridge between Wady Ahmed on the left,

and the head of a Wady on the right, which flows off north of

Bethlehem to the Dead Sea.

Someways up the gentle acclivity, which here rises towards

the northeast from Wady Ahmed, stands the Kubbet Kahil, or

Eachel's Tomb, which we reached at 4.25. This is merely an
ordinary Muslim Wely, or tomb of a holy person ; a small square

building of stone with a dome, and within it a tomb in the ordi-

nary Muhammedan form ; the whole plastered over with mortar.

Of course the building is not ancient ; in the seventh century

there was here only a pyramid of stones.' It is now neglected,

and falling to decay ; though pilgrimages are still made to it by

the Jews. The naked waUs are covered with names in several

languages ; many of them in Hebrew. The general correctness

' In 1 852 we again passed over this on the fonr sides, which were walled np

same road from the pools to Bamet el- about a century ago. It seems to have

Khiilil; see under May 7, 1852. been built before Edrisi's day; see Edrisi,

" See under May 8th. p. 345. ed. Jaub. Comp. Cotov. Itin. p.
= Adamnanus ex Arcnlfo, IL 7.—The 245. Pococke II. i. p. 39.

present building had formerly open arches
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of the tradition which has fixed upon this spot for the tomb of
Rachel, cannot well be drawn in question ; since it is fully sup-
ported by the circumstances of the Scriptural narrative. It is

also mentioned by the Itin. Hieros. A. D. 333, and by Jerome
in the same century.'

Still ascending the hill towards the Greek convent of Mar
Elyas, the road passes to the left around the head of a deep
valley running off eastward to the Dead Sea ; and affords a wide
view out over the mountainous regions towards and beyond that
sea,_ including Bethlehem and the Frank mountain. The deep
basin of the sea could also be in part made out ; but its waters
were not visible. Here we began to see traces of the pilgrims
now collected in Jerusalem at the festival of Easter. A large

number of their horses were feeding on this spot, guarded at the
moment only by a single man. The animals were sleek and in

good case ; and had no appearance of having made a long jour-
ney. The same night, as we afterwards learned, the keepers
were attacked by robbers ; one man was killed ; another wound-
ed ; and some of the horses driven off.

At 4.55 we came opposite the convent of Mar ElyAs, which
lies on the brow of the high ridge, overlooking Bethlehem and
the deep valley around which we had just passed ; while towards
the north the descent is small, and the waters run again towards
the Mediterranean. Here we got our first view of a portion of the
Holy City,—the mosk and other high buildings standing on
Mount Zion without the walls. As we advanced we had on the
right low hills ; and on the left the cultivated valley or plain of

Eephaim or the Giants, with gentle hUls beyond. This plain is

broad, and descends gradually towards the southwest until it

contracts in that direction into a deeper and narrower valley,

called lower down Wady el-Werd, which unites further on with

Wady Ahmed, and finds its way to the western plain.' Along
this plain we met many people, mostly Christians, men, women
and children, returning from Jerusalem. It was now the eve of

Easter Sunday ; and the miracle of the Greek holy fire had just

been performed. They were dressed in their best attire, and
seemed light-hearted and gay.

The plain of Rephaim extends nearly to the city ; which, as

seen from it, appears to be almost on the same level. As we ad-

vanced, the plain was terminated by a slight rocky ridge, forming

the brow of the valley of Hinnom. This deep and narrow dell,

with steep rocky sides, often precipitous, here comes down from

' Gen. 35, 16-20. Hieron. Epist. Ixxxvi. ley of the Giants CReptaim) was near Je-

ad Eustoch. Epitaph. Paulae, 0pp. Tom. rusalem, and extended towards Bethlehem

;

IV. ii. p. 674. ed. Mart.—See more in Antiq. 7. 4. I. ib. 7. 12. 4. See also

Biblioth. Sacra, 1844, p. 602 sq. Josh. 15, 8. 18, 16. 2 Sam. 6, 18. 22.
' Josephus says expressly, that the val- 23, 13, 14.

1. oJiO^ oA'x
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the north from as far as the Tafa gate ; and sweeping around
Mount Zion at almost a right angle, descends with great rapidity

into the very deep valley of Jehoshaphat. The southern side of

Zion is very steep, though not precipitous ; while the great depth
of the valley of Jehoshaphat struck me with surprise. We
crossed the valley of Hinnom opposite the southwest corner of

Zion ; and passed up along the eastern side of the valley to the

Hehron or Yafa gate. On our left was the lower pool, an im-
mense reservoir now broken down and dry. Above this the

aqueduct from Solomon's pools curves across the valley on very

low arches. At length, at 6 o'clock, we entered the Holy City,

el-Kuds, just at the closing of the gates on the evening before

Easter Sunday ; and found a welcome home in the houses of our

missionary friends and countrymen.

This was the most fatiguing day of our whole journey. "We
had been for sixteen hours almost constantly upon our camels

;

yet the exhaustion arose more from want of rest and sleep, than
from any great exertion.—The distance between Hebron and
Jerusalem is definitely given by Eusebius and Jerome at twenty-

two Eoman miles ; equivalent to about seventeen and a half

geographical mUes. Our time between the two cities was eight

and a quarter hours with camels ; affording a coincidence suf-

ficiently exact.
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SECTION yi.

JEEUSALEM.

INCIDENTS AND FIRST IMPRESSIONS.

The feelings of a Christian traveller on approaching Jerusa-

lem, can be better conceived than described. Mine were strongly

excited. Before us, as we drew near, lay Zion, the mount of

Olives, the vales of Hinnom and Jehoshaphat. and other objects

of the deepest interest ; whUe, crowning the summits of the same
ancient hills, was spread out the city where God of old had dwelt,

and where the Saviour of the world had lived and taught and
died. From the earliest childhood I had read of and studied

the localities of this sacred spot ; now I beheld them with my
own eyes ; and they all seemed familiar to me, as if the realiza-

tion of a former dream. I seemed to be again among cherished

scenes of childhood, long unvisited, indeed, but distinctly recol-

lected ; and it was almost a painful interruption, when my com-
panion (who had been here before) began to point out and name
the various objects in view.

At length " oiir feet stand within thy gates, Jerusalem !

—Peace be within thy walls and prosperity within thy palaces
!

"

We entered the Yafa gate, passed the small open place within,

and descended the steep and narrow way along the head of the

ancient Tyropoeon, or valley of the Cheesemakers, until we
came to the first street leading north below the pool of Heze-

kiah. In this street, nearly against the middle of the pool, was

the residence of the Eev. Mr Whiting, where we stopjped for a

few moments, while our camels were unloaded and dismissed.

Thence proceeding a little further north, we crossed down
through the court of the church of the Holy Sepulchre to the

next parallel street ; and turning to the left a few steps we en-
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tered the first right-hand lane, and found ourselves after two or
three doors at the dwelling of the Eev. Mr Lanneau. Here a
home was already prepared for us ; where we remained during
our sojourn in the city. Both these gentlemen were our country-
men ; and had already been established in the Holy City as
missionaries for several years. The house of the latter was one
of the better class ; it was large, with marble floors, and had on
one side an extensive and pleasant garden, with orange and other
fruit trees and many flowers. It furnished indeed one of the
most desirable and healthful residences in the city. Yet the
rent was less than fifty Spanish dollars a year.

In the houses of our friends, we found collected all the mem-
bers of the Syrian mission, with a single exception, from the
stations at Beirut and in Cyprus ; and one also from the mission
at Constantinople.' They had come up with their families, like

the Hebrews of old, at the time of the Passover, to worship in

this place, and to consult together on the best measures for pro-
moting the great work in which they were engaged. Among the
eight missionaries thus assembled, it was with feelings of no or-

dinary gratification, that I could welcome five as former friends

and pupils. In those days of former intercourse, we had never
thought thus to see each other on earth upon Mount Zion ; and
so much the more deeply did we all now feel and prize the high
privilege of meeting on this sacred spot, where we might again
" take sweet counsel together, and walk unto the house of God
in company."

I have already remarked, that as we crossed the valley of

Hinnom, I was particularly struck with its rapid descent, and
the great depth of the vale of Jehoshaphat or the Kidron, into

which it opens. In the city itself, the steepness of the streets

which descend towards the east was greater than I had antici-

pated. But on entering the gates of Jerusalem, apart from the

overpowering recollections which naturally rush upon the mind,
I was in many respects agreeably disappointed. From the de-

scriptions of Chateaubriand and other travellers, I had expected

to find the houses of the city miserable, the streets filthy, and
the population squalid. Yet the first impression made upon my
mind was of a different character ; nor did I afterwards see any
reason to doubt the correctness of this first impression. The
houses are in general better built, and the streets cleaner, than
those of Alexandria, Smyrna, or even Constantinople. Indeed,

of all the oriental cities which it was my lot to visit, Jerusalem,

after Cairo, is the cleanest and most solidly built. The streets

indeed are narrow, and very rudely paved ; like those of all cities

^ I speak here of course only of mis- of Commissioners for Foreign Missions,

Bionaries sent out by the American Board which has its central offices in Boston.
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in the east. The houses are of hewn stone, often large, and fur-

nished vath the small domes upon the roofs, which have heen
already mentioned at Hebron, as perhaps peculiar to the dis-

trict of Judea. These domes seem to be not merely for orna-

ment
; but are intended, on account of the scarcity of timber,

to aid iu supporting and strengthening the otherwise flat roofs.

There is usually one or more over each room in a house ; and
they serve also to give a greater elevation and an architectural

effect to the ceiling of the room, which rises within them. The
streets and the population that throngs them, may also well

bear comparison with those of any other oriental city ; although
if one seeks here, or elsewhere in the east, for the general clean-

liness and thrift which characterize many cities of Europe and
America, he will of course seek in vain.

Sunday, April 15th. This was the Christian Sabbath, and
it was also Easter Sunday. It was in a special manner a
"great day" in Jerusalem, inasmuch as the Easter of the
Komish and that of the Oriental churches, which usually occur

on different days, fell together for the present year. During
Easter week, the city had been thronged, though not very fully,

with pilgrims. These were mostly Greeks and Armenians

;

very few Latins were seen ; and only now and then a straggling

Copt. The whole number had been less than iisual. The
annual excursion to the Jordan had been made, in which some
of our friends had joined ; and the annual mockery of the Greek
holy fire had taken place just before we entered the city. The
Latins too had enacted their mummery, representing the scenes

of the crucifixion. In consequence of our late arrival, we thus

missed all the incidents of the holy week. This however we
counted as no loss, but rather a gain ; for the object of our visit

was the city itself, in relation to its ancient renown and religious

associations ; not as seen in its present state of decay and super-

stitious or fraudful degradation. The Jews also were celebrating

their passover ; and our friends had received a present of some

of their unleavened bread. It was spread out into very thin

sheets, almost like paper, very white, and also very delicate and

palatable. Thus to aU. the inhabitants, except to the Muham-
medans ; and to all the strangers who were present, save the

few Protestants ; this was the greatest festival of the year.

The different sects of Christians who have possession of the

church of the Holy Sepulchre, had of course been compelled to

alternate in their occupancy of it, and in the performance of

their religious ceremonies. On this last "high day" of the

festival, the Greeks held their grand mass at the sepulchre

before break of day ; and the Latins followed at 9 o'clock. I

looked in for a few moments, with a friend, upon this latter
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ceremonial. Few persons were present, except those engaged
in the service. These few were all below in the body of the
church ; in the galleries there were no spectators. The reputed
sepulchre, as is well known, stands in the middle of the spacious

rotunda, directly beneath the centre of the great dome, which
is open to the sky. The high altar was placed directly before

the door of the sepulchre ; so that we could not enter the latter.

The ceremonies we saw consisted on\j in a procession of the

monks and others marching around the sepulchre ; stopping oc-

casionally to read a portion of the Gospel; and then again

advancing with chanting and singing. I was struck with the

splendour of their robes, stiff with embroidery of silver and
gold, the well meant offerings probably of Eoman Catholics out

of every country of Europe ; but I was not less struck with the

vulgar and unmeaning visages that peered out from these costly

vestments. The wearers looked more like ordinary ruffians, than
like ministers of the cross of Christ. Indeed there is reason to

believe, that the Latin monks in Palestine are actually for the

most part ignorant and often illiterate men, chiefly from Spain,

the refuse of her monks and clergy, who come or are sent liither

as into a sort of exile, where they serve to excite the sympathies

and the misplaced charities of the Romanists of Europe. There
was hardly a face among all those before us, that could be called

intelligent. A few fine looking French naval officers, and one

or two Irish Catholics, had joined the procession ; but seemed
quite out of place, and as if ashamed of their companions.

I make these remarks merely as relating a matter of fact

;

and not, I trust, out of any spirit of prejudice against the

Eomish church or her clergy. I had once spent the holy week
in Rome itself; and there admired the intelligent and noble

countenances of many of the clergy and monks congregated in

that city. For this very reason the present contrast struck me
the more forcibly and disagreeably. The whole scene indeed

was to a Protestant painful and revolting. It might perhaps

have been less so, had there been manifested the slightest degree

of faith in the genuineness of the surrounding objects ; but

even the monks themselves do not pretend, that the present

sepulchre is any thing more than an imitation of the original.

But to be in the ancient city of the Most High, and to see these

venerated places and the very name of our holy religion profaned

by idle and lying mummeries; while the proud Mussulman

looks on with haughty scorn ; all this excited in my mind a

feeling too painful to be borne ; and I never visited the place

again.

We now repaired to the house of Mr Whiting ; where in a

large upper room our friends had long established regular divine
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service in English every Sunday ; in whicli they were assisted
by Mr Nicolayson, the able missionary of the Enghsh church,
sent out hither by the London Missionary Society for the Jews.
We found a very respectable congregation, composed of all the
missionary families, besides several European travellers of rank
and name. It was, I presume, the largest Protestant congrega-
tion ever collected within the walls of the Holy City ; and it

was gratifying to see Protestants of various names here laying
aside all distinctions, and uniting with one heart to declare by
their example in Jerusalem itself, that " God is a Spirit ; and
they that worship him, must worship him in sjtirit and in truth." '

The simplicity and spirituality of the Protestant worship was
to me affecting and doubly pleasing, in contrast with the
pageant of which we had just been spectators.

Early in the afternoon we were also present at the service in

Arabic, which the same missionaries had established in the
house of Mr Lanneau, and which was then regularly attended
by some twenty or thirty Arab Christians of the Greek rite.*

These were men of respectable appearance, merchants and oth-
ers ; and seemed to yield attention to the things which they heard.

It may not be out of place here to remark, that the object

of the American missions to Syria and other parts of the Levant,
was not to draw off members of the Oriental churches to

Protestantism ; but to awaken them to a knowledge and belief

of the Gospel truth, in the purity and simplicity of its original

scriptural form. To this end all the efforts of the missionaries

were directed ; in the hope, that individuals thus enlightened,

and remaining, if they chose, within the pale of their own
churches, might by degrees become instrumental in infusing into

the latter life and vigour and a love of the truth, before which
the various forms of error and superstition would of themselves

vanish away. The missionaries would seem thus to have taken

the proper course, in going forward simply as preachers of the

Gospel, and not as the direct assailants of specific errors ; striv-

ing to overcome darkness by diffusing light, and not by denounc-

ing it as gross darkness. True, in this way they would make
less noise •; for the mere presentation of truth excites less op-

position than the calling in question of long cherished error;

but, with the blessing of God, they would be likely to reap a

more abundant harvest, and exert a larger and more lasting

influence in the moral regeneration of the east. At this time

the Protestant movement which has since spread so widely had

not yet begun.

' John i, 24. they are all native Arabs, and employ only
'^ The great body of the Christians in the Arabic language in their worship.

Palestine are of the Greek church : but
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Towards evening, the families again came together in a less

formal manner for an hour of prayer and religious exhortation.

These various exercises, with others occasionally upon other days,

were regularly kept up hy the missionaries whenever circumi-

stances permitted. So long as we remained in the city, they
were continued without interruption ; hut subsequently, the

occurrence of the plague broke up all regularity ; and other cir-

cumstances conspired to suspend wholly, for a time, the labours

of the American mission in Jerusalem.

'

Monday, April \Qth. After our long banishment in the

desert, I had now of course many letters to write, in order to

inform my famUy and distant friends of our general welfare and
safe arrival in the Holy City. Up to the time of our leaving

Cairo, there had been no difficulty in despatching letters when
we pleased ; as the various lines of French and Austrian steam-
ers had already rendered intercourse with the west as direct and
frequent, as between different parts of Europe itself. But these

facilities had not yet been extended to Syria. The English
steamer from Malta to Alexandria came indeed once a month
from the latter place to Beirut for a few hours ; and this was the

only regular mode of sending off letters from Jerusalem to

Europe, in connection with a weekly private post, which had
just been established to Beirut. The Pasha's line of posts from
Cairo to Damascus and Aleppo passed through Gaza and Yifa,

without communicating with Jerusalem. Of this we were able

to avail ourselves by transmitting letters to our consular agent

at Yafa, who could thence forward them under cover to the con-

suls in Cairo and Alexandria. I did this also once in Gaza

;

and once an opportunity occurred, of sending by a government

express direct from Jerusalem to Alexandria.

The general meeting of the missionaries was to be one of bus-

iness, in which several important questions were to be considered

and decided. They met this day for the first time ; and con-

tinued their sessions, morning and afternoon, for about ten days.

The time of my companion was necessarily chiefly occupied in

these meetings. For myself, I had enough to do at first in the

writing of letters and the arrangement of my journals ; to say

nothing of the reading necessary to prepare upon the spot for a

close examination of Jerusalem itself, and for our future excur-

sions into the country round about. I took great pleasure also

in attending the meetings of the missionaries, so far as time and
circumstances permitted. It was truly gratifying to observe the

' Mr and Mrs Whiting were compelled for medical advice, where he remained

a few months later to return for a time to during the subsequent winter. The niis-

the United States, in consequence of her sion was afterwards re-established, but has

deolinino' health. Mr Lanneau was driven since been wholly withdrawn. Mr Lanneau

by a severe affection of the eyes to Beirut has returned to the United States.
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spirit of love and harmony by which they were all actuated. On
many points, it was hardly to be expected that there should not

at first be diversity of opinion ; but there was manifestly a strong

desire and endeavour, by ripe deliberation and mutual conces-

sion, to arrive in every case at some conclusion in which all

might cordially unite. The results to which they came, were I

believe in every instance unanimous ; and the influence of this

meeting and of these deliberations, in strengthening among them
the bonds of mutual affection and respect, (if I may judge from
my own feelings,) will not soon pass away.

Under the influence of such feelings and impressions, tha

evening of the following Christian Sabbath was devoted to the

celebration of the holy sacrament of the Lord's Supper. In the

"large upper room" of Mr Whiting's house, where "prayer was
wont to be made," eleven sojourners in the Holy City, all Pro-

testant ministers of the Gospel, and ten of them from the new
world, sat down in company with several female friends and
others, to celebrate the dying love of the Kedeemer, near the

spot where the ordinance was first instituted. The occasion, the

thrilling recollections which it called up in connection with the

city and the mount of Olives which lay before us ; the unex-
pected coincidences of time, place, and number ; all these were

deeply impressive, and stamped upon this hour a character of

sacredness and profound emotion, that can never be forgotten.

In my own case, the thought that this was the one only time of

my life, that I could hope to enjoy this high privilege, was inex-

pressibly solemn.

In occupations and enjoyments like these, there was enough

to fill up usefully and agreeably all my time, had I been so dis-

posed. But I had other duties. The object of my journey to

Jerusalem was not to visit friends, nor to inquire into the char-

acter of the present population, nor to investigate their political

or moral state, except as incidental points. My one great object

was the city itself, in its topographical and historical relations, its

site, its hUls, its dales, its remains of antiquity, the traces of its

ancient population ; in short, every thing connected with it that

could have a bearing upon the illustration of the Scriptures. In

all these respects, our friends, who had been long upon the

ground, were ready and desirous to lend a helping hand ; and

although they were much occupied with the business before

them, yet we often found time at morning or evening, and occa-

sionally during the day, to take frequent and sometimes long

walks through the more interesting portions of the city and its

environs. Time and again we visited the more important spots,

and repeated our observations ; comparing meanwhile what we
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had seen ourselves with the accotiiits of ancient writers and
former travellers, untU at length conjectures or opinions were
ripened into conviction or gradually abandoned. Our motto was
in the words, though not exactly in the sense of the apostle

:

"Prove all things; hold fast that which is good." During the

same interval, I also took many measurements both within and
around the city.

These repeated examinations of the same objects gave hence-

forth to our Researches in Jerusalem a more desultory character

;

which renders it difficult, or at least not advisable, to record

them any further in the form of a journal. It will therefore be
my endeavour, after describing a few of our most interesting

walks in and around Jerusalem, and some of the incidents of our
residence there, to bring together in another Section the results

of our researches relative to the topography and antiquities of

the city, interweaving so far as may be necessary the slighter

incidents personal to ourselves; thus presenting a general de-

scription of the place and its environs. In this way, and with

the aid of the accompanying Plan, the reader will be best able

to follow out our researches; and judge for himself of the

grounds on which our conclusions rest.

In these walks, our main object was, not so much to investi-

gate, as to obtain a general impression of the city and its envi-

rons, in order to prepare the way for more particular examination
at another time. I describe them here with the same intent, and
in order to impart the same general impression to the reader ; re-

serving a more detailed account of the various objects, and the

questions as to their identity, to the subsequent pages.

Our first walk was on Tuesday, April 17th, after having

dined with our friend Mr Nicolayson, at his house near the

Jews' quarter on the northern part of Zion. Towards evening,

our host, Mr Smith, and myself, went out of the city by the

Yafa gate, and turning to the left descended the slope along the

side of the deep trench which here skirts the castle. This

-brought us to the bottom of the valley of Hinnom, along which

leads for a time the road to Bethlehem by which we had ap-

proached on Saturday. Another path quits this almost imme-
diately towards the left, and begins to ascend obliquely the

slope of Zion towards the southwest comer of the city wall,

which lies high above the valley. Beaching this latter point, we
came out upon the high level part of Zion, not included ia the

modem city. It is mostly an open tract, in some parts tilled,

with a few scattered buildings. The chief of these are the
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House of Calplias, so called, now an Armenian convent ; and
the Muslim tomb of David with, a mosk. A few enclosures of

stone walls are seen round about these buildings and in other

parts. But what chiefly attracted our attention now, was the

Christian cemeteries, all of which lie upon this open place ; first

that of the Armenians, nearest to their great convent in the

southwest corner of the city ; south of this, that of the Greeks
;

and more to the eastward that of the Latins. The graves in

these cemeteries are simply marked (if marked at all) by a flat

stone laid upon them with an inscription.

In the Latin quarter one inscription struck my eye particu-

larly ; it contained the name of my own country, and marked
the grave of a young American. Ten years ago I had known
him in Paris in the flower of his youth, a favourite in the family

of Lafayette, and moving in the gay circles of that gay metropo-

lis. He had soon after wandered oif to Egypt and the east

;

and in 1830 died here alone and friendless in the Latin convent.

The epitaph with which the monks have honoured him, declares,

that "of his own accord he abjured the errors of Luther and
Calvin, and professed the Catholic religion." Poor youth ! he
knew too little of the doctrines of the Reformers, and still less

of those of the Romish church. No friend was near to watch
over his last moments ; and the strongest inference that can be
drawn from the above language is, that in order to be left in

quiet he gave assent to all their questions. Or, not improbably,

the assertion may rest merely on the fact, that in his dying hour,

when consciousness perhaps was gone, they administered to him
extreme unction. The stone purports to have been placed by
"weeping friends,"—rejoicing Catholics of course ; for no others

could have put an inscription like the following over his grave

:

D. O. M.

HIC JACET
C. B. EX Ameeicjs Eegioxibtjs,

Lugdnni Galliae Consul, Hierosolymis tactus intrinseons sponte

Erroribus Lutheri et Calvini abjectis

Catholicam religionera professus, synanche ooireptus,

E vita decessit IV nonas Augusti MDCCCXXX,
.iEtatis suaj

XXV.
Amici moerentes posuere.

Orate pro eo.

Near by is the grave of another Frank, whose death took

place \inder circumstances of peculiar interest. I mean that of

Costigan, the Irish traveller, who died in 1835 in consequence

of his romantic though rash attempt to explore the Dead Sea in

an open boat in the middle of July. He had contrived to have

a small boat carried over on camels from the shore of the Medi-

Vot. I.—20 i. 337-339
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teiTanean to the lake of Tiberias ; and thence followed the Jor-

dan down to the Dead Sea. Here he launched forth alone with
his Maltese servant upon these waters, and succeeded in reach-

ing the southern extremity ; but by some mismanagement they

were left for two or three days without fresh water, exposed to

the fierce rays of a cloudless sun, and compelled to row hard to

get back to the northern end. After reaching the shore they lay

for a whole day, too weak to move, and trying to regain strength

by laving each other with the heavy waters of the lake. At
length the servant made shift to crawl up to Jericho, where

Costigan had left his horse ; which was immediately sent to him
•with a supply of water. He was brought to the village ; and
the next morning despatched a messenger on his own horse to

Mr Nicolayson, requesting medicine and expressing fears of his

case. This gentleman immediately set off to visit him ; and
reached him at 2 o'clock on Thursday morning. He found him
very ill, with a high intermittent fever. As there could be no
hope of his recovery at Jericho, Mr N. tried every means to get

persons to carry him to Jerusalem in a litter ; but without
success. The only w^ay of removing him, was to sling a large

sack of straw on each side of a horse, and then place his bed
upon the horse's back. In this way the sufferer was brought to

the city vsdth great difficulty ; leaving Jericho on Friday evening,

and reaching Jerusalem at 8 o'clock the next morning. The
journey exhausted him much ; no medicine could be brought to

operate ; and he died on Monday morning in the Latin convent,

where he had a room. No notes, nor any account of his voyage,

were found among his papers. These circumstances were related

to us by Mr Nicolayson, as we stood around his grave.'

A little to the southward of the Latin cemetery, and adjacent

to the northwestern enclosures connected with the mosk and tomb
of David,- is a small plat of ground, which has been purchased

by the American missionaries as a place of burial for their dead.

To this measure they were driven almost by necessity. Two of

their members, Mrs Thomson and Dr Dodge, had already died

in Jerusalem. For the former a grave was sought and obtained

without difficulty in the cemetery of the Greeks. In the case

of the latter, the same permission was granted, and a grave dug
;

but as they were about to proceed to the burial, word was
brought, that the permission had been recalled and the grave

fiUed up. On a strong representation of the case to the heads
of the Greek convent, the burial was allowed to take place, with

' Mr Stephens saw the servant of Cos- Sea which Mr S. added from this report,

tigan at Beirut, and endeavoured to extract lies before me as I write ; it has little re-

from him information as to the voyage

;

semblance to that sea, except in being
hut all that he obtained is confused and longer than it is broad. Incidents of

of little valne. The sketch «f the Dead Travel, Vol. II.
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the express understanding, that a like permission would never
more be given. In consequence, the missionaries purchased this

little spot upon Mount Zion, and enclosed it with a common wall

of stone. The plat contains two or three olive trees, and looked
green and peaceful ; but it was yet untenanted. After the pur-
chase had been made and possession delivered, the authorities of

the city hesitated to give it the last legal sanction. They did
not object to the transaction itself; but as they wanted a bribe

of some fifty dollars in their own pockets, they professed to en-

tertain scruples, whether it was fitting that Christian corpses

should be buried so near the sacred tomb of David. The matter
had not at that time been brought to a close ; and until this was
done, the missionaries did not choose to transfer thither the

relics of their friends. I have since learned, that during the last

year (1840) the Mission caused a permanent wall to be erected

around the plat, with a door under lock and key ; and shortly

afterwards, on the death of a child of Mr Nicolayson, the body
was interred with all due formalities within the precincts. All

this was done without opposition on the part of the authorities

;

and as such matters are here usually settled by full possession

and prescription, no further difficulty was apprehended.

From the cemeteries we proceeded eastward along the south-

em wall of the city
;
passing by the Zion gate, and then de-

scending along the slope towards the valley of the Tyropoeon or

Cheesemakers. A path soon leaves the wall and leads obliquely

down the slope southeast in the direction of Siloam. In this

part it becomes steep ; and the Tyropoeon, as it comes down
from the wall near the great mosk, is also steep, and forms a deep

ravine with banks almost precipitous. At its lower end it turns

east and issues into the vale of the Kidron.

Here, still within the Tyropoeon, is the pool of Siloam, a

small deep reservoir in the form of a parallelogram, into which

the water flows from under the rocks, out of a smaller basin

hewn in the solid rock a few feet further up ; to which is a de-

scent by a few steps. This is wholly an artificial work ; and the

water comes to it through a subterraneous channel from the

fountain of Mary, so called, higher up in the valley of Jehosha-

phat. The hill or ridge Ophel lying between the Tyropoeon and

the valley of Jehoshaphat, ends here, just over the pool of Siloam,

in a steep point of rock forty or fifty feet high. Along the base

of this the water is conducted from the pool in a small channel

hewn in the rocky bottom ; and is then led off to irrigate gar-

dens of fig and other fruit trees and plants, lying in terraces

quite down to the bottom of the vaUey of Jehoshaphat ; a de-

scent still of some forty or fifty feet. The waters of Siloam, as

we saw them, were lost in these gardens. On the right, just
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below the pool, and opposite the point of Ophel, is a large mul-
berry tree, with a terrace of stones surrounding its trunk, where
they say Isaiah was sawn asunder. Here are also traces of a
former larger reservoir.

We now passed along up the valley of Jehoshaphat, which is

here narrow and the sides high and steep. On our right, cling-

ing to the rocky side of the mount of Offence, so called, are the

stone hovels of the straggling village of Siloam, Kefr Selwan,

many of which are built before caves or rather excavated sepul-

chres ; while in various places the sepulchres themselves, with-

out addition, are used as dwellings. A little further up the

valley, under the western hill, is the fountain of the Virgin,' a

deep excavation in the solid rock, evidently artificial, into which
one descends by two successive flights of steps. The water is

apparently brought hither by some unknown and perhaps arti-

ficial channel ; and flows off through a subterraneous passage

under the hill Ophel to the pool of Siloam. At a later period,

we crawled through the whole length of this passage. We
drank of the water, and remarked a peculiar though not un-
pleasant taste. We had been told that the people did not use

it for drinking ; but we found here, as at Siloam, women flUing

their water skins, which like Hagar they bore off on their

shoulders. They said they used it now for drinking ; but when
in summer the water becomes lower, it is then not good and has

a brackish taste.

Above this fountain the valley becomes very narrow. It is

everywhere only a water-course between high hills ; and the

brook Kidron now never flows, and probably never flowed along

its bottom, except after heavy rains.

From the fountain a path ascends obliquely, but steeply, to

the southeast corner of the area of the great mosk. This forms

at the same time the extreme southeast comer of the city wall,

and stands directly on the brow of the almost precipitous side of

the valley, here about one hundred and fifty feet deep. Further

north the brow juts out a little more, leaving a narrow strip of

level ground outside of the wall, which is occupied as a Muham-
medan cemetery. The tombs are here thickly crowded together

;

and frequently, as we passed this way afterwards, there was a

stench arising apparently from corpses mouldering in their shal-

low graves. The Muhammedans prefer this cemetery to all the

others, as being very near to the great mosk.'

The lower part of this wall in several places is composed of

very large hewn stones, which at once strike the eye of the be-

' Called by some travellers the fountain ' Hist, of Jems, in Fundgr. des Or. H.

of Siloam in distiaction from the pool of p. 13i.

Siloam below ; but without any good reason,
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holder as ancient , as being at least as old as the time of Herod,
if not of Solomon. The upper part of the wall is everywhere

obviously modern ; as is the whole wall in many places. The
Golden gate, which once led out from the area of the mosk upon
this side, is now walled up. Near the northeast corner of this

area, towards St. Stephen's gate, we measured one of the large

stones in the wall, and found it twenty-four feet long, by six

feet broad and three feet high. Just north of the same gate is

a small tank or reservoir on the outside ; and within the gate, on
the left hand, is the very large and deep reservoir, to which the

name of Bethesda is commonly given, though probably without

good reason. It is entirely dry ; and large trees grow at the bot-

tom, the tops of which do not reach the level of the street.

North of this, a little to the right of the street, is the dilapida-

ted church of St. Anne, over the grotto which is shown as the

birthplace of the Virgin. The church has pointed arches ; and
was obviously the work of the crusaders.'

We now returned home along the Via dolorosa ; in which
monkish tradition has brought together the scenes of aU the

events, historical or legendary, connected with the crucifixion.*

Along this way, they say, our Saviour bore his cross. Here one

may see, if he pleases, the place where the Saviour, fainting

under his burden, leaned against the wall of a house ; and the

impression of his shoulder remains unto this day. Near by are

also pointed out the houses of the rich man and Lazarus in the

parable. To judge from present appearances the beggar was
quite as well lodged as his opident neighbour. But enough of

these absurdities

!

GETHSEMANE, THE MOUNT OF OLIVES, ETC.

The forenoon of the next day, Wednesday, April 18th, taking

our servant Ibrahim, I went alone with him out of the Yafa gate,

and keeping to the right passed around the northwest comer of

the city wall, where stands a terebinth or Butm tree of con-

siderable size ; and then descended to the Damascus gate. Here

I struck out to the left through the open field to the grotto of

Jeremiah, so called by the monks. It lies under a round isolated

William of Tyre mentions on this Abbey of St. Anne, and was inhabited by
spot the house of Anna, as a place where an Abbess and Black nuns, i. e. of the

three or four poor women had consecrated Benedictine order ; Hist. Hieros. 58. p.

themselves to a monastic life. About 1078.—S»wulf in 1102-3 already speaks

A. D. 1113, King Baldwin I. compelled of a church here ; p. 264. Wright's

his Armenian wife to take the veil in this Early Travels in Palest, p. 41.

convent ; which at the same time he richly ' The earliest allusion I have been able

endowed. WilL Tyr. 11. 1. Wilken to find to the Fio <fo/orosa, is in Marinus

Gesch. der Kreuzz. II. p. 397. According Sanntus in the fourteenth century ; do

to Jac. de Vitriaco, tiiis was called the Secret, fid. Cruc. 3. 14. 10.
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rocky hill, the south side of which has apparently been cut away
to an irregular face, under which is the entrance to the grotto.

In front is a small garden walled in ; but the door was closed, so

that I could not gain access to the cavern itself ; nor were we
more successful at a subsequent visit. The top of the hill is oc-

cupied as a Muslim cemetery.' The southern front of this hill

stands overagainst the precipitous northern side of Bezetha,

crowned by the city wall ; and one might almost imagine that

the two hills once formed one ridge, of which the intervening

portion had been cut away by art.

Eeturning to the path, I kept along the city wall towards the

east. Before reaching the northeast corner of the city, there is

near the wall, or indeed in the trench, a small reservoir for water,

etill in use. Passing down the steep hiU from St. Stephen's gate

into the valley of the Kidron, and crossing the bridge over the

dry water-course, one has on the left the half subterranean

church of the Virgin Mary, with an excavated grotto or chapel

called her tomb. Before the low building is a small sunken
court ; from which there is a descent by many steps into the

church. The earliest notice of this tomb and church is in the

seventh century ; and it is also mentioned by the historians of

the crusades.'

Near the same bridge and church, on the right, is the place

fixed on by early tradition as the site of the garden of Gethse-

mane. It is a plat of ground nearly square, enclosed by an or-

dinary stone wall. The northwest corner is one hundred and
forty-five feet distant from the bridge. The west side measures

one hundred and sixty feet in length ; and the north side one

hundred and fifty feet. Within this enclosure are eight very old

olive trees, with stones thrown together around their trunks.^

There is nothing peculiar in this plat to mark it as Gethsemane

;

for adjacent to it are other similar enclosures, and many olive

trees equally old. The spot was not improbably fixed upon dur-

' Prokesch describes the interior of this of course now refers the building of this

grotto iis nearly round, some fortj- paces church to Helena ; though Marinus Sanu-
in diiimeter, perhaps 30 feet high in tlie tus (and apparently Brocardus) gravely

middle, and supported by two massive supposes it to have existed before the de-

pillars. It is inhabited by a Muslim saint, struction of the city by Adrian, and to

who sells places for graves in the grotto have been thus deeply covered over by the

and in the garden before it, w bile above ruins then thrown down ii)to the valley

;

are also graves ; Reise ins heil. Land, p. de Secret, fid. 1. c. But Nicephorus Cal-

95. The place wras in much the same listus in the same (fourteenth) century, al-

Etate early in the sixteenth century; see ready ascribes it to Helena; lib. VIII. c.

Hist, of .Jerusalem in Fundgr. des Orients, 30.—Arabian writers call this church el-

II. p. 133. Jesm'in:yeh, i. e. Gethsemane; and so the
* Firstby Adaronanusex Arculfo (1. 13) natives at the present day. Edrisi par

about A. l>. 697; then by St. Willibald Jaubert, p. 344. Hist, of Jems, in

about A. D. 76.5. Also by Wi.l. Tyr. 8. Kundgr. des Orient. II. p. 132.

2. Broeardus. e. 8. Mar. Sanut. 3. 14. ' In 18.'52 we found this plot enclosed

8.—Monkish tradition almost as a matter by a high waU.

i. 3i5. 34G
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ing the visit of Helena to Jerasalem, A. D. 326 ; when the
places of the crucifixion and resurrection were supposed to be
identified. Before that time no such tradition is alluded to.

Eusebius, writing apparently a few years afterwards, says Geth-
semane was at the Mount of Olives, and was then a place of

prayer for the faithful.' Sixty years or more afterwards, Jerome
places it at the foot of the mountain, and says a church had been
built over it ; which is also mentioned by Theophanes as existing

near the end of the seventh century.^ The garden is likewise

spoken of by Antoninus Martyr at the end of the sixth century,

by Adamnanus, and by writers of the times of the crusades.'

There would seem therefore little reason to doubt, that the pre-

sent site is the same to which Eusebius alludes. Whether it is

the true site, is perhaps a matter of more question.*

Giving myself up to the impressions of the moment, I sat

down here for a time alone beneath one of the aged trees. All
was silent and solitary around ; only a herd of goats were feed-

ing not far off, and a few flocks of sheep grazing on the side

of the mountain. High above towered the dead walls of the city

;

through which there penetrated no sound of human life. It was
almost like the stillness and lonehness of the desert. Here, or

at least not far off, the Saviour endured that " agony and bloody
sweat," which was connected with the redemption of the world

;

and here in deep submission he prayed :
" my father, if this

cup may not pass away from me except I drink it, thy will be
done !

"'

From the bridge three paths lead up to the summit of the

mount of Olives. One, a mere footpath, strikes up in a direct

course along a steep projecting part of the hill ; a second passes

up more circuitously to the left, where the hill retires a little and
has a more gradual slope ; and the third winds up along the face

further south. The sides of the mountain are still sprinkled with

olive trees, though not thickly, as was probably the case of old
;

and a few other trees are occasionally seen. I took the middle

path, which brought me out at the church of the Ascension and

the mosk, situated on the summit.^ Around them are a few

' The /(!/».. fl/cro". A. D. 333, mentions where was a garden," 18, 1. 2. But
the " roclc where Judas betrayed Christ" Luke says he "went out ax he was worti

as being in the valley of Jehoshaphat. to the mount of Olives," 22, 30. This
' Eusebius et Hieron. Onomast. art. last passage, taken in connection with

Gethiemani. Thcophan. Chron. A. D. Luke 21, 37, where it is said that he

C83. Comp. Reland Pal. p. 8.57.—Cyrill tnught in the day time in the temple, aud

of Jern.5. also speaks of Gethsemaue ; Ca- at nig' t went out and abode in the nionjit

tach. XIII. p. 140. ed. Oxon. of Olives, may suggest a doubt, whether
' Antonin. Mart. 17. Adamnanus ex Gethsemane was not perhaps situated

Arculf. I. 1 3. Jac. de Vitr. Hist. Hiero- higher up on the mount of Olives.

Bol. 63. Brocardus, o. 8. ' Matt. 26, 42.
' According to the Evangelist .lohn, .Te- ' The vari ms supposed sites of soriptu-

sus " went forth over the brook Cedron, ral eveuts, which the monks have fixed
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huts, forming a miseralole village. Here one is able to look down
upon the city and survey at least the roofs of the houses. The
view may be said indeed to be a very full one ; but it is not par-

ticularly interesting. It presents a dull mixed mass of roofs and
domes ; but the distance is too great to be able to distinguish the

buildings or the topography of the city in any good degree. A
more pleasing view is obtained from various points lower down
the side of the mountain.

From the church on the summit, only the city and the west-

ern prospect are visible ; the eastern view being cut off by a

higher part or ridge of the hill some twenty or thirty rods further

east, with a Wely or tomb of a Muslim saint upon it. From
this Wely one obtains a commanding view of the northern end
and portion of the Dead Sea, and also of the adjacent country,

including a large part of the valley of the Jordan, as well as

the naked dreary region lying between Jerusalem and Jericho, and
between Bethlehem and the Dead Sea. The course of the river

Jordan could be traced by the narrow strip of verdure which
clothes its banks. Beyond its valley, the eastern mountains

stretch off northward and southward in a long even ridge, ap-

parently unbroken. They present to the view, as here seen, no
single peak or separate summit, which could be taken for the

Nebo of the Scriptures. At a considerable distance north of

Jericho, indeed, a loftier summit is seen, forming the highest

point of the mountains of Gilead, just north of es-Salt ; but this

could not have been Nebo.

The atmosphere was at the time perfectly clear, and the

waters of the Dead Sea lay bright and sparkling in the sun-

beams, seemingly not more than eight or ten miles distant,

though actually much further off. I unfortunately neglected to

look for Kerak, which would doubtless have been visible in so

clear a day. When we sought for it in a later visit, the haziness

of the atmosphere prevented us from distinguishing it. Towards

the west and northwest the view extends to the Terebinth valley

BO called, and the high point and mosk of Neby Samwil.

I retiirned down the mount by the more southern path;

from which a branch led me across the Jewish cemetery to the

tombs of Absalom and Zechariah so called, at the bottom of the

valley, just under the southeast corner of the wall of the mosk
and city. Here is the narrowest path of the valley. Close by

the tombs is a well, which then had water, though it seemed not

to be used ; and here is also another bridge of stone over the

upon the side of the mount of Olives, may ahly the same mentioned by Sir J. Mann-
be seen in Maundrell, Prokesch (p. 80), deville, as on or near the spot where Jesus

and other travellers.—Edrisi speaks of a taught his disciples the Lord's prayer ; p.

large church on the acclivity, called Pater 96. Lond. 1839.

Noster
; p. 344, ed. Jaubert. This is prob-

i. 348. 349
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torrent bed with a fine arch. Trom this point a rugged footpath
ascends towards St. Stephen's gate ; entering which, I returned
home by the Via dolorosa.

JEWS PLACE OF WAILING, ETC.

In the afternoon of the same day, I went with Mr Lanneau
to the place where the Jews are permitted to purchase the right

of approaching the site of their temple, and of praying and wail-

ing over its ruins and the downfall of their nation. The spot is

on the western exterior of the area of the great most, considera-

bly south of the middle ; and is approached only by a narrow
crooked lane, which there terminates at the wall in a very small

open place. The lower part of the wall is here composed of the

same kind of ancient stones, which we had before seen on the

eastern side. Two old men, Jews, sat there upon the ground,

reading together in a book of Hebrew prayers. On Fridays they

assemble here in greater numbers. It is the nearest point in

which they can venture to approach their ancient temple ; and
fortunately for them, it is sheltered from observation by the nar-

rowness of the lane and the dead walls around. Here, bowed in

the dust, they may at least weep undisturbed over the fallen

glory of their race ; and bedew with their tears the soil, which

so many thousands of their forefathers once moistened with their

blood.

This touching custom of the Jews is not of modern origin.

Benjamin of Tudela mentions it, as connected apparently with

the same spot, in the twelfth century ; and very probably the

custom has come down from still earlier ages.' After the cap-

ture of Jerusalem under Adrian, the Jews were excluded from

the city ; and it was not tiU the age of Constantine that they

were permitted to approach, so as to behold Jerusalem from the

neighbouring hUls.^ At length they were allowed to enter the

city once a year, on the day on which it was taken by Titus, in

order to waU over the ruins of the temple. But this privilege

they were obliged to purchase of the Roman soldiers.^—Accord-

ing to Benjamin, as above cited, the Jews in his day regarded

this portion of the wall as having belonged to the court of the

ancient temple.

' Benj. of Tud. by Asher, I. p. 70. emerant san<;uinem Christi, emant lacry-

' Sulpic. Sev. Hist. Sacr. II. 45. Eu- mas suas. Et ne fletus quidera eis gratui-

seb. Chron.—Also Euseb. in Psalm, ed. tus sit ; vidcas in die quo capta est a Ro-

Montfauo. p. 267, 382. Hilar, in Psalm, maniset diruta Jerusalem, venire populum

68. No. 12. See Miinter, der Jiidische lugubrem plan»ere ruiiias tempi!

Krieg outer Trajan und Hadrian, p. 97. sui ; et miles mercedera postulat, ut illis

'Miinter i.e. Hieron. in Zephan. c. i. flare plus liceat."—See also Gregor. Na-

15, " Et, ut minam suaj eis flere liceat ci- zianz. Orat. XII. Valesii Annot. in Eu-

vitatis, pretio redimunt ; nt qui quoudam scb. Hist. Eoo. IV. 6.
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Turning back somewhat from this spot, and threading our
way through other narrow lanes with sharp corners, and then
through a tract planted with the pricMy pear, we came to the

southwest corner of the area of the great mosk, where the wall

is quite high. Around this corner is an open level plat of

ground, which was now ploughed, extending to the city wall on
the south. This latter, which here runs from west to east, is low
on the inside, but high on the outside ; forming a high offset be-

tween the level plat above and the open fields further south.

Further east this wall turns north at a right angle and unites

with the southern wall of the area of the mosk, about one third

of the way between the southwest and the southeast corner. The
stones in the lower part of the wall of the area at the southwest

comer, are of immense size ; and on the western side, at first

view, some of them seem to have been started from their places,

as if the wall had burst and was about to fall down. We paid

little attention to this appearance at the time ; but subsequent

examination led here to one of our most interesting discoveries.

South from this comer, in the city wall, and near the bed or chan-

nel of the Tyropceon, is a small gate now closed up. This the

monks in their zeal to find an application for aU scriptural

names, have honoured (or dishonoured) with the name of the

Dung gate ; although neither the ancient gate of that name,
nor the ancient wall, could have been anywhere in this vicinity.

The present city wall is buUt for the most part with a breast-

work ; that is, the exterior face is carried up several feet higher

than the interior part of the wall, leaving a broad and conve-

nient walk along the top of the latter for the accommodation of

the defenders. This is protected by the parapet or breastwork,

which has battlements and loopholes. There are also flights of

steps to ascend or descend at convenient distances on the inside.

Mounting upon the city wall in this manner near the area of the

mosk, we kept along over the Dung gate so called, and up
Mount Zion, passing a well with water on the way ; and then

descending from the wall near the gate of Zion, we returned

home through the Jews' quarter on the northeast slope of the

same hill.

In the afternoon of the following day, (Thursday, April

19th,) Messrs Smith and Nicolayson and myself took a short

walk to look at the ground and objects west and northwest of

the Yafa gate, and along the road to Yafa. We went first to

the large tank lying in the basin which forms the head of the

valley of Hinnom, or more properly perhaps of the valley of
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Gihon ; since this would seem to be the quarter to which that
name of old belonged. The tank was now dry ; but in the

rainy season it becomes fuU ; and its waters are then conducted
by a small rude aqueduct or channel to the vicinity of the Y^fa
gate, and so to the pool of Hezekiah within the city. The tract

around this tank, especially towards the northeast, is occupied as

a Muslim cemetery, the largest around the city. The tombs are

scattered and old ; some of the larger ones indeed have the ap-

pearance of great antiquity.

We returned across the higherground on the north of this basin,

towards the Damascus gate, in order to examine whether per-

haps the valley of the Tyropceon extended up at all beyond the

city in that direction. There is however no trace of any valley

or of any depression in this quarter, before reaching the declivity

stretching down to the Damascus gate. The whole interval

between this gate and Gihon is occupied by a broad swell

of land, rising somewhat higher than the northwest part of the

city itself. The ground on the west, as well as on the north of

the present city, would seem to have once been built over ; or at

least occasional buildings once stood upon it. Fragments of

polished marble are often picked up here ; and especially the

small cubes of marble of different colours, not much larger than

dice, which were employed iu the construction of the ancient

tesselated pavements.

We entered the city again by the gate of Yafa or Hebron
;

and threading our way towards the left through several lanes,

passed the Coptic convent, then rebuilding, at the northern end

of the pool of Hezekiah. This latter still had water covering its

bottom, though apparently not deep.

VALLEY OF HINNOM, WELL OF JOB, ETC.

Walking out alone one day, I passed over Mount Zion to its

southern brow, and then descended its steep side without a path

and with some difficulty, to the valley of Hinnom. The bottom

of the valley has here more width and descends rapidly towards

the east ; further down it is narrower and has a still steeper de-

scent. On the south the hill in many parts rises at first in rocky

precipices, with other ledges of rocks higher up on the steep side

;

and these rocks and the whole face of the lull are full of excava-

ted tombs. On the same hill-side, further east along the valley,

is the Aceldama or Potter's Field, so called. The tombs conti-

nue quite down to the comer of the mountain, where it bends

off southwards along the valley of Jehoshaphat.

My course was along the side of the hill among the tombs
;

and then descending near the junction of the two valleys, I came
i. 352-354
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to the well of Nehemiali as the Franks call it, or the well of
Job according to the natives. Neither name has apparently any
good foundation. We shall afterwards see that this is without
much doubt the En-Eogel of Scripture. It is a deep weU of
living water ; but in the rainy season overflows.

Passing from hence up the valley of Jehoshaphat and visiting

again Siloam and the tomb of Absalom, I returned home by St.

Stephen's gate. This walk gave me a stronger impression of the
height and steepness of Zion, than I had before received.

TOMBS OF THE KINGS AND JUDGES, MOUNT ZION, ETC.

We visited several times the tombs of the Kings, so called,

(probably the tomb of Helena,) and took the measurement of
them, as will be described in the proper place. They lie directly

north of the Damascus gate, just on the eastern side of the great

road to Nabulus. The way leads to them through the olive

grove which now covers the level tract on this side of the city.

A considerable portion of this plain was once apparently occupied
by bioildings. Fragments of marble and mosaic tesserae are often

found here ; and many ancient cisterns, now partly fallen in,

furnish unequivocal evidence of former habitations. The stones

with which the soil was thickly strewed, have been gathered into

heaps or laid up in terraces ; and the fields thus cleared have
now been tiUed for centuries.

One forenoon, (Friday, April 27th,) Messrs Smith and Lan-
neau and myself went out to the tombs of the Kings, to look at

them again, and to inspect the progress of some excavations

which we had set on foot. We remained here but a short time
;

and then proceeded further. Just beyond these tombs the valley

of the Kidron, which thus far extends up north from the city,

turns to the west at a right angle, and then shortly again re-

sumes its former direction, running up north nearly to the tombs of

the Judges. The great Nabulus road crosses the valley here,

where it runs from west to east. On the right side of this road,

five minutes from the tombs of the Kings, and just as it descends

into the valley, is a Wely, or tomb of a Muslim saint, with which
is connected a small Khan now half in ruins. Here a deformed
Sheikh resides as keeper, with a jug of water and a cofiee pot for

the refreshment of travellers ; expecting from them presents in

return, by which to live. As Mr L. was acquainted with the

Sheikh, we stopped for a few moments, took cofiee, and looked in

upon his Khan. The arched stalls for the animals around the

small court remain ; but the chambers above for the guests are

gone. The name of the saint was Husein Ibn 'Isa el-Jerrahy.
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According to the tradition of tlie Sheikh, he was one of the com-
panions of the Khalif Omar when he took Jerusalem.

Passing along up the valley of Jehoshaphat, the sides of
which are everywhere studded with sepulchres excavated in the

rocks, we came to the tombs of the Judges so called. These lie

near the head of the valley, on the right hand of the path, just

beyond the water-summit between the waters of the Dead Sea
and Mediterranean. Here the ground begins to descend north-

west towards the great valley Tisually (though falsely) called by
Franks the valley of the Terebinth ; but for which the natives

have here no other name than Wady Beit Hanina. At this point

we were in full view of Neby Samwil, bearing N. 40° W. on the

high hill beyond that valley ; and could also see Kustid bearing W.
After examining the sepulchres, we returned over the eastern

hill, striking the great northern road near the brow of the ascent

by which it rises after crossing the valley. This is doubtless the

Scopus of the ancients ; it affords one of the most pleasing views

of the city ; though less distinct than one from a point further

southeast. Passing again the tombs of the Kings, we directed

our course towards the northwest corner of Jerusalem, in order to

trace out, if possible, some foundations we had before seen, appa-
rently belonging to the third wall of the ancient city, as described

by Josephus. In this we were partially successful.

We came at length to the Yafa gate, shortly after 12 o'clock,

and found it shut. It was Friday, the Muhammedan Sabbath
;

on which day the gates of Jeru.salem are closed for an hour at

noon, as the principal season of Muhammedan prayer. Passing

around the city on the west, we spent the hour in wanderng over

Mount Zion. We looked here also for traces of the ancient wall

along the western and southern brow ; fallowed out for some dis-

tance the aqueduct from Solomon's pools, Avhich winds around the

southeast slope ; and then returned up towards the Zion gate.

It was not yet opened, and we went to caU on the Sheikh of the

Muslim tomb of David, with whom Mr Lanneau was acquainted.

He was out ; but we visited the room over the tomb, where legen-

dary tradition relates that the Lord's Supper was instituted. It

is a large dreary " upper room" of stone, fifty or sixty feet long

by some thirty feet in width. At the east end is a small niche in

the wall, which the Christians use at certain seasons as an altar

to celebrate mass. On the south side is a similar but larger re-

cess, which serves the Muhammedans as a MihrSb towards which

to direct their prayers.' Thus the two superstitions stand here

' As the Muhammedans always turn the place or direction towards which tho

their faces towards Mecca during their face is turned, is the Kiblek. Mecca lies

prayers and prostrations, every mosk has nearly south of Syria ; and hence the

a niche in the wall to show the proper di- word Kibleh is also in common use among
rection. This niche is the Mihrdb; and the Syrian Arabs to denote the south.
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side by side in singular juxtaposition. The pretended tomb it-

self no one is permitted to enter.

This building was formerly a Christian church ; and as such
the site at least is of high antiquity. It is apparently the same
spot, and perhaps the same building, referred to by Cyrill in the
fourth century, as the church of the Apostles, where they were
said to be assembled on the day of pentecost. This implies that
it was then regarded as at least older than the age of Constantine.
About the same time Epiphanius speaks of it distinctly under
the same name ; and about A. D. 697, Adamnanus mentions it

in like manner. It was then held to be the Ccenaculum, and to

contain also the column to which Christ was bound in order to
be scourged.' The same column is mentioned in the Jerusalem
Itinerary (A. D. 333), and by Jerome near the close of the same
century. The latter writer describes this column in his day as
sustaining the portico of a church on Mount Zion, and as stiU

stained with the Saviour's blood ; but neither he nor any of the
earlier writers speak of any tradition relating to the Lord's Sup-
per.^ Writers of the times of the crusades often allude to tliis

church as the church of Zion ; and regard it as the place where
the protomartyr Stephen was buried for a time.' According to

Sir J. MaundevUle and also L. de Suchem, it would seem to
have been still in the hands of the Latins so late as about A. D.
13.50 ; and at that time it was one of the many churches which
tradition began to ascribe to the empress Helena.' More than a
century later, A. D. 1479, Tucher of Niirnberg found the build-

ing converted into a mosk, or at least the lower part of it, and
already containing the tombs of David, Solomon, and other kings.

—The adjacent buildings were formerly a convent of the Minor-
ites or Franciscans, who retained possession of them for a century

or more after the church had been partially at least wrested from
their hands.' In these buildings Ibrahim Pasha was accustomed
to reside when he visited Jerusalem.

' Cyrill. Cat. XVI. 2, p. 225. Oxon. They were then driven ont by the Mn-
1703. Epiphan.de Mensur.etPond.no. hammedans; and having purchased the

14. Comp. le Quien Oriens Christ. III. p. present Latin convent of St. Salvator in

105.—Adamnan. ex Arculfo, I. 13. St. the city, which had formerly belonged to

Willibald, A. D. 765, calls it the church the Georgian Greeks, they removed to it.

of Zion ; Hodoepor. 18. Quaresmius, 1. c. Comp. Wadding Annal.
^ Epitaph. Paulse, ad Eustoch. Minor. Ed. 2. III. p. 485 sq. Belon about
' Will. Tyr. 8. 5. Jac. de Vitr. Hist. 1547 lodged in their convent on Zion, and

Eieros. 61. Fhocas de Locis Sanct. 14. speaks of it as the only Latin convent;
* First mentioned as one of Helena's Obsen-ations, etc. Paris 1588. p. 313

;

churches by Nicephoms Callistus, 8. 30

;

also in Panlus' Sammlung, Th. I. p. 259.

a writer of the fourteenth century. So Baumgarten in 1512, lib. II. 5 ; and
' Adriohomius Theatr. Terrse Sanct. p. other travellers. Belon likewise remarks,

l.'SO. Quaresmius Terrse Sanct. Elucid. that the monks had in his day regained

II. pp. 51, 122. It appears that the Fran- possession of the Ccenaeulnm ; L c. p.

ciscans or Minorites had their chief seat 315.—This convent was erected for tha

here from A. D, 1313 to A. D. 1561. Franciscans by Sancia, qneen of Robert
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Further north, nearer to the gate, stands an Armenian con-
vent, enclosing a small church, which according to a similar tra-

dition marks the spot where once stood the house of Caiphas.

We entered and were conducted through it. Here the Armenian
patriarchs of Jerusalem lie buried ; their monuments are in the

small court. Under the altar of the church they still profess to

show the stone which closed the Holy Sepulchre. They point

out also what they call the prison of our Lord ; as well as the
spot where Peter denied his Master, and the court where the

cock crew. This church cannot well be verj'- ancient ;' nor have
I been able to find any mention of it before the fourteenth cen-
tury. It was then called, as now, the church of St. Salvator, and
was already ascribed to Helena.' The Armenians appear to have
had it in possession very early after the crusades.'

We reached the Zion gate just as it was opened at one
o'clock. Within the gate, a little towards the right, are some
miserable hovels, inhabited by persons called leprous. Whether
their disease is or is not the leprosy of Scripture, I am unable to

affirm ; the symptoms described to us were similar to those of
elephantiasis. At any rate they are pitiable objects, and miser-

able outcasts from society. They all live here together, and in-

termarry only with each other. The children are said to be
healthy until the age of puberty or later ; when the disease

makes its appearance in a finger, on the nose, or in some like

part of the body, and gradually increases so long as the victim

survives. They were said often to live to the age of forty or fifty

years.

Our way home led us through the Jews' quarter ; and we
looked in for a moment upon their preparations for building a

new synagogue. In digging for its foundations they had un-
covered several small houses and rooms, which had before been
completely buried beneath the accumulated rubbish. These -pre-

sented nothing of interest. It was also reported, that they had
found pieces of marble, and even columns ; but we were able to

learn nothing definite on the subject.

of Sicily ; who also repaired or rebuilt 84:4. Nicepli. Call. 8. 30.—The Jerusalem

the Coeiiaculum ; see Quaiesmius, 1. c. p. Itinerary, (A. D. 333,) speaks of the

122, and Tom. I. p. 176. Wadding, 1. c. house of Caiphas as having stood on
' Benjamin of Tudela says, that in his Mount Zion, " ubi fait domus Caiphae ;

"

day, soon after A. D. 1 160, there was no but says nothing of any building then ex-

buildiTig on Zion save one Christian isting. Comp. Cyrill. Cat. XIII. 19.

church, doubtless the Coenaculum ; I. p. " Tucher of Nurnberg found it in their

72, ed. Asher. hands in A. D. 1479. See Eeissb. des
" Marin. Sanut. Seer, fidel. Crucis, 3. heil. Landes, p. 659.

14. 8. li. de Suchem Itin. p. 78. Eeissb. p.
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EL-HARAM. TOWER OF DAVID.

We made no attempt to obtain admission to the Haram esh-

Sherif, or great mosk. This has heen visited and described by
others, and did not form in itself any part of the object of our
journey. Could there have been a hope of penetrating into the

vaults and subterranean passages which are known to exist be-

neath its area, so as to explore them, we would have spared no
effort to have obtained the requisite permission. But as it was,
we thought it more prudent to pursue our researches in silence,

rather than by ill timed or ill advised application to the authori-

ties, to run the risk of exciting on their part suspicion or jealousy.

We found no difficulty at any time in approaching the entrances,

and looking in upon the area, as long as we pleased.

Wishing however to obtain a better view of the Haram, and
also to visit the citadel near the Yafa gate, Mr Smith with our

friends waited on the Kaim Makam, the military commander of

the city, to obtain an order for this purpose. This officer re-

ceived them with great courtesy ; immediately granted their re-

quest ; and even sent his secretary to accompany them and in-

troduce them at each place. They now came back for me ; and
we went first to the building on the northwest corner of the area

of the Haram. This was formerly the residence of the governor

;

and stands near the site of the ancient fortress Antonia. It is

now used as a barrack. From the flat roof there is a full view of

the mosk and its court, a large and beautiful area, with trees scat-

tered over it, and several fountains ; the whole forming a fine

promenade. We saw there quite a number of females, and many
children playing.

The great mosk itself, Eubhet es-SuJchraJi, "Dome of the

Kock," is an octagonal building with a noble dome, standing

upon a platform near the middle of the court, elevated by seve-

ral steps above the general level. Quite on the southern side of

the area, stands another large mosk, el-Jami'a el-Aksa ; and

there are other smaller mosks and buildings adjacent to the walls

in other parts. The whole enclosure, with all its sacred build-

ings and appurtenances, is called el-Haram, "the Holy," and

also el-Haram esk-SJierif, "the noble Sanctuary." In the

northern part of the area, the rocky surface is visible, which has

evidently been levelled off by art. The height of the wall

around the court on the inside we judged to be from twelve to

sixteen feet.—Towards the west the houses of the city rise

steeply one above another, and the two hiUs of Zion and Akra

are distinctly marked.'

' The spot where we stood is the same for the noble Panorama of Jerusalem by

from which the drawings were taken Catherwood, since destroyed by fire.
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Wc now repaired to the castle or citadel, and were taken
through its various parts ; but our attention was confined chiefly

to the one old tower, apparently ancient, which is usually called

by the Franks the tower of David. This we measured ; and it

will be described in another place. From its top there is an ex-

tensive view, especially towards the southeast, where a small por-

tion of the Dead Sea is visible, and beyond it the mountains of

Arabia. As we looked down upon and over the city itself, it

seemed almost like a plain ; the appearance of descent being in

a great measure lost.'

Both here and at the barracks, the deportment of the officers

and soldiers we encountered, was extremely civil. The secre-

tary who attended us was an intelligent man ; and when we
parted, he politely declined the baklishish we proffered him.

This was, I think, the only instance of the kind in all our

journey.

In our walks through the city and its environs, we were
struck with the comparatively few people we met, and the in-

difference with which they seemed to regard us and our move-
ments. In the city itself, the bazars were usually thronged ; so

that it was sometimes difficult to make one's way through them.

In the larger streets also, such as that leading down from the

Yafa gate to the great mosk, and those between the bazars and
the Damascus gate, there were commonly many persons passing

to and fro ; but all the other streets were comparatively solitary.

Outside of the city, a few peasants with their asses wending their

way to or from the gates ; a few shepherds watching their flocks

on the side of Mount Olivet ; a few women with their water-

skins around the fountains in the valley of Jehoshaphat; and oc-

casionally Muslim females veiled in white sitting or strolling

among the tombs of their people ; these were ordinarily the only

signs of life and activity which the stranger could perceive, as he

wandered around this former "city of the great King." Yet
sometimes we lighted upon more stirring scenes. One day as we
were standing near the large terebinth at the northwest corner

of the city wall, the Mutesellim or governor with a party of ten

or twelve horsemen passed by, on their return from a ride and

from practising the Jerid. They were all gaily caparisoned, and

rode in fine style ; their horses prancing and now and then dart-

ing oft' at full speed along the rocky road. At another time the

dead monotony was broken in upon, by the departure of a large

body of troops for Ramleh.
' We were not so fortunate as Stephan Mount Tabor in the north! Leitungen

Schulz: who professes to have seen from des Huchsten, etc. Th. V. p. 161.

thia tower M <nnt Horeb in the south, and
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We took measurements within and without the city in all

directions, without interruption, and without being subjected to
the slightest inquiry or token of suspicion. Indeed, the indiffer-

ence with which these operations were apparently regarded, was
rather a matter of surprise. A few persons only occasionally
stopped to look at us, and then passed on ; and I am persuaded
that neither in London nor New York could any thing similar be
undertaken, without exciting far more attention, and probably
drawing together a crowd of idlers. We just pursued our own
course ; went where we would, and undertook what we pleased

;

asked no leave of the government or others, whenever it could be
avoided ; and thus encountered no opposition. In the one
instance where we had occasion to ask a favour of the Kaim
Makam or military commander, it was courteously granted ; in
another instance, the Mufti declined to concede what he previ-

ously had expressed a willingness to have take place.

With the native population of the city, we had, through our
friends, the opportunity of frequent intercourse, to any extent
we might desire. The house of Mr Lanneau, in which we re-

sided, was situated in the Muhammedan quarter, next door to

that of the Mufti of Jerusalem ; and the circumstance of his

having taken a house in their quarter and among them, was
looked upon with favour by the Muslims. His neighbours, some
of the chief men of the city, were in the habit of maldng fre-

quent calls ; and an interchange of friendly courtesies was sedu-

lously maintained. A native Greek merchant, Abu Selimeh,
who was seeking the appointment of agent from the American
consul at Beirut, was very attentive ; and through him and the

chief physician or apothecary of the garrison, we received all the

intelligence and current reports of the day.

The MuteselKm or governor of the city at this time, was
Sheikh Mustafa, a young man of a fine figure and prepossessing

countenance, the son of Sheikh Sa'id, governor of Gaza. He
was said however to be prejudiced against the Franks ; and to

be in the habit of turning an ungracious ear to all their applica-

tions. We had no occasion to apply to him while in Jerusalem

;

except once, as a matter of policy, to send our Firman for his

inspection before setting off for the Dead Sea; but we after-

wards met him in Hebron and were struck with his graceful de-

portment. The Kaim Makam, or military governor, was re-

garded as more frank and courteous ; and our friends were in the

habit of applying to him, when necessary, rather than to Sheikh

Mustafa.

Our neighbour the Mufti called one morning soon after break-

fast, and sat with us for an hour. This dignitary is in high re-

pute among the Mussulmans ; being subordinate in rank only to
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the Muftis of Mecca and Constantinople. He was a fine looking

man between sixty and seventy years of age, with a long white

beard neatly trimmed, intelligent eyes, and great vivacity for a

Muhammedan. He declined the proffered pipe, assuring us that

he never smoked. He was near sighted, and had an ordinary

eyeglass ; but my spectacles, and especially those of one of the

missionaries, delighted him greatly. He was prompt in offering

us all the facilities we might need in prosecuting our researches

;

and so far as his own personal feelings were concerned, this ofler

was perhaps sincere. The flat roof of Mr Lanneau's house was
separated from his premises only by a low parapet ; and some of

our friends having casually looked over it into his court, he had
sent a civil message to request that this might not be done any
more. One object of his present visit was to apologize, or rather

to explain the reason, for sending such a message.

Another day we had a similar call from Abu Ghaush, the

former governor of Jerusalem, noted as one of the Sheikhs of the

village of Kuryet el-'Enab on the way to Yafa, where some years

ago travellers were often robbed. He is now old, with a keen
robber's eye, and an intelligent face. This is a family name

;

and there are several brothers Abu Ghaush. An older one, Ibra-

him, was the most notorious as a robber ; but he was said not

now to be acknowledged as the head of the family.

Before we left Cairo, intelligence had been received there of

the insurrection of the Druzes in Hauran ; and as they were

known to be a brave and injured people, fears were entertained

(and not unjustly) that a protracted war might follow, the end

of which no one could foresee. The occasion of the insurrection

was understood to be, the attempts of the Egyptian government

to introdiice the conscription, and to seize upon their young men
by force as recruits for the army. This kind of oppression had

been already introduced into other parts of Syria, although not

with the same success as in Egypt ; but the comparatively free

and high spirited Druzes could not brook it. War ensued. The
Druzes fought with desperation ; and were killed outright when-

ever taken. Their country was overrun and wasted ; their vil-

lages burned with fire ; their wives and children sold as slaves in

the markets of Damascus. The survivors withdrew to the rocks

and fastnesses of el-Lejah ; for a time there would be a calm, and
then the war burst forth again with redoubled fury. After con-

tinuing for more than a year, the war appears to have been finally

terminated by the concession, on the part of the government, of

all that for which the Druzes had at first taken up arms ; a con-

cession extorted perhaps by the indications of an approaching

war wiih Turkey.

During our journey through the deserts south of Palestine,
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we of course heard little of this war. The Bedawin knew that it

had broken out ; but they had no definite information respecting

it ; and the scene of conflict was too remote to affect them di-

rectly, or awaken an interest in their bosoms. When we ar-

rived at Jerusalem, the first throes of the struggle were not yet

over ; and the minds of men were in uncertainty. For some

time no definite intelligence had been received from the seat of

war ; and the city was full of rumours. No one knew where

Ibrahim Pasha was ; and it was even said, that a large body of

his troops had been defeated, and another party of several hun-

dreds wholly cut off. In this state of things, the unquiet spirits

of the land, who iinder the strong arm of Egyptian rule had be-

come quiet and peaceable citizens, began to rouse themselves,

and desired again to taste the sweets of anarchy and lawless de-

predation. Several robberies and murders were coihmitted in

the vicinity of Jerusalem ; one of which has been already alluded

to.' In another instance a pilgrim was shot, robbed, and left

wounded on the road to Yafa. He was brought to the city, and

some of our friends saw him lying helpless and apparently dying,

in the open court of the Greek convent, waiting until the au-

thorities of the city or the convent should make some provision

for his need. Reports of other robberies were very frequent ; but

were evidently much exaggerated, if not wholly groundless.

Under these circumstances, the prospect before us was dreary;

and it was for a time doubtful, whether we should be able to

travel at all in the country, without (or even with) an armed
guard. Were the Druzes able to maintain themselves and make
head against the Pasha's troops, then all the roads in Palestine

would become unsafe ; for however well affected the better por-

tion of the people might be, still this would not keep in check

the bands of lawless adventurers, who were only waiting for an
opportunity to prowl over the country. Many days however had
not elapsed, before the certain news arrived, that Ibrahim was at

Damascus, where he had concentrated his troops ; and that he

had totally defeated the Druzes. After this aU was again quiet

;

the reports of robbery and murder were no longer heard ; and we
subsequently travelled through the length and breadth of the

land without fear or interruption ; indeed, with the same feeling

of security as in England or our native country. It was not un-

til two months later, that a fresh outbreak of the insurrection in

the region of Jebel esh-Sheikh, hindered us from approaching

Damascus.
As if we were to have a specimen of all the evils to which the

oriental world is exposed, a few days after our arrival in the Holy
City, rumours of the plague began to be circulated. It had

' See above, p. 219.
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broken out with violence in Alexandria ; and in consequence a
strict quarantine had been established at Yafa. Yet on Sunday,
April 22d, the report came that the plague had made its appear-

ance in Yafa also ; supposed to have been introduced by pilgrims

from the southern coast of Asia Minor. Some of these pilgrims

were known to have come up to Jerusalem ; and now the inhab-

itants were tormented day by day, with various rumours of its

existence both at Yafa and among themselves. At first many
doubted ; but several fearful cases at Yafa, in the families of

some of the Frank consuls, speedily put the question beyond
doubt in respect to that place. In Jerusalem there were for

some days no very decided cases. Deaths indeed occurred, which
were ascribed to the plague ; but no one pronounced authorita-

tively upon them. Yet all were in fear and upon their guard

;

several houses were barricadoed by the police ; many families and
some of the convents put themselves in quarantine ; and all took

care, in passing to and fro along the streets, not to come in con-

tact with any other person. At length, after a few days, the

plague developed itself decidedly ; all doubt was at an end ; and
the disease continued to extend its ravages on every side continu-

ally, though mildly.

This was a state of things such as I had never anticipated,

and which I shall never forget. Men's lives seemed to hang in

doubt before them. No one knew what to do or whither to turn

himself. All who could, hurried away from the city ; for they

feared that, according to despotic custom, Jerusalem would be

shut up and a cordon of troops drawn around it, in order to pre-

vent the plague from spreading among the villages of the coun-

try. Nor was this fear groundless. All business was at a stand.

The merchants from Damascus and other places left the city.

The missionaries broke off their sittings, and those from abroad

hastened to depart with their families. They left on the 30th

of April. Several Frank travellers also hurried away ; and some

who were upon the road from Beirut to Jerusalem, turned back

at Nabulus.
Meanwhile we continued our investigations without interrup-

tion, taking care to come in contact with no one as we passed

along the streets ; and a kind Providence preserved us from the

dangers by which we were surrounded. On the 18th of May the

city was actually shut up, and no one permitted to go out. We
had left it the day before on a long excursion to Gaza, Hebron,

and Wady Musa ; and although we afterwards returned to its

gates, yet we did not enter them again. The city remained shut

up until the beginning of July.

Indeed, during our whole journey in the east, although sur-

rounded by war, pestilence, and quarantines, we were enabled to
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pass through tkem all without harm or hindrance ; without being
detained from these causes even for an hour.

Not all travellers, however, were thus favoured. On the 2d of

May, I met at the house ofMr Nicolayson an English gentleman,
the chaplain of a ship of war, who left Cairo just one week after

ourselves, and had come by the most direct route to Jerusalem.

He had descended the Nile to Damietta, where he was detained

seventeen days waiting for a vessel for Yafa. In this latter place

he had performed a quarantine of fifteen days ; and then five

more on his arrival in Jerusalem. These last had ended only on
the preceding day. Thus of the forty-three days which had elapsed

since his departure from Cairo, six had been spent in travelling,

and thirty-seven in quarantines and delay ! Yet he was not
disheartened ; and actually left Jerusalem the very next day for

Beirut. It may also be mentioned, as showing the security of the

roads at the time, that without knowing a word of Arabic, he set

off alone with a single muleteer on this long journey ; and reached

Beirut without any other difficulties, than those which are of

course incident to such a mode of travel.

Not long afterwards, duke Maximilian of Bavaria arrived at

Jerusalem with a somewhat numerous suite ; and left it again, as

we understood, about the same time we did, just before the city

was shut up. He was less fortunate or less cautious than we
were, in respect to the plague ; for after he had left the city this

terrible scourge broke out among his attendants. His physician,

died of it at Nazareth ; and another attendant, a mulatto, was
left ill in the lazaretto at Sidon, where he lingered for several

weeks and died.

Among other travellers who left the Holy City, was M de

Bertou, a Frenchman, who had just returned from an excursion

to Wady Musa and 'Akabah by way of the Dead Sea and Wady
el-'Arabah. We had hoped to have been the first to explore the

northern part of this great Wady ; but were not the less gratified

to learn from him the results of his journey. He spent the eve-

ning of April 30th with us ; and thought he had found the name
of Kadesh, at a place not far from the junction of the roads from
Hebron and Gaza to Wady Musa ; and also that of Zoar on the

western side of the Dead Sea. Both of these suppositions we
afterwards found, by inquiry on the spot, to be erroneous
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SECTION YII.

JERUSALEM.

TOPOGRAPHY AND ANTIQUITIES.'

We enter here upon a more detailed description of the Holy
City, and its remains of antiquity. In doing this, I must request

the reader to bear in mind, that for the lapse of more than fifteen

centuries, Jerusalem has been the abode not only of mistaken
piety, but also of credulous superstition, not unmingled with
pious fraud. During the second and third centuries after the
Christian era, the city remained under heathen sway ; and the

Christian church existed there, if at all, only by sufferance. But
when, in the beginning of the fourth century, Christianity became
triumphant in the person of Constantino ; and at his instigation,

aided by the presence and zeal of his mother Helena, the first

great attempt was made in A. D. 326, to fix and beautify the

places connected with the crucifixion and resurrection of the Sa-

viour ; it then, almost as a matter of course, became a passion

among the multitudes of priests and monks, who afterwards re-

sorted to the Holy City, to trace out and assign the site of every

event, however trivial or legendary, which could be brought into

connection with the Scriptures or with pious tradition. The
fourth century appears to have been particularly fruitful in the

fixing of these localities, and in the dressing out of the traditions

or rather legends, which were attached to them." But the inven-

' This section remains as it was in the sns. CyriU also speaks of it in the same
first edition, excepting a few sh'ght cor- century; Cat. X. 19. The column to

rections. The results of our second visit, which Christ was bound and scourged,

in 1852, are given in Vol. III. Sec. IV was already found ; but the blood upon it

and V. is first mentioned by Jerome nearly a cen-
' The Itin. Hierosol. A. D. 333, men- tnry afterwards. The Ccenaeulmn con-

tions the pahn tree as still standing on the nccted with it was the work of a still later

side of Mount Olivet, from which the peo- age ; as we have already had occasion to

pie broke off branches to strew before Je- remark. See p. 242, above.
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tion of succeeding ages coutinued to build upon these founda-
tions, ' until, in the seventh century, the Muhammedan conquest

and subsequent oppressions confined the attention of the church
more exclusively to the circumstances of her present distress

;

and drew oif in part the minds of the clergy and monks from the

contemplation and embellishment of Scriptural history. Thus
the fabric of tradition was left to become fixed and stationary as to

its main points ; in much the same condition, indeed, in which it

has come down to our day. The more fervid zeal of the ages of

the crusades, only filled out and completed the fabric in minor
particulars.'

It must be further borne in mind, that as these localities were

assigned, and the traditions respecting them for the most part

brought forward, by a credulous andunenlightened zeal, well meant,
indeed, but not uninterested ; so all the reports and accounts we
have of the Holy City and-its sacred places, have come to us from
the same impure source. The fathers of the church in Palestine,

and their imitators the monks, were themselves for the most part

not natives of the country. With few exceptions they knew
little of its topography ; and were mostly unacquainted with the

Aramfean, the vernacular language of the common people.' They
have related only what was transmitted to them by their prede-

cessors, also foreigners ; or have given opinions of their own,
adopted without critical inquiry and usually without much know-
ledge. The visitors of the Holy Land in the earlier centuries,

as well as the crusaders, all went thither in the character of pil-

grims ; and looked upon Jerusalem and its environs, and upon
the land, only through the medium of the traditions of the church.

* Thus the traditions respecting the derstood and spoken hy the inhahitants in

house of Caiaphas, Gethsemane, and va- general, yet there is reason to believe that

rious other sites, although slight traces of the real mother tongue of the common
them are found quite early, appear to people was still the Aramaean. Origen and
have been decked out with new circum- Jerome appear to have been the only

stances, as centuries rolled on. In A. D. fathers in Palestine who understood He-
870 the monk Bernard speaks of a church brew. The latter, who died in P.ilestine

on the side of the mount of Olives, on the A. D. 420, made it a particular study, in

spot where the Pharisees brought to Jesus order to translate the Bible. He mentions

the woman taken in adultery. In the the Punic dialect, by which he probably

church was preserved a marble tablet, with means the Phoenician, as a spoken lau-

the writing which our Lord there wrote guage; Qusest. ad Gen. 36, 24. ad voc.

upon the ground ! Itinerar. 13, in Acta c"'a"'. See Gesenins Script, et Linguce
Sanctor. Ord. Benedict. Saec. III. Pars IL pkcenic. Monumenta, pp. 331, 337. In

P- S25. hig Comm. in Esa. 19, 18, Jerome also
= A multitude of the minor legends, speaks expressly of a " linr/ua Cananitide,

such as those relating to the place where ^^^ i„t„ ^gypUam et Hcbrmam media
Petei's cock crew, the houses of the nch ^^^ ^f. jjebrccee magna ex parte con/mis."
man and Lazarus, and the hke, were prob- Various other circumstances go also to
ably the work of more modern times, show the long continuance ofthe Aramaean
Even the Via dolorosa seems to have been among the common people. The subject
first got up during or after the times of

jg worthy of a more particular investiga-
the crusades ; see above, p. 233. ^jo^ ^jj^n has yet been bestowed upon it.

' Though the Greek language was nn-
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And since the time of the crusades, from the fourteenth century
onwards to the present day, all travellers, whether pilgrims or

visitors, have usually taken up their abode in Jerusalem in the
convents ; and have beheld the city only through the eyes of their

monastic entertainers. European visitors, in particular, have
ever lodged, and still lodge, almost exclusively, in the Latin con-

vent ; and the Latin monks have in general been their sole

guides.

In this way and from all these causes, there has been grafted

upon Jerusalem and the Holy Land a vast mass of tradition,

foreign in its source and doubtful in its character; which has
flourished luxuriantly and spread itself out widely over the west-

ern world. Palestine, the Holy City, and its sacred places, have
been again and again portrayed according to the topography of

the monks ; and according to them alone. "Whether travellers

were Catholics or Protestants, has made little difference. All
have drawn their information from the great storehouse of the

convents ; and, with few exceptions, all report it apparently with
like faith, though with various fidelity. In looking through the
long series of descriptions, which have been given of Jerusalem
by the many travellers since the fourteenth century, it is curious

to observe, how very slightly the accounts differ in their topo-

graphical and traditional details. There are indeed occasional

discrepancies in minor points ; though very few of the travellers

have ventured to depart from the general authority of their

monastic guides. Or even if they sometimes venture to call in

question the value of this whole mass of tradition
;
yet they

nevertheless repeat in like manner the stories of the convents

;

or at least give nothing better in their place.'

Whoever has had occasion to look into these matters for

himself, vrill not be slow to admit, that the views here expressed

are in no degree overcharged. It follows from them,—and this

is the point to which I would particularly direct the reader's at-

tention,—that all ecclesiastical tradition respecting the ancient

places in and around Jerusalem and throughout Palestine, is

OF NO VALUE, except so far as it is supported by circumstances

knoion to us from the Scriptures, or from other cotemporary

testimony. Thus one of the very earliest traditions on record,

that which points out the place of our Lord's ascension on the

summit of the mount of Olives, and which certainly existed in

the third century, long before the visit of Helena, is obviously

false ; because it stands in contradiction to the Scriptural ac-

' Even Matindrell, shrewd and aocn- counts of Cotovicus (Kootwyk) sometimes

rate as he is elsewhere, gives in Jerusalem vary from the usual form. The inde-

little more than what he heard from the pendence of Dr. Clarke is sufficiently

monks. Of other travellers, Rauwolf was manifest; but it led him over into an op-

one of the most independent ; and the ac- posite extreme of extravagant hypothesis
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count, which relates that Christ led out his disciples "as far as

to Bethany," and there ascended from them into heaven.' On
the other hand, I would not venture to disturb the traditional

location of Rachel's grave on the way towards Bethlehem ; for

although this is first mentioned by the Itin. Hieros. and hy
Jerome ia the fourth century, yet the Scriptural narrative neces-

sarily limits the spot to that vicinity."

On the same general principle, that important work the

Onomasticon, the production of the successive labours of Euse-

bius and Jerome, which gives the names and describes the situa-

tion of places in the Holy Land, can be regarded in an historical

respect, only as a record of the traditions current in their day,

sanctioned indeed by the judgment of those fathers. The
names thus preserved are of the highest importance ; but the

value of the traditions connected with them, must be proved in

the same manner as all others ; although in general they were

then far less corrupted than in the lapse of subsequent centuries.

In the history of this foreign tradition, three ages or periods

are distinctly marked by documents, which show us, with tole-

rable completeness, its' state and character at the time. The
first falls in the fourth century, about A. D. 333, when foreign

influence had just acquired a firm and permanent footing, and
had not as yet very greatly swerved from the tide of native tra-

dition. Of this period we have a record in the Onomasticon of

Eusebius, and the Jerusalem Itinerary. The second is the age

of the crusades, in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries ; the

traditions of which are best registered in the tract of Brocardus,

about A. D. 1283. The third period occurs at the beginning

of the seventeenth century ; when the volumes of Quaresmius

exhibit, in full, the state' of the tradition then current in the

convents, the great source from which most European travellers

have drawn their information.—In comparing these three periods,

it is interesting, though painful, to perceive, how the light of

truth has gradually become dim, and at length often been
quenched in darkness. The Onomasticon, with aU its defects

and wrong hypotheses, has yet preserved to us much of the tra-

dition of the common people ; and contains many names of,

places never since discovered, though still existing; while the

few pages of Brocardus are worth more, in a topographical re-

spect, than the unwieldy folios of Quaresmius. It is certain^

that in the long interval between Eusebius and the crusades,

' Luke 24, 50. 51. Compare Acts 1, Col. Agr. This work, according to Vale-

12, where it is only said, that the disciples sius, was written about A. D. 315, tea

returned from Mount Olivet ; not that years or more before the visit of Helena

Christ ascended from it.—The tradition to Palestine. De Vit. et Script. Euseb.

alluded to in the text is mentioned by Eu- " Gen. 35, 16-20. See above, pp. 218,

sebius, Demonstr. Evang. VI. 18. p. 288. 219.
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very much was forgotten by the church which still existed among
the people ; and in the subsequent period, the progress of obli-

vion was perhaps not less rapid. Even within the last two cen-

turies, so far as the convents and travellers in Palestine are

concerned, I fear the cause of Biblical Geography can hardly be
said to have greatly advanced.

The preceding remarks apply more particularly to Jerusa-

lem, and to those parts of Palestine with which the fathers of the

church and the hosts of monks have chiefly occupied themselves.

But there is in Palestine another kind of tradition, with which
the monasteries have had nothing to do ; and of which they

have apparently in every age known little or nothing. I mean,
the preservation of the ancient natnes of places among the com-
mon people. This is a truly national and native tradition ; not

derived in any degree from the influence of foreign convents or

masters ; but drawn in by the peasant with his mother's milk,

and deeply seated in the genius of the Semitic languages. The
Hebrew names of places continued current in their Aramaean
form long after the times of the New Testament ; and main-
tained themselves in the mouths of the common people, in spite

of the efforts made by Greeks and Komans to supplant them by
others derived from their own tongues.' After the Muhamme-
dan conquest, when the Aramaean language gradually gave place

to the kindred Arabic, the proper names of places, which the

Greeks could never bend to their orthography, found here a

ready entrance ; and have thus lived on upon the Kps of the

Arabs, whether Christian or Muslim, townsmen or Bedawin,

even unto our own day, almost in the same form in which they

have also been transmitted to us in the Hebrew Scriptures.'

The nature of the long series of foreign tradition has some-

times been recognised and lamented by travellers and others

;

while that of the native Arab population has been for the most

part overlooked, and its existence almost unknown.^ Travellers

have in general been unacquainted with the Arabic language, and

' It is sufficient to mention here the still survive in Arabic, our lists exhibit

sounding names Diospolis, Nicopolis, Ptol- only tw-o or three in which it has been

emais, and Antipatris, which have per- dropped ; and perhaps none in which it has

jshed for centuries ; while the more an- been exchanged for another letter,

cient ones which they were intended to "It may perhaps be asked, whether

supplant, are still current among the peo- there does not exist a Jewish tradition,

pie, Ludd (Lydda), 'Amwas (Emmaas), which would also be trustworthy ? Not in

'Akka, and Kefr Siba. Yet a few Greek respect to Jerusalem itself; for the Jews

names thus imposed have maintained for centuries could approach the Holy

themselves instead of the ancient ones

;

City only to weep over it ; see p. 237,

as Nibulus (Neapolis) for Shechem, and above. In other parts of Palestine, a

Sebustieh (Sebastet for Samaria. regular Jewish tradition could not well be
" The Semitic letter 'Ain in particular, diiferent from that handed down among

so unpronounceable by other nations, has a the common people. Their early written

remarkable tenacity. Of the very many accounts, as is well known, are not less le-

Hebrew names containing this letter, that geudary than those of the Christians.
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unaWe to communicate with the common people except through
the medium of illiterate interpreters ; they have mostly followed
only beaten paths, where monkish tradition had already marked
out all the localities they sought ; and in this way few have ever
thought of seeking for information among the Arab peasantry.
Yet the example of Seetzen and Burckhardt in the countries
east of the Jordan might have pointed out a better course ; and
the multitude of ancient names which they found still current
in those regions, where monastic influence had more rarely pen-
etrated, might have stimulated to like researches in western
Palestine. Yet this had never been done ; and in consequence
of this neglect, and of the circumstances alluded to above, it

had become a singular, though notorious fact, that notwith-
standing the multitude of travellers who have swarmed through
Palestine, the countries east of the Jordan were in many re-

spects more accurately and distinctly known, than those upon
the west.

In view of this state of things, we early adopted two general
principles, by which to govern ourselves in our examination of
the Holy Land. The first was, to avoid as far as possible all

contact with the convents and the authority of the monks ; to

examine everywhere for ourselves with the Scriptures in our
hands ; and to apply for information solely to the native Arab
population. The second was, to leave as much as possible the
beaten track, and direct our journeys and researches to those por-

tions of the country which had been least visited. By acting up-
on these two principles, we were able to arrive at many results,

that to us were new and unexpected ; and it is these results

alone, which give a value (if any it have) to the present work.

In Jerusalem itself, circumstances favoured our determina-

tion. The presence of our countrymen and friends enabled us to

live aloof from the convents, and pursue our inquiries with en-

tire independence ; a privilege which all travellers cannot com-
mand.' During the whole time of our sojourn in the Holy City,

it so happened that I never entered the Latin convent, nor spoke

with a monk. This neglect was not however intentional ; for I

several times made an appointment to visit the convent, and my
companion was there repeatedly. Once only we visited together

the great convent of the Armenians, to call upon an English,

friend who was residing there ; and we took this opportunity to

look at the richly decorated, but tawdry church of St. James con-

nected with it, which former travellers have sufficiently described.:

'The Latin convent has in fonner convenience in such a city, where inns were

years erected a building, the Casa nuova, unknown ; and most travellers were com-
expressly for the entertiiinment of travel- pelled to avail themselves of it. Since

lers and strangers. This was a great then several hotels have been established.
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Among the Arab population our inquiries were frequent and mi-
nute ; and they were answered with kindness and often with
good fruit. Yet, as might have been expected, we found less

of new information among the Arabs in the Holy City itself,

than in other parts of the country. The names of the chief

natural features in and around Jerusalem, have been so long and
in general so correctly fixed, and have become so familiar to the

Christian ear, that whether adopted by the Arabs or not, the

.

Christian traveller involuntarily employs them. Especially is

this the case, where the ancient appellation has been dropped by
the common people. Thus, who would abandon the hallowed

name of the mount of Olives, for that of Jebel et-Tur .'' or Be-
thany, for el-'Azariyeh ? In like manner the names of the val-

leys of Jehoshaphat or the Kidron and of Hinnom, have become
so fixed in Christian usage, that we even forgot at the time to

inquire, whether the Arabs now give them a different appella-

tion.'

After these preliminary observations, the reader will be pre-

pared to judge for himself of the following description and de-

tails of the Holy City and its antiquities. This account con-

tains nothing but what we ourselves saw, or what we learned on
native authority; and is whoUy drawn out from our notes writ-

ten down upon the spot;* together with sutfh historical notices

as I have been able to collect. The convents and churches and
mosks have been described time and again by other travellers;

and the traditions of the church and of the monks lie before the

Cliristian world in hundreds of tomes of every size, from the

poaderous folios of Quaresmius down to the spriice duodecimos

of the Modem Traveller. We did not particularly examine these

objects; and therefore I do not describe them.

In respect to those points in which the following account

may seem to be at variance with those of former travellers, I

have only to say, that we always aimed at the truth according

to the best of our ability; and the public must judge of the de-

gree of credit due to our assertions. To point out discrepancies

and refute the errors of others, would be a thankless task; and
therefore, except in a few special cases, I leave these matters to

the consideration and judgment of those who are interested in

Buch researches.

' Since the above remark was written, ' I must here except the notices kindly

I have ascertained that the Arabs employ cpmmnnicated to me afler my return by
the same names, viz. Wady Kidron or Ye- Mr Catherwood.

boshalut, and Wady Jehenuam.
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I. GENERAL TOPOGRAPHY.

Jerusalem, now called by the Arabs el-Kuds, " the Holy,"
and also by Arabian writers Beit d-MuJcJis or Beit el-Mukaddas,
" the Sanctuary,"' lies near the summit of a broad mountain
ridge. This ridge or mountainous tract extends without inter-

ruption, from the plain of Esdraelon to a line drawn between the

south end of the Dead Sea and the southeast corner of the Medi-
terranean; or more properly, perhaps, it may be regarded as ex-

tending as far south as to Jebel 'Araif in the desert; where it

sinks down at once to the level of the great western plateau.

This tract, which is everywhere not less than from twenty to

twenty-five geographical miles in breadth, is in fact high uneven
table land. It everywhere forms the precipitous western wall of

the great valley of the Jordan and the Dead Sea; while towards

the west it sinks down in some parts by an offset into a range
of lower hills, which lie between it and the great plain along the

coast of the Mediterranean. The surface of this upper region is

everywhere rocky, uneven, and mountainous; and is moreover
cut up by deep valleys, which run east or west on either side to-

wards the Jordan or the Mediterranean. The line of division,

or water-shed, between the waters of these valleys, a term which
here applies almost exclusively to the waters of the rainy season,

follows for the most part the height of land along the ridge; yet

not so but that the heads of the valleys which run off in different

directions, often interlap for a considerable distance. Thus, for

example, a valley which descends to the Jordan often has its

head a mile or two westward of the commencement of other val-

leys, which run to the western sea.

From the great plain of Esdraelon onwards towards the south,

the mountainous country rises gradually, forming the tract an-

ciently known as the mountains of Ephraim and Judah ; until

in the vicinity of Hebron it attains an elevation of nearly 3000
Paris feet above the level of the Mediterranean Sea. Further

north, on a line drawn from the north end of the Dead Sea to-

wards the true west, the mountainous tract has an elevation of

only about 2500 Paris feet ; and here, close upon the water-shed

between the Dead Sea and the Mediterranean, lies the city of

Jerusalem.*

' Abnlfed. Syr. ed. Itohler, p. 9. Edr"si the town of IJebron, which lies in a valley,

ed. Janbert I. p. 3+1. Freytag Lex. Arab, hiia an elevation of 2664 feet. Rus?egger

III. p. 408.—Edrsi also once gives it the gives the same at 2842 feet. The adjacent

name Aurashlim, which is said to bo hills are two or three hundred feet hisher.

eometinies used by the native Christians
;
—The height of the mount of Olives,

1. c. p. 84.5. ovei'against Jerusalem, according to Schu-
' According to Schubert's measurements, bert, is 2555 Paris feet.
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The mean geographical position of the Holy City is in Lat.
31° 46' 43" N. and Long. 35° 13' E. from Greenwich'.'

Six or seven miles north and northwest of the city is spread
out the open plain or basin round about el-Jib (Gibeon), extend-
ing also towards el-Bireh (Beeroth) ; the waters of which flow
off at its southeast part through the deep valley here called by
the Arabs Wady Beit Hanina ; but to which the monks and tra-

vellers have usually given the name of the valley of the Tere-
binth, on the mistaken supposition that it is the ancient valley

of Elah.* This great valley passes along in a southwest direc-

tion an hour or more west of Jerusalem ; and finally opens out
from the mountains into the western plain, at the distance of
six or eight hours southwest from the city, under the name of

Wady es-Surar. The traveller on his way from Eamleh to Jeru-
salem, descends into and crosses this deep valley at the village

of Killonieh on its western side, an hour and a half from the lat-

ter city. On again reaching the high ground on its eastern side,

he enters upon an open tract sloping gradually downwards to-

wards the south and east; and sees before him, at the distance of
a mile and a half, the walls and domes of the Holy City, and be-
yond them the higher ridge or summit of the mount of Olives.

The traveller now descends gradually towards the city along

a broad swell of ground, having at some distance on his left the

shallow northern part of the valley of Jehoshaphat; and close at

hand on his right the basin which forms the beginning of the

valley of Hinnom. Further down, both these valleys become
deep, narrow, and precipitous ; that of Hinnom bends south and
again east nearly at right angles, and unites with the other;

which then continues its course to the Dead Sea. Upon the

broad and elevated promontory within the fork of these two val-

leys, lies the Holy City. All around are higher hills ; on the east,

the mount of Olives ; on the south, the hill of Evil Counsel, so

called, rising directly from the vale of Hinnom ; on the west, the

ground rises gently, as above described, to the borders of the

* The latitude here given is the mean of four observations, viz.

Niebuhr 31° 46' 34" Reisebeschr. Bd. III. Anh. p. 116.

Seetzen 31 47 47 Zach's Monatl. Corr. XVIII. p. .512.

Capt. Cony 31 46 46 Coram, by Seo. of R. Geogr. Soc. Lond.

Moore and Beke 31 45 45 Journ. of R. Geogr. Soc. Lond. Vol. VIL 183". p. 456.

Mean 31° 46' 43" differing only 3" from Corry, and 9 " from Niebuhr.

The longitude is that found by Capt. p. 544. Ber^haus has 35° 13' 33" E.

Corry from a lunar observation in 1818, Greenwich; a casual approximation de-

landly communicated by the Sec. of tlio du'-ed from a comparison of Itineraries

R. Geo,a;r. Sjo. London. This is the only from Y fa. Memoir zu seiner Korte

tolerable ob.-ervation yet made for the Ion- von Syrien, pp. 28, 20.—The lateet re-

gitnde. Seetzen indeed observed imper- suit is given in Vol. III. Sect. IV, uuder

fectly at three different times ; but his re- Apr. 80th, end.

jsults vary more than a degree from each * 1 Sam. 17, 2. 19.

other. See Zach's Monatl. Corr. XVIII.
L 381. 382
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great Wady ; while on tie north, a hand of the ridge connected
with the mount of Olives, bounds the prospect at the distance

of more than a mile. Towards the southwest the view is some-
what more open ; for here lies the plain of Rephaim, already

described,' commencing just at the southern brink of the valley

of Hinnom, and stretching oif southwest, where it is drained to

the western plain. In the northwest too the eye reaches up along

the upper part of the valley of Jehoshaphat ; and, from many
points, can discern the mosk of Neby Samwil, situated on a lofty

ridge beyond the great Wady, at the distance of two hours.

The surface of the elevated promontory itself, on which the

city stands, slopes somewhat steeply towards the east, terminat-

ing on the brink of the valley of Jehoshaphat. From the north-

ern part, near the present Damascus gate, a depression or shallow

Wady runs in a southern direction, having on the west the an-

cient hills of Akra and Zion, and on the east the lower ones of

Bezetha and Moriah. Between the hiUs of Akra and Zion an-

other depression or shallow Wady (still easy to be traced) comes
down from near the Yafa gate, and joins the former. It then

continues obliquely down the slope, but with a deeper bed, in a

southern direction quite to the pool of Siloam and the valley of

Jehoshaphat. This is the ancient Tyropceon. West of its

lower part, Zion rises loftily, lying mostly without the modem
city ; while on the east of the Tyropceon and the valley first

mentioned, lie Bezetha, Moriah, and Ophel, the last a long and
comparatively narrow ridge also outside of the modern city, and
terminating in a rocky bluff over the pool of Hiloam. These
last three hills may strictly be taken as only parts of one and the

same ridge. The breadth of the whole site of Jerusalem, from
the brow of the valley of Hinnom near the Yafa gate to the brink

of the vaUey of Jehoshaphat, is about 1020 yards, or nearest half

a geographical mile ; of which distance 318 yards is occupied

by the area of the great mosk, el-Haram esh-Sherif. North of

the Yafa gate the city wall sweeps round more to the west, and
increases the breadth of the city in that part.

The country around Jerusalem is all of limestone formation

;

and not particularly fertile. The rocks everywhere come out

above the surface, which in many j)arts is also thickly strewed

with loose stones ; and the aspect of the whole region is barren

and dreary. Yet the olive thrives here abundantly ; and fields,

of grain are seen in the valleys and level places ; but they are

less productive than in the region of Habron and Nabulus.

Neither vineyards nor fig trees flourish on the high ground

aroimd the city ; though the latter are found in the gardens be-

low Siloam, and are very frequent in the vicinity of Bethlehem.

' See above, p. 219.
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II. THE CITY, ITS INTEEIOK, ETC.

The Walls. An inscription in Arabic over the Y&fa gate, as

well as others in various places, records that the present walls of

Jerusalem were rebuilt by order of Sultan Suleiman in A. H.
948, corresponding to A. D. 1542.' They appear to occupy very

nearly the site of the former walls of the middle ages, which were
several times thrown down and rebuilt during the crusades ;^ a
slight deviation only being visible around the northwest corner,

on both the western and northern sides. The materials were pro-

bably those of the former walls ; and are in great part apparent-

ly ancient. They consist whoUy of hewn stones, in general not
very large, laid in mortar.' Many of them are bevelled in the

manner which will be described hereafter, evincing an antiquity

not later than the times of the Eomans ; and these are inter-

mingled with others plainly hewn, especially in the upper part

of the walls. On the eastern side, the wall of the area of the

Haram esh-Sherif, constitutes also the wall of the city for about
half the extent upon this side. The same is true of the southern
waU of this area for about two hundred yards from its southeast

corner ; at which point the city wall comes up at right angles

from the south and unites with the former. The parts of the

wall thus connected with the mosk, would seem not to have been
rebuilt at the same time with the rest ; they are apparently

older and more dilapidated ; although they exhibit an abun-
dance of patchwork.

The walls of the city have quite a stately and imposing ap-

pearance ; all of hewn stone, with towers and battlements ; the

latter crowning a breastwork with loopholes. This has already

been described, as protecting the broad walk along the top of the

wall within, to which flights of steps lead up at convenient in-

tervals.* The height of the walls on the outside varies much
with the inequalities of the ground in different parts, from some
twenty to fifty feet. At the northeast corner and along a por-

tion of the northern side, a trench has been cut in the rock out-

side, along the wall, apparently as a further defence ; but in

other places equally exposed, there is no trace of any trench.

Indeed the walls of Jerusalem, notwithstanding their elevation

' Or as usually given, A. D. 1543.

—

causing the lions to be carved over St.

Quaresmius assigns the building of the Stephen's gate ; Reissbuch des h. Landes,

walls to Selim in A. D. 1517 ; he doubt- II. p. 122.

less could not read the inscriptions. Elu- " See further on under " Walls of the

cid. II. p. 41.—Belon, who was here about Middle Ages."

A. D. 1547, mentions that the walls had ' Notwithstanding the mortar, the walls

lH:cn recently built up ; Observations, etc, are full of crevices; furnishing a retreat

p. J 43. Paulus' Samml. I. p. 162.

—

to multitudes of lizards, which are seen

Schwtigger in 1576 iilso ojicribes them to gliding over them in all directions.

Selim, dud tells a fabulous story of his * See above, p. 238.
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and imposing aspect, would probably present no great obstacle

to the entrance of a regular besieging army.
Gates. Jerusalem at present has only four open gates, one

on each of tbe four sides of the city, looking towards the north,

south, east, and west. Besides these there were formerly four

other mostly smaller gates, now closed up with walls. AU these

gates appear to occupy the same places as those which existed

before the present city wall was rebuilt ; and some of them are

evidently themselves earlier structures, which were retained at

that time. In this respect we shall recur to them again here-

after, confining ourselves here to their present state and names.
On the west side of the city is the gate called by the natives

Bab el-KhuUl, or Hebron gate ; but which the Franks call also

the gate of Bethlehem, or of Yafa, and sometimes gate of the

Pilgrims. From it lead the roads to all these three towns. It

consists of a massive square tower ; and in going out of the city

one enters it from the east and passes out through its northern

side. The breadth of the city from this gate to the western en-

trance of the Haram esh-Sherif, is about 2100 feet or 700 yards,

as near as we could determine it by paces.

On the north is the Damascus gate of the Franks ; called

by the natives Bab el-'Amud, " Gate of the Pillar." It is more
ornamented than the rest. The great road to Nabulus, Damas-
cus, and the north, leads from it.

St. Stephen's gate, so called by the Franks, is on the east

side of the city, a little north of the area of the great mosk. The
Muslims call it Bab es-Subdt, " Gate of the Tribes ;

" while the

native Christians give it the name Bdi Bitty Meryam, " Gate of

my Lady Mary," probably in reference to the church and tomb
of the Virgin Mary in the valley of Jehoshaphat below. From
it lead the roads to the mount of Olives, Bethany, 'Anata, etc.

Over this gate on the outside are sculptured four lions ; which
shows at least that it was not originally the work of Muhamme-
dans.

The southern gate, called by the Franks that of Zlon, and by
the natives Bab en-Neby DMd, " Gate of the Prophet David,"

opens out only upon the exterior part of Zion, towards the Muslim
tomb of David, etc. Several paths indeed wind down from it to

the valleys of Hinnom and Jehoshaphat ; but no important road

leads from it.

Of the gates now closed up, one is on the north side, about

half way between the Damascus gate and the northeast comer of

the city. It is only a small portal in one of the towers. This is

called by Franks the Gate of Herod, andby the natives Bab ez-Za-

Jiary, " the flowery."—Another small portal, the Dung gate of

the Franks, is on the south side of the city, a little west of south

L 386, 387
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from the soutnwest comer of the area of the mosk, and near the

bed of the Tyropceon. The native name is Bah el-Mugharibeh,
" Gate of the Western Africans."'—A third is the large double

gateway on the eastern side of the area of the great mosk, now
called by the natives Bab ed-Dahariyeh, " the Eternal gate ;" but
which Franks are wont to speak of as the Golden gate, Porta
aurza? This is evidently a structure of antiquity, and will be
more fully described hereafter.—The fourth of these gates is ad-

jacent to the south wall of the area of the mosk, just in the corner

w;here the city wall comes up and joins it. It is a low square

structure ; and if seen only from the outside, looks as if it had once

led up into the area of the mosk. We examined it, and entered

it afterwards from the inside, and found that it led only into the

city. The workmanship of it is quite modern. Of this gate I

have been able to find no mention, either in Arabian or early

Christian writers. Quaresmius is silent as to it ; and no Frank
traveller appears to have observed it, until within a few years.

Richardson saw it only from the outside, and speaks of it under a
wrong name, as leading up into the mosk el-Aksa.'

The Golden gate has been walled up for centuries ; and the
one last mentioned, adjacent to the south side of the same area,

would seem also to have been very long disused. There is no
trace of any former path connected with it, either within or with-

out the city. The other two gates, or rather portals,—the Dung
gate and that of Herod, so called,— -have been apparently more
recently closed. They seem to have been open in Niebuhr's day;*

and several travellers of the present century mention their names,
without specifying whether they were still open or not.* At pre-

sent they are firmly walled up ; although a lane which even now
leads down through fields of prickly pear towards the Dung gate,

would seem to indicate that the latter had not long been closed.^

Mount Zion. Of the hills by which the surface of the city

was and is divided into various quarters, that of Zion is the most
extensive and important. Its northern part or brow is just south

of the street which leads down directly east from the Yafa gate,

along the bed of the ancient Tyropceon. In going from this street

' The adjacent quarter of the city, near ' Niehuhr's Reisehoschr. III. p. 52.

the southwest part of the court of the Comp. Kortens Reise, p. 112.

great mosk, appears at one time to have ° Travels of Ali Bey II. p. 244. Cha-
been inhabited by a colony of these peo- teanbriand Itin. II. pp. 67, 68. Par. 1837.

pie. See the History of Jerusalem by Richardson II. pp. 254, 255. Prokesch,

Mejr ed-Din in A. D."l495, transhiled by pp. 65, 86.

von Hammer, Fundgrubeu des Orients, II. " According to Schubert, both those

pp. 98, 125. gates have been closed np only since the
' The name Porta aurea goes back at rebellion of 1834; Keise etc. II. pp. 542,

least to the times of the crusades ; Will, 644.—A door still leads into the interior

Tyr. 8. 3. of the Dung gate ; which is sometimes
Richardson's Travels, etc. II. pp. 255, found open. See under Apr. 28, 1852.

292. Prokesch Reise ins h. Land. p. 85.
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southwards near the bazars, one comes almost immediately to a

sharp though short ascent ; and turning to the right along its

brow, finds himself higher than the roofs of the small houses

which line the street below. The ascent towards the south along

the street near by the citadel is more gradual.

On the west and south, Zion rises abruptly from the valley of

Hinnom, which sweeps around its southwest corner almost at a

right angle, descending very rapidly first towards the south and
then towards the east to the valley of Jehoshaphat. This cir-

cumstance renders the southwest brow of Zion apparently more
lofty than any other point connected with the city now or an-

ciently. This we measured approximately. Beginning at the

first tower from the southwest corner of the city wall, we meas-
ured 865 feet on a course due south to the brow of Zion. Hence
the well of Job or Nchemiah bore S. 58° E. at an angle of de-

pression of 12°. Descending now very steeply, still due south,

we measured 140 feet at an angle of 11° depression, and 530 feet

at an angle of 23^° ; and came thus to the bottom of the valley

of Hinnom just east of the road which there crosses it. This

gives an elevation above the valley at this point of 154 English

feet ; which is probably not very far from the truth. The height

of Zion above the valley at the southwest comer of the wall of

the city, obtained in the same way, is 104 feet ; and that of the

ground at the Yafa gate, 44 feet. But these difi^erences arise at

least as much from the rapid sinking of the valley, as from the

increased height of Zion towards the south. The elevation of the

southern brow of Zion above the well of Nehemiah, we were un-
able to obtain ; but from the very rapid descent of the valley of

Hinnom in that part, I should be inclined to estimate it at not

less than 300 feet.^

The summit of Zion presents a level tract of considerable ex-

tent along its western brow. The eastern side of the hiU slopes

down steeply, but not in general abruptly, to the Tyropceon,

which separates it from the narrow ridge south of the Haram
;

while at the extreme southeast part, below Siloam, it extends

quite down to the valley of Jehoshaphat. Only the northern por-

tion of Zion is included in the modern walls ; and this is occu-

pied chiefly by the Jewish quarter, and by the great Armenian
convent. Here the eastern side of Zion within the city, adjacent

to the Tyropceon after the latterbends south, is an abrupt precipice

' According to Schubert's barometrical great mosk. If so, the estimate in the

measurements, Zion is 241 Paris feet text accords well with that result; for the

hii'her than the valley of Jehoshaphat. descent of the valley of Jehoshaphat

But it 15 not said at what point in that from that point to the well of Job, is oer-

valley the observation was taken ; though taiuly not less than 60 feet. Schubert's

various reasons render it probable, that it Eeise, II. p. 521.

was not lower down than opposite the
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of rock from twenty to thirty feet high, lying overagainst the south-

west part of the area of the Haram esh-Sherif This rock is still

in its natural state ; and probably presents the same appearance
as it did in the days of Josephus ; though the adjacent vaUey
has doubtless been greatly fiUed up with rubbish.

Without the walls, the level part of Zion, as we have seen,

is occupied by the Christian cemeteries, the house of Caiaphas
now an Armenian convent, the CcEuaculum or Muslim tomb of

David, and the adjacent buildings, formerly a Latin convent.

The rest of the surface is now tilled ; and the city of David has

become a ploughed field ! The eastern slope is likewise in part

cultivated ; and paths wind down along the declivity to Siloam,

and also more to the right to the bottom of the valley of Hinnom.
The aqueduct from Solomon's pools, which crosses the valley of

Hinnom at a point north of the southwest corner of the city waU,
is then carried along and around the southwest part of Zion above

the valley, till it comes out again high up along the eastern slope

and enters the city.

Below the aqueduct, and indeed near the bed of the Tyro-
pceon, a few rods south of the Dung gate, is a low arch, forming
the outlet of a large sewer from the city. We could not ascer-

tain from what point within the walls the sewer comes, but it is

not improbably brought along beneath the eastern brow of Zion.

It was now entirely dry. During the rebellion of the Fellahs and
their siege of Jerusalem in 1834, some of the leaders are said to-

have passed up through this sewer, and thus got possession of the

city.

Akra. North of Zion is the hill of Akra. It is the con-

tinuation or rather the termination of the broad ridge or swell

of land, which lies north of the basin at the head of the valley of

Hinnom, and extends down into the city, forming its northwest

part. Indeed the northwest corner of the city wall is directly on
this ridge ; from which spot the wall descends immediately to-

wards the northeast and also though less rapidly towards the

southeast. To the whole ridge, both without and within the

city, a comparatively modem tradition has given the name of

Mount Gihon ; though there is no trace of any hill so named in

Scripture or other ancient history.' Within the walls, this hill

or ridge is separated from Zion, as we have seen, by the upper

part of the Tyropcenn ; which commences as a shallow depres-

sion near the Yafa gate.

When one enters the Yafa gate and takes the first street

leading north immediately from the adjacent open place, he has

before him at first a considerable ascent ; though afterwards the

' The name of Gihon, as applied to this ridge, seems to be first mentioned b7 Bro-
cardas about A. D. 1283 ; cap. 9.
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way is more level quite to tlie Latin convent in the northwest
part of the city. In the street leading north below the pool of

Hezekiah, and also in that along the bazars, this ascent is less

perceptible. The church of the Holy Sepulchre stands directly

on the ridge of Akra ; and from it and from that neighbourhood,

there is everywhere a considerable declivity towards the Damas-
cus gate. The ground also descends eastward from the Latin
convent to the same church ; and then again by a still deeper

declivity, from the church to the street along the valley lying be-

tween Akra and the area of the great mosk.
Bezetha. Eastward from the Damascus gate, and northeast-

erly from Akra, lies the hill of Bezetha. It is separated from
Akra by the rather broad valley which has its commencement in

the plain just around and outside of the Damascus gate, and
runs in a southerly direction till it unites with the Tyropoeon
below the point of Akra. The western side of Bezetha is nearly

or quite as high as Akra ;' while towards the east it slopes gra-

dually down, but with another lower ridge or wave between it and
-the brow of the valley of Jehoshaphat. The western side, near

the gate of Damascus, is very steep ; as are also the northern
and southern sides in this quarter. Indeed the north wall of the

city runs along its northern brow ; and the rock on the outside

is there precipitous ; with a wide and deep trench at its base cut

through the solid rock.

The summit of Bezetha is now mostly covered with low
buildings, or rather hovels ; and on the southeast part are also

dwellings and the ruined church connected with the former nun-
nery of the house of Anna.^ But in the northeast the whole
slope within the city walls is occupied by gardens, fields, and
olive yards, with comparatively few houses or ruined dwellings

;

the whole having more the aspect of a village in the country,

than of a quarter in a city. The top of the hUl presents a fine

view of the other parts of Jerusalem. We saw here no traces of

ancient ruins ; although the monks have chosen to assign this

location to a palace of the younger (Herod) Agrippa.'

Moriah. I have already remarked, that the part of Jerusa-

lem lying between the valley of Jehoshaphat and the valley run-

^ Joseplius says Bezetha was higher from Josephus in support of it, (Ant. 20.

than any of the other hills; B. J. 5. 5. 8. 8, II,) contradicts it expressly. Josephns
.This is prohahly meant of the hills of the there relates, that Agrippa huilt a honse
lower city, Moriah and Akra ; and is true or palace near the Xystus, whence he
as to the part of Akra which lay within could see from his couch whatever was
the second wall. But the language could going on in the temple ; and to prevent
not well he true in respect to Zion. this the Jews raised a high wall on the

' See above, p. 233. west side of the temple. All this of
' This hypothesis is mentioned by Ma- course fixes the site of the palace upon

rinus Sanutus, A. D. 1321, (3. 14. 10,) the northeast part of Zion. See Quaresm.
but appears to be wholly groundless. The Elucid. Terrse Sanot. II. p. 204.

main passage which Quaresmius cites
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ning down from the Damascus gate to the pool of Siloam, may-

be regarded as one ridge, having on it the separate summits or

hills Bezetha and Moriah ; and corresponding further down per-

haps to the ancient quarter Ophel. Moriah was apparently at

first an elevated mound of rock, rising by itself upon this ridge,

overagainst the eastern point of Akra. The temple was placed

upon the levelled summit of this rock ; and then immense walls

were erected from its base on the four sides ; and the interval be-

tween them and the sides filled in with earth, or built up with

vaults ; so as to form on the top a large area on a level with the

temple.' This area or court of the ancient temple, as we shall

see hereafter, was probably not very different from the present en-

closure of the Haram esh-Sheri£ This is now separated from
the rocky brow of Zion by the Tyropceon ; and from Akra by the

valley which comes from the Damascus gate.

In passing along this latter valley through the present street,

towards the south, apparently just before coming to the Tyro-

pceon, one crosses over a mound or low ridge of ground. This
mound serves to carry the aqueduct from Solomon's pools into

the area of the mosk ; which is everywhere higher than the bot-

tom of this valley. Indeed all the western entrances of the mosk
are reached by an ascent ; and some of them at least by steps.

On the north side, Moriah is not now separated from Bezetha
by any valley or trench ; except in part by the large reservoir

commonly called Bethesda. The street which leads to the east-

ern gate of the city passes here ; ascending somewhat from the

valley near the northwest corner of the area, having the steep

part of Bezetha on the left ; and then descending gradually to

St. Stephen's gate.

Ophel. This is the remainder of the ridge extending south

from Moriah to Siloam, between the deep vaUey of Jehoshaphat

on the east and the steep but shallower Tyropceon on the west.

The top of the ridge is flat, descending rapidly towards the south

sometimes by offsets of rock ; and the ground is tilled and plant-

ed with olive and other fruit trees. At the northern end, just at

the southeast corner of the city wall, (not that of the mosk,) the

surface is already 100 feet lower than the top of the waU of the

area of the mosk. From this point I measured 1550 feet or

about 516 yards on a course S. 20° W. to the end of the ridge,

a rocky bluff forty or fifty feet above the pool of Siloam in the

mouth of the Tyropceon. The breadth of the ridge, as measured

about the middle, I found to be 290 feet, or about 96 yards, from

brow to brow.

Chief Streets. The principal streets in Jerusalem run nearly

at right angles to each other. Very few if any of them bear

' Joseph. B. J. 5. 5. 1.
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names among tlie native population.' They are narrow and
tadly paved, being merely laid irregularly with large stones, with
a deep square channel in the middle ; but the steepness of the

ground contributes to keep them cleaner than in most oriental

cities. Of those running down eastwards from the upper to the

lower part of the city, the chief are, the one leading from the

Yafa gate directly to the Haram esh-Sherif, and that from the

Latin convent to St. Stephen's gate. This last includes the Via
dolorosa. The principal streets running from south to north are,

that just below the pool of Hezekiah, those of the Eazar, and
that along the hollow parallel to the Haram. Those on Zion

seem in general to be less frequented.

Circimference of the Holy City. One of the first measure-

ments which I took in Jerusalem, was that of the circumference

of the walls. This was done with a measuring tape of one

hundred English feet, carried by our two servants, while I noted

down the results. We measured as closely as possible to the

walls, yet without regarding the short angles and smaller zig-

zags. We started from the Yafa gate and proceeded first south-

wards and so around the city.

1. From the Yafa gate to the sonthwest comer of the

city, first descending and then ascending .

2. Zion gate, level

3. Dung gate (closed), descending
4. Southeast corner of city wall, nearly level

5. Wall of area of great mosk, south side, ascending

6. Southeast corner of wall of mosk, level

7. Golden gate (closed), slightly ascending

8. Northeast corner of area of mosk, level

9. St. Stephen's gate, level ....
10. Northeast corner of city, level

11. Herod's gate (closed), along the trench, level

12. Damascus gate, uneven ....
13. Northwest corner of city, ascending

14. Yafa gate, descending gradually

Eng. Feet Gen. Coarse.

1400 S.

600 Easterly.

1700 N. Easterly

500 E.
290 N.
630 E.

1045 N.
483 N.
200 N.
1062 N.
1000 Westerly
1200 Westerly
1990 S. Westerly
878 S. 40" E.

12,978 Feet,

or 4,326 Yards.

This gives for the whole circumference a distance of 2\ Eng-
lish miles less 74 yards ; or very nearly 2\ geographical miles.

in. ADJACENT VALLEYS AND HILLS.

Valley of Jehoshapliat. Brook Kidron. The deep valley

on the east of Jerusalem appears to be mentioned both in the

Chateaubriand in his Jtineraire pro- several years in the city, and made fre-

fesses to give the names of all the chief quent inquiries, had never been able to

streets ; but our friends, who had resided hear of any, except in a few instances.
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Old and New Testament only under the name of the brook or

torrent Kidron. Josephus also gives it only the same name.'

The prophet Joel speaks indeed of a valley of Jehoshaphat, in

which Grod will judge the heathen for their oppression of the

Jews ; but this seems to be merely a metaphorical allusion to

the signification of the name.* There is not the slightest histor-

ical ground, either in the Scriptures or in Josephus, for connect-

ing it with the valley of the Kidron.' Yet on this slender

foundation appears to rest the present name of the valley ; and
also the belief current among the Catholics, Jews, and Muham-
medans, that the last judgment wiU be held in it.* The name
Jehoshaphat, however, was already applied to it in the earliest

ages of the Christian era ; for it is found in Eusebius and other

writers of the fourth century.^ There is therefore no good
reason, why we should not employ this name at the present

day. The Arabs too have adopted it, under the form of Wady
Yehoshafsit.

It is remarkable that no writer (at least so far as I have

been able to discover) has given the topography of the upper
part of this valley ; nor correctly described either the place of

its beginning, nor its course below the well of Nehemiah. One
of the latest and most exact travellers has even said, that it

commences near the northeast corner of the city.' For this

reason, the following details are here given.

In approaching Jerusalem from the high mosk of Neby Sam-
wil in the northwest, the traveller first descends and crosses the

bed of the great Wady Bait Hanina already described. He
then ascends again towards the southeast by a small side Wady
and along a rocky slope for twenty-five minutes, when he
reaches the tombs of the Judges, lying in a small gap or de-

pression of the ridge, still half an hour distant from the northern

' 2 Sam. ]5, 23. 1 Kings 2, 38. etc. * Doubdan Voyase, etc. p. 262. Qua-

The Hebrew word is bn:, which maybe resmius Elucid. Terr. Sanct. II. p. 156.

taken as nearly equivalent to the Arabic I^«^la"<i P"'- P- ^^^- Travels of AH Bey,

Wadii. The Seventy, the New Testament, H- P- 224. Hist, of Jems, by Me.ir ed-

and also Josephus, have x<:^^^P''0'' » '^'"' l'-»»<^g™''en des Orients, II. p. 381.

storm brook, winter torrent ; see as al ove, — ""^ •""er ™ter culls tlie valley, or at

and John 18, 1. Joseph. Antiq. 8. 1. 5. 'e^s* *e part north of the city, m allusion

Josephus has also d.cJpa74 KeSu^;-, B. J. 5. ^ *e sanie belief, t^SAerfl/i.; p. 133.

2 3 il) T). 4 2.
But br.th he and also Bohaeddm in the

'

' Joel S, r4,l'2. 12. Jehoshaphat, Heb. twelfth century, give to the part along and

,,_ ,, • / . i • ..,,;. Ti,<> ,of below the city, the name of Jeh-nnam
BS-. n^ u e._ Jehovah jndffei/, The ref-

((j^i,;^^^,^) ^^.^ 133, g^t^^a. Vit.
ererce sometimes made to 2 Chr. c. 20

^^,^j; ^^^ ^j_ £^^^^^^
h.s n . beaiing upon the illustration of

, ^^J^ q^^^^^^_ ^^^_ ^^^^,^^ ^^^^^

ST ^S J, ^ 1 iv * Cvrill in Joel 3, R,! 2. 12. Itincrar.
" It IS hardly necessary to remark, that r^-T ' =T>i j «, i-

there is likewise no hi<tirical gro.nd for ^'f°J°\ P"
J^'*'*- f'

^«=--* '"S-
. ,.

coiincrtin;; this valley in any way with the Prokesoh, p. 86. So also, by implica-

valley of'ShMveh or the King's dale, Gen. »'<>'. Quar^smius, Tom. II. pp. 151, 155.

14, 17. 2 Sam. 18, 18.

Vol. ].—23* i. 396, 397
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gate of the city. A few steps further he reaches the water-shed
between the great Wady behind him and the tract before him

;

and here is the head of the valley of Jehoshaphat. From this

point the dome of the Holy Sepulchre bears S. by E. The tract

around this spot is very rocky ; and the rocks have been much
cut away, partly in quarrying building-stone, and partly in the

formation of sepulchres. The region is full of excavated tombs
;

and these continue with more or less frequency on both sides of

the valley, all the way down to Jerusalem. The valley runs for

fifteen minutes directly towards the city ; it is here shallow and
broad, and m some parts tilled, though very stony. The road
follows along its bottom to the same point. The valley now
turns nearly east, almost at a right angle, and passes to the

northward of the tombs of the Kings and the Muslim Wely
before mentioned.' Here it is about two hundred rods distant

from the city ; and the tract between is tolerably level ground,
planted with olive trees. The Nabulus road crosses it in this

part, and ascends the hill on the north. The valley is here still

shallow, and runs in the same easterly direction for about ten
minutes. It then bends again to the south, and following this

general course, passes between the city and the mount of Olives.

Before reaching the city, and also opposite its northern part,

the valley spreads out into a basin of some breadth, which is

tilled, and contains plantations of olive and other fruit trees.

In this part it is crossed obliquely by a road leading from the

northeast corner of Jerusalem across the northern part of the

mount of Olives to 'Anata. Its sides are still full of excavated

tombs. As the valley descends, the steep side upon the right

becomes more and more elevated above it ; until at the gate of

St. Stephen, the height of this brow is about 100 feet. Here a

path winds down from the gate on a course S. E. by E. and
crosses the water-bed of the valley by a bridge ; beyond which
are the church with the tomb of the Virgin, Gethsemane, and
other plantations of olive trees, already described.' The path
and bridge are on a causeway, or rather terrace, built up across

the valley, perpendicular on the south side ; the earih being

filled in on the northern side up to the level of the bridge. The
bridge itself consists of an arch, open on the south side, and 17
feet high from the bed of the channel below ; but the north side

is built up, with two subterranean drains entering it from above
;

one of which comes from the sunken court of the Virgin's tomb,

and the other from the fields further in the northwest.' The
breadth of the valley at this point, will appear from the meas-

' Page 240. Helena ; Brej-denbach in Roiosbnch des
' See pages 234, 235. heil. Landes, p. 111. Adrichom. Thea-
• This bridge too has been ascribed to tiam Terrse Sauct. page 171.
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urements which I took from St. Stephen's gate to Gethsemane,
along the path, viz.

Eng. Feet
1. From St. Stephen's gate to the brow of the descent, level . 135
2. Bottom of the slope, the angle of the descent being 16^° . 415
3. Bridge, level 140
4. Northwest corner of Gethsemane, slight rise .... 145
5. Northeast corner of do. do 150

The last three numbers give the breadth of the proper bottom
of the valley at this spot, viz. 435 feet, or 145 yards. Further
north it is somewhat broader.

Below the bridge the valley contracts gradually, and sints

more rapidly. The first continuous traces of a water-course or

torrent bed commence at the bridge; though they occur likewise

at intervals higher up. The western hill becomes steeper and
more elevated ; while on the east the mount of Olives rises much
higher, but is not so steep. At the distance of 1000 feet from
the bridge on a course S. 10° W. the bottom of the valley has
become merely a deep gully, the narrow bed of a torrent, from
which the hills rise directly on each side. Here another bridge

is thrown across it on an arch ; and just by on the left are the

alleged tombs of Jehoshaphat, Absalom, and others ; as also the

Jewish cemetery. The valley now continues of the same char-

acter, and follows the same course (S. 10° W.) for 550 feet fur-

ther ; where it makes a sharp turn for a moment towards the

right. This portion is the narrowest of all; it is here a mere
ravine between high mountains. The southeast corner of the

area of the mosk overhangs this part, the comer of the wall

standing upon the very brink of the declivity. From it to the

bottom, on a course southeast, the angle of depression is 27°,

and the distance 450 feet
;

giving an elevation of 128 feet at

that point; to which may be added 20 feet or more for the rise

of ground just north along the wall; making in all an elevation

of about 150 feet.' This however is the highest point above the

valley; for further south, the narrow ridge of Ophel slopes down
as rapidly as the valley itself. In this part of the valley one

would expect to find, if anywhere, traces of ruins thrown down
from above, and the ground raised by the rubbish thus accumu-

lated. Occasional blocks of stone are indeed seen; but neither

the surface of the ground, nor the bed of the torrent, exhibits

' The first time we passed along the ral depth of the ya'ley here at only 40 or

western brow of the valley of Jehosliaphat 50 feet; Reisebesohr. IIL p. .5+ ; Anhiiiig

in this part, in company with Mr Nicolay- p. 143. Olshausen's Topogr. des alt. .Te-

son, and looked down upon it from above rus. pp. 72, 73.—The measarement given

at the southeast corner of the area of the in the text, although only an npproxima-

mosk, we all judged the depth to be 200 tioii, is yet near enough, to the truth to

feet. By an error, which is very remark- correct both these estimates,

able in him, Niebuhr estimates the gene-

i. 399, 400
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any special appearance of having been raised or interrupted by
masses of ruins.

Belovr the short turn above mentioned, a line of 1025 feet

on a course southwest brings us to the fountain of the Virgin,

lying deep under the western hill. The valley has now opened
a little ; but its bottom is still occupied only by the bed of the

torrent. From here a course S. 20° W. carried us along the vil-

lage of Siloam (Kefr Selwan) on the eastern side, and at 1170
feet we were opposite the mouth of the Tyropoeon and the pool

of Siloam, which lies 255 feet within it. The mouth of this val-

ley is still 40 or 50 feet higher than the bed of the Kidron.

The steep descent between the two has been already described

as built up in terraces; which, as well as the strip of level ground
below, are occupied with gardens belonging to the village of Si-

loam. These are irrigated by the waters of the pool of Siloam,

which at this time were lost in them. In these gardens the

stones have been removed, and the soil is a fine mould. They
are planted with fig and other fruit trees, and furnish also vege-

tables for the city. Elsewhere the bottom of the valley is thickly

strewed with small stones.

Further down, the valley opens more, and is tilled. A line

of 685 feet on the same course (S. 20° W.) brought us to a rocky
point of the eastern hill, here called the mount of Offence, over-

against the entrance of the valley of Hinnom. Thence to the

well of Job or Nehemiah, is 275 feet due south. At the junc-

tion of the two valleys, the bottom forms an oblong plat, extend-

ing from the gardens above mentioned nearly to the well of Job,

and being 150 yards or more in breadth. The western and
northwestern parts of this plat are in like manner occupied by
gardens ; many of which are also on terraces, and receive a por-

tion of the waters of Siloam.

Below the well of Nehemiah, the valley of Jehoshaphat con-

tinues to run S. S. W. between the mount of Offence and the

hill of Evil Counsel, so called. At 130 feet is a small cavity

or outlet by which the water of the well sometimes runs off.

At about 1200 feet or 400 yards from the well, is a place under
the western hill, where in the rainy season water flows out as

from a fountain. At about 1500 feet or 500 j^ards below the

well, the valley bends off S. 75° E. for half a mile or more ; and
then turns again more to the south and pursues its way to the

Dead Sea. At the angle where it thus bends eastward, a small

Wady comes in from the west, from behind the hill of Evil Coun-
sel. The width of the main valley below the well as far as to

the turn, varies from 50 to 100 yards ; it is full of olive and fig

trees, and is in most parts ploughed and sown with grain.—Fur-
ther down, it takes the name among the Arabs of Wady er-

i. 400-102
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Rahib, ' Monks' Valley,' from tlie convent of St. Saba situated

on it; and still nearer to the Dead Sea it is also called Wady en-

Kar, ' Fire Valley.'

The channel of the valley of Jehoshaphat, the brook Kidron
of the Scriptures, is nothing more than the dry bed of a wintry

torrent, bearing marks of being occasionally swept over by a large

volume of water. No stream flows here now except during the

heavy rains of winter, when the waters descend into it from the

neighbouring hills. Yet even in winter there is no constant flow;

and our friends, who had resided several years in the city, had
never seen a stream running through the valley. Nor is there

any evidence, that there was anciently more water in it than at

present. Like the Wadys of the desert, the valley probably served

of old, as now, only to drain off the waters of the rainy season.

Valley of Hinnom. This valley is so called in the Old Tes-

tament ; though more commonly in the fuller form, valley of the

Son of Hinnom.' The Arabian writer Edrisi in the twelfth cen-

tury apparently includes the lower part of it under the name
Wady Jehennam ; and this is the usual name for the whole

Wady among the Arabs at the present day." Its commencement,
as we have seen, is in the broad sloping basin on the west of the

city, south of the Yafa road, extending up nearly to the brow of

the next Wady on the west. The large reservoir, commonly
called the Upper Pool, or Gihon, may be regarded as a sort of

central point in this basin ; from which the land slopes upwards

by a gentle acclivity on every side except the east. On this side

the ground descends towards the Yafa gate, forming a broad hol-

low or valley between the two swells on the north and south.

This part might perhaps not improperly be termed the valley of

Grihon ; though the name Gihon in Scripture is applied only to

a fountain.

From the eastern side of the said upper pool the course of

the valley is S. 51° E. for the distance of 1900 feet to the bend

opposite the Yafa gate. The valley is here from 50 to 100

yards in width. The bottom is everywhere thickly covered with

small stones ; but is nevertheless sown, and a crop of lentiles

was now growing upon it. From this point up to the Ydfa gate

was a distance of 400 feet, viz. 100 in the valley, 200 on the

steep slope at an angle of 20°, and 100 on the level of the gate

above. Hence the depth of the valley is here 44 feet below the

gate.—The valley now descends on a course S. 10° W. for 2107

feet, to the bend at the southwest comer of Zion. In this dis-

' OSn •'a Josh. 15, 8. Cbn p -"J
" Ednsi, p. 345. ed. Jaubert. Other

Jer. 19, 2. 6. Hence are derived
'

the Arabic writers, as we hove seen, apply this

Greek r«..=x. and the corresponding Eng- "'""e to the volley of Jehoshaphat. See

lish forms Gehinnom, Gehenna. *''°^«' P- ^69, ^ote i.

i. 402. 403
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tance, 875 feet brings us to the aqueduct as it crosses the valley
;

at 220 feet further is the upper end of the lower pool, the
length of which in the middle is 592 feet ; and the remaining
420 feet lie between the pool and the angle of the valley. In
this part the valley continues about of the same breadth, grows
deeper, is planted with olive and other fruit trees, and is in some
places tilled.—A new course of S. 40° E. strikes the south side

at the distance of 700 feet ; and then another of S. 75° E. car-

ries us 625 feet further. In this last, at 130 feet, a path crosses

the valley leading up over the hills towards Bethlehem ; and 75
feet below this road is the point to which we measured in order

to determine the height of Zion ; which last is here 154 feet.'

From the end of this course, the valley runs due east, for the

space of 1440 feet. For about 400 feet of this distance, the

breadth remains the same as above ; and the fruit trees and till-

age continue. The southern hill is steep, rocky, and full of

tombs. At 440 feet the valley contracts, becomes quite narrow
and stony, and descends with much greater rapidity. Towards
the end of the course it opens again, and meets the gardens in

the oblong plat where it forms a junction with the valley of Jeho-
shaphat. The southeast corner of Zion here runs down and out
in a low point. From the end of the last course to the well of

Nehemiah, is a distance of 480 feet, measured on a course S.

30° E.

In these gardens, lying partly within the mouth of Hinnom
and partly in the valley of Jehoshaphat, and irrigated by the

waters of Siloam, Jerome assigns the place of Tophet ; where
the Jews practised the horrid rites of Baal and Moloch, and
" burned their sons and their daughters in the fire."' It was
probably in allusion to this detested and abominable fire, that

the later Jews applied the name of this valley (Gehenna), to

denote the place of future punishment or the fires of hell. At
least there is no evidence of any other fires having been kept

up in this valley ; as has sometimes been supposed.^

Mount of Olives. This mountain, so celebrated both in the

Old and New Testament, is called by the Arabs, Jebel et-Tur ;
*

and lies on the east of Jerusalem, from which it is separated

only by the narrow vaUey of Jehoshaphat, as above described.

It is usually said to have three summits ; the middle and ap-

' See above, p. 264. from Siloam. In the other, he describes
' 2 Kings 23, 10. Jer. 7, 32. Hieron. it in like manner, but as lying at the foot

Comm, in Jer. 7, 31. Ejusd. Comm. in of Moriah, near Siloam. He evidently re-

Matth. 10, 28. The description in the garded Ophel as belonging to Moriah.

text explains an apparent inconsistency in ' See Rosenmiiller Bibliscbe Geogr. II.

the language of Jerome in the passages i. pp. 156, 164.

here cited. In the first he speaks of To- * Edrisi writes also Jebel Zeitun, i. e.

phet as a pleasant spot in the valley of Mount of Olives ; p. 344. ed. Jaubert.

Hinnom, with trees and giirdens watered

L 403-405
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parently tlie highest of which, directly opposite the city, has been
falsely assumed by a very early tradition, as the place of our

Lord's ascension.' Towards the south it sinks down into a lower

ridge overagainst the well of Nehemiah, called now by Franks
the mount of Oifence, in allusion to the idolatrous worship es-

tablished by Solomon " in the hiU that is before [eastward of]

Jerusalem.'" Across this part leads the usual road to Bethany.

Towards the north, at the distance of just about an English mile,

is another summit, nearly or quite as high as the middle one.

The ridge between the two, curves somewhat eastwards, leaving

room for the valley below to expand a little in this part. The
view of Jerusalem and of the Dead Sea from the middle sum-
mit has already been described. That from the northern one is

similar.'

The elevation of the central summit of the mount of Olives

above the sea is given by Schubert at 2556 Paris feet, or 416
Paris feet above the valley of Jehoshaphat. Hence it appeai-s

to be 175 Paris feet higher than the highest point of Zion.'

From the Wely on the eastern point of this summit, I took the

following bearings among others :

Neby Samwil N". 40° "W.

Eiistern dome of church of the Holy Sepulchre . . . . N. 8C|° W.
Frank mountain . . S. 9^° W.
N. W. corner or bay of Dead Sea S. 81° E.

Bethlehem is not seen from the Wely ; nor was Kerak visi-

ble at the time, to my great regret, in consequence of the hazy
atmosphere.

Beyond the northern summit, the ridge of the mount of

Olives sweeps round towards the west, and spreads out into the

high level tract north of the city, which is skirted on the west

and south by the upper part of the valley of Jehoshaphat. The
road to Nabulus, passing near the tombs of the Kings, crosses

the valley and rises by a somewhat long but not steep ascent to

this high tract, on which lies the village of Sha'fat on the west

of the road, about fifty minutes distant from the Damascus gate.

The brow of the main ascent, distant about twenty-five min-

utes from the same gate, presents the interesting northern pros-

pect of the city, which has been so celebrated by travellers. It

is indeed fine ; laut a still better point of view is that upon the

' For the date and character of this tra- nor any allusion to this spot as the place

dition, see above, p. 253. The chapel of Solomon's idolatry, earlier than the

founded originally by Helena, is now in time of Brocardns, A. D. 1283; cap. 9.

the possession of the Armenians, who ' See Note XXV, at the end of the

have recently erected here a new building, volume.—iVliiundrell regards the northern

See Euseb. de Vit. Const. 3. 43. sVimmit as the highest point of all ; which
' 1 Kings 11, 7. 8. I have been able indeed may very possibly be the fact,

to find neidier the name Mons Offensionia^ * Schubert's Keise, II. p. 521.
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other road more to the right, leading over to 'Anata.—This high
level tract and brow upon the Nabulus road, is without much
doubt the Scopus of Josephus, where Cesttis coming from Ga-
baon (el-Jib), and afterwards Titus coming from Gophna, both
encamp, at the distance of seven stadia from Jerusalem ; and
the latter obtains his first view of the splendid city and its mag-
nificent temple.

'

Hill of Evil Counsel. South of Zion, beyond the valley of
Hinnom, rises the hill of Evil Counsel so called ; forming the
steep southern side or wall of that valley. From the bottom, it

rises in most parts very steeply for twenty or thirty feet, with
precipitous ledges of rock, in which are many excavated sepul-
chres. Higher up, the acclivity is more gradual. The highest
point is on the west, nearly south of the southwest part of Zion,
and a little to the east of the Bethlehem road. This is nearly or

quite as high as Zion itself, but not so steep ; and from it the
ridge slopes down towards the east to the valley of Jehoshaphat,
in the same manner as Zion, though not so rapidly. South of
this ridge, a small Wady has its head, which runs down east-

wards, and enters the valley of Jehoshaphat, as we have seen,

500 yards below the well of Nehemiah, just where the latter val-

ley turns to the east. This Wady is of course parallel to that of
Hinnom ; but is not half so deep. Still further south, beyond
the Wady, is another higher hiU or moimtain, which continues

towards the east without sinking from its high level, and skirts

the valley of Jehoshaphat on the south after the latter has turned
eastward on its course towards the Dead Sea.

The summit of the hill overagainst Zion afibrds a pleasing

view towards the southwest down the broad valley of Rephaim,
which was now almost covered with green fields of wheat. Here
are also remains of buildings apparently of no antiquity. One in

particular seemed once to have been a small church, or perhaps
a Muslim Wely, or other tomb. The general appearance is that

of the ruins of an Arab village ; and such an one stood here two
centuries ago.' We suppose this to be the site named by the Arabs
D eir el-Kaddis Modistus, called also DeirAbuT or. These ruins the

monks dignify with the name ofthe vOla or country house of Caia-
phas ; in which, according to them, the Jews took counsel to de-

stroy Jesus. Hence the present appellation of the hill; of which
name however there is no trace extant, so far as I can find, earher

than the latter part of the fifteenth century.^ Nor does the name

• Joseph. B. J. 2. 19. 4. ib. 5. 2. 3. calls the hffl Gyon (Gihon), contrary to
' So Cotovicus in A. D. 1.598

; p. 223. Brocardus and others ; Eeissbuch des h.

Doubdan in A. D. 1652
; p. 139. Landps, Ed. 2. p. 257. De Salignac in

' Matt. 26, 3. i. John 11, 47-53. 1522 has Castrum Mali Conniii; Tom.
This legend is apparently first mentioned X. c. 2. Cotovicns mentions both names,

by Felix Fabri in A. D. 1483 ; but ho as applying only to the village -which he

L 40(,408
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Beem to have become very well settled ; for travellers vary conside-

rably in respect to the application of it.' I have here retained it for

want of a better ; and because we did not learn the Arabic name.

IV. TOPOGEAPHT OF JOSEPHUS.

Having thns gone through with the topographical details ofthe

present city and its environs, let us now cast a glancebackupon the

earliest historical accounts, and see how far the notices they con-

tain of the topography of the city as it then was, correspond to

its present state ; and whether they serve to identify, in any
degree, the site of ancient Jerusalem with that of the modern
city, upon which its name and history have descended as by in-

heritance. The Scriptures furnish us, in this respect, with only

scattered notices ; which although strongly illustrating occasional

facts, cannot be combined into a uniform whole. But in Jose-

phus, the historian of his nation, who brings down his account to

the terrible destruction of Jerusalem under Titus, we have a to-

lerably full description of the city, as it was in his day. Having
sketched the progress of the Koman conqueror in his advance to

the very gates, and recounted his dispositions for the siege, this

writer stops short in his narrative, in order to lay before his

readers a topographical sketch of the city and temple, as they

then existed, before the tremendous overthrow to which they were

so soon subjected. This account is to us invaluable ; and could

not be supplied from any or all other sources.

The account which Josephus has thus left us of the city and
of the temple, with its courts and walls, as they existed in his

day, is in some particulars confused, and in others undoubtedly

exaggerated. He wrote at Kome, far from his native land, and
long after the destruction of Jerusalem ; nor is there any evi-

dence or probability, that he had collected specific materials for

his works in his own country, previously to that event. Hence,

when he enters into minute descriptions, and professes to give the

exact details and measurements of heights and magnitudes, there

is every reason to distrust the accuracy of his assertions ; except

perhaps in things of public notoriety, such, for example, as the

distances between places situated on the great roads. But in

cases where he describes in specific terms the length and breadth

and height of buildings or the like,—measures which he himself

had certainly never taken, and which were not likely to be pub-

licly known,—we can regard these only as matters of estimate

or conjecture, on the part ofan author writing far remote from the

Baw on the summit, viz. Villa Caipha, ' Zuallart, A. D. 1586, makes this the

and Viem Mali Consilii ; p 223. Qnti- mount of Offence ; Voyage, Anvers 1626,

resmius has Mons Mali Consilii ; Elucid. liv. 3. p. 58.

IL p. 177.
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objects described, and prone, from national vanity as well as from
his peculiar position, to amplify and embellisli all those particu-

lars, which might in any way contribute to the honour of his peo-
ple, or to the glory of his subsequent protectors.

According to Josephus,' Jerusalem was enclosed by a triple

wall, wherever it was not encircled by impassable valleys ; for

here it had but a single wall. The ancient city lay upon two
hills overagainst each other, separated by an intervening valley,

at which the houses terminated. Of these hills, that which bore

the upper city, was the highest, and was straighter in extent. On
account of its fortifications, it was called by king David the for-

tress or citadel ;' Josephus calls it the Upper Market. The other

hill, sustaining the lower city, and called Akra, had the form of

the gibbous moon.^ Overagainst this was a third hill, naturally

lower than Akra, and separated from it by another broad valley.

But in the time when the Asmoneans had rule, they threw earth

into this valley, intending to connect the city with the temple
;

and working upon Akra, they lowered the height of it, so that

the temple rose conspicuously above it.^ The valley of the Ty-
ropceon or Cheesemakers, as it was called, which has already been
mentioned as separating the hills of the upper and lower city,

extended quite down to Siloam; a fountain so named, whose
waters were sweet and abundant. From without, the two hiUs

of the city were enclosed by deep valleys ; and there was here no
approach because of the precipices on every side.

Of the walls of the ancient city, as described by Josephus, it

will be sufficient for our present purpose to give here merely an
outline ; reserving a more exact examination to another place.

The single wall, which enclosed that part of the city skirted by
precipitous valleys, began at the tower of Hippicus.' On the

west it extended (southwards) to a place called Bethso and the

' De Bell. Jnd. 5. c. 4. The descrip- * There is some donbt as to the correct-

tion of the temple follows in c. 5.—The ness of this account. Josephus elsewhere

works of this writer are too common, hoth connects this lowering of the hill Akra
in the original and in translations, to ren- with the demolition of a fortress huilt

der anything more than an ahstract ne- upon it by Antiochus and the Syrians

;

cessary in the text. Ant. 13. 6. 6. Comp. 12. 5. 4. Brit the
" This serves to identify it with the hill writer of the first book of Maccabees, an

of Zion ; corap. 2 Sam. 5, 7-9.—Josephus earlier authority, describes this fortress as

seems studiously to aroid using the name having been in the city of David ; and in-

Zion, which I have not been able to find stead of its having been destroyed, Simon
in his works. The writer of the first book Maccabeus strengthened it, and made it his

of Maccabees, on the other hand, applies residence; 1 Mace. 1, 33. [35.]) 13, 50 sq.

it to the site of the temple ; i. e. he makes 14, 36. 37. See Crome, art. Jerusalem,

it include Moriah. 1 Mace. 4, 37. 60. etc. p. 291 sq. in Ersch and Gruber's Encyolo-
" In Greek, ujiK^tKupTo;. See Eeland padie. But the two accounts arc not ne-

Palsest. p. 852. But this word may also cessarily inconsistent with each other ; see

mean nothing more than that Akra was Biblioth. Sacra, 1846, p. 629 sq.

" sloping on both sides," i. e. was a ridge ' Joseph. B. J. 5. 4. 2.

running down into the city,

L 409, 410
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gate of the Essenes ; thence it kept along on the south to a point

over Siloam ; and thence on the east was carried along by Solo-

mon's pool and Ophla (Ophel), till it terminated at the eastern

portico of the temple.'—Of the triple walls, the following account

is given. The first and oldest of these began at the tower of Hip-
picus, on the northern part, and extending (along the northernbrow
of Zion') to the Xystus, afterwards terminated at the western

portico of the temple. The second wall began at the gate of Gen-
nath, (apparently near Hippicus,) and encircling only the north-

.ern part of the city, extended to the castle of Antonia, proba-

bly at the northwest corner of the area of the temple.' The third

wall was built by Agrippaat a later period; it also had its

beginning at the tower of Hippicus, ran northwards as far as to

the tower Psephiaos ; and then sweeping round towards the

northeast and east it turned afterwards towards the south, and
was joined to the ancient wall at or in the vaUey of the Kidron.

This wall first enclosed the hill Bezetha.

Let us now for a moment search further for some notices,

which may determine the relative position of the parts of the an-

cient city in respect to each other. We have seen that the up-
per city or citadel (Zion) was separated from the lower city or

Akra by the Tyropoeon ; that the temple was situated " over-

against " Akra, and separated from it by another valley distinct

from the Tyropoeon ; and that the first of the three walls on the

north commenced at Hippicus, and extending along the brow of

Zion to the Xystus, ended at the western portico connected with the

temple. From other passages we learn, that the Xystus, so called,

was an open place in the extreme part of the upper city,

where the people sometimes assembled ; and that a bridge con-

nected it with the temple.' During the siege of the city also,

we are told,' that Titus having become master of the temple,

held a colloquy with the leaders of the Jews, who stiU had pos-

session of the upper city. For this purpose he placed himself

upon the western side of the exterior temple or court, where the

bridge joined the temple to the upper city at the Xystus ; and

this bridge alone was interposed between him and the Jews with

whom he spoke.—Further we are informed,' that on the western

' .losephas, B. J. 5. 4. 2. The phrases stood, it would have saved great nonfasion

rpbs Sra-iv, irphs v6tov, irphs ovaroA^i', among commentators, both as to the

in this passage, as applied to the wall, can course of the wall and the position of Si-

only mean, towards or on the west, south, loam. See Reland Palaest. p. 858, and

east, etc. equivalent to the western, south- his plan in Havercamp's Josephus, Vol. II.

em, eastern wall. This is shown both by p. 327.

the nature of the case, and by the similar ' Ibid. 5. i. 4.

phrase t« ir^t»s at>XToK)iv itto^ tov Upov in ^ Ibid. 5. 5. 8.

the same sentence, which no one ever ' Joseph. B. J. 2. 16. 3. ib. 6. 6. 2. ib.

thought of rendering otherwise thnn the 6. 8. 1. Comp. Antiq. 14. 4. 2.

eastern portico of the temple. Had this ' Ibid. 6. 6. 2.

form of e.'spression been always so under- • Joseph. Ant. 15. H. 5.

i. 411, 412
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side of the temple area were four gates ; one leading over the
valley to the royal palace (on Zion) adjacent to the Xystus,' pro-

bably by the bridge just mentioned ; two conducting to the sub-
urb (or new city) on the north ; and the remaining one leading

to the " other city," first by steps down into the intervening val-

ley, and then by an ascent. By this " other city" can be meant
only the lower city or Akra.—The hill Bezetha lay quite near on
the north of the temple.''

During the siege by the Komans, Titus made all his ap-
proaches from the north ; took first the external and second wall

upon that part ; and then assaulted the fortress Antonia and the
temple, which he captured and destroyed.' All this time the
Jews stiU held possession of the upper city ; of which the north-

ern wall ran in part along a precipice, so that the Eomans could
not assail it with their machines and towers.* To work upon the

fears of the Jews and overcome their obstinacy, the Komans now
set fire to Akra, Ophla, and other parts of the city, quite down
to Siloam.'—Hence it follows, that the interior and most ancient

of the three walls on the north, lay between Akra and the upper
city ; forming the defence of the latter on this part. It was, no
doubt, the same wall which ran along the northern brow of Zion.

The main results to be derived from the preceding historical

notices, so far as they are necessary to our present purpose, are

chiefly the following. The hill Moriah, on which the temple
stood, was on the eastern part of the city, overlooking the valley

of the Kidron.^ Directly " overgainst" the temple on the west,

was the hill Akra, with the lower city, to which a gate led from
the western side of the temple area. This hill was separated

from the temple by a broad valley, which had been partly filled

up by the Asmonean princes ; who also had lowered the point of

Akra. West of the southwest part of the temple area, lay the
northern portion of the upper city or Zion, with the Xystus, con-
nected with the temple by a bridge, which led out from the west-

ern side of the court of the latter over the intervening valley.

Zion therefore lay south of Akra ; and was separated from it by
the Tyropoeon, which extended also down to Siloam; and likewise

by the wall which ran from Hippicus along its brow, on the north
of the Xystus and the bridge, to the western portico of the tem-
ple. The tower of Hippicus therefore must be sought at the
northwest corner of Zion.—On those parts where the city had but
a single wall, it was skirted by valleys impassable by a hostile

force. But this single wall existed only on the western and
southern sides of Zion, and on the east along by Siloam and

' Joseph. Ant. 20. 8. 11. * Joseph. B. J. 5. 4. 4. ib. 6. 8. 4.
' Joseph. B. J. 5. 5. 8. ' Ibid. 6. 6. 3. ib. 6. 7. 2.
' Ibid. 5. 7. 2. ib. 5. 8. 1, 2. ib. 6. 1. ' See also Antiq. 15. II. 3.

7. ib. 6. c. 4.

i. 412, 413
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Ophel and tlie temple ; and liere therefore were the deep valleys.

The triple wall was towards the north and northwest.

If now we compare these results with the description which
has been given above of the hills and valleys connected with the
modern city,—a description which, I am happy to say, was writ-

ten before the preceding notices from Josephus were collected or

compared,—I am unable to perceive any other than a striking

and almost exact coincidence. True, the valley of the Tyropceon,
and that between Akra and Moriah, have been greatly filled up
with the rubbish accumulated from the repeated desolations of

nearly eighteen centuries. Yet they are still distinctly to be
traced ; the hills of Zion, Akra, Moriah, and Bezetha, are not to

be mistaken ; while the deep valleys of the Kidron and of Hin-
nom, and the mount of Olives, are permanent natural features,

too prominent and gigantic indeed to be forgotten, or to undergo
any perceptible change. The only topographical notice of Jose-
phus as to which I have doubts, is the remark quoted above, that
" from without, the tiao hills of the city were enclosed by deep
valleys."' If he here means the two particular hills of Zion and
Akra, (as the insertion of the Greek article might seem to imply,)

the language is not literally exact ; but if, as is more probable,

this is a mere form of expression intended to embrace the whole
site of the city, then it presents no difiSculty. Indeed, after hav-
ing looked through the whole subject and studied the topography
of modem Jerusalem upon the spot, with the volumes of Jose-

phus in my hands, I am not aware of any particulars, which can
excite a doubt as to the identity of the site of the ancient and
modem cities. Certainly there is here no more room for ques-

tion, than in the parallel cases of Athens and Rome."
Thus far we have had regard to the general topography ofthe

Holy City, and the correspondence of its present features with

the descriptions of it in ancient times. We are now further to

inquire, whether in particular parts of the city, there remain any
such vestiges of antiquity, as may serve to add strength to our

general conclusion.

V. AEEA OF THE ANCIENT TEMPLE.

Of the temple and its appondages, Josephus has left us two
descriptions ; one in his Antiquities, where he narrates the recon-

struction of the Naos or body of the temple by Herod the Great;

and the other in his Jewish Wars, just before the account of its

destraction by Titus.' The latter is the most minute and con-

• See above, p. 278. ' Antiq. 1.5. 11. 3 sq. B. J. 5. 5. 1-6.

' Kor the theories of Clarke and 01s- Comp. Antiq. 8. 3. 9.—The va6s vrna the

tans "n respecting Zion and Akra, see Note temple or fane; the lepdi/ comprised the

XXVI, Ht the end of the volume. ra6s and all its courts and appurtenances.

Vol. I.—24* i. 414-il6
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sistent ; and I therefore follow it here, introducing only occasion-
al circumstances from the other.

The temple, according to this account, stood upon a rocky
eminence in the eastern part of the city, on which at first there

was scarcely level space enough for the fane and altar ; the sides

being everywhere steep and precipitous. Solomon buUt first a
wall around the summit

;
(probably in order to gain space for the

body of the temple ;) and built up also a wall on the east, filled

in on the inside apparently with earth, on which he erected a
portico or covered colonnade. The temple itself was thus left

naked on three sides. In process of time, however, the whole en-

closure was built up and filled in, quite to a level with the hill,

which in this way was enlarged ; a threefold wall being carried

up from the bottom, and thus both the upper enclosure and the

lower [parts of the] temple constructed.' Where these last were
the lowest, they built up three hundred cubits ; and in some
places more.^ Nor yet was the whole depth of the foundations

visible ; for to a great extent they filled in the valleys with earth,

desiring to level off the abrupt places of the city. In the con-

struction of this work, they used stones of the size of forty cubits.

These stones, (according to the other account,) were bound toge-

ther with lead and iron into a compact mass, immovable for all

time. The enclosure thus constructed was a quadrangle, mea-
suring one stadium on each side, or four stadia in circumference.

In another place the circumference, including the fortress Anto-
nia, is given at six stadia.'

The interior of this enclosure was surrounded by porticos or

covered colonnades along the walls; and the open part was laid or

paved with variegated stones.* This was a great place of resort

for Jews and strangers ; and became at length also a place of

trade and business, so far as related to the sale of animals for sac-

rifice, and the exchange of money for the yearly offering.^ It is

sometimes called by Christian writers the court of the Gentiles.'

—

Near the middle of this court, an ornamented wall or balustrade

of stone, three cubits high, formed the boundary of a smaller en-

closure ; which neither foreigners nor the unclean might pass.

' The woi-d Tpixv, threefold, upecl liere connection with the rb kotoi Uf6v hefore.

in connection with walls tuilt up from the it, meaning, not the part where the top of

bottom of tliehill, cannot well refer to any- these walls was lowest, but thepart where
thino; else than the fhree walla built up on th" fmindaiions, or the fjround on which
the three sides of the hill, which are said the?/ stood, was lowest. Taken in this

to have been left open by Solomon. If sense, the expression is not unnatural

;

this f .rm of expres-sion is not very exact, though still greatly exaggerated. In the

neither i? that which is indicated by K»'/f\*w other sense, it is perfectly unintelligible,

(circle) in the same connection ; for there ' Joseph. B. J. 5. 5. 2.

is abundant evidence, that the enclosure ' Ibid. ,"5. 5. 2.

was not a circle, but a quadrangle. * Matt. 21, 12. Luke 19, 45.
° So I must venture to understand the ' Lightfoot Opera, Tom. I. pp. 415, 590.

TOVTOO Ti} ratretySraroy of the original, in

i. 416, 417
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Within this an inner wall, forty cubits high from its foundation,

Burrounded the second or inner court ; but it was encompassed
on the outside by fourteen steps, leading up to a level area

around it of ten cubits wide ; from which again five other steps

led up to the interior. This wall on the inside was twenty cubits

high. The principal gate of this second court was on the east

;

and there were also three gates upon the northern side, and three

upon the south. To these were afterwards added three others

for the women, one upon the north, south, and east. On the west
there was no gate.'

Within this second court, was still the third or most sacred

enclosure, which none but the priests might enter ; consisting of

the Naos or temple itself, and the small court before it, where
stood the great altar. To this there was an ascent from the

second court by twelve steps.' It was this Naos, or the body of

the temple alone, which was rebuilt by Herod ; who also built

over again some of the magnificent porticos around the area.

But no mention is made of his having had any thing to do with
the massive walls of the exterior enclosure.^ We have already

seen, that on the west side of this great outer court, four gates

led out into the city ; the southernmost of which opened iipon the

bridge connecting the area of the temple with the Xystus on

Mount Zion.* Josephus relates also, that there was a gate in the

middle of the southern side of the same enclosure.

Further than this, our present object does not require us to

enter into a description of the temple or its appurtenances.

If now, with these accounts before us, we turn our eyes upon
the present similar area of the grand most of Omar, it would
seem to be hardly a matter of question, that the latter occupies

in part or in whole the same general location. But how far there

exist traces which may serve to mark a connection between the

ancient and modern precincts, or perhaps establish their identity,

is a point which, so far as I know, has never been discussed. It

is to this point mainly, that our inquiries will now be directed.

The area of the great mosk is an elevated plateau or terrace,

nearly in the form of a parallelogram, supported by and within

massive walls built up from the valleys or lower ground on all

sides ; the external height varying of course in various par's ac-

cording to the nature of the ground, but being in general great-

est towards the south. The area or court within these walls is

level ; exhibiting on the north of the mosk, as we have seen, and
perhaps around the same, the surface of the native rock levelled

' Antiq. 1.5. II. H. E. J. 5. .5. 2 former size, he probably refers to the a^lja-

' Antiq. 15. II. .5, nit. 1$. J. .5. .5. +. cent fortress Antonia, as mentioiier] above at

' Antiq. 1.5. 11.3. B.J. 1.21. 1. When the doae of the second preceding paragraph.

Josephns he e «ays that H^rod enlirged ' See above, p. 280. Jos. Ant. 15.

the area around the temu'.e to double its II. 5.

i. 417-419
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off by art." The general construction therefore of this area, does
not differ from that of the ancient temple.

The length of this enclosure on the east side, measured exter-

nally along the wall, is 1528 English feet or nearly 510 yards ;'

the breadth at the south end is 955 feet or about 318 yards.'

Neither the western side nor the northern end is accessible exter-

nally
;
yet the latter may be measured approximately along the

parallel street. Its length is thus found to be not far from 1066
feet, or perhaps 350 yards ; the breadth of the area being here
some yards greater than on the south. The direction of the east-

ern side, taken from the southeast corner, is at first due north by
compass ; and that of the southern side, due west. The course

of the western wall at its south end is likewise due north. Be-
yond the area towards the north, the eastern wall of the city de-
viates slightly from the magnetic meridian towards the east.

—

From these measurements it is apparent, that the extent of the
present area is much greater than that assigned by Josephus to

the ancient temple.

The southeast corner of the enclosure stands directly on the

very brink of the steep descent, and impends over the valley of

Jehoshaphat ; which, as we have seen, is at this point about 130
feet deep ; while just north the ground rises some 20 feet more.

The height of the wall at this angle we judged to be at least 60
English feet.* Further north as the ground ascends, the wall is

less elevated above it. The brow of the valley also advances a
little, leaving a narrow strip of level ground along the wall, which
is occupied by the Muslim cemetery already mentioned.' To-
wards the gate of St. Stephen, this level brow widens to about
100 feet, and continues of this breadth along the city wall north-

wards.. The Golden gate en this side is not opposite the mid-
dle of the area ; but at some distance further north.

On the northern side, the area is skirted for nearly half its

breadth by the deep pool or trench usually called Bethesda, and
vaidts connected with it. At the northeast corner is a place of

entrance, and a way leading to it from St. Stephen's gate along

the inside of the city wall. Further west and near the middle,

are two other entrances from the Via (dolorosa. At the north-

west corner stands what was formerly the governor's house, now
converted into a barrack, and probably occupying in part the site

* See above, p. 244, ]ftr«re Ptones.liavinfr an average thiclNTieps of
° All Bey gives the interior length of more tljan tliiee feet. Alove these to the

the encliisiire at 136') Paris feet; and the top is at least fifteen feet more.—The wall,

interior breadth at 845 Paris feet. Trav- I since learn, was measured at this point

els II. p. 'i I f>. by Mr. Cathenvood. The actual heijjht is

^ This list measurement is too lar^^e by siKty feet to the level of the area within,

Fomc TiO feet : see t!ie correction in Vol. III. and .'isteen feet more to the top of the

Sec. IV, .'Vorn 2:!th, 1852. battleme ,ts ; in all 76 ftet.

* There aro htr« fi.'teen c urscs of very ' See above, p. 232.

i. 41.1, 42J
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of the ancient fortress Antonia. From the roof of tliis building

is obtained a commanding view of the interior and the edifices of

the court.'

The western wall is mostly hidden by the houses of the city,

except near its southern end. There are on this side four en-

trances, to which streets lead down from the city. These streets,

after crossing the hollow or valley which here runs parallel to the

wall, lead up an ascent to the places of entrance ; some of which
are reached by steps. Near the northwest corner, this ascent is

of course smaller than it is further south. The street leading

down from the Yafa gate crosses the valley upon the mound al-

ready mentioned. Near the southwest corner, the wall is again
exposed, and is not less than about sixty feet in height.

The wall on the south is the highest of all ; for here the

ground appears originally to have sloped down more rapidly from
the top of Moriah than in any other part. This wall was ap-
parently built, not on the brow of a valley, but on the side of

a declivity, which descended steeply for a time, and then ran off

in a more gradual slope, forming the ridge of Ophel. Here we
judged the wall of the enclosure to be in general about sixty feet

in height.'' At the distance of 290 feet south of this wall, the

city wall runs for a time parallel to it ; then turning at a right

angle, the city wall rises by a considerable ascent, and joins the

liigh wall of the area, in the manner already described, at a
point 325 feet ' distant from the southwest corner. This leaves

here a tolerably level plat of ground between the two walls, near-

ly square, said to belong to the mosk el-Aksa. It was now a

ploughed field.^ Here however the earth has evidently been filled

in, in order to render the plat level ; for the city wall on the

south, which within is very low, measures on the outside fifty feet

in height. This gives 110 feet for the proximate elevation of the

southern wall of the area of the mosk above the exterior base of

the parallel city wall.—On this side, viewed externally, there

would seem never to have been a place of entrance or access to

the court above. Yet Josephus makes mention here of a gate in

the middle of the southern side of the area ; and we shall hereafter

see, that an ancient subterranean gateway still exists' under the

mosk el-Aksa, with a passage to it from above, but walled up on

the outside.'

Allusion has already been made to the immense size of the

stones, which compose in part the external walls of the enclosure

' See above, p. 244. feet thick. This gives very nearly the es-

' There are here eight courses of stones timate of the text,

having an average thickness of at least ' See note 3, p. 284.

3 feet ; and ab ive these are 24 smaller * See above, p. 238.

courses, each apparently from 1 foot to 1^ ' Joseph, Autiq. 15. 11. 5.

i. 420-422
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of the mosk.' The upper part of these walls is obviously of mo-
dern origin; but to the most casual observer it cannot be less ob-

vious, that these huge blocks which appear only in portions of

the lower part, are to be referred to an earlier date.° The ap-

pearance of the walls in almost every part, seems to indicate that

they have been built upon ancient foundations ; as if an ancient

and far more massive wall had been thrown dowuj and in later

times a new one erected upon its remains. Hence the line be-

tween these lower antique portions and the modern ones above

them, is very irregular ; though it is also very distinct. The for-

mer, in some parts, are much higher than in others ; and occasion-

ally the breaches in them are filled out with later patch-work.

Sometimes too the whole wall is modern.

We first noticed these large stones at the southeast corner of

the enclosure ; where perhaps they are as conspicuous, and form

as great a portion of the wall, as in any part. Here are several

courses, both on the east and south sides, alternating with each

other, in which the stones measure from 17 to 19 feet in length,

by 3 or 4 feet in height ; while one block at the corner is 7^ feet

thick. Here also, on the east side, the lower part is patched in

spots. Further to the north, the wall is mostly new until to-

wards the northeast corner of the area, where the ancient stones

again appear ; one of them measuring 24 feet in length, by 3 feet

in height and 6 feet in breadth.—On the northern and western

sides, the walls are less accessible, until we reach the Jewish place

of wailing, considerably south of the middle of the latter. Here
the stones are of the same dimensions, and the wall of the same
character, as in the parts already described.'—At the southwest

corner, huge blocks become again conspicuous for some distance

on each side, and of a still greater size. The comer stone on the

west side now next above the surface of the ground, measures 30

feet 10 inches in length by 6^ feet broad ; and several others vary

from 20|- to 24J feet long, by 5 feet in thickness.

It is not however the great size of these stones alone which

arrests the attention of the beholder ; but the manner in which

they are hewn, gives them also a peculiar character. In common
parlance they are said to be bevelled; which here means, that

after the whole face has first been hewn and squared, a narrow

strip along the edge is cut down a quarter or half an inch lower

than the rest of the surface. When these bevelled stones are laid

' See atove, pp. 232, 233, 238. buildings of the Haram, both within and
' Such has been the conviction of many without, very minutely in 1833, that tlie

travellers, judgi; g merely from the aspect western wall, as seen from the courts in the

of the stones. See Kaumer's Palastina, p. rear of the houses north of the Jews' place

261, 262, ed. 8. of wailing, consists of large ancient stones
' I leam from Mr Catherwood, who of the same character as those above de-

examined and measured the area and scribed, to the height of thirty feet or mure.
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up in a wall, the face of it of course exhibits lines or grooves
formed by these depressed edges at their junction, marking more
distinctly the elevation of the different courses, as well as the
length of the stones of which they are composed. The face of the
wall has then the appearance of many pannels. The smaller
stones in other parts of the walls are frequently bevelled in like

manner ; except that in these, only the bevel or strip along tlie

edge is cut smooth, while the remainder of the surface is merely
broken off or rough-hewn. In the upper parts of the wall, which
are obviously the most modern, the stones are small and are not
bevelled.

At the first view of these walls, I was led to the persuasion,
that the lower portions had belonged to the ancient temple ; and
every subsequent visit only served to strengthen this conviction.

The size of the stones and the heterogeneous character of the walls,

render it a matter beyond all doubt, that the former were never
laid in their present places by the Muhammedans ; and the pecu-
liar form in which they are hewn, does not properly belong, so

far as I know, either to Saracenic or to Roman architecture.'

Indeed, everything seems to point to a Jewish origin ; and a dis-

covery which we made in the course of our examination, reduces
this hypothesis to an absolute certainty.

I have already related in the preceding section, that during
our first visit to the southwest corner of the area of the mosk, we
observed several of the large stones jutting out from the western
wall, which at first sight seemed to be the effect of a bursting of

the wall from some mighty shock or earthquake.* We paid lit-

tle regard to this at the moment, our attention being engrossed

by other objects ; but on mentioning the fact the same evening,

in a circle of our friends, we found that they also had noticed it

;

and the remark was incidentally dropped by Mr Whiting, that the

stones had the appearance of having once belonged to a large

arch. At this remark a train of thought flashed upon my mind,
which I hardly dared to follow out, until I had again repaired to

the spot, in order to satisfy myself with my own eyes, as to the

truth or falsehood of the suggestion. I found it even so ! The
courses of these immense stones, which seemed at first to have

sprung out from their places in the wall in consequence of some
enormous violence, occupy nevertheless their original position

;

their external surface is hewn to a regular curve ; and being fit-

ted one upon another, they form the commencement or foot of an
immense arch, which once sprung out fromt his western wall in

' Something of a similar kind is indeed giving to the whole a different and more
found in the later Koman architecture, rustic character. See Hirfs Baukunst
under the later emperors. But the edges nach den Gmndsatzen der Alten, BerL
of the stones are there usually merely 1809. fol. p. 152, nnd PI. XXXL
slanted off, or else the surface is left rough ; ' See above, p. 238.

i. 423-425
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a direction towards Mount Zion, across the valley of the Tyro-
poeon. This arch could only have belonged to the Bridge, which
according to Josephus led from this part of the temple to the

Xystus on Zion ; and it proves incontestably the antiquity of

that portion of the wall from which it springs.

The traces of this arch are too distinct and definite to he
mistaken. Its southern side is thirty-nine English feet distant

from the southwest corner of the area, and the arch itself measures
fifty-one feet along the wall. Three courses of its stones still

remain ; of which one is five feet four inches thick, and the others

not much less. One of the stones is 20^ feet long ; another 24^
feet ; and the rest in like proportion. The part of the curve or

arc, which remains, is of course but a fragment ; but of this frag-

ment the chord measures twelve feet six inches ; the sine eleven

feet ten inches ; and the versed sine three feet ten inches.—The
distance from this point across the valley to the precipitous na-

tural rock of Zion, we measured as exactly as the intervening

field of prickly pear would permit ; and found it to be 350 feet

or about 116 yards. This gives the proximate length of the an-

cient bridge. We sought carefully along the brow of Zion for

traces of its western termination ; but without success. That
quarter is now covered with mean houses and filth ; and an ex-

amination can be carried on only in the midst of disgusting sights

and smells.

The existence of these remains of the ancient bridge, seems

to remove all doubt as to the identity of this part of the enclosure

of the mosk with that of the ancient temple. How they can
have remained for so many ages unseen or unnoticed by. any
writer or traveller, is a problem, which I would not undertake

fully to solve. One cause has probably been the general oblivion,

or want of knowledge, that any such bridge ever existed. It is

mentioned by no writer but Josephus ; and even by him only in-

cidentally, though in five different places. • The bridge was doubt-

less broken down in the general destruction of the city ; and
was in later ages forgotten by the Christian population, among
whom the writings of Josephus were little known. For a like

reason, we may suppose its remains to have escaped the notice

of the crusaders and the pilgrims of the following centuries. An-
other cause which has operated in the case of later travellers, is

probably the fact, that the spot is approached only through nar-

row and crooked lanes, in a part of the city whither their mo-
nastic guides did not care to accompany them ; and which' they

"

' Antiq. U. 4. 2. B. J. 1. 7. 2. ib. 2. isted in the time of Pompey about 63 B. C.

16. 3. ib. 6. 6. 2. ib. 6. 8. 1. Comp. (Antiq. 1. c.) it was probably then ancient.

Autiq. 15. II. 5.—There is no mention of At any rate it could not have been tha

the time when, nor of the person by whom, work of Herod.

the bridge was built. As however it ex-

i. 425, 426
'
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themselves could not well, nor perhaps safely, explore alone. Or
if any have penetrated to the place, and perhaps noticed these

large stones springing from the wall, they have probably (as I

did at first) regarded their appearance as accidental ; and have

passed on without further examination.'

Here then we have indisputable remains of Jewish antiquity,

consisting of an important portion of the western wall of the an-

cient temple area. They are probably to be referred to a period

long antecedent to the days of Herod ; for the labours of this

splendour-loving tyrant appear to have been confined to the body
of the temple and the porticos around the court.' The magnitude
of the stones also, and the workmanship as compared with other

remaining monuments of Herod, seem to point to an earlier origin.

In the accounts we have of the destruction of the temple by the

Chaldeans, and its rebuilding by Zerubbabel under Darius, no
mention is made of these exterior walls. The former temple was
destroyed by fire, which would not affect these foundations ; nor

is it probable that a feeble colony of returning exiles could have
accomplished works like these. ^ There seems therefore little

room for hesitation in referring them back to the days of Solomon,

or rather of his successors ; who, according to Josephus, built up
here immense walls, " immovable for all time."^ Ages upon ages

have since rolled away
;
yet these foundations still endure, and

are immovable as at the beginning. Nor is there aught in the

present physical condition of these remains, to prevent them from
continuing as long as the world shall last. It was the temple of

the living Grod ; and, like the everlasting hills on which it stood,

its foundations were laid " for all time."

Thus then we have here the western wall of the ancient tem-
ple area ; on which is built up the same wall of the modem
enclosure, though with far inferior materials and workmanship.

The ancient southern wall is at the same time determined in

like manner ; for at the southwest corner the lower stones to-

wards the south have precisely the same character as those on
the west ; they are laid in alternate courses with the latter ; and

the whole corner is evidently one and the same original substruc-

' Maundrell must have passed near this as probably among the most ancient re-

tpot, when he saw the large vaults with mains in or around Jerusalem ; but had no
columns which he describes as running in suspicion of their historical import. See

on the south side of Moriah. Pococke was more in Note XXVII, end of the volume,

also apparently here, and speaks of the ' See above, p. 283.

large stones ; Vol. II. i. p. 15.—Since the ' Ezra c. 1. c. 3, 8 sq. c. 6. Joseph,

above was written, I have been informed Antiq. 10. 8. 5. ib. 11. 3.7. ib. 11. i. 2.

by both Messrs Bonomi and Catherwood, Here also it is the ytt6s, not the Up6v,

the well known artists, that they likewise which was destroyed and afterwards re-

remarked these large stones in 1833, and built by Zerubbabel.

recognised in them the beginning of an * Antiq. 15. 11. 3, cckiv^tovx T(! ircanl

immense arch. They regarded them too -xpirf. B. J. 5. 5. 1.

Vol. I.—25 i. 426-428
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tion. Proceeding to the southeast corner, we find its character

to he precisely similar ; the same immense stones as already de-

scribed,' both towards the east and south, on the brink of the val-

ley of Jehoshaphat ; and the line of the southern wall at this

point corresponding with that at the southwest comer. We have,

then, the two extremities of the ancient southern wall ; which,

as Josephus informs us, extended from the eastern to the western

valley, and could not be prolonged further.' Thus we are led ir-

resistibly to the conclusion, that the area of the Jewish temple
was identical on its western, eastern, and southern sides, with

the present enclosure of the Haram.
The specifications of Josephus in respect to the immense

height of these ancient walls and of the porticos which rose above
them, have occasioned great difficulty and perplexity to commen-
tators

;
partly because of the undoubted exaggerations of the

writer ; and partly from want of an acquaintance with the nature

of the ground. At the southwest corner, there can be little doubt
that the ground has been raised very considerably ; and not im-
probably future excavations may yet lay bare stones of a larger

size than any which are now visible. But at the southeast corner,

and along the eastern and southern sides in general, there is little

appearance of any considerable accumulation of earth or rubbish.

Upon the interior southern part of the high enclosure or plat-

form, according to Josephus, " a broad portico ran along the wall,

supported by four rows of columns, which divided it into three

parts, thus forming a triple colonnade or portico. Of these the two
external parts were each thirty feet wide, and the middle one for-

ty-five feet. The height of the two external porticos was more
than fifty feet, while that of the middle one was double, or more
than a hundred feet. The length was a stadium, extending from

valley to valley. Such was the elevation of the middle portico

above the adjacent valley, that if from its roof one attempted to

look down into the gulf below, his eyes became dark and dizzy

before they could penetrate to the immense depth."' The valley

thus meant, can well be no other than that of the Kidron, which
here actually bends southwest around the corner, so that the east-

em end of this high southern portico impended over it. The
depth of the vaUey at this point, as we have seen, is about one

hundred and fifty feet ; which with the elevation of the wall and
portico gives a total height of about 310 feet above the bottom of

the valley ; an elevation sufficient to excuse the somewhat hyper-

bolical language of the Jewish historian.' The portico along the

' See above, p. 286. wall and portico above a valley along the
' Antiq. 15. 11. 5. south side of the temple area ; see his
' Joseph. Antiq. 15. 11. 5. Zerstreute Kleine Schriften, p. 394 sq.

* J. D. Michaelis understood this Ian- But Josephus here and elsevphere speaks

guage as referring to the elevation of the only of valleys On the east and west

i. 428, 429
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eastern wall is described by Josephus in like manner as rising

above the same valley to the enormous height of 400 cubits, or
more than 500 feet ; which doubtless is merely an exaggerated
estimate.' At the northeast corner too, the same portico was
near the valley of the Kidron ; which is said to have had here
"a fearful depth."

^

A greater diificulty arises, when we undertake to reconcile

the length and breadth of the temple area, as it now appears,

with the accounts which have come down to us from antiquity.

We have seen that the length of the present southern wall, which
is identical with the ancient one, is 955 English feet, or about
318 yards.* But both Josephus and the Talmud describe the

upper area as a square, of which each of the sides measured,

according to the former one stadium, and according to the latter

500 cubits.* In the uncertainty which exists as to the length

of the Jewish cubit, these two specifications throw Httle light

upon each other. But the length of a stadium of 600 G-reek

feet, which is usually regarded as equal to the tenth part of a
geographical mile or a fraction less than 204 yards,' makes the
southern side of the enclosure to be only two thirds as long, as

we now find it to be by actual measurement
;
presenting a differ-

ence of 114 yards. This may in part be accounted for, by sup-

posing the ancient specifications to refer only to the interior open
space surrounded by the broad porticos within the walls ; while

our measurements were taken along the outside of the walls. But
even this supposition cannot well cover the whole difference ; and
we must here again admit, that Josephus probably had no defi-

nite measurements, but assumed one stadium as a convenient

estimate.—If, on the other hand, the Jewish cubit may be taken at

If feet, (as is often done,) then the Kabbinic specification of 500
cubits, or 875 feet, if reckoned only from portico to portico, would
not vary very materially from the results of our measurement.

According to both Josephus and the Talmud, the area o the

temple was a square ; the length and the breadth being equal.

But we now find the length to be 1528 feet, while the breadth

is only 955 feet ; the former exceeding the latter by 573 feet or

more than one half. Although in this case also, we are not bound

to attribute any special exactness to these writers
;
yet the dis-

crepancy is here too great to be accounted for in any other way,

than by supposing that the present enclosure has been enlarged

Bides. See also Niebuhr's remarks on this ' B. J. 6. 3. 2.

hypothesis of Michaolis ; Beisebeschr. Bi ' Here is an error ; see above, p. 284.

lifl. Anhang, p. 140; printed also in 01s- note 3.

hausen's Topographic des alten Jems. p. ' Joseph. Antiq. 15. 11. 3. Lightfoot

70 sq. Opera L p. 554.

Antiq. 20. 9. 7. See above on Josephus, ' The more exact specification is 604

p. 277. Olympic stadia to a degree.

L 430. 431
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towards the north. This has not improbably been done by in-

cluding within its walls the area of the ancient fortress Antonia.

This fortress, according to Josephus, stood on the north side

of the area of the temple.' It was a quadrangle, erected first by
the Maccabees under the name' of Baris ; and then rebuilt by the

first Herod with great strength and splendour. A more particu-

lar description ' places it, or at least its main citadel, upon a rock

or hill at the northwest corner of the temple area, fifty cubits

high ; above which its walls rose to the height of forty cubits.

Within, it had all the extent and appearance of a palace ; being

divided into apartments of every kind, with galleries and baths,

and also broad halls or barracks for soldiers ; so that, as having

every thing necessary within itself, it seemed a city, while in its

magnificence it was a palace. At each of the four corners was a
tower ; three of these were fifty cubits high ; while the fourth,

at the southeast corner, was seventy cubits high, and overlooked

the whole temple with its courts. The fortress communicated
with the northern and western porticos of the temple area ; and
had flights of stairs descending into both ; by which the garrison

could at any time enter the court of the temple and prevent tu-

mults.' The fortress was separated from the hiU Bezetha, on the

north, by a deep artificial trench, lest it should be approachable
from that hill ; and the depth of the trench added greatly to the

elevation of the towers.*

The extent of the fortress, or the area covered by it, is no-
where specified ; except where the same writer says that the cir-

cumference of the temple, including Antonia, was six stadia.'

Now as we are elsewhere told that the temple area by itself was
a square of one stadium on each side ;

^ it follows that the length

of each side of the fortress must also have been one stadium, and
its area equal to that of the temple. And although this again is

probably a mere estimate on the part of the writer, yet the con-

clusion would seem to be a fair one, that the area covered by
Antonia was probably much greater than has usually been sup-

posed.

In view of all these circumstances I venture to propose the

following conjecture ; which indeed is supported by various facts

;

while it is, so far as I know, contradicted by none. In looking

at the nature of the ground, it seems probable that the rock, on
which the fortress stood, was a prolongation of the hill Bezetha

' Ant. 1.5. 11.4, Karli rhv $ipuov irXeu- low ; Acts 21, 30-40. In the New Testa-

a&v. See B. .J. 1. 5. 4. ib. 1. 21. 1. ment the fortress is called ^ iraptn^oKii,
^ Joseph. B. J. 5. 5. 8. Acts 21, 34. 37.
' It was this " castle " into which Paul * Joseph. B. J. 6. 4. 2.

was carried by the soldiers, after being ' Ibid. 5. 5. 2.

dragged out of the temple ; and from its ' Antiq. 15. 11. 3. '

stairs he .addressed the people collected be-

i. 431, 432
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towards the south, which was cut through and separated from
that hill by the trench above mentioned.' This rock, or ridge,

must have lain partly at least within the present enclosure, at its

northwest corner ; for between the enclosure and the precipitous

part of Bezetha, there now intervenes only a house or barrack

and the narrow street, presenting a space wholly insufficient for

the fortress and its deep trench. On this rock or ridge, I con-

jecture, lay the main fortress or " acropolis " * of Antonia ; while

the remaining part, comprising the haUs and palace-like apart-

ments and barracks, extended probably along the northern wall

of the temple quite to its northeast corner, adjacent to the brow
of the valley of the Kidron. On the north it was doubtless pro-

tected by the trench ; and of this trench the greater part stiU

remains, as I apprehend, in the deep reservoir commonly called

the pool of Bethesda.

The supposition therefore is, that the fortress Antonia oc-

cupied the whole breadth of the northern part of the present en-

closure ; between the ancient northern wall and the present Be-
thesda. This would make its length from west to east the same
as that of the area of the temple ; while its breadth from north
to south might have been nearly two thirds as great, or some 600
feet, and yet leave to the temple area its square form. The pe-

culiar character and great depth of the pool Bethesda, so called,

have been a stone of stumbling to many travellers ; but by thus

bringing it into connection with the fortress, its peculiarities are

at once accounted for. Indeed, the fortress and the trench serve

to illustrate and mark the limits of each other ; and it is on this

ground chiefly, that I venture to extend the fortress thus far to-

wards the east.

This reservoir lies along the outside of the present northern

wall of the enclosure ; of which wall its southern side may be

said to form a part. Its eastern end is near the wall of the city;

80 near indeed, that only a narrow way passes between them
leading from St. Stephen's gate to the great mosk. The pool

measures 360 English feet in length, 130 feet in breadth, and 75
feet in depth to the bottom, besides the rubbish which has been

accumulating in it for ages. It was once evidently used as a res-

ervoir ; for the sides internally have been cased over with small

Btones, and these again covered with plaster; but the work-

manship of these additions is coarse, and bears no special marks

of antiquity. The western end is built up Hke the rest, except

at the southwest corner ; where two lofty arched vaults extend

in westward side by side under the houses which now cover that

' The rock on which the fortress stood, ran and runs the valley, which separated

conid not have been further west than the Bezetha and Moriah from Akra.
irestem line of the temple area ; for here ' Autiq. 15. 11. 4.

Vol. 1.-25* i. 433,434
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part. The southernmost of these arches is 12 feet in breadth,
and the other 19 feet ; they are both filled up with earth and
rubbish, and a vast quantity of the same lies before them. Yet
I-was able to measure 100 feet within the northern one, and it

seemed to extend much further. This gives to the whole work a
length of at least 460 feet, equal to nearly one half of the whole
breadth of the enclosure of the mosk ; and how much more, we
do not know.' It would seem as if the deep reservoir formerly

extended further westward in this part ; and that these vaults

were built up in and over it to support the buildings above.

Whether this deep excavation was anciently carried through the

ridge of Bezetha along the northern side of Antonia to its north-

west corner, may be doubtful.

Although the fortress, as we have seen, was connected with
the porticos at the northwest corner of the temple area

;
yet these

entrances might be closed ; and a strong wall would seem to have
existed between the temple and the fortress. After Titus was in

full possession of Antonia, he had yet to make regular approaches
with mounds against this wall and its portico, which was still

defended by the Jews. For seven days the Romans were em-
ployed in levelling the very foundations of Antonia, in order to

form a broad place by which to approach the temple walls. They
then built up four mounds against these walls ;' one overagainst

the northwest corner of the inner temple (which would seem to

have been near); another opposite the northern gallery between-

the two gates ; a third against the western portico of the exterior

temple ; and the fourth against the outside of the northern por-

tico.* This description is not very clear ; but it serves to show,

that the possession of Antonia did not make the Romans mas-
ters of the temple.' It seems further, that after thus labouring

for seven days to subvert the foundations of Antonia, the Ro-
mans still did not destroy the whole fortress ; for during the sub-

sequent siege and assaults upon the temple, Titus continued to

have his headquarters in Antonia, and beheld the daily conflicts

probably from one of its towers.^ The grand attack was evi-

dently made upon the northwest part of the area ; and here it

would almost seem, the Romans had levelled the " acropolis

"

and its rock to the ground ; filled up a portion of the deep

trench ; and formed a broad approach on which they could erect

their works ; while further east the halls and apartments, and

' Mr Wolcott found, a few years later, ' Pompey found also a strong wall and
that ** the southern vault extends 130 feet; towers on the north of the temple, before

and the other apparently the same. At the time of Herod ; as also a deep trench,

the extremity of the former was an open- which he filled up. Joseph. Antiq. 14. 4.

ing for drawing up water." Biblioth. Sa- 2. B. J. 1. 7. 3.

era. 1843, p. 33. * Joseph. B. J. 6. 2. 5. ib. 6. 4. 4, 5.

» Joseph. B. J. 6. 2. 7.

i. 434 435
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probably tbe southeast tower of Antonia, were left as a shelter

for the troops and the headquarters of their commander. It was
not until after many days, when the various porticos had been
successively carried with fire and sword, that an assault was
made upon the temple or Naos itself ; and this at last yielded

only to the horrible conflagration by which it was destroyed.'

In this way, as it appears to me, we may clearly account for

all the facts and circumstances, which have come down to us re-

specting the fortress Antonia and its connection with the ancient
temple. At the same time, we remove the difficulty arising

from the greater length of the modern enclosure, as compared
with the ancient one ; and obtain also a satisfactory explanation,
as to the original purpose of the deep and otherwise inexplicable

excavation now called Bethesda.'
A few remarks upon the subsequent history of this area and

the buildings erected upon it, may conclude this part of our sub-
ject.

It is related of our Saviour near the close of his life, that as

he went out of the temple, apparently for the last time, his dis-

ciples came to him, " to show him the buildings of the temple.

And Jesus said unto them. See ye not all these things ? Verily
I say unto you. There shall not be left here one stone upon an-
other, that shall not be thrown down,"' This language was
spoken of the " buildings of the temple," the splendid fane itself

and its magnificent porticos ; and in this sense the prophecy has
been terribly fulfilled, even to the utmost letter. Or, if we give

to the words a wider sense, and include the outer works of the

temple and even the whole city, still the spirit of the prophecy

has received its full and fearful accomplishment ; for the few sub-

structions which remain, serve only to show where once the tem-

ple and the city stood. In the case of the temple, the remaining

substructions of its exterior walls are easily accounted for ; even

on the supposition that the Eomans were bent upon their utter

subversion. The conquerors doubtless commenced the work of

destruction by casting down the stones outwards from above
;

these of course accumulated at the foot of the walls ; covered the

lower parts ; and thus naturally protected them from further de-

molition.

For half a century after the destruction of Jerusalem, there

is no mention of the temple. The Jews had again tried the for-

tune of war under Trajan and Adrian ; they had been defeated,

and Jerusalem again taken by the latter emperor ; when in A. D.

' Joseph. B. J. 6. 2. 8, 10. ib. 6. 3. 1- north of Mount Moriah ; " Descr. of the

3. ib. 6. i. 2-.5. East, II. i. p. 15.

' Pococke also regarded the reservoir as ' Matt. 24, 1. 2. So Mark 13, 1. 2.

the remains of an ancient fosse, which which is more explicit,

perhaps " was carried all along' to the

i. 436. 437
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136 he consecrated here a new city, called after one of his own
names, ^Elia.' At the same time he erected a temple of Jupiter

on the site of the Jewish temple ;
* and decorated it with two

statues of himself, one of which at least was equestrian.' It

seems probable, that the walls of the area were at this time also

rebuilt, at least in part ; for the architecture of the Golden gate-

way in the eastern wall seems to be of this era. This is a mas-
sive structure forming a double gateway, projecting from the wall

into the area of the Haram ; its floor being several feet below the

level of the area. The whole is now used as a Muslim place of

prayer. The external front and arches of this gateway, which we
saw, are evidently of Eoman origin ; and of the interior Mr Bo-
nomi remarks, " that a central row of noble Corinthian columns,

and a groined roof, had once formed a stately portico of Koman
workmanship." ^ This gate is situated nearly 300 feet north of

the middle of the present enclosure. In erecting these walls, the

former area of the fortress Antonia might have been included,

quite to the deep fosse, as it exists at present ; ' while perhaps a
portion of the southern part of the ancient area was left out. Of
the demolition of Adrian's temple we have no account. Thelti-

ner. Hieros. speaks of the statues as still standing in the days

of Constantine, A. D. 333, and seems also to imply that other

lofty buildings existed there. Nor does this emperor nor his

mother Helena appear to have included this enclosure in their pro-

jects of embellishment; for in the days of Jerome, about the close

of the same century, the equestrian statue of Adrian yet stood

upon the supposed place of the Holy of Holies.' Before this time,

about A. D. 362, had occurred the abortive attempt of the Jews,

under Julian, to rebuild their temple.'

Not long before the middle of the sixth century, the emperor

Justinian erected a magnificent church in Jerusalem, in honour

of the Virgin. The description which the historian Procopius

gives of the site and construction of this edifice, is not very cle^ar
;

and borders somewhat on the fabulous." He represents it as

' See Miinter s Jiid. Erieg imter Trajan stones and an entablature in good taste at

nnd Hadrian, 1821, p. 87, etc. See farther the northeast entrance, near the wall ; and

in Sect. VIII. supposes this entrance may have been
^ Dio Cass. 69. 12, koI Is rhyrov vaov made by Adrian. Vol IL i. p. 15. '

rov &eoS T6noy, yahv r$ Att crepov avre- ° Hieron. Comm. in Esaiam 2, 8, " Ubi

yelpavTos. qnondam erat templum et religio Dei, ibi

^ Itiner. Hieros—Jerome, as quoted in Hadrianistatnaet Jovisidolumcollocatnm

note 6, below. est." Comm. in Matt. 21, 15, " de Ha-
* So Mr Bonomi orally, and in Hogg's driani equestri statna, quaj in ipso Sancto

Visit to Alexandria, etc. II. p. 283. Mr Sanctorum loco usque in prsesentera diem

Catherwood confirms this description. A stetit."

view of the interior of this gateway by ' Socrates Hist. Ecc. 3. 20. Sozom. 5.

the latter, is foimd in Catherwood's large 22. Ammian. Marcell. 23. 1.

map of Jerusalem. " Prooop. de jJidificiis Jnstiniani, 5. 6.

' Pococke speaks also of large hewn

i. 437. 438
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placed upon the loftiest hill of the city, where there was not space

enough to allow of the prescribed dimensions, so that they were
obliged to lay the foundation on the southeast side at the bottom
of the lull, and build up a wall with arched vaults in order to sup-

port that part of the building. There is nothing in the subse-

quent history nor in the modern topography of Jerusalem, which
in the least degree corresponds to this description, except the pre-

sent mosk el-Aksa at the southern extremity of the enclosure of

the Haram. This stands adjacent to the southern wall, where,

as we have seen, the latter is in itself about 60 feet high, or 100
feet above the foundation of the parallel city wall ; indicating here

a steep declivity towards the south.' The present structure is

about 280 feet in length from north to south by 190 feet broad."

This mosk is universally regarded by oriental Christians, and also

by the Frank Catholics, as an ancient Christian church, once de-

dicated to the Virgin ; and the latter now give it the name of the

church of the Presentation.^ The earlier travellers speak ofit also

as a church ; and of late years Richardson, and also Bonomi and
Catherwood, all of whom entered and examined it, describe it in

the same manner.' Mr Bonomi, whose judgment as an artist

cannot well be drawn in question, remarks expressly, that " the

structure is similar in appearance to those raised in the early ages

of Christianity.' ' If now we may suppose, that the enclosure of

Adrian's temple did not include the whole of the southern part of

the ancient temple area
;
perhaps because the southern wall of

the latter, having been thrown down by the Romans, had never

again been buUt up ;" then the site and architecture and other

circumstances of this mosk or ancient church, correspond very

nearly to the above description of the church erected by Jus-

tinian. Indeed, there is no other site nor edifice which at all

accords with this description ; nor any other description or his-

torical notice which appHes to this edifice.'

A century later, in A. D. 636, the followers of Muhammed,

' See above, p. 285. of el-Aksa has entirely the appearance of

" According to the measurements and an ancient Basilica. The same has since

manuscript plan of Mr Catherwood. been confirmed to me by Mr Catherwood

;

' I have not been able to trace this name who has plans and measurements of the

further back than to Quaresmius, Vol. II. whole edifice of el-Aksa, as well as of the

p. 77 sq. It is likewise sometimes called adjacent buildings.

the church of the Purification ; which ° See above, p. 296. Such an hypo-

name Quaresmius rejects. thesis may perhaps have further a slight

•* Breydenbach and F. Fabri in A. D. support in the fact, that the Golden

1483; Reissbuohdesheil. Landes, pp. Ill, gate, which would naturally have been

251. Baumgarten in A. D. 1507, p. 86. placed opposite to the middle of Adrian's

Richardson's°Travels, II. p. 30*. Lond. enclosure, is actually situated some 300

1822. See Bonomi's account in Hogg's feet north of the middle of the present

Visit to Alexandria, Jerusalem, etc. Lond. area.

1885. Vol. II. p. 280. ' Quaresmius also ascribes this church

Mr Bonomi in a subsequent personal to Justinian ; Tom. II. p. 79.

interview remarked to me, that the interior

i. 438-440
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under Omar, took possession of the H0I7 City ; and the Khalif
determined to erect a mosk upon the site of the ancient Jewish
temple. Inquiring of the patriarch Sophronius and others after

the spot, he was led after some evasion to a large church, to the

area of which there was an ascent by a flight of steps. Near
this, according to William of Tyre, he was shown some vestiges

of ancient works ; or according to Arabian writers, he here found

or was led to the celebrated rock es-Sukhrah, then covered over

with filth in scorn of the Jews.' This rock he himself aided to

cleanse ; and erected over it a mosk, which is usually regarded

as that at present existing.* But the Arabian historians relate,

that the Khalif Abd el-Melek caiised this mosk to be rebuilt, he
himself prescribing the form ; and that it was commenced^in A.
H. 66 (A. D. 686) and completed in seven years.^ This was the

present splendid edifice, Kubbet es-Sukhrah, ' Dome of the

Eock.' The church above mentioned was probably that which
we have attributed to Justinian, the present mosk el-Aksa. To
this, which must early have been converted into a mosk, the
successors of Omar would seem also to have made additions ; a
nave or vault upon the eastern part is even said to have been
erected by Omar himself, and stUl bears the name of the mosk
of Omar. In another part of this mosk he is said also to have
prayed, and his altar is still shown.^ The exterior walls of the

great area appear at the same time to have been built up and
strengthened ; the place beautified ; the buildings richly deco-

rated with gold and silver ; and the whole furnished with cisterns

and reservoirs of water.

Such at least the crusaders found the spot, when in the year

1099, they captured Jerusalem by storm. A multitude of the

Muslim inhabitants took refuge in the sacred enclosure, as a place

of strength. But their hope was vain ; for Tancred and his follow-

ers broke in upon them, and committed here the most horrible

excesses. Many who had fled to the roof of the mosk, were shot

down with arrows ; others rushed for safety into the cisterns, and

* Theophanes Chronogr. p. 281. ed. Pa- ing the mosk, is said to have been, to pre-

ris. Eutyohii Annales, Oxon. 1658, Tom. vent the necessity of pilgrimages to Mecca

;

II. p. 284 sq. Will Ty. 1. 2 Hist of Jerus. Fundgr. des Orients, ibid. p. 162. Eutychii

by Mejr ed-Din, Fundgruben des Orients, Annales, II. p. 364.—Yet some of the his-

V. p. 161.—It must be home in mind, that torians of the crusades refer the building

of all the writers who profess to give an of this same mosk or temple to Christians

!

account of these events, whether Franks So Albertus Aquensis 6. 24, in Gesta Dei'

or Orientals, the earliest lived nfearly or p. 281 ; Jac. de Vitriaco, c. 62.

quite two centuries afterwards. * Fundgr. des Orients II. p. 84. All
= WUL Tyr. 1. 2. ib. 8. 3 Abulfed. Bey's Travels II. p. 217. Comp. Richard-

Syria, ed. Kohler, p. 87. Comp. Wilken's son's Travels II. pp 304, 306. In the cir-

Gesch. der Kreuzzfige I p. 21 sq. cumstance of Omar's praying in this place
° Abulfed. ibid. p. 87. Hist, of Jem- during his visit to Jerusalem, lies a farther

salem in Fundgr. des Orients V. pp. 158, proof that the building itself is of a mora
162. The object ofAbd el-Melek, in build- ancient date ; Fundgr. des Or. L c.
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there perished by drowning or the sword.' More than ten thou-

sand Muslims, according to the admission of Christian writers,

were massacred within the sacred precincts ; neither sex nor age

was spared ; and the whole area was covered ankle deep with
blood.^ Arabian writers give the number of those here slain at

seventy thousand.'

So soon as order was restored, the city cleared of the dead,

and a regular government established by the election of Godfrey

as king ; one of the first cares of the sovereign was to dedicate

anew to Jehovah the sacred place, where of old His presence had
been wont to dwell. A regular chapter of canons was established

in the great mosk, now converted into a temple of the Lord ; as

well as in the church of the Holy Sepulchre. These were en-

dowed with all the immunities and privileges which belonged to

the cathedrals of the west ; and dwelKngs were assigned to them
around the building.* The Christians erected a choir and altar

within the edifice, over the sacred rock ; which itself was covered

over with marble.' The historians of the crusades all speak of

the great mosk es-Sukhrah, as the Templum Domini; they de-

scribe its form and the rock within it ; and know it by no other

name.' To the other large edifice on the southern side of the

enclosure, they give indiscriminately the name of Palatium, Por-
ticus, seu T'emplum Salomonis, the palace, portico, or temple of

Solomon ;'' and these names it appears to have retained among
the Franks down to the sixteenth century.^ A portion of this

edifice was assigned by king Baldwin II, in A. D. 1119, to a

new order of knights ; who from this circumstance took the name
of the knights Templars.' The accounts we have of this struc-

ture are not very distinct. The king himself would seem to have

dwelt in it ; whence perhaps the appellation ^aZace; and it very

probably had many side buildings, and was perhaps more exten-

» Fulcher. Carnot. in Gesta Dei, p. 398. 6. 20, 22 ; in Gesta Dei, p. 280. Will.

Albert. Aq. 6. 20 sq. ibid. p. 280. Will. Tyr. 12. 7. P<rrticua Salomonis, Raim.

Tyr. 8. 20. de Ag. in Gesta Dei, p. 179. Templum,
= WiU. Tyr. 8. 20. Fnlcher. Carnot. ibid. Will. Tyr. 8. 3. Jao. de Vitr. c. 62. This

p. 398. Eaimund de Agiles frankly says

:

latter writer says, it was perhaps called

" Tantuni hoc dixisse sufficiat, quod ia Templum Salomonis to distinguish it from

templo et porticu Salomonis equitabatur in the other, or Templum Domini,

sanguine usque ad genua et usque ad * Brooardus calls it Palatium Ji^gis,

frenos equorum ; " Gesta Dei, p. 179. c, 8 ; ilaTirmsSamitas Templum Salomonii,
^ So Abulfeda Annal. Muslem. A. H. Secret, fidel. Cruc. 3. 14. 9. Breydenbach

492. Comp. Wilken Comment, de Bellor. and Fabri speak of it in A. D. 1483 as

Cruc. ex Abulf. Historia, pp. 31, 32. PorticKS Salomonis, Reissb. des h. Landes,
* Will. Tyr. 9. 9. PP- lH, 251. So too Lud. de Suchem in

' Will. Tyr. 8. 3. Reinaud Extr. des the 14th century, and Baumgarten A. D.
Historieus Arabes, 1829, p. 217. 1507, p. 86.

• Wm. Tyr. 8. 2. ib. 12. 7. Jac. de » Will. Tyr. 12. 7. Jac. de Vitr. c. 65.

Vitriac. c. 62. Comp. Benjamin of Tudela, I. p. 69, ed.

' So Palatium Salomonis, Albert. Aq. Asher.

1,2 i. 441-443
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sive than the present most el-Aksa.' The Templars built a

wall before the Mihrdb or niche of prayer ; and used this part

of the building as a granary."

In A. D. 1187, the celebrated Egyptian Sultan Salahed-Din
(Saladin) became master of Jerusalem ; and the order of things

was again reversed. The sacred precincts of the temple fell back

once more to the uses of Islam ; the golden cross upon the lofty

dome was cast down and dragged along the ground, and the cres-

cent elevated in its place ; the erections and ornaments of the

Christians were all removed ; and the edifices purified throughout

with rose water brought for the occasion from Damascus. The
voice of the Mu'edh-dhin was again heard proclaiming the hour

of prayer ; and Saladin himselfwas present in a solemn assembly,

and performed his devotions in both the mosks es-Sukhrah and
el-Aksa.' From that time onward to the present day, the pre-

cincts of the ancient temple, with one slight exception, have re-

mained in the hands of the Muslims ; and seem to have expe-

rienced no important changes, except such as are incidental to the

lapse of time.

The rock es-Siikhrah beneath the great dome, with the excava-

ted chamber under it, is one of the most venerated spots of Mus-
lim tradition and devotion. Even the Christians of the middle

ages regarded it as the stone on which Jacob slept when he saw
the vision of angels ; and also as the spot where the destroying

angel stood, when about to smite Jerusalem for the sin of David.^

Some regarded it likewise as having existed anciently under the

most holy place of the Jewish temple ; and as still containing in

itself the ark and other sacred things.' The followers of Mu-
hammed have loaded this rock with legends respecting their pro-

phet ; until it has become in their eyes second alone to the sacred

Ka'beh of Mecca. Their writings are full of the praises of the

Sukhrah and of Jerusalem. Even the false prophet himself is

reported to have said :
" The first of places is Jerusalem, and the

first of rocks is the Siikhrah ;" and again: "The rock es-Sukhrah

at Jerusalem is one of the rocks of Paradise."* The mosk el-Aksa is

perhaps even more respected. Indeed the two are regarded as form-

' Jac. de Vitriaco describes it as being stone mentioned by the Itiner. Hieros. ia
** immense quantitatis et amplitudinis;" c. A. D. 333, near the two statnes of Adrian

:

62. '^£st non longe de statuis l^pis pertasus,
" Reinaud Extr. des Eistoriens Arabes, ad qnem veniunt Judaei singulis annis, et

1829, p. 21,5. unguent eum, et lamentant se cum gemitu,
' Wilken Gesch. der Kreuzz. III. ii. p. et vestimenta sua scindunt, et sic recedunt."

311 sq. Reinaud Kxtr. des Historiens ° Hist, of Jerusalem by Mejr ed-Din,

Arabes, 1829, p. 214 sq. Fundgr. des Orient. II. p. 384. See also
* Gen. 28, 11 sq. 2 Sam. 24, 16. Pho- the account of two Arabic Mss. of similar

cas de Locis Sanct. 14. WiU. Tyr. 8. 3, import, in the Royal Library at Paris

;

fin. Notices et Extraits des Mss. etc. Tom. IIL
' Albert. Aq. 6. 24. p. 281. Fulcher. pp. 605, 610.

Cam. t. 18. p. 397.*—This is probably the

i. 443, 444
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ing together one great temple ; whicli, with their precincts, is

now commonly called el-Haram esh-Sherif ; but which in earlier

Arabian writers bears the general name of Mesjid el-Aksa, ' the

remotest ' of the holy places, in distinction from Mecca and Me-
dina.' This grand temple or mosk they regarded as the largest

in the world, except that at Cordova in Spain.''

The walls around, and even the ground itself, bear evidence

of being in part composed of the materials of former structures.

Fragments of marble columns and masses of rubbish are visible

in places where the ground is turned up or the sward broken;'
and the famous seat of Muhammed, where he is to sit and judge
the world, is nothing more than the broken shaft of a column,
built in horizontally across the upper part of the eastern wall,

instead of a square stone. Being longer than the thickness of the
wall, it projects somewhat externally and overhangs the valley of

Jehoshaphat ; thus affording an occasion for the legend.* Other
similar fragments are seen in various parts of the wall.

We heard much of the large reservoirs or cisterns which are

said to exist under the surface of the Haram ; and which have
been often mentioned by travellers.' The Muslim worship, with
its many ablutions, requires an abundant supply of water in or

near the mosks ; and the construction of cisterns was here almost
a matter of course. The ancient subterranean vaults in this quar-

ter, appear to have been in part used for this purpose. These
cisterns are filled, as in the private houses of the city, partly by
rain water from the roofs of the buildings ; and partly also by
the aqueduct which brings water from Solomon's pools. At the

time of our visit, this was dry. Between the mosks es-Sukhrah
and el-Aksa there is a marble basin or fountain, bordered with olive,

orange, and cypress trees ; apparently connected with the tank
or cistern described here in the times of the crusaders, which had
a basin and a dome supported by columns, and furnished water

' The JamJa el-Aksa is the mosk alone

;

p. 214 sq. Richarda-n's Travels, IL p.

the A/efjid el-Aksa is the mosk with all 285 sq. Bonomi in Hogg's Visit to Alex-

the sacred enclosure and precincts, includ- andria, Jerusalem, etc. II. p. 272 sq.

ing the Sukhrah. Thus the words Mesfid " Richardson's Travels, II. p. 312.

andjami'adifferinusagesomewhatlikethe ' Bonomi in Hogg's Visit to Alexan-

Greek Up6y and vais. See Hist, of Jerus. andria, pp. 282, 283.

in Fundgr. des Or. II. p. 93. Comp. Ibn * Niebuhr Reisebeschr. Bd. HI. Anh. p.

•l-Wardi, in Abulf. Syria, ed. Kohler, p. HI. Ali Bey's Travels, II. p. 226.—So
180. Tacitus describes the ancient temple as

' Ibn el-Wardi, 1. 1. Edrisi, p. 343, ed. having within its enclosure "piscinse cis-

Jaubert.—The most complete oriental ac- temaeque servandis imbribus ; " Hist 6.

count of the Haram is in the History of 12. Comp. Aristsens in Appendix to Hav-
Jerusalem by Mejr ed-Din, already so erscamp's Josephua, Vol. II. p. 112. So
often quoted, Fnndgr. des Or. II. pp. 81, too the Itin. Hieros. A. D. 333, speaks

lis, 375. V. p. 157. Less important is thus of the site of the temple : " Sunt ibi

the History of the Temple by Jeliil ed- excepturia magna aqnse subterranese et

Din, translated by Reynolds, Lond. 1836. piscinse magno opere eedjficatEe."

See also Ali Bey's Travels, Vol. II. c. 16.

Vol. I.—26 i. 141-116
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for the besieged and their cattle.* In the lower part of the city,

around the enclosure of the mosk, are several puhlic fountains of

Muslim construction, which appear once to have been fed from
the cisterns of the Haram ; but they have long ceased to flow.

The spacious crypts or vaults, which are known to exist be-

neath the mosk el-Aksa and the southern part of the enclosure,

are a matter of intense interest ; and we may hope that the time

is not far distant, when they will become more accessible to a

complete examination. They are mentioned by travellers, who
heard of them as early as the fifteenth century.* An Arabiai)

writer of about the same age speaks of a structure beneath the

mosk, which was called the " ancient temple," and was referred

to Solomon on account of its massive architecture.' In A. D.

1697, MaundreU appears to have seen these vaults, and describea

them as extending one hundred feet or more under Mount Moriah

on the south side, and consisting of columns of a single stone,

each four feet in diameter, and arched over with very large stones.

How he can have seen these from the outside, from any point

within the city wall, is to me inexplicable ; unless there may have

been at the time a breach in the wall. At present there is no
trace of any door or entrance on this part. A few small holes or

windows hagh up, are all the openings now visible.* So far as

I know, the only Frank travellers who have been permitted to

descend into the vaults from within, are Kichardson in 1818, and
Messrs Bonomi, Catherwood and Arundale in 1833.' The usual

entrancefrom above is at the southeast corner of the enclosure, where

a flight of steps leads down to " a square subterraneous chamber,

in the middle of which, laid on the floor, is a sculptured niche" in

the form of a sarcophagus, with a canopy above. This is called

the cradle of Jesus. "From this chamber," Mr Bonomi says,

" we descended a staircase to a spacious crypt, or series of vaults,

extending beneath a considerable portion of the enclosure.

—

These noble substructions consist entirely of Eoman arches of

large dimensions and admirable workmanship, probably of the

age of Herod."' Richardson remarks, that the stones of which

' Albert. Aq. 6. 23, in Gesta Dei, p. 280. Bruyn (le Bmo) appears to speak of the
^ Breydenbach, A. D. 1483, relates that same vaults a few years before. He calls

they could contain 600 horses ; Eeissb. p. them the Temple of the Presentation

;

111. Fabri in the same year says, they they were under a mosk and could te seen

were held to have been the stables of Solo- only with lights ; Voyage, etc. p. 262.

mon ; and he entered them through a hole Morison also entered the vaults from be-

in the outer wall ; ibid. p. 279. Baum- low
; p. 879.

garten in A. D. 1507 heard of them as ' Richardson's Travels, II. p. 308 sq.

spacious and magnificent, and capable of Bonoipi in Hogg's Visit to Alexandria, etc.

receiving many thousand men ; Peregri- II. p. 281 sq. Ali Bey also heard of the

natio, p. 86. vaults, but did not visit them ; Travels II.

' History of Jerusalem, etc. Fundgr. p. 227.

desOr. II.'p. 95. 'Bonomi, 1. e. JI. pp. 281, 282. I
* Manndrell's Journey, etc. Apr. 5. De have since had the pleasure of receiving

i, 446. 447
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the square columns are composed, are five feet long and are bevel-

led at the ends and corners ; they are disintegrated, and have a
much older appearance than the arches which they support.'

From information and plans kindly communicated to me by
Mr Catherwood, who with his companions examined and mea-
sured these subterranean structures without hindrance in 1833, it

appears that these vaults, so far as they are now accessible to

strangers, were originally formed by some fifteen rows of square

pillars measuring about five feet on a side, buUt of large bevelled

stones, and extending from the southern wall northwards to an

Soath Wall of the Hanm.

unknown extent. The intervals between the rows are usually,

though not entirely, regular ; and the pillars of some of the ran-

ges are of a somewhat larger size. In each row the pillars are

connected together by semicircular arches ; and then the vault,

resting upon every two rows, is formed by a lower arch, consisting

of a smaller segment of a circle. The circumstance mentioned

by Richardson, that the pillars have a much older appearance

than the arches which they support, was not noticed by the

three artists. From the entrance at the southeast corner of the

from Mr Bonomi himself a full confirma-

tion of the account given in the text.

• Travels, IL pp. 309, 310.

L 447. 448
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Haram for, about one hundred and twenty feet westward, ttese
ranges of vaults extend northwards nearly two hundred feet

;

where they are shut up by a waU of more modem date. For
about one hundred and fifty feet further west, the vaults are

closed up in like manner at less than a hundred feet from the

southern wall ; and to judge from the weUs and openings above
ground, it would seem as if they had thus been walled up, in or-

der that the northern portion of them might be converted into

cisterns. Beyond this part, towards the west, they again extend

still further north. They are here terminated on the west, be-

fore reaching el-Aksa,' by a like wall filling up the intervals of

one of the rows of piUars. How much further they originally

extended westward, is unknown ; not improbably quite to the

western wall of the enclosure, where are now said to be immense
cisterns.*

The ground in these vaults rises rapidly towards the north
;

the southernmost columns with the double arches being about
thirty-five feet in height ; while those in the northern parts are

little more than ten feet high. The surface of the ground is

everywhere covered with small heaps of stones ; the memorials of

innumerable pUgrims who have here paid their devotions. It is

a singular circumstance, that the roots of the large olive trees

growing upon the area of the Haram above, have in many places

forced their way down through the arches, and still descending

have again taken root in the soil at the bottom of the vaults.—;

The accompanying plan of these vaults is from the skilful pencil

of Mr Catherwood ; and was made out from his own very fuH

and exact measurements.'

At about thirty feet in fi'ont of el-Aksa, just on the east of

its principal porch or door, a passage leads down by steps through

the pavement and under the mosk, and continues to descend'

partly by steps and partly without, until it terminates in a noble

ancient gateway adjacent to the southern wall of the enclosure.

This gateway is forty-two feet in breadth by fifty or sixty feet in

length from south to north. It is described by Mr Catherwood

as entirely similar in its character and architecture to the Golden
gateway spoken of above,' except that it would seem to be of a

' The distance from the southeast cor- would seem to have heen on the west of

ner of the Haram to the eastern wall of el-Aksa.

el-Aksa, according to Mr Catherwood's ' This language refers to the cut in the

plans, is about 475 feet; while from the former edition. The present cut is from,

same comer to the western side of the Ferguson's Essay on the Ancient Topo-

vaults now open to visitors, is only about graphy of Jerusalem, Plate V. ; for which

320 feet it was likewise furnished by Mr Cafher-
^ 'Iho vaults described by Maundrell wood,

i. 448-450
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Bomewhat earlier date ; the same groined roof and marble col-

umns of the Corinthian order, indicating a Roman origin or at

least a Roman style. Like that too it is a double gateway ; and
the middle row of columns extends up through the whole pas-

sage."

There can be little question, that this is the ancient gate

mentioned by Josephus, in the middle of the southern side of the

temple area.* It may have been erected, or at least decorated

by Herod ; and perhaps rebuilt by Adrian or at the same time
with the church under Justinian. At present the floor of it is

aboiit fifteen or twenty feet above the ground on the outside.

Probably an external flight of steps originally connected it with
the part of the city below. The present southern wall, here

wholly modem, entirely covers this gateway from view ; so that

a person by merely looking at the outside, would have no sus-

picion of its existence ; although to one already acquainted with
it, certain traces in the wall serve to mark its place. This is

just on the east of the spot, where the city wall, coming up from
the south, meets the wall of the Haram ; it is consequently very

near the middle of the southern side of the ancient temple area.

At present neither this gateway, nor the passage leading down
to it, have any communication with the vaults above described.

—

The existence of this ancient gateway goes to confirm indubitably

the view already taken, that the present southern wall of the

Haram occupies the identical site of the same wall of the ancient

temple area.^

The crypts too are doubtless ancient ; and may be referred,

partly perhaps to the vaulted substructions which were built up,

or very probably only repaired, for the area of Justinian's church;*

and partly either to Herod, or with greater probability to a still

earlier date. Herod indeed appears not to have meddled to any

great extent with the substructions of the temple ; except per-

haps so far as to construct a subterraneous passage to it from

the fortress Antonia.' In doing this he doubtless made use in

part of older vaults or excavations ; and we know from Josephus,

' See the deseriptaon of the Golden gate- measurements and plans of the subter-

woy above, p. 296. ranean and Golden gateways ; as well as of
" Joseph. Ant. 1.5. 11. 5. both the mosks el-Aksa and el-Sukhrah,
' See above, p. 289. The reader, I am and of the Haram in general. It is greatly

»nre, will join with me in thanking Mr to be desired, that these too may be given

Catherwood for this very specific and valu- to the public.—This hope has never been

able information respecting the vaults and fulfilled, and probably never will be. The

this subterranean gateway. The very ex- lamented Catherwood perished in the oa-

istence of such a gate now becomes known tastrophe of the ill fated Arctic, in 1854.

to the public for the first time. Besides * See above, p. 297.

the preceding plan of the vault?, the same ' See above, p. 283. Joseph. Antiq. 15.

gentleman has in his possession »milar 11. 7.
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that such existed in connection with the temple. This historian

relates/ that near the close oi" the siege of Jerusalem hy Titus,

Simon, one of the Jewish tyrants in the upper city, withdrew
.with a company of friends and stonecutters, furnished with tools

and provisions, into a subterraneous cavern, with the hope of

being able through connecting passages and by occasional min-
ing, to make their escape without the walls of the city. In this

purpose however they were frustrated ; their provisions failed

;

and after Titus had departed from the city, Simon, arraying

himself in white and purple, emerged from the ground on the

spot where the temple had stood, in the vain hope of terrifying

the guards who were there stationed, and thus making his es-

cape. He was however seized, and reserved for the triumph of

Titus.—This account implies at least, that there had been sub-

terranean vaults or passages beneath the temple, corresponding

to the cavati sub terra monies of Tacitus.'

Of the living fountain deep under the site of the temple,

mentioned perhaps by Aristseus and apparently referred to by
Tacitus, I shall speak in another place, in treating of the waters

of Jerusalem.

VI. TOWEE OF HIPPICUS, AND OTHER TOWERS.

Having thus obtained, in the substructions of the former

temple, a fixed and definite point in the ancient topography of

Jerusalem ; and having found in the same a specimen and stand-

ard of the Jewish mural architecture ; we afterwards turned our

attention to other like remains, in the hope of being able to de-

termine the places and the direction of some of the ancient towers

and walls, which stood in connection with those of the temple.

Hippicus. The most important spot in a topographical

respect yet to be ascertained, was the exact situation of the an-

cient tower Hippicus ; which Josephus, as we have seen, assumed
as the starting point in his description of all the city walls ; and
which was to be sought for at the northwest corner of the upper

city or Mount Zion.' Of this tower the historian has left us a tole-

rably minute description!^ It was built by the first Herod, and
named after a friend of his who had fallen in battle. The form
was a quadrangle, twenty-five cubits on each side ; and buUt up
entirely solid to the height of thirty cubits. Above this solid

' Joseph. B. J. 7. c. 2. proof, entitled : Von den Gewolhern unter
' So Jos. B. J. 5. 3. 1 , tiJ roils iirovi- dem Berge Zion vnd des Tempels, in his

fiovs. Tacit. Hist. 5. 12, "Templum in Zerstreute kl. Schriften, p 427 sq. Mijn-

modam arcis,—fons pefennis aquse, cavati ter Antiquarische Abhandiungeri, p. 87 sq.

sub terra montes, et piscina: cistemaeque ^ See above, pp. 279, 2S0. Joseph. B.

servandisimbribus." See generally on this J. 5. 4. 2.

bubjcct an essay of J. D. Michaclis, which * Ibid. 5. 4. 3, 4.

exhibits much more of hypothesis than of
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part was a cistern twenty cubits high ; and then, for twenty-firo

cubits more, were chambers of various kinds ; with a breastwork
of two-cubits and battlements of three cubits upon the top. The
altitude of the whole tower, accordingly, was eighty cubits. The
stones of which it was built, were very large, twenty cubits long
by ten broad and five high ; and (probably on the upper part)

were of white marble.—It must here be borne in mind, that Jo-
sephus (as above mentioned) probably had no such specific mea-
surements ; he was writing, after the lapse of years, at Kome

;

and the numbers here given must therefore be regarded only in

the light of conjectural estimates.' On the other hand, the soli-

dity of the lower part of the tower is a circumstance so remark-
able, and was probably of such publicity, that it cannot well be
referred to the imagination of the historian.

Gn the same northwestern part of Zion, a little south of the

Yafa gate, lies at present the fortress or citadel of the modem
Jerusalem. It is an irregular assemblage of square towers, sur-

rounded on the inner side towards the city by a low wall ; and
having on the outer or west side a deep fosse. The towers which
rise from the brink of the fosse, are protected on that side by a
solid sloping bulwark or buttress, which rises from the bottom of

the trench at an angle of about 45° This part bears evident

marks of antiquity ; and this species of sloping bulwark, of which
we saw several other specimens in Palestine, I am disposed to

ascribe to the times of the Romans. In respect to the present

instance, Adrian, in rebuilding and fortifying the city, would very

naturally build up again a citadel upon the commanding site of

the former one ; and to his age I am inclined to refer these mas-
sive outworks.—At the capture of Jerusalem by the crusaders in

A. D. 1099, this fortress was the strongest part of the city, and
the last to be surrendered." The historians of those times speak

of it under the name of the tower or citadel of David ; and de-

scribe it as built of large hewn stones and of immense strength.'

When the walls of the city were thrown down A. D. 1219 by the

Muslims, this fortress was spared ;* and continued to bear among
Franks only the name of the tower of David down to the six-

teenth century.' It then apparently began also to be called the

castle of the Pisans ; in consequence, it is said, of having for-

merly been rebuilt or repaired by citizens of the Pisan republic'

» See above, p. 277. fid. Cruc. 3. 7. 2. F. Fabri in 1483

;

' Will. Tyr. 8. 24. Eeissb. p. 245.
' Will Tyr. 8. 3. ib. 9. 3. Jaa de Vit ° JPisanum Castellum, Pisanorum Cas-,

c. 60, "ex lapidibns quadris csemento et trum, Adrichomius, p. 1.56 Cotovicus in

plnmbo fusili quasi indissolubiliter compa- 1598, Itin. p. 279.—The nse of this name
ginatis constmctam." appears to have grown up in the sixteenth

* Wilken Gesch. der Krenzz. VI. p. 238. century. I find it first in the Itinerary of

* So Marin. Sanut A. D. 1321, Seer. B. Salignnc, who travelled in A. D. 1522,
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Within this fortress, as the traveller enters the city hy the
Ydfa gate, the northeastern tower attracts his notice ; and, even
to the unpractised eye, hears strong marks of antiquity. The
upper part is apparently modern, and does not differ from the
other towers and walls around ; hut the lower part is built of
larger stones, bevelled at the edges ; and apparently still occu-
pying their original places. Among the Franks this is now known
as the tower of David ; while they sometimes give also to the
whole fortress the name of the castle of David.

Judging from the external appearance of this tower, and its

situation in respect to Zion and the ancient temple, it early oc-

curred to us, that the antique lower part of it was very probably
a remnant of the tower of Hippicus erected by Herod ; which,
as Josephus informs us, was left standing by Titus, when he de-
stroyed the city.' This impression was strengthened as we daily

passed and repassed the fortress, and became more at home in

the topography of the city ; and especially was this the case,

after we had discovered the remains of the ancient bridge con-
nected with the temple. We now repaired to the citadel, as

already related ;' and, from a careful inspection and measure-
ments, found our former impressions confirmed.

This tower has been built up at the top hke the other towers,

in later times ; and is of about the same altitude as the rest. It

is quadrangular, though not a square ; the eastern side measuring
56 feet 4 inches ; and the southern side, 70 feet 3 inches. The
bearings of the sides, taken from the southeast comer, are N. 11°

W. and W. 11° S. The height of the antique portion is 40 feet, but
there is much rubbish in the fosse at the bottom ; and an allow-

ance must be made of several feet more on this account. The
large stones of which this part is built, have evidently never been
disturbed ; they have neither been thrown down nor relaid

;

and the general impression which they make upon the beholder,

is precisely like that of the remains of the ancient walls around the

temple. One of these stones measured 9| feet long, 4^ feet broad,

and 3 feet 10 inches high ; another, 10 feet 2 inches long, 4 feet

1 inch high ; a third, 12J feet long, 3 feet 5 inches broad. They
are therefore smaller than the stones of the temple walls ; and
although like them bevelled, yet the rest of the surface is only

roughly hewn. These two circumstances indicate a less massive

and less careful style of architecture ; and probably imply a
later date.

(Tom. VII. c. 1,) from whom Adrichomras at the time, that the same suggestion had
quotes it; and also in Helffrich, A D. 1565, been made on similar grounds by Scholz,

Reissb. p 717; Zuallardo, A. D. 1586, p. de Golffatfue situ, p. S. See also Raumer's

261 ; Cotovicus, as above ; Sandys in A. D. Paliistina, edit. 3. p. 312. Schubert's

1610, p. 123, etc. Keise, II. p 532.
' Joseph. B. J. 7. 1 . 1.—I was not aware ' Sec above, p. 245.
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The entrance of the present tower is in the western side,

about half way up, in the upper or modern part. To the lower
or antique part there is no known nor visible entrance, either

from above or below ; and no one knows of any room or space in

it. The officer who accompanied us, said there was a tradition

among them, that there was formerly an underground passage

leading to it ; but no one knew any thing of it now.—We made
all our measurements in the presence of the soldiers ; and some
of them even went so far as to assist us.

AU these circumstances, compared with the account of Jo-

sephus, and taking into view the conjectural and exaggerated na-
ture of his statements, tally well enough with the description of

Hippicus ; while the position of the tower and the apparent
solidity of the antique part, leave little room to doubt of its iden-

tity.

Towers of Phasaelus and Mariamne. Josephus describes

also two other towers, ' built by Herod in the same general form,

but of somewhat larger dimensions ; one called Phasaelus after

his friend, and the other Mariamne after his favourite wife.

They stood not far from Hippicus, on the first or ancient wall,

which ran from the latter tower eastward to the temple, along the

northern brow of Zion. This brow was here thirty cubits above
the valley of the Tyropceon, and added greatly to the apparent

height of the towers. Connected with these towers and Hippicus,

was the royal castle or palace of the first Herod, which was en-

closed by the said wall on the north, and on the other sides by a

wall thirty cubits high. The whole was finished with great

strength and regal splendour ; and furnished with halls, and gal-

leries, and cisterns, and apartments without number.'

But of all this strength and splendour not a vestige now re-

mains, except the lower solid part of Hippicus, as above described.

Titus, indeed, on beholding the massive nature of these works,

gave orders to let these three towers be left standing, as memo-
rials to posterity of the impregnable nature of the fortifications,

which Roman valour had been able to subdue.' But not impro-

bably Adrian, while he retained the foundations of Hippicus

within his fortress, may have demolished the remains of the others

for the sake of their materials.

The Tower PsepMnos. Josephus describes a fourth tower,

called Psephinos, situated overagainst Hippicus and the other

towers towards the north, at the northwest corner of the third or

exterior wall of the city.* This would seem to have been built

by Agrippa, or at least in connection with the third or later wall.

It was of an octagonal form, seventy cubits high; and from it could

' B. J. 5. 4. 3, 4. ' Ibid. 6. 9. 1. ib. 7. 1. 1.

" Ibid. 5. 4. 4. * Ibid, 5. 4. 2, 3.
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be seen Arabia towards the rising sun, and the inheritance of the
Hebrews quite to the sea.' All this shows that this tower must
have stood upon the high swell of ground which extends up N.
N. W. from the northwest corner of the present city. Here,
at the distance of 700 feet from that corner, on the highest part
of the ridge, (which indeed is higher than Zion,) are traces of an-
cient substructions, apparently of towers or other fortifications,

extending along the high ground for 650 feet further in the same
direction. This must always have been an important spot in

every siege of the city ; and although none of these substructions

may perhaps be actually those of Psephinos
;
yet, in connection

with the traces of walls, of which I shall speak hereafter, they
serve to render it probable, that the tower in question stood

somewhere in this vicinity.

VII. ANCIENT AND LATER WALLS.

We have thus ascertained two fixed points in the ancient to-

pography of the city, viz. the tower of Hippicus and the temple.

At the former of these Josephus makes aU the walls of the city

begin ; while they all terminated at or near the latter. An out-

line of their several courses has already been given.'

First or earliest Wall. We follow again the order of Jose-

phus.' The first and most ancient wall, beginning at Hippicus
on the north, ran first (eastward) along the northern brow of Zion
and so across the valley to the western side of the temple area.

In this wall were the other two towers Phasaelus and Mariamne
;

and adjacent to it on the south were the palace of Herod, the

Xystus, and the bridge leading from the upper city to the tem-
ple. The length of this waU, between Hippicus and the temple,

as near as we could estimate by paces, must have been about 630
yards.

From the tower of Hippicus again, this first or ancient wall

on the west ran (southwards) along the western brow of Zion,

through a place called Bethso to the gate of the Essenes. Both
these are now unknown. Thence it turned along on the south

over Siloam ; and bending round on the east to Solomon's pool

and the place called Ophla, it joined itself to the eastern portico

of the temple.* This account is not very definite ; and whether

any traces of this wall remain, is doubtful. Along the western

brow of Zion, outside of the present city, is a narrow higher ridge,

which may not improbably be composed of rubbish and the

' This must of course mean the Dead ever, within or around the city of Jerusa*

Sea. The Mediterranean is not visible lem.

from the mount of Olives ; and much less ' Ses above, pp. 278, 279.

co-jld it be seen from any tower, or any ' B. J. 5. 4. 2.

part of the walls, or from any spot what- * See Note 1, on page 279.
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foundations of the ancient wall. Quite at the southwest corner

of Zion also, just below the brow, we found detached ledges of
rock scarped in several places, as if they had once formed part of

the foundation of the wall ; and these we could trace for some
distance eastward.' We were told also, that in digging deeply

for the foundations of the new barracks, just south of the castle,

many remains of walls and buildings had been discovered ; but
we were too late to examine this point ourselves ; the excavations

having been already filled up.—From a remark of Benjamin of

Tudela, about A. D. 1165, it would seem that traces of some part

of the ancient wall of Zion were visible in his day.'

In respect to the wall upon the eastern side, from Siloam to

the temple, the question arises, whether it so ran as to include

the waters of Siloam and the fountain of the Virgin within the

city. On this point there is nothing very definite in Josephus or

elsewhere ; but it seems hardly probable, that the wall should
have been carried close along by the only living fountains in the

whole region of the city, and yet exclude them. It would seem
too, from a passing notice of Josephus, that the city extended
quite down to Siloam ; and that there was a wall or fortification

around that fountain.' This is also more distinctly evident

from the language of Nehemiah.* From Siloam the wall ran to

the pool or reservoir of Solomon ; and this cannot well have been
any other than the fountain of the Virgin, which is deep and ex-

cavated in the rock. At least there is nothing else in all this

quarter which answers to that pool ; nor is there any other pas-

sa:5e in Josephus which can be apphed to this ancient fountain.^

The eastern wall then probably ran along the valley of Jehosha-

phat ; or else, crossing the point of the narrow ridge northeast of

Siloam, swept down into that valley so as to include the fountain."

Then, passing by Ophla (Ophel), it ascended and terminated at

the eastern portico of the temple. This circumstance serves to

show, that the wall did not run along the brow of the ridge above

the valley ; for in that case it could have terminated only on the

southern side of the temple, and not upon the eastern. Indeed,

from another passage of Josephus, it would appear, that a portion

of the valley of the Kidron was included in this wall.' The third

wall too, coming from the north towards the temple, is said to ter-

minate, not at the temple itself, but at this ancient wall in the

' See the account of the English ceme- and south of the temple, at the distance of

tery in VoL III. Sec. IV. 960 feet from the city wall, are scarped
' Benj. of 'lud. ed. Asher, I. p. 73. rocks, apparently the foundations of a wall

' B. J. 6. 7. 2. ib. 6. 8. 5. or some other like structure.

* Neh. 3, 15. ' Jos. B. J. 5. 6. 1. Here John is said

' This is not improbably the " King's to have held possession of the temple and

pool" of Neh. 2, 14. the parts thereto adjoining, as also Ophla
* On the narrow ridge north of Siloam and the valley of the Kidron.
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valley of the Kidron.'—Hence, the place Ophel wotild appear
to have been situated on the south of the temple, perhaps extend-

ing down towards the fountain of the Virgin. It was inhabited by
the Nethinim, who performed the menial ofBces of the temple and
therefore dwelt in its vicinity. °

In the account of the siege of Jerusalem by Titus, it appears,

as we have seen, that after the Komans had got possession of the

lower city, the temple, and all the tract south of it as far as to

Siloam, they were yet unable to enter the upper city, into which
the Jews had withdrawn themselves.* We are therefore under
the necessity of supposing a wall along the eastern brow of Zion,

above the Tyropceon, extending from the Xystus probably to a
point near Siloam.^ Such a wall is not mentioned by Josephus
or any other writer ; but the circumstances of the case obviously

imply its existence.'

Second Wall. Josephus' description of the second wall is

very short and unsatisfactory. It began at the gate called Gen-
nath in the first wall, and encircling only the tract lying north,

extended to Antonia.' This gate of Gennath in the first wall

doubtless was near the tower of Hippicus ; and was probably not
included within the second wall, in order to allow a direct passage

between the upper city and the country.' The two extremities

of this wall are therefore given ; but its course between these

poiats is a matter of some difficulty to determine.
• Did this wall perhaps run from its beginning near the tower

of Hippicus on a straight course to the fortress Antonia ? This
question I feel compelled to answer in the negative, for several rea-

sons. First, the express language of Josephus, that it took a
circular course. Secondly, the pool of Hezekiah, which is of high
antiquity and lay within the ancient city, must then have been
excluded. Thirdly, the whole space included in the lower city,

would in this way have been reduced to a small triangle, of about
600 yards on the south side and some 400 yards on the east side.

And lastly, this wall, built for the defence of this part of the city,

would thus have passed obliquely across the very point of the hill

Akra, and have been overlooked and commanded on the west by
every other part of the same hiU.

These reasons constrain me to suppose, that the second wall

' Joseph. B. J. 5. 4. 2. scribed by Josephns, from Siloam by Solb-
' Neh. 3, 26. 27. 11,21. Comp. Jos. mon's pool to the eastern side cf the tem-

B. J. 5. 6. 1. pie ?

' Jos. B. J. 6. 6. 2, 3. ib. 6. 7. 2. • Jos. B. J. 5. i. 2, KVKXoi/teyov Si
* Comp. Jos. B. J. 6. 8. 5. rh vpoixii^KTiov K\ifia ix6yoy, avyei fie-xpt rrjs
° In 2 Chr. 33, 14, king Manasseh is 'kvTwvias.

said to have " compassed about Ophel, and ' It mnst hare been on the east of Hip-
raised it np a very great height." May it picus, for the third wall began at that

not have been the case, that the more an- tower. It could not however have been
cient wall on this aide included only Zion

;

far distant ; because that part of Zion was
while this wall of Manasseh ran, as de- then high and steep. Jos. B. J. 5. i. i.
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ran first from near Hippicus northwards across the higher and
more level part of Akra ; and then sweeping round to the valley

between Akra and Bezetha somewhere in the vicinity of the pre-
sent Damascus gate, afterwards took a direction across the high
ground of Bezetha down to the northwest comer of Antonia ; al-

though the whole of Bezetha certainly was not included by it.

—

In favour of this general hypothesis, we have not only the express

language of Josephus, as above quoted, and the fact that it re-

moves all the difficulties just enumerated as incident to a straight

course ; but it also receives some support from another incidental

remark of the Jewish historian. Having described the manner
in which the Romans, after many fierce assaults, got possession of

the second wall, he informs us, that Titus immediately caused
all the northern part to be thrown down ; but placed troops in

the towers along the southern part. Had the wall run in a direct

course from Hippicus to Antonia, the writer could weU have spo-

ken only of the eastern and western parts.

The same hypothesis seems to receive further confirmation

from a fact which we noticed near the Damascus gate ; and which
apparently has not been mentioned, by any writer. Every travel-

ler has probably observed the large ancient hewn stones, which
lie just in the inside of that gate towards the east. In looking at

these one day, and passing around them, we were surprised to

find there a square dark room adjacent to the wall ; the sides of

which are entirely composed of stones having precisely the char-

acter of those still seen at the corners of the temple area,—large,

bevelled, with the whole surface hewn smooth, and thus exhibit-

ing an earlier and more careful style of architecture than those

remaining in the tower of Hippicus. Connected with this room
on its west side is a winding staircase, leading to the top of the

wall, the sides of which are of the same character. Following out

this discovery, we found upon the western side of the gate, though

further from it, another room of precisely the same kind, corres-

ponding in all respects to that upon the eastern side ; except

that it had been much more injured in building the present wall,

and is in part broken away. Of the stones, one measured 7^ feet

long by 3^ feet high ; and another 6J feet long by a like height.

Some of them are much disinjegrated and decayed ; but they all

seem to be lying in their original places, as if they had never been

disturbed or moved from the spot, where they were first fitted to

each other.—The only satisfactory conjecture which I can form

respecting these structures is, that they were ancient towers, of a

date anterior to the time of Herod, and probably the guard-houses

of an ancient gate upon this spot. This gate could have belonged

only to, the second wall."-

' Another conjecture is indeed possible, tiz. that when Adrian rebuilt the city, tha
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Except these, no traces whatever of the second wall are visihle,

so far as we could discover. Heaps of rubbish out of various cen-

turies, and modern houses, cover the whole ground.'

Third Wall. This began also at Hippicus f ran northwards

as far as to the tower Psephinos ; then passed down opposite the

sepulchre of Helena ; and being carried along through the royal

sepulchres, turned at the corner tower by the Fuller's monument

;

and ended by making a junction with the ancient wall in the val-

ley of the Kidron. This wall was commenced by the elder

Agrippa under the emperor Claudius ; but he desisted from it for

fear of offending that emperor ; and it was afterwards carried on
and completed by the Jews themselves, though on a scale of less

strength and magnificence.^ Before the erection of this wall, the

buildings of the city had extended themselves far to the north,

covering also the hill Bezetha ; and were " wholly naked " of de-

fence.

The tower Psephinos, as we have seen, must have stood upon
the high ground N. N. W. of the northwest comer of the modern
city. The tomb of Helena, if not identical with the present

tombs of the Kings, (as is most probable,) was doubtless near

them.^ The wall is not said to have been carried so far as this

monument ; but only passed opposite or overagainst it. Of the

other points mentioned, nothing definite is known. The conclu-

sion is a probable one, that the wall passed from Psephinos in an
easterly or northeasterly direction to the brow of the valley of

Jehoshaphat ; and thence along that valley, until it met the an-

cient wall coming up from the south on the east of the temple.

In correspondence with this conclusion, we suppose that we
found traces of the foundations of Agrippa's wall on its north-

west part. I first came upon them accidentally, in returning

one evening with Mr Whiting from the tombs of the Kings along

the path leading up to the Y^fa gate. A few days after, in pass-

ing the same way with Messrs Smith and Lanneau, we exam-
ined them more leisurely. On the east of the said path, in the

Eomans may have taken stones from the which the besiegers first came, and which

mins of the temple and built these tow- they first took, viz. the second wall of the

ers. But this seems inconsistent with the text above, which was then the exterior

style of architecture, the evident fitting of wall on this part. By the second wall in

the stones to each other, and also with the same passage, he obviously means the

their decay apparently in their original wall aronnd the court of the temple,

places. Nor is such a conjecture sup- ' Jos. B. J. 5. 4. 2.

ported by anything analogous in other ' As Claudius ascended the throne in

parts of the city. A. D. 41, and Agrippa is generally held to

' See further upon this second wall in have died in A. D. 44, the date of the

Vol. in. Sec. V.—In describing the siege commencement of this wall is pretty defi-

of Jerusalem by Herod, before the third nitely fixed. It was begun ten or twelve

wall was built, Josephus speaks also of a years after our Lord's crucifixion,

first and second wall; Ant. 14. 16. 2. * See "Tombs of the Kings," further

But his first wall there is evidently that to on.
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field about half way between those tombs and the northwest cor-

ner of the city, we noticed foundations, which belonged very dis-

tinctly to the third wall ; consisting of large hewn blocks of stone,

of a character corresponding to other works of those ages. On the

west of the path, and running up the hill in a line with the above,

were other similar foundations ; and still further up were stones

of the like kind apparently displaced. By following the general

direction of these, and of several scarped rocks which had appa-

rently been the foundations of towers or the like, we succeeded

in tracing the wall in zigzags in a westerly course for much of

the way to the top of the high ground. Here are the evident

substructions of towers or other fortifications, extending for some
distance ; and from them to the northwest comer of the city,

the foundation of the ancient wall is very distinctly visible along

the hard surface of the ground. Within the corner of the mod-
ern walls is also a trace of the ancient one ; to which we shall

recur again presently.'

The next day, April 28th, we took measurements of these

foundations, so far as we could determine the various points, as

follows ; beginning at the northwest corner of the city.

To the foundations of a large tower.
Across other foundations of towers, etc.

To another point ; the intervening wall not traceable.

To foundations, etc.

To the path.

Along the path.

To the end of the large hewn stones first seen.

In the courses No. 5 and 6, there was some uncertainty.

Hewn rocks lay to the west in a line with the course No. 7. We
therefore returned to the end of No. 4, and measured new courses

as follows

:

6. N. 40° E. To hewn rocks, apparently the foundation of a tower.

6. N. 75° E. 200 feet. To the path, at the end of the former No. 6.

7. N. 75° E. 264 To the hewn stones, as before.

Beyond this point we were unable to trace anything ; unless

perhaps the foundation of a tower hewn in the rock towards the

northeast, but quite uncertain. A like search along the brow of

the valley of Jehoshaphat, was also in vain. Indeed, the level

ground on this side of the city has now been ploughed over for

ao'es, and the stones carried ofi" or thrown together to form ter-

races ; so that aR traces of former foundations have nearly disap-

peared. Many ancient cisterns however still remain ; and mar-

ble tesserae are often picked up.

Circumference of the Ancient City. The ancient southern

' See below, under " Walls of the Middle Ages.*

i. 466, 467
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wall, we know, included the whole of Zion ; the eastern wall ran
probably along or near the bottom of the valley of Jehoshaphat

;

while, as we have now seen, the northern wall passed some forty or

fifty rods north of the present city. Hence I am disposed to allow

fhll credit to the assertion of Josephus, that the ancient city was
33 stadia in circumference, equivalent to nearly 3j geographical

miles. The present circumference, as we have seen, is about 2i

geographical miles ; but the extent ofZion now without the walls,

and that of this tract upon the north, are sufficient to account

for the difference.

Walls of Adrian, and of the Middle Ages. The new city

of ^lia, erected by Adrian on the ruins of Jerusalem, would ap-

pear to have occupied very nearly the limits of the present city.

The portion of Zion which now lies outside, would seem then
also to have been excluded ; for Eusebius and Cyrill in the fourth

century speak of the denunciation of the prophet as having been
fulfilled, and describe Zion as "a ploughed field."' On the north

the extent of the second wall and the remains of the ancient gate

formed an appropriate boundary ; the waU being carried across

to the brow of the valley of Jehoshaphat on the east, so as to in-

clude the hill Bezetha, instead of bending southward, as an-

ciently, to the corner of Antonia.
The walls of Adrian appear to have remained until the times

of the crusaders ; having probably been more or less repaired

and strengthened by the Muhammedans, after they became mas-
ters of the city. About A. D. 697, Arculfus speaks of the south-

ern wall as running across the northern part of Zion ;" and when
the crusaders came, they also found the greater part of Zion still

without the city. When they invested Jerusalem, the Count of

Toulouse pitched his camp on this side, between the city and
the church of Zion, which was a bowshot distance from the

wall.'

Thus from the time of Adrian onward, even to our day, the

limits of the Holy City appear to have undergone no important

change. But the walls themselves have been subjected to many
vicissitudes. Towards the close of the period in which the cru-

saders had possession of the city, the walls in several parts had
fallen d 3wn from age ; and on this account a subscription was
entered into in A. D. 1178, among the princes of Europe both

" Mic. 3, 12. Enseb. Demonstr. Evan- Xeyay rh vvv i<p' fifiav T\rjpaAev. The
gel. 8. 3. p. 406, edit. Colon. 1688, Jtin. Hieros. also implies that Zion was
" Mens Sion—per vires Romanes in nulla then without the walls :

" Item exeunti

re a reliqna regione differens aratur et co- in Hierusalem, ut ascendas Sion," etc.

litar, ut DOS quoque inspexerimus bonm See above, pp. 264, 265.

opera locum arari et seminari."—Cyrill. ' Adamnan. ex Aroulf. 1. 1.

Hieros. Catech. 16. 18. p. 253. ed. Tout- " WiU. Tyr. 8. 5.

t^e : 2tti)V us ayphs aporpiaff^ffeTot * irpo-
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eecular and ecclesiastical, in order to rebuild them ; they engag-

ing to pay a sum of money annually until the work should be
completed.' This labour was probably in part accomplished ; for

in A. D. 1187, the city sustained a siege of several weeks, before

it yielded to the power of Saladin. Some years later, in the be-

ginning of A. D. 1192, Jerusalem being threatened with a siege

by Kichard ofEngland, Saladin spent the whole winter in strength-

ening the fortifications. New walls and bulwarks were erected,

and deep trenches cut. The Sultan himself rode daily around
the works to encourage the labourers ; and sometimes brought

stones to them upon the saddle of his own horse. In like man-
ner the high officers and learned men took part in the work

;

which was completed in six months, and had all the firmness and
solidity of a rock. Indeed the fortifications were now stronger

than ever before ; and the population of the city increased

greatly."

In A. D. 1219, the Sultan Melek el-Mu'adh-dhem of Damas-
cus, who now had possession of Jerusalem, ordered all the walls

and towers to be demolished, except the citadel and the enclo-

sure of the mosk ; in the fear lest the Franks should again be-

come masters of the city, and thus find it a place of strength.

This order occasioned great grief to the Muslim inhabitants,

great numbers of whom abandoned the city ; but it was carried

into efiect during that and the following year.^ In this defence-

less state the city continued, until it was again delivered over

to the Christians in consequence of the treaty with the emperor

Frederick II. in A. D. 1229 ; with the express understanding,

according to Arabian writers, that the walls should not be re-

built.* Yet ten years later, in A. D. 1239, the barons and
knights of the kingdom of Jerusalem made no scruple to break

the terms of the truce ; and began anew to build up the walls,

and erected a strong fortress on the west of the city.' Their

progress however was interrupted by an assault of the Emir
David of Kerak, who seized the city, strangled the Christian

inhabitants, and threw down again not only the walls and the

fortress just erected, but also dismantled the tower of David,

which had before been spared.'

Four years later, in A. D. 1243, Jerusalem was again by

treaty given over into the hands of the Christians without

reserve ; to the great indignation of all good Mussulmans, who

now beheld their sacred places again profaned.' The fortifica-

tions appear to have been immediately repaired ; for they are

' Will. Tyr. 21. 25, " propter nimiam ' WUken ib. VL pp. 237, 370.

vetnstatem cum muri jam ex parte cormis- * Ibid. pp. 478, 480.

Bent," etc. ' Ibid. p. 587.
» Wilken Gesch. der KrenzzUge, IV. p. " Ibid. p. 596.

457. VL p. 236. ' Ibid. p. 628.

Vol. I.—27* i 469, 470
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mentioned as existing in the storm of the city hy the wild Kha-
rismian hordes in the next year, A. D. 1244;' shortly after

which the city reverted for the last time into the hands of

its Muhammedan masters, with whom it has remained unto the

present day.' Of its walls we have no further account ; except

the fact of their having been rebuilt, as already described, in

A. D. 1542.'

These modern walls, as I have already remarked,* appear to

occupy the site of the former ones ; a slight deviation only be-

ing visible around the northwest corner of the city. Here both
along the western and northern sides, the remains of a former

wall may be traced for some distance on the outside, evidently

belonging to the times of the crusades. A more important frag-

ment of the same wall lies on the inside, just within the north-

west corner of the present walls, not far from the Latin convent.

It consists of a large square area or platform, built up solidly of

rough stones, fifteen or twenty feet in height, and paved on the

top. This was probably the former northwest bastion of the

city.'' At the southwest corner of this platform are the remains

of a higher square tower, built of small unhewn stones cemented
together. All these works seem to have been erected on the

ruins of a still older wall ; for at the southwest corner of the

mass, near the ground, are three courses of large bevelled stones,

rough hewn, passing into the mass diagonally, in such a way as

to show that they lay here before the tower and bastion were

built. These are probably remains of the ancient third wall ;
°

the foundations of which we had already traced from near this

point on the outside of the city. These ancient stones bore from
Hippicus N. 36° W.

Till. ANCIENT AND LATEB GATES.

Ancient Gates. In regard to the gates of ancient Jerusalem,

there exists so much uncertainty, that it would seem to be a vain

undertaking to investigate the relative positions of them all. Of
the ten or twelve gates enumerated in the book of Nehemiah
and other parts of the Old Testament, Eeland remarks with

' Chorosini, Chorosmini, Chowarismii

;

Quaresmius, II. p. 41. Le Bran's Voyage
Wilken Gesch. der Kreuzz. VI. pp. 631, etc. p. 298. Kortens Reice, p. 2 16.

634. Comment, de Bell. cruo. Hist. p. 202. * See above, p. 261.
" Wilken. Gesch. der Kreuzz. VI. p. ' Net improbably the "Tancred's Tow-

646. er' of the crusaders, which according to

° After these historical notices, it is ap- William of Tyre ( 8. 5) was at the north-

parent that the story can be only a fable, west angle of the city. The present tradi-

which is related by Quaresmius, and also tion has transported it to the northeast

by Le Brun and by Korte, respecting the corner ; see Prokesch Reise etc. p. 86.

architect employed by the Sultan to build " Unless we take them as having per-

np the present walls, viz. that he lost his haps belonged to the ancient second wall,

head for leaving out Mount Zion. See

i. 470, 471
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truth, that it is uncertain, first, whether they all were situated

in the external walls, or perhaps lay partly between the different

quarters of the city itself, as is common even now in oriental

cities ; secondly, whether some of them were not gates leading

to the temple, rather than out of the city ; and again, whether
two or more of the names enumerated, may not have helonged to

the same gate.' Indeed, it is certain, that there must have been

gates forming a passage between the upper and lower city ; and
we know that there were several on the western side of the area

of the temple. There must also probably have been a gate and
way leading from Akra to the quarter south of the temple, pass-

ing perhaps beneath the bridge. But of all those gates, who
can ascertain the names ?

It must however be borne in mind, that all the accounts of

the Old Testament relate to the city only as bounded on the

north, by the second wall of Josephus. There can of course be
no allusion to any of the gates of the subsequent third wall.

Hence, for example, the suggestion that the present gate of St.

Stephen may correspond to the ancient Sheep gate, is wholly un-

tenable ; since apparently, until the time of Agrippa, no wall ex-

isted in that quarter.

The chief passages relating to the gates and walls of the an-

cient city, are found in the book of Nehemiah ;
^ and these are

occasionally illustrated by other incidental notices. It is obvious

in the account of the rebuilding of the walls by Nehemiah, that

the description begins at the Sheep gate; and proceeds first

northwards, and so towards the left around the city, till it again

terminates at the same gate.' This gives the probable order in

which the ten gates there mentioned stood ; and the other two

named elsewhere can be easily inserted.^ But where was the

beginning, or what the intei-vals between, or where the positions

of the several gates ? These are questions which can never be

answered, except in a general and unsatisfactory manner.

Yet in regard to the probable position of a few of the gates,

we may arrive at some more definite conclusion. Thus the Foun-

tain gate, without much doubt, was situated near to Siloam ;' and

was not improbably the same as the "gate between two walls," by

' Reland Pal. p. 855. Miphkad ; and the gate of Ephraim. Then
' Neh. 2, 13-15. 3,1-32. 12, 31-tO. again meDtion is made of the Corner gate,

» Neh. 3, 1. 32. 2 Chr. 25, 23 ; and the gate of Benjamin,
* The ten gates mentioned in Nehem. Jer. 37, 13. The latter is probably the

C. 3, are the following : Sheep gate, vs. 1, same as the gate of Ephraim.—Josephus

32; Fish gate, vs. 3; Old gate, vs. 6; mentions further the gate called Gennath,

Valley gate, vs. 13; Dung gate, vs. 14; near the tower of Hippicus ; and that of the

Fountain gate, vs. 15 ; Watergate, vs. 26; Essenes on the south part of the city ; B.

Horse gate, vs. 28 ; East gate, vs. 29 ; Gate J. 5. 4. 2.

Miphkad, vs. 31. Also in 12, 39, we find ' Neh. 3, 15. 12, 37.

the Prison gate, perhaps the same with
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which king Zedekiah attempted to escape.' There was also

doubtless upon the northern side of the city a gate leading towards
the territory of Benjamin and Ephraim ; and this would natu-
rally take the name of those tribes. It may very probably have
been the ancient gate, which we found upon the site of the present

Damascus gate. The notices of the VaUey gate and Dung gate

are less distinct. In passing around the city towards the left,

they are mentioned before reaching the Fountain gate or Siloam;

and are therefore to be sought probably on the western or south-

ern part of Zion. Now the northwestern corner of Zion lies

just at the bend of the valley of Gihon or upper part of Hinnom
;

and here would naturally be, and so far as we know always has
been, a gate, the Gennath of Josephus. Here probably stood the

Valley gate, overagainst the Dragon fountain or Gihon." We must
look then for the Dung gate on the southern part of Zion ; and
as the nature of the ground in this part does not admit offrequent

gates, there seems good reason for regarding it as identical with
the gate of the Essenes mentioned by Josephus.'

In this way the course of Nehemiah during his night excur-

sion becomes plain. Issuing from the Valley gate on the west, he
followed down the valley of Hinnom and around to Siloam and
the King's (Solomon's) pool, or fountain of the Virgin. Beyond
this the narrow valley was full of ruins, so that there was " no
place for the beast that was under him to pass." He therefore

went up " by the brook " on foot, and then returned by the same
way.*

Further than this, I would not venture to advance. The no-

tices respecting the other gates are too indefinite to enable us to

determine anything more, than that some of them probably did

not belong to the external city wall. Thus the Horse gate evi-

dently lay between the temple and the royal palace ;' and the

Water gate was apparently on the western part of the area of

the temple."
' 2 K. 25, i. « Neh. 2, 13-15.
= Neh. 2, 13. '2K. 11, 16. 2 Chr. 23, 15.
' Josephus says the wall ran from Hip- ' Neh. 8, 1. 3. Comp. 3, 26.—Of the

picus through the place called Bethso to Fish gate, Jerome says that it led to Dios-

the gate of the Essenes, and thence on the polis and Joppa, and of course was on the

south to Siloam ; B. J, 5. 4. 2. This would west or northwest side of the city ; but this

fix the probable site of this gate on the is inconsistent with the order in Nehemiah
southwest part of Zion. The name Bethso c. 3. See Hieron. in Sophon. J, 10.—The
(B7j&<ri4) which Josephus does not translate, different hypotheses respecting the ancient

seems to be the Hebrew nttIS r"3, 'Dung gates maybe seen in Bachiene's Palast.

place
;

' and not improbably marks the spot '^^- ^^- § 94-107. Fabet's Archaol. der

where the filth of this part of the city was Heb. I. p. 336. Hamelsveld BibL Geogr.

thrown down from Zion into the valley I^- P- ^^ sq. Eosenmueller Bibl. Geogr

below. From this circumstance, the ad- ^- "• P- 216. Gesen. Thesaur. Heb. art

jacent gate might naturally receive the "i?^:, P^g^ 1460.

synonymous name r.Q-xn "iS'uJ 'Dung

gate."
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Gates of the Middle Ages. Of the gates erected by Adrian
in his new city ^lia, we have no account. As however the walls

of that city apparently occupied very nearly the same place as
the present ones, the nature of the ground renders it almost cer-

tain that there must have been, as now, one or more gates on the

west, north, and east ; and probably also on the south.

The earliest mention of gates in the subsequent ages, is by
Adamnanus, from the information of Arculfus, about A. D. 697.'

Then follow the notices of both Christian and Arabian writers in

the times of the crusades and later.

On the loest side there appears to have been formerly two gates.

The first and principal was the Porta David, Gate of David,
mentioned by Adamnanus, and also by the historians of the cru-

sades.* At that period it was called by the Arabs Bab el-Mihrab.^

This corresponds to the present Yafa gate or Bab el-Khulil.

—

The second was the Porta Villce FuUonis, Gate of the Fuller's

field, of Adamnanus.^ It seems to have been the same which
Brocardus calls Porta Judiciaria in the waU of those days,

somewhere overagainst the church of the Holy Sepulchre, leading

to Silo (Neby Samwil) and Gibeon. Probably also it was the

same which Arabian writers call Serb." There is no trace of it

in the present wall.—There would seem also to have been a small

portal contiguous to the Armenian convent in the southwest.'

Oil the north, there were also two gates ; and all Christian

writers speak of the principal one in those days as being called

the gate of St. Stephen. There can be no question on this point;

for they all, from Adamnanus down to Ludolf de Suchem (A. D.

1336-50), mention this gate and the place of St. Stephen's mar-

tyrdom, as upon the north side of the city.^ The tradition of the

monks on this point, was changed apparently about that time

and before the middle of the fifteenth century ; since they now, as

we have seen, call the eastern gate of the city by this name, and

show the place of martyrdom near it.' The same northern gate

is also sometimes called the gate of Ephraim, in reference to its

' Lib. 1.1," Portas bis temas, quarum ' Adamnanus 1. u. Will. Tyr. 8. 5, "por-

per circnitum civitatis ordo sic ponitur. ta qn« hodie dicitur ^ancti Stephnni, quae

1. Porta David ad occidentalem partem ad Aquilonem respirit." 9. 19. Gesta

montis Sion. 2. Porta villse FuUonis. 3. Dei, p. 572. Marin. Sanut. 3. 14. 8.

—

Porta S. Stephani. 4. Porta Benjamin. 'J hat Stephen was here stoned, is expressly

6. Portnla, hoc est parvula porta, ah hac said ; Will. Tyr. 8. 2, " a Septentrione . . .

pergradns ad vallem Josaphat descenditur. nbi usque hodie locus in quo protomartyr

6. Porta Tecuitis." Stephanus a Judseis lapidatus." Gesta

' Gesta Dei, p. 572. Will. Tyr. 8. 5. Dei, p. 572. Brocardus c. 8. fin. Lud. de

" Edrtsi about A. D. 1150, ed. Jauhert, Suchem, p. 83, and in Reissb. p. 846.—Yet

I. p. 341. Hist, of Jerusalem in Fundgr. Sir J. Maundevjlle, about 1325, speaks of

des Or. n. p. 129. a church of St. Stephen, where ho was
* So called from Isa. 7, 3. stoned, as already existing on the east of

» Brocardus, c. 8. fin. Mejr ed-Din the city by the valley of Jehoshaphat
; p.

Hist, of Jerus. in Fundgr. des Or. II. p. 129. 80. The tradition had begun to waver.

" Mejr ed-Din, L c. "St. Stephen's gate appears on the east
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probable ancient name.' Arabic writers give it tbe name of Bab
' Amud el-Ghurdh ;' of whicb the present Arabic form, Bab el-

'Amud, is only a contraction.—Further east was the Porta
Benjaminis, Gate of Benjamin/ corresponding apparently to the

present gate of Herod.

Towards the east there seem to have been also at least two
gates. The northernmost, corresponding to the present gate of

St. Stephen, is described by Adamnamis as a " small portal from
which steps led down into the valley of Jehoshaphat." The
crusaders called it the gate of Jehoshaphat, from the valley.*

Arabian writers mention it as Bah el- Usbdt, gate of the Tribes,

another form of the modern Arabic name Bab es-Si5bat.' The
four lions sculptured over the present gate on the outside, as

well as the architecture, show that this structure did not proceed

from the Muhammedans, and must be older than the present

walls. Not improbably the earlier " small portal " on this spot

was rebuilt on a larger scale and thus ornamented by the Franks,
when they built up the walls of the city, either about A. D. 1178
or in A. I). 1239.'—The other gate on this side is the famous
Golden gate, Porta aurea, in the eastern wall of the Haram esh-

Sherif ; now called by the Arabs Bab ed-Dahariyeh, but formerly

named by the Arabian writers Bab er-Rahmeh, Gate of Mercy.'

The name Porta aurea as applied to this gate, I have not been
able to trace back further than to the historians of the crusades.'

It probably comes from some supposed connection with one of the

ancient gates of the temple, which are said to have been covered

with gold.' We have seen above, that it is apparently of Roman
origin.'" This gate was already closed up in the times of the cru-

Bide of the city, as at present, in the jour- —Brocardas speaks of another gate further

nals of Steph. von Gumpenherg, A. D. north, which he calls the Dung gate ; c. 8,

1449 ; Tueher, A. D. 1479 ; Breydenbach fin.

and F. Fabri, A. D. 1483, etc. See Reissb. ' Edrisi ed. Jaubert, I. p. 344. Hist.

des h. Landes, pp. 444, 665, 111, 252.— of Jerus. in Fundgr. des Or. II. p. 129.

Qnaresmius gravely undertakes to remove * See above, pp. 316, 317.

the idea of any change of place, by snppos- ' Edrisi ed. Jaubert, I. pp. 341, 844.

ing that the present gate formerly faced Hist, of Jerus. in Fundgr. des Or. II. p. 96.

towards the north ! Elucid. II. p. 295. " Will. Tyr. 8. 3. Gesta Dei, p. 572.—
' Brocardus c. 8, fin. Marinus Sanutus Quaresmius professes to quote Jerome for

calls it, probably erroneously, the gate of the name, but gives no reference whatever;
Benjamin ; de Secret. 3. 14. 8. Elucid, II. p. 336. The name Porta au-

^ Edrisi ed. Jaubert, p. 341. Hist, of rea occurs indeed in Hegesippus <fe iSrricKo

Jerus. in Fundgr. des Or. II. p. 129. Hieros. lib. 5. c. 42, in the Biblioth. Max.
' Adamnanus, as above. Brocardus c. Patrum, Tom. V. p. 1203. But the au-

8, fin. The latter writer calls it also thor is there obviously speaking of a gate

Porta Anguli. Comp. De Salignaco, of the ancient interior temple or fane it-

Tom. VIII. c. 5. It is not mentioned by self.

Edrisi. Mejr ed-Din in his Hist of Jeru- ' Joseph. B. J. 5. 5. 3. It may per-

salem speaks here of two gates ; Fundgr. haps have been regarded as the ancient

des Orients, II. p. 129. Porta orientalis ; see Lightfoot 0pp. I. p.
* Will. Tyr. 11. 1. Gesta Dei, p. 572. 555 sq.

Benj. of Tudela ed. Asher, L pp. 70, 71. " See above, p. 296.
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sades ; but was tlirown open once a year on Palm Sunday, in cel-

ebration of our Lord's supposed triumphal entry through it to

the temple.* It remains still walled up ; because (according to

the Franks) the Muhammedans believe that a king is to enter by
it, who will take possession of the city and become Lord of the

whole earth.' But Muhammedan writers describe it as having
been closed up for the security of the city and sanctuary; because
it is on the side towards the desert, and there would be no great

advantage in having it open. Some say it was walled up by
Omar ; and will not be opened again until the coming of Christ.'

On the south side were likewise two gates. Of the eastern-

most, the present Dung gate of the Franks, I find no mention
earlier than Brocardus, about A. D. 1283, who regards it as the

ancient Water gate.* It may have been the Porta Tecuitis of

Adamnanus. An Arabian writer speaks of it in the fifteenth cen-

tury as the Bab el-Mugharibeh, its present native name.'—Fur-
ther west, between the eastern brow of Zion and the Porta David
(Yafa gate), there was according to Adamnanus, no gate in his

day.' Yet the crusaders found one here, which they called the

gate of Zion, corresponding to that which now bears the same
name." It is also called by Arabian writers, Bab Sahyun ;"

though the present native usage gives it the name of David."
Thus it appears, that before the rebuilding of the walls of Je-

rusalem by Suleiman in the sixteenth century, the principal gates

of the city were much the same as at the present day.

IX. SUPPLY OF WATEK.

Jerusalem lies in the midst of a rocky limestone region,

throughout which fountains and wells are comparatively rare. In
the city itself, little if any living water is known ; and in its im-
mediate vicinity are only the three small fountains along the

lower part of the valley of Jehoshaphat. Yet with all these dis-

advantages of its position, the Holy City would appear always to

have had a full supply of water for its inhabitants, both in ancient

and in modern times. In the numerous sieges to which in all

ages it has been exposed, we nowhere read of any want ofwater

within the city ; while the besiegers have often suffered severely,

and have been compelled to bring water from a great distance.

During the siege by Titus, when the Jews, pressed with famine,

' Gesta Dei, p. 572. xxiv. Edrisi ed. ' Will. Tyr. 8. 6, 19. Gesta Dei, p.

Jaubert, p. 541. 672.
' Quaresmius II. p. 340. ' Edrisi ed. Jaubert, p. 341. Hist, of
' Hist, of Jerusalem in Ftuidgr. des Jems. 1. c. p. 129.

Orients, II. p 96. ° In Wilken's Geschichte der Kreuzz.
* Brocardus c. 8, fin. III. ii. p. 315, mention is made of a gate
' Hist, of Jems. L c. p. 129. of St. Lazaras in tbe southern wall; but
• Adamn. ex. Arcnlf. 1. 1. of this I have found no other notice.
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had recourse to the most horrible expedients, and thousands
daily died of hunger, there is no hint that thirst was added to

their other sufferings. ' Yet when Antiochus Pius had previously

besieged the city, his operations were at first delayed for want of

water ; and Josephus regards it as the result of a divine inter-

position, that the Eomans under Titus were not in like manner
straitened.' So too in the siege by the crusaders, A. D. 1099, the

inhabitants were well supplied ; while the besiegers were driven

to the greatest straits by thirst under the burning sun of June.'

Thus in every age the truth of Strabo's brief description has been
manifest :

" Jerusalem, a rocky well-enclosed fortress ; within

well-watered, without wholly dry."*

It becomes therefore a matter of some historical importance,

as well as interest, to ascertain as far as possible, how this sup-

ply of water has been furnished to the city. To this inquiry I

address myself here, in giving an account of the Cisterns, the Ke-
servoirs, and the Fountains, in and around the city, with some
notices of the aqueduct from Solomon's pools.

CiSTEKNS. The main dependence of Jerusalem for water at

the present day is on its cisterns ; and this has probably always

been the case. I have already spoken of the immense cisterns

now and anciently existing within the area of the temple ; sup-

plied partly from rain water, and partly by the aqueduct.'

These of themselves, in case of a siege, would furnish a tolerable

supply. But in addition to these, almost every private house in

Jerusalem, of any size, is understood to have at least one or more
cisterns, excavated in the soft limestone rock on which the city

is built. The house of Mr Lanneau, in which we resided, had no

less than four cisterns ; and as these are but a specimen of the

manner in which all the better class of houses are supplied, I sub-

join here the dimensions

:

Length. Breadth. Depth.

T. 15 Feet. 8 Feet. 12 Feet.

II. 8 4 15

III. 10 10 15
IV. 30 30 20

This last is enormously large, and the numbers given are the

' Jos. B. J. 5. 12. 3. ib. 5. 13. 4, 7. says, were abundantly supplied, both witli

' Jos. Ant 13. 8. 2. B. J. 6. 9. i. p. rain water and that bronght by aquedncts

350. ed. Haverc. from abroad ; in which way two immense
» Albert. Aq. 6. 22, in Gesta Dei, p. reservoirs (maximse qnantitatis) near the

280. Will. Tyr. 8. 7, " Interea siti fatiga- enclosure of the temple were supplied ; 8.

batnr exercitus vehementissima.—Augebat 4 fin. Ccmp. also 8. 24.

deniqne sitis importnnitatem, et angoris * Strabo's still briefer text is as follows:

geminabat molestiam, sestatis inclementia 16. 2. 40, t4 'IfpocrdAu/io

—

^vyap ireTpaiSes

et ardcns Junius," etc. The distress of tvcpxis tpv/ia • ivrhs iiir etvSpoy, iKrhs Si

the host appears to have been very great. iravTcAas ii'fnip6y.

On the other hand, the inhabitants, he ' See above, p. 301.
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least estimate. The cisterns have usually merely a round open-

ing at the top, sometimes built up with stonework above, and
furnished with a curb and a wheel for the bucket ; so that they

have externally much the appearance of an ordinary well. The
water is conducted into them from the roofs of the houses during

the rainy season ; and, with proper care, remains pure and sweet

during the whole summer and autumn.—In this manner most of

the larger houses and the public buildings are supplied. The
Latin convent in particular is said to be amply furnished ; and
in seasons of drought is able to deal out a sufficiency for all the

Christian inhabitants of the city.'

Most of these cisterns have undoubtedly come down from

ancient times ; and their immense extent furnishes a full solution

of the question, as to the supply of water for the city. Under
the disadvantages of its position in this respect, Jerusalem must
necessarily have always been dependent on its cisterns f and a

city which thus annually laid in its supply for seven or eight

months, could never be overtaken by a want of water during a

siege. Nor is this a trait peculiar to the Holy City; for the

case is the same throughout all the hill country of Judah and
Benjamin. Fountains and streams are few, as compared with

Europe and America ; and the inhabitants therefore collect

water during the rainy season in tanks and cisterns in the cities,

in the fields, and along the high roads, for the sustenance of

themselves and of their flocks and herds, and for the comfort of

the passing traveller.' Many, if not the most of these are ob-

viously antique ; and they exist not unfrequently along the

ancient roads which are now deserted. Thus on the long for-

gotten way from Jericho to Bethel, " broken cisterns " of high

antiquity are found at regular intervals.—That Jerusalem was

thus actually supplied of old with water, is apparent also from

the numerous remains of ancient cisterns still existing in the

tract north of the city, which was once enclosed within the walls.

A few wells are occasionally found, both in and around the

city ; but they are either dry, or the water is low and bad. One
of these has been already mentioned near the tombs in the val-

ley of Jehoshaphat ; and another near the wall on mount Zion.*

' According to Scholz, the Latin con- colligere, et per totum annum ad nsus ne-

vent lias 28 cisterns; Keise, p. 197. So cessarios conservare." So too Jac. de Vi-

also Salzbaclier, Erinnerungen II. p. 95. triaco, c. .55. Benjamin of Tudela, ed.

' Such was also the case during the Asher, p. 71.

times of the crusades. Will. Tyr. 8. 4, ' So Jerome, writing at Bethlehem,

" Est autem locus in quo civitas sita est, says :
" In his enimlocls in quibus nunc

aridus et inaquosus, rivos, fontes ac flu- degimus, praster parvos fontes omnes cis-

inina non habens penitus, cujus habitatores ternarum aquae sunt ; et si imbres divina

aquis tantum utuntur pluvialibus. Mensi- ira suspenderit, majus sitis quam famis pe-

.bus enim hybernis in cisternis quas in civi- riculum est." Coram, in Amos 4, 7.

tate habent plurimas, imbres solent sibi * See above, pp. 236, 238.
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There is also a well of bad water just out of the Damascus gate,

not used for drinking ; and another, somewhat better, just by
the tombs of the Kings. The reason why so few weUs exist, is

doubtless to be referred to the small quantity and bad quality

of the water thus obtained.

But although the cisterns of Jerusalem thus afford appar-

ently an abundant supply, yet as a matter of convenience and
luxury, water is brought during the summer in considerable

quantity from fountains at a distance from the city. The prin-

cipal of these is 'Ain Yalo, a small fountain in Wady el-Werd,

several miles southwest of Jerusalem. The water is transported

in skins, on the backs of asses and mules ; and is sold for a trifle

for drinking, to those who prefer it to rain water. It was even

said, that one of the baths is supplied with water in this way
during a part of the season.

Kesekvoiks. The same causes which led the inhabitants of

Judea to excavate cisterns, induced them also to build, ia and
around most of their cities, large open reservoirs for more public

use. Such tanks are found at Hebron, Bethel, Gibeon, Bireh,

and various other places ; sometimes still in use, as at Hebron,

but more commonly in ruins. They are built up mostly of mas-
sive stones ; and are situated chiefly in valleys where the rains

of winter could be easily conducted into them. These reservoirs

we learned to consider as one of the least doubtful vestiges of

antiquity in all Palestine ; for among the present race of inhab-

itants such works are utterly unknown.
With such reservoirs Jerusalem was abundantly supplied

;

to say nothing of the immense pools of Solomon beyond Bethle-

hem, which no doubt were constructed for the benefit of the

Holy City. In describing these tanks or pools, I begin with

those lying without the walls on the west side of the city. Here

are two very large reservoirs, one some distance below the other

in the valley of Grihon or Hinnom, and both unquestionably of

high antiquity. Now as the prophet Isaiah speaks of an upper

and lower pool, the former of which at least lay apparently on

this side of the city, I venture to apply these names to the two

reservoirs in question.'

Upper Pool. This is commonly called by the monks Gihon,

and by the natives Birket el-MamUla.^ It Hes in the basin

forming the head of the valley of Hinnom or Gihon, about 700

yards W. N. W. from the Y^fa gate. Our first visit to it has

Is. 7, 3. 36, 2. 2 Kings 18, 17.— 870, mentions in this qnarter a church of

Is. 22 9. St. Mamilla, in which were preserved the

' Qaaresmius IL p. 716. Hist, of Jems, bodies of many martyrs slain by the Sara-

in Fundgr. des Or. IL p. 131. The era- cens. Hence perhaps the Arabic name of

saders called it Lams Patriarckce ; yiVi. the reservoir. Bemh. Mon. de Locis SancI*

Xyr. a 2.—The monk Bemhard in A. D. 16. See too Eutych. AnnaL IL p. 213. -
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already Tieen described, and the small rude conduit mentioned,

which carries the water from it down to the vicinity of the YSfa
gate and so to the pool of Hezekiah within the city.' The sides

are built up with hewn stones laid in cement, with steps at the

corners by which to descend into it. The bottom is level The
dimensions are as follows

:

Length from east to west . . . 316 Engl. feet.

Breadth at the west end . . . 200
" at the east end ... 218

Depth at each end .... 18

We noticed no water-course or other visible means by which
water is now brought into the reservoir ; * but it would seem to

be filled in the rainy season by the waters which flow from the

higher ground round about. Or rather, such is its present state

of disrepair, that it probably never becomes full ; and the small

quantity of water which it at first retains, soon runs off and
leaves it dry.

The upper pool of the Old Testament was situated near the
" highway of the Fuller's field," and had a trench or conduit.*

This indeed is indefinite ; but we are also told that there was
" an upper out-flow of the waters of Gihon " on the west of the

city.* Taking these two circumstances together, the upper pool

and the upper out-flow or water-course of Gihon, it seems most
probable that this reservoir is intended ; and that it anciently

had some connection with the fountain of Gihon in the neigh-

bourhood. This conclusion is strengthened by the fact, that

nowhere else in or around Jerusalem are there traces of other

ancient reservoirs, to which the names of the upper and lower

pool can be applied with any like degree of probability.'

Lower Pool. This name is mentioned only by Isaiah ; and
that without any hint of its locality." I venture to give it to

the large and broken reservoir lower down on the west side of the

city, called by the Arabs Birket es-Sultdn. Monkish tradition

is here somewhat at fault ; some calling it the pool of Bersaba

;

others of Bathsheba ;' while others again give the latter name
to a small tank just within the Yafa gate. The accounts of travel-

lers exhibit a like diversity. The probable identity of this tank

' See above, p. 238. in the suburbs of the city ; Onom. art.

' Quaresmios says there are two chan- Ager Fidlonis.

nels, perhaps subterranean, by which * 2 Chr. 32, 30. I follow here the He-

water flows into the reservoir; one on the brew, which the English version does not

north, and the other on the south side, fully express.

Elucid. II. p. 716. But nothing of the ° Pococke also assumes these as the Up-
kind is seen at present. per and Lower pool; Descr. of the East,

' Is. 7, 3. 36, 2. 2 Kings 18, 17. II. i. pp. 25, 26.

Of the Fuller's field, Eusebius and Jerome ° Is. 22, 9.

merely say, that it was shown in their day ' Quaresmius Elucidat. II. p. 596 sq.

i. 484 485
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with the lower pool of Isaiah, rests upon its relative position in
respect to the upper pool just described ; and upon the fact,

that no other reservoir is anywhere to be found, to which this

scriptural name can so well be applied.

This reservoir is situated in the valley of Hinnom or Gihon,
southward from the Yfifa gate. Its northern end is nearly upon
a line with the present southern wall of the city, which here lies

about 100 feet above it. The pool was formed by throwing
strong walls across the bottom of .the valley ; between which the
earth was wholly removed ; so that the rocky sides of the vaUey are

left shelving down irregularly, and form a narrow channel along
the middle. The wall at the south end is thick and strong like

a dam or causeway ; those along the sides are of course compar-
atively low and much broken away ; that on the north is also in

part thrown down. A road crosses on the causeway at the southern
end ; along which are fountains erected by the Muslims, and once
fed from the aqueduct which passes very near. They were now
dry. The following are the measurements of this reservoir

:

Course of tlie two sides S. 10° TV.
" of the north end, taken from the east . W. 10° N.
" of the south end, do. . . . W.

Length along the middle .... S92 Engl. feet.

Breadth at the north end . . • . . . 245
" at the south end 275

Depth at north end, including about 9 feet of rubbish 35
" at south end, including about 3 feet of rubbish 42

This reservoir was probably filled from the rains, and from the

superfluous waters of the upper pool. It lies directly in the natu-

ral channel by which the latter would flow off ; but is now in

ruins.

Besides these two large reservoirs, we find further without

the walls, the comparatively small and unimportant tank just

north of St. Stephen's gate, called by the natives Birket el-Ham-
mam Bitty Meryam. It seems to have been little regarded by
the monks, and we did not find that it had among the Franks a

name ; though some, as we were told, hold it to be the pool of Be-
thesda.' There is also the small cistern-like tank in the trench

near the gate of Herod on the northeast part of the city.' My
impression is, that both these receptacles are filled only by the

rain water, which flows in winter from the higher ground on the

west and northwest into and along the trench.' They have no
appearance of great antiquity.—The pool of Siloam, also without

the walls, will be described in another place.

' See p. 233, above. then carried from the reservoir outside of
' See p. 234, above. St. Stephen's gate to a bath within the city

• Scholz in 1821 says, that water was Ecise, p. 271. The same is true now.
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Within the walls of the city there are three reservoirs ; two
of which are of large size.

Pool of Bathsheba. The smallest of the reservoirs, which
indeed is rather a mere pit, lies just within the Yifa gate, on
the north side of the street, overagainst the castle. It is now
called by the Franks the pool or bath of Bathsheba, on the sup-

position that David dwelt in the castle opposite ; though it has

long had to dispute its claim to this appellation with the large

lower pool outside.' We did not hear of any Arabic name. It

was now dry, nor did we learn that it ever becomes full.'

Pool of Hezekiah. The reservoir now usually so called, lies

some distance northeastward of the Yifa gate, just west of the

street that leads north to the church of the Holy Sepulchre. A
line of houses only separates it from this street ; and as it is not

far from the said church, it was formerly called by the monks
the pool of the Holy Sepulchre.' The natives now caU it Birhet

el-Hammam, from the circumstance that its waters are used to

supply a bath in the vicinity. Its sides run towards the cardi-

nal points. Its breadth at the north end is 144 feet ; its length

on the east side about 240 feet, though the adjacent houses here

prevented any very exact measurement. The depth is not great.

The bottom is rock, levelled and covered with cement ; and on
the west side the rock is cut down for some depth. The reser-

voir is supplied with water during the rainy season, by the small

aqueduct or drain brought down from the upper pool, along the

surface of the ground and under the wall near the Yifa
gate. When we last saw it in the middle of May, it was about

half full of water ; which however was not expected to hold out

through the summer.
In searching in this quarter for traces of the second wall of

the ancient city, we came to the Coptic convent, situated at the

northern end of the reservoir. This had been recently rebuilt

and was not yet completed. On inquiring of the master mason,

who had charge of the whole work, in respect to the excavations

which had been made, he informed us, that in digging to lay the

foundation of the new wall, running from east to west, they had

come upon an old waU of large hewn stones parallel to the pres-

ent north wall of the reservoir, and 57 feet distant from it

' Donbdan Voyage, etc. p. 138. Qna- siie of the stones seem to belong to the

resmius in his zeal for the other location works of the ancient Jerusalem ; " Reise

does not even mention this spot. Maun- II. p. 532. I am not able to say which of,

drell drily remarks, that the one has pro- these is most correct.—Mr Wolcott says

:

tably the same right to the name as the " The former [Monro] is correct ; there is

other ; Apr. 6th. nothing large or ancient about it." Bib-:

' Monro calls it " an oblong pit, twenty lioth. Sac. 1843, p. 33.

feet deep, lined coarsely with small stones
; " ' Piscina S. Sepulckri, Quaresmius XL

Summer Kamble. Ij p. 107. Schubert p. 717.

remarks that " the nrchitectvire and the
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towards the north. This wall, he said, was ten or twelve feet

thick, laid in cement, and also plastered over on the south side

with cement, like the wall of a reservoir. The bottom below was
rock, which was also covered towards the south with a coating

of small stones and cement several inches thick, hke the bottom
of the present pool. In laying the foundations of another part

of the convent, he had also dug down along a part of the present

northern wall of the pool, which he found to be built of small

stones ; so small indeed that he had been compelled to remove
them and build up the wall anew. All these circumstances led

him to the conclusion, that the pool of Hezekiah once extended
further north, as far as to the old wall above described. To this

conclusion we could only assent ; for the stones thus dug out
were still lying around, and bore every mark of antiquity. They
were not indeed large, like those of the temple walls ; but were
bevelled, and obvio\isly of ancient workmanship.

We are told of king Hezekiah, that he " made a pool and a

conduit, and brought water into the city
;
" and also that " he

stopped the upper water-course of Gihon, and brought it straight

down to the west side of the city of David."' From this lan-

guage we can only infer, that Hezekiah constructed a pool within

the city on its western part. To such a pool, the present reser-

voir, which is doubtless an ancient work, entirely corresponds
;

and it is also fed in a similar manner. The pool must of course

have been situated within the second wall of Josephus ; and its

present position serves therefore to determine in part the proba-

ble course of that wall.'' It is, doubtless, also the pool Amyg-
dalon of Josephus, about thirty cubits distant from the monu-
ment of the highpriest John.^

Bethesda. Sheep Pool. In the Gospel of John we are

informed, that " there was at Jerusalem, by the Sheep [gate],

a pool, which was called in the Hebrew tongue Bethesda, having

five porches."* This pool the monks and many travellers have

chosen to find in the deep reservoir or trench on the north side

of the area of the great mosk. They give to it the different names

of Bethesda and the Sheep pool ; and in the two long vaults at

its southwest comer, they profess to find two of the five ancient

porches.^ The natives call it Birket Isrdil. There is not the

slightest evidence that can identify it with the Bethesda of the

New Testament. Eusebius and Jerome, and also the Itin. Hieros.

do indeed speak of a Piscina Probatica shown in their day as

" 2 Kings 20, 20. 2 Chr. 32, 30. Comp. text is to be supplied hj iriKi) gate, from

also Sirac. 48, 17. Neh. 3, 1 . .See Bos EUips. Grsec. art. irihi].

^ See above, p. 312. Lightfoot 0pp. 11. p. 587. Comp. next
° KoKvii^Stpa 'A/iiySaKoy, Jos. B. J. 5. page, Note 1.

H. 4.
' Quaresmius calls it Piscina Proha-

* John 5, 2. The ellipsis in the Greek tica; but seems to doubt about the porches

;
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Bethesda, a double pool, one part ofwhich was filled by the winter

rains, and the other was reddish as if formerly tinged with bloody

waters.' But neither of these writers gives any hint as to the

situation of the pool. The name has doubtless been assigned to

the reservoir in question comparatively in modern times, from its

proximity to St. Stephen's gate, which was erroneously held to

be the ancient Sheep gate.' The dimensions of the reservoir

have already been given ; and the reasons assigned why I hold

it to be the ancient fosse, which protected the fortress Antonia
and the temple on the north. ^ That it was formerly filled with
water, is apparent from the lining of small stones and cement
upon its sides. But from what quarter the water was brought

into it, I am unable to conjecture ; unless perhaps it may have

been fed from the pool of Hezekiah, or more probably from the

superfluous waters formerly collected from the aqueduct and else-

where, in the cisterns of the adjacent Haram es-Sherif The
reservoir has now been dry for more than two centuries ; during

which its deep bottom has been in part a receptacle of filth, and
in part occupied as a garden of herbs and trees.'

Fountains. The only sources, or rather receptacles, of living

water now accessible at Jerusalem, are three in number. They
are all situated without the present walls, in and along the deep
valley of Jehoshaphat. We begin with that lowest down the

valley.

fFell of Nehemiah or Job. This is the deep well situated

just below the junction of the valley of Hinnom with that of Je-

hoshaphat. The small oblong plain there formed, is covered with

an olive grove, and with the traces of former gardens extending

down the valley from the present gardens of Siloam. Indeed this

whole spot is the prettiest and most fertile around Jerusalem.

Franks call this the well ofNehemiah, supposing it to be the same

in which the sacred fire is said to have been hid during the Jewish

captivity, until again recovered by that leader of the exiles.^ But

II. p. 98 sq. Comp. Cotovic. Itin. p. 258. to have been the Piscina Probatica of the

M.iundrell Apr. 9th. enrlier historians of the crusades; see Ge^ta

Onomast. art. Bethesda.—These fa- Dei, p. 573. Will. Tyr. 8. 4, fin. Jac. de

thers supplied the ellipsis in the Greek text Vitr. c. 63. They mention indeed the

so as to read : " There was in Jemsalera present reservoir as " lacus quidam," but

by the Sheep [pool], a pool which was give it no name ; Gesta Dei, p. 573. Will,

called," etc. They thus make here a Tyr. 1. c. Sir John Maundeville in the

double pooL lith century places the Piscina Probatica
^ See above, p. 319. I have not found within the church of St. Anne; Lond.

the name Piscina -Proia<ica distinctly ap- 1839, p. 88. Comp. also F. Fabri and

plied to this resen'oir earlier than Brocar- Rauw.ilf in Reissb. des heil. Landes, pp.

dus A. D. 1283, (c. 8,) and Marinus Sanu- 252, 609.

tus A. D. 1321, lib. 3. U. 10. These wri- ' S?e above, pp. 293, 294.

ters speak also (especially Brocardus 1. c.) ' Cotovic. Itin. p. 258. Quaresmius II.

of a large reservoir adjacent to the church p. 98. Comp. p. 233, above,

of St. Anne, called Piscina interior, now ' 2 Maco. 1, 19-22. Formerly also

apparently destioyed. This latter seems Puleus ignis ; see Quaresmius II. p. 270
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I have not found this name in any writer earlier than the close

of the sixteenth century. Those who mention the well hefore

that time, speak of it only as the En-Eogel of the old Testa-

ment.' The native inhabitants call it Bir Eyub, the well of

Job.''

It is a very deep well, ofan irregular quadrilateral form, wall-

ed up with large squared stones, terminating above in an arch

on one side, and apparently of great antiquity. There is a small

rude building over it, furnished with one or two large troughs or

reservoirs of stone, which are kept partially filled for the conve-

nience of the people. The well measures 125 feet in depth ; 50
feet of which was now full of water. The water is sweet, but not

very cold ; and is at the present day drawn up by hand. An
old man from Kefr Selwdn was there with his cord and leather

bucket, and drew for us. He said the water was good and would
sit lightly on the stomach. In the rainy season the well becomes
quite full, and sometimes overflows at the mouth. More usually,

however, the water runs off under the surface of the ground, and
finds an outlet some forty yards below the well. Here, the old

man said, it commonly flows for sixty or seventy days in winter,

and the stream is sometimes large. An Arabian writer describes

the Bir Eytib as built up with very large stones ; and as having
in its lower part a grotto or chamber walled up in like manner,
from which the water strictly issues. It might be inferred, per-

haps, from the same account, that in a season of drought, the Mu-
hammedans had sunk this weU to a greater depth. =

It is singular that the earlier historians of the crusades make
no mention of this well ; although on account of the abundance
of its living water, it must have been of great importance to the
Franks.^ That it existed before their day is obvious ; for it is

mentioned by Brocardus in A. D. 1283, as being one of the foun-

tains of the Old Testament. It may not improbably have been
filled up ; ^ and thus have remained unknown to the first crusaders.

It is apparently of high antiquity ; and there can be little doubt,

tq. Cotovic. p. 292. Doubdan Voyage, p. Gentiles call it the well ofJob
; p. 48. ed.

136. 2. This does not at all help the matter.
' So Brocardus c. 8. Marinus Sanntus And besides, this Itinerary cannot be older

3. 14. 9. De Salignac in A. D. 1522, Itin. than the last half of the sixteenth century

;

Tom. X. c. 1. Cotovicus in 1 598 calls it since it speaks of the building of the walla

Puteus ignis ; and Quaresmins seems to by Sultan Suleiman
; p. 34.

be the first to give it the name of Nehemiah. ' Mejr ed-Din Hist, of Jems, in Fundgr.
'^ I know not the occasion of this name

; des Or. II. p. 130.

yet it occurs in Mejr ed-Din in A. D. 1495, * Jao. de Vitriaco says expressly of

as if already of long standing ; Fundgr. Jerusalem, " foiites autem non habet, ex-

des Or. II. p. 130. It is found also in the cepto uno, qui Siloe nominatur ; c. 55. But
Arabic version of Joshua in the Paris and he probably would not regard this well as

London Polyglotts, for En-Rogel, Josh. 15, a fountain.

7. The Jewish Itinerary published by ' See the story related in the work as-

Hottinger in his Cippi Hebraiei, says this cribed to Hugo Plagon, respecting an an-

well is properly that of Joab, though the cient well below Siloam, which was dis^

i. 491, 492
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that it was rightly regarded by Brocardus as identical -with the
En-Eogel of Scripture ; though probably it may have been en-
larged and deepened in the course of ages.

The fountain En-Rogel is first mentioned in the book of Jo-
shua, in describing the border between the tribes of Judah and
Benjamin.' This border began at the northwest corner of the

Dead Sea, and passed up westward through the mountains to

En-Shemesh ; which may very possibly have been the fountain

near St. Saba. Thence it came to En-Eogel ; and went up the

valley of Hinnom on the south side of the Jebusites (Jerusalem)

;

and so to the top of the hill overagainst the valley of Hinnom
westward, at the north end of the valley of Eephaim or the Giants.

Thence it was carried on to the waters of Nephtoah, perhaps one
of the several fountains in Wady el-V/erd. It needs but a
glance at the plan, to see that this description applies most defi-

nitely and exactly to the present well of Nehemiah. The border

probably came up along the lower part of the valley of Jehosha-

phat to this well ; and then continued up the valley of Hinnom
and across the hill to the valley of Eephaim.' One other notice

goes also to fix the place of the fountain Eogel in the same vi-

cinity. When Adonijah caused himself to be proclaimed king,

he assembled his friends and made a feast at En-Eogel ; or, as

Josephus records it, "without the city at the fountain which is

in the king's garden."

'

Siloam. The name Siloah or Siloam,^ which has obtained

such celebrity in the Christian world, is found only three times

in the Scriptures as applied to waters ; once in the prophet Isa-

iah, who speaks of it as running water ; again as a pool in Ne-
hemiah ; and lastly also as a pool in the account of our Lord's

miracle of healing the man who had been born blind.' None of

these passages afford any clue as to the situation of Siloam.

But this silence is amply supplied by the historian Josephus, who
makes frequent mention of Siloam as a fountain ;

^ and says ex-

pressly, that the vaUey of the Tyropojon extended down to Si-

covered and cleared out atout A.D. 1184, * The Arabic form of thisname is iSeZtoifji.

and furnished an abundant supply of wa- ' Isji. 8, 6 nil). Neh. 2, 15 nba.
tcr. Hug. Flag. Contin. Gallica Historise John 9, 7. 1 1. The Hebrew word in the
Guil. Tyr. in Martini et Durand Collect, two passages of the Old Testament is in-

ampl. Tom. V. p. 889 sq. Wilken's Gesch. deed written with different vowels ; but
der Kreuzz. III. ii. p. 248. there is no reason to doubt the identity of

' Josh. 15, 7. 8. 18, 16. 17. the name. It signifies sent, a eendint/,

' The site of Jerasalem lay of course etc. The Greek form is SiAwati, both in

wholly within the original limits of the the N. T. and in Josephus. There was
tribe of Benjamin. probably both a fountain and a reservoir,

' 1 Kings 1, 9. Joseph. Ant. 7. 14. i. as at the present day. Hence the diversity

Comp. 2 Sam. 17, 17. We have seen in different .writers.—A tower of Siloam

above, that the Arabic version in Josh. 15, is also mentioned, Luke 13, 4.

7 has 'Ain Eyub for En-Rogel ; see the ° B. J. 5. 4. 1, 2. ib. 5. 9. 4. p. 350,

preceding page. Note 2. Havero.
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loam ; or in other words, Siloam was situated in the mouth of
the Tyropceon, on the southeast part of the ancient city ; as we
find it at the present day.' Its waters, he says, were sweet and
abundant. There can also be no room for question, that the Si-

loam of Josephus is identical with that of the Scriptures.

Of the same tenor is the account of the Itin. Hieros. A. D.
333, that to those going out of the city in order to ascend Mount
Zion, the " pool " of Siloam lay below in the vaUey on the left.

More definite is the testimony of Jerome about the close of the

same century. This father says expressly that " Siloam is a
fountain at the foot of Mount Zion ; whose waters do not flow re-

gularly, but on certain days and hours ; and issue with a great

noise from hollows and caverns in the hardest rock." Again, in

speaking of Gehenna, he remarks that " the idol Baal was set up
near Jerusalem at the foot of Mount Moriah, where Siloam
flows."^ Moriah must here be taken as including the ridge which
runs from it towards the south ; and the mention of the idol

Baal limits the position of Siloam to the gardens at the mouth of

the Tyropoeon and valley of Hinnom
;
' which also corresponds to

the language of Josephus. In the account of Jerome, we have
the first correct mention of the irregular flow of the waters of

Siloam.*

Siloam is mentioned both as a fountain and pool by Anto-
ninus Martyr early in the seventh century ; and as a pool by
the monk Bernhard in the ninth. ^ Then come the historians of

the crusades ; who also place SUoam as a fountain in its present

site, near the fork of two valleys. William of Tyre mentions its

irregular flow ; and another speaks of it both as a fountain and
a pool.' According to Benjamin of Tudela about A.D. 1165, there

' B. J. 5. 4. 1, i) t\ tS>v Tvpoiroiur * The Ilin. Hieros. magnifies this cironm-

vpotrayopfvofiivri tpdipay^—Ko^Ket fi^xpt stance into a flowing for six days and
SiXua/i • ouT<i> yap rijv inrffiv, yXvKiiiv nights and a resting on the seventh day.

T€ Koi iroKK^v ovcrav, iKa\ovii€v. Comp. Isidore of Spain, in the seventh oentuiy,

B. J. 5. 4. 2. It is chiefly from a misap- copies the account of Jerome ; Etymolog.

prehension of this latter passage, that Re- 13. 13. 9. The same legend prohably

land and other modern commentators existed long before ; and gave occasion to

have transferred the place of Siloam to the language of Pliny, H. K. 31. 2, "In
the valley on the southwest part of Zion

;

Judsea rivns sabhathis omnibus siccatur."

see above, p. 279, Note 1. Comp. Wesseling's note upon this legend,
' Hieron. Comment, in Esa. 8, 6 " Siloe Itiner. Hieros. p. 592.

autem fontem esse ad radices montis Sion, ' Antonini Mart. Itin. 24. Bemh. Hon.
qui nou jugibus aquis, sed in certis horis de Locis Sanct. 15.

diebusque ebuUiat, et per terrarum concava ' Will. Tyr. 8. 4, " Juxta nrbem tamen,

et antra saxi durissimi cum magno sonitu a parte Anstrali, ubi dua; valles pr^dicatse

veniat, dubitare non possumns; nos prse- se continuant, quasi milliarodistausaburbe,

sertim, qui in hac habitamus provincia." fons est quidam famosissimus, Siloe.—Kons'

Comm. in Matt. 10, 28 " Idolum Baal quidem modicus, in imo vallis scatariens,

fuisse juxta Jerusalem ad radices montis et qui neo sapidas, neo perpetuas habet

Moria, in quibus Siloe fluit, non semel le- aquas ; interpolatum enim habens fiuxum,

gimus." die tantum tertia aquis dicitur ministrare."

^ See above, p. 274. <?ac. de Vitriaco c. 65. Comp. also Gesta

.
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was then here an ancient edifice ; and Phocas in 1185 says the

fountain was surrounded by arches and massive columns, with
gardens below.' Then follow Brocardus A. D. 1283, and Ma-
riuus Sanutus A. D. 1321,.who both speak of the fountain and
the pool ; and the latter does not forget its irregular flow. A few

years later Sir John Maundeville mentions it as a " welle " at the

foot of Mount Zion towards the valley of Jehoshaphat, " clept

natatorium Siloe."^

Thus far, all the historical notices refer only to the present

Siloam, in the mouth of the valley of the Tyropceon, which still

exhibits both a fountain and a reservoir ; and they aU have no
reference to the fountain of the Virgin further up the valley

of Jehoshaphat ; with which, as we have seen, the waters of

Siloam stand in connection. The mention of gardens around Si-

loam, and of its waters as flowing down into the valley of the

Kidron, is decisive on this point; for neither of these circumstances

could ever have been applicable to the other fountain. Indeed,

singular as the fact must certainly be accounted, there seems to

be nothing which can be regarded as an allusion to the fountain of

the Virgin, during the long series of ages from the time of Josephus
down to the latter part of the fifteenth century. At that time
Tucher (A. D. 1479), Breydenbach and F. Fabri, as also Zual-

lart and Cotovicus a century later, mention distinctly the two
fountains of Siloam and the Virgin ; but appear to have no know-
ledge of their connection.^ This seems to have been first brought

to notice by Quaresmius in the beginning ofthe seventeenth cen-

tury.'' The hypothesis that the fountain of the Virgin is the

true fountain of Siloam, and the other merely thepool of Siloam,

which has found favour in modem times among the Franks,

seems to have sprung up only in the early part of the eighteenth

century, and is destitute of all historical foundation. The first

mention of it which I find, is in a suggestion of Pococke, A. D.

1738 ; and the same is expressed more definitely by Korte about

the same time.'

The general features of Siloam have already been described
;

a small deep reservoir in the mouth of the Tyropceon, into which

the water flows from a smaller basin excavated in the solid rock

a few feet higher up ; and then the httle channel by which the

Dei, p. 57.?, "Ad radicem huju3 mentis fid. Cruc. 3. II. 9. Maundeville's Travek,

Syon exoritur fons aspectu liquidissimus, 1839, p. 92.

sed gustu amaros, quern dicunt natatoria ' See Reissbuch des h. Landes, ed. 2.

.Siloe; qui emittit rivulnm snum in alveo pp. 666, 113, 256. Zuallart Viaggio, pp.

nbi torrens Cedron fertur in hyeme cursu 135, 149. Cotovici Itin. pp". 292, 293.

rapidissimo." Sandys' Travels, pp. 146, 147.
' Benj. of Tud. ed. Asher, p. 71. Pho- * Quaresmius, Elucid. II. p. 289 sq.

cas de Loc. Sanot. 16. ' Pococke, IL i. pp. 23, 24. Kortons Beise,

' Brocard. c. 8. Marin. San. de Seer. pp. Ill, 112.
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stream is led off along the base of the steep rocky point of Ophel,
to irrigate the terraces and gardens extending into the valley

of Jehoshaphat below. ' The distance from the eastern point of

Ophel nearest this latter valley to the said reservoir, is 255 feet.

The reservoir is 53 feet long, 18 feet broad, and 19 feet deep

;

but the western end is in part broken down. Several columns
are built into the side walls

;
perhaps belonging to a former

chapel, or intended to support a roof ; but there is now no other

appearance of important ruins in the vicinity. No water was
standing in the reservoir as we saw it ; the stream from the

fountain only passed through and flowed off to the gardens.

The smaller upper basin or fountain is an excavation in the

solid rock, the mouth of which has probably been built up, in

part, in order to retain the water. A few steps lead down on the

inside to the water, beneath the vaulted rock ; and close at hand
on the outside is the reservoir. The water finds its way out be-

neath the steps into the latter. This basin is perhaps five or

six feet in breadth, forming merely the entrance, or rather the

southern termination, of the long and narrow subterranean pas-

sage beyond, by which the water comes froni the fountain of the

Virgin. Our examination of this passage, and the character

and irregular flow of the water, will be described in speaking of

that fountain further on.

A rude path which follows along the west side of the valley

of Jehoshaphat, crosses the mouth of the Tyropceon upon a cause-

way near the ancient mulberry tree, which marks the legendary

site of Isaiah's martyrdom." Just above this causeway, the

ground is lower, forming a sort of basin, which is now tilled as a

garden. Here, according to the reports of travellers near the

close of the sixteenth century, was formerly another larger reser-

voir, in the form of a parallelogi-am rounded off at the western

end. It was dry in that age, and was probably not long after

broken up ; inasmuch as Quaresmius makes no distinct mention

of it. Brocardus speaks also of two reservoirs, which in his day
received the waters of the fountain of SUoam. Not improbably

both were ancient.'

The Muhammedans, like the Christians, have a great vene-

ration for this fountain ; and their prophet is reported to have

declared :
" Zemzem and Siloah are two fountains of Paradise." *

Yet in Christian lands the name is consecrated by stronger and
holier associations ; and the celebrity of

' Sec above, p. 231. ' See Zuallart Viaggio, p. 135. Coto-
' See above, p 232. This tree is men- vie. p. 292. Quaresmius it p. 285. Bro-

tioned as " antichissimo" by Zuallart in cardus c. 8.

A- D. 1586 ; Viaggio, p. 135. Comp. * Hist of Jerus. in Ftrodgr. des Orients,

Cotovic. Itin. p. 292. Sandys' Travels, p. .11 p. 130.

146.
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" Siloa's brook that flowed

Fast by the oracle of God,"

is co-extensive perhaps with the spread of Christianity itself.

Fountain of the Virgin. On the west side of the valley of

Jehoshaphat about twelve hundred feet northward from the
rocky point at the mouth of the Tyropceon, is situated the foun-
tain of the Virgin Mary ;' called by the natives 'Ain JJm ed-

Deraj, " Mother of Steps." In speaking of Siloam I have already

brought into view the singular fact, that there is no historical

notice later than Josephus which can be applied to this fountain,

before near the close of the fifteenth century ; and have also

mentioned the more modern hypothesis, which regards it as the

fountain of Siloam, in distinction from the pool of that name."
Others have held it to be the Gihon, the Kogel, and the Dragon
well of Scripture ; so that in fact it has been taken alternately

for every one of the fountains, which anciently existed at Jerusa-
lem. It is unquestionably an ancient work ; indeed there is noth-
ing in or around the Holy City, which bears more distinctly the

traces of high antiquity. I have already alluded to the reasons

which make it not improbable, that this was the " King's pool"
of Nehemiah, and the " pool of Solomon" mentioned by Josephus,
near which the wall of the city passed, as it ran northwards
from Siloam along the valley of Jehoshaphat to the eastern side

of the temple.'

The cavity of this fountain is deep, running in under the west-

em wall of the valley ; and is wholly excavated in the solid rock.

To enter it, one first descends sixteen steps ; then comes a level

place of twelve feet ; and then ten steps more to the water.

The steps are on an average each about ten inches high ; and
the whole depth therefore is about 25 feet ; or some ten or fif-

teen feet below the actual bottom of the valley. The basin itself

is perhaps 15 feet long by 5 or 6 feet wide ; the height is not

more than 6 or 8 feet. The bottom is strewed with small stones
;

and the water flows off by a low passage at the interior extremity,

leading under the mountain to Siloam. There is now no other

outlet for the water ; and apparently a different one never existed.

This subterranean passage is first mentioned by Quaresmi-

us, writing about A. D. 1625.^ He relates the unsuccessful

attempt of his friend Vinhouen to explore it ; and says that a

Pater Julius had passed through it a few years before. But he

' The legend by which this name is ac- ' See p. 335, above,

counted for, relates that the Virgin fre- ° See p. 311, ahove. Neh. 2. 14. Jos.

quented this fountain before her purifica- B. J. 5. 4. 2.

tion, in order to wash her child's linen

;

* There seems to he an allusion to the

" ad abstergendos filii sui Jesu panniculos " same canal in Anselmi Descript. Terra

(clouts), as^Quaresmius has it; Vol. II. p. Sand. A. D. 1509, in Basnage Thesanr.

290. Monumentor. Tom. IV. pp. 791, 792.
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gives no definite information respecting tlie canal ; and is unable
to say, whether the waters of Siloam come from the fountain of

the Virgin. ' Notwithstanding this tolerably full notice, the canal

seems to have been again forgotten, or at least overlooked, for

another century. Monconys, Doubdan, le Brun, and Maundrell,
all of whom were no careless observers, are wholly silent as to its

existence ; although they describe both the fountains.' Shght
and imperfect notices of it again appear in the eighteenth cen-

tury, and more in the nineteenth.' All these however are so

confused and unsatisfactory, that the latest and most successful

investigator of the topography of Jerusalem, declares in A. D.
1839, that the question is yet undecided, whether the water
flows from the Virgin's fountain to Siloam or vice versa.*

We found it to be the current belief at Jerusalem, both
among natives and foreigners, that a passage existed quite

through between the two fountains ; but no one had himself ex-

plored it, or could give any definite information respecting it.

We therefore determined to examine it ourselves, should a fit op-

portunity occur. Kepairing one afternoon (April 27th) to Siloam,

in order to measure the reservoir, we found no person there ; and
the water in the basin being low, we embraced this opportunity

for accomplishing our purpose. Stripping ofi" our shoes and
stockings and rolling our garments above our knees, we entered

with our hghts and measuring tapes in our hands. The water

was low, nowhere over a foot in depth, and for the most part not

more than three or four inches, with hardly a perceptible current.

The bottom is everywhere covered with sand, brought in by the

waters. The passage is cut wholly through the solid rock, everj^-

where about two feet wide ; somewhat winding, but in a general

course N. N. E. For the first hundred feet, it is from fifteen to

twenty feet high ; for another hundred feet or more, from six to

ten feet; and afterwards not more than four feet high; thus

gradually becoming lower and lower as we advanced. At the

end of 800 feet, it became so low, that we could advance no fur-

ther without crawling on all fours, and bringing our bodies close

to the water. As we were not prepared for this, we thought it

- Qnaresmius Elucii Terr. Sanct. II. tain ; Reizen, etc. I. p. 392. Comp. Po-

pp. 289, 290. cocke's Descr. of the East, II. i. pp. 23, 24.
" Von Troilo in 1666 speaks of the irre- Kortens Reise, p. 112. Chateauhriond

gnlar flow of Siloam, and says, that the Itin. Paris 1 837, 11. p. 32. Buckingham's

water comes through hidden pipes under Travels, p. 188. Richardson's Travels, II.

ground; hut in attempting to account for p. 357. 0. v. Richter's Wallfahrten, p. 31.

this, it does not even occur to him that Sieher's Raise, p. 65. Hogg's Visit, et<;.

there is any connection with the Virgin's IL p. 237.

fountain. Reisebeschr. Dresd. 1676, pp. * Crome, in Ersch u. Gmher's Encyclop.

260-262. art. Jerusalem, p. 281. Comp. Rosen-
' Van Egmond and Heyman make the mncller's Bibl Geogr. II. ii. p. 251.

water flow from Siloam to the other foun-

i. 500, 501
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better to retreat, and try again another day from the other end.
Tracing therefore upon the roof with the smoke of our candles
the initials of our names and the figures 800, as a mark of our
progress on this side, we returned with our clothes somewhat wet
and soiled.

It was not until three days afterwards, (April 30th,) that
we were able to complete our examination and measurement of
the passage. We went now to the fountain of the Virgin ; and
having measured the external distance (1200 feet) down to the
point east of Siloam, we concluded, that as we had already en-
tered 800 feet from the lower end, there could now remain not
over four or five hundred feet to be explored. We found the
end of the passage at the upper fountain rudely built up with
small loose stones, in order to retain the water at a greater depth
in the excavated basin. Having caused our servants to clear
away these stones, and having clothed (or rather unclothed) our-
selves simply in a pair of wide Arab drawers, we entered and
crawled on, hoping soon to arrive at the point which we had reached
from the other fountain. The passage here is in general much
lower than at the other end ; most of the way we could indeed
advance upon our hands and knees

;
yet in several places we

could only get forward, by lying at full length and dragging
ourselves along on our elbows.

The sand at the bottom has probably a considerable depth,
thus filling up the canal in part ; for otherwise it is inconceiv-

able, how the passage could ever have been thus cut through the

solid rock. At any rate, only a single person could have wrought
in it at a time ; and it must have been the labour of many years.

There are here many turns and zigzags. In several places the

workmen had cut straight forward for some distance, and then
leaving this, had begun again further back at a different angle

;

so that there is at first the appearance of a passage branching

off We examined all these false cuts very minutely, in the

hope of finding some such lateral passage, by which water might
come in from another quarter. We found, however, nothing of

the kind. The way seemed interminably long ; and we were for a

time suspicious, that we had fallen upon a passage different from

that which we had before entered. But at length, after having

measured 950 feet, we arrived at our former mark of 800 feet

traced with smoke upon the ceiling. This makes the whole

length of the passage to be 1750 feet ; or several hundred feet

greater than the direct distance externally,—a result scarcely

conceivable, although the passage is very winding. We came
out again at the fountain of Siloam.

'

' Vlnhouen, the correspondent of Qua- this passage, as far as he saw it He en-
resmius, gives a, very similar account of tered from the upper end, creeping on his -
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In constructing this passage, it is obvious that the workmen
commenced, at both ends, and met somewhere in the middle. At
the upper end, the work was carried along on the level of the
upper basin ; and there was a tendency to go too far towards
the west under the mountain ; for all the false cuts above men?
tioned are on the right. At the lower end, the excavation would
seem to have been begun on a higher level than at present ; and
when on meeting the shaft from the other end, this level was
found to be too high, the bottom was lowered untU the water
flowed through it ; thus leaving the southern end of the passage
much loftier than any other part. The bottom has A'ery little

descent ; so that the two basins are nearly on the same level

;

the upper one ten feet or more below the valley of Jehoshaphat,
and the other some forty feet above the same valley. The water
flows through the passage gently and with little current ; and I

am unable to account for the " great noise " of which Jerome
speaks, unless he refers perhaps to the time of the irregular ebul-

lition of the waters.'

The purpose for which this difficult work was undertaken, it

is not easy to discover. The upper basin must obviously have
been excavated at an earlier period than the lower ; and there

must have been something to be gained, by thus carrying its

waters through the solid rock into the valley of the Tyropoeon.

If the object had been merely to irrigate the gardens which lay

in that quarter, this might have been accomplished with far less

difficulty and expense, by conducting the water around upon the

outside of the hUl. But the whole looks as if the advantage of

a fortified city had been taken into the account ; and as if it had
been important to carry this water from one point to the other in

such a way, that it could not be cut off by a besieging army.

Now as this purpose would have been futile, had either of these

points lain without the ancient fortifications ; this circumstance

furnishes an additional argument, to show that the ancient wall

probably ran along the valley of Jehoshaphat, or at least descend-

ed to it, and included both Siloam and this upper fountain;

wMch then either constituted or supplied the " King's pool," or
" pool of Solomon." *

The water in both these fountains, then, is the same ; not-

withstanding travellers have pronounced that of Siloam to be

hands and tnces, and sometimes at full passing through the whole length. Qua*
leno^h ; nntil in a low spot his candle went resmius Elucidat II. pp. 289, 290.

out, and he could neither strike a light nor ,
' See above, p. 334, Note 2.—This snb-

tum round except with great difficulty, terraneous passage corresponds entirely to

At lenoth he extricated himself and re- the proper etymological signification of

turned, "licet bene madidus et sordibus the name Siloah in Hebrew, seni, viz. missio

plenus " He entered again the next day aquas, an aqueduct,

at the lower end ; but did not succeed in ^ See above, pp. 311, 337.
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bad, and that of tlie upper fountain to be good. We drank of it

often in both places. It has a peculiar taste, sweetish and very

slightly brackish, but not at all disagreeable. Later in the sea-

son, when the water is low, it is said to become more brackish

and unpleasant. It is the common water used by the people of

Kefr Selwan. ' We did not learn that it is regarded as medici-

nal, or particularly good for the eyes, as is reported by travellers

;

though it is not improbable that such a popular belief may
exist."

The irregular flow of the water mentioned by writers of the

earlier and middle ages as characteristic of Siloam, must of course

belong equally to both fountains ; except as the rush of the water
towards Siloam would be nowadays impeded and diminished, by
the dam of loose stones at the upper end of the passage. The
earlier writers who speak of this phenomenon, have already been
cited.' But ever since the fourteenth century, this remarkable

circumstance seems to have been almost, if not entirely, over-

looked by travellers. I have searched in vain through all the

more important writers, from Sir John Maundeville down to the

present day, without finding any distinct notice respecting it, de-

rived from personal observation.* Quaresmius, who describes

most fully both the fountains, is wholly silent as to any irregular-

ity ; as are also all the writers on Biblical Geography from Adri-

chomius and Reland onward to the present time ; except so far

as they refer to the testimony ofJerome. Yet the popular belief

in this phenomenon is still firm among the inhabitants of Jerusa-

lem ; our friends had often heard of it ; but having themselves

never seen the irregular flow, they regarded the story as one of the

many popular legends of the country.

We were more fortunate in this respect; having been very un-

expectedly witnesses of the phenomenon in question ; and we
are thus enabled to rescue another ancient historical fact from

the long oblivion, or rather discredit, into which it had fallen for

BO many centuries. As we were preparing to measure the basin

of the upper fountain (in the afternoon of April 30th) and ex-

plore the passage leading from it, my companion was standing on

' See above, p. 232. * Surius, Morone, TOn Troilo, and per-

" Monro's Summer Ramble in Syria, I haps others, slightly mention the irregular

pp. 199, 200. Comp. Cotovic. Itin. p. 292. flow; but leave it uncertain whether they

De Salignaco in A. D. 1522 describes the speak from personal knowledge, or merely

water ofSiloah as not only good to prevent (as in so many other instances) from tra-

*lindness and ophthalmia, but also for other ditional report Surius Pelerin, p. 400.

cosmetic uses : " Porro aqua fontis ipsis Morone Terra Santa illustr. I. p. 225. Von
etiam Saracenis in pretio est, adeo ut cum Troilo's Reisebeschr. Dresd. 1676. p. 261.

naturaliter foeteant insfcir hireorum, hnjus Nau says the water 0ows regularly in the

fontis lotionc foetorem mitigant sen depel- fountain of the Virgin ; but irregularly and

lant." Tom. X. c 1. at different hours in Siloam. Voyage, p.

' See above, pp. 334, 335. 308.
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the lower step near the water, with one foot on the step and the
other on a loose stone lying in the basin. All at once he per-
ceived the water coming into his shoe ; and supposing the stone

had rolled, he withdrew his foot to the step ; which however was
also now covered with water. This instantly excited our curiosity

;

and we now perceived the water rapidly bubbling up from under
the lower step. In less than five minutes it had risen in the basin

nearly or quite a foot ; and we could hear it gurgling oif through
the interior passage. In ten minutes more it had ceased to flow

;

and the water in the basin was again reduced to its former level.

Thrusting my staff in under the lower step, whence the water ap-
peared to come, I found that there was here a large hollow space

;

but a further examination could not be made without removing
the steps.

Meanwhile a woman of Kefr Selwan came to wash at the

fountain.' She was accustomed to frequent the place everyday
;

and from her we learned, that the flowing of the water occurs at

irregular intervals ; sometimes two or three times a day, and
sometimes in summer once in two or three days. She said, she

had seen the fountain dry, and men and flocks, dependent upon
it, gathered around and suffering from thirst ; when all at once
the water would begin to boil up from under the steps, and (as

she said) from the bottom in the interior part, and flow off in a
copious stream.

In order to account for this irregularity, the common people
say, that a great dragon lies within the fountain ; when he is a-

wake, he stops the water ; when he sleeps, it flows. An Arab
who was there, whom we had seen at the bath in the city, said

that the water comes down from the fountain beneath the great

mosk, of which I shall speak immediately. But how, or why ?

Was there perhaps originally a small and failing fountain here,

to which afterwards other waters were conducted from the tem-
ple ? Some supposition of this kind seems necessary, in order to

account for the large excavation in this place. Is perhaps the

irregular flow . to be explained by some such connection with
waters from above, the taste of which we found on trial to be the

same ? This is a mystery which former ages have not solved
;

and which it must be left to the researches of future travellers,

under more favourable auspices, fully to unfold.

In the account of the pool of Bethesda, situated near the

Sheep [gate], we are told that " an angel went down at a cer-

tain season into the pool, and troubled the water ; " and then

whosoever first stepped in, was made whole.' There seems to

have been here no special medicinal virtue in the water itself ; but
' The women of Kefr Selwan wash parties of soldiers washinoj their linen at

clothes in like manner customarily at Si- this fonntain and also at Siloam.

loam. Some days afterwards I fonnd ' John 5, 2-7.
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only he who first stepped in after the troubling, was healed.

Does not this " troubling " of the water look like the irregular

flow of the fountain just described ? And as the Sheep gate seems
to have been situated not far from the temple,' and the wall of the

ancient city probably ran along this valley ; may not that gate
have been somewhere in this part, and this fountain of the Vir-

gin have been Bethesda ? the same with the " King's pool " of

Nehemiah and the ' Solomon's pool ' of Josephus ? I suggest

these questions as perhaps worthy of consideration ; without
having myself any definite conviction either way upon the sub-

ject.'

Fountain under the Grand Mosk. Not long after our arrival

at Jerusalem, we were informed by our friends, that in conver-

sation with intelligent Mussulmans they had been told of a liv-

ing fountain under the Haram esh-Sherif ; from which a bath in

the vicinity was in part supplied. "We took up the inquiry, and
received similar information from various quarters. As the

Mufti of Jerusalem one day paid a visit to our host, this fountain

was mentioned in the course of conversation, and he confirmed

the accounts which we had previously heard. On being asked
whether we could visit it ; he said there would be no difficulty,

and expressed a desire to afibrd us every facility in our researches.

We now repaired to the bath, (April 28th,) which is situated

in a covered passage leading to one of the western entrances

of the enclosure of the mosk. It is called Hammam esh-Shefa,
' Bath of Healing,' and is apparently much used by those fre-

quenting the Haram. We were conducted through the bath, and
through several apartments and passages, to the parallel street

leading to the southern entrance of the mosk ; and then up a

flight of steps on the left to a platform, or rather the flat roof of

a low building, eighteen or twenty feet above the level of the

street. Here, in a low arched room, we found two men draw-

ing water from a narrow and deep well, in leathern buckets

suspended over a puUy. The depth of the well, by careful

measurement, proved to be 82^ feet, or about 65 feet below the

surface of the ground ; the water stood in it three and a half feet

deep. The distance from the well to the wall of the area of the

mosk, I found to be one hundred and thirty-five feet.

The elder of the two men said that he had often been at the

bottom of the weU ; and was wUUng to accompany us, if we

would go down. The water he said comes to the well through a

passage of mason work, four or five feet high, from under the

Neh. 3, 1. 32. The Sheep gate was ' Comp. the similar conjecture of Light-

built up by the priests, who of course dwelt foot in regard to this subject ; 0pp. II. p.

in and around the temple. It would seem USS. See more on this subject in Vol. Tit

therefore to have been near the temple. Sect V.

i. 508, 509
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Siikhrah or grand mosk. This passage is entered from the well

by a doorway ; and one has to stoop a little in passing through.

It leads first through a room of considerable size, arched, and
supported by fourteen marble columns with capitals ; and after-

wards terminates in a room under the Sukhrah about eight or

ten feet square, cut out of the solid rock ; which is entered by
another similar doorway. Here the water boils up from the rock

in a basin at the bottom. He knew of no other passage, open or

closed, from this room, nor from the main passage, by which the

water could flow off; but said there was at the bottom of the

well, a door closed up on the other side, leading no one knew
whither. This water in dry seasons ceases to flow out into the

well ; and then they are obliged to descend and bring it out from
the fountain by hand into the well, in order to supply the bath.

There is no known way of access to the fountain, except by de-

scending into this well.' They all declared, that when the keeper

of the bath takes pay of poor Muslim pilgrims for bathing, the

water is miraculously stopped. We drank of the water ; and
found that it had the same peculiar taste, which we had remarked
in the waters of Siloam and the fountain of the Virgin in the val-

ley below. We inquired whether this fountain had any connec-

tion with those in the valley, and were told that there was none
;

but when we afterwards saw the same man at the fountain of

the Virgin, he declared that there was a connection.—The above

account was afterwards confirmed to us by the keeper of the

bath.

Had we been prepared at the time to descend into the well

and explore the fountain, we should perhaps have met with Kttle

difficulty ; or at least a small hakhsliisli would have removed
every obstacle. But when we repaired thither again three days

afterwards (May 1st), with lights and a stronger rope and puUy,
they began to think it a matter of importance, and were unwilling

to let us go down without authority from their superiors. We
therefore deferred our purpose and returned home, after taking

more exact measurements than before, and letting down a light

into the well, which continued to burn brightly quite to the bottom.

The bath-keeper afterwards consulted the Mutawelly of the

Haram, who said he would ask the opinion of the council. But
as this would give to the matter a greater notoriety than was
desirable ; and as the Mufti had already told us, that there would
be no objection to our descending ; we preferred making the ap-

' I have since been informed ty Mr Ca- some connection with that described in the

therwood, that just within the western en- text, if it be not the same. But this would

trance of the Great Mosk itself, at the not accord with the information received

right hand, is a deep well, from which by us from the Mufti and people at the

water is drawn for ablutions. He suggests, hath, as well as from other indeper.dent

that this well or fountain may possibly have sources.

i. 509, 510
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•plication directly to him. He was accordingly waited upon ; but
unfortunately at an unpropitious moment, when he was sur-

rounded by several Muhammedan doctors and others ; and his

reply was, that the thing was not in his hands, but if we would
get permission and a Kawwas (Janizary) from the governor,

there would be no difficulty. Had he been alone, he might per-

haps have given a different answer. Perceiving that under the

circumstances, it would probably be unavailing to press the mat-
ter further at the moment, we thought it better to wait and
apply at a later period to the Kaim Makam, or military gover-

nor, who probably would have at once granted our request. But
when we afterwards returned to the city from our excursions, the

prevalence of the plague- and other circumstances combined to

hinder us from making the application ; and we were reluc-

tantly compelled to forego the further prosecution of this inter-

esting inquiry.

However imperfect or exaggerated the preceding account may
be in several respects, there seemed no reason for doubt as to the

main fact, viz. that there was in the heart of the rock, at the

depth of some eighty feet underneath the Haram, an artificial

fountain ; the water of which has the same essential character-

istics as that flowing out at the artificial excavations in the val-

ley below. This fountain naturally reminds us of that mentioned

by Tacitus,' and still more strongly of the language of Aristeeas
;

who in describing the ancient temple, informs us that " the sup-

ply of water was unfailing, inasmuch as there was an abundant

natural fountain flowing in the interior, and reservoirs of admi-

rable construction under ground, extending five stadia around

the temple, with pipes and conduits unknown to all except those

to whom the service was intrusted, by which the water was

brought to various parts of the temple and again conducted off."*

This account is also doubtless exaggerated. Yet all the circum-

stances taken together render it not improbable, that there may be

some hidden channel, by which the waters of the fountain beneath

the mosk are carried down to the valley below. From what quar-

ter they are first brought into this excavated chamber, is a ques-

tion which presents no less difficulty. There seems little reason

to doubt that the whole work is artificial ; and we may perhaps

reasonably conjecture, that it stood in some connection with the

ancient fountain of Gihon on the higher ground west of the city.

' " Fons perennis aquae, cavati sab terra mius, p. 160. Quarestnius II. p. 292.

montes; " Hist 5. 12. See this more fully Lightfoot 0pp. I. p. 612.—Yet it is per-

quoted above, p. 306, Note 2. haps doubtful, whether an actual fountain

' Aristae, de Leg. div. TransLp. 112, in is here meant in the passage from Aris-

Joseph. 0pp. Tom. II. Append, ed. Haver- taeas ; or only a constant flow ,
f water from

camp, iiSaros Se iy4x\£nrr6s iari. (riffTuns, an aqueduct, an if from a natural fjuntiiin.

iis hv Koi irriyljs taw'^ev ToKui^iroa (pMi- Lightfoot understands the language in the

kHs imp^eova-ris kt\. See also Adricho- latter way.
1. Oil, OX.M
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Later investigations have however shown, that no such sup-
posed connection exists.'

Fountain of Gihon. The place to which Solomon was
brought from Jerusalem to be anointed, was called Gihon ; but
the direction of it from the city is not specified.' At a later

period we are told of king Hezekiah, that he " stopped the upper
water-course [or upper out-flow of the waters] of Gihon, and
brought it down to the west side of the city of David."' It is

said too that " he took counsel with his princes and his mighty
men to stop the waters of the fountains which were without the

city ;—and there was gathered much people together, who stop-

ped all the fountains and the brook that ran through the midst
of the land, saying, why should the kings of Assyria come, and
find much water ?"* The Son of Sirach also informs us, that
" Hezekiah strengthened his city, and brought in water into the

midst of it ; he dug with iron into the rock and built fountains

for the waters."' Josephus mentions also the fountain of Gihon."

From all these passages I am unable to arrive at any other

conclusion, than that there existed anciently a fountain Gihon
on the west of the city, which was " stopped " or covered over by
Hezekiah, and its waters brought down by subterranean chan-

nels into the city. Before that time it would naturally have
flowed down through the vaUey of Gihon or Hinnom ; and pro-

bably it formed the " brook " which was stopped at the same
time.

The fountain may have been stopped and its waters thus

secured very easily, by digging deep and erecting over it one or

more vaulted subterranean chambers. Something of the very

same kind is stUl seen at the fountain near Solomon's pools

beyond Bethlehem ; where the water rises in subterranean

chambers, to which there is no access except down a narrow

shaft like a well.' In this way the waters of Gihon would be

withdrawn from the enemy, and preserved to the city ; in which

they would seem to have been distributed among various

reservoirs and fountains. The present pool of Hezekiah was

probably one ; and the fountain under the temple (if one exists)

may have been another. Josephus also speaks of an aqueduct

apparently, which conveyed water to the tower of Hippicus, and

of one connected with Herod's palace on Zion ;' both of which

would naturally have come firom Gihon or its reservoir.

' See Wolcott in Biblioth. Sac. 1843, pp. tions were taken by the Muhammedans on

24-28. Tobler Denkblatter, etc. p. 73 sq. the first approach of the crusaders to Jeru-

For Dr Barclay's examination see Vol. III. salem ; Will. Tyr. 8. 7.

Sect. V. ' Sirac. 48, 17. [19.] Cod. Alex.
'' 1 Kings 1, 33. 38. ' Joseph. Antiq. 7. 14. 5.

" 2 Chron, 33, 30. Comp. also 33, 14. ' See under date of May 3th.

' 2 Chron. 32, 3. 4. Similar precau- ' Joseph. B. J. 5. 7. 3. ib. 2. 17. 9.

L 512, 513
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All these circumstances, as well as the nature of the ground,
seem to leave little room for doubt, that an open fountain did
anciently thus exist somewhere in the vicinity of the upper pool
on the west of the city ; the waters of which may still continue
to flow by subterranean channels down to the ancient temple,
and perhaps to Siloam. This fountain of course was Gihon.'
But to arrive at entire certainty upon the subject, extensive

excavations in this part would probably be necessary ; and we
may hope that the day is not far distant, when these may be set

on foot without hindrance.
The Dragon fountain mentioned by Nehemiah, was over-

against the Valley gate ; and there seems therefore good reason
to suppose, that this was only another name for the fountain of
Gihon."

The Aqueduct. The course of the aqueduct which brings
water from Solomon's pools to the great mosk, has already been
described, from the point where it crosses the valley of Hinnom
and winds around the sides of Zion.' We did not ourselves see

its termination in the area of the mosk ; but the unanimous
testimony both of Muhammedans and Christians leaves no doubt
upon this point. It enters the Haram across the mound already
described.* In passing along the road to Bethlehem, the aque-
duct is seen from the plain of Kephaim on the left ; and again
on approaching Bethlehem, on the low ridge between Wady
Ahmed at the right and the head of another Wady at the left.

Here water was running in it. It winds eastwards around the
hill on which Bethlehem stands ; and on the southern side,

beyond the town, lies at some depth below the surface. Here is

a well, or rather reservoir, through which it flows ; whence the

water is drawn up with buckets. The channel is usually

conducted along the surface of the ground ; and has an appear-

ance of antiquity. For some distance from the pools it is laid

with earthen pipes enclosed and covered with stones ; but after-

wards, apparently, it consists merely of stones laid in cement,

forming a small channel of perhaps a foot in breadth and depth.

' For a similar view, see Crome in against the express langoage of 2 Chron.

Ersch and Gruber's Enojcl. art. Jerusalem, 32, 30 ; supported as it is by'vs. 3. 4. of

p. 288. In this way the connection be- the same chapter, and by Sirac. 48, 17.

tween Gihon and Siloam, which some have [ 1 9.] Nor is the expression " doum to

assumed, may still be true; see Gesenius Gihon" in 1 Kings 1, 33 inconsistent with

Lex. Heb. art. n'-HC. Quaresmius II. p. the view in the text; for in passing from

288.—Others haVe 'regarded Gihon and Zion to Gihon on the west, there is first a

Siloam as identical ; on the ground that in somewhat steep descent, and then a gradual

1 Kincrs 1, 33. 38, the Targnm of Jonathan "se ; and this descent was probably m an-

snbstitutes Siloam for Gihon. But as this cient times still more marked.

Targum is held to be not older than the ' Nehem. 2, 13. See p. 320, above,

close of the second century aiter Christ,
^

|ee above, p. 26o.

when the correct tradition was probably See above, p. 267.

lost, this circumstance can weigh little

L 514. 515
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Of course, being thus exposed, it could never benefit the city in
a time of siege.

That the aqueduct is ancient, is also probable from the
character and enormous size of the pools themselves, which could
not well have been erected on such a scale for any purpose,

except to aid in furnishing the ordinary supply of water for the

Holy City. They may indeed have served also to irrigate

gardens in the valley below ; but this could hardly have been
their main object. Yet there is no mention of them in the

Scriptures. Later Jewish writers, however, as cited in the
Talmud, speak often of the manner in which the temple was
supplied with water by an aqueduct from the fountain of Etam,
wliich lay at a distance from the city on the way to Hebron.'
This notice could not well have been an invention of their own

;

corresponding as it does to the mention of an Etam by Josephus,

not far from Jerusalem, which Solomon is said to have adorned
with gardens and streams of water.' Those writers doubtless

refer to an aqueduct which of old, as at the present day,

connected those ancient reservoirs with the temple of Jerusalem.

This aqueduct seems not to be mentioned by any of the
pilgrims of the earlier centuries, nor by the writers of the times

of the crusades.' The first direct though imperfect allusion to.

it, which I have been able to find, is in the Itineraries of WDKam
of Baldensel and Ludolph de Suchem (A. D. 1336-50), who
speak of the cisterns of Jerusalem as being filled with water
brought under ground from Hebron, which however could be
seen along the way. A similar allusion occurs in Gumpenberg's
Journal A. D. 1449. A fuller notice is given by F. Fabri in

1483 ; but Cotovicus a century later (A. D. 1598), is apparently

the first to make known both the pools and aqueduct with

tolerable exactness.'' Since that time the pools have been often

described ; while the aqueduct has usually been passed over with

a slight notice.'

' See Lightfoot Descr. Templi Hieros. c. in going from the gate of David down the

.23, 0pp. I. p. 612. Ejusd. Disq. chorogr. valley, with Mount Zion on the left, there

Joanni preemissa c. v. § 5. 0pp. ll. p. 589. was a stone bridge crossing the valley on
—In 2 Chr. 11, 6 " Bethlehem and Etam arches. This answers to the aqneduet,

and Tekoa " are placed together. Comp. which here crosses on nine very low
Reland Falsest, p. 304, 558, Aitam.—Jo- arches.

sephns also relates, that Pilate expended * See L. de Such. Itin. p. 74. Reissb.

the sacred treasures in bringing water to des h. Landes, Ed. 2. pp. 843, 461, 283.

the city from the distance of 400 stadia

;

Cotovici Itin. pp. 241-243. Zuallart,

B. J. 2. 9. 4. twelve years earlier, seems to speak only
' Antiq. 8. 7. 3. from report ; Viagg. p. 235.
' Perhaps a trace of it may be fonnd ' Comp. the art. Jeru%alem by Crome,

in the remark of Adamnanns (1. 17), that p. 280, in Ersch and Gruber's Encycl

W L 515,516
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X. CEMETERIES, TOMBS, ETC.

The four Christian cemeteries upon Mount Zion have already

been described ; ' as also the three burial places of the Muham-
medans ; oiie along the eastern wall of the city next the Haram
esh-Sherif ; another on the west near the upper pool ; and the

third over the grotto of Jeremiah on the north.' The present

cemetery of the Jews lies on the western slope of the mount of

Olives, near the foot, just above the tombs of Absalom and
Zacharias. Here, overagainst their ancient temple, many wan-
derers of that remarkable people have come to mingle their bones
with those of their fathera ; awaiting the great day foretold as they

suppose by their prophets, when the Lord shall stand upon the

mount of Olives, and the mountain shall cleave asunder, and
the dead of Israel shall rise from beneath it, and all nations be
judged in the valley, and Israel be avenged.' The slope of the

mountain is here thickly covered with their graves, each decked
simply with a stone laid flat upon it ; on which is usually a
Hebrew inscription.

Sepulchral Monuments. Under this term I here include

only the four tombs or monumental sepulchres situated in the

valley of Jehoshaphat, on the east side of the Kidron, and op-
posite to the southeast corner of the area of the grand mosk.
These are commonly described as the tombs of Jehoshaphat,

Absalom, St. James, and Zacharias. This I believe to be the

most usual order of the names, beginning from the north ; but
the tradition of the monks, as weU as the judgment of travel-

lers, has varied much at different times ; so that these names
have been frequently applied to the tombs in a different and
very uncertain order. ^ Those of Absalom and Zacharias, here

so called, are real monuments of rock ; the other two are only

excavated tombs with ornamented portals.

These tombs are situated in the narrowest part of the valley

of Jehoshaphat, where a shelf or ledge of rock extends down
from the east, and terminates in an almost perpendicular face

just over the bed of the Kidron. The tomb of Zacharias on the

south, so called in allusion to the person " slain between the

temple and the altar,"* lies directly beneath the southeast cor-

' See above, pp. 229-231. Plan of Jerusalem, 1835. Cotovicus gives

° See above, pp. 232, 234, 239. the same order in his text, though there
' Zeoh. 14, 3-11. Joel 3, [4,] 2. 12. is an error in his engraving

; p. 294 sq.

—

14. 20. Lightfoot Cent. chor. Matthaeo Prokesch on the other hand applies the

praem. c. 40. 0pp. II. p. 201. names of Jehoshaphat and Zacharias to

* The order in the text is that given by those above called Zacharias and St.

Quaresmins, IL p. 249 sq. and also by James ; Eeise, p. 70. Comp. Schuberfs

Van Egmond and Heyman and by Po- Eeise, II. p. 524, not«.

cocke, a century later. The same appears • Matth. 23, .35. Luke 11, 51.

on monastic authority in Catherwood's

Vol. I.- 30 i. 516 518
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ner of the area of the ancient temple, and is wholly hewn ont
from the rocky ledge above mentioned. It is a square block,
about twenty feet on each side ; the rock having been cut away
around it so as to form a square niche or area, in which it stands
isolated, leaving a broad passage all around it. The 'body of the
tomb is about eighteen or twenty feet high, and apparently
solid ; at least no chamber or entrance is known. The sides are

decorated each with two half columns and two quarter columns
;

the latter adjacent to square pilasters at the corners, and all

having capitals of the Ionic order. Around the cornice is an or-

nament of acanthus leaves, about three feet high ; and above
this the top is formed by an obtuse pyramid of ten or twelve
feet in height. The whole monument has thus an elevation of
about thirty feet ; and, with all its ornaments, is wholly cut out
from the solid rock.'

Just north of this is the excavated cavern into which the
apostle James is said to have retired, during the interval be-
tween the crucifixion and resurrection of our Lord ; ' but which
in common parlance bears the name of his sepulchre. The en-
trance is by an open portal with two Doric columns and two
side columns fronting towards the west, and situated ten or fif-

teen feet above the ground in the same ledge of rock. The cav-

ern is said to be fifteen feet high and ten broad, and to extend
back some fifty feet. There is another entrance to it firom the

niche around the adjacent tomb of Zacharias.'

The tomb of Absalom is close by the lower bridge over the

Kidron ; and is a square isolated block hewn out from the rocky
ledge, in the same manner as that of Zacharias, leaving a like

area or niche around it. The body of this tomb is about
twenty-four feet square ; and is ornamented on each side with
two half columns and two quarter columns of the Ionic order,

with pilasters at the corners, like the former tomb. The archi-

trave exhibits triglyphs and Doric ornaments. The elevation is

about eighteen or twenty feet to the top of the architrave, and
thus far it is wholly cut from the rock. But the adjacent rock

is here not so high as at the tomb of Zacharias ; and therefore

the upper part of this tomb has been carried up with mason
work of large stones. This consists first of two square layers

;

of which the upper one is smaller than the lower ; and then a

small dome or cupola runs up into a low spire, which spreads a

little at the top like an opening flower. This mason work is

perhaps twenty feet high
;
giving to the whole an elevation of

' Prokesch describes this tomb under ' Qnaresmius Elucid. Terrje Sanctje, II.

the name of Jehoshaphat : see his Eeise, p. 258.

p. 70. Comp. also Turner's Tour in the ' Turner, 1. c. p. 252. Prokesch, L o.

Levant, IL p. 251. See Tower's Golgotha, p. 70. Tobler L c. p. 295.

p. 289.

i. 518, 519
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about forty feet. There is a Bmall excavated chamber in the

body of the tomb ; into which a hole had already been broken
through one of the sides, several centuries ago.'

Behind this tomb, at the northeast corner of its niche, is the

portal of the excavated sepulchre of Jehoshaphat. It is in the

perpendicular face of the niche ; and is of course a later work
than the tomb before it. The portal is surmounted by a fine

pediment resting (I think) on square pilasters. The tomb itself

is wholly subterranean.^

It is not necessary to waste words here, to show that these

tombs never had any thing to do with the persons whose names
they bear. The style of architecture and embellishment would
seem to indicate, that they are of a later period than most of

the other countless sepulchres round about the city ; which, with
few exceptions, are destitute of architectural ornament. Yet
the foreign ecclesiastics who crowded to Jerusalem in the fourth

century, found these monuments here ; and of course, it became
an object to refer them to persons mentioned in the Scriptures.

Yet from that day to this, tradition seems never to have become
fully settled, as to the individuals whose names they should bear.

The Itin. Hieros. in A. D. 333 speaks of the two monolithic

monuments as the tombs of Isaiah and Hezekiah.^ Adamna-
nus, about A. D. 697, mentions only one of these, and calls it

: the tomb of Jehoshaphat ; near to which were the two excavated

sepulchres of Simeon the Just and Joseph the husband of Mary.*

The historians of the crusades appear not to have noticed these

tombs. The first mention of a tomb of Absalom, is by Benja-

min of Tudela, who gives to the other the name of king Uz-
ziah ; and from that time to the present day, the accounts of

travellers have been varying and inconsistent.'

The intermingling of the Greek orders, and a spice of the

massive Egyptian taste, which are visible in these monuments,

serve also to show, that they belong to a late period of the Greek

and Koman art ; and especially to that style of mingled Greek

and Egyptian, which prevailed in the oriental provinces of the

Roman empire. The chief seat of this style was perhaps at Pe-

tra ; where it still appears in much of its pristine character, in

' See Prokeseh, 1 c. p. 70. Tobler L e ^ Itin. Hieros. ei WesseL p. 595.

p 268 sq. The hole is mentioned by * Adamnanus 1. 14.

Qaaresmius, 'II. p. 249.—Chateaubriand's ' Benj. de Tud. p. 71. Marinus Sann-

description of this monument exhibits a tus speaks only of the tomb of Jehosha-

speciraen of his usual inaccuracy. Ac- phat; 3. 14. 9. Lud de Suchem and

cording to him there are six columns on Breydenbach name only that of Absalom,

each side, all of the Doric order; while etc. See L. de Such. Itin. p. 84. Reissb.

the top, he says, is built up in the form of des h. Landes, pp. 846, 113. Maundeville

a triangular pyramid. Itin. II. p. 77. mentions the tomb of Jehoshaphat, and

Par. 1837. further south those of St. James and
" Tobler L c. p. 304 sq. Zacharias ; p. 96. Lond. 1839.
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the very remarkable excavations of Wady Musa. When we
visited, that place some weeks afterwards, we were much struck
at finding there several isolated monuments, the counterparts of

the monolithic tombs in the valley of Jehoshaphat. ' The archi-

tectural remains of Petra are not held, I believe, to be in general

older than the Christian era ; nor is there any reason to suppose

that the Jewish monuments in question, are of an earlier date.

Indeed, if they existed prior to the destruction of Jerusalem,

they are probably to be referred to the times of the Herods ; who
themselves were of Idumsean descent, and maintained an inter-

course between Petra and Jerusalem.^ In that age too, as wei

know, other foreigners of rank repaired to Jerusalem, and erected

for themselves mansions and sepulchres.^ It would not therefore

be difficult to account in this way, for the resemblance between
these monuments and those of Petra.

Or, if the entire silence of Josephus and other cotemporary
writers as to these tombs be regarded as an objection to this hy-

pothesis, why may they not perhaps be referred to the time of

Adrian ? This emperor appears to have been a patron of Petra;

he also built up Jerusalem ; and both these cities were called

after his name.' It would therefore not be unnatural, that this

period should be marked in both places by monuments possess-

ing a similar architectural character.

Sepulchres. The numerous sepulchres which skirt the val-

leys on the north, east, and south of Jerusalem, exhibit for the

most part one general mode of construction. A doorway in the

perpendicular fece of the rock, usually small and without orna-

ment, leads to one or more small chambers excavated from the

rock, and commonly upon the same level with the door. Very
rarely are the chambers lower than the doors. The walls in

general are plainly hewn ; and there are occasionally, though

not always, niches or resting places for the dead bodies. In or-

der to obtain a perpendicular face for the doorway, advantage

was sometimes taken of a former quarry ; or an angle was cut in

the rock with a tomb in each face ; or a square niche or area was
hewn out in a ledge, and then tombs excavated in all three of

its sides. All these expedients are seen particularly in the

northern part of the valley of Jehoshaphat, and near the tombs
of the Judges. Many of the doorways and fronts of the tombs

' See our approach to Wady Musa under to marry Herodias; Joseph. Ant 18. 6. 1.

May Slst. AJso Burckhardt's Travels in Comp. B. J. 1. 6. 2.

Syria, etc. p. 422. Of these monuments ' Joseph. Ant. 20. i. 3. B. J. 5. 6. 1.

Laborde has given no account whatever. ib. 6. 6. 3, 4.

' Herod the Tetrarch married the daugh- * Coins of Petra are found with the

ter of Aretas, king of Arabia Petrsea
;

inscription : ASpiavri IlETpii M7)T/)oiroA.ij.

but he afterwards repudiated her in order Eckhel Doctr. Numor. vet. Tom. II. p. 603.

i. Oil. 622
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along this valley are now broken away, leaving the whole of the
interior exposed.

Of this multitude of sepulchres, those on the south of the
valley of Hinnom seem to be in general the best preserved ; with
the exception of the tombs of the Judges and Kings, which wiU
be described separately. On the north side of the vaUey of Hin-
nom, along Mount Zion, there are, I think, no sepulchres ; and
the same is the case on the west side of the valley of Jehosha-
phat, so far as the ancient city extended along it. Nor do they
appear anywhere in the latter valley, below the junction of the
valley of Hinnom.

Tombs south of Hinnom. These I visited in company with
Messrs Smith, Whiting, and Nicolayson, on the Sd of May.
Two Jews were with us ; one of whom, called Hillel, had been in

the East Indies, and had published a book full of extravagant

descriptions of Jerusalem. He professed to have discovered

several Hebrew inscriptions among the tombs, and undertook to

lead us to them. We went first to the top of the hill, to the

villa of Caiphas, so called ; and then descending northwards, and
somewhat to the west of the path which passes down from Zion
and crosses the valley of Hinnom, we came among the tombs.

Here, the side of the hill, as it rises from the valley, is for the

most part perpendicular rock, from twenty to forty feet high,

with other rocky ledges higher up ; and the face of the hill is full

of sepulchres along the whole extent of the vaUey. One of the

first tombs we came to, had on the side of the entrance a long

Hebrew inscription, well cut, in the ordinary modern character
;

but so defaced by time that only a few separate words could be

made out. We could be certain only of the following

:

The next word contained the letter Sin (v), from which our com-

panion HiUel was greatly inclined to make out the name of Solo-

mon. We regretted much that the date had become so hope-

lessly obliterated. The existence and state of this inscription,

and the form of the character, seem to indicate that the Jews must

have buried here during the middle ages. Indeed, Benjamin of

Tudela seems to allude to these sepulchres, when he speaks of

Jewish cemeteries on the same side of the city as Mount Zion

;

among which, he says, there were tombs with the date inscribed.

'

Our guide now took us to another tomb near by, where he

• Benj. of Tud. p. 72. I presume the 179. He appears to have made out much
inscription in the text is the same which more of it than we could.

Scholz professes to have copied ; Reise, p.

Vol. I.—30* i- 523-525
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: said there were Inscriptions inside in large Hebrew characters.

But what he had taken for Hebrew letters, proved to be only
• fortuitous scratches or marks in the rock. A little further down,
we came upon a tomb with a Greek inscription over the entrance,

to which a cross was prefixed

:

t T H C An A C

C I tu nr

Not far off was another with the same letters and cross, but mnch
defaced. Close by the former was also a tomb with a Greek in-

scription of some length, now illegible ; and in this quarter were

two or three others, apparently in the same language, but too

much obliterated to be made out.' The inscription in Phenician

characters mentioned by Dr. Clarke, we did not see.*

Following down the side of the valley, and passing sepulchres

and caverns without number, we came to the place shown as the

Aceldama or Field of Blood.' The tradition which fixes it upon
this spot, reaches back to the age of Jerome ; and it is mentioned

by almost every visitor of the Holy City from that time to the

present day.* The field or plat is not now marked by any

•boundary to distinguish it from the rest of the hill-side ; and the

former chamel house, now a ruin, is all that remains to point out

the site. It is a long massive building of stone, erected in front

apparently of a natural cave; with a roof arched the whole length,

and the walls sunk deep below the ground oiitside, forming a

deep pit or cellar within. An opening at each end enabled us

to look in ; but the bottom was empty and dry, except a few

bones much decayed.

This plat of ground, originally bought " to bury strangers in,"

seems to have been early set apart by the Latins and even by the

crusaders themselves, as a place for the burial of pilgrims.^ Sir

J. MaundeviUe in the fourteenth century says, that "in that

Feld ben manye Tombes of Cristene Men; for there ben manye
PHgrymes graven." He is also the first to mention the chamel

house, which then belonged to the hospital of St. John.' In the

beginning of the seventeenth century, Quaresmius describes it as

belonging to the Armenians ; who sold the right of interment

here at a high price.' In Maundrell's day dead bodies were still

' These are apparently the same of dition, or an error in transcription, cannot

which Scholz has professedly given copies

;

now be determined.—See also Antonin.

Beise, pp. 179, 180. Mart. 26. Adamnanus 1. 20. Edrjsi ed.

' Clarke's Travels in the Holy Land, Jaub. p. 345. Will. Tyr. 8. 2. Brocardus,

4to p. 55.5. c- 8. Lud. de Suchem, p. 84. Keissb. pp.-

» Matth.'27, 7. 8. Acts 1, 19. 847, 848.

* Onomast. art. Acheldamach. Ense- ' Jac. de Vitr. Hist. Hieros, 64.

bins places it on the rwrtk ot the city; " Travels, pp. 93, 94. Lond. 1839. Lnd.

Jerome on the soxdh. Whether this dis- de Such. pp. 84, 85. Reissb. pp. 846, 847.

crepancy arises from a change in the tra- ' Elucid. 11 p. 285.

i. 524. 525
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deposited in it ; and Korte relates, that in his time it was the
usual burial place of pilgrims.' Dr Clarke repeats the same
story in the heginning of this century ; but at present it has the
appearance of ha^dng been for a much longer time abandoned.'
The soil of this spot was long believed to have the power of con-
suming dead bodies in the space of twenty-four hours. On this

account shiploads of it are said to have been carried away in A.
D. 1218, in order to cover over the famous Campo Santo in

Pisa.' Ten years before our visit, I had listened to the same
story within the walls of that remarkable cemetery.

Not far from this place, lower down the hill, we came to a
tomb which had once been painted in the interior. Traces of

the painting still remain upon the ceiling and walls ; but they
consist chiefly of glories around the heads of Greek saints, with-
out value either in a historical or archaeological respect. I sup-

pose this to be the tomb usually shown by the monks, as the

place where the apostles hid themselves after the arrest of Jesus.*

Still more to the east, and not far from the corner of the hiU near
the valley of Jehoshaphat, we entered a sepulchre which was
said to have been recently opened. The entrance was low under
the surface of the ground ; an upright doorway with a descent

to it by steps. It led into an ante-room excavated in the rock,

having an arched ceiling or dome, with doorways in the three

sides, opening into five or six side chambers. In these are seen

low sarcophagi, or rather hollow couches, left in the same rock

along the sides ; in which were still many bones and skulls, the

relics of their former tenants.

In general, it may be said of these sepulchres, as well as of

most of those around Jerusalem, that they exhibit little which

is remarkable, except their number. In none of them, save iu

the tombs of the Kings, have regular sarcophagi ever been

found, either plain or sculptured. The manner in which the

work is executed, exhibits for the most part any thing but skill

;

and with the exception of the monuments in the valley of Jeho-

shaphat and the tombs of the Kings, there is nothing which can

be compared, either with the architectural decorations of the

sepulchres at Petra, or with the interior magnificence of the an-

cient Egyptian tombs.'

Tombs of the Judges. Passing now from the valley of Hin-

nom to the very head of the valley of Jehoshaphat, we find there

' Manndrell's Jouraey, Apr. 6th. Kor- ' Ranmer's Palast. Edit. 3. p. 270. Po-
tens Reise, p. 110. See too Pococke II. cocke's Descr. of the East, II. i. p. 25.

i. p. 25.
* Quaresmius Tom. II. p. 283. Maun-t

'•' Travels in the Holy Land, 4to. p. 567. drell, Apr. 6tli.

That corpses were still thrown into this ' See remarks on Dr Clarke in Note

place so late as 1 8) 8, as related by Richard- XXVIII, end of the volume,

son, is barely pcssible ; Travels, II. p. 355.

L 525-527
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the 101111)8 of the Judges, half an hour distant from the Damas-
cus gate. In approaching them along the valley, the rocks on
each side are fuH of ordinary sepulchres ; and it is not until one

has crossed the water-shed, and begins slightly to descend

towards the Wady Beit Hanina, that he reaches these tombs.'

They are situated just on the east of the path ; and are entered

by a not large portico under a fine pediment, sculptured with

flowers and leaves. From the middle of the portico, a doorway

larger than in most sepulchres leads into an ante-chamber eigh-

teen or twenty feet square. In the north side of this room are

two rows of deep narrow niches or crypts for dead bodies, one

above the other ; the crypts running in perpendicular to the

wall, and being just large enough to receive a corpse ; the side

of the room, as Sandys says, being " cut full of holes in manner
of a dove-house." On the east and south sides of the ante-

chamber, small doors lead to two other apartments, each about

twelve feet square, in both of which three of the sides have similar

crypts below and a larger niche above, as if for a sarcophagus.

At the southeast and northwest corners of the ante-room, a few

steps lead down through the floor to a lower apartment in each

corner, of like form and dimensions. It is not improbable, that

similar apartments may exist under the other two corners of the

ante-room, the entrances to which are now covered with stones

and rubbish.'' In the chambers now open we counted about

sixty of these deep narrow niches or crypts. We took here no

measurements and made no minute examination.

I have been able to find no notice of these tombs earlier

than the time of Cotovicus, A. D. 1598, who gives them no

name. Sandys in A. D. 1611, calls them the " Sepulchre of

the Prophets."' Quaresmius first describes them under the

present name ; and they have not often been mentioned by later

travellers." That writer refers them to the Hebrew judges of

the Old Testament. But the name, however it arose, more pro-

bably had reference to the judges of the Jewish Sanhedrim
;

and was applied in consequence of a fancied correspondence be-

tween the number of the narrow crypts, and the seventy mem-
bers who composed that tribunal.

Tomb of Helena, commonly called Tomhs of the Kings.

About one hundred and seventy-five rods north of the Damas-
cus gate, on the right of the Nabulus road, just as it begins to

' See above, pp. 241, 270. ' Cotovioi Itin. p. 317. Sandys' Tra-
" Both Cotovic-js and Doubdan seem to yels. Lend. 1658, p. 136.

say, that there is a chamber still lower ' Quaresmius Elucid. Terr. Sanct. II. p.

down, a third story, which is entered in 728. Monconys I. p. 319. Doubdan, p.

like manner by steps from the second. Co- 114. Pococke Descr. of the East, II. i. p.

tovici Itin. p. 317. Doubdan Voyage, etc. 48.

p. 116.

i. 527, 528
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descend towards tlie valley of Jehoshaphat, is situated the re-

markable sepulchre usually called the tombs of the Kings.'

The construction is as follows. A large square pit or court is

sunk in the solid rock, which here forms the level surface of the

ground. The direction of the sides, as taken from the south, is

N. by W. measuring 92 1 feet ; while the other two sides

measure eighty-seven feet. The depth of the court is now eigh-

teen feet ; but the bottom is obviously much fiUed up. In order

to form an entrance to this court, a broad trench of the same
depth, thirty-two feet in width, was cut parallel to the southern

-side, leaving between it and the court a solid wall of rock seven

feet thick. The western end of this trench slopes down very

gradually to the bottom, forming a commodious descent, while

towards the eastern end, an arched passage is cut through the

intervening wall, from the trench into the court. The sides of

the court are perpendicular, and hewn smooth.

In the western wall of this sunken court, a portico or hall has

been excavated from the solid rock, measuring in the interior

thirty-nine feet long, by seventeen wide and fifteen high. The
open front or portal was originally twenty-seven feet in length

;

but is now broken away in parts for a greater distance. The
sides of this portal were once ornamented with columns or pilas-

ters ; and there were also two intermediate columns now broken

down, dividing the whole portal into three nearly equal parts.

The rock above is elegantly sculptured in the later Roman style.

Over the centre of the portal are carved large clusters of grapes

between garlands of flowers, intermingled with Corinthian capi-

tals and other decorations ; below which is tracery-work of flowers

and fruits extending quite across the portal and hanging down
along the sides. This is the finest specimen of sculpture existing

in or around Jerusalem.

At the south end of the interior portico or hall, near the inner

corner, is the low entrance to the excavated chambers. If I re-

collect aright, the top of this entrance is little if any above the

level of the floor ; a passage being sunk in the latter by which to

descend and reach it ; so that if this passage were filled up to its

former level, all traces of an entrance might be easily concealed.

At present this passage and the door are greatly obstructed by

loose stones casually thrown in, which no one takes the trouble to

clear away ; so that the entrance is difficult, affording only room

to pass in upon the hands and knees.

The first room is merely an ante-chamber, 18J feet by 19,

containing nothing. The walls here, as in aU the other rooms,

consist of the solid rock, hewn smooth but not polished. The ceil-

ing slopes upwards a little from the two sides, forming a sort of

* See above, p. 240.
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double roof. On tlie south side of this room are two low entran-
ces to other apartments ; and on the west side, one. These en-
trances were once closed by doors oflimestone, with carved panels,

shutting from within ; the doors have been thrown down and
broken, and the fragments still lie around. They were suspended

by tenons above and below, fitted to corresponding sockets in the

rock ; the lower tenon being of course short. One of these doors

was stiU hanging in Maundrell's day, and " did not touch its lin-

tel by at least two inches."'

The first room on the left or southeast from the ante-chamber,

measures 11 feet 2 inches by 12 feet. On the eastern and south-

ern sides are smaU low niches or crypts, three on a side, running
in perpendicular to the wall, with narrow entrances, intended as

a place of deposit for dead bodies, and exhibiting nothing worthy
of particular remark. Along the sides of the room there is a
small channel cut in the floor, to carry ofi" the drippings from the

damp walls ; and a similar arrangement is found in the other

chambers.

The second room on the south of the ante-chamber and adja-

cent to the one just described, is 13 feet by 13-J- ; and has also

six smaE. crypts or chambers in its southern and western sides,

three in each. But they differ somewhat from those of the former

apartment ; the middle crypt on each of the two sides having a
higher entrance, being itself larger, and having also beyond it

another smaller recess or tomb. Moreover, from one of these, or

from a like recess, a few steps lead down to stUl another and lower

tomb, or low square vault, with a large niche on three sides, in which
once stood sarcophagi of white marble, elegantly sculptured with

flowers and wreaths. These are now broken ; and the fragments

strewed around upon the floors.

The third room, on the west of the ante-chamber, was appa-
rently the most important of all. It is 13|- feet square ; and has

three crypts on each of its three sides towards the south, west, and
north. These are similar to those of the second room ; except

that they are somewhat larger. The middle one indeed on each

side is quite large, with each an interior recess or tomb as before.

From one of these again, (that on the north side,) steps lead

down to another low vault, like the former, with similar marble

sarcophagi."

' Maundrell's Journey, March 28th. accompanying plan of these tomhs, drawn
Similar doors are described by Dr Clarke out from his own measurements in 1833.

in the remarkable excavated sepulchres at The lower vault connected with the

Telmessns on the southern coast of Asia southwest chamber is not laid down ; the

Minor ; Travels, etc. 4to. Part II. Vol. I. steps leading to it are marked on the north

p 252. So also in the sepulchres near side of the room. The other lower vault

Beisan; Irby and Mangles, p. 802. [92.] on the north of the westernmost chamber,
^ By the kindness of Mr Catherwood, I strikes me as being perhaps too large ; but

am enabled to lay before the reader the we did not measure it. Only a part of
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The four chambers thus described as connected with the pre-

sent entrance, are all situated at the south end of the portico ; and
only the lower vault belonging to the westernmost extends north-

wards for a distance behind it. Thus all the rock around the

northern part of the portico remains apparently unexcavated.

The question naturally arose in our minds, whether a work of such
magnificence, and of such labour and expense, would probably

have been left thus incomplete ; and it occurred to us, whether

another like entrance to similar chambers might not exist at the

other end of the portico, or in the middle, where the area has

been filled up with stones and rubbish apparently for ages. We
accordingly set men to work under the direction of our active ser-

vant Komeh, to clear away the accumulated rubbish from the

northern end ; and frequently visited the spot ourselves. They
laboured for several days, and laid bare the floor of rock at the

bottom ; but without finding the shghtest trace of any entrance.

Yet I would not aver that such an entrance may not after all

actually exist ; having been perhaps purposely concealed in the

manner above suggested.'

This splendid sepulchre, with its sunken court, reminded me
of some of the tombs of the Egyptian Thebes ; which also it

resembles in its workmanship, but not in the extent of its

excavations. In its elegant portal and delicate sculpture, it

may well bear comparison with the sepulchres of Petra ; though
the species of stone in which it is cut, does not admit of the same
architectural efiect. It has usually, I believe, been considered as

unique in Palestine
;
yet it is not the only monument of its kind

in the vicinity of Jerusalem. It is indeed by far the best pre-

served ; which has been owing, doubtless, to the difificulty of

thg sunken court is given ; anrl no attempt spring of 1818, these travellers with others

is made to represent the parallel trench on being at Jerusalem, endeavoured to obttiin

the south. Of former plans of these tombs, permission from the governor to dig on the

Niebuhr's seems to me to be the best

;

same spot, but also without success. They
Reisebeschr. Bd. III. But a lower vault therefore undertook the excavation them-

(A) which he lays down on the northern selves secretly by night, viz. Messrs Bankes,

side of the anteroom, we did not see. Po- Legh, Irby, Mangles, and Corry, with five

cocke's plan is less accurate, (Vol. II. p. servants. They came in the morning to a

21,) and was obviously drawn from reool- large block of stone on the spot where they

lection. The sketch of Irby and Mangles expected to lind an entrance. They suc-

(p. 332) is copied from Pococke. ceeded during the day in breaking the stone,

* It was not until after these pages were but their proceedings were discovered and

written, that I was able to get access at prohibited by the authorities. P. 332 sq.

Berlin to the Travels of Irby and Man- [101.] Times have now changed. Weask-
gles. It is there related, that the same ed no leave ; and although we wrought

idea of a corresponding entrance at the openly for several days, we experienced

northern end had also occurred to Mr no hindrance from any man.—See also

Bankes ; and that so thoroughly was he the Life and Adventures of G. Finati,

convinced of it, that when at Constanti- edited by Mr Bankes, II. pp. 219-234.

nople he used every exertion to procure a —Mr Wolcott renewed the attempt in

firman authorizing him to excavate and 1842; but with no better success. See

ascertain the fact; but in vain. In the Biblioth. Sac. 1843, p. 35 sq.

i. 533-534
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entrance, and to the utter darkness that reigns within. One day
as I was returning from this spot to the city with a friend, we
kept along the brow of the valley of Jehoshaphat, in order to

search for traces of Agrippa's wall. Of the wall we found

nothing ; but at some distance southeast from the tombs of the

Kings, and near the brow of the valley, we came upon another

sepulchre constructed on the same plan with the former ; a

square sunken court, with a portico and entrance upon its western

side. But here the rock had been less judiciously chosen, and
in some parts the sides of the court had been built up with

masonry. The portal too was less ornamented and more broken
away. The low entrance was here in the middle of the portico

;

and led into chambers of considerable size, but of less skilful

workmanship. Indeed the whole appearance was less imposing

;

partly perhaps on account of the greater decay. Several other

sepulchres of a similar character are to be traced in this quarter

;

but they are still more broken down and indistinct.

The sepulchre above described, has long borne among the

Franks the name of the tombs of the Kings
;
probably on

account of its remarkable character, which naturally led to the

idea of a regal founder. It has been commonly referred to the

ancient Jewish kings ; on the supposition, that some of them
may have been here entombed. The sepulchres of David and
his descendants, as we know, were upon Zion;' they were called

apparently the sepulchres of the Sons of David, and also of the

kings of Israel f and were stiU extant in the times of the

Apostles.' Four of the Jewish kings, indeed, are said not to

have been brought into those sepulchres ; but there is no

evidence to show that they were buried out of the city, and

least of all in this quarter.'' Josephus too mentions the tomb
of Helena queen of Adiabene, (who embraced the Jewish reli-

gion and lived for a time at Jerusalem,) on the north of the

city ; and speaks also of royal grottos or sepulchres in the same

quarter, near which ran the third or Agrippa's wall.' In

another place the same writer speaks of monuments or tombs

of Herod, situated apparently near this wall in -the same

quarter.* This circumstance suggests the inquiry, Whether

' 1 Kings 2, 10. 11, 43. etc. ' Joseph. B. J. 5. 4. 2.

" 2 Chron. 32, 33. 28, 27. " Ibid. 5. 3. 2. Titus caused the whole •

3 J^ats 2 29. interval to be levelled from Scopus to the

* Uzziah was buried with his fathers, walls, or as it is also said, to the monu-

but not within their sepulchres, he being a meuts (sepulchres) of Herod, /iexpi rav

leper ; 2 Chron. 26, 23. Ahaz was buried 'HpdSov /lyrtjifiwi'. These would seem

within the city, but not in the same sep- therefore to have been in the plain and

nlchres ; 2 Chron. 28, 27. Manasseh and near the northeast part of the city ; not

Amon were hurled in the garden of their certainly upon the high land further west.

own house, in the garden of Uzza, probably But in another place, (B. J. 6. 12. 2,) a

on Zion ; 2 Kings 21, 18. 26. single monument (ri /iyri/iuov) of Herod

Vol. I.—31 '
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these royal sepulchres of Josephus and these tomhs of Herod
may not be identical ; and refer perhaps to sepulchres constructed
by the Idum^an princes for members of their own family 2 A
further inquiry also arises : Whether perhaps these tombs with
sunken courts, so different from aU the rest around Jerusalem,
and situated not like the others in the rocky sides of the valleys,

but on the level ground above, may not have been a style

appropriated to royalty ? In that case, the dilapidated sepul-

chres of that kind which we found along the brow of the valley,

near where the ancient wall must have passed, would answer
well to the royal grottos or sepulchres of Josephus ; and the
present tombs of the Kings above described, would then corres-

pond to the monument of Helena.

The latter part at least of this hypothesis, is probably well

founded. Josephus thrice mentions the sepulchre prepared for

herself by Helena during her residence at Jerusalem ; once as

constructed with three pyramids at the distance of three stadia

from the city ; again on the approach of Titus to the city from
the north in order to reconnoitre, where it is said to be over-

against the gate on that side ; and lastly, where he describes the

third northern wall as passing overagainst it.' Eusebius also

relates that Helena constructed a tomb, of which the "fa-
mous stdce, " or cippi were still pointed out in his day in the

suburbs of Jerusalem.^ More definite is the passing notice of

Jerome, who relates that as Paula approached the city from the

north, the mausoleum of Helena lay upon the left or east.'

Now the great northern road at present is unquestionably the

same that it ever was ; the very nature of the ground not
admitting the supposition of any material variation. Thus
then, according to the ancient accounts, the tomb of Helena
lay on the east of this road, three stadia distant from the ancient

northern wall ; and we have seen above that the present sepul-

chre lies on the same side of the way, at the distance of a httle

more than half an English mile or four stadia from the modern
Damascus gate. But the ancient northern wall, as we know,
ran a stadium or more further north than the present one ; and
we have therefore here a very exact coincidence. This fact,

taken in connection with the circumstance that the tomb of

Helena was celebrated of old, just as the sepulchre in question

is to this day the most remarkable object of antiquity round
about Jerusalem, seems amply sufficient to establish their

identity.

ismentioned, which lay south of the Koman ' Hist. Eccles. 2. 12, o-t^Xoi iia^avfts.

camp ; and of course on the west side of See also ihe note of Valesins on this pas-

the city. sage.
' Joseph. Antiq. 20. i. 3. B. J. 5. 2. 2. ^ Hieron. ad Eustoch. Epitaph. Paulse :

ib. 5. 4. 2. " Ad Isevam mausoleo Helense derelicto,

—
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The same conclusion is further strengthened by an historical

notice from another quarter, where we should hardly look for

any illustration of Jewish antiquities. The Greek writer Pau-
sanias in the second century, in speakiag of the sepulchres that

he had seen, mentions two as being worthy of particular admi-
ration, viz. that of king Mausolus in Caria, and that of Helena
at Jerusalem.' This latter he describes as remarkable for its

door, which was of the same rock, and was so contrived that it

could only be opened when the returning year brought round a

particular day and hour ; it then opened by means of mechan-
ism alone, and after a short time, closed again ; had one tried to

open it at another time, he must first have broken it with vio-

lence. In this exaggerated account, we may nevertheless recog-

nise the carved doors above described in these excavated tombs,

and found here in this sepulchre alone ; while the passage also

shows the celebrity which the tomb of Helena had obtained in

foreign lands. Taking aR the circumstances together, there

seems therefore little room for doubt, that the excavations so

long known in modern times as the tombs of the Kings, ought

henceforth to reassume their ancient celebrity as the sepulchre

of Helena.

The three pyramids or stelss by which the tomb was an-

ciently surmounted, were probably small, and erected over the

portal on the level ground above ; and could hardly be expected

to have survived the ravages of time and of barbarous hands.

The earlier pilgrims, before the period of the crusades, make no

mention of this tomb
;
probably because it still bore the name

of Helena and was not to them a consecrated object. The
same was perhaps the case with the writers of the age of the

crusades, who have all passed it over in silence. Only Marinus

Sanutus, A. D. 1321, slightly mentions the sepulchre of Helena

on the north of the city ; so slightly indeed that it is difficult

to say, whether the same tomb is meant ; though from its re-

markable character this is most probable.^ After this writer,

there seems to be no allusion whatever to this sepulchre until

near the close of the sixteenth century, when it is again brought

into notice as the tombs of the Kings, in the tolerably fuU de-

scriptions of Zuallart, ViUamont, and Cotovicus.' From that

in<rre6sa est Jerusolymam nrbem." 0pp. norutn," etc. Further on, the writer again

Tom. rV. iL p. 673. ed. Martianay. refers to this tomb in connection with that

> Pausan. GKEciae Descript. Lib. VIII. of the Virgin in the valley of Jehoshaphat

:

c. 16 fin. See Note XXIX, end of the " De sepvdcro vero iTeisTKe Eeginse, dictum

present volume. ^8* suprn, etc.

2 Secreta fidel. Cnieis 3. 14. 9, "con- ' Zuallart, A. D. 1586 ; Viaggio, p. 264.

tra orientem descendit torrens Cedron, ViUamont in A. D. 1589 ; Voyages, Liv.

collectis simul omnibus aquis, quas secum IL c. 31. Cotovicus in A. D. 1598; Itin.

trahit de partibus superioribus : scilicet p. 304.

Eama, Anathoth, sepuioro Keginse Jabe-
^

'
*^ L 537. 538
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time onward the place has been described by almost every travel-
ler down to the present day. Pococke was the first to suggest,
that it might be the tomb of Helena ; but without reference to
the exact specification of Josephus and Jerome, and only as a
matter of -conjecture.' This was strengthened by Chateaubriand
and Dr Clarke by a reference to the passage of Pausanias above
cited ; although the former adopts in the end a different conclu-
sion.''

Tomhs of the Prophets. The excavations commonly known
under this name, are situated on the western declivity of the
mount of Olives, a little south of the footpath leading over

from St. Stephen's gate to Bethany. Pococke describes them
as " very large, having many cells to deposit bodies in ; the
further end of them they call the labyrinth, which extends a
great way ; I could not find the end of it ; this part seems to

have been a quarry."^ Doubdan compares them with the
tombs of the Judges and Kings ; but says the chambers are not
square, as in these, but consist of two large and high galleries

cut strictly one within the other in a continued curve ; the
holes or niches for the bodies being on a level with the floor.*

These sepulchres are not often mentioned by travellers, and no
exact description of them seems to exist. I regret therefore the
more, that we did not visit them.'

Pococke Descr. of the East, II. i. p. ' Voyage, etc. p. 285.—See further
20.—Doubdan speaks also of a. tomb of Quaresinius II. p. 305. Chateaubriand
Helena, but distinct from the tombs of the Itin. II. p. 37, Paris 1837. I am not sure
Kings and on the other side of the road

;

whether these belong among the " certain

Voyage, p. 258. See also Van Egmond subterraneous chambers" mentioned by
and Heyman, Reizen I. p. 347. Quares- Dr Clarke on the mount of Olives ; Travels,

mius knew nothing of any tomb of Helen 4to. II. i. p. 577. The "subterraneous
in his day ; H, p. 734. pyramid " upon the pinnacle of the moun-

* Chateaubriand Itin. II. p. 79 sq. Pa- tain, which he holds to be a work of pagan
ris 1 837. Clarke's Travels, etc. 4to. Part idolatry, we did not see ; but according to

II. Vol. I. p. 599. See Note XXIX, at the his description, it answers well to one of

end of the volume.—See more on this the ordinary subteiTanean magazines so

tomb in Vol. III. Sec. V. common in the villages of Palestine.
^ Descr. cf the East, U. i p. 29. ' See more in Vol. III. Sect. V.
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SECTION YIII.

JEKUSALEM.

HISTOET, STATISTICS, ETC.

I. HISTORICAL NOTICES.

It is not my purpose here to enter into any critical discussion;

but merely to bring together a few historical notices of the Holy
City, which may aid in throwing light upon some of the preced-
ing details. They relate chiefly to the early centuries after the
Christian era.

The picture which Josephus has given us of the siege and
overthrow of Jerusalem by Titus, is drawn in gloomy colours

;

and presents a fearful succession of disease, famine, suffering,

and slaughter. The Romans had besieged the city at a time
when multitudes of the Jews were collected in it to celebrate the

passover. First came pestilence, and then famine and the sword;

so that, according to the same liistorian, there perished during

the siege not less than eleven hundred thousand persons ; while

ninety-seven thousand more were made captives.' The devasta-

tion of the temple and the city was terrific ; and in a sense com-
plete. The former was burned with fire ; and the walls of both,

with the exceptions hereafter to be mentioned, were levelled with

the ground ; so that a passer-by would not have supposed that

the place had ever been inhabited.'

Yet amid aU this destruction and the insatiable fury of the

Koman soldiers, there is no evidence that it was the intent of

Titus to lay a ban upon the city, and devote it to perpetual de-

solation. This indeed was sometimes done by the Romans in

respect to conquered cities ; the plough was made to pass over

' Jos. B. J. 6. 9. 3. This is donbt- immense ; though an estimate approaching

less a greatly exaggerated estimate, to correctness could hardly he made.

The destruction of life was at any rate ' Joseph. B. J. 7. 1. 1.

Vol. I.—31* ii. 1, 2
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their ruins, as a symbol of exauguration ; and they might then
never be again built up.' But Jerusalem was not thus made a
doomed site ; no plough was passed over its ruins, as has some-
times been reported ;

and no superstitious curse rested upon its

future renovation. Josephus, the eyewitness and participator in

all those scenes, who describes in minute detail the events and
consequences of the siege, is wholly silent as to any such desecra-

tion. The report in question has no doubt arisen in modem
times, from confounding a notice relating to the time of Adrian
with the events which occurred under Titus.'

The destruction of Jerusalem, however terrible, was never-

theless not total. Josephus expressly relates,' that by order of

Titus the whole western wall of the city, and the three towers

Hippicus, Phasaelus, and Mariamne, were left standing ; the for-

mer as a protection for the troops that remained here in garrison,

and the latter as a memorial to posterity of the strength of the

fortifications, which Roman valour had overcome. Titus sta-

tioned here at his departure the whole of the tenth legion, be-

sides several squadrons of cavalry and cohorts of foot.^ For these

troops and their attendants there of course remaiaed dwellings

;

and there is no reason to suppose, that such Jews as had taken

no part in the war, or perhaps also Christians, were prohibited

from taking up their abode amid the ruins, and building them
up so far as their necessities might require. But, on the other

hand, the language of Eusebius is no doubt exaggerated, when
in commenting upon a prophecy of Zechariah,' he assumes, in or-

der to explain it, that the city was only half destroyed under
Titus.* The remark of Jerome is probably nearer the truth, that
" for fifty years after its destruction, until the time of Adrian,

there stUl existed remnants of the city." ' This accords also with

other subsequent accounts.

* Servius ad Virg. ^n. 5. 755, " Nam Scaliger evidently confounded the later

ideo ad diruendas vel exaugurandas urbes alleged passing of the plough over the site

aratnim adhibitum, ut eodem ritu, quo of the temple by Titus Annius Rufus, with

conditse, suhvertantur." So Horat. Carm. the desecration of Jerusalem itself; and

I. Od. 16 : has even changed the name of the person
" et Biiii >irbihnB .iitima! to Musonius Tyrrheuus. See a full expo-

Stetere CHiisse cur perirent « " . _^ ,. , j .-«
FiniiiiuiB, iiiiprimeretque nmrifl Sure ct the crror in Deynng 1. u. p. 450 sq.
Hostile aratnim exercitus inauleoa.'* ^ R T 7 1 1

See also Seneca de dementia I. c. 26. * Tbid. 7. 1. 2.

Deyling de ^lise Capitol. Origine etHist. ^ Zech. 14, 2 "And half of the city

§ 6, in Deyling's Observat. Sacr. P. V. shall go forth into captivity, and the resi-

p. 448. due of the people shall not be cut off from
" The assertion in question seems first the city."

to have been made by Joseph Scaliger in " Demonstr. Evang. 6. 18, Ttfre fiey ovv

a hap-hazard manner in his Animadv. ad eiKhs rh rif^lffv rris iriKecos a-noXtaXevai ry
JSuseb'i Chron. p. 211. It is repeated by iroAjop/cia, ws ^irttf tj irpoipTiTfia, Com-
Valesius in his notes on Eusebii Hist. Ecc. pare Jerome on the same passage.

4. 6. p. 61 ; by Witsius, Miscell. Sacr. II. ' Hieron. Epist. ad Dardannm, 0pp. ed.

Exerc. 12. 8 ; and by several other writers. Mart. II. p. 610, " Civitatis usque ad Had-

ii. 2. 3
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Tor half a century after its destruction, there is no mention
of Jerusalem in history. The Jews in Egypt had revolted under
Trajan, and had been subdued.' That emperor died in A. D.

117, and was followed by Adrian, who spent the greater part of

his reign in journeying through the provinces of his vast empire.

He appears to have been in Palestine about A. D. 130;° up to

which time, with slight exceptions, the Jews had remained quiet,

though waiting doubtless for a favourable opportunity of shaking

off the yoke of Roman oppression, and reasserting their national

independence. The emperor could not but be aware of the state

of feeling prevalent among them ; and it was natural that he
should adopt precautionary measures to secure the fidelity and
quiet of the province. One of these was to disperse the remain-
ing Jews in colonies in various parts, especially along the north-

ern coast of Africa.^ A measure more important in its conse-

quences, was the rebuilding of Jerusalem as a fortified place, by
which to keep in check the whole Jewish population.

This determination of Adrian is assigned by the historian Dio
Cassius, as the cause of the subsequent revolt and war of the

Jews ; who could not bear that foreigners should dwell in their

city, nor that strange gods should be set up within it.' Euse-
bius, on the other hand, relates, that the city was rebuilt and the

colony founded by Adrian, after the revolted Jews had been once
more subdued.' These accounts are easily reconciled ; the works
had probably already been commenced, when they were broken
off by the rebellion, and after this was quelled, they were again

resumed and completed.'

The undertaking of this renovation, then, was the signal for

the Jews to break out into open revolt, so soon as the empe-
ror had forsak enthe east, apparently about A. D. 132.' The
long smothered embers of hatred and discontent now burst forth

into a flame, which overran and consumed both the land and
the people with terrible desolation. The leader of this war was
the celebrated though mysterious Barcochba, " Son of a Star."

His success at first was great ; the Jews of Palestine all flocked

riannm principem per quinquaginta annos * Dio Cass. 69. 12.

inansere reliquiE." When Chateaubriand ' Hist. Ece. 4. 6.

asserts that the Christians returned from ' So Basnage Hist, des Juifs Tom. V.
Pella to Jerusalem soon after its destruc- p. 1117, Rotterd. 1706. Miinter 1. c. p.

tion by Titus, this is nothing more nor 39.—The year in which the building of

less than a mere figment of imagination

;

the new city was began is very doubtful.

Itineraire; Introd. p. 124. Paris 1837. According to the Ghron. Paschale sea
' See generally, Miinter's Jiidiseher Alexandr. it would .ippear to have been

Krieg unter Trajan und Hadrian, 1821, p. in A. D. 119. But this seems quite too

13, etc. early ; as Adrian was not in Palestine un-
- Miinter 1. c. pp. 29, 30. til about A. D. 130, and the war did not
' Colonies of Jews sent by Adrian to break out until after his departure. Mun-

Libya are mentioned by several historians

;

ter, pp. 73, 74.

ee Miinter 1. c. p. 35. ' Miinter, 1. u. p. 45.

ii. 3-.5
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to his standard ; the Christians also were tampered with, hut re-

fusing to join him were afterwards treated with horrid cruelty.'

He appears to have soon got possession of Jerusalem. This is

evident from the fact of the subsequent recapture of the city by
the Eomans ; and it would seem also, that coins (some of which
are still extant) were struck by him in the Holy City.' The
Romans at first made light of the rebellion, and disregarded the

efforts of this despised people ; and it was not until the spirit of

revolt had spread among the Jews throughout the empire, and
the whole world (as Dio expresses it) was moved, that Adrian
awoke from his apathy. The rebel Jews had already got posses-

sion of fifty fortified places, and nine hundred and eighty-five

important villages. The emperor now collected troops from va-

rious quarters,^ and took measures to prosecute the war in ear-

nest. He desi)atched his best officers into the revolted country
;

and recalling his most distinguished general, Julius Severus,

from Britain, sent him to take charge of the war in the east.

The struggle was long and desperate. The Jews were numer-
ous, and fought with the bravery of despair. Julius attacked
their smaller parties ; cut off their supplies of pro^asions ; and
thus was able, more slowly indeed, but also with less danger,

to wear out their strength and finally destroy them.*

It is singular that the siege and capture of Jerusalem by the

Romans during this war, is nowhere described, and only once
mentioned, by a cotemporary writer. The historian Appian in

tlie same century gives it a passing notice ; ' but all we know
further is from the slight mention of it by Eusebius and later

authors, the earliest of whom wrote two centuries after the

event.'' The writings of the Rabbins, the repositories of Jewish
tradition, are silent as to the siege ; though they speak of the

desecration of the site of the temple. Yet the various testimo-

nies, although scattered, are too numerous and definite to admit
of doubt as to the fact. Jerusalem must naturally have been
one of the chief points of Jewish defence ; and the possession of

' Justin. Mart. Apol. 1. 31. Euseb. quoted above, p. 366, Note 6, where he con-

Chron. ad. An. xviu Hadriani. Orosii tinues : /ifr ou vo\vy Se XP^""" fari
Histor. 7. 12. See Miinter 1. c. p. 55. 'A.5ptayhv avroKparopa kivtjit^us ai^is *Iou-

^ Miinter, 1. c. pp. 62, 63. SatKrjs yevofiemjs rh \oitrhi/ r'Tjs •7r6\€us

' An inscription now at Rome records, /ifpos rtpSau wo\iopKri&ev aS.%is e^eXaiyerat,

that even tlie G«tnU in Mauritania fur- as 4^ ixeivov Kol els Sevpo viix-irav H^arov
nished troops for this expedition against yevic^ai rhv r^irov. So also Chrysost.

the Jews ; Miinter, p. 84. Orat. III. in Jndseos, Tom. I. p. 431. Frkf.
* Dio Cass. 69. 13, 14. Miinter, p. 66 1698. Hieron. Comm. in Joel 1, 4 "iElii

sq. quoque Hadriani contra Jndaeos expedi-
' Appian. deReb. Syriac. 50. ed.Tauchn. tionem legimus, qui ita Jerusalem miiros-

II. p. 69, 'lepouo-oVV •••^1" 5e "aX TlroKe- que snbvertit,"etc. Ejusd. Comm. in Ezech.

fiatos 6 -TrpwTos AlyvTTTOV 0a(rtKehs KOL^pri, 5, 1 ; in Habac. 2, 12-14. etc. etc. See

Kol 6 Oucinraatayhs aS^ij o'lKiaSleiaav Kore- these and other writers cited in Deyling 1.

(TKoif/e, Kol 'ASpiavhs aiSus in' e/toS. 0. p. 455. Muntcr L c. p. 69-71.
• Euseb. Demonstr. Evang. 6. 18, as

ii. 5, 6
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it one of the main objects of the Eoman policy. Of the circum-

stances of the siege and capture we have no account. It was
not now, as under Titus, the scene of the last great struggle of

the war ; for this took place in the siege of the strong but now
unknown city of Bether, described as situated not far from Jeru-

salem.' Here the bloody tragedy was brought to a close, in the

eighteenth year of Adrian, A. D. 135." Thousands and thou-

sands of the captive Jews were sold as slaves ; first at the tere-

binth near Hebron, where of old the tent of their forefather

Abraham had stood, and where there had long been a frequented

market ; afterwards at Gaza ; and then the remainder were

transported in ships as slaves to Egypt.' By a decree of Adrian,

the Jews were henceforth forbidden even to approach their holy

city ; and guards were stationed to prevent them from making
the attempt.*

Several of the writers who allude to the capture of Jerusa-

lem under Adrian, speak of the city as having been laid a second

time in ruins, and utterly destroyed.^ But this circumstance

stands in direct contradiction with the known purpose of Adrian
to rebuild the former city ; a purpose which he afterwards ac-

complished, and which he had probably begun to carry into exe-

cution before the war broke out ; since this is assigned as the

very cause of the war.^ It must also be remembered, that the

writers who thus speak, all lived some three centuries or more
after the event. Nor does a greater degree of credit seem due to

the relation of Jewish writers, which is also repeated by Jerome,

that the governor of the province, Titus Annius Kufus, caused

the plough to be passed over the site of the ancient temple in

order to desecrate it forever.' There is no evidence, that the

' Euseb. Hist. Ecc. 4. 6. The usual fnjSeU 4y aur^ yeyrirat, not ^dvaros tov

Talmudio nams is -ini3. See Lightfoot KaraKaPaiiivoj 'louSaiov iiTi6vTos &pi(rS)m,

0pp. II. p. U3, 208. Reland Falsest, p. A«P'^"s iwiinacrSr^. Euseb. H. E. 4. 6.

eSJ. Munter 1. c. p. 77 sq. See more Ejusd. Chron %pbev (XpyoyTai wrp t^s

in Vol III- Sect VI 7r(f\ews iirt^aiveiv Trpoffra^^i ^eov Kal 'Pia-

j Miinter p 79 /xaiaiy Kparei. Sulpic. Severi Hist. Sac. 2.

» Hieron.'comm. in Zaoliar. 11,4 " Le- 45. " Militum cohortem custodias in per-

ffamus veteres historias et traditiones petuum agitare jussit, quae JudiEos omnes

plangcntium Jud^orum, quod in tabema- Hierosolymse aditu arceret."

oulo Abrahs, ubi nunc pe annos singulos Jerome is the earhest; Comm. m
mercatus celeberrimus exercetur, post ul- Ezech. 5, 1 » Post qumquagenta annos

timam eversionem quam sustinuerunt ab sub ^lio Hadnano usque ad solum incensa

Adriano, multa hominum millia venundata a'qie deleta est, ita ut pnstmum quoque

sint, et qu» vend! non potuerint, translata ""men amiserit." Eusebius, nearly a cen-

in ^gyptum, tarn naufragio et fame t"ry earlier, merely says, that " the place

quam gentium cjede trancata." Ejusd. hecame inaccessible to the Jews; 'see

Comm.inJerem.31, 15. Chronieon Pas- Note 6, on p. 368, above. Miinter p. 69 sq.

chale seu Alexandr. A. D. 119, p. 2.53. See p 367, above

Sozom. Hist. Ecc. 2. 4. See Reland Pa- The Rabbms call him Turanus Rufus

;

test p. 715. Munter 1. c. p. 85 sq. Eusebius simply Rufus, Hist. Ecc. 4. 6.

< Justin. Mart. Apol. 1. 47, oVi S^ See Gemara Taanich c. 4, " qaando aravit

pvxAca^-rai Cl«/'oi/aaXV) *•>-' ^M"". »'»s Turanus Rufus impius porticum,' etc. Mai-

ii. 6-8
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Romans ever applied this symbol of perpetual doom to the sites

of single edifices. And further, Adrian himself is expressly said

to have erected a temple to Jupiter upon the same spot,' a cir-

cumstance entirely inconsistent with such a desecration ; and
Julian, two centuries later, the zealous protector of ancient su-

perstitions, encouraged the Jews themselves to undertake the re-

building of their temple.—Both these accounts, therefore, would
seem rather to belong to the legendary inventions of a later age.

The work of rebuilding the city would appear to have been
resumed immediately after the close of the war, if not before.

In A. D. 136, the emperor Adrian celebrated his Vicennalia, on
entering upon the twentieth year of his reign. On such occa-

sions, which heretofore only Augustus and Trajan had lived to

see, it seems to have been customary to build or consecrate new
cities, or also to give to former cities new names.'-* At this time

the new Roman colony established upon the site of the former

Jerusalem, received the names of Colonia ^lia Cajoitolina ;

the former after the prasnomen of the emperor, .Sllius Adrianus
;

and the latter in honour of the Jupiter Capitolinus, whose fane

now occupied the place of the Jewish temple.' The place be-

came to all intents a Roman and pagan city ; Jupiter was made
its patron god ; and statues of Jupiter and Venus were then or

later erected on sites, which afterwards were held to be the

places of the crucifiixion and resurrection of our Lord.* The
city was probably strongly fortified. Of its citadel and the ap-

parent extent of its walls, we have already spoken.^

The ancient capital of the Jews was henceforth long known
only as ^lia ; and coins bearing in their inscription the name
COL. AEL. CAP. are stUl extant from the time of Adrian to

Hostilian about A. D. 250.' The name Jerusalem went out of

use ; and was indeed to such a degree forgotten, that when a

martyr at Cassarea under Maximin mentioned Jerusalem as his

birthplace, (meaning the heavenly city,) the Roman governor

Firmilianus inquired, What city it was and where it lay ? ' In

monides in Bartoloo. Biblioth. Rabb. III. Hist. Ecc. 4. 6. Hieron. Comm. in Esai.

p. 679. Hieron. Comm. in Zachar. 8, 2, 8 " Ubi quondam erat templum et re-

19 " Capta urbs Bethel (Bether), ad quam ligio Dei, ibi Hadriani statua et Jovis ido-

multa millia confugerant Judaorum ; ara- lum collocatum est" See also above, p.

tnm templum in igno'miniam gentis oppres- 296.

Bae, a Tito Annio Ruffo." Miinter 1. c. * Hieron. Ep. 49, ad Paulin. ed. Mart,

p. 71. Tom. IV. ii. p. 564. Sozomen, H. E. H. 1.

' See Note 3, below. ' See above, pp. 307, 316.
' Pagi Critioa Antibaroniana ad Ann. ' Miinter Jiidischer Krieg, etc. p. 94.

Chr. 132, 135. The coins of ^lia are found in Rasche's
^ Dio Cass. 69. 12, 'Er Si rtt 'Upoaihviia Lexicon Tom. I, and the first Supplement.

uShiV avTov hvrX rrts KOLToffKcu^fiaiis oIk'l- Sestini Descript. Numor. vet. p. 544. Mi-

amnos, iiyKalAl\iayKairiTa\iravuy6pia(re, onnet Medailles Ant. Tom. V. p. 516 sq.

Kal 4s rhy tov vaov tov &fou rinoy, yahv ' Euseb. de Martyrib. Pakestinae, ell.

Ty Alt erepoy ajfreyelpayros kt^ Euseb,

iL8. 9
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the days of Constantine the ancient name became again more
current ; though that of ^lia still remained in use ; as is

shown by the writings of Eusebius and Jerome.' Even so late

as A. D. 536, the name of ^lia appears in the acts of a synod
held in Jerusalem itself; ^ and it afterwards passed over also to

the Muhammedans, by whom it was long retained.'

The history of Jerusalem from the time of Adrian until Con-
stantine, presents little more than a blank. The Christians,

who, as individuals or perhaps communities, had suffered so

greatly from the atrocities of Barcochba and his followers, had
become more distinctly separated from the Jews ; and while the

latter (as we have seen) were now prohibited on pain of death
even from approaching Jerusalem, the latter would seem to have
resided in it without special molestation from the Eomans. At
this period probably, if ever, the former church of Jerusalem,

which as a body is said to have withdrawn before the siege by
Titus to Pella beyond the Jordan,* re-established itself in the

new city ; and in order to lay aside as far as possible every ap-

pearance of a Jewish character, elected its bishop Marcus and
his successors from among the Gentile converts.' Between Mar-
cus and Macarius in the time of Constantine, twenty-three bish-

ops are enumerated ; respecting whom, however, little is known.*

Narcissus, in the beginning of the third century, imder Severus,

is related to have wrought miracles ]' and Alexander, his suc-

cessor, founded a library in Jerusalem, which was still extant in

the days of Eusebius, nearly a century later.' Yet both these

bishops, as well as other Christians, were exposed to persecutions

on account of their faith ; and the Christian church existed in

Jerusalem, as elsewhere, only by sufferance.

The severe prohibition against the Jews appears not to have

been relaxed during all this interval of nearly two centuries
;

and they continued to be shut out from the land of their fathers,

and deprived even of the common rights of strangers upon its

soil.' In the days of Constantine they were first allowed again

' Particularly in their specifications of " Enseb. H. E. 3. 5. Epiphanixis (ob.

the distances of places from this city ; see 403) de Mensurib. et. Pond. 15. p. 171.

the Onomast. art. Bethel, and elsewhere. ed. Petav. Eusebius is silent as to their

^ " In Colonia jElia metropoli, sive return ; hut it is affirmed by Epiphanius.

Hierosolymis ;
" Harduin. Concil. II. p. ' The election of Marcus is related by

1412. Labbe Concil. V. p. 275. Eusebius under the 18th year of Adrian

;

^ Eutychius relates that the name jElia H. E. 4. 6. Le Quien Oriens Christ. III.

was in use among the Arabs in his day; p. 145.

Annales I. p. 354. It is mentioned also " Le Quien, 1 c. p. 146 sq.

by Edrisi, ed. Jaub. p. 841 ; by Ibn el- ' Euseb. H. E. 5. 12. ib. 6. 9, 10.

Wardi in Abulf. Syr. ed. Kohler, p. 179

;

" Euseb. H. E. 6. 20.

and also by Mejr ed-Din so late as A. D. ' TertuU. c. Judieos, c. 15. Apol. c. 21,

1495; Fundgr. des Orients, II. p. 136.

—

"quibus [Judseis] nee advenamm jure ter-

It is found likewise in Adamnanus, about ram patriam saltem vestigio salutare con-

A. D. 697 ; de Locis Sanct. 1. 21. ceditur." Euseb. Demonstr. Evang. 6. 18,

ii. 9-11
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to approacli the Holy City ; and at last, to enter it once a year,

in order to wail over the ruins of their ancient sanctuary. ^

Meantime the influence and the Kmits of Christianity were
continually increased and extended, as well in Palestine itself as

in other parts of the Eoman empire. The hearts of Christians

in other lands yearned to hehold the sacred city, and the scenes

of so many great events and hallowed recollections ; and in that

age of pilgrimages, the Holy Land did not of course remain un-
visited. Even early in the third century, two pilgrimages of

this kind are recorded ; one that of Alexander; then hishop in

Cappadocia, who became the successor of Narcissus in the see

of Jerusalem ; ' and the other, that of a female mentioned in a

letter to Cyprian.' In the beginning of the fourth century,

these journeys had become more common ; for Eusebius, writing

about A. D. 315, speaks of Christians who came up to Jerusalem
from all the regions of the earth

;
partly to behold the accom-

plishment of prophecy in the conquest and destruction of the

city ; and partly to pay their adorations on the mount of Olives

where Jesus ascended, and at the cave in Bethlehem where he

was born.*

In the conversion of Constantine, Christianity obtained a

worldly triumph, and became henceforth the public religion of the

state. The diificulties which had formerly beset the way of pil-

grims to the Holy City, were now removed. The number of the

pilgrims increased ; and an example of high influence was set

l)y Helena, the mother of the emperor. At the age of nearly

fourscore years, but with a youthful spirit, she repaired in person

to Palestine in the year 326, to visit the holy places, and render

thanks to God for the prosperity of her son and family. Having
paid her adorations at the supposed places of the nativity and
ascension, and being sustained by the munificence of her son, she

caused splendid churches to be erected on those spots, viz. in

Bethlehem and on the mount of Olives ; which were afterwards

still further adorned by sumptuous presents from Constantine

himself She returned to Constantinople ; and died there at

the age of eighty, about the year 327 or 328."

In the mean time, after the transactions connected with the

council of Nicea, as Eusebius informs us, the emperor Constan-

tine (not without a divine admonition) became desirous of per-

as quoted atove on p. 368, Note 6. The re- * lepoordKvfia evxv^ Ktd tuv tSkwv iffropias

mark in the text applies of course only to cVckci/ ireirotfififvov,

Judea ; the Jews continued to reside in ^ Cyprian. Epist. 75.—Cyprian died A.

Galilee in great numbers. D. 258.
' See above p. 237. Itin. Hieros. p. * Enseb. Demonstr. Erang. 6. 16. ib. 7.

4

591. ed. Wesseling. Hieron. Comm. in » Euseb. Vit. Const. 3. 42, 43.

Sophon. 1, 15. ' Ibid. 3. 46. Tillemont Memoires pour
" Euseb. H. E. 6. ll,Thy iropeiav iirl ra servir a I'Hist. Eccl. Tom. VII. p. 16.

ii. 11, 12
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forming a glorious work in Palestine, by beautifying and render-

ing sacred the place of the resurrection of our Lord. For hither-

to, according to the same writer, impious men, or rather the

whole race of demons through their instrumentality, had used

every effort to deliver over that illustrious monument of immor-

tality to darkness and oblivion. They had covered the cave'

with earth brought from other quarters ; and then erected over

it a sanctuary of Yenus, in which to celebrate the impure rites and

worship of that goddess. All these obstructions Constantino

caused to be removed, and the Holy Sepulchre to be purified.

Not content with this, he gave directions to build a magnificent

temple or place of prayer over and around the sepulchre. His

letter on this subject to the bishop Macarius is preserved by
Eusebius ; and presupposes the recent and joyful discovery of

the " sign (or monument) of the Saviour's most sacred passion,

which for so long a time had been hidden beneath the earth."*

This discovery the emperor regards as a miracle, which it is be-

yond the capacity of man sufficiently to celebrate, or even to
^

comprehend.^ The church was completed and dedicated ia the.

thirtieth year of Constantino, A. D. 335. On this occasioii ^,

great council of bishops was convened by order of the en^peror

from all the provinces of the empire, first at Tyre, and^tieil. a.^^

Jerusalem, Among them was Eusebius himself, whQ''tbo& pari^!

in the solemnities, and held several public discourses ia tj»e

Holy City.*

In like manner Constantine gave orders. tc^jCrpct, a church on
the site of the terebinth of Mamre, where Abrahain tad' dwelt

;

and where, as was supposed, the Savipi^rhad first inaiufested his

presence in Palestine. The empsjror, T^rote oil fixe subject to

Eusebius, who has preserved t^. letter, This church is also

mentioned by the Bordeaux pilgrim aijd, by Jerome.'
Such is the account which Eusebius, the cotemporary and

eyewitness, gives of the churches erected iii Palestine by Helena
and her son Constantine.. Not a v?prd, not a hint, by vyhich th©
reader would be led to. suppose, that»the mother of the epperor
had any thing ta do> witlj.' the ^iscov^ery of the Holy Sepulchre,
or the building of a churqh, upon the spot. But, as I' have

• already remarked;,, t^is was ti^e age of credulous faith as well as

of legendary tradition and invQutioii,, if n^t of pious fraud ; and

' Eusebms everywhere- ^eais of the. * JiweK Yit. Const, i. 43-47. Sozo-
sepulchre as » oaTre,, Svrpoj/. Pe Viiti wen 2, 26. Tillemont Memoires, eto. VH.
Const. 3. 26, 33.. p. 12.—The site of the Jewish temple ap-

' Euseb. Vit. Const. 3. SQ; rh yviigiiriia pears to have been left untouched by
' Tov hytiaraTOv iKeivov tto^ovs wsri Ty yy Constantine; see above, p. 296.

ir£\ai KpvnT&/xevoi>K ' Euseb. Vit Const. 3. 51-53. Itin.
* See- Jn general Euseb. Vtt. Const 3. Hieros. p. 599. ei Wess. Eierou. Onomast

25^0. art. Arboc.

VoL.L—:2 ii. 12-14
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this silence of tte father of Church History respecting Helena,
was more than made good by his successors. All the -writers of

the folio-wing century relate as with one voice, that the mother
of Constantine was from the first instigated by a strong desire

to search out and discover the Holy Sepulchre and the sacred

cross on which the Saviour had suffered. A divine intimation

had pointed out to her the spot ; and on her arrival at Jerusa-

lem, she inquired diligently of the inhabitants. Yet the search

was uncertain and difficult, in consequence of the obstructions by
which the heathen had sought to render the spot unknown.
These being all removed, the sacred sepulchre was discovered,

and by its side' three crosses, -with the tablet bearing the inscrip-

tion written by Pilate. The tablet was separated from the

cross ; and now arose another dilemma, how to ascertain which of

these three was the true cross. Macarius the bishop, who was
present, suggested an appropriate means. A noble lady of

Jerusalem lay sick of an incurable disease ; the three crosses

were presented to her in succession. The first two produced no

effect ; but at the approach of the third, she opened her eyes,

recovered her strength, and sprang from her bed in perfect

health.—In consequence of this discovery, Helena caused a

splendid church to be erected over the spot where the crosses

were found. The same writers relate also the erection, by
Helena, of the two churches at Bethlehem and on the mount of

Olives.*

Leaving out of view the obviously legendary portions of this

story, it would seem not improbable, that Helena was the prime

mover in searching for and discovering the sacred sepulchre

;

and that through her representations her son was induced to

undertake the erection of the church ; which in this way might

still be appropriately ascribed to her. The emperor's letter to

Macarius, as we have seen above, seems to presuppose some such

event. ^ Yet how are we then -to account for the entire silence

of Eusebins as to any such discovery by Helena ; supported as

it is by the like silence of the pilgrim of Bordeaux, A. D. 333 ? *

Possibly Eusebius, the flatterer of Constantine, may have chosen

' Theodoret. Hist. Ecc. 1. 17. Dei per Francos, 11. p. 121. Adrichomins,
= Rufiiras, ob. circa 410, lib. 1. (11.) 7, p. 176.

8. Theodoret, fl. c. 440, lib. 1. 18. So- ' Page 373, above,

crat. fl. 0. 440, lib. 1. 17. Sozomen, fl. c. ' The Mn. Bieros. merely speaks of

450, lib. 2. 1. Rufinus speaks of a divine the church erected by Constantine over the

intimation as well as of minute inquiry

;

sepulchre ; and says not one word of He-

and so Sozomen, and apparently Socrates, lena or of the cross. Even the churches

Sozomen also mentions the story of a Jew of Bethlehem and the mount of Olives,

as one of the chief actors ; but rejects it. which Eusebius ascribes to Helena, are

The story of torture and tlie like, belongs referred by the pilgrim to Constantine

;

apparently to a later age. Comp. Paulin. pp. 695, 597, 599, cd. -Wesseling.

Nolan. Epist. XL Marinns Sanntus in Gesta

ii. 14, 15
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to ascribe all to the piety and magnanimity of his patron
;

and while the church was building under the emperor's auspices

for six or seven years after Helena's death, her participation in

it may have been unknown or overlooked by the pilgrim.

However this may be, and notwithstanding the silence of

Eusebius, there would seem to be hardly any fact of history

better accredited, than this alleged discovery of the true cross.

All the historians of the following century relate the circum-
stances as with one voice, and ascribe it to the enterprise of

Helena. But this is not all. Cyril, who was bishop of Jeru-
salem from A. D. 348 onward, only some twenty years after the
event, and who frequently speaks of preaching in the church
erected by the munificence of Constantine, mentions expressly

the finding of the cross under that emperor, and its existence in

his own day.' So too Jerome, describing in A. D. 404 the

journey of Paula, relates that in Jerusalem she not only per-

formed her devotions in the Holy Sepulchre, but also prostrated

herself before the cross in adoration.' Yet neither of these

fathers makes mention of Helena in any connection with either

the cross or sepulchre. It would seem, however, to be as little

reasonable to doubt the existence of the alleged true cross at

that early period, as it would be to give credit to the legendary
circumstances related of its discovery. It was probably a work
of pious fraud.

In the writings and traditions of succeeding centuries, the

name of Helena became more prominent. Her memory and her

deeds were embalmed and magnified in story as successive ages

roUed on ; until, in the fourteenth century, not less than thirty

churches were ascribed to her within the limits of Palestine.'

And to the present day, almost every remaining church in that

country, of any antiquity, is in like manner referred in monastic

tradition to the munificence of Helena. Yet if we adhere, as

we must, to the testimony of all the writers near her time, the

only churches which she can be regarded as having built, are

those at Bethlehem and on the mount of Olives ; except so far

as she may have taken part in the construction of those con-

nected with the Holy Sepulchre.

' So in hie Epist. ad Constantium 3, ' Hieron. Epist. 86, ad Eust Epitaph.

0pp. ed. Toutt^e, p. 352, iirl fitv yap toS Paulae, 0pp. T. IV. ii. p. 673. ed. Mart.

.... Kov(rTayTiyov toS cov ira.rp6s, t!> aw- ' So Nicephorus Callistns, fl. about A.

riipiov rod trravpov ^vKov iv 'UpoaoKi/tots D. 1300, Hist. Ecc. 8. 30. p. 595 sq. ed.

rivorrrai. Also in Cat X. 19. p. 146, tJ» Dncseo. This writer enumerates by name
^v\ov rh ayiov rov (rravpoS /lapTvpit, /it'xpi seventeen churches as built by Helena

;

tr'fl/iipov trap' iijuv if)aiv6)ievoy. In other and then says at the close, that she erected

places he speaks of portions of the true more than thirty in all. It is hardly ne-

cross as already distributed throughout the cessary to remark, that his authority can

world. Catech. IV. 10. p. 57. Cat. XIIL weigh nothing against the silence of all

4. p. 184. the writers of the fourth and fifth centuries.

ii. 15-17
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The Cliiistian temple thus erected over the holy places at

Jerusalem, according to the description of Eusebius, had little

resemblance to the structure which exists there at the present

day.* The first care of Constantine was to erect a chapel or

oratory over the sacred cave or sepulchre itself. This edifice was
decorated with magnificent columns and ornaments of every sort.

No mention is made of its magnitude or elevation, as is the case

ill respect to the neighbouring Basilica ; whence we may infer

that the chapel was not large. Before this, on the east, was a

large open court or area ornamented with a pavement of polished

stones ; and surrounded on three sides by long porticos or colon-

nades. This place was apparently held to be the garden near

which Christ was crucified ; and as such it is also mentioned by
Cyril as having been beautified by regal gifts." The eastern side

of this court was shut in by the Basilica, or church, erected over

the spot where the cross was found, if not also over the rock held

to be <Tolgotha.' This edifice is described as of great extent

both in its length and breadth, and of immense altitude. The
roof was covered with lead ; the interior overlaid with variegated

marbles ; the ceiling decorated with carved work ; and the whole

glittered in every part with burnished gold. Beyond this Basilica,

still towards the east, was another court, with porticos or colon-

nades on the sides, and gates leading to the city ;
" beyond which,

in the very midst of the street of the market, the splendid Pro-
pylcBa, or vestibule of the whole structure, presented to those

passing by on the outside the wonderful view of the things seen

within."*—It was this large church to which the name of the

Martyrion was strictly applied, as standing upon the place of

the Saviour's passion.^ The chapel over the sepulchre was called

' See in general, Euseb. Vit. Const. 3. was in any sense a hilloct ; Matt. 27, 33.

33-39. Touttee Descr. et Hist. Basilicse Mark 15, 22. Luke 23, 33. John 19,

S. Resurrect, in Cyi-il. Hieros. 0pp. p. 418. 17. Neither Eusebius, nor Cyril, (except
° John 19, 41. Cyril. Hieros. Catech. as made to say so by the Latin translator^)

14. 5. p. 206. ed. Touttee. nor Jerome, nor the historians of the 4th
' Comp. Cyril. Catech. 10. 19. Catech. and 5th centuries, speak of it as a mount.

13.23. ed. Touttee. The fact of a large Yet the expression must have early become
court between the sepulchre and this Ba- current, perhaps among the pilgrims ; for

silica, and also that later a chapel was the Jtiner. Hieros, speaks of it as " nion-

erected over Golgotha, between the two, ticulus Golgotha." Rufiuus has the ex-

seems to favour the idea, that at this time pression " Golgothana rupes," Hist. Eoc.

the rock or monticule of Golgotha was 9. 6. Antoninus and Adamnanus make
left uncovered in the midst of this splendid no allusion to a mount : but Berahard
court. Eucharius seems also to testify to again has " Mons Calvarise." At that

the same effect ; see Touttee 1. c. § 6.

—

time the usage appears to have become
Erom this rock or monticule was doubtless fixed ; and is found in all later pilgrims

derived the epithet mount as applied to the and writers.

present Golgotha or Calvary. Hence the * Euseb. 1. c. 3. 39, ^ir" a\rTf,s liearjs

expression " Mount Calvary " has been TrXarela^ ayopas.

adopted almostwithout question into every ' Cyril. Hieros. Cat. 14. 6. ed. Touttee.

lan^age of Christendom. Yet in the New Compare Euseb. de Laud. Const, c. 9, sub.

Testament there is no hint that Golgotha fine.

ii. 17, 18
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the Anastasis or Kesurrection.' But both these names seem
also to have often been applied indiscriminately to the M-hole

structure and to its various parts."

The high example of Helena, the supposed discovery of the
sacred places, and the erection of all these splendid churches,

conspired to draw, in a still greater degree, the attention and the

longings of the Christian world towards Jerusalem. Pilgrimages
were now multiplied, as the dangers and difficulties were dimin-
ished ; and one of the most important documents of the age, is

the Itinerary of a palmer from Bordeaux in A. D. 333.' The
dedication of the church of the Holy Sepulchre in A. D. 335,
was afterwards celebrated annually by a festival, which continued

for a week, and was resorted to by multitudes from all parts of

the world.* Towards the middle of the same century, Hilarion

first introduced the monastic life from Egypt into Palestine and
Syria ;

' which, finding there a congenial soil, at once took deep
root, and spread itself rapidly abroad throughout the land.

The Jews, as we have seen,' in the age of Constantino, were
again permitted to approach Jerusalem, and apparently to dwell

once more upon their native soil. They had never been driven out
from Galilee ; and under the reign of his successor Constantius, they
formed the chief population of Diocaesarea (Sepphoris) and other

towns ; and felt themselves in sufficient strength to take up arms
in rebellion against the Romans. But they were soon subdued

;

and in A. D. 339, this city was levelled to the ground.' The
emperor Julian, in abandoning Christianity, endeavoured as a
matter of policy to wia the confidence of the Jews. He showed
them favour

;
granted them privileges ; and gave them permis-

sion to return to Jerusalem, and rebuild their sacred temple.

They accordingly began to lay the foundations about A. D. 362;
but the attempt, according to cotemporary writers, was ren-

dered abortive by supernatural hindrances.'—Under the succes-

sors of Juhan, the edicts would seem to have been renewed,

which prohibited the Jews from residing in Jerusalem ; for Je-

rome relates, that in his day they were still forbidden to enter

the city, except once a year, to wail over the temple.' Thus

' The Aratic name of the present church p. 1000. For the Jews in Galilee, see in

is still el-Kiydmeh , the Resurrection. Sec. XV, under Tiberias.
' Tillemont Momoires, etc. Tom. VII. ' Ammian. Marcell. 23. 1, "metnendi

p. 11. globi flammarum prope fundamenta crebris

' Itiner. Hieros. sen Burdigalense. assultibus erumpentes, feeere locam exustis

' Sozomen 2. 26. aliquoties operibus inaocessum ; hocque
' Hieron. Vita Hilar. Sozom. 3. 14. Til- modo, elemento destinatins repellente, ces-

lemont Mem. Tom. VII. p. 565. Neander savit inceptum." Socr. H. E. 3. 20. So-

K. 6. III. p. 458 sq. ed. 2. zom. 5. 22. Tillemont Mtooires, etc. VII.
" See above, p. 371 sq. p. 409 sq.

' Socrates H. E. 2. 33. TheophaiL ' Hieron. Comm. in Zephan. 1, 15,

Chronogr. p. 33, Paris. See Reland PaL " usque ad praecentem diem perfidi coloni

Vol. I.—32* ii. 18-20
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they continued to struggle on for a residence in the land and city

of their fathers ; objects of contumely and oppression on every
side, and with little change in their general situation ; until at

length the Muhammedan conquest gave them the opportimity of

acquiring larger privileges, both in Jerusalem and throughout
Palestine.

In the latter part of the fourth century, A. D. 384, Jerome,
the celebrated father, took up his residence in Palestine, where
he remained as a monk in the convent at Bethlehem until his

death in A. D. 420. At this time monasteries and communities
of anchorites (laurw) were numerous ;' and the whole of Pales-

tine swarmed with monks and hermits. Jerome speaks express-

ly of " the great multitude of brethren and the bands of monks,"
who dwelt in and around Jerusalem.^ Even Paula, a noble Ko-
man matron, the friend of Jerome, first made a pilgrimage to the

holy places, and then retired to Bethlehem ; where she erected

four monasteries, one for monks and three for nuns.' Nor was
the throng of strangers and pilgrims, who came from every quar-

ter of the globe to visit the holy places and adore the cross, less

remarkable. The same father relates that devotees " streamed

to Jerusalem from every part of the world ; so that the city was
crowded with persons of both sexes and of every class."* From
Gaul, Britain, Persia, India, Ethiopia, Egypt, and the whole
east, princes and nobles thronged to the Holy City; believing

themselves to have less of religion, less of science, and not to have
attained the highest point of virtue, unless they had paid their

adorations to the Saviour in the very places, where the Gospel

first shone forth in splendour from the cross.* Nor did the pil-

grims limit their holy veneration to Palestine. Egypt was
equally thronged ; and many also travelled into Arabia, the sup-

posed country of Job, to visit the dunghill and kiss the ground,

on which the man of God had suffered with such patience.* In-

deed, after the fourth and fifth centuries, there are comparatively

few of tTie more distinguished saints of the calendar, among

(Jndaei) . . . -. exccpto planctu prohibentur na est civitas uniTersi generis Jiomimun
ingredi Jerusalem.'* Then follows the pas- et tanta utinusque sexus constipatio, etc."

sage quoted above, p. 238, Note. Ep. 4-9, ad Paulin. Tom. IV. P. 11. p. 565.
' A community of anchorites, dwelling ed. Mart. So Chrysost. in Ps. 109. § 6,

near each other in separate cells, was cjill- ij olKovixevri a-vyrpex^^-

cd \avpa, laura, i. e. a. street, village. See ° See the Epistle under the name of

Neander K. G. III. p. 459 sq. ed. 2. Bol- Paula and Eustochium, Hieron. 0pp. Tom.
land in Acta Sanctor. Jan. Tom. II. p. 298. IV. P. II. pp. 550, 551.

* "Tantam fratrum multitudinem et ° So Chrysost. HomiL V. de Stutuis §1.

monachorum choros;" Ep. xxxviii, ad Tom. II. p. 59, OoXAol i'£Ji'juoKp(£i'Tjva koI

Pammach. Tom. IV. ii. p. 308. ed. Mart. BtairivTtov airoBTjfiiav (TTcAAovTa* anh TSnf

^ Hieron. Ep. LXXXVI, ad Eustoch, Ep- ireptiTwvTrisyTiselsT^v'Apa^iatfTpexofTeSf

itaph Paulae. W tiV Koxpiav-iKelviiy iSuai, Kol fttotrci/ae-

* '* De toto hue orbe concurritnr. Pie- yot KaraipiK-inruiTi rrjy y^y^

ii. 20. 21
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whose merits one or more pilgrimages to the Holy Sepulchre are

not enumerated.'

In such state of things, it cannot be a matter of wonder, that
the end should often he forgotten in the means ; that a pilgrim-

age to Jerusalem, instead of being resorted to merely as a means
of elevating and purifying the religious feelings, and quickening
the flame of devotion, should come to be regarded as having in

itself a sanctifying and saving power ; and so the mere perform-
ance of the outward act, be substituted for the inward principle

and feelings. That such was actually the case, is obvious from
the language of Jerome and other fathers, who strove against

this tendency. The former declares that " the places of the cross

and of the resurrection of Christ can benefit only those who bear

his cross, and who with Christ rise daily. From Jerusalem and
from Britain, the celestial halls are equally open."^ And he goes

on to relate of Hilarion, who spent much of his life as an ancho-
rite in Palestine, that he only once visited Jerusalem and the

sacred places.' To the same effect is the language of Gregory of

Nyssa ;
* who justly appeals to the corruption and licentiousness

which prevailed in Jerusalem, as a proof, how little such external

impressions can contribute in themselves to the purification of the

heart.

The effects which would naturally follow from all these cir-

cumstances in respect to the topography of the Holy Land, have
already been pointed out in the beginning of the preceding sec-

tion. Almost as a matter of course, every place celebrated in the

Bible was sought after by the credulous piety of monks and pil-

grims, and its site definitely assigned. Whether this were done

correctly, was not often with them a matter of strict inquiry.

Yet, during the fourth century, there is less reason for regret and
complaint in this respect, than in the succeeding ages. Eusebius

had composed his Onomasticon in Greek, apparently about A. D.

330, after the sites of the holy places in Jerusalem had been

determined ;
^ and this was now translated and revised by Jerome

during his residence in Palestine, before the mass of foreign tra-

dition, which afterwards spread itself abroad, had taken root or

cast its darkening shadows over the land. This important work
serves to show the state of topographical tradition as it then

' See the Indices to the many volumes ' Ep. 49, ad Panlin. Tom. IV. P. IL p.

of the Acta Sanctorum of BoUand, art. 564.

Peregrinatio, etc. Some of these holy ' Hieron. 1. c.

men made no less than three pilgrimages ' Gregor. Nyss. Epist. ad Amhrosinm
to the Promised Land. So St. Cadocus et Basilisam. Compare Neander Kirch-

hishop of Beneventum, and Theodosius engeschichte, III. p. 643, ed. 2. II. p. 342,

bi-shop of Anastasiople, in the sixth centu- Engl.

ry ; Acta Sanctor. Jan. Tom. I. p. 604. ' See the art. To\yob&, Golgotha, the

April. T. in. p. 32 sq. site of which had already been fixed.
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existed ; and often stands in direct contradiction to the specifi-

cations of later ages.'

During the centuries after the destruction of Jerusalem, the
metropolitan see of Palestine was at Ceesarea ; to which the see

of Jerusalem was subject like the rest.'' But when in the fourth
century the holy places at Jerusalem became known, and were
decorated with splendid edifices, and the Holy City began to

reassume its importance in the Christian world, its bishops were
not slow to bring forward its claims to a higher rank, as the
original seat of the apostolic church. Even so early as at the coun-
cil of Nicea, A. D. 325, its traditional claims had been acknow-
ledged and affirmed ; saving however the dignity of the then
metropolitan see.' Cyril as bishop of Jerusalem contended long
with Acacius of Caasarea for the supremacy ; though he was at

last compelled to yield to the authority of the primate, by whom
he was deposed.* His successor, John, claimed also to be inde-

pendent of Caesarea, and appealed to the patriarch of Alexandria
;

for which he is censured by Jerome.^ The following bishop,

Praylus, was a meek and holy man, and apparently avoided such
controversies. But Juvenal, his successor, who held the chair of

Jerusalem from about A. D. 420 to 458, exerted himself to the

utmost to establish the authority of his see, not only as superior

to Caesarea, but as independent of the patriarch of Antioch. It

was not however until the council of Chalcedon, A. D. 451-453,
that he was able after long efforts to effect his purpose. It was
there decreed, that Jerusalem should be thenceforth an indepen-

dent patriarchate, comprising the three Palestines ; while Antioch
should retain the two Phenicias and northern Arabian.'

Amid all the religious or rather theological controversies, which
agitated the oriental churches during these centuries, it was hardly

to be expected that Palestine, crowded as it was with ecclesias-

tics and monks, should remain in peace. On the contrary, it

actually became one of the chief seats of strife and fierce conten-

tion, which were not in all cases appeased without bloodshed. In
the fourth century, the Arian controversy had much to do with

the repeated depositions of Cyril from the see of Jerusalem.^ In
A. D. 415 Pelagius himself appeared before two tumultuous

See more above, p. 254. Alxlcf ivlffKOirov Tiiia<r^ai, ix^'^" ''^'' ^O"
^ So Jeiome, as if* addressing Mmseir to \ov^iavrrisTijj.TJStT^fjLrtTpoir6\citTui^ofjL4vou

John, bishop of Jerusalem, and referring tov oiKEiovcL^ititftaTos. Labb. ConciL Tom.
him to the conncil of Nicea, exclaims: I. p. 47.

" Ni fallar, hoc ibi deoernitnr, ut Palaes- * Theodoret H. E. 2. 26. Sozom. i. 25.

tinge metropolis Caesaraea sit, et totius ori- ^ Hieron. 1. c.

cntis Antiochia ;
" Hieron. Ep. xxxviii, ad ' ConciL Chalcedon. Act VII. Labb.

Pammach. Tom. IV. P. U. p. 330. ed. Tom. IV. p. 613. See also Le Quien

Mart Oriens Christ Tom. IIL p. 110 sq.

' Concil. Nic. Can. VII, 'ETrtiih mrii^eia ' Sozom. H. E. 4. 25.

K€KpdTr)Ke Kol Ttapiioais ipx'uci Sffre rhy iv
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synods at Jerasalem and Diospolis (Lydda).' About the same
period we find in and around Jerusalem the germ of the contro-

versy, which a century later raged with such vehemence against

the Origenists.'

The declaration of the council of Chalcedon (A. D. 451) in

favour of the doctrine of the two distinct natures of Christ, was
the signal for the outbreak of violence on the part of the Mono-
physites, its opposers ; whose chief seat at first was in Palestine

and Egypt. Theodosius, a fanatical monk, who had already

excited tumults in the council, returned to Jerusalem ; and having
ingratiated himself with Eudocia, the widow of the late emperor
Theodosius II, who resided in Palestine, he soon obtained influ-

ence throughout the convents, and raised a fierce party against

the decision of the council. His partisans took possession of the

church of the Holy Sepulchre, deposed the patriarch Juvenal,

drove him from the country, and elected Theodosius in his stead.

The orthodox bishops and moderate men were now everyv/here

deposed ; some were slain ; and their places fiUed by unworthy
persons and even malefactors. The emperor Marcian, on hearing

of these events, took measures to replace the exiled patriarch in

his station, and restore things to their former order ; but this could

only be done after fierce conflicts ; since both parties (as Eva-
grius expresses it) acted only according to the dictates of their

rage. Theodosius retired secretly to Mount Sinai ; where he was
followed by a letter missive of the emperor, to which we have
already alluded in another place.'

The controversy continued to rage in Egj'pt, accompanied
with many tumults ; and the successive emperors, themselves

weak-minded or vacillating men, were unable to quench the

flames of discord. Under Anastasius I, who began to reign in

A. D. 491, and was himself opposed to the decree of the council

of Chalcedon, the monophysite party acquired new strength, and
gave occasion to new disturbances, under its two distinguished

leaders, Xenaja or Philoxenus, and Severus.' The tumults broke

out first at- Antioch ; where Flavianus, the mild but orthodox

patriarch, was assailed in A. D. 512 by a host of fanatic monks
from the neighbourhood, who forced their way into the city, and
demanded that he should anathematize the acts of the council of

Chalcedon. The people of the city however sided with the patri-

arch, rose upon the monks, and slew a large number, who found

' Neander K. G. TV. p. 1092 sq. ed. 2. Grsscee, Tom. II. p. 261 ; Lafc in Acta
H. p. 581 sq. Engl. Sanctor. Jan. T. IL p. 313 Evagrii Hist.

" Neander I. c. p. 1264 sq. or p. 678 sq. Ecc. II. 5. Le Quien Orieus Christ. III. p.

EngL 166.
= See above, p. 124. For the general * Neander K. G. IV. p. 1002 sq ed. 2.

history of this tumult, see Vita St. Eu- II. p. 530 sq. Engl.

theinii No. 73, in Cotelerii Monom. EccL
ii. 24, 25
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their only sepulchre in the waves of the Orontes. The monks of
Coele-Syria also, among whom Flavianus had lived, hastened to

Antioch to tender him their services and protection. Yet he was
ultimately deposed in the same year, and driven into exile at

Petra. He was succeeded in his office by the monophysite leader

Severus.'

The patriarchate of Jerusalem was at this time held by Elias
;

whose influence among the monks and clergy of Palestine, how-
ever great, was yet less than that of the celebrated anchorite, St.

Sabas, the founder of several laurce and monasteries ; and among
them, of that which still bears his name in the desert between
Jerusalem and the Dead Sea. In the very same year, A. D. 512,
Severus of Antioch sent messengers to Elias, who refused to ac-

knowledge him. The message was repeated in May, A. D. 513,
accompanied by several clergy and some of the emperor's troops.

This roused the indignation of Sabas in his holy retreat ; he
repaired with other abbots to Jerusalem ; expelled the messen-
gers of Severus from the city ; and collecting a multitude of

monks before Calvary, pronounced anathemas against Severus and
all those of his communion, in the presence of the magistrates

and of the officers and troops whom the emperor had sent. Still,

the power of the state at length prevailed. The emperor sent

Olympius, who then held the command in Palestine, with a body
of troops to Jerusalem ; and as Elias stiU refused to disavow

allegiance to the decrees of Chalcedon, he was deposed and banish-

ed to Ailah. There he died in A. D. 518 ; being visited in his

last moments by Sabas.*

His successor in the patriarchate, John III, who was expected

to anathematize the council of Chalcedon, not only did not do
this, but took at first a neutral course, and afterwards made com-
mon cause with the orthodox party. Disputes and fierce passion

continued to prevail among the ecclesiastics and monks of Pa-
lestine ; but they seem not to have broken forth into deeds of

open violence. The accession of the orthodox emperor, Justin I,

in A. D. 51 &, was hailed with triumph by Sabas and his disciples.

The new decrees of this emperor in favour of orthodoxy were no
sooner known in Jerusalem, than an infinite multitude of monks
and laymen collected in that city ; the holy Sabas and a council

of bishops hastened to assemble ; and at a festival celebrated on

the 6th of August, the imperial decrees were openly promulgated.

Justinian, who ascended the throne in A. D. 527, was the

still more decided and despotic friend of the orthodox faith. Sa-

bas died about A. D. 532, in the odour of sanctity, at the great

' Evagr. H. E. 3. 32. Grao. T. III. pp. 308-10, 324. Le Quien
» Cyriil Scythop. Vita Sabse 56, 60 ; Oriens Christ III. p. 181 s<j.

Gr. et Lat. in Cotelerii Uonum. Ecclea.
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age of ninety-four years.* Not long after his decease, new trou-

bles and dissensions broke out among his immediate disciples and
flock. The unquiet spirit of oriental monachism, which had
hitherto expended itself in the monophysite controversy, or been
controlled by the predominance of a master spirit, or felt the

influence of the imperial despotism, now began to manifest itself

in a different form. The tendency and doctrines of the Origen-

ists were again broached, especially by Nonnus in the new latira

founded by Sabas near Tekoa, and in several others. The
same doctrines found admission also among many of the mem-
bers of the principal laura of Sabas ; but the great body remained
faithful to the orthodox doctrine, and expelled the others to the

number of forty from the community. These retired to the laura

near Tekoa ; and the united band of the Origcnists now at-

tempted to get possession of various monasteries. They even
attacked the chief laura of Sabas, with force and violence, but
without success.^

In A. D. 536, at the suggestion of the Koman bishop, Aga-
petas, then at Constantinople, and of Mennas patriarch of that

city, the patriarch Peter of Jerusalem held a synod composed of

the bishops of the three Palestines ; at which not only the decrees

of the synod of Constantinople in the same year against the Mono-
physites were confirmed, but the dogmas of Origen were also

publicly subjected to anathema. This measure caused great

indignation among the followers of Nonnus, and gave rise to fur-

ther tumults.^ The edict of the synod was however subscribed

by all the bishops and abbots of Palestine, except one ; which so

enraged Nonnus and the other chiefs of the Origenists, that they

renounced the communion of the orthodox ; and withdrawing

from the laura near Tekoa, dwelt in the plain. After long nego-

tiation they returned to the laura, retaining still great bitterness

against the immates of the laura of Sabas ; which they mani-
fested by open and violent attacks. They succeeded at length in

obtaining possession for a time of this chief laura ; and an Ori-

genist was installed as abbot in the seat of the holy Sabas.* This

however did not long continue. The holy Conon was afterwards

made abbot ; Eustochius (about A. D. 545) succeeded to the

patriarchate of Jerusalem ; and, by command of the emperor,

the military force was employed to drive out the Origenists from

their stronghold, the new laura (so called) near Tekoa. From
this time peace appears to have been restored.*

' Cyrill. Soyth. Vita Sabse, in Cotelerii Baronius Ann. A. D. S.^JS. xciv. Cyrill. Vi-

Monum. Eccl. Graec. Tom. III. p 353 3^. ta Sabse 1. c. p 365. Le Quien 1. c. p. 204

Le Quien Oriens Chr. IIL p. 194 sq. sq. Neander K G. IV. p. 1014 sq. ed. 2.

" CvriU. ibid, p 360-2. Baronius Ann. II. p. 637 sq. Engl.

A D. 532. VIII, sq. Le Quien ibid. p. 196- * CyrilL Scyth. Vit. Sabs, ibid. p. 370.

200. " Cyrill. ibid. p. 375 sq. Evagr. H. K
' Labb. Couca Tom. V. p. 275-87. 4. 38.
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I have dwelt the longer upon these gloomy details, in order to
show the extent, as well as the character and spirit, of that
body of monks and ecclesiastics with which Palestine was
thronged ; and who for so many centuries were the only persons

to investigate the Scriptures, and fix the traditional topography
of the Holy Land.

Despotic as Justinian was in behalf of orthodoxy, he was no
less a passionate builder of churches and monasteries, as well as of

fortresses ; and to such an extent was this passion carried out

during his long reign, that the cotemporary historian Procopius

has left us a work in six books, treating solely of the edifices

erected by this emperor.' In Constantinople itself, the church
of St. Sophia remains to this day a monument of his taste and
public munificence. With the convent erected by him at Sinai

we have already become acquainted.^ In Palestine the Sama-
ritans made insurrection against Justinian, as they had formerly

done under the emperors Zeno and Anastasius ; slaughtered the

Christians of Neapolis ; and destroyed their churches. They
were however speedily subdued ; and the emperor rebuilt the

churches and erected a new one strongly fortified on Mount
Gerizim. This was in the third year of Justinian, A. D. 529.'

In the same connection, and as if occurring about the same
time, Procopius describes the erection of a large church at

Jerusalem by Justinian in honour of the Virgin, on which great

expense and labour were bestowed in order to make it one of the

most splendid in the world. This church, as we have seen, was
apparently the edifice now known as the mosk el-Aksa, on the

southern part of the site of the temple.^ The same writer

ascribes to this emperor the building of not less than ten or

eleven monasteries in and around Jerusalem and Jericho, a Xeno-
dochium or hospital for pilgrims at Jericho, and also the

building up of the walls of Bethlehem and other cities.*

EutycMus in the ninth century relates the same general facts

respecting Justinian ; and adds that he erected also a hospital

for strangers in Jerusalem."

This public provision for the accommodation of pilgrims in

the Holy Land, serves to show, that their numbers at this period

* Hepl Tuv Tov detrtrSrou 'lovffrivtafov 159 sq.—Of the chtirch built hj Justinian

KTifffidrofy, De jEdificiia Justiniani, etc. in Jerusalem, Eutychius merely says, " he

in the Corpus Scriptor. Historise Byzant. completed the church of Helena which
' See above in p. 124 sq. had been begun by the patriarch Elias;"
' Procop. de jiEdific. 5. T. Chron. Pas- of course in the same century ; ibid. p. 108.

chale sen Alexandrin. pp. 325, 326. ed. Eutychius also relates, that Justinian at

Ducange, Paris 1688. the same time caused the church in Beth-
* See above, p. 296 sq. Procop. de lehem to be rebuilt ; and being displeased

JEddf. 5. 6. at the manner in which his legate had
' Procop. de iEdificiis Justiniani, 5. 9. constructed the edifice, he ordered his head
° Eutyohii Annales, Arab, et Lat. ed to be struck off. Both these account*

Pococke, Oxon. 1658. Tom. II. pp. 158, have an air of the fabulous.
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were not diminislied. On the contrary, the pilgrims from the
west would appear to have increased ; and it was regarded as a
pious duty of occidental princes and wealthy individuals, to make
ftirther provision for their wants. At the close of this century,

Gregory the Great of Rome (A. D. 590-604) is said to have
sent the abbot Probus with a large sum of money to Jerusalem,

where he too erected a splendid hospital for the reception of

pilgrims. ' To such an extent was this feeling of duty at length

carried, that in the following centuries there was scarcely a city

of note in France or Italy, in which the charity of Christians

had not provided a hospital for the pious wanderer to Kome and
the Holy Land ; while in Constantinople, at least in the ninth

century, there were several establishments of the same charac-

ter."

To the close of the sixth century belongs also the Itinerary

of Antoninus Martyr, or Antoninus Placentinus ; for he is called

by both names. His description of the church of the Holy
Sepulchre corresponds with that of Eusebius as above given.

Of the author, nothing further is known.
The journey of the pilgrims to Jerusalem was also facili-

tated, and the interest taken by all in the Holy Land was
cherished and augmented, by the commercial intercourse,

which at this period was kept up with the east by several cities

along the coasts of the Mediterranean. The merchants of

Marseilles in the sixth and seventh centuries sent their ships to

Alexandria and the coasts of Syria ; and received from thence

paper, oil, and the silks and spices of the remoter east.' In the

sixth century, at the court of king Guntram of Burgundy, the

wine of Gaza was regarded as the highest delicacy.*—In like

manner the merchants of Syria and the east travelled with their

wares into the Occident, and extended their wanderings through-

out the greater part of France and Spain.'

Another motive which served at this period and later to

encourage and multiply pilgrimages to the Holy Land, was the

desire of obtaining the relics of saints and holy persons ; among
which not a few were alleged to have appertained to our Saviour

himself About this time the bones and other remains, especial-

' Acta Sanctor. Mart. Tom. II. p. 157. Turner's Tonr in the Levant, II. p. 268.

Possibly this hospital or that of Justinian Schubert's Reise, II. p. 585. The Arabic

may have been the edifice still used by name is et-Tekiyeh.

the Muslims as a hospital, where food is ' Muratori Antiq. Ital. med. sevi, Tom.
daily distributed to the poor. It is called III. p. 575. Acta Sanctor. Mart. T. II. p.

by the Franks the Kitchen of Helena, and 298. Wilken Gesch. der Kreuzz. I. p. 10.

is situated on the street in which we re- ' Gregor. Tnronensis, 5. 5. Wilkea

sided, running down eastward below the Gesch. der Kreuzziige, I. p. 17.

church of the Holy Sepulchre. Its por- * Gregor. Tur. 7. 29.

tal, if I remember right, exhibits an ar- ' Greg. Tur. 4. 38. Wilken 1. c. pp.

chitecture of the Byzantine type. See 17, 18.
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ly of those who had suffered martyrdom, became an object of
idolatrous veneration. Churches and convents held it to be
necessary to possess (if possible) the skeletons or other memorials
of their patron saints ; or at least those of other saints of holy
renown ; in order to increase their own authority and considera-

tion with the people. Among the laity too, the most sacred oath
•was that taken upon the relics of a saint ; and the possession of

a relic was regarded as a protection against every species of evil.'

Hence such relics were sought for with avidity, and purchased at

a high price. They were indeed to be found in great numbers in

the west ; for the saints of France and Spain, and especially

those of Italy, did not fail to leave behind them memorials
possessing a wonder-working power. Yet relics from the Holy
Land enjoyed nevertheless the pre-eminence ; and those churches
and convents were especially venerated, which could boast of

possessing some relic of the Saviour or of his cotemporary
followei-s.^ The shrewdness of the oriental clergy was not slow

to take advantage of this superstition ; and the pilgrims who
sought in Jerusalem and elsewhere for rehcs, were seldom neces-

sitated to seek in vain. The common people at length manu-
factured them according to the demand ;^ although, in practising

this fraud, they did not go beyond that of the priests both of the

east and the west, in distributing to all the world pieces of the

true cross.'—These relics from Palestine were sold in the west to

clergy and laity at a high profit ; and thus a pilgrimage to

Jerusalem often became a source, not only of spiritual renown,

but also of emolument. So profitable, indeed, did this trade in

relics become, that Syrian merchants repaired with them to

Europe for sale.'

Thus had now rolled on the first six centuries after the

' Capitular. Caroli Magn. lib. VI. o. commenced very early ; for Cyril of Jems.
209, " Omne sacramentum in ecclesia et (c. 350,) mentions that they were already

super reliquiae juretur. . . Sic illom Dens dispersed throughout the world ; see above,

adjuvet et illi Sancti, quorum istse reli- p. 375, Note 1. The sacred cross was al-

qniEB sunt, ut veritatem dieat." Charle- leged to have an inherent power of repro-

magne also took relics with him in time of duction ; so that when a portion was taken

war. So too the Byzantine Greeks. See away, it was again immediately replaced

:

Wilken, 1. c. p. 12. Du Fresne in Villa- "In materia insensata vimvivam teneus,

hardouin Hist, de I'Empire de Constantino- ita ex illo tempore innumeris psene quoti-

ple, Paris 1657. fol. p. 811-13. die hominum votis lignum snum commo-
" Wilken 1. c. p. 12. dat, nt detrimenta non sentiat, et quasi
' Thus in A. D. 1027 a common man intacta permaneat," etc. See Paulin. No-

in France made a regular trade of such Ian. (fl. A. D. 400,) Epist. 11 sen 81.

fabricated relics, prepared mostly from the Very many abbeys and convents had por-

bones of persons recently dead. Several tions of the cross to show ; see Wilken, I.

bishops patronized the cheat, and shared c. p. 13.—In like manner, Charles the

the gains. See Eodolph. Glaber, Francor. Bald founded a convent in Aquitaine, " in

Hist. 4. 3 ; in Du Chesne Scriptores Hist, quo posuitprseputium Domini JesuChristi:"

Franc. Tom. IV. Bouquet's Kecueil, Tom. Chron. Sithiense ad Ann. 875, in Martene

X. Thesaur. nov. Anecdot Tom. III.

* The trade in pieces of the true cross ' Gregor Tur. 8. 31. Wilken, L o. p. 15.
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Christian era. For half of this long period Jerusalem had
remained in darkness, beneath the oppressive sway of heathen

domination. During the other half, she had again reassumed
her station as the Holy City of the Christian world ; and the

relations in which she stood towards the west, if not always of

the holiest character, were nevertheless such as to excite even in

worldly minds a deep interest in her fortunes. Another period

of longer and deeper darkness was now about to commence
;

and Jerusalem, " the joy of the whole earth," was once more to

be trodden down by the barbarian hordes of a false religion,

under a thraldom from which even yet she is not emancipated.

The Persians under Chosroes I, had already made inroads

upon the Roman empire during the reign of Justinian, and had
extended their conquests into the heart of Syria, as far as to

Antioch and the shores of the Mediterranean. Under Chosroes

II, the war was renewed against the emperor Phocas and his

successor Heraclius. The Persians penetrated into Syria ; cap-

tured Damascus in A. D. 613 ; and then directed their victorious

progress southwards towards Jerusalem. They were joined on
the way by the Jews of Tiberias, Nazareth, and the mountains
of Gralilee. In the month of June, A. D. 614, the Holy City

was invested and taken by storm ; many thousands of the

clergy, monks, consecrated virgins, and other inhabitants were
slain ; the splendid churches were thrown down, and that of the

Holy Sepulchre burned with fire ; while the patriarch Zacharias

with the true cross, and multitudes of the inhabitants were

carried away into captivity.'

Many fugitives from Palestine and Syria now retired to

Alexandria, where they were cherished by the bounty of the

patriarch John Eleemon (the compassionate). This munificent

patron also sent large supplies of provisions to the miserable

inhabitants who remained in Jerusalem. And when, not long

after, Modestus was appointed as the vicar of Zacharias during

his exile, the same patriarch furnished him with a large sum of

money and a thousand labourers from Egypt, to aid in rebuilding

the Holy City and its churches."

Although Palestine and Syria remained under the yoke of

' The particulars of this siege and its at ninety thousand; and Eutjchins ascribes

consequences are related by a cotemporary the slaughter to the Jews. The Saracens

writer in the Chronicon Paschale seu AI- or Arabs would appear also to have acted

exandrinum, p. 385, ed. Paris. Also by with the Persians ; they plundered the

Antiochns, at that time abbot of the con- monastery of St. Saba, and massacred fer-

vent of St. Saba, in Biblioth. vet. Patrum, ty-four of the monks. Antiochus, 1. c. Le
Tom. L p. 1023 sq. Later writers are : Quien IIL p. 252.

Theophanes Chronographia, p. 252, ed. ' See the life of St. John Eleemon by
Paris, Eutyohii Annal. IL p. 213. Comp. Leontius, a cotemporary Cyprian bishop ;

le Qoien Oriens Christ. III. p. 250 sq.

—

Lat. in Acta Sanctor. Jan. Tom. II. p. 500.

Theophanes gives the number of the siain Le Quiea III. p. 250 sq,
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the Persians, yet Modestus appears not to have been hindered
in the work of restoration. He proceeded to build up again
from their foundations the churches of the Resurrection and of

Calvary, as also a church of the Assumption. ' Whether in doing

this he changed the form of the buildings around the Holy Sep-
ulchre, we are not told ; but the description of Arculfus, as

given by Adamnanus at the close of the century, seems not to

tally with the accounts of Eusebius. According to him, the

Holy Selpulchre was covered by a small tegorium (tugurium ?)

cut from the same rock, and standing in the midst of a large

circular church constructed over it." The Basilica or Martyrion

of Constantine was situated as before. Adamnanus further de-

scribes a church of Golgotha between the Basilica and the sep-

'

ulchre ; but this is not mentioned by Bernhard two centuries

later.' Both these writers however speak of a church of St.

Mary, adjacent to the buildings of the sepulchre on the south
;

and this is not improbably the church of the Assumption re-

stored by Modestus.

After years of discomfiture and disaster, the tide of victory

turned at length in favour of Heraclius. He routed the armies

of the Persians, put their monarch to flight, and pursued them
into their own territory. Early in A. D. 628, Chosroes was de-

posed and murdered by his son Siroes ; who immediately con-

cluded an inglorious peace with the Eoman emperor. The pa-

triarch Zacharias and other captives were restored after fourteen

years of exUe, and the true cross was given up. The emperor
returned first to Constantinople, where he made a triumphal

entrj' ; and in the following year repaired in person to Jerusa-

lem, which he entered on foot, bearing the true cross upon his

shoulder.*

But the restoration of the Holy City to the dominion of the

Christians, was not of long duration. Jerusalem, had indeed

been freed from the yoke of the disciples of Zoroaster ; but only

in order to be speedily subjected to the more galling and perma-

nent bondage of the followers of Muhammed. The arms of

the false prophet and his companions had already subdued Ara-

bia, Syria, and Egypt ; and in A. D. 636 the troops of the Kha-
lif Omar appeared before Jerusalem. The city was bravely de-

' Antiochi Epist in Biblioth. vet. Patr. * Chron. Paschal, p. 398 sq. ed. Paris.

Gtsrc. Tom. I. p. 1023 sq. Le Quien 1. c. Theophan. Chronogr. p. 273, ed Paris,

p. 259. Baron. Annal. A. D. 616. VI.

—

Baronii Annal. A. D. 628. i, ii. Le Quien

Antiochus describes Modestus az a second 1. c. p. 257.—In A. D. 634, Heraclius re-

Bezaleel, or at least a Zerubbabel. tiring before the Muhammedans, carried)

' " Valde grandis ecclesia super with him the true cross to Constantinople,

'

illud constrncta; " Adamn. 1. 2. where it was seen and described by Arcnl-
' See the description and plan of Adam- fus at the close of the century. Theophan.

nanus, 1. 2 sq. Bernhard de Locis Sanct. Chronogr. p. 280. Adamnan. de Loc.

10. Sanct. 3. 3.
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fended by the patriarch Sophronius. After a long siege/ the

Khalif himself repaired to the camp ; and the patriarch at length

surrendered to him the Holy City in A. D. 637, on condition that

the inhabitants should be secured as to their lives, their families,

their property, and their churches. The latter were neither to be
destroyed nor appropriated to the Muhammedans. The gates

were opened ; and Omar entered in a garment of camel's hair, the

common apparel of his countrymen. He was not very cordially

received by the patriarch ; who, on seeing him in this garb, ex-

claimed :
" This is of a truth the abomination of desolation spo-

ken of by Daniel the prophet, standing in the holy place !

"*

The Khalif honourably fulfilled his promises ; and performed

his devotions only on the steps of the Basilica ; in order that his

followers might have no pretext to claim possession of the church
after his departure, under the pretence that he had worshipped

in it.^ The further proceedings of Omar and his successors in

erecting a mosk upon the site of the Jewish temple, have
already been narrated.*

From this time onward until the era of the crusades, a period

of four and a half centuries, the history of Jerusalem again pre-

sents little more than a blank. A few scattered notices drawn
from the itineraries of pilgrims and the cotemporary works of

European authors, with the traditions recorded by later oriental

writers, furnish all the materials which exist for such a histoiy
;

and, strange as it may appear, even these have never yet been
fuUy collected and arranged.' The names of the successive pa-

triarchs are indeed preserved ; but the chronicle of their lives

illustrates the progress of theological controversy, rather than
the history of Jerusalem.' We can here, of course, only touch
upon some of the principal events.

The remainder of the seventh century, as well as the greater

portion of the eighth, is barren of incidents relating to Jerusa-

lem. The Muslims extended their conquests ; subdued the

' christian writers say the siege contin- have in part followed) in his introduction

;

ned two years ; Arabian writers, four Gesch. der Kreuzz. I. p. 1 sq. See also

months. Miohaud Hist, des Croisades, Tom. I The
' In allusion to Matth. 23, 15. Theo- work of Gibbon contains some of these no-

phanes Chronograph, p. 281, ed. Par. tices. Witsius in his professed history of

' The earliest writers who describe these Jerusalem utterly passes over this whole

events are Theophanes I. c. and Eutychius period ; Miscell. Sac. Tom. II. Exerc. XII.

AnnaL II. p. 284 sq. The former lived 40, 41.—William of Tyre wrote a work
apparently nearly or quite two centuries entitled de Oestix orientalium Principum,

after the event ; and the latter about A. coverinj; the time from the conquest of

D. 870. The Arabian writers Elmacin Jerusalem to the era of the crusades ; but

(el-Makin), Abnlfeda and Abulfaragius it is unfortunately lost. Will. Tyr. 1. 3,

(Bar Hebraeus), who give still more par- fin.

ticulars, are aU of the thirteenth century. ° See Pappehroch Patriarchar. Hieros.
* See above, pp. 297, 298. Hist. chronoL prefixed to the Acta Sanc-
' The notices of Jenis.alem during this tor. Maii Tom. III. LeQuienOriens Christ,

period are best given by Wilkea (whom I lU. pp. 280-500.

Vol. I.—33* iL 36, 37
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northern coast of Africa and the kingdom of Spain ; and threat-

ened to advance into France and Italy. Meanwhile the Chris-

tian pilgrims to Palestine resumed their wonted course, appa-
rently in peace ; and the Holy City, which the Arabians also

called el-Kuds (the Holy), became likewise a place of pilgrim-

age for the Muhammedans.' These pilgrimages were still con-

nected with the spirit of trade. Arculfus, who visited Jerusa-

lem about A. D. 697, relates that a fair was held there annually

on the fifteenth day of September, which was attended by an in-

numerable multitude from every quarter, for the purposes of

mutual traffic and intercourse.'

Towards the middle of the eighth century, the sceptre of the

Khalifs, after a long and bloody struggle, was transferred from

the race of the Ommiades to that of the Abassides.' About A.

D. 750, Almansor (el-Mansur), the second of his race, founded

the city of Bagdad, and removed the seat of the Khalifate from
Damascus to his new capital on the banks of the Tigris. During
this century, earthquakes were frequent in Syria and Palestine.*

The situation also of the Christians in the east appears to have
become more difficult and less secure. Patriarchs and bishops

were deposed and driven from their homes, at the caprice of their

Muhammedan rulers ; and exactions and oppressions were the

natural consequence of the existing relations of society.' Yet
the pilgrims from the west seem in general to have been looked

upon with favour ; and they seldom suffered harm in their per-

sons or hindrance in their pursuits. Among them at this period

was St. Madelveus, bishop of Verdun in France, who made a

strong impression upon the patriarch Eusebius by his piety and
fervent devotion.* About A. D. 786, St. Willibald, bishop of

Eichstadt, with seven companions, made the pilgrimage to the

Holy Land, which they traversed in all directions ; visiting Jeru-

salem no less than four times, and Emesa and Damascus twice.

They first passed through Emesa (Hums) on their way to Jeru-

salem ; and the inhabitants, not being accustomed to the sight

of pilgrims, and ignorant whence they came, wondered at their

' Eutych. Aanal. 11. p. 364. D'Herbe- of Nicea, A. D. 787, in Labb. Concil. Tom.
lot Biblioth. Or. art. Co(&. YII. p. 170 sq. Le Quien Or. Christ. lit.

' Adamnan. de Locis Sanct. 1. 1. p. 297 sq. 304. Also Acta Sanctorum,
' The general history of this change Jul. Tom. Ill pp. 531, 537, 551.—In A.

may be seen in Gibbon, Chap. LII. D. 757, the Khalif increased the tribute,

* Violent earthquakes, which destroyed stripped the churches, and compelled the

churches, convents, and even whole cities, Jews to purchase the spoils; Theophan.

are mentioned by Theophanes in A. D. Chronogr. p. 361, ed Paris.

746, 749, 756. Chronogr. pp. 354, 357, " St. Madelveus was made bishop in A.

361, ed. Paris. D. 753, and died about A D. 776. See
' So the patriarchs of Antioch and Jc- the Chron. Virdunense by Hugo Flavinia-

rnsalem; Elmacin Hist. Sarac. lib. L 17. censis, in Labb. Nov. Biblioth. Manuscr.

p. 82. Lugd. Bat. 1625. See too the letter Tom. I. p. 110 sq. Le Quien 1. c. p. 300

of the Syrian monks to the second council sq. Acta Sanctor. Oct. Tom. U.

U. 38, 39
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strange appearance, and regarded them as spies. They -were

brought before a wealthy Sheikh to be examined ; who after in-

quiry, said :
" I have often seen men from their part of the

world ; they seek no harm, and only wish to fulfil their law."

Yet they were kept for some time in prison, though treated with

great courtesy ; until, through the influence of a Spaniard, the

Emir of the city ordered them to be set at liberty.'

Just at the close of the same century, a furious civil war
raged in Palestine among the various tribes of Saracens or Arabs
inhabiting the country. In A. D. 796 the monastery of St. Saba
was again pillaged and many of the monks slain. The fortunes

of the war also laid waste the cities of Gaza, Askelon, and Sari-

pheea, and converted Eleutheropolis into a desert.'

In the latter part of the eighth and the beginning of the

ninth century, amid the general darkness of those ages, it is in-

teresting to meet with two cotemporary monarchs, lords of the

Orient and Occident, who both exerted a mighty influence upon
their respective quarters of the globe, and are still the heroes of

many a romantic tale, and landmarks in the history of the world.

In the east, Harun er-Rashid.(Aaron the Just), who swayed the

sceptre from A. D. 786 to 809, is celebrated as the ideal of Ara-
bian justice, magnanimity, and splendour ; and procured for the

empire of the Khalifs a renown, both in learning and in arms,

unequalled in its previous or later history. In the west, Charle-

magne was the sagacious founder of a new and still more power-

ful empire, which he governed with equal wisdom and justice for

the long period of some forty years ; having reigned from A. D.

771 to A. D. 814. The interjacent position of the Byzantine

empire, prevented these two sovereigns from becoming rivals or

enemies ; and there was too much of nobleness in the character

of both, not to awaken a mutual sentiment of respect and good

wiU.

Another motive also prompted the monarch of the west to

set on foot and cultivate an interchange of courtesies and friend-

ship. His compassion for Christians in poverty and suffering

was not confined to the wide limits of his own realms ; but

was likewise awakened for those languishing under the oppres-

sion of the followers of the false prophet, both in Africa and
Asia.' The situation of the Holy Land could not, of course,

but excite his sympathy. He sent ambassadors to distribute

alms in the Holy City ; and they were also charged with presents

and a message to the Khalif, to intercede with him in behalf of

' StWillibaldiHodoeporicon,inMabillon monk of St. Saba, in Acta Sanctor. Mart.

Acta Sanct. Ord Benedict. Sjec. III. P. II. Tom. III. p. 167 sq. Le Quien 1. c. p.

p. 373. 313.
' See the account of these civil wars ' Eginhardi Vita Car. Magni vm vel

and massacres, by Stephen, a cotemporary xvi.^
ii. 39, 40
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his Christian suhjects. Harun received the messengers with
courtesy ; immediately granted all their requests ; and even went
60 far as to make over to Charlemagne the jurisdiction of the
Holy Sepulchre and its appurtenances. • The ambassadors on
their return were accompanied by those of the Khalif, bringing

rich presents of vestments and spices and the choicest products

of the eastern world ; and bearing to the emperor the keys of the

Holy Sepulchre and of Calvary, as the symbol of possession. A
few years before, the Khalif, at the emperor's request, had sent

him the only elephant he happened to possess.'^ Indeed, so strong

was the mutual admiration of the two monarchs, that according

to Eginhard, the biographer of Charlemagne, this emperor pre-

ferred the friendship of H^run to that of all the kings and prin-

ces of the world ; and regarded him alone as worthy to be dis-

tinguished with honours and magnificence.' To the end of his

life Charlemagne continued to send alms to the Christians in

Jerusalem, in aid of the poor and for the rebuilding of churches;

and his example was followed by his son Lewis the Pious, and
by his grandson Lewis the German.*

These of course were palmy days of pilgrimage ; but after the

death of HSrun er-Kashid the prospect was again clouded. The
dissensions among his sons spread also through the provinces

;

the people were divided into factions ; and each party rejoiced in

the opportunity to wreak its fury on the Christians. The Holy
City did not escape the storm ; churches were destroyed and con-

vents pillaged ; and among the latter, the monastery of St. Saba,

which seems ever to have been a special object of vengeance, was
again plundered and the monks massacred in A. D. 812.'

The remainder of the ninth century presents no important

incident in the history of Jerusalem, save the visit and Itinerary

of the monk Bernhard and his two companions, about A. D.
870.' His account is very brief ; but the description of the Holy

' " Sed etiam sacrum ilium et salutarem omnium qui in toto orbe terrarum erant

locum, ut ilUus potestati ascriberetur, con- Regum ac Principum amicitiffi prseponeret,"

cessit
;
" Eginh. 1. c. v. etc. Eginhard 1. c.

' Eginhardi Vita Car. Magni v. The * So lats as A. 1). 810, there is a Capilu-
presents of the Khalif are described in the larium of Charlemagne entitled : " De
Annates Mettensea ad Ann. 807, in Bou- eleemosyna mittenda ad Hierosolymas,

quefs Recneil des Hist. Fr. Tom. V. p. 354. propter ecclesias Dei restituandas." Capit
The elephant arrived in A. D. 802; Annal. I. Ann. 810. t. 17. Monach. Sangall. II.

Loiseliani ad h. Ann. in Duchesne Tom. c. 14. Wilfcen 1. e. p. 27.—For the later

II. p. 24 sq. The keys are sometimes legend, which relates that Charlemagne
said to have been sent by the patriarch of himself repaired to Palestine, see Wilien
Jerusalem ; but aa Eginhard expressly 1. c. I. Anh. p. 3.

says, that the Holy Sepulchre was made * Theophanes Chronogr. p. 409. ed.

over to Charlemagne by the Khalif, the Paris. BaroniiAnnal. A. D. 812. xi.

keys were also probably sent by his order. ' The writer was cotemporary with pope

See generally, Le Quion Oriens Christ III. Nicholas I, who died A. D. 867 ; and with

p. 318 sq 346. Theodosius, who was patriarch of Jerusa-
' " Cum Aaron talem habnit lem from A. D. 867 to A. D. 879.

in amicitia: concordiam, at is gratiam ejus

ii. 41. 42
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Sepulchre and its appurtenances is quite distinct. He speaks
indeed of four churches round about it, though he enumerates
only three, viz. that of the Sepulchre itself upon the west, that
of St. Mary on the south, and the Basilica on the east, forming
three sides of an open court, and all connected by walls. Adja-
cent to the church of St. Mary, there was already a hospital, in

which all the Latin pilgrims were received. This traveller is the
first to mention the jugglery of the Greek holy fire ; and he also

speaks of a library founded by Charlemagne in the church of St.

Mary.
The renown of the house of the Abassides lingered long in its

decay. The munificence of Almamon (el-Mamun) the son and
second of the successors of Hariin, who held the sceptre for thirty

years (A. D. 813-843), and the patronage which he gave to

learning, sustained for a time the waning glory of his race. Un-
der him the Christians still enjoyed favours, and were found
among his officers of trust and the attendants of his person.' But
his successors held the reins of empire with a feeble hand ; the

various provinces were distracted with feuds and bloody wars
;

and the Christian subjects became eveiy day more and more ex-
posed to violence and oppression. Tho empire was torn with dis-

sensions ; and the Holy Land was again made the scene of bat-
tles and bloodshed, during the long wars waged by the Khalifs,

either against the various factions and revolted governors of cities,

or against new heretical sects, which strove to propagate their

tenets by the sword." One province after another was thus
wrested from the sway of the Khalifs. At length in A. D. 969,
Mu'ez, of the race of the Fatimites, whose ancestors for sixty

years had reigned as Khalifs at Kairwin (Gyrene) over a great

part of Africa, extended his conquests throughout Egypt and
Syria, and transferred the seat of his empire to the new city of

Musr el-Kahirah, the present Cairo.

The Holy City had now fallen into the hands of new mas-
ters, who were inclined to pay little regard to the stipulations or

usages which had found place under the former dynasties. The
church of the Holy Sepulchre is said again to have been set on
fire ; and the patriarch John was committed to the flames.'

The Christians were subjected to new oppressions and afflictions

;

against which they would seem to have complained bitterly to

their brethren of the west. A letter of the pope Sylvester II,

' Eutyohii Annal II. pp. 431, 432. sect, A. D. 890. Syria and Egypt were
" See a sketch of some of these wars twice dismembered from the empire, first

and factions iu Gibbon, Chap. LII. More by the Tnlnnides, A. D. 868 ; and then by
fully in Desguignes Hist, des Huns, Tom. the Ikshides, A. D. 934.

II. De Sacy, Exposfi de la Religion des " Cedreui Histor. Compend. p. 661. ed.

Drazes, Tohl I. Introd.—The Karmathi- Par. Le Quien L c. p. 466.

ans were a new and powerful religious
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(A. D. 999-1003,) is still extant, intended to rouse the western

church to active sympathy in behalf of her oriental sister.' The
ships of Pisa actually made descents upon the African coasts

;

and not improbably, the necessity of a general war against the

followers of the prophet and in behalf of the Holy Land, had
already begun to occupy the minds of men.''

Yet in the oppression of the Egyptian Khalifs there was
a pause ; and the Christians of the Holy Land, either from a

habit of suffering or the policy of their oppressors, obtained a
breathing-spell.' The pilgrims from the west, and especially

the western merchants, were not unwelcome guests ; for the

tolls and exactions to which they were subjected, contributed to

fill the coffers of the Muslim rulers. The merchants of Amalfi

in Italy were particularly favoured ; and were able to purchase

many commercial privileges. As they often visited the Holy
City in their peregrinations, they obtained from the Khalif per-

mission to erect there a domicile, which they might call their

own. They accordingly founded a monastery with a church in

honour of the Virgin, at the distance of a stone's throw from the

Holy Sepulchre, in which all the services were performed in the

Latin tongue ; and which, for this reason, took the name of St.

Mary de Latina. Adjacent to this a nunnery was not long af-

terwards erected, in honour of Mary Magdalene ; in which the

nuns devoted themselves to the care of the poor female pilgrims.

But as even in those perilous times the numbers and the need

of pilgrims continued to increase, so that even both these con-

vents were insufficient to receive them, the monks procured a
Xenodochium or hospital to be built within the same precincts,

in which the poor and the sick found a shelter, and were fed

from the fragments of the monastic tables. This hospital was
dedicated to St. John Eleemon, the former patriarch of Alexan-
dria ; and in it, at a later period, arose the celebrated order of

the Hospitalers, or knights of St. John of Jerusalem.*

The third of the Fatimite Khalifs in Egypt was el-Hakim,

Mabillon refers this letter to A. D. cbants of Amalfi, is related two centuries

986 ; Acta Sanctor. Ord. Bened. T. IV. p. after by William ofTyre, 18. 4, 5 ; and by
39. It has often been printed ; e. g. in Jacob de Vitr. u. 64. But a church of St.

Bouquet*s Recueil T. X. p. 426. The gen- Mary is mentioned in the same place by
uineness of the letter is doubted; but not Adamnanus, A. D. 697 ; and in Bemhard's
the fact of such an appeaL Wilkeu L u. time, A. D. 870, the same church was still

p. 28, in existence, and also a hospital for Latin
' Wilken 1. c. p. 29. pilgrims. Not improbably these may have
' Will. Tyr. 1. 4, " Suh quo principatu been destroyed at the capture of Jerusalem

pEgyptorium], sicut captivis solent ali- under Mu'ez, and again rebuilt by mer-
quaodo tempora indulgentiora concedi, a chants of Amalfi. This may perhaps be
suis anxietatibus coepit aliquantulm esse the destruction of buildings around the

remissius," etc. Holy Sepulchre, which is mentioned by Ce-
* The founding of the church and mon- drenus as above quoted ; see N. 3 on pre-

astery of St. Mary de Latina by the mer- ceding page.
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who mounted the throne at the age of eleven years in A. D. 996.
He became a wild and visionary fanatic, who gave himself out
as the prophet of a new religion ; and his whole reign was a
series of violence and inconsistencies. ' By Arabian writers he is

described as a compound of atheism and insanity.' About A.
D. 1010, prompted by suspicion or some motive equally un-
worthy, he became jealous of the Christians who had hitherto

enjoyed tranquillity and even honours under his reign,' and set

on foot a furious persecution against them both in Egypt and
Palestine. Disregarding the claims of usage and the conces-

sions of his predecessors, he imposed upon his Christian subjects

and upon the pilgrims enormous contributions and taxes ; and
forbade the celebration of the Christian worship in the churches.
But this was not all. The houses of Christians were broken
open, and the inmates hurried off, without accusation or trial,

to death by the cross and by impalement. Sons and daughters
were torn from the houses of their parents, and compelled, some-
times by the bastinado and sometimes by blandishments, to

apostatize from their faith, or were delivered to the cross. No
one was secure in his property or life ; the former was confiscated

and plundered at will. To crown this exhibition of hatred
towards the Christian name, the Khalif gave orders to demolish
the church of the Holy Sepulchre ; and this order was fully car-

ried into execution by the governor of Eamleh, to whom it was
directed. The building was razed to the foundations ; and
much labour was expended to deface and destroy the sepulchre it-

self^

The news of these atrocities was carried by the pilgrims to

Europe ; and awakened universal indignation and grief.^ Yet
instead of combining to take vengeance on the direct authors of

these calamities, a report was spread abroad that the Jews had
been the cause of this persecution, by secretly informing the

Khalif of a proposed warlike expedition against Jerusalem

;

' This Khalif el-Hakim, is regarded as in Bouquet T. X. p. 152. Albericus as

the prophet of the Drazes. He built a quoted in le Quien Or. Christ. III. p. 475
mosk in Cairo, which is still standing ; and sq. Baronii et Pagii Annales, etc. A. D.

in an inscription over one of the doors, 1009.—The mother of el-HAkira was a
bearing date in A. H. 393, (A. D. 1003,) Christian ; her brother Orestes was at this

he is already treated as =t prophet. See very time patriarch of Jerusalem, and was
Wilkmson's Thebes, etc. p. 547, ed. I.Gib- put to death. The extravagancies of the

bon, Chttp. LVII. Khalif had probably been referred to his

' Elmacin Hist. Saracen. 3. 6. p. 260. Christian origin and propensities ; and, ac-
' Christians even enjoyed the office of cording to William of Tyre, it was to clear

Vizier ; Bar Hebr. Chron. Syr. p. 211. himself from this calumny, that he set on
* "Prsedicta ecclesia usque ad solum foot this persecution. Will. Tyr. 1. 4.

diruta," are the words of William of Tyre. ' "Eodem anno (1010) Radulphus, Pe-

The above description is drawn chiefly tragoricx episcopus, Hierosolymis rediens,

from this writer ; lib I. c. 4, 5. See also retulit quse ibi viderat nefanda ;

" Chron.

Elmacin lib. III. 5, 6. Ademarus in Labb. Ademari in Labb. Nor. Biblioth. II. p.

Nov. Biblioth. Manuscr. T. II. p. 174 ; and 174. Bouquet Tom. X. p. 353.

ii. 45, 45
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thus instigating him to set on foot the cruel proceedings against the
Christians. The Jews themselves now became the sufferers and
throughout all France were subjected to violent persecution •

which, if perhaps less bloody than that which it was intended to

avenge, was at least equally unjust.' Yet the Khalif himself,

with an inconstancy common to weak and insane minds, after-

wards repented of his violence ; he allowed the multitudes who had
apostatized from Christianity to return to their former faith ; and
gave permission to rebuild the churches which had been de-

stroyed.' This concession would seem to have been long inoper-

ative, or at least slowly acted upon ; for, although el-Hakim
died in A. D. 1021, it was not until ten years afterwards, and on
the application of the Greek emperor Eomanus, that his suc-

cessor edh-Dhaher confirmed the permission, so that the rebuild-

ing of the church of the Holy Sepulchre could be commenced.^
The successor of Eomanus granted aid in the work.* Then there

was joy throughout the Christian world ; and pilgrims flocked ex-

ulting to Jerusalem, bearing gifts for the restoration of the house
of God.' The church of the Sepulchre was completed in A. D.
1048 ; but instead of the former magnificent Basilica over the

place of Golgotha, a small chapel only now graced the spot.'

The increase of pilgrims had indeed become very great ; and
it is not improbable that a dread of their power and vengeance,

may have had an influence on the conduct of el-H&kim and his

successor. A wild idea had prevailed in some minds, that the

Saviour's second coming was to take place in the year 1000
;

and others now saw in the disorders of the times a prognostic

of the near approach of Antichrist.'' Under the influence of

these circumstances, and perhaps of the concessions of the Kha-
lifs, multitudes of all ranks and classes flocked to the Holy City.

It was no longer single pilgrims with staff and scrip, a monk or

an abbot, or even perhaps a bishop with a few companions, who
wended their way to the Promised Land, and were sustained

wholly or in part by the alms of the pious ; but henceforth also

the common people and laity in great numbers, and especially

noblemen and princes, often with a large retinue of armed fol-

lowers, assumed the garb of pilgrims, and found their way into

the east. Even noble ladies did not shrink from the hardships

' Rod. GlaberHistor.nr. 7; inBouqnet * Will. Tyr. ibid.

T. X. Duchesne T. IV. Chron. Ademari, ' " Tunc quoque de universe terramm
in Bouquet T. X. p. 152. Le Quien 1. c. orbe incredibilis bominum multitudo ex-

pp. 478, 480. ultanter Hierosolymam pergentes, domui
" Elmacin Hist. Sarac. 3. 6. p. 260. Dei restaurandse plurima detulerunt mu-

Chron. Ademari L e. V/ilL Tyr. 1. 6. Bar nera." Rod. Glaber 3. 7.

Hebr. p. 216. ' " Oratoria valde modica; " Will. Tyr.
' Will. Tyr. 1. 6. Albericus inle Quien 8. 3.

m. p. 493. Cedrenus, p. 731, ed. Par. ' Rod. Glaber. 4. 6.

Comp. Baronii et Pagii AnnaL A D. 1031.

ii. 47, 48
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and dangers of the pilgrimage. Many of the pilgrims desired to

find their death in the Holy Land.' It was perhaps in order to

keep back these throngs, or more probably in order to derive the

greater profit from them, that the Muslims about this time de-

manded of every pilgrim the tribute of a piece of gold, as the

price of entrance into the Holy City.*

Among the remarkable pilgrimages of this period, was that

of Eobert duke of Normandy, the father of William the Conquer-

or, which was undertaken in A. D. 1035, in spite of the remon-
strances of his barons.^ Having settled the succession upon his

illegitimate son William, and leaving him under the protection

and guardianship of the French king, he set off with a large reti-

nue of knights, barons, and other followers. He himself, like

every pilgrim, went barefoot and in palmer's weeds, with stafi" and
scrip. In passing through cities, he sent his train forwards

;

himself following alone in the rear in all humility, and beariag

patiently the insults of the rabble. He took the way through
Italy to Constantinople, where his piety and charity obtained for

him the respect of the emperor and the Greek nobles. The for-

mer tendered him presents, and forbade his subjects to receive

payment for articles furnished to the Norman duke ; but the pil-

grim refused the gifts, and ordered his people to pay for every

thing. The emperor commanded that no wood should be fur-

nished to him, in order that he might be compelled to receive it

free from the royal magazines ; but Eobert purchased a large

quantity of nuts, the shells of which he used as fuel. During his

journey through Asia Minor he fell sick, and caused himself to be

transported in a litter by Saracens. Meeting a Norman pilgrim,

who was returning home and inquired if he had any message to

send :
" Tell my people," said he, " that thou hast met me where

I was borne of devils into Paradise." Before the gates of Jeru-

salem Eobert found a crowd of needy pilgrims, too poor to pay
the entrance money, and awaiting the arrival of some wealthy

and generous fellow-pilgrim, who might open for them the Holy
City. For each of these he paid a golden byzant. The Mus-
lims admired his devotion and munificence ; and an Emir caused

' " Anno D. 1033, ex nniverso orbe tam ' A ureui, Bisantnan aureum, a gold

innnmerabilis multitudo coepit confluere .ad Byzant, equivalent to about five Spanish

Sepulchram Salvatoris Hierosolymis, quan- dollars. First mentioned in the Gcsta Con-

tain nnllus hominum prius sperare poterat. sulnm Andepasensiwn, in d'Achery Spici-

Primitus enim ordo inferioris plebis ; de- leg. Tom. III. p. 252. fol. William of

inde vero mediocres
;
posthaec permaximi Tyre mentions the imposition of the aureus

qniqne, reges, comites, ac prsesules ; ad ul- in this century, but not the exact time

;

timum vero, quod nunquam contigerat, Hist. 1. 10.

mulieres multse nobiles cum panperioribus ° Described in the cotemporaiy Chro-

illuc perrexit. . Pluribus enim erat mentis nique de Normandie, in Bouquet's Recueil

desiderium mori prinsquam ad propria re- Tom. II. p. 326 sq. Wilken Gesch. der.

verterentur." Rod. Glaber, 4. 6. Kr. I. p. 37.

Vol. 1.-34 ii. 48-50
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all that he had paid for the pilgrims to be restored to him ; but
Robert immediately distributed it among the poor pilgrims, and
made to the Muslims also costly presents. He died on his way
home, at the city of Nicea ; and the relics that he had collected,

were deposited in the abbey of Cerisy, which he had founded.

About this time the conversion of the Hungarians to Chris-

tianity, which took place gradually at the close of the tenth and
in the first half of the eleventh centuries, opened a new route for

pilgrims to the Holy Sepulchre ; since they could now traverse

the whole distance to Constantinople by land, through a Christian

country. One of the first to avail himself of this route, was the

bishop Lietbert of Cambray in A. D. 1054. He was attended by
so great a company of pilgrims, that the party was called "exer-

citus Domini," the Lord's host. The king of Hungary at first

distrusted the intentions of this numerous body ; having been
but little accustomed to the sight of pilgrims ; but he afterwards

treated them with kindness. The pilgjims travelled by land as

far as to Laodicea in Sj'^ria ; and then took ship on account of the
insecurity of the country. But being driven back by a storm,

and learning from other pilgrims, that the Christians were then
excluded from the holy places in Jerusalem, and treated with
indignity, the bishop and his companions returned to France.'

The same route was followed by Count William of Angouleme,
about A. D. 1062, attended by some of his counsellors, several

abbots, and a large company of noblemen. They too were treat-

ed with great courtesy by the king of Hungary, in their passage
through his dominions.'

But the most celebrated pilgrimage of this period was that of

several German bishops in A. D. 1065, which is mentioned by
all the chroniclers of that age.' The party was composed of

Siegfried, archbishop of Maintz, and the bishops Grunther of

Bamberg, Otho of Eatisbon, and William of Utrecht ; followed

by no less than seven thousand persons both rich and poor.

Among these was Ingulphus, the English secretary of William
the Conqueror, who with others joined the party from Normandy,
attracted by the fame of the immense preparations. The bishops

travelled with great pomp ; carrying with them dishes and ves-

' Vita Dom. Lietberti Episo. Camerao. ' Most fully in the eliroiiiclea of Lam-
in d'Achery's Spicilegium Tom. II. p. 138 bertus Schafnaburgensis and Marianus Sco-
sq. c. 29—43. This temporary exclusion of tus, both printed in Pistorii Scriptores Eer.

the Christians from the church of the Holy Germanic. Tom. I. pp. 172, 452, Francof.

Sepulchre is also mentioned in the life of 1613 ; or Tom. I. pp. 332, 651, ed. Strove,

the cotemporary St. Wulfrannus, A. D. Likewise by Ingulphus, who was himself

1056, in Acta Sanct. Mart. T. III. p. 157, among the pilgrims, in his History ; sea

fin. Pagii Critica, etc. A. D. 1056. vi. Scriptores Eer. Angl. ed. Fell p. 73. ed.
'' "Magna caterva nobilinm," Chron. SavUl. p. 513. See also Baronii Annal. A.

Ademari in Bouquet Tom. X. p. 162. Labb. D. 1064. xliu-lti.

nov. BibUoth. T. II.

ii. 50. 51
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sels of gold and silver, and also costly tapestry, which was hung
up around their seats whenever they made a halt.' Bishop Giin-

ther of Bamberg, was celebrated for his personal beauty, as well

as for his talents and learning ; so that wherever the pilgrims

came, a crowd ran together to get a sight of the handsome bish-

op ; and made sometimes so much disturbance, that his compan-
ions had to urge him to show himself to the people. They set

off in the autumn of A. D. 1064, taking the route through Hun-
gary to Constantinople ; and reached Syria in safety. But the

rumour of their wealth and the pomp with which they travelled,

had preceded them, and excited the cupidity of the wandering
predatory hordes with which Palestine has ever been infested.

On the day before Easter they were attacked by a large body of

these Arabs in the vicinity of Ramleh ; and after losing many of

their companions, were compelled to take refuge in a neigh-

bouring village, where was a decayed castle or place enclosed by
a wall, in which they could defend themselves, and where they

were besieged by the Arabs."

On the third day, exhausted by hunger and thirst, they made
known their readiness to capitulate. The chief Sheikh with
sixteen others was admitted into the castle ; but rejected all pro-

posals for the purchase of their freedom and safe escort, and would
hear of nothing but an unconditional surrender. Unwinding his

turban and making with it a noose, he threw it around the neck
of bishop Gtinther, exclaiming that he was his property, and he
would suck his blood and hang him up like a dog before the door.

The bishop felled him to the earth with a blow ; the Sheikh and
-his followers were seized and bound ; and the pilgrims, elated by
this turn of affairs, continued the contest with renewed vigour.

The prisoners were exposed upon the walls, where the combat
was hottest and the shower of arrows thickest ; and a person

with a drawn sword was stationed by each, threatening to cut

off his head, if the Arabs did not cease from the attack. The son

of the chief Sheikh now held back his followers, in order to save

his father's life ; and meantime the governor of Ramleh came
up with a force in aid of the pilgrims ; at whose approach the

Arabs fled. The prisoners were delivered over to the governor
;

and he recognised with pleasure in the Sheikh a rebel chief, who
had for many years given great trouble to the Egyptian Khalif,

and several times defeated the forces sent against him. The

' " Ubi episcopi sedebant, dorsalia pallia pilgrims held this place to be Capemaum,
pendebant ; scntellas et vasa anrea et ar- from the supposed similarity of the name,

gentea portabant ;" Mar. Scot. A closer analogy is supplied by the ancient

" " Quoddam castellum nomine Cairoja- name Capharsciama (Ko<(>ap(ra\o;io),which

Kot,-" Mar. Scot. Lambert ofAschaffenburg Josephus describes as a village in or near

speaks only of a village and a " maceria " Judea. 1 Maec. 7, 31. Joseph Antiq. li

just ready to tumble down of itself. The 10. 1.

ii, 51-53
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governor now caused the pilgrims to be escorted in safety to Je-
rusalem, and back again to the sea ; receiving for his civiKty and
aid a present of five hundred gold byzants. But of the original

host of seven thousand pilgrims, only two thousand lived to re-

turn to their native land ; and the bishop Grtinther also died on
the way back in Hungary. Ingulphus and others returned through
Italy ; and he observes of his own companions, " that they sal-

lied from Normandy, thirty stovit and well appointed horsemen
;

but that they repassed the Alps, twenty miserable palmers, with
the staff in their hand, and the wallet at their backs."'

But another revolution was now impending over Syria, still

more disastrous in its immediate consequences to the Christians

of the east ; and destined to kindle up at last those holy wars,

which for nearly two centuries deluged the soil of Palestine with
the choicest blood of Europe.

Ever since the conquest of Syria by the Fatimite Khalifs of
Egypt in A. D. 969, the dynasty of the Abassides had still

continued nominally to reign at Bagdad, in the possession of a
mere shadow of honour and power ; while their chief commanders,
under the title of Emir el-Omara, ruled with unlimited authority

both the Khalif and his realms. This high post had now been
held for a' century by the race of the Buides,' when the Turkish or

Turkman leader Togrul Beg, of the family of Seljuk, came with
a large army from Khorasan to Bagdad, and extended his con-

quests to the Euphrates. This conqueror drove the Buides from
the post of Emir el-Omara, which he took upon himself ; de-

prived the Khalif of even the remaining shadow of temporal

power ; and reigned as Sultan over all the lands of the Khalifat.

His nephew. Alp Arslan, penetrated into Asia Minor as far as to

Iconium ; took prisoner in battle the Greek emperor Eomanus
Diogenes in A. D. 1071 ; and carried consternation to the gates

of Constantinople. He was succeeded in A. D. 1072 by his son

Melek Shah ; who, following out the rude feudal system of the

Turkmans, bestowed on his kinsman Suleiman, Asia Minor and
the adjacent countries west of the Euphrates^ which he was to

conquer and hold as a fief under the Sultan of Bagdad. Sulei-

man was successful in his operations, and established in A. D.
1073 the Seljuk kingdom and dynasty of Bum, extending from
the Euphrates to the shores of the Bosphorus, and having its me-
tropolis first at Nicea, and afterwards at Iconium.^

While Suleiman was thus establishing his dominion in Asia
Minor, Melek Shah despatched another of his generals, Atsiz the

^ This is Gibbon's pompons paraphrase nrnlti attennati reversi snmus.*' Ingnlph.

of the simpler language of Ingulphus

:

I c.

" Et tandem de triginta equitibus, qui de " Deguignes Hist, des Huns, T. L i. p.

Northmannia pingues exivimus, vix viginti 406. II. i. pp. 168, 1 70.

pauperes peregrini et omnes pedites macie ' Deguignes, L o. lib. XL
ii. 53, 54
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Kharismian, to make war upon the Syrian possessions of the

Egyptian Khalif. He took the city of Damascus after a long

siege in A. D. 1075 ; the inhabitants having been compelled to

surrender by famine. During the two following years he sub-

dued the greater part of Syria, marched against Egypt, and pen-

etrated almost to Cairo. The Khalif trembled and fled by night

;

but his people rallied, defeated the invader, and drove him back
upon Syria. Atsiz retired to Damascus, taking the route by Ram-
leh and Jerusalem, which he pillaged, A. D. 1077.' In conse-

quence of this defeat, Melek Shah now bestowed the Syrian pro-

vinces as a fief upon his brother Tutush ; who in A. D. 1078 laid

siege to Aleppo
;
got possession of Damascus by treachery ; and

carrying his victorious arms from Antioch to the borders of

Egypt, established the Seljtik kingdom of Syria or Aleppo ; which
he held under the nominal sovereignty of his brother, the Sultan

of Bagdad.'
Following out the same system of feudal reward, these Turk-

man leaders bestowed also upon their officers the hereditary com-
mand, or rather the property, of particular cities and districts, as

a recompense for the services of themselves and their followers. In
this way, in A. D. 1083 or 1084, the Holy City was made over

by Tutush to his general Ortok, the chief of a Turkman horde

serving under his banner. This chieftain continued to hold the

city as Emir of Jerusalem until his death in A. D. 1091 ; when
it passed into the hands of his two sons, Ilghi,zy and Sukm^n.'

The permanent approach of the savage Turkman hordes to

the shores of the Bosphorus, spread dismay not only among the

Christians of the Byzantine empire, hut also throughout Europe.

The Greek emperor wrote letters to the western Christians, implor-

ing their aid against the terrific progress of the Turks.* The im-

petuous HUdebrand, as pope Gregory VII, for a time took up the

cause of his eastern brethren ; and in A. D. 1074 wrote letters

exhorting the western church in general, and also individuals, to

take arms in behalf of the emperor and the churches of the east.

He even held out the hope, that he himself would bear them com-
pany in this holy expedition.' But his attention was soon divert-

' Degaignes, Tom. IT. p. 216.—William ' Abulfedse Annales, eJ. Adler, Tom. III.

of Tyre affirms that Jerusalem was subject pp.260, 280; comp. p. 253. Deguignes

to the Turks for thirty-eight years ; which Hist, des Huns, Tom. II. ii. p. 134.

would give A. D. 1060 or 1061, for the ' One of these letters is preserved by
time of their first conquest ; Hist. 1. 6. ib. Guibert "verbis tamen vestita meis," as

7.19. This must at any rate be an error

;

he frankly says; Guibert Abbot. Hist,

for in the year 1065, when the pilgrim Hieros. in Gesta ijei, pp. 475, 476.

bishops visited the Holy City, it was .still ' The general letter is found in Gregor.

tmder the Egyptian KhaliC Epist. lib. II. 37 ; and a particular one to

" Deguignes, lib. XII.—A summary and Count William of Burgundy, ibid. 1 46.

chronology of all the four or five Seljuk See, generally, Mansi CoUeot. Concil.

dynasties, is given by Deguignes, Tom. I. Tom. XX.
L p. 241 sq.

Vol. I.—34* ii, 54-56
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ed from tlie dangers of the east, and absorbed in his own strug-

gles for supremacy over the monarchs of the west. His successor

Victor III, was actuated by similar views : but as the unbelievers

of Africa at this time often ravaged the Italian coasts, he first

turned the vengeance of the Christians against them. In A. D.
1086 he caused a crusade to be preached in Italy against the Af-

rican Muslims, promising to aU who should take part in it the full

absolution of their sins. A Christian host was collected and pro-

ceeded to Africa, under the standard of St. Peter ; where it de-

solated the chief cities of the Arabs, and is said to have de-

stroyed a hundred thousand of the inhabitants. This was a pre-

lude worthy of the approaching crusades in the Holy Land.'
The dominion of the Turkmans in Palestine, these fierce sons

of the eastern deserts, could only render the condition of the

Christians and pilgrims still more deplorable. These wild hordes

knew no law and no right, save that of the sword ; they neither

Imew nor cared for ancient usage nor stipulation ; and in their

rage for gain and their rude fanatic zeal for the religion of the

false prophet, they perpetrated every species ofcruelty and outrage

against the followers of the cross. In Jerusalem especially, under
the dominion of Ortok and his sons, the native Christians and pil-

grims were overwhelmed with insult and driven to extremity.

Troops of these savage oppressors often forced their way into the

churches during divine service ; terrified the worshippers by their

wild noise and fary ; mounted upon the altars ; overturned the

sacred cups ; trod under foot the consecrated vessels ; broke in

pieces the marble ornaments ; maltreated the clergy with con-

tumely and blows ; seized the patriarch himself by the hair and
beard, and dragged him from his seat headlong to the ground

;

and several times threw him into prison, in order that the Chris-

tians might redeem him with large sums of money.''

It might be supposed that this state of things, when known in

Europe, would have served to allay the rage for pilgrimage, and
have deterred the Christians of the west from exposing them-
selves to dangers and contumelies hitherto unparalleled. But the

custom had become too firmly established, and pilgrimages during

this century had been too frequent, to be at once broken off.

Multitudes of pilgrims still flocked to the Holy City ; and as the

Turkmans were now more rigorous in exacting the price of

entrance, than the governors of the Egyptian Khalifs formerly

had been, thousands of pilgrims, who had consumed or lost their

all upon the way, were compelled to lie waiting before the gates.

Here many of them died, worn out with famine and nakedness.

. ' Chronicon Gasinnm anct. Leone Os- ' Will. Tyr, 1. 10; Comp. also the samo
laensi, in Muratori Soriptores Reram Itali- Trriter, 1. 8.

carum, Tom. IV. p. 480.

u. 56, 57
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Whether living or dead, the pilgrims were now an intolerahle

burden to the inhabitants. If admitted into the city, they were

the source of continual dread to the Christians, lest by their

incautious behaviour they should excite the fury of their op-

pressors. So great also were their numbers and penury, that the

convents and hospitals were unable to receive more than a small

part of them ; and the care of the remainder fell upon the

citizens. Not one pilgrim in a thousand had the means of self-

subsistence.' The Christians of the east now repaired to Europe,

lamenting their misery and imploring help. The pilgrims who
returned, confirmed their accounts, and supported their appeal

for aid.""

It was in the midst of these calamities, that the celebrated

Peter the hermit repaired as a pilgrim to Jerusalem, in A. D. 1093
and 1094.' His soul was filled with indignation at the horrors he

beheld ; and his spirit roused to vengeance. He reproached the

patriarch for his pusillanimity, and exhorted him no longer to

submit to such indignities ; but the patriarch had no power to

break the chains of oppression, and could only commission Peter

to go forth as his ambassador, to awaken the energies of Europe
in behalf of their suffering fellow Christians. Peter hastened to

Rome ; obtained the ready sanction and support of the pope
Urban II ; and traversed Italy and France, proclaiming to high

and low the miseries of their brethren in the east, and urging

them to arise for the deliverance of the Holy City and to take

vengeance on the infidels. His efforts were crowned with won-

derful success ;* for, as we have seen, the ground was already

prepared and the seed sown. The pope urged the cause with

all his eloquence at the crowded councUs of Placentia and Cler-

mont in A. D. 1095 and 1096 ; and Christian Europe roused

itself in frenzy, for a crusade against the oppressors of the Holy
Land.

The first host of these pilgrim warriors set off at once by

way of Hungary under the guidance of Peter himself ; without

preparation, without discipline, and without supplies. After

many hardships and much turbulent dissension, they succeeded in

reaching Constantinople ; but had hardly set foot on the shores of

Asia Minor, when.the whole host was annihilated by the Turks.

This was in A. D. 1097. A second and better appointed army

was already on the way, under leaders of more renown and

' Will. Tyr. 1. 10. * In such veneration was Peter held hy
' Baldrioi Archiepiso. Hist Hieros. in the people at large, that they even plucked

Gesta Dei, p. 86. Wilken's Gesoh. der. hairs from his mule and preserved them as

Kr. I. p. 45. relics; "prajsertim cum etiam de ejusmulo
^ The authorities for the following nar- pili pro reliquiis raperentur!" Gnibcrt

ratiie, are found in all the historians of the Abbot. 2. 8, in Gesta Dei
crusades.

ii. 57 59
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greater experience. They marclied to Constantinople ; and
after many hindrances and several battles, succeeded in reaching
Antioch, and encamped before that city on the 18th of October,
A. D. 1097. After a long siege of nearly nine months, they
became masters of the city by treachery, July 3, A. D. 1'098.

Scarcely were they in possession, when an immense Muslim host

appeared before the walls, to which they gave battle on the

10 th of July, and gained a complete victory. This opened to

them the whole of Syria ; and there was now nothing to hinder
their advance upon .Jerusalem. But the dissensions and inde-

cision of the princes delayed the impatient warriors still four

months ; until at length, on the 24th of November, they broke

up from Antioch, and proceeded on their march for the deliver-

ance of the Holy City.

During the progress of these events, the affairs of Syria and
Palestine had assumed a new aspect. On the death of the

Sultan Melek Shah in A. D. 1092, his brother Tutush of Syria

aspired to the empire of the Seljucides ; made war upon his

nephew Borkiaruk the son of Melek Shah ; but was defeated

and slain in battle, A. D. 1095. ' Dissensions arose between hia

sons Ktidhwan and Dekak for the succession in Syria ; and the
Emirs of the several cities and districts took occasion of the
anarchy, to make themselves for the time independent. Such
was the case with the sons of Ortok in Jerusalem ; to which
Eudhwan unsuccessfully laid siege in A. D. 1096.^ In like

manner the Fatimite Khalif of Egypt, el-Mustily, profiting at

length by the distracted state of Syria and the dissensions of

the Seljuk princes, despatched an army into that country under
his vizier Afdal, in order to reduce it again to his own dominion.
Afdal marched through the land ; summoned Eudhwan to

acknowledge the Khalif of Egypt ; took possession of Tyre
;

and having besieged Jerusalem for forty days, received the

surrender of the city from the inhabitants.' The two sons of

Ortok, Ilghazy and Sukm^n, retired to the region of Edessa,

established themselves afterwards at Maredin and Haifa, where
they founded the two dynasties of the Ortocides, which became
famous in the wars of the crusades. The surrender of Jerusa-

lem took place after the famous battle of Antioch.^ The city

' Deguignes Hist, des Huns, T. I. L p. prefsly ; Will. Tyr. 7. 19. Guib. Abb. 7. 3.

247, II. ii. p. 83. p. 533. The former writer also says that
' Abulfedas Annnles ad A. H. 488. De- the Egyptians had been only eleven months

guignes L c. Tom. I, i. p. 247. II ii. pp. in possession of the city ; 9. 10. Yet
84, 85. Kemaleddia in Wilken's Gesch. Abnlfeda places the Egyptian conquest two
der Kr. Bd II. Beyl. p. 28 sq. years earlier, in A. D. 1096 ; in which ho

^ Abulfed« Annul, ad. A. H. 492. De- is followed by Deguignes, Tom. II. ii. p.

guignes L c. T. IL ii. p. 134. I. i. p. 249 134. See Wilken Comment, de Bell. Cruc
sq. Hist. pp. 30, 31.

* So William of Tyre and Goibert ex-
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was left in charge of the Emir Iftikar ed-Dauleh ; who had now
governed it for eleven months in the name of the Egyptian
Khalif, when on the 7th of June, A. D. 1099, the host of the

crusaders appeared before its walls.'

It is not my province here to recount the events of this

siege, nor the history of Jerusalem in general during the

crusades. Suffice it to say, that after an investment of nearly

forty days, the Holy City was taken by storm on the 15th day
of July. Some of the frightful scenes which then ensued I have
already had occasion to describe.''

After order was restored and the city purified, one of the

first cares of the Christian warriors was to establish churches
according to the Latin rites and constitution. It was also not
long, before convents of Latin monks and nuns sprung up in

Jerusalem and in various parts of the country ; and thus the

mass of foreign tradition, of which the oriental church had long

laid the foundation, was now built up and decorated anew, by
the fresher zeal and lore of their western brethren.

The Christians retained Jerusalem for eight and eighty

years ; until it was again wrested from their hands by Saladin

in A. D. 1187. During this long period they appear to have
erected several churches and many convents. Of the latter, few if

any traces remain ; of the former, save one or two ruins, the church
of the Holy Sepulchre is the only memorial that survives in the

Holy City, to attest the power or even the existence of the Chris-

tian kingdom of Jerusalem. The crusaders found the buildings

connected with the sepulchre as they had been completed in A.
D. 1048 ; a round church with an open dome over the sepulchre

itself, and a small separate chapel covering Calvary and the

other sacred places. These edifices were regarded by the

crusaders as too contracted ; and they accordingly erected over

and in connection with them a stately temple, inclosing the

whole of the sacred precincts ; the walls and general form of

which probably remain unto the present day. The grand

entrance then, apparently, as now, was from the south. ^—To
the southward of this church, the site of the hospital or

palace of the knights of St. John continues to this day unoc-

cupied, an open field in the heart of the city ; where the

foundations and a few broken arches alone remain to testify of

its former solidity and splendour.

Of the conquest of Jerusalem by Saladin, the subsequent

demolition of the walls, the two successive surrenders of it by

' Doguignes, Tom. IT. ii. p. 99. Will it appears to have been after A. D. 1103;

Tyr. 8. 5. for Saewulf, who visited Jerusalem in that

' See above, pp. 298, 239. year, speaks only of the former church,
' Will. Tyr. 8. 3. The time when this which some held to be the work of Justi-

edifice was erected is not mentioned ; but nian ! p. 2G0.
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treaty to the Ckristians, and its varying fortunes until it finally

reverted to the Muhammedans in A. D. 1244, I have already
spoken, in tracing the changes which have taken place in the
walls of the city.' In that year the forces of the Sultan Nijm
ed-Din Eyub of Egypt, the seventh of the Eyubite dynasty
established by Saladin, took possession of the Holy City, after

the defeat of the combined forces of the Christians and Syrian
Muslims at Gaza. From that time onwards Jerusalem appears

to have sunk in political and military importance ; and its name
scarcely occurs in the slight histories we have of the two
successive MemlCik dynasties, the Baharites and the Circassians

or Borgites, who reigned over Egypt and the greater part of

Syria during the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries.' In aU
their wars in Syria, the nature of the country led the great and
frequent military expeditions between Egypt and Damascus to

take the route along the coast and the adjacent plains ; and
rarely did a Sultan turn aside to visit the neglected sanctuary

in the mountains.^ The pilgrims and travellers who found their

way to Jerusalem during this long period, make no mention of

its immediate masters, nor of any military changes.

In A. D. 1517, Jerusalem with the rest of Syria and Egypt
passed under the sway of the Ottoman Sultan Selim I ; who
paid a hasty visit to the Holy City from Damascus after his re-

turn from Egypt.' From that time until our cmn days, Pales-

tine and Syria have continued to form part and parcel of the
Ottoman empire. During this period Jerusalem has been sub-
jected to few vicissitudes ; and its history is barren of incident.

Suleiman, the successor of Selim, erected its new walls in A. D.
1542 ; and so recently as A. D. 1808, the church of the Holy
Sepulchre was partially consumed by conflagration. A fire which
commenced in the Armenian chapel on the 12th of October, de-

stroyed the great dome, the Greek chapel, and various other parts,

as well as many of the marble columns. The edifice was rebuilt

by the Greeks ; and after twelve months of labour and an enor-

mous expense, was completed in September A. D. 1810. The
funds were collected from the contributions of Christians in va-

rious countries. The stranger who now visits this imposing tem-
ple, remarks no obvious traces of its recent desolation.^

In A. D. 1832, Syria became subject to the dominion of
Muhammed Aly, the powerful Pasha of Egypt ; and the Holy City

' See above, pp. 317, 318. * v. Hammer Gesch. des Osmanischs
'^ Degnignes Hist, des Huns, Tom. IV. Eeiehes, H. p. 526.

lib. 21, 22. ' Turner's Journal of a Tour in the Lo-
' Two visits of the Borgite Sultan Sheikh vant. Vol. II. p. 165. See also the general

Mahmud or Abu en-Niisr, are recorded in account of the fire drawn up in Italian by
A. D. 1414 and 1417. Deguignes, Hist, the Latin monks, Turner ibid. Appendix,

des Huns, Tom. IV. pp. 310, 313. p. 507.
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opened its gates to the victor without a siege. During the in-

surrection in the districts of Jerusalem and Nabulus in A. D.
1834, the Fellahin seized upon Jerusalem, and held possession

of it for a time ; hut under the stern energy of the Egyptian
government, order was soon restored, and the Holy City returned

to its allegiance upon the approach of Ibrahim Pasha with his

troops.' In 1840 it again reverted to the Sultan.

II. CHUKCH OF THE HOLT SEPULCHEE.

The circumstances connected with the discovery of the Holy
Sepulchre in the fourth century, and the erection of editices over

and around it under the auspices of Constantino and his mother
Helena, have already been detailed.^ In tracing the further his-

tory of the city of Jerusalem, we have also noted some of the

changes to which this spot has been exposed. Twice, at least,

the church of the Holy Sepulchre appears to have been totally

destroyed ; once in the seventh and again in the eleventh cen-

tury ; besides the various partial desolations to which it has been
subjected.^ After all the preceding details, topographical and
historical, we are now prepared to enter upon the discussion of

another question of some interest ; I mean the genuineness or

probable identity of the site thus ascribed to the Holy Sepulchre.

The place of our Lord's crucifixion, as we are expressly in-

formed, was without the gate of the ancient city, and yet nigh
to the city.^ The sepulchre, we are likewise told, was nigh at

hand, in a garden, in the place where Jesus was crucified.* It

is not therefore without some feeling of wonder, that a stranger,

unacquainted with the circumstances, on arriving in Jerusalem
at the present day, is pointed to the place of crucifixion and the

sepulchre in the midst of the modern city, and both beneath one

roof. This latter fact, however unexpected, might occasion less

surprise ; for the sepulchre was nigh to Calvary. But beneath

the same roof are further shown the stone on which the body of

bur Lord was anointed for burial, the fissure in the rock, the

holes in which the crosses stood, the spot where the true cross

was found by Helena, and various other places said to have been

connected with the history of the crucifixion ; most of which it

must have been difficult to identify even after the lapse of only

three centuries ; and particularly so at the present day, after the

desolations and numerous changes which the whole place has un-

dergone.

' See the Report of the Rev. Mr Thorn- ' See above, p. 372 sq.

Bon, etc. Missionary Herald, 1835, pp. ' See above, pp. 387, 393, 395.

44-51. Marmont's Voyage, etc. Tom. II, ' Heh. 13, 12. John 19, 20. The sama
ni. Mengin's Histoire de I'Egypte, de is also implied in John 19, 17. Matt. 27,

Ian 1823 a I'an 1838, Paris 1839, p. 32.

73 sq. ' John 19, 41. 42.
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The difficulty arising from tlie present location in the heart

of the city, has been felt by many pious minds, from the days of

St. Willibald and Jacob de Vitry to our own time ; but it has
usually been evaded, by assuming that the city was greatly en-

larged under Adrian towards the north or west ; or, sometimes,

that the ancient city occupied a different site.'

The first to take an open stand against the identity of these

holy places, was Korte the German bookseller, who visited Je-

rusalem in A. D. 1738, at the same time with JPococke. "While

the learned Englishman slightly passes over this topic, entering

into no discussion and expressing no opinion,' the honest sim-

plicity of the unlearned German led him to lay before his coun-

trymen a plain account of the impression made upon his own
mind, and his reasons for distrusting the correctness of the com-
mon tradition. Unacquainted with the historical facts, he con-

fines himself solely to a common sense view of the case ; and
urges the impossibility that the present site could have been with-

out the ancient city, because of its nearness to the former area

of the Jewish temple.^ The reasoning of Korte seems to have
made a considerable impression among the Protestants of the con-

tinent ; and is often referred to.^ But he had no follower among
the travellers of the last century; though in the present, the

voices of powerful assailants and defenders are heard among both
Catholics and Protestants. Chateaubriand led the way in a most
•plausible defence ; and Dr. Clarke, a later writer though an
earher traveller, followed with a violent attack. In later years

the parties have been reversed. Scholz, Catholic professor at

Bonn, declared that the place of the crucifixion cannot have been
where it is now pointed out, because this spot must have been
within the ancient city; though he strangely enough admits the

identity of the sepulchre.', On the other hand, several Protes-

tant travellers and writers take sides with the tradition, and sup-

port the genuineness both of the sepulchre and Golgotha.'

A true estimate of this long agitated question must depend

' St. Willibaldi Hodoepor. ed. Mabillon, ' Jonas Kortens Eeise, etc. pp. 210, 212.

p. 375. Jac. de Vitriac. Hist. Hieros. c. 60. * The -work of Plessing, ''Ueber Golgo-

Will. de Baldensel, ed. Ganis. p. 348. Mon- tha und Christi Grab," Halle 1789, dis-

conys was not satisfied with this solution

;

cusses the subject on historical grounds in

Tom. I. p. 307. Quaresmius disposes of connection with the report of Korte. The
the objections of " nonnuUos nebulones oc- author exhibits great diligence, and has

cidentales hseretioDs" in a summary way, collected many good materials; but they

hut without making any new suggestion, are wrought up in such away as to become

II. p. 515.—The absurd hypothesis of Dr. ' n kernel of wheat in a bushel of chaff.'

Clarke, which transports Zion across the ° Scholz Eeise, etc. p. 190. De Gol-

valley of Hinnom, serves as the fit basis of gothse situ, Bonn 1 825. 4.

Buckingham's solution ; Travels in Pal. pp. " So Berggren, Buckingham, Elliott II.

284, 287. p. 449, etc. Also Raumer in his Palastina

= Pocooke Dcscr. of the East, Vol. U. i. p. 267, ed. 3 ; followed by Schubert, Keise,

p. 15 sq. etc. II. p. 503 sq.
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on two circumstances. As there can be no doubt, that both Gol-

gotha and the sepulchre lay outside of the ancient city, it must
first be shown that the present site may also anciently have been
without the walls. Or, should this in itself appear to be impos-

sible, then it must be shown, that there were in the fourth cen-

tury historical or traditional grounds for fixing upon this site,

strong enough to counterbalance such an apparent impossibility.

The following observations may help to throw some liglat on both

these points.

Our preceding investigations respecting the temple and the

ancient walls of Jerusalem, seem to show conclusively, that the

modern city occupies only a portion of the ancient site ; a part

of Zion and a tract upon the north, which were formerly included

in the walls, being now left out. The nature of the ground and
the traces of the ancient third wall which we found, ^ demon-
strate also that the breadth of the city from east to west is the same
now as anciently. There can therefore be no question, that the

site of the present Holy Sepulchre falls within the ancient city

as described by Josephus. But as the third or exterior wall of

that writer was not erected until ten or twelve years after the.

death of Christ,'' it cannot here be taken into account ; and the

question still arises, whether the present site of the sepulchre

may not have fallen without the second or interior wall ; in

which case all the conditions of the general question would be
satisfied.

This second wall, as we have seen, began at the gate of Gen-
nath, near the tower of Hippicus, and ran to the fortress Anto-
nia on the north of the temple.' Of the date of its erection we
are nowhere informed ; but it must probably have been older

than the time of Hezebiah, who built within the city a pool, ap-

parently the same which now exists under his name.* We have

then three points for determining the probable course of this wall

;

besides the general language of Josephus and the nature of the

ground. We repaired personally to each of these three points,

in order to examine there this very question ; and the first meas-

urement I took in Jerusalem, was the distance from the western

side of the area of the temple or great mosk to the church of the

Holy Sepulchre. I measured from the western entrance of

that area on a direct course along the street by the hospital of

Helena, to the street leading north from the bazar ; and then

from thiis street to a point in front of the great entrance of the

church. The whole distance proved to be 1223 feet, or about

' See atove, pp. 314, 315, 318. cond wall was also apparently the north-
' See above, p. 314, 11. 3. em wall attacked by Antioehus, adjacent
" See above, p. 312 sq. .to which there was a level tract or plain.
* See above, pp. 329, 330. This se- Jos. Ant 13. 8. 2.
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407 yards ; whicli is 33 yards less than a quarter of an, English
mile.

On viewing the city from the remains of the ancient Hippi-
cus, as well as from the site of Antonia, we were satisfied that

if the second wall might he supposed to have run in a straight

line between those points, it would have left the church of the

Holy Sepulchre without the city ; and thus far have settled the

topographical part of the question.' But, it was not less easy

to perceive, that in thus running in a straight coiirse, the wall

must also have left the pool of Hezekiah on the outside ; or, if

it made a curve sufficient to include this pool, it would naturally

also have included the site of the sepulchre ; unless it made an
angle expressly in order to exclude the latter spot. And further,

as we have seen, Josephus distinctly testifies that the second

wall ran in a circle or curve, ohviously towards the north.''

Various otlier circumstances also, which go to support the same
view, such as the nature of the ground and the ancient towers

at the Damascus gate, have already been enumerated.' Adja-
cent to the wall on the north, there was a space of level ground
on which Antiochus could erect his hundred towers.^ AIL this

goes to show that the second wall must have extended further to

the north than the site of the present church. Or again, if we
admit that this wall ran in a straight course, then the whole of

the lower city must have been confined to a small triangle ; and
its breadth between the temple and the site of the sepulchre, a

space of less than a quarter of an English mile, was not equal to

that of many squares in London and New-York. Yet we know
that this lower city at the time of the crucifixion was extensive

and populous ; three gates led from it to the temple ; and ten

years later Agrippa erected the third wall far beyond the limits

of the present city, in order to shelter the extensive suburbs

which before were unprotected. These suburbs could not well

have arisen within the short interval of ten years ; but must
already have existed before the time of our Lord's crucifixion.

After examining all these circumstances repeatedly upon the

spot, and as I hope without prejudice, the minds of both my
companion and myself were forced to the conviction, that the

hypothesis which makes the second wall so run as to exclude the

alleged site of the Holy Sepulchre, is on topographical grounds

untenable and impossible. If there was prejudice upon my own
mind, it was certainly in favour of an opposite result ; for I

went to Jerusalem strongly prepossessed with the idea, that the

alleged site might have lain without the second wall.

' The reader will be able easily to follow ° See above, p. 313.

the details upon the plan of Jerusalem. * Jos. Ant. 13. 8. 2.

" KuK\av/ieyoy. See above, p. 312.
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But even if such a view could be admitted, the existence of

populous suburbs on this part is strongly at variance with the

probability, that here should have been a place of execution

with a garden and sepulchre. The tombs of the ancients were

not usually within their cities, nor among their habitations
;

and excepting those of the kings on Zion, there is little evidence

that sepulchres existed in Jerusalem.

Let us now inquire whether there were probably, in the tirtie

of Constantine, any such strong historical or traditional grounds

for fixing upon this site, as to counterbalance the topographical

difficulties, and lead us on the whole to a different conclusion.

Chateaubriand has furnished us with the clearest and most
plausible statement of the historic testimonies and probabilities,

which may be supposed to have had an influence in determining

the spot ; and from him later writers have drawn their chief ar-

guments.' I give an epitome of his remarks.. The first Chris-

tian church, he says, at Jerusalem, was gathered immediately

after the resurrection and ascension of our Lord ; and soon be-

came very numerous. All its members must have had a know-
ledge of the sacred places. They doubtless also consecrated

buildings for their worship ; and woiild naturally erect them on
sites rendered memorable by miracles. Not improbably the Holy
Sepulchre itself was already honoured in this manner. At any
rate there was a regular succession of Jewish-Christian bishops,

from the Apostle James down to the time of Adrian, who could

not but have preserved the Christian traditions f and although

during the siege by Titus the church withdrew to Pella, yet they

soon returned and established themselves among the ruins. In

the course of a few months' absence, they could not have for-

gotten the position of their sanctuaries ; which, moreover, being

generally without the walls, had probably not suffered greatly

from the siege. And that the sacred places were generally

known in the age of Adrian, is proved incontestably by the fact,

that in rebuilding Jerusalem, that emperor set up a statue of

Venus upon Calvary and one of Jupiter over the Holy Sepul-

chre.' Thus the folly of idolatry, by its imprudent profanation,

' Itineraire, Second Mamoire, Tom. I. ' Yet in another part of the same work

p. 123 sq. Par. 1837. (Vol. IL p. 17), Chateaubriand refers with
'' Even here the usual looseness and approbation to the Epitome Bellorum Sacro-

inaecnrp.oy of the French imter does not rum for the rather remarkable ciroum-

abandon him. He himself assigns A. D. stance, that Adrian at the request of the

35 as the first year of James, and A. D. Christians enclosed the Holy Sepulchre and

1 37 as the beginning of the new succession the adjacent sacred places with walls ; and

of bishops from the Gentiles under Adrian

;

this is quoted by Prokesch (p. 54) as a per-

and then gravely affirms, that the sucoes- mission granted by Adrian to erect a.

sion of fifteen Jewish bishops, between church over the Sepulchre !—The Epitome

these two dates, occupied a space of 123 in question is a legendary tract of the fif-

years, " cent vingt-trois ans !
" pp. 123, teenth century ; and is found in Canisii

125. Thesaur. Monumentor. Eccl. ed. Basnage,
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only made more public " the foolishness of the cross." From
that time onward till the reign of Constantino, there was again a
regular succession of bishops of Gentile origin ; and the sacred

places could not of course have been forgotten.

Such is the general case, as stated by Chateaubriand ; and I
am not aware of having in any particular weakened the strength

of his argument. It is indeed a strong one at first view ; and at

one time made a deep impression on my own mind ; though this

impression was again weakened and in part done away, when he
afterwards goes on to admit the alleged miracles, which are said

to have accompanied the finding of the cross. The long list of

subsequent testimonies which he adduces, has no bearing on the

question, and is a mere work of supererogation; for who has
ever doubted the identity of the present site with that selected

under Constantine ?^ Let us now examine the argument more
closely.

That the early Christians at Jerusalem must have had a
knowledge of the places where the Lord was crucified and buried,

there can be no doubt ; that they erected their churches on places

consecrated by miracles, and especially on Calvary and over our

Lord's sepulchre, is a more questionable position. There is at

least no trace of it in the Kew Testament nor in the history of

the primitive church. The four Gospels, which describe so mi-
nutely the circumstances of the crucifixion and resurrection,

mention the sepulchre only in general terms ; and although some
of them were written thirty or forty years after these events, yet

they are silent as to any veneration of the sepulchre, and also as

to its very existence at that time. The writers do not even

make in behalf of their Lord and Master the natural appeal,

which Peter employs in the case of David, "that he is both dead
and buried, and his sepulchre is with us unto this day."^ The
great Apostle of the Gentiles too, whose constant theme is the

death and resurrection of our Lord and the glory of his cross, has

not in all his writings the slightest allusion to any reverence for the

place of these great events or the instrument of the Saviour's

passion. On the contrary, the whole tenor of our Lord's teach-

ing and that of Paul, and indeed of every part of the New Tes-

tament, was directed to draw off the minds of men from an at-

tachment to particular times and places, and to lead the true

worshippers to worship God, not merely at Jerusalem or in Mount
Gerizim, but everywhere "in spirit and truth."-—The position

that the Christian churches in the apostolic age were without

Tom. rV. p. 423 sq. The passage refer- Kubbet es-Sukhrah, is the clrarch erected

red to is on p. 446. by Constantine.
' See however Ferguson's ancient To- ' Acts 2, 29. Comp. Gen. 35, 20.

pogr. of Jeras. Lond. 1847 ; in which he ^ John 4, 21. 23.

takes the ground, that the present mosk,
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the walls of the city, is a mere fancy springing from the similar

location of the sepulchre ; and still more fanciful and absurd is

the assertion, that those churches, if any such there were, might
have escaped destruction during the long siege by Titus.

The alleged regular succession of bishops, from the time of

St. James to the reign of Adrian, is also a matter of less certainty

perhaps than is here represented. Eusebius, the only authority

on the subject, lived two centuries afterwards ; and says expressly,

that he had been able to find no document respecting their times,

and wrote only from report.*

More important is the circumstance related in connection with
Adrian, that this emperor erected heathen temples on Grolgotha

and over the sepulchre about A. D. 135. Could this be regarded
as a well ascertained fact, it would certainly have great weight
in a decision of the c[uestion. But what is the evidence on which
it rests ? The earliest witness is again Eusebius, writing after

the death of Constantine ; who merely relates that a temple of

Venus had been erected over the sepulchre by impious men, but
says not one word of Adrian. The historians of the following

century relate the same fact in the same manner." It is Jerome
alone, writing about A. D. 395, or some sixty years later than Euse-
bius, who affirms that an idol had stood upon the spot from the

time of Adrian. ' There is moreover a discrepancy in the accounts.

Eusebius and the other historians speak only of a temple of Ve-
nus over the sepulchre. Jerome on the other hand places the

marble statue of Venus on the " rock of the cross" or Golgotha,

and an image of Jupiter on the place of the resurrection. Here
the Latin father is probably wrong ; for Eusebius was an eyewit-

ness ; and the former is therefore equally liable to have been

wrong in ascribing these idols to Adrian.

What then after all is the amount of the testimony relative

to an idol erected over the place of the resurrection, and serving

to mark the spot ? It is simply, that writers ex postfado have

mentioned such an idol as standing, not over the sepulchre known
of old as being that of Christ, but over the, spot fixed upon by
Constantine as that sepulchre. Their testimony proves conclu-

sively that an idol stood upon that spot ; but it has no bearing to

show that this spot was the true sepulchre. Eusebius, the co-

' Euseb. H. E. i. 5, Tmvye fi^v iv'Upo- 124, Par. 1628: \iyovTai yavv ol -irpuTot

ffoXifiOis iTTttTKSjray tovs xP^^°"^ yp^li Kara Sia^oxh^ T^poffTavTcs avr6^t ^vitTKovoi

ffvCoixivovs ovSafiats eSpof KOfuS^ yap ovy ^lov^aiot yeyov^vat, wv Kol ov6nara eiff^ri

fipaxiiPiovs avTovs \6yos KariX'^ ytvta^au viviraphTots iyx^p^ois liivrtp.ovcieTai.—Per-

Toaourov 8" i^ iyypi<paiv jrapelKri<j>a, us haps this last passage may aid in explain-

ftiXP' '^' Kara 'ASpiavhv 'louSalai/ iro\i- ing the e{ syypca^wv of the former.

opxtas, TrevTeKalSexa rhv ipi^fiiiv aMSti ' Euseb. Vit. Const. 3. 26. Soorat. H.

yey6vcuTtv ivtffK^wtav StaSoxai.—So too E. 1. 17, Sozom. 2. 1.

speaking ofthe same bishopsbefore the time ' Hieron. Ep. xlix, ad Panlin. Tom. IV.

of Adrian, Demonstr. Evang. 3. 5, fin. p. ii. p. 564. ed. Martiany,

Vol. I.—35* ii. 72-74
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temporary and eyewitness, makes no mention of any tradition

connected with the idol. Jerome sixty years later is the only
one to ascribe it to Adrian ; and Sozomen in the middle of the

fifth century is the first to remark, that the heathen erected it in

the hope, that Christians who came to pay their devotions at the

sepulchre, would thus have the appearance of worshipping an idol.'

Yet from these slender materials, the skilful pen of Chateau-
briand has wroxight out a statement so definite and specious, that

most readers who have not had an opportunity of investigation,

have probably regarded the matter as a well established fact.

Thus then the positive proofs alleged in favour of an earlier

tradition respecting the Holy Sepulchre, vanish away ; and there

remains only the possibility, that a fact of this nature might have
been handed down in the church through the succession of bishops

and other holy men. Yet there are also various circumstances,

which militate strongly even against such a probability.

One of these is the utter silence of Eusebius and of all following

writers, as to the existence of any such tradition. Nor is this all

;

for the language both of Eusebius and of Constantine himself,

seems strongly to imply, that no such former tradition could have
been extant. Eusebius relates, in spealdng of the place of the

resurrection, that " hitherto impious men, or rather the whole race

of demons through their instrumentality, had made every efibrt

to deliver over that illustrious monument of immortality to dark-

ness and oblivion." They had covered it with earth, and erected

over it a temple of Venus ; and it was this spot, thus desecrated

and wholly "given over to forgetfulness and oblivion,"^ that the

emperor, " not without a divine intimation, but moved in spirit

by the Saviour himself," ordered to be purified and adorned with

splendid buildings.^ Such language, certainly, would hardly be

appropriate, in speaking of a spot well known and definitely

marked by long tradition. The emperor too, in his letter to Ma-
carius, regards the discovery of " the token of the Saviour's most
sacred passion, which for so long a time had been hidden under
ground," as " a miracle beyond the capacity of man sufiiciently

to celebrate or even to comprehend."^ The mere removal of ob-

structions from a well known spot, could hardly have been de-

scribed as a miracle so stupendous. Indeed, the whole tenor of

the language both of Eusebius and Constantine goes to show,

that the discovery of the Holy Sepulchre was held to be the

result, not of a previous knowledge derived from tradition, but of

a supernatural interposition and revelation.

I have already alluded to the silence of Eusebius respecting

' Sozomen, H. E. 2. 1. ful, whether the word yvdpiaixa (sign) re-

' A^)^ TC Ka\ hyvola iropaSeSo/ievoi'. fers to the sepulchre or to the cross

;

° Euseb. Vit. Const. 3. 25, 26. most prohably to the latter See abovcj
• Ibid. 3. 30. It may hero be doubt- pp. 372-374
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tlie part wHch Helena bore in these transactions ; and have
detailed the circumstances under which, according to later wri-

ters, she was enabled to find and distinguish the true cross. ' We
have also seen that this supposed cross was certainly in existence

so early as the time of Cyril, only some twenty years after its al-

leged discovery by Helena.* It would seem therefore to be a ne-

cessary conclusion, that this main circumstance in the agency

ascribed to Helena, must have had some foundation in fact ;
and,

however difficult it may be to account for the silence of Euse-

bius, it would also appear not improbable, that these later ac-

counts may be in the main correct, at least so far as they ascribe

to Helena the chief agency in searching for and discovering the

supposed Holy Sepulchre. Yet even in these accounts, she is

nowhere said to have acted in consequence of any known tradi-

tion ; but only to have received a " divine suggestion," and also

to have inquired diligently of the ancient inhabitants, and espe-

cially, according to some, of the Jews.^ At any rate, therefore,

the place of the sepulchre was not then a matter of public noto-

rietj' ; and the alleged miracle, which attended her discovery of

the true cross, serves at least to show the degree of ready credu-

lity with which the search was conducted.

Thus far the balance of evidence would seem to be decidedly

against the probable existence of any previous tradition. But
we are now prepared to advance a step further ; and to show,

that even were it possible to prove the existence of such a pre-

vailing tradition, still this would not have been of sufficient au-

thority to counterbalance the strength of the topographical ob-

jections.

The strongest assertion which can be made in the case, as

we have seen, is the general probability, that such a tradition

might have been handed down for three centuries in the church,

through the succession of bishops and other holy men. But for

the value of such a tradition, supposing it to have existed, we
have a decisive test, in applying the same reasoning to another

tradition of precisely the same character and import. The place

of our Lord's ascension must have been to the first Christians in

Jerusalem an object of no less interest than his sepulchre, and

could not but have been equally known to them. The knowledge

of it too would naturally have been handed down from century to

century, through the same succession of bishops and holy men.

In this case, moreover, we know that such a tradition did ac-

tually exist before the age of Constantine, which pointed out the

place of the ascension on the summit of the mount of Olives.

Eusebius, writing about A. D. 315, ten years or more before the

See above, p. 374. ' See the account and the authorities,

' See p. 375. as given above, pp. 37-t, 375.
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journey of Helena, speaks expressly, (as we have already seen,)

of the many Christians who came up to Jerusalem from all parts

of the earth, not as of old to celebrate a festival, but to behold

the accomplishment of prophecy in the desolations of the city,

and to pay their adorations on the summit of the mount of Olives,

where Jesus gave his last charge to his disciples, and then as-

cended into heaven.' Yet notwithstanding this weight of testi-

mony, and the apparent length of time and unbroken succession

through which the story had been handed down, the tradition

itself is unquestionably false ; since it is contradicted by the

express declaration of Scripture. According to Luke, Jesus led

out his disciples as far as to Bethany, and blessed them ; and
while he blessed them, he was parted from them, and carried up
into heaven.^—Yet Helena erected a church upon the mount of

Olives ; and assuredly there could have been no tradition better

accredited in respect to the Holy Sepulchre. Indeed, the fact

that no pilgrimages were made to the latter, goes strongly to

show that there was no tradition respecting it whatever.

We arrive at a similar, though less decided result, in follow-

ing up another parallel tradition of the same kind. The cave of

the Nativity, so called, at Bethlehem, has been pointed out as

the place where Jesus was born, by a tradition which reaches

back at least to the middle of the second century. At that time

Justin Martyr speaks distinctly of the Saviour's birth, as hav-

ing occurred in a grotto near Bethlehem.^ In the third century,

Origen adduces it as a matter of notoriety, so that even the hea-

then regarded it as the birthplace of him whom the Christians

•adored.^ Eusebius also mentions it several years before the jour-

ney of Helena ;' and the latter consecrated the spot by erecting

over it a church. In this instance, indeed, the language of Scrip-

ture is less decisive than in respect to the place of the ascension
;

and the evangelist simply relates that the Virgin " brought forth

' Twi' els XpuTrhv irfTrurrevKiTUi' aira;'- tin. Mart. Dial, cum Tryph. 78. p. 175.

roiv iravrax^^ev yrjs truyrpex^yTtoPy oi/x Hag. Com. 1742.

iis Trikai ktX. . . Kol [efsKa] Tr\s iirl ri * Origen. c. Celsum 1. 51. 0pp. Tom.
upos ruv iKatuv irpoffKuy^crews.. ^vba [rod 1. p. 367, ed. Delaruc.

\6yov] ToTs eauTov iiaSrriTaisM rijs iixpa- ' Euseb. Demonstr. Erang. 7. 2. p. 343.

peias Tov Tuv ^Aaiwj' opovs Tct irepl T^s Col. 1688. In this passage, instead of Sict

ffvvT^Keias fiviTT^pta irapo5eSa>K<iTOs, iyreu- rijs tov kypov 5ef|ews, it should doubtless

3"ev Te ritv els ovpavohs avoBoy ireTCon\ix4vov, read Sia tiJs tov Ayrpov Sei^etcs. Comp.

Euseb. Demonstr. Evang. 6. 18. p. 128. the t^s yeyyria'cas avrpov as used of the

Colon. 1688. same cavern, Euseb. Vit. Const. 3. 43.

—

' Luke 24, 50. 51. See more above, p. Jerome, seventy years later, affirms, that

254. n. 1. from the time of Adrian onwards Adonis
' Teyyr\'biyTos'SeT6TeTovTra.i&iov ^y'Rni^i- -was worshipped in this cavern; but as all

\eE/i, £irei5/) 'luah<p ovk e^x^y iy Ty icijfijj the earlier writers are silent as to any such

ixtiyr) foS KaraXvirai, ec St inrijXoim tiv\ desecration, it is perhaps nothing more

avyeyyvs tTis Ki/nis KOTEXuo-e- Koi Tiirc than a rhetorical parallel to the statue of

a-iTwv oyruy eiceT, ^tetiJ/cei i) Mopi'o rhy Venus in Jerusalem. Hieron. Ep. XLIX, ad

XpurT6y, KM 4y (pdryji airhy ire^elKei. Jus- Paulin. 0pp. Tom. IV. ii. p. 564, ed Mart.

ii. 77. 78
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her first born son, and laid him in a manger ; because there was
no room for them in the inn." ' But the circumstance of the
Saviour's being born in a cave would certainly have not been less

remarkable, than his having been laid in a manger ; and it is na-

tural to suppose, that the sacred writer would not have passed it
•

over in silence. The grotto moreover was and is at some dis-

tance from the town ; and although there may be still occasional

instances in Judea, where a cavern is occupied, as a stable, yet

this is not now, and never was, the usual practice, especially in

towns and their environs. Taking into account all these circum-
stances,—and also the early and general tendency to iQ\ent and
propagate legends of a similar character, and the prevailing cus-

tom of representing the events of the gospel history as having
taken place in grottos,^—it would seem hardly consistent with a
love of simple historic truth, to attach to this tradition any much
higher degree of credit, than we have shown to belong to the

parallel tradition respecting the place of our Lord's ascension.

The two traditions which we have now examined, both pre-

sent a much stronger case, than any thing which ever has been
or can be urged in behalf of the supposed Holy Sepulchre. Yet
one of them at least, and probably both, have no foundation in

historic truth. On this ground then, as well as on all others, the
alleged site of the sepulchre is found to be without support.^

Thus in every view which I have been able to take of the
question, both topographical and historical, whether on the spot

or in the closet, and in spite of all my previous prepossessions, I

am led irresistibly to the conclusion, that the Golgotha and the

tomb now shown in the church of the Holy Sepulchre, are not

upon the real places of the crucifixion and resurrection of our

' Luke 2, 7 ; comp. vs. 12. 16. where the Apostles made the creed, or this
^ On the subject of grottos, I subjoin the of the Transfiguration ; all these places are

very apposite remarks of Maundrell, Jour- grottos. And in a word, wherever you go,

ney, Apr. 19th. " I cannot forbear to you find almost every thing is represented

mention in this place an observation, which as done under ground. Certainly grottos

is very obvious to all that visit the Holy were anciently held in great esteem, or

Land, viz. that almost all passages and his- else they could never have been assigned,

tories related in the Gospel, are represented in spite of all probability, for the places iu

by them that undertake to show where which were done so many various actions,

every thing was done, a^ having been done Perhaps it was the hermit-way of living in

most of them in grottos ; and that, even grottos from the fifth or sixth century

in such cases where the condition and the downward, that has brought them ever

circumstances of the actions themselves since to be in so great reputation." The
seem to require places of another nature, historical notices in the text, show that

Thus, if you would see the place where St. this practice is of much earlier date than
Anne was delivered of the blessed Virgin, is here assigned.

you are carried to a grotto ; if the place of ° After this discussion, it would be of

the Annunciation, it is also a grotto ; if the little avail, to dwell upon the arguments
place where the blessed Virgin saluted Eli- usually drawn from the form and condition

zabeth ; if that of the Baptist's or of our of the present sepulchre, against its anti-

Saviour's nativity ; if that of the agony, or quity.

that of St. Peter's repentance, or that

78-80
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Lord. The alleged discovery of them by the aged and credulous

Helena, like her discovery of the cross, may not improbably have
been the work of pious fraud. It would perhaps not be doing in-

justice to the bishop Macarius and his clergy, if we regard the

whole as a well laid and successful plan for restoring to Jerusa-

lem its former consideration, and elevating his see to a higher

degree of influence and dignity.

If it be asked. Where then are the true sites of Golgotha and
the sepulchre to be sought ? I must reply, that probably all

search can only be in vain. We know nothing more from the

Scriptures, than that they were near each other, without the

gate and nigh to the city, in a frequented spot.' This would
favour the conclusion, that the place was probably upon a great

road leading from one of the gates ; and such a spot would only

be found upon the western or northern sides of the city, on the

roads leading towards Joppa or Damascus. •

III. STATISTICS.

The details in the preceding pages have extended themselves

far beyond the limits originally proposed ; and will at least prove

to the reader, that during our sojourn in Jerusalem, our atten-

tion was directed more to the topography and antiquities of the

Holy City, than to its present social and political relations. The
facts, however, which we gleaned upon these latter points, may
not be devoid of interest ; and may help to fill out or correct the

accounts of other writers.

The glory of Jerusalem has indeed departed. From her an-

cient high estate, as the splendid metropolis of the Jewish com-
monwealth and of the whole Christian world, the beloved of na-

tions and 'the joy of the whole earth,' she has sunk into the

neglected capital of a petty Turkish province ; and where of old

many hundreds of thousands thronged her streets and temple,

we now find a population of scarcely as many single thousands

dwelling sparsely within her walls. The cup of wrath and de-

solation from the Almighty has been poured out upon her to the

dregs ; and she sits sad and solitary in darkness and in the dust.

The Saviour " beheld the city and wept over it, saying, If thou

hadst known, even thou, at least in this thy day, the things

which belong unto thy peace ! but now they are hid from thine

eyes !
"^ He wept at the calamities and the doom which were

then coming upon the city, and which now for almost eighteen

centuries have bowed her heavily to the ground. That which
our Lord wept over in prospect, we now see in the terrible reality,

' John 19, 20. " Luke 19, il sq.

ii. 80, 81
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Long since have the days come, when " her enemies cast a trench
about her, and compassed her round, and kept her in on every

side, and have laid her even vrith the ground, and her children

"within her ; and have not left in her one stone upon another !

"

How fearfully, and almost to the letter, this ' burden ' of Jerusa-

lem has been accomplished upon her, the preceding pages may
serve to testify.

. Under the Egyptian rule in Syria, the former Paslialiks of

'Akka and Aleppo have been done away. The whole country is

united under one civil government, the seat of which is at Da-
mascus ; while the independent military command is intrusted

to Ibrahim Pasha. The same system is also followed in the se-

veral districts into which the country is divided. Thus in the

district of Jerusalem, which includes the hill country around the

city from Sinjil on the north to about half way to Hebron on the

south, there is a Mutesellim or civil governor, residing in the city,

and likewise a military commander. The powers of these two
chiefs, perhaps from policy, are not very distinctly marked, nor

separated by any very definite line. The former, however, seems
to be the responsible person for the due administration of justice;

and he too was the actor in disarming several villages while we
were there, which would seem to fall more naturally under the

jurisdiction of his colleague. The district of Hebron is subor-

dinate to that of Jerusalem, and is administered only by a de-

puty governor. The Bedawin tribes around Hebron and in the

deserts further south, were under the superintendence of Sheikh
Sa'id, the civil governor of Graza ; who collected from them the

tribute, and controlled their predatory excursions against other

tribes.—The little intercourse which we had occasion to seek

with the two governors of Jerusalem, has already been men-
tioned.^

A considerable body of troops usually lay in garrison at Jeru-

salem ; but the number was variable, and we did not learn the

average amount. They were at this time mostly Syrian troops,

taken by force as soldiers in the country itself; and of course ex-

ceedingly discontented with the service. Shortly before our visit,

a mutiny had occurred among them ; a large number had de-

serted, many of whom had been retaken ; while others were still

wandering about as outlaws and robbers. It was the usual po-

licy of the Egyptian government to remove the Syrian regiments

from their own soil to Egypt or other places, where they would

be less reminded of their bondage ; and during our stay in Jeru-

salem a large detachment of its garrison was sent off to Yifa, inr

tended for a more distant service. The troops we saw, were in

general composed of fine looking young men. They are lodged

' See above, pp. 244, 246.
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in Jerusalem in the citadel, adjacent to -whicli new barracks had
recently been erected ; and also in the former house of the gover-
nor of the city, on the north of the Haram, now converted into

a barrack. A military guard was regularly kept at each of the
city gates. We saw also several times parties of soldiers at the
fountains and wells round about the city, washing their garments
and spreading them upon the ground to dry.

The population of Jerusalem has been variously estimated

according to the fancy of different travellers from 15,000 up to

nearly 30,000.' No doubt the number has varied much at differ-

ent times ; and entire certainty can never be hoped for under an
oriental government, where a census of the whole population is

a thing unknown. Indeed, until within the last few years, there

would appear to have been no data whatever accessible to a
traveller, on which to found a calculation. The more common
estimate of late years among the Franks, has been the round
number of 15,000 inhabitants ; of which the greater part have
been supposed to be Muhammedans. We found, however, reason

to distrust the accuracy of both these statements.

The introduction of the Egyptian system of taxation and
military conscription into Syria, has led to the enumeration and
registry of all the males who are of an age to be taxed or to bear

arms. We could not learn that this age is very exactly defined

;

but it is usually reckoned as commencing at about eighteen or

twenty years. According to the proportion generally assumed,
this enumeration may thus be regarded as a loose census of one

fourth of the population. As this measure was a great innovation,

and led to consequences which excited much alarm and oppositon,

the number of persons thus registered in the different cities and
villages became everywhere an object of interest to the inhabi-

tants, and was very generally known. On our inquiring of

different individuals respecting the number enrolled in a particu-

lar place, the answer given was almost uniformly the same. We
found this therefore to be the best, and indeed the only positive

basis, on which to found an estimate of the population of any
city or village. Yet even this enumeration is not always correct

;

as the partiality or negligence of the authorities often causes the

list to fall below the actual number. Among the multitudes be-

longing to different sects, there are always eyes keen enough to

watch and detect the errors arising from this source ; and we
not unfrequently received two reports, one according to the offi-

cial registry, and the other according to. the alleged truth.—^I

have dwelt the longer upon this topic here ; because these re-

' Turner 26,000, Vol. H. p. 263. Rich- Salzbacher (in 1837) not less than 25,000,

ardson 20,000, Vol. II. p. 256. Scholz Vol. H. p. 119. '

18,000, p. 271. Jowett 15,000, p. 238.
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marks apply not only to Jerasalem, but to all our subsequent
travels in Palestine.

'

The inhabitants of Jerusalem dwell in separate quarters ac-

cording to their religion, Christian, Jewish and Muhammedan.
The Christian quarter extends along the upper or western part

of the city, between the Latin convent at the northwest corner,

and the great Armenian convent in the southwest, including also

the church of the Holy Sepulchre. The Jewish quarter occu-

pies the northeastern«part of Zion and extends upwards so as to

include the greater portion of the hill lying within the walls.

The Muhammedans are in the middle and lower parts of the

city. After careful inquiry, the information which we found
most worthy to be relied upon, amounted to the following.

I. The Muhammedans are reckoned in the government
books at 750 men ; but amount really to 1,100. This gives

at the utmost a round number of 4,500.
II. Of the Jews, only 500 males are enrolled ; but there are

actually many more. According to the careful estimate of the

Bev. Mr. Nicolayson, who has a better opportunity of judging
than any other persoii, the whole number of the Jews at this

time was about 3,000. In former years the number had some-
times amounted to 5,000.

III. Christians. The GreeJcs are reckoned by the govern-

ment at 400, but are actually 460 ; the Latins at 260 ; the Ar-
menians at 130. Total 850 males, indicating a population of

about 3,500 in aU.—Hence

Mnliammedans 4,500
Jews 3,000
Christians 3,500

Total population 11,000

If to tbis we add something for possible omissipns, and for the

inmates of the convents ; the standing population of the city,

exclusive of the garrison, cannot well be reckoned at over

11,500 souls. The Muhammedans, it will be seen, are more nu-
merous than either the Jews or Christians alone ; but fewer in

number than these two bodies united.*

' In regarding this partial enumeratioa ' I have more recently learned, (Oct.

as the only existing basis for a general es- 1840,) that some of our friends in Jerusa-

timate, I am happy to have the concur- lem, on the strength of later information,

rence ofmy friend l3r. Bowring ; whose re- have been led to estimate the number of

searches into the resources and statistics of the Muhammedans at about 1,500 higher,

Egypt and Syria during the same year, as or 6,000 in all ; and the Jews at 7,000, ac-

the accredited agent of the British govern- cording to the reported enumeration ob-

ment, were carried on under facilities and tained by Sir Moses Montefiore in A. D.

to an extent to which ours could make no 1839. This would give for the whole po-

pretension. pulation ofthe city about 17,000 souls. But

Vol. I.—36 ii. 84-86
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Of all this native population, as well as throughout Syria
and Egypt, the Arabic is the vernacular language ; as much so

as the English in London or the French in Paris. The Jews
are for the most part not natives of the country ; and speak a
corrupt medley of tongues among themselves. Among the

other foreigners, the Greek, Armenian, and Italian languages are

also found ; hut whoever desires to obtain access to the common
people, whether Muhammedans or Christians, can. do it only

through the medium of the Arabic. <

Of the Jews now resident in Palestine, the greater number
are such as have come up to the land of their fathers, in order

to spend the remainder of their lives and die in one of the four

holy places, Jerusalem, Hebron, Tiberias, or Safed. Those in

Jerusalem desire to lay their bones in the valley of Jehoshaphat.'

They come hither from all parts of the Levant, and especially

from Smyrna, Constantinople, and Salonika ; inwhich cities there

are many thousands of this people. Two years before our visit,

the Jews were said to have flocked in great numbers to Syria,

and particularly to Damascus and Tyre, where formerly they
were not permitted to reside. But subsequently, as the high
prices of provisions and of living in general increased, this cir-

cumstance prevented the coming of more, and compelled the re-

turn of many ; so that the number of Jews in Jerusalem had
been much diminished. They live ' here, for the most part, in

poverty and filth. A considerable amount of money is collected

for them by their emissaries in different countries ; but as it

comes into the hands of the Kabbins, and is managed by them
without responsibility, it is understood to be administered with-

out much regard to honesty ; and serves chiefly as a means of in-

creasing their own influence and control over the conduct and
consciences of. their poorer brethren.

Most of the Jews now in Palestine appear to be of Spanish

or Polish origin 4 very few are from Germany, or able to speak

the German language. The very motive which leads them thus

to return to the land of Promise, shows their strong attachment

I have yet to learn, that the new sour- information so late as Nov. 1840. The
ces of information as to the Muhamme- Scottish deputation of clergymen in 1839,
dans, "were more correct than ours. As to as I learned from some of its members, es-

the Jews, the enumeration in question was timated the Jews in Jerusalem at 5,000

made out by themselves, in the expecta- souls ; while Mr. Caiman, who accompanied
tion of receiving a certain amount of alms them, himself a converted Jew, still sup-

for every name returned. It is therefore posed them not to exceed 3,000 in all.

—

obvious, that they here had as strong a The estimate of the British consul at Bei-

naotive to exaggerate their number, as they rilt, who makes the whole population of

often have in other circumstances to under- Jerusalem only 10,000, is on the other

rate it. Besides, this number of 7,000 hand certainly too low. See Dr. Bowring's

rests merely on report ; Sir Moses himself Report on Syria, "p. 7.

has published nothing on the subject ; nor ' See above, p. 349.

could his agent in London afford me any
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to their ancient faitt ; and would of itself ipoint a priori to the
conclusion, which is found to be true in fact, viz. that the Jews
thus resident in Palestine are of all others the most bigoted, and
the least accessible to the labours of Christian missionaries.

The efforts of the English mission have as yet- been attended

with very slight success ; and it remains to be seen, whether
the erection of a Jewish-Christian church in Jerusalem wUl
add to the influence and prosperity of the mission. The site

was purchased during our stay in the city ; and the buUding has
been since completed.

The Christians of the Latin rite live around the Latin con-

vent, on which they are wholly dependent. They are native

Arabs ; kuow no other language than the Arabic ; and are said

to be descended from Catholic converts in the times of the cru-

sades. They are in number about 1,100 souls, according to the

preceding estimate ; and live partly by carving crosses and beads
for rosaries, and partly on the alms of the convent.'—The Latin
convent in Jerusalem, like all those in the Holv Land, is in the

hands of the Franciscans, or Minorites, of the class termed
Fratres Minores ab Observantia. I have already mentioned
their former residence on Mount Zion, and their removal to the

present building in A. D. 1561.^ This convent contains at pres-

ent between forty and fifty monks, half Italians and half Span-
iards ; and takes rank of all the other Catholic monasteries

in the east. In it resides the intendant or principal of all the

convents, with the rank of an abbot, and the title of " Guardian
of Mount Zion and Custos of the Holy Land."^ He is always

an Italian ; and is appointed or at least confirmed at Rome every

three years. The same individual is sometimes reappointed. There

is also a vicar, called likewise president, who takes the place of

the guardian in case of his absence or death. He is chosen in

like manner for three years ; and may be an Italian or a Span-

iard.* The procurator, who manages the temporal concerns, is

always a Spaniard ; and is elected for life. The executive coun-

cil, called discretorium, is composed of these three officials, and
of three other monks, patres disereti.

The cost of maintaining the twenty convents belonging to

the establishment of the " Terra Santa," is rated at 40,000 Spa-

nish dollars per annum. They are said to be very deeply in debt,

contracted in former years, when the wars in Europe cut off for

a time their usual eleemosynary supplies. Under the Egyptian

' Salzbaoher gives the number at 1,500. tos (Prassul) Terra Sanctse
;
" Quaresmius,

Other native Catholics are found .ilso in Tom. I. p. 465.

connection with the Latin convents at ' " Vicarius sive Prseses
; " Quaresmins

Bethlehem and Nazareth. X. p. 468. Formerly the vicar was usually
^ See above, p. 242. n. 5. a French monk ; but this seems no longer
• " Gnardianus saeri Montis Sion etCus- to be the case. Scholz, p. 195.
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government, they are freed from the numerous exactions to which
they were formerly subjected from the caprice and greediness of

pashas and governors ; and pay a regular 'tax for the property

which they possess. For their buildings and lands in and around
Jerusalem, including the holy places, the annual tax is said to

be 7,000 piastres, or about 350 Spanish dollars.'

The Christians of the Greek rite (not monks) are all na-

tive Arabs ; have their own native priests ; and enjoy the privi-

lege of having the service in their churches performed in their

own mother tongue, the Arabic. They amount in Jerusalem to

nearly 2,000 souls.—The Greek convents are tenanted by foreign-

ers, all Greeks by birth, mostly from the Archipelago, speaking

only the Greek language. There are eight convents for men,
containing in all about sixty monks, viz. the great convent of

Constantine near the church of the Sepulchre, in which most of

the monks and the officials reside ; and those of Demetrius,

Theodorus (Arabic Tadrus,) George, Michael, Nicolas, Johannes,

and George in the Jewish quarter. All these minor establish-

ments are chiefly used for the accommodation of pilgrims, and are

kept by only one or two monks and lay brethren. There are also

five convents of Greek nuns, containing about thirty-five in all,

who are foreigners like the monks ; viz. those of the Holy Yirgin

(Panagia, Arabic es-Seideh), BasU, Catharine, Euthymius, and
another of the Virgin Mary. In the vicinity of Jerusalem the

Greeks have also the convents of the Holy Cross (Deir el-Musid-

labeh) about three quarters of an hour W. S. W. of the city
;

that of Mar Elyas towards Bethlehem ; one at the grotto of the

Nativity at Bethlehem ; and the renowned monastery of Mdr
Saba, founded about the beginning of the sixth century, and sit-

uated on the continuation of the valley of the Kidron, as it runs

off to the Dead Sea.

All these Greek convents in and around the city are under

the government of three vicars (Arab. WalcU ) of the patriarch

of Jerusalem, who himself resides at Constantinople. The
present vicars ware the Greek bishops of Lydda, Nazareth, and

" See Schok Reise, p. 194 sq. Salz- lehem ; St. John's in the Desert, an hour
bacher Erinnerungen, II. p. 92 sq. The and a half southwest of Jerusalem ; Ram-
amount of the present tax is given on the leh, Yafa, Haifa, 'Akka, Nazareth, Sidon,

authority of the latter writer ; who as ca- Beirut, Tripolis, Larissa, Aleppo, Damas-
non of St. Stephen's cathedral at Vienna, cu.s, and one on Mount Lebanon ; also in

and a Catholic pilgrim of rank, may he Alexandria., Rosetta, and Cairo in Egypt;

supposed to have had access to the best in- and in Larnaka and Nicosia on the island

formation. Yet I am not sure that this al- of Cj'prus. In Jerusalem, Bethlehem, and

leged sum of 7,000 piastres (like so many Nazareth, half the monks are Italians and
other things) is not copied by him from half Spaniards ; in Yafa, Ramleh, and St.

Scholz, who was there in A. D. 1821
; p. John, they are all Spaniards ; and in the

197.—The following list of the Catholic other convents all Italians. The whole

convents now connected with that of Jeru- number of monks is about two hundred,

ealem, is from the same authority : Beth-
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Kerak (Petra). They were assisted by the bishops of Gaza, N^-
bulus, es-Salt (Philadelphia), and Sebaste ; who with the ar-

chimandrites form a council. The vicars, with the concurrence
.of the council, appoint the superiors of the several convents ; and
all the priests within these dioceses are ordained at Jerusa-
lem. Indeed, all the bishops above named live there perma-
nently, in the great convent near the church of the Sepulchre.

The G-reek bishop of 'Akka alone was said to reside in his own
diocese.'

The Armenians have their large monastery on Mount Zion,

said to be the wealthiest in the city, with the splendid church
of St. James. Not far off is a convent of Armenian nuns, called

ez-Zeitiiny. Outside of the city, on Mount Zion, the pretended
house of Caiaphas serves as a smaller convent and is occupied by
monks.* The Armenians are for the most part not natives ; and
those not attached to the convents, are usually merchants.

The Coptic Christians consist only of monks in their convent

of es-Sultin, situated on the north side of the pool of Hezekiah.

At the time of our visit, it had just been rebuilt.' There is also

a convent of the Abyssinians ; and we were likewise told of one
belonging to the Jacobite Syrians.*

Of these Christian sects, the Greeks, Latins, Armenians, and
Copts, have their own chapels in the church of the Holy Sepul-

chre ; and the three former have also convents or dwellings

within the walls of the church, for the monks who are shut up
here to perform the regular offices day and night.' Along the

walls of the circular church around the sepulchre itself, are niches

with altars for several of the minor sects ; as the Abyssinians,

Jacobites, Nestorians, Maronites, and others ; but their service

is performed in these chapels only occasionally. It is well known
that a deep hatred exists among all these possessors of the Holy
Sepulchre towards each other. Especially is this the case be-

tween the Greeks and Latins ; in whom it seems to be irrecon-

cilable, and gives occasion for constant intrigues and bitter com-
plaints on either side. The Greeks have indeed the advantage

in their greater cunning ; in the far greater number of their pil-

grims ; and in their proximity to the regions whence their re-

sources are derived. They are consequently enabled to prosecute

their purposes more systematically and with greater effect. During

' Soholz, p. 205. The preceding infor- ^ These monks are confined to the

mation respecting the Greek Christiuns church, provisions heing brought to them
and convents was ohtained from intelligent daily from their respective convents. The
natives of that persuasion. Latin monks are relieved every three

' See above, p. 243. months. In 1837, there was only one Copt
' See above, pp. 329, 330. See more in thus residing in the church. Salzbacher,

Vol. III. See. rv. Vol. 11. pp. .77, 82.

* Scholz, p. 275.
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the wars in Europe the Latins were comparatively forgotten
;

their pilgrims dwindled away to nothing ; and their resources

were in a measure cut off.

The Greeks took occasion of these circumstances to get pos-

session by degrees of many of the holy places, in and around the

churches of the Sepulchre and at Bethlehem, which had formerly

been in the hands of the Latins ; and notwithstanding all the

efforts of the latter, these have not yet been recovered. Near the

close of the year 1836, the prince de Joinville, son of the king

of France, visited the Holy City ; and one of the first requests of

the Latin fathers was, that the influence of the French monarch
might be employed to recover for them all the sacred places, which

the Grreeks had so unjustly wrested from them ever since the

crusades. The prince promised his support ; and a representa-

tion is said actually to have been made by the French cabinet to •

the Turkish court, through their ambassador at Constantinople.

A firman was granted, commanding the Greek patriarch to deli-

ver up to the Latins the possession of the sacred places in ques-

tion ; but stUl the Greek spirit of intrigue was able to evade the •

execution, A timely present of some 500 purses ' to the gover-

nor of Syria, is said to have stayed all proceedings. Further

negotiations were set on foot at Constantinople ; but they appear

to have led to no result.'

The kings of France have ever been the protectors of the Ca-
tholics in the east ; and the French ambassador at Constanti-

nople has always acted, and still acts, as their patron and advo-

cate with the Porte. When we were in Jerusalem a splendid

salver of gold for the presentation of the host, had just arrived, a

present from the queen of the French to the convent. They pos-

sess also the portrait of king Louis Philip, a gift from himself

Formerly all the Christians of Jerusalem paid their taxes to

the government through their respective convents ; that is to

say, the monasteries became the collectors of the taxes ; a sys-

tem which gave opportunity for great extortion on the part of

the convents. The Egyptian government has done away this

system ; and apportions and collects its own taxes from all the

Christian sects, except the Latins. For these the Latin convent

pays the Kharaj or extra tax for Christians ; they being very

poor. No Firdeh or ordinary capitation tax is paid by any of

the inhabitants of Jerusalem, whether Muslims, Christians, or

Jews ; because it is regarded as a sacred place, and because of

the poverty of the people. The inhabitants of the villages pay

' A purse is equivalent to 500 piastres, to interfere ; and gravely refers the parties

or about 25 Spanish dollars. to the Sultan at Constantinople, as the

* Salzbacher II. p. 98 sq.—In all such highest tribunal,

questions the Egyptian government declines
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the Firdeh, as well as the Kharaj and other taxes.*—At the same
time, the Pasha of Egypt has abolished the tolls and tribute,

which under the name of el-Glmfr were formerly so oppressive

to the pilgrims and travellers. Even the entrance money, which
for so many centuries was paid for admission to the church of the

Sepulchre, is in like manner done away.
From these facts, however, it must not be inferred, that the

exactions of the Pasha are in themselves less oppressive than those

of the Sultan. The preference lies rather in the more equal

manner in which the extortions are now conducted. The bur-

dens to be endured are more definitely known ; and no distinc-

tion is made, as formerly, between the Christian and the Mussul-
man. Yet the whole mode of proceeding, as well as the enormous
amount of taxation, is sufficiently oppressive ; as we had abun-

i dant occasion to see in the course of our subsequent journies.

While we were at Jerusalem, the value of the Turkish gold coins

of twenty piastres, which had always been the common curren-

cy of the country, was by a decree of the Egyptian government
at once cut down to Vl\ piastres, a loss of nearly fourteen per

cent. It would be natural to suppose, that a measure of this sort

would have been fixed to go into operation on a particular day ;

and that this day would have been publicly made known. Yet
nothing of the kind took place. The measure was proclaimed on
different days in different places, and in each went immediately
into operation. In Beirtlt and in Yafa, it was known and acted

upon for nearly a fortnight before it was proclaimed in Jerusa-

lem. It was said that the authorities of the latter city had a

large quantity of this coin on hand, of which they wished first to

rid themselves by paying it away at its full value. The conse-

quence was the greatest confusion among the tradesmen, and the

impossibility of guarding against loss.

The bazars have been already alluded to, as situated in the

middle of the city, on and near the principal street running

north to the Damascus gate. They consist of two or three nar-

row lanes roofed over, with open shops on each side, occupied by
merchants and sedentary artisans. They appeared not to be

well furnished, even for an oriental city. The markets are sup-

plied by the peasants from the neighbouring villages. There

seemed to be no gardens of any importance round about the city
;

except those below Siloara. Wheat would appear not to grow

well around Jerusalem, but is brought from other quarters. In

one of our journies northward, we met a small caravan of camels

belonging to Bethlehem, loaded with wheat from Nabulus. The
' The Firdeh is a tax laid upon every The Kharaj is a similar extra tax on Chris-

male inhabitant from 15 years upwards ; tians and Jews, a species of toleration-tax.

varyin"' from 15 to 500 piastres according Compare Bowring's Report on Syria, p.

to the supposed ability of the individual. 112.
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exhausted sitiiation of the country arising from the maintenance
of an immense army, the forced export of vrheat to Egypt,
and the general discouragement to labour and enterprise, have
naturally caused an enormous increase in the cost of the neces-

saries of life. In 1838 the cost of living in Jerusalem had become
threefold. To this succeeded the plague, which prevailed more
or less for some years ; and then the suspense and miseries of

actual war ; so that the prices of provisions, as I am informed,

had in 1839 advanced to the quadruple of what they were only

four or five years since.

Jerusalem has few manufactures ; and no exports, except

what is carried away by the pilgrims. The manufacture of soap

is one of the principal. For this there are nine establishments,

.which appear to have been long in existence. The mounds of

ashes which they have thrown out at some distance from the city

on the north, have almost the appearance of natural hills.' At
Easter large quantities of perfumed soap are said to be sold to

the pilgrims.'' Oil of sesame is made to a considerable extent

;

for this there are nine presses. There is also a large tannery for

leather, just by the eastern entrance to the court before the

church of the Sepulchre. All these estabhshments are private

property, not controlled by the government ; and are in the

hands of the Muslims.
The chief articles manufactured by the Christians, both here

and at Bethlehem, are rosaries, crucifixes, models of the Holy
Sepulchre, and the like, carved in olive wood, the fruit of the

Dom palm said to be brought from Mecca, mother of pearl, or

sometimes in the species of black shining stone found near the

Dead Sea. Some of these are neatly executed. The concourse

of pilgrims at Easter converts the city into a sort of toy shop or

fair ; and immense quantities of these tokens are carried away,

after having been duly consecrated by the priests. Merchants

also resort hither at that season from Damascus and other places,

bringing their wares of various kinds ; so that the whole city then

wears an air of bustle and business, strikingly in contrast with

its stillness and listlessness during the remainder of the year.

The wares find a ready sale among the pUgrims ; and the annual

Easter fair of Jerusalem js relatively not much less important,

than those of Leipzig and Frankfort.

IV. CLIMATE.

The climate of the mountainous tract on which Jerusalem is

situated, differs from that of the temperate parts of Europe and

' For these mounds, see Vol. IH. Sec. " Comp. Turner, Vol. II. p. 265.

rV, fin.
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America, more in tlie alternations of wet and dry seasons, than
in the degrees of temperature. The variations of rain and sun-
shine, which in the west exist throughout the whole year, are in

Palestine confined chiefly to the latter part of autumii and the

winter ; while the remaining months enjoy almost uninterrupt-

edly a cloudless sky.

The autumnal rains, the early rains of Scripture, usually

commence in the latter half of October or beginning of Novem-
ber ; not suddenly, but by degrees ; which gives opportunity for

the husbandman to sow his fields of wheat and barley. The
rains come mostly from the west or southwest,' continuing for

two or three days at a time, and falling especially during the

nights. Then the wind chops round to the north or east, and
several days of fine weather succeed. During the months of

November and December the rains continue to fall heavily ; af-

terwards they return only at longer intervals and are less heavy;

but at no period during the winter do they entirely cease to oc-

cur. Snow often falls in Jerusalem in January and February to

the depth of a foot or more ; but does not usually lie long.^ The
ground never freezes ; but Mr Whiting had seen the pool back
of his house (Hezekiah's) covered with thin ice for one or two
days.

Eain continues to fall more or less through the month of

March, but is rare after that period. During the present sea-

son, there had been little or none in March, and indeed the whole

quantity of rain had been less than usual. Nor is there at the

l)resent day any particular periods of rain, or succession of show-

ers, which might be regarded as distinct rainy seasons. The
whole period from October to March now constitutes only one

continued season of rain, without any regularly intervening term

of prolonged fair weather. Unless therefore there has been some

change in the climate since the times of the New Testament,

the early and the latter rains, for which the husbandman waited

with longing, seem rather to have implied the first showers of

autumn, which revived the parched and thirsty earth and pre-

pared it for the seed ; and the later showers of spring, which con-

tinued to refresh and forward both the ripening crops and the

vernal products of the fields.'

During the whole winter the roads, or rather tracks, in Pa-

lestine, are muddy, deep, and slippery ; so that the traveller at

this season is subjected to the utmost discomfort and inconve-

' Luke 12, 54, " When ye see a cloud close of the century found here very deep

rise out of the west, straightway ye -say, snow for several days. Comp. Soholz, p.

There Cometh a shower; and so it is." 138. The inforraatioa in the text is de-

These words were spoken hy our Lord at rived from our resident friends.

Jernsalem. '
" James 5, 7. Prov. 16, 15.

' So Shaw in 1722. Brown near the
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nience. When the rains cease, the mud soon disappears, and
the roads hecome hard, though never smooth. Whoever there-

fore wishes to profit most by a journey in Palestine, -will take
care not to arrive at Jerusalem earlier than the latter part of

March. During the months of April aiid May, the sky is usually

serene, the air mild and balmy, and the face of nature, after sea-

'

sons of ordinary rain, still green and pleasant to the eye. Show-
ers occur occasionally ; but they are mUd and refreshing. On
the 1st of May we had showers in the city ; and at evening there

was thunder and lightning, (which are frequent in winter,) with
pleasant and reviving rain. The 6th of May was also remark-

able for thunder and for several showers, some of which were
quite heavy. The rains of both these days extended far to the

north ; and overtook our missionary friends who were returning

from Jerusalem to Beirut. But the occurrence of rain so late in

the season, was regarded as a very unusual circumstance. Morn-
ing mists however are occasionally seen at a still later period.

In ordinary seasons, from the cessation of the showers in

spring until their commencement in October or November, rain

never falls, and the sky is usually serene. If during the winter

there has been a sufficiency of rain, the husbandman is certain

of his crop ; and is also perfectly sure of fine weather for the in-

gathering of the harvest.' The high elevation of Jerusalem se-

cures it the privilege of a pure atmosphere ; nor does the heat of

summer ever become oppressive, except during the occasional

prevalence of the south wind, or Sirocco.' During our sojourn

from April 14th to May 6th, the thermometer ranged at sunrise

from 44° to 64° F., and at 2 P. M. from 60° to 79° F. This last

degree of heat was felt during a Sirocco, April 30th. From the

10th to the 13th of June at Jerusalem, we had at sunrise a range

from 56° to 74°
; and at 2 P. M. once 86°, with a strong north-

west wind. Yet the air was fine, and the heat not burdensome.

The nights are uniformly cool, often with a heavy dew ; and our

friends had never had occasion to dispense with a coverlet upon
their beds during summer. Yet the total absence of rain soon

destroys the verdure of the fields ; and gives to the whole land-

scape the aspect of drought and barrenness. The only green

thing which remains, is the foliage of the scattered fruit trees,

and occasional vineyards and fields of millet. The deep green

of the broad fig leaves and of the millet, is delightful to the eye

in the midst of the general aridness ; while the foliage of the

" Snow in summer and rain in hut- Jerome's Commentary upon the same

vest" were things incomprehensible to a passage.

Hebrew; Prov. 26, 1. Rain in wheat ° Luke 12,55, "And when ye see the

harvest occurred only by a miracle ; 1 south wind blow, ye say. There will be

Sam. 12, 17. Compare Amos 4, 7, and heat; and it cometh to pass."
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olive, witli its dull grayish hue, scarcely deserves the name of

verdure.

The harvest upon the mountains ripens of course later than
in the plains of the Jordan and the sea coast. The barley har-

vest precedes the wheat harvest by a week or fortnight. On the

4th and 5th of June the people of Hebron were just beginning to

gather tneir wheat ; on the 11th and 12th the threshing-floors

on the mount of Olives were in full operation. We had already

seen the harvest in the same stage of progress on the plains of

Gaz aon the 19th of May ; while at Jericho, on the 12th of May,
the threshing-ffloors had nearly completed their work. The first

grapes ripen in July ; and from that time until November, Jeru-

salem is abundantly supplied with this delicious fruit. The
general vintage takes place in September. We found ripe apri-

cots at Gaza in May ; and they are probably brought to Jerusa-

lem, though I do not recollect to have seen any there. The fine

oranges of Yafa were found in abundance both at Jerusalem and
Hebron.

In autumn the whole land has become dry and parched ; the

cisterns are nearly empty ; the few streams and fountains fail

;

and all nature, physical and animal, looks forward with longing

to the return of the rainy season. Mists and clouds begin to

make their appearance, and showers occasionally to fall ; the

husbandman sows his seed ; and the thirsty earth is soon drenched

with an abundance of rain.

V. BETHANY

It was on one of the last days of our stay at Jerusalem, (June

11th,) that mounting the spirited mules we had engaged for our

journey northwards, and accompanied by our friend Mr Lanneau,

we rode out to Bethany. Passing along the wall from the Da-
mascus gate to that of St. Stephen's, we then descended and
crossed the bridge in the vaUey, and followed the camel road

which ascends obliquely the side of the mount of Olives back of

the village of SUoam, and crosses the ridge at a lower spot some

distance south of the summit. It then winds north around the

head of a Wady running off southeast, and after crossing another

lower ridge, passes on towards Jericho. Here, on the eastern

slope, (strictly of the mount of Olives,) in a shallow Wady, lies

the village of Bethany ; in a direction about E. S. E. from Jeru-

salem. We reached it in three quarters of an hour from the

Damascus gate. This gives a distance of a little less than two

Roman miles from the eastern part of the city ; corresponding

well to the fifteen furlongs of the Evangelist.^ On the W. N. W.
' JohnH, 18.
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is a hill partially separated from the higher ridge of the mount
of Olives hy a deep valley ; the head of which v^e went round in
returning over the summit of the mount. Just south of the vil-

lage is a very deep and narrow Wady or ravine running down
towards the east; and on its further side on higher ground, south-

east from Bethany, about one third of a mile distant, is seen the

deserted village of Abu Dis.

Bethany is a poor village of some twenty families ; its

inhabitants apparently are without thrift or industry. In the
walls of a few of the houses there are marks of antiquity, large

hewn stones, some of them bevelled ; but they have all obviously

belonged to more ancient edifices, and been employed again and
again in the construction of successive dwellings or other buildings.

The monks, as a matter of course, show the house of Mary and
Martha, that of Simon the leper, and the sepulchre of Lazarus.

The latter is a deep vault, like a cellar, excavated in the lime-

stone rock in the middle of the village ; to which there is a
descent by twenty-six steps.' It is hardly necessary to remark,
that there is not the slightest probability of its ever having been
the tomb of Lazarus. The form is not that of the ancient

sepulchres ; nor does its position accord with the narrative of

the New Testament, which implies that the tomb was not in

the town.^

The Arab name of the village is el-'Aziriyeh, from el-

'Azir, the Arabic form of Lazarus. The name Bethany is

unknown among the native inhabitants. Yet there is no
reason to question the identity of the place. The distance from
Jerusalem and the situation on the road to Jericho are suffi-

ciently decisive. The Itin. Hieros. in A. D. 333, already

mentions here the crypt of Lazarus ; and Jerome some seventy

years later speaks of a church as having been built over it.' In
the seventh century it is further mentioned by both Antoninus
Martyr and Arculfus ; at that time the church (Basilica) was
standing over the supposed sepulchre, and a large monastery
had been established.*

About A. D. 1132, Melisinda, the queen of king Fulco of

Jerusalem, wishing to found a nunnery over which her younger

sister Iveta might preside as abbess, selected Bethany as the

site, and obtained it from the canons of the Holy Sepulchre in

exchange for Tekoa. She then established here a convent of

Black nuns professing the rule and institutes of St. Benedict

;

the same order of which her sister was already a member in the

' In the days of Cotovicus there were Hieron. Onomasticon, art. BeChania. Euse-
twenty-two steps ; Itin. p. 276. tins does not mention it.

^ John n, 31. 38. * Adamnanus 1. 24.
' ° Itin. Hieros. ed. Wesseling, p. 596.
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nunnery of St. Anne in Jerusalem.' The new convent was
more richly endowed than any other in Syria ; and for its pro-

tection, the queen caused a strong tower of hewn stones to be
erected at a great expense. The' buildings were not completed
until near the death of king Fulco in A. D. 1143. An aged
matron of approved piety was made the first abbess ; who was
soon succeeded by the high born Iveta.^ Two centuries later,

this convent was no longer in existence.' Brocardus in the

thirteenth century does not allude to it ; and Ludolph de

Suchem in the fourteenth speaks only of three churches, one of

which was used by the Arabs as a stall for cattle. In A. D.
1484 Felix Fabri found only the church over the sepulchre of

Lazarus ; and this in the days of -Cotovicus had been converted

into a mosk. Since then the place is often mentioned by
travellers ; and has been gradually falling more and more into

decay.

Of the village of Bethphage no trace exists. In coming
from Jericho our Lord appears to have entered it before reaching

Bethany ;* and it probably therefore lay near to the latter, a
little below it towards the east. Of course, it could not well

have been where Abu Dis now stands ;' and still less on the

spot which the monks assign to it, half-way between Bethany
and the summit of the mount of Olives, where there is nothins:

to show that a village ever stood.

We returned to Jerusalem by the somewhat shorter route

over the summit of Mount Olivet.

' See above, p. 233. ' Schubert suggests that Abu Dis may
' Will. Tyr. 15. 26. Jac. de Vitriaco have been the site of the ancient Bahnrim

;

.58. Wilken Gesoh. der Kreuzz. II. pp. Reise III. p. 70. This of course is a mere
616, 617. conjecture; though Bahurim was not far

' Vertot relates, without citing his an- from Jerusalem, beyond the mount of

thority, that in A. D. 1254, the ppe Olives; 2 Sam. 16, 5. Joseph. Ant. 7. 9.

granted ' the castle (fortified convent) of 7. Yet as David came to Bahurim on his

Bethany, to the knights Hospitalers ; the way to the Jordan, after passing over the

nuns after the destruction of Jerusalem summit of the mount of Olives, it would
having retired to Europe. Histoire des seem that this place must have stood further

Chev. Hospit. de St. Jean, etc. I. p. 400. north than Abu Dis. 2 Sam. 16, 1. 5.

' Matt. 21, 1. Luke 19, 29.
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SECTION IX.

EXCURSION FROM JERUSALEM TO BETHEL, ETC.

Hating thus been for several weeks diligently occupied in

investigating the antiquities and interesting features of the Holy
City, the time had now arrived, when, according to our plan, it

became necessary to extend our researches to other parts of the

country. We still regarded Jerusalem as our head-quarters
;

as the central point from which to make excursions ; and by
varying our routes in going and returning to and from different

points, we were enabled to see much more of the country, than
would have been possible by merely travelling once or twice

along the same road. Our routes often crossed each other ; but
I do not recollect that we ever passed for any distance over the

same ground twice, excepting the short interval between Jeru-

salem and Bethlehem, and one or two like instances. Three
times, for example, we were in Hebron ; but in no instance did

we enter or leave the town by the same route a second time.

Before entering upon the account of our further travels, I

must beg the reader to recall to mind the remarks already made
upon the mass of foreign ecclesiastical tradition, which has been
fastened not only upon Jerusalem and its environs, but also

upon the whole country west of the Jordan.' Besides this,

many travellers have exercised their own discretion, (not always

the most enlightened,) in assigning the ancient Scriptural names
of places to such sites as they might happen to fall in with or

hear of ; vnthout stopping to inquire, whether some other place

might not have an equal or better claim to the proposed appella-

tion.^ Others, and especially the older travellers, professedly give

' See the beginning of Sect. VII. p. 251, saw no other appropriate site for the latter

above. town upon that route. Yet, as he admits,
' An instance of this is furnished hy Dr. Maundrell and others had a century before

Clarke ; who is very much disposed to found the name of Sebaste (Samaria), and
convert the fortress Silnur, (which he writes described its site upon another route. The
Santorri,) between Nabulus and Jenin, in- same is mentioned by Maundeville and
to the ancient city of Sam.aria ; because he William of Baldensel in the I4th century

;
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a description of the various parts of the Holy . Land ; hut in

such a way, that it is usually difficult and often impossible to

distinguish what they have actually visited and seen, from that

which they have only heard or read of, or relate perhaps merely
from conjecture. Very rarely do they mention the modern
names of the places, which they thus call only by Scriptural

appellations ; so that when the same ancient name has a

diversity of application, as is often the case, it is only by close

attention to minor circumstances, that we can determine what
modern place is meant. Thus, for instance, under the name of

Shiloh, it is difficult to tell whether a writer is speaking of Neby
Samwil, or of one of the various other points which have been
assumed as its site. The true site appears to have been visited

by no traveller.'

. I have made these observations in order to draw the reader's

attention to the confusion and discrepancies which prevail among
the books of travels in Palestine ; and also in order to found
upon them this further remark, viz. that if a traveller at the

present day is unable to find many of the ancient places

mentioned and described by earlier writers, the reason often Hes

not in his own ill success ; but in the fact, that those writers

have described places which they never visited, and which in

all probability no longer existed in their day.

As a preparation for our further journies in Palestine, my
companion had taken great pains to collect from various quarters

the native names of all the places in those parts which we
hoped to visit. This practice he had commenced so early as the

year 1834, during a journey through Haur3,n and the northern

parts of Syria ; and had afterwards continued it with express

reference to our proposed investigations in Palestine. In Jeru-

salem itself, there was frequent opportunity of making the

acquaintance of intelligent Sheikhs and other persons from the

towns and villages in that and other districts ; and they were in

general ready to communicate all they knew respecting the

places in their own neighbourhood. This mode of obtaining

information we preferred to a direct application to the govern-

ment ; not wishing in any way to awaken distrust or risk a

denial. The lists of names thus made out, were in some respects

more complete than any which the government could have

furnisihed ; inasmuch as the latter has to do only with inhabited

towns and villages, while our attention was directed, in at least

as great a degree, to the deserted sites and ruined places of

and also by several other travellers, denbaoh, and other like works. Even
Clarke's Travels, etc. 4to. Part II. Vol. I. Cotovious is not whollj' free from the same

p. 504. fault ; and Pocooke's writings must be used

.
^ These remarks apply particularly to with great caution, as he thus often gives

the tract of Brocardus, the travels of Brey- an opinion instead of facts.
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•which the country is so full. The lists thus obtained were
afterwards enlarged and corrected by our own observations and
further inquiries ; and subsequently revised and copied out by
my companion. In this form, although far from complete, they
were nevertheless more so than anything of the kind which had
hitherto been attempted in Palestine and Syria ; and by the
advice of eminent scholars they were subjoined in an appendix
to the first edition of this work. They could be regarded only as

the first step towards a collection, which may hereafter become
of great importance to biblical geographers.'

Our first excursion from Jerusalem was towards the northeast,

into a region which, so far as I know, had never been visited by
any Frank traveller. We returned on the second day by a more
western and better known route. Our friends had heard, that
villages existed in the former quarter, bearing names which
might be regarded as the Arabic forms of Anathoth, Geba, and
Bethel ; but none of them had ever yet visited these places.

They had however become acquainted in Jerusalem with some
of the native Christian priests from Taiyibeh, a large village

three hours or more northeast of el-Bireh, and from Eam-Allah,
another village just west of the latter place. It was therefore

proposed, that some of our friends should join us in the excursion,

in order that while they thus afforded us countenance and aid, they
might also return the visits of the priests, and awaken in them
an interest for the distribution of books and the diffusion of in-

struction. The party, as at length made up, consisted of Messrs
Lanneau, Nicolayson, Paxton,' and ourselves ; in all six persons,

besides one of our servants. We were all on horseback, with an
extra mule for the tent and baggage, and two attendants (Mu-
karin, muleteers) on foot, who had charge of the animals.'

Friday, May Ath. We intended to have set off this morn-
ing with the rising sun ; but the arrangements for a large party
delayed us ; so that it was seven o'clock before all was ready.

Then occurred various other delays ; some of the party went out

at St. Stephen's gate, and others by that of Damascus ; and it

was not until *7\ o'clock that we mustered at the northeast corner

of the city wall and took our departure. The road descends ob-

liquely into the valley of Jehoshaphat, and then crosses the ridge

' These Arabic lists, corrected and en- no allusion to his excursion with us ; but

larged, it is proposed soon to publish in a introduces the names of the places which
separate volume. 1856. he now saw for the first time, into a letter

^ The Rev. J. D, Paxton, also an Ameri- dated Oct. 1836 ; thus leaving upon the

can, resided for nearly two years at Beirut, mind of the reader the impression, that he

and afterwards published a work entitled : became acquainted with them nearly two
l/eUers on Paksline and Egypt, written during years earlier. Lett. XV. p. 169. Lond.

aresidencethereintheyears\6Z&—l-i:. Lex- ° The Mukary is indiscriminately the

ington, Ky. 1839, 8vo. Reprinted Lond. owner or piovider and driver of camels,

1839.—In his Letters, Mr Paxton makes horses, asses, mules, etc.
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extending between tlie mount of Olives and Scopus, at a point
just at the left of tlie northern summit of the former. We
reached the top of the ridge in twenty-five minutes. This point,

and more especially the adjacent summit, presents, I think, the

finest view of Jerusalem anywhere to he found. The city is seen

diagonally ; and the view thus includes the great mosk and the

deep valley, which are not seen so well from the Damascus road

;

while, at the same time, the domes and minarets are here exhib-

ited to the eye with far better effect than from the other sum-
mit of Olivet. The Dead Sea was also visible, and the little

village el-'Isiwiyeh in a valley below us about a quarter of an
hour distant, bearing N. 70° B. Far in the north was the high
village er-Ram, the ancient Ramah, on the east of the N^bulus
road. Before us was a wide prospect of broken hills and val-

leys, extending to the plain of the Jordan.

Our course thus far had been N. 25° E. The way now be-

came more winding, but in the general direction northeast. We
lost sight of Jerusalem, and descending rather steeply came in

twenty minutes to the bottom of Wady es-Suleim, here running

east by south to join Wady Sidr further down, and afterwards

the Farah. In the same direction we were told of the ruins of

a convent, called Deir es-Sidd. We thus left el-'Isawiyeh on
the right behind a ridge ; and crossing the valley obliquely, as-

cended another ridge skirting it on the north ; beyond which
runs also a deep parallel valley, called Wady es-Selam. We
kept along upon this ridge, which becomes gradually wider ; and
at 8f o'clock reached 'Andta, situated on the same broad ridge

at the distance of one hour and a quarter from Jerusalem.

There can be no question that this is the ancient Ana-
thoth, the birthplace of the prophet Jeremiah ; which Josephus

describes as twenty stadia distant from Jerusalem, and which

Eusebius and Jerome also place in the tribe of Benjamin about

three miles from the same city towards the north.' Ecclesiasti-

cal tradition, as is well known, has selected for Anathoth another

Bite, at the village of Kuryet el-'Enab on the road to Ramleh, a

distance of three hours from Jerusalem. *

'Andta seems to have been once a walled town» and a place

of strength ; but I do not find it directly mentioned by any

writer since the days of Jerome.' Portions of the wall remain,

' Jer. 1, 1, et Hieron. Comm. in loo. ' Brocardus indeed mentions Anathoth,

" qui hahitabant contra septentrionalem hut places it close by Ramah of Benjamin

;

Jernsalem in tertio miliaro et vicnlo Ana- c. 7. p. 179. He had probably heard of

thoth." Onomast. art. AnaihoCh. Joseph, the name 'AnSta, without knowing its ex-

Ant. 10. 7. 3. See the other authorities act position. Breydenbach copies Bro-

coUected by Reland, Falsest, p. 561. cardus. In like manner Nau has merely
' Adrichomius, p. 14. Cotovicns, p. the passing remark, that Anathoth lies a

146. Quaresmius II. p. 16. league east of Jerusalem ; Voyage, p. 49.
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built of large hewn stones, and apparently ancient ; as are also
the foundations of some of the houses. One of our party found
the fragments of a column or two among the ruins. The houses
are few, and the people seemed poor and miserable, amounting
only to a few scores. The village lies where the broad ridge

slopes off gradually towards the southeast. On this side are tilled

fields, and we had passed several others on our way. The grain

.was still standing ; the time of harvest not having yet come.
I'ig trees and olive trees are also scattered around. From the
vicinity of 'Anata a favourite species of building-stone is carried

to Jerusalem ; and we met several troops of donkeys loaded in

this manner with the materials of future dwellings ; a hewn
stone being slung upon each side of the poor animal. Larger
stones are transported on camels.

From this point there is an extensive view over the whole
eastern slope of the mountainous tract of Benjamin ; including

also the valley of the Jordan and the northern part of the Dead
Sea. The region before us was that alluded to by the prophet
Isaiah, near the end of the tenth chapter, where the approach of

Sennecharib towards Jerusalem is described ; and from the spot

where we now stood, several of the places there mentioned were
visible. Thus er-Eam (Eamah) bore N. N. W. on its conical

hill ; and Jeba' (Geba) was before us, bearing N. 10° E. The
nearest village was Hizmeh N. 20° E. and far in the distance

we could distinguish Taiyibeh lying N. N. E.^N. on a lofty hUl,

which was to be the limit of our excursion.

The whole tract over which we were now about to pass, is

made up of a succession of deep rugged valleys running towards

the east ; with broad ridges of uneven table land between, often

broken and sometimes rising into high points. These terminate

towards the east in high cliffs overhanging the plain of the Jor-

dan. I have already remarked, that the great northern road

from Jerusalem to Nabulus passes along the water-shed of the

mountainous country ; where the heads of the valleys running

off in opposite directions often interlap.' Our present road lay

at some distance farther east ; so that the valleys, where we
crossed them, had now become very deep. The sides of these

Wadys indeed are here so steep and high, that in descending

into them, we were usually obliged to dismount from our horses.

The whole district is a mass of limestone rock ; which every-

where juts out above the surface, and imparts to the whole land

an aspect of sterility and barrenness. Yet wherever soil is found

among the rocks, it is strong and fertile ; fields of grain are seen

occasionally ; and fig trees and olive trees are planted everywhere

' See above, p. 258.
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among tlie hills. Lower down the slope, towards tlie Jordan
valley, all is a frigktM desert.

With some difficulty we obtained a guide at 'An^ta to con-

duct us to Taiyibeh. Our object in this was not so much to

learn the way ; for that was tolerably plain ; but rather to have

a person always at hand, of whom we could inquire respecting

the various villages and features of the country, as they came in-

to view. We continued this practice during our future journies,

so far as possible ; and found it generally necessary to obtain a

new guide at the end of every few miles ; inasmuch as the peas-

ants, though well acquainted with the immediate neighbourhood

of their own villages, seldom know much of the country at a

distance from their homes.
Our route now led us to Hizmeh. Leaving 'Anata at 9.10,

we descended very steeply in ten minutes to the bottom of Wady
es-Selam, which, with the Suleim, runs into Wady el-Farah

further down. Crossing a low ridge and a small shallow Wady,
we ascended again more gradually, and came at 9.50 to Hizmeh,
situated on the top of the next high ridge, with a deep valley on
the north. Its position is similar to that of 'Anata ; though the

ridge is not so high. The village is about as large as 'Anata
and was now deserted ; the inhabitants having about two months
before all fled across the Jordan to escape the conscription, leav-

ing their fields of wheat and their olive and fig trees with none
to attend them. The houses are solidly built of stone ; but we
saw here no appearance of antiquity ; nor do I know of any an-

cient name to which the form Hizmeh corresponds.

Here, as on all the high points we crossed, there was a wide

view over the whole slope quite to the Jordan and its valley, in-

cluding the Dead Sea and the eastern mountains. We could

trace the course of the Jordan by the green trees along its banks.

The transparency of the atmosphere rendered distant objects

very distinct ; so that the plain of the Jordan seemed not more

than two hours distant, though its real distance was not less

than four or five hours. In that direction we could see Wady
el-Firah as it ran off towards the plain, bearing S. 85° E.'

From this point er-Eim bore N. 55° W. ; and Jeba', the next

village on our route, due north. A high conical hill near the

Nabulus road, called Tuleil el-Ful, with a large heap of stonca

upon the top, was everywhere a sightly object, and bore from

Hizmeh S. 70° W.
Leaving Hizmeh at 10 o'clock, it took us again ten minutes

to descend into the deep valley on the north, which I suppose to

' The name of this Wady might suggest 'a heifer,' while the Arahic signifies 'a

acoinoidence with the Parah of Benjamin; mouse.' We could hear of no village

Josh. 18, 23. But these names come from called FiSrah, aa related by Buckingham,

different roots : the Hebrew word meaning Travels, 4to. p. 312.
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be the Farah. Here are enclosures of fig trees ; and on the pro-
jecting point of a low hill at the right of the road, are a few an-
cient walls, some broad as if for terraces, and others apparently
foundations ; but there are not enough of them to be regarded
as the ruins of a town or village. Our guide called them Ma'dlid.

'

Ascending, again, we now came out upon the table land of the
next ridge, and reached Jeba' at 10.40. It lies upon a low coni-

cal, or rather a round, eminence on the broad ridge, which shelves

down like all the rest toward the Jordan valley, and spreads out
below the village into a fine sloping plain with fields of grain

now in the milk. The views of the Dead Sea and Jordan and
of the eastern mountains were here stiU more extensive ; while

across the deep ravine on the north we could see the next village

on our route, Mukhmas, the ancient Michmash, lying directly

overagainst Jeba' in a direction about northeast.

The village of Jeba' is small, about the size of those already

described ; and is half in ruins. Among these are occasionally

seen large hewn stones indicating antiquity. There is here the

ruin of a square tower, almost solid ; and a sUiall building hav-
ing the appearance of an ancient church. Two nights before

our visit, robbers had entered the village ; and breaking into the

houses of the principal inhabitants, wounded them with swords.

To-day the men were aU out on the search ; and we found only
women.

Besides Mukhmis, we could here see several other villages,

viz. Deir Duwan N. by E. Taiyibeh N. 20° E. Burka ly-

ing this side of Deir Duwan N. 9° W. el-Kudeirah N. 3° E.
Ilummon N. N. E.^ E. This latter village forms a remarkable
object in the landscape ; being situated on and around the sum-
mit of a conical chalky hill, and visible in all directions. There
can be little doubt of its being the identical rock Kimmon, to

which the remnant of the Benjamites fled after the slaughter of

the tribe at Gibeah. A place of this name is also mentioned by
Eusebius and Jerome, as existing in their day fifteen miles north

of Jerusalem.*

The name Jeba' corresponds exactly to the Hebrew Oeha in

the Old Testament, a city of Benjamin assigned to the priests.'

It lay on the northern border of the kingdom of Judah ;* over-

against Michmash, from which it was separated by a "passage,"
meaning the deep valley between.* Here Saul and Jonathan
encamped against the Philistines in Michmash ; and here between
the two places was the scene of Jonathan's remarkable adven-

' See more on this tract in VoL III, uu- ^ Josh. 18, 24. 21, 17.

der May 10, 1852. " 1 K. 23, 8. Zeeh. U, 10.

" Judg. 20, 45. 47. 21, 13. Onoma.st. ' Heb. 1=?^, 1 Sam. 13, 23. Is. 10,

art. Remmon. 29.
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ture.* All these circumstances accord perfectly with the situa-

tion of Jeba'. At a later period king Asa built up Geha and
Mizpah with stones brought from Eamah.' The exiles returned

again to Greba after the captivity ; and the name is simply men-
tioned by Eusebius and Jerome.^ But from that time till the

present day, there is no further trace of Geba in history.*

We left Jeba' at 11.10 for Miikhmas. The descent into the

valley was steeper and longer than any of the preceding. The
path led down obliquely, and we reached the bottom in half an
hour. It is called Wady es-Suweinit. It begins in the neigh-

bourhood of Beitin and el-Bireh ; and as it breaks through the

ridge below these places, its sides form precipitous walls. On
the right, about a quarter of an hour below where we crossed, it

again contracts and passes off between high perpendicular preci-

pices, which (our guide said) continue a great way down and in-

crease in grandeur. In one of them is a large cavern called

Jaihah. This Wady was said to run into another called the

Fuw^r coming more from the north, which receives also the FS.-

rah and then empties into Wady el-Kelt. This latter issues out

upon the plain not far from Jericho. We doubted at the time

the correctness of this information ; but our own subsequent ob-

servations tended to confirm it.

This steep precipitous valley is probably "the passage of

Michmash," mentioned in Scripture.^ In the valley, just at the

left of where we crossed, are two hUls of a conical or rather a

spherical form, having steep rocky sides, with small Wadys run-

ning up behind each so as almost to isolate them. One is on the

side towards Jeba', and the other towards MukhmEis. These

would seem to be the two rocks mentioned in connection with

Jonathan's adventure ;° they are not indeed so ' sharp' as the

language of Scripture would seem to imply ; but they are the

only rocks of the kind in this vicinity. The northern one is con-

nected towards the west with an eminence . still more distinctly

isolated. This valley appears to have been at a later time, the

dividing line between the tribes of Benjamin and Ephraim.'

Crossing the valley obliquely, and ascending with diificulty

1 Sam. 13, 15. 16. 14, 5. 16. In all ' 1 K. 15, 22. 2 Chr. 16, 6. Jos. Antt.

these passages the English version wrongly 8. 12. i.

has GibeaJi. In the first three, the Heb. ^ Neh. 7, 30. Onoraast. art. Gdbe.

reads Geba; and the same should evident- ' In the former edition of this work,

ly be read in c. 14, 16. Elsewhere also Jeba, was wrongly held to be Gibeah.

there is some confusion in- the writing of '1 Sam. 18, 23. Compare Isa. 10, 29.

these two names; e. g. in Judg. 20, 10. ' 1 Sam. 14, 4. 5.

33, Geba is obviously pat for Gibeah ; . ' Geba on the south side of this valley

comp. w. 4, 5, 9, 36. This arose probably was the northern limit of .Tudah and Ben-

from copyists, who might easily thus inter-
,
jamin, 2 Kings 23, 8 ; while Bethel on its

change the masculine and feminine forms of north side further west was on the southern

the same word. The error of the English border of Ephraim ; Josh. 16, 1. 2. 18, 13.

translators is less easily to be accounted for. Judg. 1, 22-26.
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for fifteen minutes, we came upon the slope on which Mfikhmas
stands, a low ridge between two small Wadys running south into
the Suweinit ; the ground rising towards the north beyond, to
the still higher land which extends to Deir Duwan. The rocks
here lay the side of the path were cut away in several places.

We reached the village at 12 o'clock. It was even more deso-

late than Anathoth ; but bears marks of having been a much
larger and stronger place than any of the others we had passed.

There are many foundations of large hewn stones ; and some
columns were lying among them. Here the prospect towards
the east and north is cut off by higher ground. We could look
back upon Jeba' ; and er-Kiim bore S. 70° W.

There seems to be no reason for any doubt as to the identity

of Mfikhmas with the Michmash of Scripture. Eusebius and
Jerome describe the latter as a large village nine miles distant

from Jerusalem, and not far from Eamah.' We were nearly
three and a half hours in reaching it, over a very rough and dif-

ficult road.

Passing on without stopping, and taking a more northerly

course, we ascended gradually and soon crossed the higli broad
swell of land before us. We now struck upon the eastern side of

a narrow but deep side valley running south into the Suweinit
nearly at right angles. This we followed up to its head at Dcir
Duwan. Opposite the point where we came upon it, at the bot-
tom of the valley, in the steep western wall, are several sepul-

chres excavated in the rock. The path keeps along the verge of

the high ground, gradually approaching the bottom of the valley

as the latter ascends. At 12.35 we were opposite the village of

Burka, bearing W. N. W. across the valley, high up on the hill-

side, a quarter of an hour distant. The high point of Neby
Samwil had also been for some time in sight, and now bore W.
S. W. The village of Kudeirah lay N. 18° W. and Deir Du-
wan N. 10° E. At 12.50 the valley had become more shallow

;

and tombs and quarries appeared again in its bottom on the left,

near the low point of a hiU between the valley, and a more
western branch. On this low hill, as we were afterwards told,

there are traces of an ancient site, which Ave explored more fully

at a later period.'' We reached Deir Duwan at 1.05, in an hour
and five minutes from Midihmas.

This is a large and tolerably wealthy place, compared with all

the others we had seen to-day. It lies in an imeven rocky basin,

at the head of the valley we had followed up ; and its position is

high, although shut in by hill^. This is shown by the rapid.

' Onomast. art. Jfachmas.—The monks ''resmius IT. p. 7SG. Tliat was for them a

have usually transferred the site of Mich- more convenient location,

mash to el-Bireh; Brocardus, c. 7. Qua- '' See midcr May Uth, 1838.
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ascent of the small Wady from the soutli ; while on the north

the place is skirted by another very deep and rugged valley run-

ning towards the east. The dechvities around were now covered

with grain, olive, and fig trees, all growing among the rocks as

before ; and everything appeared thrifty. The place is said to

produce large quantities of figs ; and we had hoped to have ob-

tained here some of the dried fruit ; but their stock of it was
exhausted. As we rode into the town, we were welcomed by a

company of twenty or thirty men, who conducted us to the flat

roof of a house and treated us with great civility. They had
never before seen a Frank among them. Their village, they said,

was anciently situated on the low hill towards the south, where
there are ruins ; and on the present site was then a convent. But
I apprehend that this is nothing more than a mode of accounting
lor the name Deir (convent). There are no marks of antiquity

about the present village.

About an hour from Deir Duwan towards the northwest,

lies Beitin, the ancient Bethel, not in sight ; and it follows from
the scriptural account and from the nature of the country, that

the city of Ai, destroyed by Joshua, must have been somewhere
in the vicinity of the spot on which we now were.' The name
however has utterly perished ; we inquired diligently after it

throughout the whole region, but without finding the slightest

trace. The city might have been situated perhaps upon the site

with ruins south of Deir Duw^n ; or upon a rocky Tell (hill)

bearing from the village N. 46° W. and overlooking the deep
northern valley. Another place of ruins, el-'Alya, was also

pointed out, bearing N. 50° E. at some distance across the same
valley. But our researches to-day respecting Ai were so unsat-

isfactory, that we renewed them at a later period ; though with

not much better success.^

From this place Taiyibeh, our next stage, bore N. 23° E.

situated on very high ground. The village of Kudeirah bore S.

50° W. er-Eam S. 40° W. Jeba' S. 12° W. and Kummon on its

lofty rock E.N.E.^N.
Having remained for half an hour at Deir Duwan, we gejt

off again at 1.35 for Taiyibeh ; although our guide was very de-=

sirous of proceeding directly to Beitin. His reason probaWly was
the much shorter distance of the latter place. After five lai^iUtea

we began to descend the very rugged wall of the vali&y on, the

north, the steepest and longest descent we had y«t miade.. The
valley here cannot well be less than two hundred and fifty or

three hundred feet in depth. We dismounted as usual, the

path being very difficult for the horses, even without a load.

Before us, towards the right, was Eiimm6n, on a naked conical

' Josh. 7 and 8. ' See under May 14th.
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point of the ridge, rising steeply on the north side of the valley
;

the houses being apparently built in terraces around the hill

from the top downwards. It took us thirty minutes to reach
the bottom of the valley. This seemed to have here more than
one name. Some called it el-Mutyah ; while another spoke of

it as Wady el-'Asas. It is the great drain of the adjacent tract

;

and passes down to the plain of the Jordan, issuing from the
mountains at some distance north of Jericho under the name of
Wady Nawa'imeh, where we afterwards encountered it again.

We now entered a narrow branch valley which comes into

Wady el-Mutyah from the north nearly at right angles. It is

called Wady el-'Ain, from a spring of water which descends
into it further up, from the western hill. The region is very

rocky ; and we advanced by a rugged and often dangerous path.

During the whole day we saw very little grass ; the chief

herbage everywhere was the furzy plant Bellan ; and in this

valley I was struck with the frequent appearance of the common
sage of our gardens, interspersed with the fragrant Za'ter. At
2.25, we came upon the fountain which gives name to the
Wady ; a pretty spring issuing from the rocky wall upon our
left. The valley extends quite up to Taiyibeh, having its head
in a basin on the northwest of the hill, on which that place is

situated.

Instead of following the direct road up the valley, which
would have brought us to the village in one hour from the
fountain, or at 3.25, the guide at about half way mistook the

path, and led us up a side Wady on the right, to the high open
country lying between Etimmon and Taiyibeh. Discovering the

mistake, we now struck across the fields towards the north
without a path, passing over a high hill which afforded a wide
prospect, and at length reached Taiyibeh ; losing about twenty
minutes by this cUtour.

The village of Taiyibeh crowns a conical hill, on the highest

ridge or tract of land which we had yet crossed. On the very

summit of the hill are the ruins of a tower, once similar appa-
rently to those we had seen in almost all the villages. From
these ruins the houses extend down the sides of the hill, chiefly

.

towards the southeast. On the west and north are fertile basins

of some breadth, forming the beginning of Wadys ; and these

are full of gardens of ohve and fig trees. Many olive trees are

also scattered upon the hills around. From the site of the old

tower there is a splendid view over the whole eastern slope, the.

vale of the Jordan or el-Grhor, the Dead Sea, and the eastern

mountains comprising the districts of the Belka and of Jebel

'Ajltin. In the latter, towards the E. IS. E. a break was seen,

where the valley of the Zerka comes down ; and just north of
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it, the ravine of 'AjMn with the Saracenic castle, Korat er-

Eubiid, perched on a lofty rock high up in the mountains, and
bearing N. 55° E.' Further south the site of Nimrin was
pointed out.' On the east of the sea the mountains seemed to

come down in precipices close to the water ; so that apparently

no road could pass. Occasional ravines were visible in the

naked rocks. Towards the south the view took in the Frank
Mountain (el-Fureidis) beyond Bethlehem. Neither Jerusalem
nor the mount of Olives was visible. Near at hand was Rum-
mon, now below us. The landscape exhibited little of ver-

dure or beauty
;
yet its stern and desert features were strongly

impressive.'

Close by Taiyibeh, S. E.|^B. on the top of a lower hill, sixty

or eighty rods distant, are the ruins of a small church of St

George ; of which the walls are still partially standing.

The inhabitants of Taiyibeh are all native Christians of the

Greek rite. Their priests had visited the missionaries in Jeru-

salem, and we now found here friends, who seemed exceedingly

glad to welcome us to their village. As we wished, if possible,

to proceed further to-day, Mr Smith and myself repaired imme-
diately to the ruined tower, taking with us one or two of the

inhabitants to point out and name to us the various objects in

view. On returning, we found our companions sitting with the

priests and others before the iled.afeh,* sipping coffee out of

small cups in the oriental style. The Mukarys had concluded

to stop here for the night, and without asking leave had unload-

ed the horses ; so that we were in a measure compelled to

remain.

A place was now selected and the tent pitched ; and we
obtained a supply of mats, lights, and eatables from the village.

We took this course both because we preferred our tent to the

small and uncomfortable dwellings of the inhabitants, infested

as they are with vermin ; and because too we hoped thus to

have more the command of our own time. But in this latter

' Burckhardt visited and describes this end of the sea S. 44° E. Wady Zerka,

castle ; Travels in Syria, pp. 266, 267. mouth, N. 60° E. Kul'at er-Rubud N. 55°

Compare Irby and Mangles' Travels, p. E. Deir Jerur, a Bmiill Muslim village

306. [93.] From the inscriptions, it ap- near Taiyibeh, N. 5° E.

pears to have been built under Saladin

;

* The Medaieh is a sort of public house,

and so Abulfeda, Tab. Syr. ed. Kohler, pp. set apart for the reception of travellers.

13, 92. The same district was visited by Each village has one or more. In those

my companion Mr Smith, in 1834. parts of the country not yet corrupted by
' See further under May 13th. the frequency of foreign travellers, the
' Here we took, among others, the fol- stranger is hospitably entertained by the

lowin" hearings : Rummon S. 5° W. Frank inhabitants, without the expectation of a

Mountain S. 17° W. er-Rrira S. 36° W. reward. Of this we found several instances

;

Neby Samwil S. 50° W. el-'Alya S. 60° see at Beit Nettif under May 17th. See

W. Khan Hudhrur, a rained Khin on the alsi Burckhardt's Travels in Syria, pp.

way from Jerusalem to Jericho, S. 15° E. 295, 351, 384.

Dead Sea, northwest bay, S. 35° E. North

Vot- I.—38 ii. 121-123
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particular we rectoned without our host. The inhabitants

crowded ahout us with their Sheikh and three priests, until the

tent was completely full, besides a multitude standing around

the door. Mr Lanneau distributed among them several books

and tracts in the Arabic language ; and they became quite clam-

orous for more. They were especially delighted with the psal-

ters ; and each of the priests obtained the promise of a bible,

for which they were to come or send to Jerusalem. The Sheikh

we did not like ; he was shy, though cringing' in his manner

;

and almost from the first, as he accompanied us to the ruined

church, began to inquire about his bakhshish. Afterwards in the

tent, he declared himself an American ; and to convince us of it,

drank milk in a cup of tea before the priests, although it was on

Priday and therefore unlawful. It was only by ordering the

people away that we could get room to eat ; and it was quite

late before we could even think of sleep.

At length, however, we made shift to arrange our couches

within our somewhat narrow hmits, and laid ourselves down.

The captain or responsible guard of the village himself kept

watch by our tent, accompanied by two or three others ; and to

beguile the night and keep themselves awake, they one after

another repeated tales in a monotonous tone of voice. This

served their own purpose ; and had too the further effect of

aiding to keep us awake ; so that, what with the voices of the

Arabs, the barking of dogs, the crawling of fleas, and the hum of

mosquitos, we were none of us able to get much sleep all night.

—Two or three nights before, robbers had entered the village

and stolen several sheep. The desert towards the Dead Sea was

said to be full of them.

Taiyibeh contains seventy-five taxable inhabitants, showing a

population of from three to four hundred souls. The only other

villages north of Jerusalem within the province, containing Chris-

tians, were said to be Eim-AUah and Jifneh, which we after-

wards visited ; and the smaller ones of Bir Zeit and 'Ain 'Arik,

each with twenty-five Christian men and the rest Muslims. The
land at Taiyibeh is held by the peasants in freehold ; except that

in a certain sense the whole village belongs to the Haram esh-

Sherif, to the Mutawelly of which it pays annually seventy-five

Mids (measures) of barley and wheat. The Mid is equal to six-

teen Sd'a, or twelve Ruba' pf Egypt.' Besides this there are

paid in taxes to the government for each olive and fig tree one

piastre ; for each she goat and ewe one piastre ; and for each ox

seventy-five piastres, which is intended rather as a tax upon the

land ploughed, than upon the oxen. Each man also pays one

hundred piastres as Firdeh or capitation-tax ; and being all

' The Egyptian Ruha' is the twenty-fourth part of an Ardeb.
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Christians and free from the military conscription, each pays an
additional tax of twenty-five piastres, which is reckoned to the

Kliaraj or toleration tax.' The village was said to pay in all,

not far from seventy-five purses annually, equivalent to 1875
Spanish dollars.—The Sheikh el-Belcd, literally the " elder of

the village," is here as elsewhere the chief man, and the medium
of communication with the government.

The remarkable position of Taiyibeh would not probably have

been left unoccupied in ancient times ; but I was formerly unable

to identify it with any earlier site, unless with the Ophrah of

Benjamin. This city, according to Eusebius and Jerome, lay

five Koman miles east of Bethel ; which accords with the situa-

tion of et-Taiyibeh."

There arises, however, the further question, whether this

Ophrah is not the same with the Ephron or Ephraim of the Old
Testament ; a place which Abijah king of Judah took from Jero-

boam along with Bethel and Jeshanah.^ Josephus speaks also of

a small city Ephraim, which Vespasian took along with Bethel.*

All these appear to be names of one and the same city, identical

with Ophrah.' With the same, too, we may well identify the

city Ephraim of the New Testament, which was " near to the wil-

derness," and to which our Lord withdrew with his disciples after

the raising of Lazarus.'' Thence he returned to Jerusalem by
crossing the Jordan, and passing down through Perea to Jericho.'

With all these circumstances the position of et-Taiyibeh well

corresponds.

Saturday, May 5th. Taking with us a guide from Taiyibeh,

we set off at 4.50 for Beitin, intending to visit on our way the

ruins at el-'Alya. We followed down the narrow valley by the

road of yesterday for forty minutes. Here we turned W. N. W.
up another branch, and then passed up an ascent, reaching the

top at 6 o'clock. From this point el-'Alya lay ten minutes

towards the south. We found there only a few ruins of small

houses on a high platea\i, with a deep valley on the west and south-

west, but no traces of antiquity. Not far off towards the east is

a spring of water, called 'Ain el-'Alya, ' upper spring,' to dis-

tinguish it from that in the valley below, which we passed yes-

' See above, p. 427. u. 1. "i'lSS Ephron differ strictly only in ter-

" Heb. niBS , Josh. 18, 23. 1 Sam. 13, mination ; and the same difference is also

17. EnsebVet Hieron. Onomast. art. found in the proper name Salmon, e. g.

Aphra. nsba and Tiabc Euth 4, 20. 21.

» 2 Chr. 13, 19. Heb. "(IIS? Keth. ' John 11, 54.'

•....^ T/- • c i .1.^^ y '' ' See the authors Harmony of the Gos-
•j^nES Ken ;

Sept. Z<pp6y.
^^^^ .^ ^^^^^^ ^ 201.-See also generally,

Joseph. B. J. 4. 9. 9.
jbi^. p. 203 sq. BibUoth. Sacra, 1845.

* He Heb. names niSS Ophrah and p. 398 sq.
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terday. The village probably derived its name from the fotm--

tain.^

Eetuming to the point where we had left our road, we now
proceeded again at 6.40, on the same general course towards
Beitin. We soon crossed a broad shallow Wady, running nearly

south, apparently one of the heads of that passing down on the

north side of Deir Duwan ; and at 7.10, reached the eastern

branch of the great Nabulus road on the higher land beyond.

Hence Taiyibeh bore N. 76° E. and el-Bireh S. 40° W. De-
scending gradually by this road southwest, we came to the site of

Beitin at 7^ o'clock, just at the left of the path ; making a dis-

tance of two hours from Taiyibeh. The ruins lie upon the point

of a low hill, between the heads of two shallow Wadys, which
imite below and run off S. S. E.|^S. into the deep and rugged val-

ley es-Suweinit, which passes down between Jeba, and Mukh-
mas. The spot is shut in by higher land on every side ; so that

the only places we could see distinctly from the ruins were el-

Bireh S. 48° W. and Sha'fat S. 10° W.
Perceiving however some ruins across the valley S. E.^B. on

the higher ground, we immediately proceeded thither, and came
in eight minutes to what the Arabs called Burj Beitin and
also Burj Makhrun, ' Castle of Beitin or Makhrun.' It is the

ruin of a small square fortress of hewn stones, including a Greek
church. Several columns were lying among the ruins, on one of

which a cross was carved in relief.—Proceeding still in the

direction S. by E.^E. we came in ten minutes more to the ruins

of another larger Greek church, situated on the highest spot of

ground in the vicinity. The lower walls are still very distinct,

and many columns are lying about ; though it seems to have

been long ago destroyed. To this ruin one of the Greek priests

at Taiyibeh, who had been delving a little into biblical history,

had chosen to give the name of Ai ; and we found the same
name among some of the people of that village. But there is not

the slightest ground for any such hypothesis. There never was any
thing here but a church ; and Ai must have been further off

from Bethel, and certainly not directly in sight of it.'

We now returned to the site of Beitin, and took a nearer

survey of its ruins. They occupy the whole surface of the hill-

point, sloping towards the southeast, and cover a space of three

or four acres. They consist of very many foundations and half-

standing walls of houses and other buildings. On the highest

' From 'Alya, Deir Duwan bore S. 5° cinity, see under June 13th, on onr jour-

W. Bir Zeit near Jifna N. 55° W. 'Atrlra ney northwards.

beyond Jifna N. 30° W. 'Ain Yebrud on ' From this chiirch Beitin bore N. K.

the Nabulus road N. 20° W. Tell 'Asflr W. i W. Taiyibeh N. E. by E. 'AJya N.

•with a Wely N. 15° E. For several of 54° E. Deir Duwan S. 65° E. et-Ram
these places as seen from Jifna and the vi- S. 20° W.
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part, towards the N". N. W. are the remains of a square tower
;

and near the southern point, the walls of a Greek church, stand-

ing within the foundations of a much larger and earlier edifice

built of large stones, part of which have been used for erecting

the later structure. The broken walls of several other churches

are also to be distinguished. In the western valley are the

remains of one of the largest reservoirs we saw in the country

;

measuring 314 feet in length from northwest to southeast and
217 feet in breadth from northeast to southwest. The walls were

built of massive stones ; the southern one is stiU entire ; those

upon the sides are partly gone, while the northern one has almost

wholly disappeared. The bottom was now a green grass-plat,

having in it two living springs of good water. Here we spread

our carpets on the grass for breakfast, by the side of these deso-

lations of ages. A few Arabs, probably from some neighbouring
village, had pitched their tents here for the summer, to watch
their flocks and fields of grain ; and they were the only inhabitants.

From them we obtained milk and also butter of excellent quality,

which might have done honour to the days, when the flocks of

Abraham and Jacob were pastured on these hills. It was indeed

the finest we found anywhere in Palestine.

There is little room for question, that both the name and
site of Beitin are identical with those of the ancient Bethel.

The latter was a border city between Benjamin and Ephraim
;

at first assigned to Benjamin, but conquered and afterwards re-

tained by Ephraim.' According to Eusebius and Jerome, it lay

twelve Roman miles from Jerusalem, on the right or east of the

road leading to Sichemor Neapolis (Nabulus).* From Beitin to

el-Bireh we found the distance to be forty-five minutes, and from

Bireh to Jerusalem three' hours, with horses. The correspon-

dence therefore in the situation is very exact ; and the name
affords decisive confirmation. The Arabic termination in for the

Hebrew el, is not an unusual change ; we found indeed several

other instances of it entirely parallel.^ Yet the name has been

preserved solely among the common people. The monks appear

for centuries not to have been aware of its existence ; and have

assigned to Bethel a location much further towards the north.*

' Josh. 16, 1. 2. 18, 13. 22. Jadg. 1, south of Samaria on the way to Sichem

22-26. 1 Kings 12, 29. (Nabulus) upon a high mountain ; u. 7. p.
'' Onomast. art Bai^^A. BeCkel, 'Kyyal 177. Eugesippus sets it a mile from Si-

Aqai, Aou(iiy Jjuza. See the other notices chem on a part of Mount Gerizim ; see in

colleoted by Reland from Josephus and L. Allatii Symmikta, Col. Agr. 1653, pp.

elsewhere. Falsest, p. 636. Ill, 112. See also Breydenbach, Eeissb.

' Thus for Heb. /««r«eZ we have 2«-'tm

;

p. 127; and Quaresmius, Tom. IL pp.

instead of Wady Imia'il (Ishmael), we 792, 793. Maundrell looked for Bethel

heard Wady/wKa't're; and the name 5«< near Sinjil; March 25th. Schubert snp-

Jibrin also occurs in Arabic writers under posed himself to be near Bethel, 2^ hours

the form Beit Jibril, L e. Gabriel. north of el-Birch ; Ecise III. p. 129.

* Srocardus places Bethel two leagues

Vol. L—37* Ji. 127, 128
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Our friends the Greek priests at Taiyibeh had also recognised
the identity of Beitin and Bethel ; and had endeavoured to
bring into use the Arabic form Beitil as being nearer to the
original ; but it had found currency only within the circle of
their own influence. From them the missionaries in Jerusalem
had heard of the place and had learned the name Beitil

though from others they had heard only of Beitin.'

Bethel is celebrated in the Old Testament. Abraham first

pitched his tent in Palestine on the high ground eastward of

this spot, stiU one of the finest tracts for pasturage in the whole
land.' Here Jacob slept on his way to Haran, and saw in his

dream the ladder and the angels of God ascending and descend-

ing upon it ; and hither he afterwards returned and built an
altar, and called the place Beth-el, ' House of God.'^ Samuel
'came once a year to Bethel to judge the people.^ In later times

it became notorious as a seat of idolatrous worship, after Jero-

boam had erected here one of his golden calves. This was
denounced at the time by a prophet of the Lord, who then
transgressed and was destroyed by a lion.' Bethel came after-

wards into the possession of Judah ; and king Josiah destroyed

its altars and idols, burning upon them dead men's bones from
the sepulchres.* After the exile, the place was again inhabited

by the returning Jews ; and was fortified by Bacehides the Syr-

ian in the time of the Maccabees.''

In the New Testament Bethel is not mentioned ; but it still

existed, as we learn from Josephus ; and was captured by Ves-
pasian.' Eusebius and Jerome describe it as a small village in

their day.' This is the last notice of Bethel as an inhabited

place. The name is indeed mentioned by writers of the times

of the crusades ; but apparently only as a place known in Scrip-

ture history, and not as then in existence." Yet the present

ruins are greater than those of a small village ; and show that

after the time of Jerome, the place must probalaly have revived

and been enlarged. The ruined churches upon the site and
beyond the valley, betoken a town of importance even down to

the middle ages ; and i certainly is matter of surprise, that no

alius on to the place ais then existing occurs in the historians of

' EHiott, travelling here with Mr Nico- any sepulchres in the vicinity ; hut they

layson in 1836, saw this spot, and writes may very probahly exist in the deep rocky

the name erroneously Betheel. Travels, valley south of the town.

Vol. H. p. 411. ' Ezra 2,28. Neh. 7, 32. 11,31.-1
' Gen. 12, 8. Mace. 9, 50. Joseph. Antiq. 13. 1. 3.

= Gen. 28, 10-19. 31, 1-15. " Joseph. B. J. i. 9. 9.

* 1 Sam. 7, 16. ' Onomast. art. Agai. Jerome's words
' ' 1 Kings 12, 28-33. c. 13. 2 Kings 10, are : " Bethel . . . usque hodie parvus

29. 17, 28. licet vicus ostenditur."

• 2Chr. 13, 19. Joseph. Ant. 8. 11. 3. '" Will. Tyr. 8. 1. Brocard. c. 7, p. 179;

—2 Kings 23 15-18. We did not remark
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the crusades. The site would seem already to have been forgot-

ten in ecclesiastical tradition. During the following centuries,

•Bethel was sought for near to Sichein ;' and it is only within

the last three or four years that its name and site have been
discovered among the common people, by the Protestant mis-

sionaries in Jerusalem. The monks even now know nothing of

it ; and the traveller who communicates only with them, is still

led to believe, that Bethel and its very name have perished.''

We left Bethel at 9| o'clock, and ascending from the west-

ern Wady entered the Nabulus road, and proceeded towards
el-Bir.eh. The path soon begins gradually to descend into the

broad valley north of Bireh, which runs off E. S. E. forming the

principal head of Wady es Suweinit between Jeba' and Mfikh-
mas. We soon passed a fountain on our left, called 'Ain el-

'Akabah ; and not long after a cavern on the right, supported

by two columns, and serving as a reservoir for water ; being
apparently supplied by a spring within. The bottom of the

broad valley is cultivated, and seemed fertile. We reached Bi-

reh at half past ten, situated on the ridge running from west to

east which bounds the northern prospect as seen from Jerusalem
and its vicinity. A shallower valley has its head just on the

south, which also runs east and joins the northern one further

down at the end of the ridge.

Bireh may be seen at a great distance both from the north

and south. The houses are low ; and many of them half under
ground. Many large stones and various substructions testify to

the antiquity of the site. Here are also the remains of a fine old

church with pointed arches, which mark it as being of the time

of the crusades. It was probably erected by the knights Tem-
plars, who then owned the place. ^ The walls, the recess of the

altar, and the sacristies, are still standing ; the former measured

ninety feet in length by thirty-five in breadth. On the southern

edge of the village is a Khan in ruins ; and a few minutes fur-

ther southwest on the right side of the Jerusalem road, is a fine

flowing fountain, with a trough of stone, connected with a small

Muslim building or place of prayer. Here several females were

employed in washing. The water was anciently conducted into

two large reservoirs a little below on the other side of the path

;

in one of which, portions of two of the sides still remain

tolerably entire, while the other is more in ruins.

Bireh, as we were afterwards informed, now contained one

hundred and thirty-five taxable persons ; and sixty more had

been taken away as soldiers. This gives a population of some

' So Brocardus, Eugesippus, Breyden- ' So Lord Lindsay, Letters, etc. Sohu-'

tiacli, and many others; see above, p. 449. tert, Keise III. p. 129.

n. 4. ' Brocardus, c. 7, p. 178.
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seven hundred souls, all Muhammedans. The first seizure of sol-

diers took place after the rebellion in 1834. At that time all

such as failed to produce' the arms which the government re-

quired them to surrender, were at first imprisoned in Jerusalem,

and then marched ofi' to Yafa, where all who were fit to serve as

soldiers, were transferred to the army. Since that time there

had been three regular conscriptions. The Nazir (warden) of

the sub-district in which el-Birehis situated, resided at this time

at Beit Iksa, and was one of the former Sheikhs.

From el-Bireh, Jerusalem (the city) bore S. 4° W. and el-

Jib (Gibeon) S. 32° W.'—The distance from Jerusalem is reck-

oned at three hours with horses or mules ; although with fast

travelling it may be passed over in 2| hours. Trom Bireh to el-

Jib we travelled in an hour and a half by way of Kam-Allah
;

the direct route would occupy about fifteen or twenty minutes
less.

I hold el-Bireh to be the Beer or Beeroth of Scripture, un-
less these were names of two distinct places f and in that case

el-Bireh corresponds to the latter, Beeroth. The correspondence

of the names is in itself sufficiently decisive. And further, ac-

cording to Eusebius, Beeroth was seen by the traveller in passing

from Jerusalem to Nicopolis ('Amwas), at the seventh Eoman
mile. This road was the present camel-path from Jerusalem to

Eamleh passing near el-Jib ; and to this day the description of

Eusebius holds true. The traveller on emerging from the hills

into the plains around el-Jib, sees el-Bireh on his right after

a little more than two hours from Jerusalem.^ From the

time of Jerome to the crusades there is no further mention of

Beeroth. Brocardus first again speaks of Bira, which was re-

garded by the crusaders and later ecclesiastics as the site of

' Other bearings from el-Bireh were

:

Eusebins says that Beeroth was uirh tV
Sha'fdt S. 4° W. Neby Samwil S. 30° W. Ta^adv, i. e. belonged to the Gibeonites, as

Elm-Allah about west. Kefr Murr (ruins) related in Josh. 9, 17. This Jerome trans-

N. 25° E. Tell 'Asur N. 42° E. lates " suh colle Gaboon," as if Beeroth
^ Beer is mentioned only once in Scrip- was situated under the hill on which Gi-

ture, as the place to which Jotham fled, beon stood. Yet in the article Xitpepjiii

Jndg. 9, 21. It is merely the same word Ghephira, also one of the Gibeonitish cities,

in the singular, ' well,' of which Beeroth is he correctly renders the very same phrase,

the plural, ' wells.* Yet Eusebius and Je- •7r6Ms virh ttji/ Ta^a^v by " vicus ad civita-

rome place Beer in the great plain ten tern pertinens Gabaon." The former in-

miles north of Eleutheropolis (Onomast. stance therefore, is either an error in trans-

art. Brjpa Sera') ; and I find in our lists a lation, or a corruption.—Instead of Nico-

deserted village el-Bireh at the present polls, the text of Jerome also has Neapo-
day, adjacent to the mouth of Wady el- lis; making Beeroth to be seven miles

Si'irar, not far from the site of Beth-she- from Jerusalem on the road to the latter

mesh. city. This is also an error; for the actual
" Onomast. art. B7)po5,9- Beeroth. In the distance is three hours, equivalent to nine

corresponding article of Jerome, a false Roman miles. The text of Eusebius is

translation, or more probably a corruption here in every respect the correct one. See

of the text, has occasioned great difficulty, farther Keland P;ilsest. p. 618.
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Miclimash. At that time it belonged to the knights Templars,
who probably erected here the church now in ruins. MaundreU
seems to have been the first to remark its coincidence with the

ancient Beer.'

Leaving el-Bireh at 11.10, we crossed the low ridge or swell

west of the fountain, and came in twenty minutes to Earn-Allah.
This swell forms here the dividing line between the waters run-

ning to the Jordan and those of the Mediterranean. On our

right, as we approached the village, was a deep- rugged Wady
running southwest and issuing from the mountains (as we after-

wards found) not far from the lower village of Beit 'Ur, the an-

cient Beth-horon. Eam-Allah itself lies on high ground, though
there are higher swells in the vicinity, especially towards the

southeast. It overlooks the whole country towards the west,

including portions of the great plain, as far as to the sea ; which
latter was in sight for a long distance. The hills of white sand
which skirt Ihe shore south of Yafa were distinctly visible."

The inhabitants of E^m-AUah are all Christians of the

Greek rite ; and are reckoned at two hundred taxable men, giv-

ing a population of eight or nine hundred souls. The priests

had heard from Jerusalem of our coming ; and as we entered

the house of the principal priest, the large room was speedily

filled with guests, who came to bid us welcome. They soon
ranged themselves along the walls, squatting upon their feet or

sitting cross-legged ; while we were accommodated with mats
and a carpet by the side of the priest, and permitted to stretch

our limbs at full length. Coffee was served round to all ; and
was brought to us by a young man, who was in training for the

priesthood. The conversation became animated, and was well

sustained by the priests. The staff which I had brought from

Sinai, excited great curiosity, as coming from one of their holiest

placeSj and as being professedly of the same species of wood with

Moses' rod. It was a festival day ; and the inhabitants seemed

all to be well-dressed and in good circumstances. Indeed the

village had more the appearance of thrift and wealth, than any

we had yet seen. The houses are substantially built, and are

all modern ; there being here apparently no traces of antiquity.

The country around is fertile and well cultivated, yielding grain,

olives, figs, and grapes in abundance.

' Brooardus, c. 7; p. 178. Maundrell's Kerker, a eastle towards the plain, N. 57°

Journey, Mar. 25tli. See above, p. i42, W. el-jinieh N. 55° W. Deir Abu Mesh-
and Note. 'al N. 45° W. (For this and the three

' From Ram-Allah we obtained the fol- preceding places, see other bearings which
lowing bearings : Mount of Olives S. 11° determine their pocition, under June 9th

E. Rifat S. 11° W. Neby Samwil S. 18° at Beit 'Ur el-F6ka and Um Rush.) Abu
W. Biddu a vill. S. 37° W. Beit Unia Shukheidim, ruins, N. 12° VV. 'Atara N.
S. 60° W. Deir Kadis N. 62° W. Ris by E.iE. Tell 'Asur N. 50° E.
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Kam-Allali belongs, like Taiyibeh, to the Haram, or great
mosk ; to which it annually pays about three hundred and fifty

mids of grain.' Besides this, it was said to pay to the govern-
ment for each olive tree one and a quarter piastres ; for each ass

ten piastres ; for each ox seventy-five piastres ; and on every

fedcldn (acre) of figs and grapes thirty piastres. For each man,
the Firdeh was sixty-five piastres ; and the Kharaj from thirty

to sixty piastres.

We now bent our course towards el-Jib, lying S. by W.^W.
Leaving Earn-Allah at 12J o'clock, and crossing first a swell of

land which forms the watershed, we then followed down the
shallow and somewhat winding Wady ed-Deir among low hills.

Our friend the priest had furnished us with a guide, who proved
to be the schoolmaster of Eim-Allah. He had however only

five or six boys under his care ; and considered their education as

completed, when they had read through the Arabic psalter. His
pay consisted in fifty piastres received for each boy thus carried

through his education ; besides ten paras {\ piastre) every Sat-
urday, and three piastres on finishing each of the seven lessons

of the psalter.

As we were following down the Wady just mentioned, we
were disturbed by a loud quarrel between our Muslim muleteer
and a Christian of Eam-AUah, who had joined the party. The
latter showed a bloody face ; having been beaten, he said, by a
Muslim in a neighbouring village. He was in a state of great

excitement ; and said he was going to take us to his enemy, that

we might beat him in return. His claim on us was founded
solely on the fact of his being a Christian ; and it was some time

before he could be persuaded, that it was none of our business

to interfere in his_quarrel.

We left Beit-Unia at some distance on the right ; and at

1.10 passed near a village (Eafat ?) on our left. Here we came
upon a beautiful plain, which extends far west, nearly to the

brow of the mountains, and also towards the east and south ; in

which direction it is bounded by the lofty ridge of Neby Samwil.

In this plain towards the south, separated from the base of Neby
Samwil by a narrow fertile tract, is the isolated oblong hill or

ridge on which el-Jib is situated. It is composed of horizontal

layers of limestone rock, forming almost regular steps, rising out

of the plain ; in some parts steep and difficult of access, and
capable of being everywhere very strongly fortified. The camel-

road from Jerusalem to Eamleh leads along the northern side of

the hill, passing onwards across the;^ plain tiU it divides and de-

scends the mountain both at Beit 'Ur and through Wady Sulei-

man. In the west is spread out the fine meadow-like plain,

' Seo above, p. 446 sq.
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with a large' neglected well at some distance, called Bir el-'Ozeiz.

The hill may he said to stand in the midst of a hasin, composed
of broad valleys or plains, cultivated and full of grain, vineyards,

and orchards of olive and fig trees. It was decidedly the finest

part of Palestine, that I had yet seen.

Indeed the whole tract west of the main water-shed, seems

to be less rocky and sterile than that along the eastern slope.

The rock is apparently softer, and is more easily disintegrated

into soil. The open tract or basin around el-Jib, however, hes

upon a secondary division of the waters ; those of its western

end descending directly towards the Mediterranean ; while those

of the middle and eastern parts flow round the northern end of

the ridge of Neby Samwil into the deep valley, which runs off

southeast between that ridge and Jerusalem to the western

plain.

We reached the village of el-Jib situated on the summit of

this hill at a quarter before 2 o'clock. It is of moderate size

;

but we did not learn the number of souls. The houses stand

very irregularly and unevenly, sometimes almost one above

another. They seem to be chiefly rooms in old massive ruins,

which have fallen down in every direction. One large massive

building still remains, perhaps a former castle or tower of

strength. The lower rooms are vaulted, with round arches of

hewn stones fitted together with great exactness. The stones

outside are large ; and the whole appearance is that of antiqui-

ty. Towards the east the ridge sinks a little ; and here, a few

rods from the village, just below the top of the ridge- towards

the north, is a fine fountain of water. It is in a cave excavated

in and under the high rock, so as to form a large subterranean

reservoir. Not far below it, among the olive trees, are ihe re-

mains of another open reservoir, about the size of that at Heb-

ron
;
perhaps 120 feet in length by 100 feet in breadth. It

was doubtless anciently intended to receive the superfluous

waters of the cavern. At this time no stream was flowing from

the latter.'

It is not difficult to recognise in el-Jib and its rocky emin-

ence the ancient Gibeon ofthe Scriptures, the G-abaon ofJosephus;

although the specifications which have come down to us respect-

ing the position of that place, are somewhat confused." There

' From el-Jib, Neby Samwil bore S. 21° Eusebius places Gibeon at four Roman

W. Biddu S. 70° W. Ram-Allah N. by miles west of Bethel ; while the corres-

E.lE. Jedrreh N. 60° E. Kuljndia N. ponding article of Jerome sets it at the

65° E. B:r Neblla S. 77° E. same distance on the east ; Onomast. art.

''. Josephus in one place gives the dis- Ta^aiv Gaboon. The text of Jerome is

tance of Gabaon from Jerusalem, at fifty here probably corrupted. The nearest

stadia, and in another at forty stadia ; B. route between el-JIb and Jerusalem by

J. 2. 19. 1. Antiq. 7. 11. 7. This shows Neby Samwil is about 2^ hours or sixty

that both are merely conjectural estimates, stadia (7^ Roman miles) ; while the camel-
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is however enough, in connection with the name, to mark the
identity of the spot. The name Jib in Arabic is merely the
abridged form of the Hebrew Gibeon ; and presents perhaps the

most remarkable instance that occurred to us, in which the 'Ain
of the Hebrew, that most tenacious of letters, has been dropped
in passing over into the Arabic. ' In respect to the site of Gribeon

the Scriptures are silent ; but Josephus relates, that Cestus,

marching from Antipatris by way of Lydda, ascended the moun-
tains at Beth-horon, and halted at a place called Gabaon, fifty

stadia from Jerusalem.^ Jerome also relates of Paula, that pass-

ing from Nicopolis, she ascended the mountains at Beth-horon,

and saw upon her right as she journied, Ajalon and Gabaon.^ This

ascent at Beth-horon is on the present camel-road from Jerusalem

to Eamleh and Yafa, which now passes along on the north side

of el-Jib, as it anciently in like manner passed by Gibeon. These
circumstances taken together, leave little room for doubt as to

the identity of the two places.'

Gibeon is celebrated in the Old Testament ; but is not men-
tioned in the New. It was " a great city, as one of the royal

cities ;
" and to its jurisdiction belonged originally the towns of

Beeroth, Chephirah, and Kirjath-Jearim.' The city is first men-
tioned in connection with the deceit practised by its inhabitants

upon Joshua ; by which, although Canaanites (Hivites), they

induced the Jewish leader not only to make a league with them
and spare their lives and cities ; but also in their defence to make
war upon the five kings by whom they were besieged. It was in

this great battle that " the sun stood still on Gibeon." * The
place afterwards fell to the lot of Benjamin, and became a Levi-

tical city ; ' where the tabernacle was set up for many years

under David and Solomon.* Here the latter youthful monarch
offered a thousand burnt offerings ; and in a dream by night

communed with God, and asked for himself a wise and under-

standing heart instead of riches and honour.' Here too it was,

that Abner's challenge to Joab terminated in the defeat and flight

of the former, and the death of Asahel ; and here also at a later

period Amasa was treacherously slain by Joab.'"—The notices of

road cannot well be less than three hours, ' Josh. i8, 25. 21, 17. In these pas-

or some seventy stadia.—See further no- sages the three towns Gibeon, Geba, and

tices in Reland Falsest, p. 810. Gibeah (Gibeath), are distinctly ennme-
" See above, p. 255. n. 2. rated ; comp. 18, 24. 28. These names,
' Joseph. B. J. 2. 19. 1. however, were sometimes confounded ; e.

' Hieron. Ep. 86, ad Eustoch. Epitaph, g. Gibeon for Geba, 1 Chron. 14, 16.

Panlse. 0pp. T. IV. ii. p. 673.' ed. Mart. Comp. 2 Sam. 5, 25.

* Pococke saw el-Jib from Neby Sam- ' 1 Chron. 16, 39. 21, 29. 2 Chroa 1.

wil, and also held it to be Gibeon ; Descr. 3.—The ark atthis time was at Jerusalem;

of the East, II. i. p. 49. foL So too Von 2 Chron. 1, 4.

Troilo in 1666 ; Reisebesohr. p. 290. ' 1 K. 3, 4-15. 2 Chr. 1, 3-18.
=• Josh. 10, 2. 9, 17. '° 2 Sam. 2, 12-32. 20, 8-12. The
" Josh. c. 9. 0. 10, 1-14. ' Pool of Gibeon,' mentioned in the story
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Gribeon by Josepbus, and by Eusebius and Jerome, have already
been, referred to in the preceding paragraph. The name Gabaon
is mentioned by writers of the times of the crusades, as existing

in the present spot ; and among the Arabs it already bore the

name el-Jib.' It seems afterwards to have been overlooked by
most travellers ; until in the last century the attention of Po-
cocke was again directed to it.

We left el-Jib at 2.25, descending on the southern quarter

through orchards of pears, apples, figs, and olives, and also vine-

yards, into the narrow strip of plain which skirts the hill upon
this side. We now had before us the elevated ridge of Neby Sam-
wil ; which, beginning at no great distance on the left, rises ra-

pidly towards the southwest into the highest point of land in the
whole region ; and then sinks off gradually in the same direction

into lower and less marked hills and ridges. Its general course

is thus from northeast to southwest. The elevation cannot be
less than some 500 feet above the plain ; and is apparently
greater than that of the mount of Olives. The waters of the plain

are drained off eastward by a valley around its northern end ; and
here passes also a road to Jerusalem which we took at a later

period." Our way now led us directly to the summit, up the
steep but not difficult ascent of the northwestern side. The top
is crowned by a small miserable village and a neglected mosk.
This point we reached at 2.55, in half an hour from el-Jib ; and
found ourselves upon the most sightly spot in all the country.

The mosk is here the principal object ; and is regarded by
Jews, Christians, and Muhammedans, as cohering the tomb of the

prophet Samuel. It is now in a state of great decay. We were
admitted without ceremony to every part of it ; ascended to its

flat roof and minaret ; and examined, so far as we chose, the pre-

tended tomb in a more private apartment. This is only a box
of boards. The birilding was evidently once a Latin church,

built up on older foundations in the form of a Latin cross ; and
probably dates from the time of the crusades. There are few
houses now inhabited ; but many traces of former dwellings. In
some parts, the rock, which is soft, has been hewn away for several

feet in height, so as to form the walls of houses ; in one place it

is thus cut down apparently for the foundation of a large build-

ing. Two or three reservoirs are also in like manner hewn in the

rock. These cuttings and levellings extend over a considerable

space.

of Abner, may well be the waters of the 68. Brocard. c. 9. p. 184. Marin. Sanut.

fountain or reservoir described in the text

;

p. 249. Breydenbach copies Brocardaa.

and these are also probably. ' the great Bohaeddin mentions el-Jib ; Vita Saladin.

(or many) waters in Gibeon,' spoken of p; 243.

in Jer. 41, .12. ' See under June 9th.

» Will. Tyr. 8. 1. Benj. of Tnd. I. p.
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The view from the roof of the mosk is very commanding in

every direction. Below in the southeast is the deep Wady Beit
Hanina stretching off towards the southwest ; and further in the

former direction are seen Jerusalem, the mount of Olives, the

Erank mountain, and a large portion of the eastern slope, with
the mountains beyond the Joidan and Dead Sea. In the north-

west the fertile plain of el-Jib lies immediately below ; and further

on, the eye embraces a large extent of the great lower plain along

the coast, as well as of the Mediterranean itself. In a clear day
Tafa may be distinctly seen ; a slight haze now intercepted it from
our view. A large number of villages were visible on every side.'

The tradition that here is the tomb of the prophet Samuel,
necessarily includes the supposition that this spot is the Kamah
or Ramathaim-Zophim of the Old Testament, the birthplace,

residence, and burial-place of that prophet.' That this was a

different city from the Ramah near G-ibeah of Saul (now er-Ram)
on the east of the Nabulus road, is obvious ; for the latter is

only half an hour from G-ibeah, Saul's residence ; and its situa-

tion does not at all accord with the circumstances of his iirst visit

to Samuel when in search of his father's asses, nor with David's

subsequent flight to Samuel for refuge.^ But the same difficulties

lie with almost equal force against the supposition, that the pre-

sent Neby Samwil can be the Ramah of the prophet. As such,

it could not well have been unknown to Saul ; since as being

the highest point in the country and hardly an hour distant from

his native place, with no intervening hUls, it must have been

continually in full view before his eyes.

But there are stUl greater difficulties. It is usually supposed,

that the visit of Saul to Samuel, above alluded to, took place in

Ramah, where the prophet entertained him in his own house. At
his departure in order to return to Gibeah, the prophet anoints

him as king, and describes his way home as leading him "by
Rachel's sepulchre in the border of Benjamin." ^ This circum-

stance is decisive against the identity of Neby Samwil with such

a Ramah. We have already seen that the site of Rachel's tomb
cannot well be called in question ; ' and therefore the Ramah of

' The most important bearings whi^h the convent of St John, S. 20° W. Deir

we got here, were the following : Mount Yesin S. 57° W. Beit Dnkkah N. 77°

of Olives S. 40° E. Jerusalem S. 35° E. W. Biddu N. 48° W. Beit Unia N. 4°

Irank mountain S. 10° E. el-Kustiil S. W. Ram-Allah N. 18° E. Jeireh N.
50° W. Soba S. 54° W. Ramleh N. 66° 37° E. Kulundia N. 44° E. Bir Nebala

W. el-Jib N. 21° E. el-Bireh N. 30° E. N. 51° E. Rummon N. 55° E. er-R4m

Taiyibeh N. 50° E.—Other bearings of N. 75° E.

minor places were: Beit Hanina across ' 1 Sam. 1, 1.19. 2, 11. 8, 4. 19,18.

the valley below, S. 72° E. Sha'fat S. 25, 1. 28, 3.

60° E. iiifta, in the great valley, S. 12° ' 1 Sam. c. 9. c. 19, 18.

E. Mar Elyas, south of Jerusalem, S. 7° * 1 Sam. 10, 1. 2.

E. Bethlehem S. 1° E. Beit Iksa, below ' See above, pp. 218 sq. 254.

us on the lulls, S. 4° W. 'Aiu Karim with
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the prophet must have been so situated, that a person going from
it to Gibeah would naturally, or at least without difficulty, pass

near to the present sepulchre northwest of Bethlehem. But from

Neby Samwil, Gibeah lies about E. S. E. and hardly more than

one hour distant ; while the tomb of Eachel bears directly south

at the distance of nearly three hours. Hence, every step taken

from Neby Samwil towards the sepulchre of Eachel, only carries

a person away from Gibeah.—^I shall have occasion hereafter to

speak again of the Ramah of the prophet ; my sole object here

has been to show, that it could not have been the present Neby
Samwil.

The true site of the Eamah of Samuel seems to have been
early forgotten ; since both Eusebius and Jerome place it, with
still less probability, in the plain near Diospolis or Lydda. ' Yet
the present tradition as to the prophet's tomb must have sprung

up not long after their day ; for apparently Procopius alludes to

this spot, when he relates that Justinian caused a well and a

wall to be constructed for the (monastery of) St. Samuel in Pa-
lestine.' At the close of the seventh century Adamnanus des-

cribes the ground north of Jerusalem as rocky and rough, as far

as to the city of Samuel or Eamah.' The crusaders found here

the name of St. Samuel ; and with little regard to consistency, held

the place to be also the Shiloh of Scripture ; or as Brocardus

expresses it, "Mount ShUob, which is now called St. Samuel."'

Here stood a Latin convent of the order of Prsemonstrants
;

which was plundered by the troops of Saladin as he was preparing

to besiege Jerusalem in A. D. 1187.^ To the same period proba-

bly belongs the Latin church now converted iato a mosk. From
that time onward to the present day, the natives have known the

place only as Neby Samwil ; while the monks and travellers have

varied in describing it either as Shiloh or Ramah. In later centu-

ries the name of Eamah has predominated.^ Most travellers have

' Onomast. art. Armatha Sophim. St. Samuel, after erecting there a largo

" Procop. de Mii&c. 5, 9. church ; Benj. of Tud. I. p. 78. Nothing
' De Loc. Sanot. 1. 21. of all thiii is found in any of the historians

* " Mons Silo, qui nunc ad St. Samteel- of the crusades, who would not have been

em dicitur
; " Brocoxdus c. 9. p. 18i. Will, lilcely to overlook such a, transactiou

;

Tyr. 8. 1.—Thie true Shiloh lay north of while too, as we have seen, the present

Bethel towards Shechem or Nabulus;Judg. name is older than the time of the oru-

21 19. sades. Besides, Jerome relates, that the

' Ead. Coggesh. Chron. Anglican, in hones of Samuel were removed to Thrnce

Martene et Durand ColL ampL Tom. V. p. under the emperor Arcadius ; Hieron. adv.

565. Wilken Gesoh. der Kreuzz. HI. ii. Vigilant, p. 233. Reland Patest. p. 9G5.

pp. 298, 299.—Benjamin of Tudela also ° Thus we find Shiloh in Marin. Sanut.

has the name St. Samuel of Shiloh; and p. 249. Breydeubach in Reissh. pp. 130,

relates the legend, that when the Edomites 136. Nau, p. 501. Zuallart names it

(Christians) took Bamleh from the Ish- both Shiloh and Rimah, Viaggio p. 119.

maelites, they found there near the Jews' Quarosmius gives it as Hamuli, II. p. 727;

synagogue the tomb of Samuel, from which and so Von Troilo, p. 290. Pooocke XL'

they transferred his body to the present i. p. 48. Elliott, Travels II. p. 412.
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been contented to adopt tlie information of their monastic guides
;

although a few have ventured to call in question its accuracy.^

As however Nehy Samwil is one of the most marked places

in the vicinity of Jerusalem, and was unquestionably the site of

an ancient town, it became to us a matter of interest, to ascer-

tain, if possible, what city of antiquity had occupied this sightly

spot. Among the scriptural names, after which we made dUi-

gent search in this region, though without success, was that of

Mizpeh, a city of Benjamin renowned in the Old Testament

;

where the tribes often assembled ; where Samuel offered sacrifice

and judged the people ; where Saul was chosen king by lot ; and
where under the Chaldeans, G-edaliah the governor resided and
was assassinated.^ The position of this city is nowhere described,

neither in the Old Testament nor by Josephus ; and we only

know that it must have lain near Ramah of Benjamin ; since

king Asa fortified it with materials brought from the latter

place.^ The name, too, which signifies "a place of look out,

watch tower," implies that it was situated on an elevated spot.

On these grounds, as well as from the traces of an ancient

town upon it, I am inchned to regard Neby Samwil as the pro-

bable site of Mizpeh. Further, the writer of the first book of

Maccabees describes Mizpeh as situated "overagainst Jerusalem,"

implying that it was visible from that city ;^ a description which
is true of Neby Samwil. Eusebius also and Jerome describe

Jtizpeh as lying near to Kirjath-Jearim, which must have been

on the west of Gibeon, probably at Kuryet el-'Enab ; and this too

points to Neby Samwil rather than to any other hill.'

From Neby Samwil we bent our course towards Jerusalem.

The distance is reckoned at two hours ; but as our horses were

now travelling homewards, we accomplished it in one hour and

fifty minutes. Leaving at 3| o'clock we descended along smaller

spurs and ridges towards the great valley ; the declivity on this

side being in general much less steep than the ascent from el-Jib.

We had here on the left Beit Hanina across the valley ; and on

the right Beit Iksa on the hills ; while before us low down in

the Wady, on its eastern side, was seen the village of Liftai,

where many mules are kept. Here, somewhere towards the

right, is situated apparently the fountain of St. Samuel men-

' Cotovicus appears to confound this 1 Sam. 7, 5-16. 10, 17 sq. 2 K. 23, 22-

Bpot with Soba ; his description of Soha 25. Jer. o. 40. i\.

applies only to the present Neby Samwil ; ' 1 Kings 15, 22. 2 Chr. 16, 6.

pp. 316, 317. Doubdan, following the au- * KaTcracTi 'Icpouo-oXVi 1 Mac. 3, 46.

thority of Jerome, transfers the tomb to ' Onomasticon, art. Mtt<rtn)(t>d Masaef<i,

Ramleh; pp. 488, 489; oomp. p. 114. Both writers confound here the Mizpeh of

Sandys also questions the report of his Gilead, where Jephthah dwelt (Judg. 11,

monkish guides, p. 135. Lond. 1658. 34), with the Mizpeh of the test. Comp.
» Josh. 18, 26. Judg. 20, 1. 21, 1. also Jer. 41, 10. 12. 16.
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tioned by travellers, in a sort of grotto.' At 4.20 Beit Hanina
bore N. 45° E. and Lifta S. 10° W.

We reached tbe bottom at 4.40, which is here narrow and
very stony, but planted with fine vineyards and orchards of fig

and olive trees. This valley has two main heads ; one coming
from the plain around el-Jib, down which passes a different road
to Jerusalem ; and the other from near er-Kam. They unite

just below Beit Hanina which stands on the ridge between, and
gives its name to the^ady below, as it passes off towards the
southwest.^ We crossed the bottom very obliquely, having over

us on the right a little village with green gardens around it ; and
began immediately to ascend by a small branch Wady on the
opposite side. After ten or fifteen minutes we left its bed, and
passed up the very rocky slope to the tombs of the Judges and
head of the valley of Jehoshaphat. This point we reached at

5.05 ; and came in another half hour to the Damascus gate.

Here we found a quarantine guard stationed, to watch against
the entrance of persons coming from Yafa, where the plague was
now raging. In Jerusalem itself no new cases had occurred

;

and we hoped the alarm was over.

One of the two Mukariyeh who accompanied us on this ex-
cursion, was from Kulonieh, a village overhanging the western
side of the great valley below Lifta, at the point where it is

crossed by the direct road from Jerusalem to Eamleh.' As we
came from Neby Samwil, he gave us the following account. The
village of Kulonieh belongs to Omar Effendi,* to whom it pays
110 Mids of grain annually. The tax to the government con-

sists of one piastre for every ewe and she goat, ten piastres for

every ass, twenty for every horse and mule, thirty for every camel,

and seventy-five on every ox ; one piastre for every olive tree,

and thirty-five on each fedd^n of fig trees or vineyards. The
Firdeh or capitation-tax the preceding year was sixty-nine pias-

tres. As fast as men are taken away for soldiers, or die, the

Firdeh is divided among the remainder ; so that the government
takes care to lose nothing. Our attendant had been taken as a

soldier ; but proved unfit and was therefore released. Yet he

had to pay thirty dollars to procure a man to serve in his place.

' Most distinctly by Donbdan, p. 114. a different plaoe ; see further on, under

Also by Quaresmius, II. p. 728. Von May 18th.

Troilo, p. 291. Pocooke II. p. 48. fol. ' Kulonieh is an hour and a half from
' For the lower part of this valley, see Jerusalem. From the convent of St. John

under May 17th. Ecclesiastical tradition ('Ain Karim), it bears N. 10° E. The part

regards it as the valley of Elah (Terebinth), of the great valley between, is broad and

in which David slew Goliah, 1 Sam. 1 7, planted with trees. Prokesch Eeise, p. 120.

2 sq. Hence travellers usually give it the —See more in Vol III. Sect. Ill, penult,

name of the Terebinth valley. But the * Apparently the same personage who
scene of that battle was unquestionably ia figures in Richardson, Vol. II. p. 239 sq.

Vol. I.—39* ii. 145, 146
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To raise this sum he sold an ox and several sheep ; and after

they were sold, had to pay taxes upon the proceeds.

The price of our horses and mules on this and other excur-
sions was fifteen or sixteen piastres a day for each animal ; or if

at any time we chose to lie by, the half of this price only was to

be paid for every such day of rest. With the keeping of the

animals or attendants, we had no concern ; nor was any thing

extra paid for the men. The horses we had now and afterwards,

were slender and active, and also exceedingly hardy. They were
fed usually only at night ; commonly on barley or other grain,

with straw ; and occasionally when there was a scanty herbage
around the tent, they were suffered to crop it. Their gait is a
fast walk ; never a trot ; for upon the mountains the state of the

roads renders this for the most part impossible. They are sure-

footed, and exceedingly sagacious in picking, their way among the

rocks ; and we found little difference in this respect between
horses and mules. These remarks apply of course only to horses

for hire ; and not to the sleek and well-fed animals (usually

mares) of the Sheikhs and wealthy individuals ; which with equal

hardiness, exhibit a wonderful degree of activity and fieetness.

The caparison of the animals for hire is also not very splendid.

Arab riding saddles with stirrups are sometimes given ; but they
are usually narrow and hard ; so that we at last came to prefer

the common huge pack-saddles. These are very long and broad,

stuffed with a large mass of straw ; and cover almost the whole
of the poor animal, from whose back they are seldom removed.

We had our own stirrups ; and usually were able (though not

always) to muster a bridle for each of ourselves ; while our ser-

vants were quite contented, if they made out to obtain a halter.

Our rate of travel with horses and mules appears to have

been on the average very nearly three Roman miles the hour
;

which is equivalent to 2. 4 geographical miles of 60 to the degree,

or 2. 78. (nearest 2J) English miles.' This would apply, I think,'

very accurately, during our present excursion, to the distance

passed over between Beitin and el-Jib. But on the other hand,
between 'Anata and Taiyibeh, where we had t« cross several very

deep and rugged valleys, and found the whole road rough, a con-

siderable allowance must be made from this average. On the

plains again, where the roads were level and smooth, the rate of

travel naturally rose somewhat above the average.

This excursion was to us deeply interesting, and we returned

' The Roman mile 13 usually reckoned at 75 to the degree. See more in Note

Vn, end of the volume,
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from it higHy gratified. It had led us through scenes associated

with the names and historic incidents and deeds of Abraham and
Jacob, of Samuel and Saul, of Jonathan and David and Solo-

mon ; and we had been able to trace out the places where they

had lived and acted, and to tread almost in their very footsteps.

True, in Jerusalem itself the associations of this kind are still

more numerous and sacred ; but there they are so blended toge-

ther, as to become in a measure indistinct and less impressive
;

whUe here in the country, they stand forth before the soul in all

their original freshness and individuality. It was like commun-
ing with these holy men themselves, to visit the places where their

feet had trod, and where many of them had held converse with

the Most High. I hope that in this respect the visit was not

without its proper influence upon our own minds ; at any rate,

it served to give us a deeper impression of the reality and vivid-

ness of the Bible, history, and to confirm our confidence in the

truth and power of the sacred volume.

The region through which we passed on the first day, as I

have already remarked, was that described by the prophet Isaiah

as the scene of Sennecharib's approach to Jerusalem.' This

approach is portrayed in the most vivid colours ; indeed, the

whole description is the highly wrought poetic expression of a

prophetic vision. Every thing lives and moves ; the various

towns upon the conqueror's route, tremble and cry aloud and flee

away in terror. AU this is probably to be viewed in the light of

a divine threat or prophetic warning ; for although Sennecharib

at a later period actually invaded Judea, yet he himself did not

come against Jerusalem ; but sent Rabshakeh thither from La-

chish with an army.^ The route too which the prophet describes,

can never have been a common way of approach to Jerusalem.

It presupposes, that the monarch and his army, instead of keep-

ing along the great feasible northern road to the city, turned ofi"

at or near Bethel towards Ai, situated doubtless in the vicinity

of the present Deir Duwan ; from which point to Jerusalem by
Michmash and Anathoth, they would have to cross not less than

.

three very deep and difficult valleys.

However this may be, the route itself is very distinctly traced,

and we were able in a great measure to follow it out. Of the

probable site of Ai, I have already spoken ; we ourselves visited

Michmash, Greba, Ramah, and Anathoth ; and Gibeah of Saul

was almost ever in sight. Of the other places mentioned, no

further trace remains. Migron must have been situated some-

where between Deir Duwan and Michmash; and Gallim and.

Laish, Madmenah and Gebim, were probably farther south and

• Isa. 10, 28-32.
'

' Is. c 36. 37. 2 K o. 18. 19.
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nearer to Anathoth.* Arrived at Nob, the Assyrian makes a
halt ; and "shakes his hand against the mount of the daughter
of Zion." This language implies that the holy city was in sight

from Nob ; which therefore must have been situated somewhere
upon the ridge of the mount of Olives, northeast of the city.'

We sought now and afterwards all along this ridge, from the

Damascus road to the summit opposite the city, for some traces

of an ancient site which might be regarded as the place of Nob

;

but without the slightest success. This was probably the city

of the priests destroyed by Saul ; for although there appears to

have been another Nob near the plain towards Lydda, yet the

ark of God after its return from the Philistines in the days of

Samuel, seems never again to have departed from the moun-
tains.^

As one result of this excursion, as well as of our subsequent

researches, the remark presents itself, that while very many of

the ancient Hebrew names have in this way perished, there exists

at the present day a class of names, which, although not occur-

ring in the Scriptures, are nevertheless probably of Hebrew
origin, and have come down from the earliest times. Thus, I

apprehend that all (or nearly all) those appellations in whidh
the Arabic word Beit appears as a component part, are only the

successors of ancient Hebrew names with Beth (house), whether
fijund in the Scriptures or not. Many of these indeed do thus

occur, as Bethlehem, Bethel, Beth-horon, and the like ; but a

still larger number exist at the present day, of which the Bible

makes no mention. Such are Beit Hanina, Beit Iksa, Beit

TJnia,* Beit Jala, which have been already noticed, and very

many others. The same is true of names like el-Hismeh, Tell

'Asur, 'Atara, and others similar ; which although apparently of

Hebrew origin, are not distinctly found in connection with the

district in which they now exist.^

' All these places obviously lay within der June 9th. Hieron. Ep. 86, ad Eu-
this tract, and almost within sight of each stoch. Epitaph. Paulae, p. 673.

other. It is contrary to all the circum- ' This name might he supposed to cor-

stances of the case, to connect this Laish respond to the Hebrew Bethulia ; but the

with that on the northern border of Pales- Bible mentions no such place in this re-

tine ; Judges 18, 7. 29. It more proba- gion. See Reland Pal. pp. 658, 639.

bly had some relation to the person of that * Does Tell 'Asfir perhaps correspond to

name, a native of Gallim ; 1 Sam. 25, 44. the Azor of Benjamin, which is mentioned
'' So Jerome professedly from Hebrew with Kamah and Anathoth ? Neh. 11,33.

tradition :
" Stans in oppidulo Nob et pro- If so the Hebrew n has passed over into

culurbem conspiciens Jerusalem
;

" Comm. the Arabic *Ain, as in Beit 'Ur for Beth-

in Esa. x. 32. Nob is also mentioned as horon. We saw Tell 'Asur from el-'Alya,

one of the cities of Benjamin near to Ana- el-Bireh, and Jifna.—^'Atara is the Heb.
thoth, Neh. 11, 32. Ataroth, but seems hardly to correspond

' 1 Sam. c. 6. c. 21, 1-9. 22, 9-19. to the place so called on the border ofEphra-

Jerome mentions a J^obe not far from im, Josh. 16, 5. 7. See more under May
Lydda

;
probably the Beit Nflba of the 15, and June 13.

crusaders and of the present day ; see on-
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That such should be the general fact, is not surprising ; al-

though so far as I know, it has never been distinctly brought
into notice. The Bible does not claim to be a geographical work,
nor to enumerate all the towns and villages of the Promised Land.
Indeed, in most of the recorded lists of Hebrew cities, we find

the express addition of " their villages," and sometimes of "their

towns and villages," of which no names are given. ' Among these

unknown names, were doubtless many of those which have sur-

vived to our time.

Another trait of the ancient Hebrew topography is the repeated

occurrence of the same name. Thus there were several Ramahs
and Gibeahs, two Carmels, two Mizpehs, two Aroers, two Socohs,

and many similar instances. The same trait appears also in res-

pect to the Arabic names of the present day. We found not
less than three Jeba's, three or four Taiyibehs, two el-Birehs,

two 'Atdras, two Shuweikehs (Socoh), two Rafats, and many
other like examples.

' So Josh. 15, 32. 36. 41. 47. etc. 18, 24. 28. 19, 7. 8. 16. 23. etc. 1 Chr. 8,

12. Neh. 11, 25-31.
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SECTION X.

EXCURSION TO AIN JIDT, THE DEAD SEA, JORDAN, ETC.

We remained in Jerusalem after our return, only so long as

was necessary to make preparations for another journey. Our
former excursion had led us along the eastern slope of the moun-
tains on the north of the Holy City ; and we now proposed to

explore the continuation of the same tract on the south, com-
prising the district lying between the Hebron road and the Dead
Sea, as far south at least as to the place called 'Ain Jidy ; and
then along the western shore of that sea to the Jordan. A pro-

minent object in my own mind, was to ^nd (if possible) some-
where upon or near the coast two high points, from which we
might obtain a view of the whole extent of the Dead Sea, and
make observations in order to determine its length and breadth.

In this, however, we were only partially successful ; the nature

of the country and the basin of the sea turning out to be very

different from what I expected.

The districts we were now about to visit, are usually regarded

as among the most insecure in Palestine. The desert along the

sea is inhabited, if at aU, only by a few Bedawin, of whom we
heard the worst reports as thieves and robbers. The tract was
said now also to be full of deserters and outlaws, who lay here

concealed, and subsisted by thieving and robbery ; as was like-

wise the case on the north of Jerusalem.' Whether this repu-

tation of the country was well founded or not, I will not under-

take to decide ; but certainly the district had a right to it by
ancient prescription ; for it is the very same region into which
David with his band of six hundred adventurers withdrew from
the pursuit of Saul, and dwelt long in the caves and lurking-

places.^ The plain of the Jordan too, around Jericho, was con-

' See tinder Jeb.a' and Taiylbeh, pp. 440, ' 1 Sam. 23, 13-26. c. 24,

446.
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sidered as very unsafe
;
partly because of the thievish character

of the inhabitants, and partly as being exposed to excursions from
the lawless Arabs of the eastern mountains. Three weeks before

this time, some of our friends had accompanied the annual cara-

van of pilgrims to the Jordan ; and had there spoken with several

merchants from Damascus, who were going to es-Salt and Kerak.
The very next day, these merchants were shot dead and their

goods plundered.

As our intended journey became known, our ears were filled

with stories of this kind ; and we were urged to take with us a

guard of soldiers from the governor of Jerusalem. For this we
had no sort of inclination; partly because we must then have
been in a measure under their control, and not they under ours

;

and partly because, with such a guard, we could only expect to

excite the ill will and perhaps the hostility of the Arabs we might
fall in with ; and thus frustrate in a degree the very object of

our journey. Still, as it was not prudent to travel without some
escort, we thought it more advisable to obtain the services of the

supposed robbers themselves, or of persons on good terms with
them, who might at the same time act both as guards and guides.

Sheikh Mustafa, the head of a wandering tribe of half Derwishes
who frequent the vicinity of Jericho, was spoken of; but was
not then to be found at Jerusalem. Another person was then
recommended, who had been a leader in the rebellion of 1834 ; a

price was set upon his head, and he had been ever since an out-

law, but had never been taken. He was known to be often in

Jerusalem, and was on good terms with the convent in Bethle-

hem. Indeed, a few days before, he had been guide and escort to

a party of our friends, including several ladies, during an excur-

sion from that convent to several places in the vicinity of Bethle-

hem. As he was of course on good terms with all the other out-

laws and Arabs, and could thus protect us from any attack, we
commissioned our Arab-Greek friend and agent Abu Selameh,

to find him out and engage him. The latter applied to the Greek

convent at Bethlehem, which readUy undertook the matter ; but

they afterwards sent word, that as the country was now very

unsafe, it would be prudent to take a larger escort, and not trust

ourselves to the care of a single person. They accordingly sent

to us the Sheikh of the Ta'amirah, a tribe of Arabs living south-

east of Bethlehem towards the Dead Sea, and noted as being

among the foremost on occasions of rebellion and robbery. He
was a noble-looking man, and we at once made a bargain with

him, that he should accompany us with three of his men. We
were to pay him ten piastres a day for himself, and five or six

piastres for each of his attendants. He fulfilled his contract

honourably ; and we had no reason to repent of our choice.

ii. 153, 154
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The Christian Sabbath passed away in quiet enjoyment ; and
Monday was occupied in writing out our journals and various

other preparations. We hoped for a time that Mr Whiting would
have accompanied us ; but it was not convenient for him ; so

that the party was limited to ourselves, with our two servants.

We engaged six horses, including one for the tent and luggage

;

with the condition that they should be accompanied by three

men, in order to render our party as large as possible. At even-

ing our Sheikh came and slept in the house ; having appointed

his men to join us at Bethlehem.

Tuesday, May 8th. The horses were brought between 6 and
7 o'clock ; but with only two men and without bridles. We de-

murred to this state of things ; and a difficulty arising, they went
off again, leaving their earnest-money in our hands. While we
were endeavouring to procure other horses, Abu Sela,meh came
in, and immediately set off after the men to bring them back

;

as the owner of the horses seemed to be his particular friend.

In this he succeeded, as he said ; the men and the horses came
back, and a brother of the owner with them. But we found that

our Arab friend had gone a little beyond his instructions in the

terms of conciliation ; we were indeed to have the bridles, but the

owner was to send only the two men ; the third was to be fur-

nished by our Sheikh from his tribe, and we were to pay for him.

We thought it best on the whole to submit to this imposition,

rather than to lose more time ; and accordingly got all things in

readiness to mount. We took our tent as before ; but carried

all our bedding and blankets upon our own saddles. Our pro-

visions and utensils were distributed in small sacks ; which were

then deposited in capacious saddle-bags, slung across the horses

of our servants.

But another delay now arose ; the brother of the owner and
the muleteers all affirming, that in order to visit Jericho, where

there is a small garrison, it was necessary to have a Tezkirah

from the governor. We doubted the fact, and afterwards found

that we were right
;
yet in order to be on the safe side, we sent

Komeh with our Firm&n to the governor, accompanied by the

owner's brother, in order to obtain the desired paper. This lat-

ter was a man of enterprise and daring ; some ten years before,

he had combined with a few others and suddenly got possession

of the citadel, turning out the garrison and afterwards closing

the gates of the city for a time against the Turkish government.

As our messenger he was now courteously received by the gover-

nor ; and it so happened that the Aga in command at Jericho

was present. The governor immediately gave him verbal orders

to receive us at Jericho, and attend to all our wants ; and also
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to send with us art escort of soldiers to the Jordan. This latter

kindness we afterwards took care to avoid.

All these matters being at length arranged, we left the Yafa
gate at ten minutes before 10 o'clock, on our way to Bethlehem,
across the valley of Hinnom and along the plain of Eephaim, by
the same route by which we had first approached Jerusalem.'

At 10 o'clock we were opposite to Wady el-Werd, leading out

between high hills from the southwest corner of the plain. It

here runs W. by S. and is joined further down by the Wady
Ahmed. In this valley, in sight of our road, lies the village of

Beit Sufafa ; and further off in the same direction, esh-Sherafat,

on the southern hill. Both of these now bore west. On the

northern hill, overagainst the latter place, we could see the vil-

lage el-Malihah, bearing N. 70° W. Further down the valley,

out of sight, lies 'Ain Yalo,^ a fountain, from which water is of-

ten brought to Jerusalem. At 10.45 Sherafat bore N. 80° W.
and Malihah N. 55^ W.^ When we reached the gate leading

to the Greek convent Mar Elyas, ten minutes later, these vil-

lages were already shut out from view by intervening hills.

We had lingered on the way, so that we were now as long in

passing over this interval to the convent with horses, as we for-

merly had been with camels. It is usually reckoned one hour.

The convent lies in the fields at some distance from the road, on
the verge of the ridge, having a wide prospect across the deep
valleys on the south.*

From this point two paths lead to Bethlehem ; one direct,

descending and crossing the deep valley on the south ; the other

passing more to the right around the head of the valley, and so

by Kachel's tomb. We took the latter, now as before ; and at

11.10 Mar Elyas behind us bore IsT. 44° E. and Beit Jala S. 60°

W.—At 11.20 there was a little ruin on the right, called el-

Khamis.' We came to Kachel's tomb in five minutes mar©,

which has already been described.* The Muslims keep the tomb
in order ; and those of Bethlehem were formerly accustomed to

bury around it. The whole tract before us was full of olive

groves, especially in Wady Ahmed and on the slopes of Beit J^Ia,

and also in the valleys on the east of the low swell or yfater--shed

;

while towards Bethlehem were likewise many orchards of fig

trees.

^ See aboye, p. 219. ings : Jernsalem N. 25° E;. Naby Samwil
' Seep. 326. For this ajid other fountains N.^W. Bethlehem S. 1.5° W.. Convent

in Wady el-Werd, see Vol. III. Sec. VI. of Bethlehem S. 10° W. Beit Sahiir S.

= Pro'kesch passed from Beit Safjfa to 50° E. Frank mountain S. 16° E.

Malihah in half an hour ; and thence to ' See more in Vol. III. Sec. VI.

thevillageof St. John ('Ain Karim) in three "See above, p. 218.—From Eachel's

quarters of an hour. Reise, pp. 118, 119. tomb Bethlehem bears 8. 5° E. distant 25
* From the Tvell at the gate leading to minutes ;

and Beit Jala S. 85° W. distant

the ronvent, we took the following bear- about 20 minutes.

Vol. I.—40 ii. 156, 157
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Passing on towards Bethlehem, we met a mule laden with
water, said to be from Bethlehem for the Armenian convent in
Jerusalem. We took this at first as a confirmation of the excel-
lence of the water longed for by David ;

' but we were afterwards
able to find no well in Bethlehem, and especially none " by the
gate," except one connected with the aqueduct on the south.

That to which the monks give the name of the ' Well of David,'

is about half or three quarters of a mile N. by E. of Bethlehem,
beyond the deep valley which the village overlooks ; it is merely
a deep and wide cistern or cavern now dry, with three or four
narrow openings cut in the rock.^

At 11.35 we came upon the aqueduct from Solomon's pools

;

which having wound far to the east around the ridge on which
Bethlehem and the convent stand, curves here again to the west
in order to preserve its level. It had lately been repaired, and
the water was now flowing in it at this point. Crossing the low
water-shed, we now ascended gradually towards Bethlehem around
the broad head of a valley running northeast to join that under
Mar Elyas. The town lies on the E. and N. E. slope of a long
ridge ; another deep valley, Wady Ta'amirah, being on the south
side, which passes down north of the Frank mountain towards
the Dead Sea, receiving the valley under Mar Elyas not far be-

low.' Towards the west the hUl is higher than the village, and
then sinks down very gradually towards Wady Ahmed.

We reached Bethlehem at ten minutes before noon, in just

two hours from Jerusalem. As we entered the gate, we were
met by a procession or party of armed Bedawin on horseback,

passing through the town apparently towards Jerasalem. Some
had firearms, and the rest swords and long spears. They seemed
much disposed to be on good terms with us ; saluted us courte-

ously ; and some of them in passing reached us their right hand.

We hardly knew what to make of all this ; and our Sheikh was
too much of a diplomatist to inform us at the time ; but we af-

terwards found that they belonged to a larger party of the Tiya-

hah and Jehalin, who were on their way to cross the Jordan, on
a marauding expedition against their enemies, under the sanc-

tion of Sheikh Sa'id governor of Gaza. The result we learned

at a later period from the Jehalin.*

We proceeded directly through the town, and stopped for

fifteen minutes on the level part of the ridge between it and the

convent. The latter is some thirty or forty rods distant from the vil-

lage towards the east, and overlooks the deep valley on the north.

' 2 Sara. 23, 15-17. 1 Chr. 11, 17-19. speaks of it erpressly as a cistema; c. 9.

^ Quaresmius II. p. 614. Maundrell, p. 184.

Apr. 1. Turner's Tour in the Levant, II. p. ° See more under May 11th.

270. Monro I. pp. 251, 252.—^Brocardus * See under May 26th.
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It is occupied by the Greeks, Latins, and Armenians ; and encloses

the church built by Helena over the alledged cave of the Nati-
vity. The monks had now shut themselves up in quarantine on
account of the plague ; so that we did not enter the convent.

We were expecting at the time to visit Bethlehem again, and
examine it more at leisure ; but this hope was afterwards frus-

trated
; and I am therefore able to add little to the stock of

information already known.'
No one has ever doubted, I believe, that the present Beit Lahm,

' House of Flesh,' of the Arabs, is identical with the ancient Beth-
lehem, ' House of Bread,' of the Jews ; and it is therefore not

necessary here to dwell upon the proofs." Not only does the

name coincide ; but the present distance of two hours from Je-
rusalem corresponds very exactly to the six Eoman miles of an-
tiquity. Tradition moreover has never lost sight of Bethlehem

;

and in almost every century since the time of the New Testa-

ment, it has been visited and mentioned by writers and travel-

lers.' Helena built here a church, which appears to have been
the same that still exists.'' Jerome afterwards took up his resi-

dence in the convent, which early sprung up around it ; and the

Koman matron Paula came and erected other convents, and spent

here the remainder of her days.' As to the value of the early

tradition, which fixes the birthplace of the Saviour in a cavern

at some distance from the village, I have already expressed a

judgment.' Although in this respect I felt no desire to visit the

spot
;
yet it would have been gratifying to have seen it, as the place

where Jerome lived and prepared his version of the Bible and so

many other works. His cell or cave is still professedly shown.'

The crusaders, on their approach to Jerusalem, first took

possession of Bethlehem, at the entreaty of its Christian inhabi-

tants. In A. D. 1110, king Baldwin I erected it into an epis-

copal see, a dignity it had never before enjoyed ; but although

this was confirmed by pope Pascal II, and the title long retained

in the Eomish church, yet the actual possession of the see appears

' From this point, between the town and For the general character of this tradition,

convent, we took the following bearings

:

see above, p. 416 sq.

Frank Mountain S. 27° E. Beit Ta'mar, * One of the churches, that of St Cath-

the village of the Ta'amirah, S. 40° E. arine, is supposed by Quaresmius to have

Beit SAhur S. 55° E. Deir Ibn 'Obeid been built by Paula; but he assigns no bet-

not far from Mar Slba, S. 80° E. This ter reason than mere conjecture; 11. pp.

seems to be the Der-Benalbede of Pococke, 675, 676. He is followed by some later

on the way to Mar Siba ; II. i. p. 34. writers. Early history, so far as I know,
^ They may be seen in Reland Palaest p. makes no mention of any such fact.

642. Euseb. et Hleron. Onomast. art. ' See above, p. 378.

Melhhem. ' See above, p. 417.

° By Justin Martyr in the second centu- ' The monks have fixed the spot, where

ly ; by Origen in the third ; and then by the angels appeared to the shepherds, in a
Ensebius, Jerome, the Bourdeaux pilgrim

,

valley about half an hour eastward from

and so on by hundreds to the present day. Bethlehem.
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not to have been of long continuance. ^ In A. D. 1244, Bethle-
hem like Jerusalem was desolated by the wild hordes of the
Kharismians."

The present inhabitants of Bethlehem are all Christians ; and
are rated at eight hundred taxable men, indicating a population

of more than three thousand souls. There was formerly a Mu-
hammedan quarter ; but, after the rebellion in 1834, this was
destroyed by order of Ibrahim Pasha. The town has gates at

the entrance of some of the streets ; the houses are sohdly built,

though not large. The many olive and fig orchards and vineyards

round about, are marks of industry and thrift ; and the adjacent

fields, though stony and rough, produce nevertheless good crops

of grain. Here indeed was the scene of the beautiful narrative

of Euth, gleaning in the fields of Boaz after his reapers ; and it

required no great stretch of imagination to call up again those

transactions before our eyes.^ The present inhabitants, besides

their agriculture, employ themselves in carving beads, crucifixes,

models of the Holy Sepulchre, and other similar articles, in olive

wood, the fruit of the Dom palm, mother of pearl, and the like,

in the same manner as the Christians of Jerusalem.^ Indeed the

neatest and most skilfully wrought specimens of all these little

articles, come from Bethlehem.
The Bethlehemites are a restless race, prone to tumult and

rebellion, and formerly living in frequent strife with their neigh-

bours of Jerusalem and Hebron.^ In the rebelhon of 1834 they

naturally took an active part ; and the vengeance of the Egyp-
tian government fell heavily upon them. The Muslim quarter

was laid in ruins ; and all the inhabitants, hke those of other

towns and villages, disarmed. The manner in which this disarm-

ing of the population is carried into effect, is highly illustrative

of the character of oriental despotism. A town or village is re-

quired to surrender, not what arms they may actually have ; for

this would hardly be effectual, and many might be concealed

;

but a requisition is made upon them, and rigidly enforced, to

deliver up a certain amount of muskets and other weapons,

whether they have them in possession or not. The consequence

is, that the people of a place are often compelled to search out

and purchase arms elsewhere at an enormous price, in order thus

to dehver them up ; or, if unable to do this, they are thrown into

prison, and sometimes inarched off as conscripts.' In either case

the intentions of the government are answered.

' Will. Tyr. II. 12. Le Quien Oriens * See above, p. 428.

Christ. III. p. 1275 sq. Wilken Gesch. der ' Such was the case in Hasselqmsfs day
Kreuzz. II. p. 366. A. D. 1751; Rei.se, p. 170. See too Ali

' Wilken Gesch. der Kretizz. VI. p. Bey's Travels, Vol. II. p. 231.

635. ' Seethecaseofel-Birehabove,p.451sq.
^ Ruth c. 2-4.
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When tliis process was going on at BetUekem after the rebel-

lion, an interesting circumstance took place, which serves to

illustrate an ancient custom. At that time, when some of the

inhabitants were already imprisoned, and all were in deep dis-

tress, Mr Farran, then English consul at Damascus, was on a

visit to Jerusalem, and had rode out with Mr Nicolayson to So-

lomon's pools. On their return, as they rose the ascent to enter

Bethlehem, hundreds of the people, male and female, met them,

imploring the consul to interfere in their behalf, and afford them
his protection ; and all at once, by a sort of simultaneous move-
ment, "they spread their garments in the way" before the

horses.' The consul was affected unto tears ; but had of course

no power to interfere. This anecdote was related to me by Mr
Nicolayson ; who, however, had never seen or heard of any thing

else of the kind, during his residence in Palestine.

Bethlehem is celebrated in the Old Testament as the birthplace

and city of David ; and in the New, as that of David's greater

son, the Christ, the Saviour of the world. What a mighty
influence for good has gone forth from this little spot upon the

human race, both for time and for eternity ! It is impossible to

approach the place, without a feeling of deep emotion, springing

out of these high and holy associations. The legends and pueril-

ities of monastic tradition may safely be disregarded ; it is

enough to know that this is Bethlehem, where Jesus the Ke-
deemer was born. Generation after generation has indeed since

that time passed away, and their places now know them no more.

For eighteen hundred seasons the earth has now renewed her

carpet of verdure, and seen it again decay. Yet the skies and

the fields, the rocks and the hills, and the valleys around, remain

unchanged ; and are still the same, as when the glory of the

Lord shone round about the shepherds, and the song of a multi-

tude of the heavenly host resounded among the hills, proclaiming

"Grlory to Grod in the highest, and on earth peace, good will

toward men.""
We were joined at Bethlehem by the remainder of our es-

cort ; and left the place five minutes past noon, for Solomon's

pools ; taking the path which follows the aqueduct around the

hills, considerably to the eastward of our former route. Going

down the steep descent from the town, we came after a few rods

to what seemed at first to be two wells ; but they proved to be

only openings over the aqueduct, which here passes through a

sort of deep vault or reservoir, from which the water is drawn up

about twenty feet. Many females were drawing water, and bear-

ing it away in skins upon their shoulders. They assured us,

that there is no weU of living water in or near the town.

' Matt 2], 8. Mark 11, 8. Lnke 19, 36. ' Luke 2, 8-14.

Vol. I.—40* ii. 162, 163
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The Wady Ta'<^mirah, into which we now descended, has its

head just at the right ; the aqueduct is carried around it. The
declivities are full of gardens and vineyards and fine olive trees.

Ascending upon the other side, at 12.20, Bethlehem hehind us

bore N. 30° E. Ten minutes later we struck the aqueduct again,

and followed it now quite to the pools, along and around the

eastern and southern sides of a steep hill, looking down on the

south into the deep Wady Urtas, which also runs towards the

east. At 12.50 the ruined village Urtas was on the declivity

below us, with a fine fountain and streamlet, which waters many
gardens in the valley. A few minutes higher up, the valley di-

vides ; one branch comes in from the S. S. W. which I suppose

to be the continuation of Wady et-Tuheishimeh ;
' the other

leads westward directly up to the pools. Just at the foot of

these, it is joined by another small parallel valley from the left

with an aqueduct.* Above the fountain at Urtas all these val-

leys are comparatively sterile.

We reached the pools, called by the Arabs el-Burak, at ten

minutes past 1 o'clock. These three huge reservoirs, built of

squared stones and bearing marks of the highest antiquity, lie

one above another in the steep part of the valley, though not in

a direct line ; and are so situated that the bottom of the one is

higher than the surface of the next below, rising one above ano-

ther towards the west. The top of the side walls is not entirely

level ; for the water-mark extending from the lower end along

the sides, strikes several feet below the top as it reaches the

upper end. The upper pool was by no means full, though the

whole of the bottom was covered with water. In the two others,

water stood only in the lower part. In these the bottom is

formed by the naked shelving rock, which constitutes the steep

sides of the valley, leaving only a narrow channel through the

middle, and having several off'sets or terraces along each side.

The inside walls and bottoms of all the reservoirs, so far as visible,

are covered with cement ; and the lower one had been recently

repaired. Flights of steps lead down in various places into all

the pools.

Our first business was to measure the several pools ; and the

following is the result in English feet.

I. LOWER POOL.

T i.T. i-oo J i -D ;i4.i, 3 East end 207 feet.
Length 582 feet. ^'^«'*^t^

^ West end 148 "

Depth at east end 50 feet ; of which 6 feet water.

Direction of north side N. 45'-' W.

' See ahove, p. 217. ' See iHd.
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II. MIDDLE POOL.

Distance above lower pool 248 feet.

Tor,™n, Aoo f ^i. -D J..T, (East end 250 feet.
Length 423 feet. Breadth

] ^^^^ ^^^ ^gO "

Depth at east end 39 feet ; of which 14 feet water.
Direction of south side W. N. W.

III. UPPEE POOL.

Distance above middle pool 160 feet.

Length 380 feet. Breadth )^-^ -J^ ^-^^

Depth at east end 25 feet; of which 15 feet water.
Direction of north side, N. 65" W.

The road by which we had formerly come from Hebron,

passes along at the western end of the upper pool ; adjacent to

which on the north stands the old Saracenic fortress already

mentioned.' The main source from which these reservoirs have

always been supplied, (when supplied at all,) appears to be

a sunken fountain, situated in the open and gradually ascend-

ing fields, about forty rods northwest of the castle. Here one

sees only the mouth of a narrow well, which at this time was
stopped by a large stone, too heavy for us to remove. This

is the entrance to the fountain below, which my companion had
formerly explored. It cannot perhaps be better described than

in the words of Maundrell :
" Through this hole you descend

directly down, but not without some difficulty, for about four

yards ; and then arrive at a vaulted room fifteen paces long and

eight broad. Joining to this is another room of the same fash-

ion, but somewhat less. Both these rooms are covered with

handsome stone arches very ancient, and perhaps the work of

Solomon himself. You find here four places at which the water

rises. From these separate sources it is conveyed by little rivu-

lets into a kind of basin ; and from thence is carried by a large

subterraneous passage down to the pools."''

This passage terminates at the northwest corner of the upper

pool ; not in the pool itself, but in a sort of artificial fountain

just above, so arranged that the water here divides. A part

now passes off through a small aqueduct, which runs along the

northern side of the pools ; while another part is turned down a

descent into a vaulted subterranean chamber, twenty-four feet

long and five or six feet wide ; at the further end of which it

runs off through a square passage in the aide, apparently to the

adjacent pool. The aqueduct above mentioned continues along on

' See above, p. 218. above, p. 346. The monks hold the foun-

' Maundrell's Journey, Apr. 1st.—In a tain here described to be the " sealed.

eimilar way the fountain of Gihon was fountain" of Cant. 4, 12. Quaresmius

probably "stopped" by Hezekiah; see II. p. 764.
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the north side of all the reservoirs
; giving off in like manner a

portion of its waters to the middle pool, and another portion to

the lower one. It then passes down a steep declivity to join a
similar channel issuing from the lower end of the lower pool.

This main supply of water, however, was originally not the

only one. The aqueduct which we had formerly seen in the par-

allel valley on the south, ^ is brought down across the point of

the southern hill, and descends steeply to the lower pool, one

hundred feet west of its southeast corner. We traced this up
for some distance, and found that still another branch joined it

above. We were told in Jerusalem, that the principal source

was in this southern valley ; but that two or three years ago a
large mass of rock fell into the fountain and stopped it, or at

least diverted its waters from the aqueduct, which was now dry.

We doubted the truth of the story ; for the aqueduct in question

seemed to have been long neglected.—The southern valley itself

comes in just below the lower pool ; and along or near its bed
passes another similar aqueduct, which we traced up. There is

here a well of some depth, across the bottom of which the water

was seen running; it then flows down and joins the channel

coming from the lower pool.

At the eastern end of the lower pool, a large abutment is built

up, in which is a passage and a chamber extending under the

massive wall of the reservoir quite up near to the water. The
manner in which the water is drawn out or let off, we could not

distinguish, as we had no lights ; but it seemed to trickle out in

a small stream, and passed off below in a narrow channel.''

Thus the aqueduct which leads from hence to Bethlehem and
Jerusalem is here formed by the union of three branches, viz. first,

that coming from the fountain northwest of the castle along the

north side of the pools ; second, that from the eastern end of the

lower pool ; and third, that from the mouth of the small southern

valley. It would seem, however, to have been the original inten-

tion, that the aqueduct should be ordinarily and mainly supplied

from the fountain above the castle ; its superabundant waters being

turned off at three points as above described, in order to aid in

filling these great reservoirs ; while these latter again, in time of

need, could be drawn off gradually to supply the aqueduct. They
thus form all together an immense work, which is still of incal-

culable importance to Bethlehem, and might easily be made so

to Jerusalem.—The form and general course of the aqueduct, and
its termination in Jerusalem, have already been described ; and

' Vol. I. p. 217. seem to be similar to the sutterranean
' In 1 853 a vaulted room of consider- chambers above described at the fountain

able size was discovered underneath the above the pools, and at the northwest cor-

Castern end of the lower pool. It would ner of the upper pool,
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all the historical traces that I have been able to find relating

either to the aqueduct or the pools, have in lite manner been
given.'

We left the pools at 3^ o'clock for the Frank mountain ; re-

turning for ten minutes by the way we came, and then striking

down to the ruined village of Urtas near the bottom of the valley,

which we reached at 3.35. The place is still inhabited, though
the houses are in ruins ; the people dwelling in caverns among
the rocks of the steep declivity. Here are manifest traces of an
ancient site,—the foundations of a square tower, a low thick wall

of large squared stones, rocks hewn and scarped, and the like.

If we are to look anywhere in this quarter for Etam, which was
decorated by Solomon with gardens and streams of water, and
fortified by Eehoboam along with Bethlehem and Tekoa ; and
whence too, according to the Rabbins, water was carried hj an
aqueduct to Jerusalem ; I know of no site so probable as this

spot.' The fountain here sends forth a copious supply of fine

water, and forms a beautiful purling rill along the bottom of the

valley. This to me, was the more dehghtful, as being the first

I had seen in Asia.

After stopping here five minutes, we passed down the valley

on a general course about E. S. E. along»the streamlet, and
through the midst of gardens and fields fertilized by its waters.

In the valley and on the hills were flocks of sheep and goats

mingled together ; and this would seem to have been also the

patriarchal mode of pasturage,' The sheep of Palestine are all

of the broad-tailed species ; the broad part being a mere excres-

cence of fat, with the proper tail hanging out of it. A few camels

were also seen, and many neat cattle, all looking in fine case
;

thus showing that this is a good grazing district, however rocky

and sterile it may be in appearance. The little stream was soon

absorbed in the thirsty gravelly soil of the valley, and the gardens

ceased.

Qur Sheikh had been all day unwell, and now became quite

ill ; so that we persuaded him to mount the horse of one of our

servants. At a quarter past four, the valley turned more to the

right, and we sent off our servants and baggage with the Sheikh

to the encampment of his tribe, where we had concluded to pass

the night. The Sheikh had told us that he would kill a sheep

for us, if we would do him this honour. Taking with us the

other attendants, we now struck up the hiU-side on the left to

the high table land above, and so continued our course towards

' See above, pp. 347, 348. closed,' of Cant. 4, 12. Qnaresmius II.

" See the historical references on p. 348, p. 764.

above.—The monks make the gardens be- ' Gen. 30, 35 sq.

low to be the hortua conclusus, ' garden en-
il. 168, 169
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the Frank mountain. _ Crossing another small Wady running
down southeast to the Urtas, we had at 4.50 the foundations of
a ruined village on our left, called el-Munettisheh. The hills

around, though now desolate and arid, had once been huilt up in

terraces and cultivated. At 5.10, we reached the hase of the
mountain ; which bears in Arabic, for what reason I know not, the
name el-Fureidis, a diminutive of the word signifying Paradise.

The mountain here rises steep and round, precisely like a vol-

canic cone, but truncated. The height above the base cannot be
less than from three to four hundred feet ; and the base jtself

has at least an equal elevation above the bottom of Wady Urtas
in the southwest ; towards which there is a more gradual descent.

There are traces of terraces around the foot of the mountain, but
not higher up ; and these would seem to have been intended for

cultivation rather than for defence. We did not notice any road

to the top, nor any fosse upon the south, as described by Pococke;^

though our attention was not particularly drawn to these points.

Indeed the sides of the mountain above, present now no appear-
ance of any thing artificial.—Just on our left, in the direction

N. N. W. from the mountain, a large tract had once been levelled

off and built up on the eastern side with a wall. In the midst
of this tract was a large reservoir, some two hundred feet square,

now dry ; and in the middle of it a square mound like an island.

There seemed also to be ancient foundations round about ; though
we did not remark the church of which Pococke speaks ; and tra-

ces of an aqueduct were seen coming from the north.

Leaving here our horses, a steep ascent of ten minutes brought

us to the top of the mountain, which constitutes a circle of about

seven hundred and fifty feet in circumference. The whole of this

is enclosed by the ruined walls of a circular fortress, built of hewn
stones of good size, with four massive round towers standing one

at each of the cardinal points. Either the ruins have formed a

mound around the circumference, or the middle part of the enclo-

sure was once excavated ; it is now considerably deeper than the

circumference. The tower upon the east is not so thoroughly

destroyed as the rest ; and in it a magazine or cistern may still be

seen.^

This mountain commands, of course, a very extensive view

towards the north ; less so towards the south and west ; while

on the east, the prospect is bounded by the mountains of Moab
beyond the Dead Sea. A slight haze prevented us from distin-

guishing the site of Taiyibeh and also Kerak. In the view of the

Dead Sea I was greatly disappointed. I had hoped to have got

' Descr. of the East, II. L p. 42. few -who speak of having heen upon it,

' The Frank mountain has not usually are Von Troilo, Nau, le Brun, Pococke,

been ascended by travellers. Among the

.

Irby and Mangles, and some others.
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Bight here perhaps of both its extremities ; or at least to have
ascertained some other high points from which that would he
possible

;
but we found that very little more of its surface is

visible from this spot, than is seen from the mount of Olives.
The mountain is too far from the sea to command a view over it

;

and other mountains intervene, which, though rugged and de-
solate, are low ; so that while they serve to shut out the prospect,
they present among themselves no better point of view.'

The present name of the " Frank mountain " is known only
among the Franks ; and is founded on a report current among
them, that this post was maintained by the crusaders for forty
years after the fall of Jerusalem.^ But, to say nothing of the
utter silence of all the historians of the crusades, both Christian
and Muhammedan, as to any occupation whatever of this post by
either party, it is justly remarked by Irby and Mangles, that
" the place is too small ever to have contained half the number
of men, which would have been requisite to make any stand in
such a country ; and the ruins, though they might be those of a
place once defended by the Franks, appear to have had an earHer
origin, as the architecture seems to be Eoman."^ The present
appellation appears to have sprung up near the close of the seven-
teenth century.' Bsfore that time most travellers who mention
the mountain, call it Bethulia, and, give the same name to the
ruins at its foot ;

" though on what conceivable ground this latter
name was adopted, I have not been able to discover.

The earliest direct mention of the mountain in modern times,

as well as of this story of the Franks, is apparently by Felix
Fabri in- A. D. 1483. According to him the Franks had plenty
of water in cisterns, and land enough within the fortress to raise

corn and wine and fruits sufficient for each year ; and they might
have held out indefinitely, had not a pestilence broken out among
them after thirty years, and destroyed most of the men and all

their wives and daughters ; after which the remnant withdrew

• We took on the Frank mountain the Maundrell's Journey, Mar. 31st. Morison,
following bearings : Abu Nujeim, a Wely, p. 487.

W. Bethlehem N. 27° W. Beit S'lhur N. ' So Felix Fabri in 1483, Reissh. p. 287.
21° W. (This is the Bethsaon of Pococke, Zuallart Viagg. p. 218. Qnaresmius 11. p.

II. p. 34.) Beit Ta'mar N. 20° W. M.lr 687. Doubdan, p. 366. "Von Troilo, p.

Elyis N. 16° W. Neby Samw:l N. 10° 313. Morison has both names, p. 487.

W. Mount of Olives N. 10° E. Abu Dis, Kauwolf, and also Cotovicns, confound this

near Bethany, N. 20° E. Khureitun S. mountain with Tekoa; Reissh. p. 645.

] 5° W. Tekii'a S. 50° W. Beit Fe^ar Cotovio. p. 225.—Brooardus speaks of a

S. 77° W. " collis Aohillae " overagainst Tekoa, c. 9.

^ Some say by the knights of St. John. p. 184. This Breydenhach and Adricho-

Most travellers who mention the report, mius refer to the site of Masada on the

seem to doubt its truth. Von Troilo, p. Dead Sea; Reissh. p. 132. Adrlchom. p.

314. Pococke II. i. p. 42. 38. De Salignaco on the contrary seems
' Travels, p. 340, [103.] to make it the Frank mountain ; Tom. X.
* I have not found it in any writer ear- c. 2. I have not been able to trace this

lier than le Bran, Voyage p. 279. So name any further.
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to other lands. ' Subsequent travellers have repeated this report

in different forms ; but all the circumstances lead only to the
conclusion, that it is in all likelihood a legend of the fifteenth

century.'

More probable is the suggestion, that the spot is the site of

the fortress and city Herodium, erected by Herod the Great.

According to Josephus, that place was situated about sixty stadia

from Jerusalem, and not far from Tekoa.' Here on a hill of

moderate height, having the form of the female breast, and which
he raised still higher or at least fashioned by artificial means,
Herod erected a fortress with rounded towers,* having in it royal

apartments of great strength and splendour. The difficult ascent

was overcome by a flight of two hundred steps of hewn stone.

At the foot of the mountain he built other palaces for himself

and his friends ; and caused water to be brought thither from a

distance, in large quantity and at great expense. The whole
plain around was also covered with buildings, forming a large

city, of which the hill and fortress constituted the acropolis.^ So
important indeed was the city, that one of the toparchies after-

wards took the same name ; and Ptolemy also mentions it as a

town of note.' To the same place, apparently, the body of Herod
was brought for burial, two hundred stadia from Jericho, where
he died.'—All these particulars, the situation, the mountain, the

round towers, the large reservoir of water and the city below, cor-

respond very strikingly to the present state of the Frank moun-
tain ; and leave scarcely a doubt, that this was Herodium, where
the Idumean tyrant sought his last repose.*

An earlier mention of this mountain, or indeed any mention

of it in the Scriptures, cannot be assumed with the like certainty.

Pococke indeed suggests, that it may have been the Beth-hac-

' Reisst. des h. Landes, p. 287. Mori- See the authorities collected in Reland

son in 1 698 makes this story refer to the Pal. p. 820.

time of the conquest by Selim in 1517 ! ' Joseph. Ant 17. 8. 3. B. J. 1. 33. 9.

—

Rclat. p. 487. I cannot find that Qnares- Another castle ofthe same name was huilt

mius mentions the story. by Herod on a mountain ofArabia ; Joseph.
^ Compare the similar legend relatire B. J. I. 21. 10.

to the leaving out of Zion at the rebuilding ° The first suggestion as to the identity

of the walls of Jerusalem in 1542 ; see of the Frank mountain with Herodium, so

above, p. 318. a. 3. far as I have been able to find, is in Mariti

;

" Joseph. Antiq. 15. 9. 4. B. J. 1. 21. 10. Viaggi, etc. Germ. p. 545. He relates

Also in B. J. 4. 9. 5, it is related, that that the Greek monks of St. Saba, who ac-

Eleazar, who had laid siege to Tekoa, sent companied him towards Bethlehem, point-

messengers " to the garrison in Herodium, ed out on a mountain towards the south,

wMchwasneSLT," irpisTols iy'tipaidltj! ^pou- the castle of Herod, which they called Ero-

ppus, oircp ^v TrKvfioy. dion. This seems to have been the Frank
* KvKKarepfn -Kvpyots, Ant. 15. 9. 4. mountain ; though Mariti does not name it

2Tpo77i}\ois Tnip7ois, B.J.I. 21.10. and perhaps did not recognise it The
' See generally, Joseph Antiq. 15. 9. 4. same suggestion is made by Berggren, Ee-

B. J. 1. 21. 10. sor etc. III. p. 50. Stockh. 1828. Then
• Joseph. B. J. 3. 3. 5. Ptolem. 5. 11 by Ranmer, Palast. p. 220.
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cerem of the prophet Jeremiali, where the children of Benjamin
were to " set up a sign of fire," while they blew the trumpet in

Tekoa.' Jerome also says that there was a village Bethacharma,
situated on a mountain hetween Tekoa and Jerusalem.''' All this

accords well enough with the position and character of the Frank
mountain ; but is too indefinite to warrant anything more than

conjecture. And besidesj if Beth-haccerem was indeed succeeded

by the fortress and city of Herod, it is difficult to see why Je-

rome, who usually employs the Greek names by preference, should

here and elsewhere make no allusion to the later and more im-'~

portant Herodium.
Mounting again at 4 o'clock, and descending from the table

land towards the southwest, we came in twenty minutes to the

bottom of Wady tjrtas. There another valley joins it from the

southwest, which we now followed up for some distance. The
former Wady here runs about southeast, passing at some distance

south of the Frank mountain ; and soon contracts into a narrow

picturesque gorge, with high precipitous walls upon each side.

High up on the southern side, at some distance below the en-

trance of the ravine, are the remains of a square tower and vil-

lage, called Khiireitun, which we had seen from the mountain
;

and further down among the rocks on the same side, is an im-

mense natural cavern, which my companion had formerly visited,

but which we were now prevented from examining by the late-

ness of the hour. The mouth of the grotto can be approached

only on foot along the side of the cliffs. My friend's description

accorded well with the account of Irby and Mangles ; according

to whom, the cave "runs in by a long, winding, narrow passage,

with small chambers or cavities on either side. We soon came

to a large chamber with natural arches of a great height ; from

this last there were numerous passages, leading in all directions,

occasionally joined by others at right angles, and forming a per-

fect labyrinth, which our guides assured us had never been tho-

roughly explored ; the. people being afraid of losing themselves.

The passages were, generally four feet high, by three feet wide
;

and were all on a level with each other. There were a few petri-

factions where, we were ; nevertheless the grotto was perfectly

clear, and the air pure and good."^—The valley here takes the

same name, and is known as Wady Khiireitun.

This remarkable cavern is regarded in monastic tradition,

reaching back to the time of the crusades, as the cave of Adul-

1am, in which David took refuge after leaving Grath of the Phi-

Jer. 6, 1. Pocooke H. i. p. 42. fol. ' Travels, pp. 340, 341, [103, 104.] See

= Hieron. Coram, in Jer. 6, 1. Neither also Pocooke II. i. p. 41. Turner's Tour in

Eusebius nor Jerome mention Herodium, the Levant, II. p. 238.

nor elsewhere Beth-haccerem.
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to

listines. ' But AduUam is enumerated among the cities of the

plain of Judah ; and Eusebius and Jerome place it in the vicinity

of Eleutheropolis, west of the mountains.'

Following up the branch valley among the open hills, and
then gradually ascending the higher ground towards the left, we
came in twenty minutes (at 6.40) to the encampment of the

Ta'amirah belonging to our guides ; where we found our tent

already pitched, and our home for the night prepared. The sit-

uation was high, lying on the northern declivity of the high land

around Tekoa ; and overlooking a large tract of country towards

the north.'

The Ta'amirah were said to muster in all about three hun-
dred men. The limits of their territory are not very distinct

;

but they may be said to occupy, in general, the district lying be-

tween Bethlehem, Tekoa, and the Dead Sea ; the eastern part

of which is a mere desert. At the place where we now were,

there were only six tents ; the rest of the tribe being dispersed in

other similar encampments. They have but a single village,

Beit Ta'mar, and this is rarely inhabited ; here they store their

grain in subterxanean magazines like cisterns, as is common in

other villages. The Ta'amirah occupy indeed a sort of border

ground, between the Bedawin and Fellahin ; between the wan-
dering tenants of the desert who dwell only in tents, and the

more fixed inhabitants of the villages. Hence, being acknow-
ledged by neither and distrusted by all, they are regarded as a

sort of Ishmaehtes whose " hand is against every man ;" and
have acquired for themselves a notorious character as restless and
daring robbers and rebels. As a matter of course, they took part

in the insurrection of 1834 ; and at the capture of Jerusalem,

our Sheikh was said to have been the first man who entered the

city.

They also held out tiU the very last against the government.

Fearing the consequences of their activity in the rebelhon, and
dreading especially the thought of being subjected to the con-

scription, they retired into the desert and encamped near the

Dead Sea. In order to bring them to terms, the Mudir of 'Akka
came with several thousand men and encamped in their territory

for some months ; and it was only when they saw their flocks

and stores seized, their crops destroyed, and fe,mine staring them
in the face, that they returned and submitted. They were dis-

armed, and compelled to pay an annual capitation-tax of one

hundred piastres for each man ; but no soldiers were taken from

them, nor as yet had any other tax been demanded in any form.

• 1 Sam. 22, 1. 2 Sam. 23, 13.—^Will. ' From the encampment the Frank
Tyr. 1.5. 6. Quaresmius II. p. 766. mountain bore E. N. E. Bethlehem N.

^ Josh. 15, 35. Onomast. art. Adollam. Tek&'a S. 6° E. distant 25 minutes.
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But during the very last year, orders had come from Ibrahim
Pasha to take of them for soldiers ; upon which all the young
men immediately fled to the east side of the Dead Sea. The
Sheikh made representations to the authorities at Jerusalem, and
the orders were recalled ; though in the mean time five men had
been already seized, some of whom were now dead, and the others

not yet given up.

Such were the character and circumstances of the tribe, in

the midst of whom we now were, and into whose care and keep-
ing we had committed ourselves. But we haA already learned

enough of common reports, to know that they were in general

exceedingly exaggerated ; and we felt ourselves quite as secure

here as within the walls of Jerusalem. To judge from our own
intercourse of eight days with the Ta'amirah, they are much like

other Bedawin ; though I think braver, and more faithful and
trustworthy in danger. The Sheikh and his four men who ac-

companied us, were personally brave, and would probably have
laid down their lives at any moment in our defence. Yet, like

most Arabs, they have no regard for veracity, whenever there is

the slightest personal motive to teU a lie ; and like most Arabs
too, their notions of meum and tuum are not very strictly defined,

except towards one another, and towards those to whom they are

bound in honour. In this particular, we at least had no occasion

for complaint.

Our Sheikh was in every respect something more than a com-
mon Arab. In stature he was more than six feet high, well

built and finely proportioned ; and there was in his movements

a native dignity and nobleness, which we did not find in other

Bedawin. His countenance was intelligent, and had a mild and

pensive cast ; indeed there was a seriousness and earnestness

about him, which could not but give him influence in any situa-

tion. He was also more than an ordinary Sheikh ; he could read

and write ; and was likewise the Khatib or orator and Imam of

his tribe. In this capacity he was very regular in the perform-

ance of the Muslim devotions, and often chanted long prayers

aloud. This seemed indeed to be his chief character, and he was

addressed only as ' Khatib ; ' so that we hardly heard him called

by his real name, Muhammed. There was said to be one or

more other Sheikhs of the tribe ; though we saw no one but him.

The learning of the tribe is confined to the Khatib, no other in-

dividual being able to read or write ; but as even this is an ex-

ception to Bedawy custom, the Ta'amirah stand degraded by it

in the eyes of their brethren.

As the Khatib was unwell, we saw no more of him that night.

When we sent forward our servants, we had given them a hint

to evade (if possible) the sheep, which the Sheikh had proposed
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to kill in our honour ; for which, we were told in Jerusalem, a
present of not less than two dollars to the Sheikh's wife would
be a necessary acknowledgment. This they had been able to do
without difficulty. The Sheikh had indeed brought to the tent,

not the proffered sheep, but a kid, to be killed as a present ; and
our servants had told him rather unceremoniously, that we did

not eat goat's flesh, and counselled him to take it away again
;

which he did.

It was now late ; and in the bright light of the moon, the

scene was highly romantic. We were here on the lofty hill-side,

looking out upon the dark mass of the Frank mountain and the

sacred region of Bethlehem ; while around us were the black tents,

the horses picketed, and the numerous flocks of sheep and goats,

all still like the silence of the desert.

We had noticed on our arrival a fine mare with many trappings

picketed near the tents ; and were told the animal belonged to a

Sheikh of the Jehalin, who was here on a visit. He came to

our tent during the evening, and proved to be Defa' Allah, the

chief Sheikh of that tribe. He was gaily dressed, and wore red

boots, which he kicked off with some difficulty on entering our

tent. As we were expecting to visit Wady Musa with an escort

from his tribe, we were glad to meet him here and obtain the

necessary preliminary information. He had lately been there

himself ; having accompanied Lord Prudhoe thither directly across

the desert from Suez. He said they were accustomed to take

travellers from Hebron either on horses or dromedaries ; but the

latter were preferable, because in case of necessity they were fleet-

er, and could hold out longer. He was quite talkative, and seemed

good natured and spirited ; but as I could not foUow his talk,

and was exceedingly weary, I could not resist falling into a deep

sleep as I leaned on my couch ; however httle honour this might
reflect upon my courtesy. He however did not take it iU ; and
after some weeks we met again as old acquaintances at Hebron.

The object of Defa' Allah's visit here we did not learn at the

time ; but it afterwards turned out, that he belonged to the war-

like party we had met in Bethlehem, and had come hither to

induce the Ta'amirah to join in the expedition. But they had
already suffered enough from war, and were too wary to make
any movement, which might draw upon them the notice of the

Egyptian government ; so that the Sheikh of the Jehalin did not

effect his purpose, and left the encampment during the night to

overtake his party. But the Khatib was stiU too much of a

diplomatist not to keep all this for the present to himself ; and

it was only after our return to Jerusalem, that he gave us this

information.

Wednesday, May 9th. We rose soon after 4 o'clock, and
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looked about upon tlie encampment. All was already in motion at

this early hour. There were about six hundred sheep and goats,

the latter being the most numerous ; and the process of milking
was now going on. They have few cows. The six tents were
arranged in a sort of square ; they were made of black hair-cloth,

not large ; and were mostly open at one end and on the sides,

the latter being turned up. The tents formed the common ren-

dezvous of men, women, children, calves, lambs, and kids. The
women were without veils, and seemed to make nothing of our
presence. Here we had an opportunity of seeing various pro-

cesses in the housekeeping of nomadic life. The women in some
of the tents were kneading bread, and baking it in thin cakes in

the embers or on iron plates over the fire. Another female was
churning the milk in a very primitive way, which we often saw
afterwards in different parts of the country. The churn consists

of a common water-skin, i. e. the tanned skin of ^ goat stripped

off whole and the extremities sewed up. This is partly filled

with the milk ; and being then suspended in a slight frame, or

between two sticks leaning against the tent or house, it is regu-

larly moved to and fro with a jerk until the process is completed.

In another tent a woman was kneeling and grinding at the

hand-mill. These mills are doubtless those of scriptural times ;

and are similar to the Scottish quern. They consist of two stones

about eighteen inches or two feet in diameter, lying one upon
the other, with a slight convexity between them and a hole

through the upper to receive the grain. The lower stone is fixed,

sometimes in a sort of cement, which rises around it like a bowl

and receives the meal as it falls from the stones. The upper

stone is turned upon the lower, by means of an upright stick

fixed in it as a handle. We afterwards saw many of these mills
;

and saw only women grinding, sometimes one alone and some-

times two together. The female kneels or sits at her task, and
turns the mill with both hands, feeding it occasionally with one.

The labour is evidently hard ; and the grating sound of the miU
is heard at a distance, indicating (like our coffee-mills) the pre-

sence of a family and of household life. We heard no song as an
accompaniment to the work.'

As we were looking round upon this scene of busy life, the

sun rose gloriously over the wide prospect, and shed his golden

light upon a landscape, not rich indeed in appearance, for all is

rocky and sterile to the view
;
yet fertile in pasturage, as was

testified by the multitude of flocks. The curling smoke ascend-

' " Two women shall be grinding at the gladness, the voice of the bridegroom and

mill ; the one shall be taken and the other the voice of the bride, the sound of the

left
; " Matt. 24, 41. Luke 17, 3.'3. Comp. mill-stones and the light of the candle ;

"

Ex. 11, 5.—"Moreover I will take from Jer. 25, 10. Compare Kev. 18, 22. 23.

them the voice of mirth and the voice of
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ing from various Arab encampments in the distance, added to

the picturesque eifect of the landscape.

We left the encampment at 6.10 for Tebii'a, keeping along

the eastern brow of the high ground. The Khatib had shaken

off his illness during the night ; and now marched as our leader

with vigour and spirit. As his tribe had been disarmed, our

-guides could lawfully carry no better weapons than short clubs

and staves ; but they prided themselves on bearing our muskets

and pistols ; and took with them also a gun of their own, which
was clandestinely kept among them.

We reached Teku'a at 6.35. It lies on an elevated hill, not

steep, but broad on the top, and covered with ruins to the extent

of four or five acres. These consist chiefly in the foundations of

houses built of squared stones, some of which are bevelled. At
the northeast part are the remains of a large square tower or

castle, still the highest point of all. Near the middle of the site

are the ruins of a Greek church ; among which are several frag-

ments of columns, and a baptismal font of rose-coloured lime-

stone verging into marble. The font is octagonal, five feet in

diameter on the outside, four feet on the inside, and three feet

nine inches deep. There are many cisterns excavated in the

rocks ; and not far off is a living spring from which our Arabs
brought us fine water. The ruins of a church lying a mile further

south, as mentioned by Pococke, we did not see.'

The high position of Teku'a gives it a wide prospect. Toward
the northeast the land slopes down towards Wady Khureitun

;

on the other sides the hill is surrounded by a belt of level table

land ; beyond which are valleys and then other higher lulls. This

belt is tilled to a considerable extent, and there were now several

fields of grain upon it. On the south at some distance, another

deep valley runs off southeast towards the Dead Sea. The view

in this direction is bounded only by the level mountains of Moab,

with frequent bursts of the Dead Sea, seen through openings

among the rugged and desolate intervening mountains. In the

E. S. E. were seen also two small isolated towers, Kusr 'Antar

and Kusr Um el-Leimon, between Tekil'a and the continuation

of Wady Khureitun ; but there seemed to be nothing remarkable

about them."

Here then are the remains of the Tekoa of the Old Testa-

ment.; whence Joab called the "wise woman" to plead in behalf

of Absalom ; and which, fortified by Kehoboam, was afterwards

- PrdfeHy the fountain is that mention- Tillage towards Jerasalem,N. 13° E.
,
M-Sr

ed by'Eoooeke, as being in a grotto towards Elyis N. 5° E. Bethlehem N. Neby Sam-

thenorthweet Vol. II. i. p. 41. wil K 2° \V. Abu Nnjeim N. 1.5" W.
' A-tTekiTawe obtained the following Beit Feijiir S. 85° W; esh-SbiyuVh, a

bearings-. Frsmk mountain N. 50° E. well-built village, S. 51° W.
Mount of OKves N. 15° E. Sur Bahil, a
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the birthplace of the prophet Amos, and gave its name also to the
adjacent desert on the east.' Not only is the present name de-
cisive ; but the ancient specifications as to its site are equally

distinct. Eusebius and Jerome describe Tekoa as lying twelve
miles from Jerusalem and six miles from Bethlehem towards the

south ; and the latter further remarks, that from Bethlehem he
had Tekoa daily before his eyes.' We did not indeed travel the

direct route between these two places ; but the distance is still

reckoned at two hours. ^ In the beginning of the sixth century,

the holy Sabas established in this vicinity a new laura, in con-

nection with the greater one which still bears his own name ; and
this became afterwards a seat of strife and controversy, as has
already been related.'' About A. D. 765, Tekoa was visited by
St. Willibald ; it was then a Christian place and had a church.'

In the time of the crusades it was stiU inhabited by Christians,

who afforded aid to the crusaders during the siege of Jerusalem
;

and the place was afterwards assigned by king Fulco to the

canons of the church of the Holy Sepulchre in exchange for

Bethanj'.' In A. D. 1138, Tekoa was sacked by a party of

Turks from beyond the Jordan ; but the inhabitants had mostly

taken refuge in the cavern above described at Khureitun, which
was held to be that of AduUam.'

Whether Tekoa ever recovered from this blow, we are not

informed ; nor do we know anything further as to the time of its

abandonment.' In the days of Quaresmius it was, as now, deso-

late, and was not visited for fear of the Arabs ; though Morone
in the same century mentions the baptismal font among the

ruins.' A few years later (A. D. 1666) Von Troilo visited the

spot ; and describes its appearance much as it exists at present.'"

Since that time travellers have not unfrequently passed this

way ; sometimes on their route between Bethlehem and Hebron. '

'

We had been hesitating, whether to go from Tekoa to He-
bron, about four hours distant ; or to keep upon the hills more

towards the left, and thus explore the country between us and

' 2 Sam. U, 2. 2 Chr. 11, 6. Am. 1, 1. ' Will. Tjr. 8. 7. ib. 15. 26. See p. 432,

2 Chr. 20, 20. 1 Mace. 9, 33. above.

» Onomast. art. ElOiei, '^kSt^kvL Hi- ' Will. Tyr. 1.5. 6. Wilken Gesch. der

cron. Comm. in Amos Prooem. Coram, in Kr. II. p. 683. See above, p. 481 sq.

Jerem. vL 1, " Thecuam quoqne vioulum ' Brocardus and Marinus Saimtus men-

in monte situm quotidie ooulis cer- tioh Tekoa ; but merely as an ancient

nimus." See the authorities collected in place. Broc. c. 9. p. 184. Miirin. Sanut.

Eeland Falsest, p. 1028.—Jerome in the p 247. So too Breydenbach, Reissb. p.

Onomasticon gives the distance of Tekoa 132. Rauwolf mistakes the Frank moun-

from Jerusalem at nine miles; which is tain for it; ibid. p. 645.

inconsistent with Eusebius and with him- ' Quaresmius II. p. 687. Morone, p. 298.

self, and is probably a corruption. '° Reisebesohr. p. 314. Dresd. 1676.

' Comp. Turner's Tour, 11. p. 240. " E.g. leBrun, p. 279. Morison,p.487.
* See above, p. 388. Pocooke II. i. p. 41. Turner IL p. 240..

' Hodoeporicon, p. 377, ed. Mabillon. Irby and Mangles and party, p. 341. [104.]
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'Ain Jidy more thoroughly. Adopting the latter course, as pre-
senting a route hitherto untrodden by travellers, we proceeded on
our way at 7.40, descending towards the southwest. We soon
struck upon a small Wady, and followed it down in the same
direction until ten minutes past eight. Here the larger Wady
'Arrub comes in from the southwest, and the united valley, under
the name of Wady Jeh^r, now runs off towards the southeast to

join the great Wady el-G-har, which empties into the Dead Sea
a short distance south of 'Ain Jidy. Following up the Wady
'Arriib, we took the branch that leads to a small village called

Sa'ir,' being also the usual road to Hebron. At 9 o'clock, be-

fore reaching this village, (which lies half an hour beyond, or two
hours from Tekoa,) we turned to the left into a side valley; and
following it upwards to its head, we then passed up a steep as-

cent. The valleys along which we thus travelled, and the sides

of the hills around, were sprinkled and sometimes covered with
arbutus, dwarf oaks, small firs, and other bushes, with an abun-
dance of the Za'ter

;
presenting the same general features as the

country around Hebron.

At the top of the ascent, which we reached at 9.20, is a cis-

tern marked by two or three trees. The spot is called Bir ez-

Za'feraneh.' The country before us was now a high rocky tract,

exhibiting on our left no appearance of cultivation, though there

are occasional traces of its having been formerly inhabited. A
few villages appeared at a distance on our right. Fifteen min-
utes from Bir ez-Za'feraneh (at 9.40), while this place bore N.
50° B. and Shiyukh S. 86° W. the next point of our route, Beni
Na'im, came in sight, bearing S. 9° W. But instead of proceed-

. ing directly towards it, we were compelled to make a great detour

towards the west, in order to pass around the heads of several

branches of the Wady el-Ghar, which lay between us and Beni
Na'im, and were said to be so deep and rugged as to be nearly

impassable for horses.—At the point where we now were, we saw
traces of former foundations ; and at ten o'clock there were ruins

of small square towers on our left. At half past ten, we crossed

a low sharp ridge, from which Bir ez-Za'feraneh bore about IST.

70° E. and at 10.40 we halted for ten minutes in the shallow

valley beyond. From hence our Mukariyeh went with one horse

to Hebron to purchase barley ; to rejoin us again at Beni Na'im.

They had neglected to bring a supply, thinking they could so

manage as to induce us to go to Hebron.

Starting again at ten minutes before eleven o'clock, we began

from this point to take a more direct course towards Beni Na'im,

' Probably the same which Irby and N. Beit Fejjdr N. 25° W. Shiyfikh S.

Mangles call Sipbeer
; p. 342. [lOi.] .81° "W.

' From this spot Telcoa bore N. E. by
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proceeding first for half an hour in a direction nearly south. We
soon came upon the brow of a very deep valley on our right

;

which, commencing further to the north, here runs towards the
south, and passing to the eastward of Dhoheriyeh goes to join
Wady es-Seba'. After receiving the Wady in which Hebron
lies, it takes the name of Wady el-Khulil ; and is the great drain
of all the region around. At 11.20 we saw Nebi Yunas, or
Hiilhul, on the high ridge beyond this valley, bearing N. 35° W.
We had formerly seen it from the other side.' Near by us was a
"broken cistern" in the rocks, well covered on the inside with
cement. A ruin called Beit 'Ainiin was pointed out, bearing N.
40° W. Hebron, as near as we could judge, bore about S. 50°
W. and was not far from an hour distant. The direction of
Eeni Na'im was here S. 50° E. towards which we now shaped
our course.

We were thus travelling along the dividing line between the
waters of the Dead Sea and the Mediterranean ; and although
we now diverged from the great valley on our right, yet it con-
tinued to be the drain of all the country on that side during the
whole day. As we approached Beni Na'im, the traces of culti-

vation increased ; and the level spots of any size were sown with
barley or millet. Towards the west, olive trees and small vine-

yards appeared occasionally. All the tillage belongs to the few
scattered villages which we saw.

The whole slope towards the Dead Sea on this side of Jeru-
salem, resembles in its general features the same slope on the
north of that city. But it has even less of fertility ; the desert

region extending further up from the Dead Sea towards the

water-summit. Still, even in those parts where all is now deso-

late, there are everywhere traces of the hand of the men of other

days, as we saw both yesterday and to-day ; terraces, walls,

stones gathered along the paths, frequent cisterns, and the like.

Most of the hills indeed exhibit the remains of terraces built up
around them, the undoubted signs of former cultivation.

After a long ride we reached Beni Na'im at twenty minutes

past noon, where we made a halt of several hours. This is a vil-

lage with a mosk, lying on very high ground, to which the ascent

is gradual on every side, forming a conspicuous object to all the

region far and near. It overlooks the country around Hebron
;

and is therefore not improbably the very highest point in all the

hill country of Judah. According to the Muslims this is the

burial-place of Lot ; and the mosk professedly covers his tomb."

It is a well built structure, much in the shape of an ordinary

KhS,n, surrounding a court with chambers and porticos around

' See p. 216, above. tomt of Lot as shown in his day two miles
' Sit John Maundeville mentions the from Hebron ; Travels, p. 68. Lond. 1839.
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the inside. The flat roof over these forms a terrace along the
wall, which is furnished with loop-holes for muskets ; and thus
the huilding answers also the purpose of a fortress. Some of the
houses of the village are built of large hewn stones, indicating

antiquity. Most of them were in good repair, but none of them
now inhabited ; all the people being abroad, dwelling in tents or

caves, in order to watch their flocks and fields of grain. This is

the custom of the peasants in this part of Palestine, during the

months of pasturage in spring and until the crops are gathered
;

while in autumn and winter they inhabit their villages.' Cis-

terns excavated in the solid rock testify also to the antiquity of

the site ; and the exterior of the rocks is in many places hewn
smooth or scarped. Over most of the cisterns is laid a broad and
thick flat stone, with a round hole cut in the middle, forming the

mouth of the cistern. This hole we found in many cases covered

with a heavy stone, which it would require two or three men to

roU away.'

From the roof of the mosk at Beni Na'im we had an exten-

sive view on every side, and especially towards the east and south.

The prospect towards the north was limited by the high tract

over which we had just passed ; and towards the west and south-

west by the hills around Hebron. The mountains beyond the

Dead Sea were very distinct ; but the sea itself was not visible

except through gaps in the western mountains, by which the eye

could penetrate into its deep bosom. One of these was said to

be near the pass of 'Ain Jidy ; and through another, further

south, we could perceive what appeared to be a large sand-bank

in the sea. Towards the south the land sinks down gradually to

an extensive basin or plain, having many villages and ancient

sites, with which we afterwards became better acquainted. We
now remarked the ancient fortress of Kurmul (Carmel), and be-

yond it a dark mountain ridge beginning pot far to the left and

running off W. S. W.'
In respect to the place which anciently stood here, we can

be guided only by conjecture. Jerome relates of Paula, that,

departing from Hebron, she stopped upon the height of Caphar
Barucha, ' Village of Benediction ;' to which place Abraham
accompanied the Lord, and where of course he afterwards looked

' See atove, p. 212. We afterwards thus covered with x, stone, which is re-

met with other like instances. moved only at particular times.

^ Gen. 29, 2. 3, " a great stone was upon ' From the mosk we took bearings : esh-

tho well's mouth ; and thither were all the Shiyukh N. 6° W. Pass of 'Ain Jidy S.

flocks gathered ; and they rolled the stone 65° E. Wady el-M6jib beyond the sea,

from the well's mouth, and watered the N. 80° E. Kurmul S. 23° W.—Hebron

sheep, and put the stone again upon the hears S. 82° W. distant about an hour and

well's mouth in his place." We afterwards a half. This we were able afterwards to

saw many illustrations of this passage in ascertain from the hill west of Hebron. See

the fields ; the cisterns being very often Hebron, May 25th.
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towards Sodom and Gomorrah and beheld the smoke of their
burning.' Here Paula looked out upon the wide desert, the land
of Sodom and G-omorrah, and the regions of Engaddi and Zoar

;

and here she remembered Lot and his sin." She then returned
to Jerusalem by way of Tekoa. All these circumstances accord
exactly with the situation of Beni Na'im, and with no other
spot ; and the mention of Lot in this connection, may help to

account for the origin of the present Muhammedan tradition.

—

This of course was a different place from the Valley of Berachah
(benediction) in the direction of Tekoa, where Jehoshaphat cele-

brated the miraculous overthrow of the Moabites and Ammonites.'
Yet even of this perhaps a trace remains in the name Bereikut,
which stands on Seetzen's map, and is found also in our lists.*

On arriving at Beni Na'im we quietly took possession of the
court of the mosk ; spread our carpets in the northern portico ;

and our servants having kneaded and baked unleavened bread
for the first time, we enjoyed our repast and made ourselves very
comfortable. The weather was bright and pleasant, with a
mid-day temperature of 67° F. After two hours the Mukariyeh
arrived from Hebron ; bringing with them their barley, and also

oranges and other fruit for us.

We had before been undecided what route to take from Beni
Na'im ; but the sight of Kurmul, and a report of names like

Zif, Ma'in, and Yutta, in that region, induced us to bend our
steps that way. Near Tekoa we had fallen in with two of the

Arabs Eashaideh, who dwell around 'Ain Jidy ; and as this

point lay out of the territories of our guides of the Ta'amirah,

we had taken up one of these Arabs, both as a further guide for

that portion of the western coast of the Dead Sea, and likewise

in order to insure a good reception from such Arabs of his tribe,

as we might happen to fall in with. In going to Kurmul we
entered also the territory of the Jehalin.

We left Beni Na'im at half past 3 o'clock, descending gra-

dually ; and in twenty minutes came in sight of Ytitta on the

distant hiUs, bearing S. 55° W. This is doubtless the Juttah

of the Old Testament ; we afterwards saw it much nearer, and

I shall again recur to it.^ At the same time Beni Na'im bore

N. 40° E. and Yukin S. 5° W. The latter is a Muhammedan
Makam (station), where they say Lot stopped after his flight

from Sodom. At 4.10 we passed close by it ; and continued to

' Gen. 18, 33. 19, 27. 28. 86, ad Eustoch. Epitaph. Paulse, T. IV. ii.

' " Altera die stetit in supercilio Oaphar p. 675. cd. Mart. See also Reland Falsest.

Bj.rucha, id est, villa benedictionis ; quem pp. 356, 685.

ad locum Abraham Dominum prosequutus " 2 Ohron. 20, 1. 2. 20. 26. 27.

est. Unde latam despiciens solitudinem, * See more in Vol. III. Sec. VI.

ac teiram quondam Sodomae, etc. Recor- ' Josh. 15, 55. 21, 16. See nnder June
dabatur speluncse Lot, etc." Hieron. Ep. 4th.
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descend gradually towards the plain. At 4| o'clock we reached
the western hase of Tell Zif (hill of Zif) a round eminence
situated in the plain, a hundred feet or more in height. Here
we fell into the road from Hebron to Kurmul.

The proper ruins of Zif, the Ziph of the Old Testament, lie

about ten minutes east of this point, on a low hill or ridge be-
tween two small Wadys, which commence here and run towards
the Dead Sea. We ran thither on foot along the north side of
the Tell, which is separated from the ruins by one of the Wadys.
There is here little to be seen except broken walls and founda-
tions, most of them of unhewn stones, but indicating solidity

and covering a considerable tract of ground. In the middle is a
low massive square building, constructed of squared stones and
vaulted within with pointed arches ; showing that the place

must have been inhabited long after the Muhammedan conquest.

Cisterns also remain ; and in the midst of the ruins is a narrow
sloping passage cut down into the rock, terminating at a door

with a subterranean chamber beyond, which may have served as

a tomb or more probably as a magazine.—On the top of Tell Zif

is a level plot apparently once enclosed by a wall ; and here too

are several cisterns.'

Ziph is mentioned by Jerome as existing in his day eastward
from Hebron. From that time to the present, there is no trace

of the name in history.^

Mounting again at ten minutes past 5 o'clock, we proceeded

upon the Hebron road towards Kurmul. The region around,

and especially upon our right, was the finest we had yet seen in

the hill country of Judah. The great plain or basin spread itself

out in that direction, shut in on every side by higher land or hUls,

except upon the east, where it slopes off towards the Dead Sea.

The elevation of this plain, though not so great as that of Dho-
heriyeh, cannot be less than fifteen hundred feet or more above

the level of the Mediterranean. Its waters apparently flow off

in both directions, partly towards the Dead Sea, and partly to-

wards Wady es-Seba'. The surface of the plain is waving, and
almost free from rocks ; indeed, even the smaller stones are less

abundant than usual. At present the whole tract was almost

covered with fine fields of wheat, belonging to persons in Hebron
who rent the land of the government. Watchmen were stationed

' From this Tell, some fifteen rods east is indeed somewhat east of sonth ; hut the

of our road, the ruins of Zif bore N. 78° E. distance is not quite an hour and three

distant about ten minutes. Beni Na'im N. quarters with camels, or less than five Ko-
39° E. Kurmul S. 7° W. Hebron about N. man miles. Jerome had no personal know-

bv "Vi. kdge of this region, and his estimates of
'' Onomast. art. Ziph. Eusehius does distances are here very loose. See under

not mention it.—Jerome says it was eight May 26th.

miles from Hebron towards the east. It
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in various parts, to prevent cattle and flocks from trespassing upon
the grain. The wheat was now ripening ; and we had here a

beautiful illustration of Scripture. Our Arabs "were a hun-
gered," and going into the fields, they "plucked the ears of corn,

and did eat, rubbing them in their hands."' On being question-

ed, they said this was an old custom, and no one would speak
against it ; they were supposed to be hungry, and it was allowed

as a charity. We saw this afterwards in repeated instances.

In the first ten minutes we noticed two small sites of ruined
foundations on our left, for wliich our guides knew no name

;

but which the Jehalin, as we afterwards passed this way, inclu-

ded under the name of Zif At 5.40 there were other ruins upon
a low hill at our left, called Um el-'Amad, 'mother of the pillar.'

Foundations and heaps of stones with some cisterns cover a small

tract of ground ; while two or three coarse columns mark the

site probably of a village church, and give occasion for the name.^
Beyond this point, the land which was not ploughed, was covered

with the herbs Za'ter and BelMn (or Netsh), which afford fine

pasturage for sheep and goats ; the latter preferring it even to

grass. The tower of Semu'a was occasionally in sight.

We came to the ruins of Carmel at twenty-five minutes past

six ; and were about to pitch our tent by the reservoir in the

deep head of the valley, when an Arab peasant came and warned
us against it, saying there were toanderers (robbers) round about,

and inviting us to go on to Ma'in to an encampment of peasants

from Yutta. This we consented to do, more for the sake of see-

ing the place and the people, than from any apprehension of

danger ; for our escort was not of a kind which robbers would
be likely to attack. Accordingly, after five minutes' delay, we
went on, and reached the place at five minutes before seven

o'clock. Here we encamped by a sheepfold near a cavern. It

was now dark and a strong chill wind was blowing from the west

;

so that we rejoiced in the protection of our tent, and enjoyed

also the blazing fire of our Arabs beneath the shelter of a rock.

A band of peasants from Yutta were here, keeping their

flocks and dwelling in caves amid the ruins of Ma'in. They
gathered around us, astonished at our appearance among them

;

but their shyness seemed rather to proceed from timidity, than

from any disposition to be uncivil. They answered our questions

at first with suspicion, but with apparent honesty ; and their

distrust soon passed away.—The encampment was on the north-

ern declivity of the conicd hiU. of Ma'in, five minutes' walk be-

low the summit. This hill rises gradually not less than some

two hundred feet above the site of Carmel.

' Matt. 12, 1 Mark 2, 23. Luke 6, 1. ^ We visited tliis spot afterwards, May
Comp. Deut. 23, 25. 26tli.
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TJiursday^ May IQth. We repaired to the top of the hill,

from which there is an extensive prospect towards the north and
over the broad plain on the west. The sun rose in his strength,

and potired a flood of golden light upon the plain and the hills

heyond ; so that eveiy object was distinctly seen. The summit

is crowned with ruins of no great extent ; foundations of hewn
stone ; a square enclosure, the remains probably of a tower or

small castle ; and several cisterns. The view is fine, including

on the east the region towards the Dead Sea ; and extending on
the north to Beni Na'im and Hebron, which was distinctly seen

in its valley ; and on the west to Dhoheriyeh and beyond. To-

wards the south the view was interrupted by the mountain ridge

already mentioned, about half an hour distant, running off nearly

W. S. W. We could not learn that it had any special name
;

it certainly is not called the mountain of Kurmul, or Mount
Carmel ; unless sometimes because of its vicinity to that place.'

From Ma'in we could distinguish quite a number of places
;

the bearings of which are given in the note below.^ Of these

places several are of unquestionable antiquity. Ma'in is without

doubt the Maon of jSTabal.^ Semu'a we had formerly seen from

Dhoheriyeh, and it probably corresponds to the ancient Eshte-

moa.^ 'Attir suggests the Jattir of Scripture ;' and Susieh is a

tract of ruins in the middle of the plain, said to be large, with

many columns, though there seemed to be no houses standing.

'Anab is of course the ancient name Anab without change ;^ and
m Shuweikeh, the diminutive form of Shankeh, we may recog-

nise the Socoh of the mountains of Judah.'' In Yutta and

Kurmul we have the Juttah and Carmel of antiquity. Most of

these places we afterwards saw again, in returning by a more

western route from Wady Musa.
Here then we found ourselves surrounded by the towns of the

mountains of Judah ; and could enumerate before us not less

than nine places stiU bearing apparently their ancient names :

' Seetzen gives it this name ; Zach's ilar case of el-'Al for the Hebrew Elealeh.

Monatl. Corresp. XVII. p. 134. We visited Semu'a in returning from Wady
= Bearings from Ma'in : Semu'a S. 86° Musa, June 4th.—^A city Shema is also

W. 'Attir, further south. Susieh N. SS" mentioned in the south of Judah
;
too far

W. 'Anah with a small tower N. 86^° W. south indeed to correspond to Semu'a

;

Shuweikeh, a small ruin, N. 85° W. Dho- Josh. 15, 26.

heriyeh on the hills N. 83° W. Mejd el- ' Josh. 15, 48. There is here a ditS-

Ba'a, a ruin on a hill, N. 71° W. Yutta, culty in supposino; a change of Yodh into

a large village on a hill sloping east, N. 'Ain, of which there seems to he no other

40° W. Hebron N. 4° W. Kurmul, the instance.—Raumer confounds Jattir with

castle, one mile distant, N. 10° E. Beni Ether in the plain. Josh. 15, 24 ;
see his

Na'tm N. 22° E. Paliist. ed. 3, p. 171.

^ 1 Sam. 25, 2. " Josh. 11, 21. 15, 50.

* Josh. 21, 14. 15, 50. The Hebrew ' Josh. 15, 48. We afterwards found

name has the Hithpael form, which might another Shuweikeh corresponding to the

easily pass over into the Arabic iiame with Socoh in the plain, Josh. 15, 35.

the article, es-Semu'a. Compare the sim-
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"Maon, Carmel, and Ziph, and Juttah;" Jattir, Socoh, Anab,
and Eshtemoa; "and Kirjath Arba, which is Hebron."' The
feelings with which we looked abroad upon these ancient sites,

most of which had hitherto remained unknown, were of them-
selves a sufficient reward for our whole journey.

Of Ziph I have already spoken. Eusebius and Jerome enu-

merate Anab, Eshtemoa, Jattir, and Juttah, as large villages

in their age ; though the specifications they give of their sites

are very indefinite. Maon was then desolate ; and the Socoh of

the mountains is not mentioned by them.'' Carmel existed, as

we shall see immediately. But from the days of Jerome, until

the present century, not one of these names, except Carmel,
occurs in history, or has been known as being still in existence.

The crusaders seem not to have penetrated into this region,

except in one or two military excursions around the south end
of the Dead Sea. In March, 1807, Seetzen passed through this

tract in the same direction ; and although his letter makes men-
tion only of the mountain south of Carmel, yet his map contains

the names of Kurmul, Semu'a, Yutta, and Shuweikeh.' In 1818,

Irby and Mangles and their companions travelled by this route

from Hebron to the south end of the Dead Sea ; but none of

them mention any of these names. Irby and Mangles speak

of what may indeed have been Kurmul, near a well called " Al-

baid."* Within the last few years, travellers on the direct route

from Wady Musa to Hebron have passed through Semu'a ; but

seem to have heard nothing of these other ancient places.'

While we were taking our observations, many of the peasants

gathered around us, and seemed gratified to hold our telescopes

and render other little services ; although they wondered at our

employment. The opinion was expressed among themselves,

that we were each noting down his own estate in the lands around.

Indeed, there seems to he a current impression, that ever since

the country was in the hands of the Franks, their descendants

still have deeds of aU the land ; and when travellers come here,

their presumed object is to look up their estates. These poor

people, however, seemed well pleased at the idea of our coming

to take possession ; hoping in this way to be themselves freed

from the oppression of Muslim misrule.

We now returned on foot down the hUl towards Kurmul,

leavino- our animals to follow when loaded. Here are more ex-

tensive ruins than we yet had anywhere seen, unless perhaps at

Bethel. On the way, about a quarter of a mile south of the

' Josh. 15 48-55. XVII. p. 133 sq. His map is found in the

' Onomast. arts. Anab, Eathemo (Aste- same work, VoC XXII.

mac?), Jether tor Ja.ti,iT,JethamtoT Juttah., * Travels, p. 348. [106.]

Maon, Socoh. • ' Stephens, Lord Lindsay, Schubert, etc
= Seetzen in Zach's Monatl. Correspond.
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castle, are the remains of a churcli standing qnite alone. The
whole length of the foundations is one hundred and fifty-six feet

;

the building having consisted apparently of two parts. The east-

ernmost of these, the proper church, with columns, measures

sixty-nine feet in length by forty-six feet broad ; the western'

part, eighty-seven feet long by forty-eight feet broad ; but the

purpose to which the latter was applied we could not determine.

On the south side is a square reservoir sunk in the rock.

The ruins of the town lie around the head and along the two
sides of a valley of some width and depth ; the head of which
forms a semicircular amphitheatre shut in by rocks. From this the

valley runs for some thirty or forty rods S. S. E. and then bends
northeast towards the Dead Sea. The bottom of the amphithea-

tre is a beautiful grass plat, with an artificial reservoir in the

middle, measuring one hundred and seventeen feet long by seven-

ty-four feet broad. The spring from which it is supplied, is in

the rocks on the northwest where a chamber has been excavated.

The water is brought out by an underground channel, first to a

small basin near the rocks, and then five or six rods further to

the reservoir. No water was now flowing down the valley.

The main ruins are on the level ground west of the amphi-
theatre ; and here stands the castle. They consist chiefly of

the foundations and broken walls of dwellings and other edifices,

scattered in every direction, and thrown together in mournful
confusion and desolation. Most of the stones were only roughly

hewn, or else have been worn away by time and exposure. In
the western part are the remains of a smaller church, surrounded

by those of very many houses. Here is also an open passage

leading down into a narrow cavern apparently natural, which may
have been used as a tomb or magazine, like the one we saw at

Zif. A similar artificial cave, about twenty feet square, is seen

just east of the castle.

The castle itself is a remarkable ruin, standing on a swell of

the ground in the midst of the town. It is quadrangular, the

sides measuring- sixty-two feet by forty-two and facing towards

the cardinal points. The height now remaining is about thirty

feet. The external wall is evidently ancient ; and has on the

northern and western sides a sloping bulwark, like the citadel in

Jerusalem.' The stones are bevelled ; and though not so large

as those of the tower of Hippicus, yet the architecture is of the

same kind ; leaving little room for doubt that it is the work of

Herod or of the Eomans. There is a lower and an upper story,

both once arched ; but the upper arch is gone. The walls are

nine feet ten inches thick. On entering the building, the first

thing which struck me was the pointed arches, indicating a later

' See above, p. 307.
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and Saracenic architecture, utterlyinconsistentwithtlie external

appearance. But on looking further and examining particularly

the windows, it was obvious, that the interior part had been
built up at a later period within the more ancient exterior walls.

—

On the north side of the castle, at the distance of a few feet, are

the foundations of what would seem to have been a round tower,

measuring twenty-eight and a half feet in diameter from outside

to outside, with a wall six feet thick There would seem to have
been a subterranean, or at least a covered passage from this build-

ing into the castle.—Adjacent to the castle on the east was also

a small church.'

On the eastern side of the valley, opposite to the castle, was
apparently a less important part of the town, perhaps a suburb.

There is here also a small tower on the brink, with a like sloping

bulwark rising up out of the valley. On the point of a hill about
one third of a mile northeast from the castle, are the ruins of

another large church and of a few other buildings.^

I have already used the names Kurmul and Carmel inter-

changeably ; because there is no room for question, that this is

the Carmel of the mountains of Judah ; where Saul set up the

trophy of his victory over Amalek, and where Nabal was shear-

ing his sheep when the affair took place between him and David,
in which Abigail bore so conspicuous a part.^ No further men-
tion of this Carmel occurs in the Scriptures ; but Eusebius and
Jerome describe it in their day as a village ten miles from He-
bron, verging towards the east, with a Eoman garrison.'' From
that time onward we hear no more of Carmel until the year

1172 ; when Saladin invaded the country on the east and south

of the Dead Sea, where the crusaders had fortresses ; and king

Amalrich, having marched against him without effect, at length

drew back and encamped at Carmel. Here he found a pool, and
water in plenty for his army. Whether the place was then in

ruins, we are not informed.' That it had been of old, and even

not long before, a place of importance, is manifest from the Eo-
man garrison, and from the rebuilding of the castle by the Sara-

cens ; if indeed the latter did not occur at a still later period.

When and how Carmel became desolate, no record tells ; and its

Mr Woloott in 1812, observed a Greek » Josh. 15, 55. 1 Sam. 15, 12. 25,

cross distinctly inscribed on the outer south 2 sq.

wall several feet from the ground. He ' Onomasticon, art, Carmelus. The dis-

regarded the structure as erected out of the tance of ten miles here assigned is too

ruins of another; and supposes the sloping great; and was probably put only as a

bulwark belonged originally to a larger round number. We afterwards travelled

structure. Biblioth. Sac. 1843, p. 60. from Hebron to Carmel with camels in
'•' From the castle of Kurmul we obtain- three hours, which gives at the most a dis-

ed the following bearincs : Beni Na'im N. tauce of about 8 Eoman miles. See May
23° E. Hebron N. 5° W. Yutta N. 48° W. 26th.

Meid el-Ba'a N. 80° W. 'AnSb W. Shu- ' Will. Tyr. 20. 30. Wilken Gesch. der

weikeh S. 87° W. Kreuzz. HI. u. p. 151.
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name was again forgotten until the present century. Seetzen,

as we have seen, has given its position upon his map, and
wrongly assigned its name to the mountain-ridge upon the south

;

hut since his day no travellers appear to have recognised it.'

We were here in the midst of scenes memorable of old for the

adventures of David, during his wanderings in order to escape

from -the jealousy of Saul ; and we did not fail to peruse here,

and with the deepest interest, the chapters of Scripture which
-rec'ord the- history of those wanderings and adventures.' Ziph
.and Maon gave their names to the desert on the east, as did also

En-gedi ; ^ and twice did the inhabitants of Ziph attempt to be-

tray the youthful outlaw to the vengeance of his persecutor.*

At that time David and his men appear to have been very much
in the condition of similar outlaws at the present day ; for " every

one that was in distress, and every one that was in debt, and
every one that was discontented, gathered themselves unto him

;

and he became a captain over them ; and there were with him
-about four hundred men." ^ They lurked in these deserts, asso-

ciating with the herdsmen and shepherds of Nabal and others,

and doing them good offices, probably in return for information

and supplies obtained through them.'

Hence, when Nabal held his annual sheep-shearing in Car-

mel, David felt himself entitled to share in the festival ; and
sent a message recounting his own services, and asking for a pre-

sent :
" Wherefore let the young men find favour in thine eyes

;

for we come in a good day
;
give, I pray thee, whatsoever cometh

to thine hand unto thy servants, and to thy son David." '' In

all these particulars we were deeply struck with the truth and
strength of the biblical descriptions of manners and customs, al-

most identically the same as they exist at the present day. On
such a festive occasion near a town or village, even in our own
time, an Arab Sheikh of the neighbouring desert would hardly

fail to put in a word, either in person or by message ; and his

message, both in form and substance, would be only the trans-

cript of that of David.

We left Carmel at ten minutes past 7 o'clock, following

down at first the small valley, but soon leaving -it and passing

more to the right on a general course E. by S. The ruins of

et-TawS,neh were soon seen on the side of a hill not far distant

on the right, and at 7.40 bore S. 20° W. The Wady from Car-

mel, and others on the right and left, go to form the Khubarah,

See above, p. 494. Bertou passed desert, 24, 1. That is, portions of the desert,

this way a few weeks before us, and saw * 1 Sam. 23, 19. 26, 1.

Carmel and TeE ZX 'Ibid. 22, 2. These were afterwards

' 1 Sam. 23, 13 sq. cc. 24. 2.5. 26. increased to six hundred, 23, 13.

: ' So Ziph as a desert, 1 Sam. 23, 14. 26, 2. ° Ibid. 2.5, 7. 14-16.

Maon as a desert, 23, 25, En-gedi as a ' Ibid. 25, 8. 9.
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wMch runs down to the Dead Sea not far south of 'Ain Jidy.

Our road for a great distance was along these Wadys ; some-

times in one, sometimes in another, and sometimes on the ridges

between. At 7.55 the small ruin Deirat appeared on the left,

bearing N. 10° W. On a ridge at 8|- o'clock we stopped for

about ten minutes, and took bearings to ascertain our course.'

The country continued to be cultivated and fertile. Our
Arabs, as we passed among the fields of wheat, were constantly
" plucking the ears of grain, and eating, rubbing them with

their hands." ' The tillage, however, soon became less frequent.

At 9 o'clock we passed near a large encampment of the Arabs
el-Ka'4bineh, situated in a broad open valley on our left. Their

black tents, to the number of twenty or thirty, were pitched in

a large oval. They were said to number about one hundred
men ; and occupy in part the same territoiy with the Jehalin

(Jehaliyeh), whose encampment at present was nearly two hours

southeast of Oarmel. These Arabs also usually encamp further

south; but they were now pasturing in this vicinity, and we
found their flocks and camels among the hills and valleys for a

long distance as we advanced.

Our descent was constant ; and in proportion to it, the heat

increased, and the country began to assume more the- appearance

of the desert. We had left the grass green at Carmel ; by 9

o'clock it was dried up. At 9.20 we came upon two deep cis-

terns in the rock, with rain water, directly in the path, belong-

ing to the Jehalin and Ka'abineh. By 11 o'clock we were com-
pletely in the midst of the desert. The country is everywhere

entirely of limestone formation ; but the rocks contain a large

mixture of chalk and flint, alternating with the limestone of the

region above. All around were naked conical hills, and also

ridges from two hundred to four hundred feet bigh, running down
mostly towards the sea. At first the hills as well as the valleys

were sprinkled with shrubs ; but further down these disappeared

from the hiUs ; and only a dry stunted grass remained, the growth

of winter. We recognised among the shrubs many old acquaint-

ances of the southern desert, the 'Ajram, the Retem, and several

others ; and found ourselves thus in an hour transported back

into the scenes of our former journey.

Atll-^ o'clock we reached another cistern, or rather a reser-

voir of rain water by the side of a water-course. It was origi-

nally hewn out under a rock with a roof and a column to support

it ; but the roof is now broken away. It is called Bir Selhub.

Before we were aware, our Sheikh and two of his men were plung-

' These were as follows : Ma'in S. 72° bore N. 5° W.—Our bearings in this re-

W. Kurmul S. 87" W. Beni Na'Im N. gion were of course few.

•1° W.—At 8.30 the smaU ruin of Zurtdt ' See above p. 493.
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ing into the water to cool themselves. Three or four precipitous

hills around are called es-Sufra. We had thus far been gradually-

crossing the tributaries of Wady el-KhCibarah, leaving them run-

ning more to the right, in which direction that valley enters the

sea by a deep ravine just south of Wady el-Grhar. At that point

there was said to be a foot-pass, leading down the south side of

this ravine to the shore ; but our Arabs knew of no other pass

for a great distance in that direction.

Leaving Bir Selhub at 11.40, we crossed what seemed on that

side to be merely a low ridge ; and came immediately upon a

descent of nearly two hundred feet, along the steep face of a hill

of scaly friable limestone. At 11.10, another steep descent of

five minutes brought us to a difficult pass along the brink of a

deep precipitous valley on our left, which proved to be Wady el-

Grhar ; here very narrow and running between walls of perpen-

dicular rock, at a depth of more than a hundred feet. We de-

scended by a very rugged and somewhat dangerous path ; and
reached the bottom at twenty minutes past noon.

In the course of the day we had already started a gazelle ; and
had seen also a jackal, which at a distance might be mistaken

for a fox ; though his colour is more yellow, and his movements
less wily. As we now came in view of the ravine of the Ghar, a

Beden (mountain-goat) started up and bounded along the face

of the rocks on the opposite side. Indeed we were now in the
" wilderness of En-gedi ;

" where David, and his men lived among
" the rocks of the wild goats ;

" and where the former cut off the

skirts of Saul's robe in a cave.' The whole scene is drawn to

the life. On all sides the country is full of caverns, which might
then serve as lurking-places for David and his men, as they do

for outlaws at the present iaj.

Our path now followed down the bottom of the valley for

some distance ; which is here just wide enough to be the bed of

a torrent, sometimes scarcely fifty feet, between perpendicular

precipices rising in some parts hundreds of feet on each side. In

the cliffs above, multitudes of pigeons were enjoying their nests

undisturbed. Here was again the Eetem, growiag very large
;

and other shrubs of the desert. Further down, the valley con-

tracts and becomes impassable. It enters the sea just south of

'Ain Jidy. Near its mouth, as our Sheikh informed us, is a fine

fountain, and large willow trees, from which Arab bowls are

made ; and there too it was said to bear the name of Wady el-

'Areijeh.

We left the Gha,r at 12.35, and turned up a steep and rocky

pass northeast along a side valley, which brought us out in fif-

teen minutes upon the rough and desert table land above. At

' 1 Sam. 21, 1-t.
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1.35 we could see Carmel and Beni Na'im very distinctly ; the

former bearing N. 85° W. and the latter N. 67° W. Fifteen

minutes later we fell into the road from Jerusalem to 'Ain Jidy.

At five minutes before two, we had the first view of the Dead
Sea, lying low and still in its deep bed ; and at length, fifteen

minutes later, reached the brow of the pass leading down to the

shore.

For the last two or three hours of the way, we had been sub-

jected to continual disappointment. At every moment we had
expected to obtain some glimpse of the sea, and to arrive at the

shore nearly upon a level with its waters. But the way at every

step seemed longer and longer ; and it was now only after nearly

seven hours of travel, that we arrived at the brow of the pass.

Turning aside a few steps to what seemed a small knoll upon our

right, we found ourselves on the summit of a perpendicular cliff

overhanging 'Ain Jidy and the sea, at least fifteen hundred feet

above its waters. The Dead Sea lay before us in its vast deep

chasm, shut in on both sides by ranges of precipitous mountains
;

their bases sometimes jutting out into the water, and again

retreating so as to leave a narrow strip of shore below. The
view included the whole southern half of the sea, quite to its

extremity ; and also, as we afterwards found, the greater portion

of the northern half ; although the stUl higher projecting cliff

el-Mersed intervened on our left, to prevent our seeing the extre-

mity of the sea in that direction.

One feature of the sea struck us immediately, which was
unexpected to us, viz. the number of shoal-like points and penin-

sulas which run out into its southern part, appearing at first

sight like flat sand-banks or islands.' Below us on the south

were two such projecting banks on the western shore, composed

probably of pebbles and gravel, extending out into the sea for a

considerable distance. The larger and more important of these

is on the south of the spot called Birket el-Khuhl, a little bay

or indentation in the western precipice, where the water, flowing

into shallow basins when it is high, evaporates, and deposites

salt." This spot is just south of the mouth of Wady el-Khfiba-

rah. Opposite to this, nearly in the middle of the sea, is a long

low narrow bank, also apparently composed of pebbles and gravel,

running from northeast to southwest, and joined towards the

south end to the eastern shore by an isthmus of some breadth.

This long peninsula extends towards the south beyond the west-

ern shoal or point above described ; so that from the spot where

' Burckhardt also, from the eastern islands or shoals covered with a white sa-

monntoius, " had a fine view of the south- line crust" Travels in Syria, p. 395.

em extremity of the Dead Sea, which pre- ^ Described in Dr. Anderson's Geol. Ee-

sented the appearance of a lalte, with many port, p. 176.
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we now stood, tliey seemed to interlock, and we saw the end of
the peninsula across the point of the shoal.

Towards the southern extremity of the sea, a long low moun-
tain was seen running out obliquely towards the S. S. E. extend-

ing from near the western cliffs apparently to the middle of the

Grhor. This our Arabs called Hajr Usdum, 'Stone of Sodom ;''

and said it was composed wholly of rock-salt, too bitter to be fit

for cooking, and only used sometimes as a medicine for sheep.

The sea washes the base of this mountain, and terminates oppo-

site to its southeast extremity as here seen ; though as we were

still unacquainted with the features of that region, the water
seemed to us to extend further south and to wind around the

end of the mountain. This appearance, as we afterwards found,

must have arisen from the wet and slimy surface of the ground
in that part ; which, by reflecting the rays of the sun, presented

the optical illusion of a large tract of water, and deceived ns as to

the extent of the sea in that direction.

The mountains on both sides of the sea are everywhere pre-

cipitous ; those on the east were now very distinct, and obviously

much higher at some distance from the shore, than those upon
the west. Across the isthmus of the low peninsula towards the

southeast, we could look up along a straight ravine descending

from the eastern chain ; at the head of which Kerak with its

castle was visible, situated on a high precipitous rock, far up near

the summit of the mountains. Opposite to us was Wady el-

Mojib ; and further north, Wady ez-Zerka.'' At the foot of

these mountains, there is a passage along the eastern shore for

the whole distance on the south of the peninsula ; but further to

the north this would seem to be impossible. From the spot

where we stood, the line of the western cliffs ran in the direction

about S. by W.|-W. with a passage along the shore all the way
south of 'Ain Jidy. At nearly one half the distance towards

Usdum, just south of Wady es-Seyal, the next beyond the Khu-
barah, a ruin was pointed out on a high pyramidal cliff, rising

precipitously from the sea, to which our guides gave the name of

Sebbeh.^

' The form ITsdum is probably a tra- " From the cliff over 'Ain Jidy we took

ditional reminiscence of the name Sodom, the following bearings : 'Ain Jidy deep be-

Galen says the mountains around the lake low, S. 70° E. Peninsula, north end, S.

were in his day called Sodom. Instead of 38° E. Penins. south end, S. 4° E. Isth-

Hajr Usdum, we afterwards heard from mus S. 20° E. Point of western shoal S.

our guides of the Jehalin the name 5° E. Ha-jr Usdum, southeast point, S. 6°

Khashn Usdum. See more under May W. Do. middle S. 10° W. Course of west-

29th. Galen de SimpL Med. Fao. i. 19. Re- ern cliffs to near the north end of Usdum,

land Palsest. p. 243. S. 15° W. Kerak S. 40° E. Mouth of the

^ The Zerka Ma'ln of Burokhardt, Trav- Mojib S. 85° E. Mouth of the Zerka Ma'in

els in Syria, p. 369 sq. For the Mojib, see N. 60° E.

the same work, p. 371 s(i.
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The features now described, together with the flat shores,

give to the whole southern part of the sea the appearance, not

of a broad sheet of water, but rather of a long winding bay, or

the estuary of a large river, when the tide is out and the shoals

left dry. Only a comparatively narrow channel remained covered

with water. This channel of the sea (so to speak) is in some

parts quite narrow, and winds very much. Between the point

of the western shoal and the peninsula, the distance cannot cer-

tainly be more than one fourth or perhaps one sixth of the whole

breadth of the sea ; if so much. The direction of the peninsula,

and then that of Usdum, causes the channel apparently to sweep

round first towards the west and afterwards towards the east

;

giving to this portion of the sea a very irregular form. Our
Arabs, both the Ta'amirah and Eashaideh, knew of no place

where the sea could be forded.' As we loolied down upon it

from this lofty spot, its waters appeared decidedly green, as if

stagnant ; though we afterwards saw nothing of this appearance

from below. A slight ripple was upon its bosom ; and a line of

foam was seen along and near the shore, which looked like a crust

of salt.

We remained on the cliff until three quarters past two
o'clock, and then began to work our way down the terrific pass.

This was no easy labour. The path descends by zigzags, often

at the steepest angle practicable for horses, and is carried partly

along ledges or shelves on the perpendicular face of the cliff, and
then down the almost equally steep debris. Much of the rock

is a compact reddish or rose-coloured limestone, like the baptis-

mal font at Tekoa ; smooth as glass, yet with an irregular sur-

face. Looking back upon this part from below, it seemed utterly

impossible that any road could exist there
;
yet by a skilful ap-

plication of zigzags, the path is actually carried down without

any insuperable difficulties ; so that even loaded camels often

pass up and down. Some few spots are very bad ; because not

kept in repair. Indeed there is very little of art about it ; in a

few places only is the way rudely built up and the stones re-

moved from the track. In one part, not long ago, a Bedawy
woman feU. off and was killed ; when picked up she was found

to have brought forth a child. My companion had crossed the

heio-hts of Lebanon and the mountains of Persia; and I had

formerly traversed the whole of the Swiss Alps
;
yet neither of

us had ever met with a pass so difficult and dangerous. Of
those which I had seen, that of the Gemmi resembles it most

;

but is not so high, and the path is better.

As we were descending the pass, we saw upon the water be-

fore us another optical illusion, which may serve to explain the

' See " 77ie Ford." {uTther on.
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supposed appearance of islands in tlie sea, remarked by some
travellers. In the direction east from us, near the opposite shore
we saw what seemed to he another long dark-coloured shoal or
sand-bank. On looking further, however, it proved to be a spot
of calm smooth water, around which the rest of the sea was
covered with a ripple ; and the dark brown eastern mountains
being reflected in this mirror, gave to it their colour. Yet for

the moment, the illusion was complete, that a long dark yellow
sand-bank or island lay before us.'

After a descent of forty-five minutes, we reached at 3| o'clock
the beautiful fountain, 'Ain Jidy, bursting forth at once a fine

stream upon a sort of narrow terrace or shelf of the mountain,
still more than four hundred feet above the level of the sea.

The stream rushes down the steep descent of the mountain be-
low ; and its course is hidden by a luxuriant thicket of trees

and shrubs, belonging to a more southern clime. We stopped
at the fountain, expecting to continue our descent and encamp
on the shore ; but here we learned with dismay, that in order to

proceed northward, it would be necessary to climb again the
whole of the fearful ascent ; since all passage along the shore

was cut off by a projecting cliff not far remote. Till now we
had always understood the Arabs, that there was a path below

;

but they had probably spoken at random, as is common, and
meant nothing more than a path along the cliffs and table land
above. Under these circumstances, we thought it better to en-

camp by the fountain, and visit the shore at our leisure during

the afternoon.

While thus engaged in pitching the tent, our Arabs were
alarmed at seeing two men with guns coming down the brow of

the pass. The idea of robbers was uppermost in their minds

;

and two scouts were hastily despatched to meet them, and ascer-

tain their character and purpose. But a few minutes afterwards,

there appeared on the brow above a troop of peaceful donkeys
;

and now all alarm vanished in a loud laugh. _The strangers

proved to be Fellahin from the village Deir Ibn 'Obeid near Mar
Saba, coming to this part, of the Dead Sea after salt. They
rested for a time at the fountain ; and then proceeded to the

Birket el-Khfllil. The poor animals had afterwards to ascend

' Irby and Mangles saw a similar ap- ed from the sonthwestem part of the sea

pearance from the east(?m mountains near hy the pass of Znweirah, thought he dis-

Eabba. " This evening, about sunset, we covered in it a considerable island. This

were deceived by a dark shade on the sea, was probably the peninsula above describ-

which assumed so exactly the appearance of ed ; he not having remarked the isthmus

an island, that we did not doubt of it, even from that more distant point. See his let-

after looking through a telescope." They ter in Zach's Monatl. Correspond. XYIII.

had seen similar appearances before. Trav- p. i38.

els, p. 457. [14].]—Seetzen, as he asccnd-
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this difficult pass with heavy loads. The salt is used for cook-

ing, after being washed. "^

Here at the fountain are the remains of several buildings ap-

parently ancient; though the main site of the town -seems to

have been further below. The fountain itself is limpid and
sparkling, with a copious stream of sweet water ; but warm. The
thermometer stood in it at 81° F. Kept in vessels over night,

we found it delightfully cool and refreshing. Issuing from the

limestone rock, it is of course strongly impregnated with lime,

and does not take soap well. In the fountain itself are great

quantities of small black snails.

Among the trees below the fountain, making part of the

thicket along the stream, were the Seyil, producing gum-arabic,

our old acquaintance of the southern deserts ; the Semr,' and
the thorny Ntibk (lote tree) of Egypt, called also Sidr,' and by
our Arabs Dom, bearing a small acid fruit like a thorn-apple,

which our Egyptian servants enjoyed greatly ; the 'Osher, which
vrill be described more particularly below ; and another large

tree with long beautiful clusters of whitish blossoms, which our

Arabs called Fustah (Pistacia), and which we then supposed to

be the Pistacia vera ; though we were afterwards led to doubt
whether they had given us the right name.'' Not a palm tree

now exists there ; though the place seems anciently to have been
famous for them. The thicket is rendered almost impenetrable

by a regular cane brake, flourishing luxuriantly along the water-

course. Of smaller plants, the egg-plant nightshade, or mad
apple, was growing here in abundance f and also occasionally an
herb called by the Arabs Hubeibeh, with a smooth shining red-

dish stalk and small glass-like leaves, the ashes of which are

called el-Kuli (alkali), from their peculiar alkaline properties.*

We set off for the shore about 5 o'clock, and reached it in

some twenty-five minutes ; descending along the thicket by the

brook. The declivity is here still steep, though less so than the

' Galen mentions that in his day also, vera at Hebron in foil blossom in April

;

the inhabitants used this salt for the vari- Reise II. p. 478. It would naturally blos-

ous purposes to which common salt is ap- som here still earlier. It has since occur-

plied. De Simpl. Med. fao. IV. c. 19. red to me, whether this tree may not ba

Keland PaL p. 241. the e'-Henna of the Arabs, the 'camphire'
" Mimona unguis caii, Forskal Flor. of the English Bible, {Zawsonia inermis

^SyP'- P- ^^^- Linn.) which is described as having simi-
° Rhamnus nabeca, Forslcal Flor. .Sgypt. lar flowers, and for which the spot was an-

p. LXiii. Zizyphus lotus, Sprengel Hist, ciently celebrated. Cant. 1, 14. Hassel-

Bei herb. I. p. 251. Lane's Mod. Egyp- quist, p. 502. See especially Celsii Hiero-

tians II. pp. 288, 296.
—

^The name Nubk bot. I. p. 222.—Seetzen also has here the

belongs strictly to the fruit of this tree, name Fustak, but with no explanation

;

The Dom in Egypt is the Dom palm ; but Beisen H. p. 231 ; more fully p. 237.

the name is also properly applied to the ' Solanum melongena.

Nubk. See Freytag's Lex. Arab. II. p. " Apparently one of the numerous spe-

73. cies of Salsola.
' Schubert says he found the Pistacia

Vol. I.—43 ii. 210, 211
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pass above. The whole of this descent was apparently once
terraced for tillage and gardens ; and on the right near the foot

are the ruins of a town, exhibiting nothing of particular interest.

Few of the stones appear to have been hewn. From the base of
the declivity, a iine rich plain slopes oif very gradually nearly

half a mile to the shore. The brook runs across it directly to

the sea ; though at this season its waters were absorbed by the

thirsty earth long before reaching the shore. So far as the water
extended, the plain was covered with gardens, chiefly of cucum-
bers, belonging to the Rashaideh.

These Arabs were now encamped in the tract called Husasah
towards Tekoa ; and had only watchmen stationed hereto pro-

tect the gardens. The soil of the whole plain is exceedingly

fertile, and might easily be tilled and produce rare fruits. In
various parts of it are traces of unimportant ruins. The length

of the plain is little more than half a mile, it being nearly a
square ; terminated on the south by the Wady el-Ghar, which
here enters the sea between lofty precipices ; and on the north
by Wady Sudeir, a comparatively short ravine breaking down
from above through the cliffs, between banks almost equally lofty

and precipitous. Indeed, the cliff upon its northern side, called

el-Mersed, just beyond the plain, is perhaps the highest and
most inaccessible along the whole western coast ; and its base,

projecting into the sea, cuts off aU further passage along the

shore.' The precipice upon which we had stood near the brow
of the pass, is situated somewhat further back, and stands like a

gigantic bastion between these "Wadys, overlooking and almost

overhanging the plain.

The approach to the sea is here over a bank of pebbles, six

or eight feet higher than the level of the water as we saw it.

These are covered with a shining crust, as of salt, or rather of an
oily appearance.^ The water has a slightly greenish hue, and is

not entirely transparent ; but objects seen through it, appear as

if seen through oil. It is most intensely and intolerably salt

;

and leaves behind a nauseous bitter taste, like Glauber's salts.

It is said that common salt thrown into it, will not even be dis-

solved ; we did not try the experiment, but such would seem
very likely to be the fact.^ The water is exceedingly buoyant.

Two of us bathed in the sea ; and although I could never swim
before, either in fresh or salt water, yet here I could sit, stand,

' Yet there does exist a narrow and very ' Seetzen describes this appearance as an

difficult path along the base of this cliff; it iDcrnstation of lime or gypsum. Zach's

was traversed by Seetzen in 1806; but this Monatl. Corresp. XVIII. p. 440.

was in December, when the level of the sea " Dr. Marcet's experiments seem to show

was lower ; Roisen II. p. 239 ; comp. pp. the contrary ; Philosoph. Transact. 1807.

257, 258. p. 299.
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lie, or swim in the water, without difSculty.' The shore in this

part shelved down very gradually ; so that we waded out eight

or ten rods before the water reached our shoulders. The bottom
was here stony, but without mud or slime. After coming out, I

perceived nothing of the salt crust upon the body, of which so

many speak. There was a slight pricking sensation, especially

where the skin had been chafed ; and a sort of greasy feeling, as

of oil upon the skin, which lasted for several hours. The bath
proved exceedingly refreshing, after the heat and burden of the

day.—There was much drU't-wood along the shore ; brought
down into the sea, doubtless, from the Wadys in the adjacent

mountains.

We now measured a base upon the plain near the shore, be-

ginning at the mouth of the little stream from the fountain, and
extending N. 19° E. for 1500 feet or 500 yards. From the

northern end of this base we took with our large compass the

bearings recorded in the note below.^ The point of the western
shoal lay here nearly in a line.with the,southern extremity of the

peninsula.

The geographical position of 'Ain Jidy is : Lat. N. 31° 27'

55"
; Long. E. from Greenwich 35° 28'.^

We returned much exhausted to our tent ; and spent the

evening, until quite late, in writing up our journals on the spot.

The beams of the full moon lay upon the sea below us, diffusing

a glow of light over the darkness of death.

During the day, as we travelled down the declivity of the

eastern slope, we had found the heat continually increase ; and
Jiere in the chasm of the sea, we encountered an Egyptian cHmate
and Egyptian productions. At Carmel the thermometer at sun-

rise had stood at 51° F. ; at 2 o'clock P. M. near the brow of

the cliffs it stood at 82°
; and at sunset on the shore at 80° F.

The next morning at sunrise, it was at 68° F. Indeed, shut in

as this deep caldron is, between walls of rock, the heat of the

burning summer-sun cannot be otherwise than very great. And
such is the richness of the soil, both along the descent below the

fountain and on the little plain, and such the abundance of

water, that nothing but tillage is wanting, to render this a most
prolific spot. It would, be admirably adapted to the cultivation

of tropical fruits.

' So Tacitus : " Periti imperitique nandi el-Mojib opposite, S. 82^-° E. Kerak S.

perinde attolluutur
;

" Hist. 5. 6. This buoy- 35^° E. Peninstila, north end, S. 28^° E.

ancy is mentioned by many ancient writ- Penins. south end, S. 1° W. Usdum, west

ers; e. g. Aristot. Meteorol. 2. 3. Plin. H. end, S IQi-" W. Cliff at southwest corner

N. 5. 12. Joseph. B. J. 4. 8. i. See of the sea, S. 13J° W. Sebbeh S. 21|°

these and other notices collectedin Eelaud W. RAs el-Feshkhah near the northwest

Pal. p. 249 sq. corner of the sea, N. 18° E.

' Bearings from the N. end of the base ° Lynch's Off. Keport, 1852, p. 68.

on the shore at 'Ain Jidy : Mouth of Wady
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We had no question at the time, nor have we any now, that

this spot is the ancient En-gedi. With this name the present

'Ain Jidy of the Arabs is identical ; and like it also signifies the.
"^ Fountain of the Kid.' The more ancient Hebrew name was
Hazezon-Tamar. As such it is first mentioned before the de-

struction of Sodom, as being inhabited by Amorites and near to

the cities of the plain. Under the name En-gedi it occurs as a

city of Judah in the desert, giving its name to a part of the de- .

sert to which David withdrew for fear of Saul.^ At a later

period, bands of the Moabites and Ammonites came up against

king Jehoshaphat, apparently around the south end of the Dead
Sea as far as to En-gedi ; by the very same route, it would seem,

which is taken by the Arabs in their marauding expeditions at

the present day, along the shore as far as to 'Ain Jidy, and then

up the pass and so northwards below Tekoa.'' According to Jo-

sephus, En-gedi lay upon the lake Asphaltis, and was celebrated

for beautiful palm trees and opobalsam ; while its vineyards are

likewise mentioned in the Old Testament.' Erom it towards

Jerusalem there was an ascent "by the cliff Ziz," which seems
to have been none other than the present pass.* In the days of

Eusebius . and Jerome, En-gedi was still a large village on the

shore of the Dead Sea.'

I find no mention of En-gedi in the historians of the cru-

sades; but Brocardus, about A. D. 1283, speaks of the mountains
of En-gedi in such a way, as to show that their character was
then known. They were on the west side of the sea, lofty, and
so precipitous as to threaten to fall down into the valley beneath

;

and were ascended by a pass. But the site of En-gedi itself he

• Gen. 14, 7.—Josh. 15, 62. 1 Sam. 24, Anion.-—Jerome elsewhere seems to say

]-4. See above, p. 500. that En-gedi was at the south end of the
'^ 2 Chr. 20, 1. 2. 20. Joseph. Ant. 9. sea, "ubi finitur et eonsnmitur; " Comm.

1. 2. See more upon this road under May in Ezeoh. 47, 10. But this does not ne-

11th. cessarily imply any thing more, than that
^ Joseph. 1. 0. Cant. 1, 14. Plin. H. N. in relation to En-gallim, it lay towards the

5. 17. Josephus here gives the distance .southern part of the sea. In like manner
of En-gedi from Jemsalem at 300 stadia both Eusebius and Jerome connect Haze-

or 37.J- Roman miles, which is by far too zon-Tamar with the desert of Kadesh

;

great. hut this is only because they are so con-

" Heb. ysri n^SO Josephus hvafii- nected in Gen. 14, 7; and implies nothing

ir,a,s\^yoi,4vv^'n"ox%s. 2 Chr. 20, 16.
more than a general proximity Onomast.

Joseph. Aitiq. 9. 1. 2. ^^^ Hazazon-Thamar^ The wilderness

> Onomasticon, art. Engaddi. Both of Judah' m which En-gedi was situated,

writers here say that En-gedi was situated ^.f
doubtless the desert along the western

in Aulone Hierichm ; and this has led ^'^e of the Dead Sea, extending from the

Beland and others to place it at the north ""^h end of the sea to the desert of Ka-

endofthe Dead Sea. But the ^m?o» is
desh on the south

;
Josh. 15,61. 62 ;

comp.

,

described by the same writers, asthe great \=- 6- 18, 18. All this goes to show, that

vaUey of the Jordan, in which Jericho and *«'« ^^j ^'f
°"^

^""f^'p
^"' ^ene'-al-

the Dead Sea are situated, extending south ly Reland PaliBst. p. 763. Eaumei Pal p.

to the desert of Paran; Onomast. art l'"i ^"^ °-
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seems to place above upon tlie mountains.' Since that day no
traveller appears to liave visited the region until the present

century. Succeeding writers copied Brocardus ; and the imagi-

nation of the monks drew En-gedi nearer and nearer towards

Bethlehem, until Quaresmius places it at six miles from Bethle-

hem and seven from the Dead Sea, apparently on the way to

MSr Saha." He speaks also of its vineyards as formerly con-

nected with Bethlehem ; and these are probably the same which
Hasselquist regarded as the vineyards of Solomon at En-gedi.^

The present name and site of 'Ain Jidy were first found out by
Seetzen in A. D. 1806, and are given upon his map ; but whether
he actually visited the spot, or only obtained his information from,

the Arabs, we were then nowhere told.^ At any rate, the pre-

ceding pages contain, I believe, the first account of this place

from personal observation, which has been given to the public

for many centuries.'

THE DEAD SEA.

A few general remarks upon the character and phenomena of

the Dead Sea, arising out of our observations at 'Ain Jidy, and
during the two following days, may here find their proper place.

In our later excursion from Hebron to Wady Musa, we visited

the south end of the sea ; and I shall there have occasion to

make some further remarks upon that portion of it, as well as

upon the geological structure of the whole region, and the de-

struction of the cities of the plain.

Length and Breadth of the Dead Sea. The general breadth

of the sea is very uniform ; except where it is contracted near

the extremities, by Usdum on the south and by Eas el-Feshkhah

on the north. According to Lieut. Lynch the north end of the

Dead Sea is in Lat. 31° 46' 20" ; and the south end in Lat. 31°

5' 20".

In constructing a new map of this region, a minute and very

careful comparison of aU the bearings taken by us at various

points along the whole western coast of the Dead Sea, as well as

of the distances travelled upon our several routes, resulted in

fixing the breadth of the sea at 'Ain Jidy at about nine geogra-

' Brooardas, c. 7. pp. 179, 180. is fully described ; U. p. 226 sq.—'Ain
' Elucid. II. pp. 692, 693. Compare Jidy was likewise for a considerable time

Von Troilo, p. 327. Pocooke H L p. 38. the camping-ground of Lieut. Lynch and
' Klucid. n. p. 620. Hasselquist's Reise, his exploring party in 1848.

p. 156. ° 'Ain Jidy is mentioned by the Arabian
* No mention is made of 'Ain Jidy in writer Mejr ed-Din about A. D. 1495, as

any of Seetzen's papers, formerly printed, on the eastern border of the district of lie-

But in the recent edition of his travels, bion. Fundgr. des Or. II. p. 142.

(Beisen, Berlin 1854,) his visit to 'Ain Jidy

Vol. I. -43* ii. 216, 217
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phical miles. The same minute comparison and cautious con-
struction, gave likewise for the length of the Dead Sea about
thirty-nine of the like miles ; 'Ain Jidy being situated nearly at

the middle point of the western coast.

'

There will therefore be no very essential error in estimating

the whole length of the Dead Sea at Thiety-eight or Forty
-geographical miles. The length appears to vary not less than
two or three miles in diiferent years or seasons of the year, ac-

cording as the water extends up more or less upon the flats

towards the south. ^

From the same point on the shore, we estimated the height

of the western cliffs at 1500 feet, as above mentioned ; and that

of the highest ridges of the eastern mountains lying back from
the shore, at from 2000 to 2500 feet above the water.

Form and Character of the Shores. Burckhardt relates,

that "the mountains which enclose the Ghor, or valley of the

Jordan, open considerably at the northern extremity of the Dead
Sea, and encompassing it on the west and east sides, approach

again at its southern extremity, leaving [afterwards] only a nar-

row plain between them."^ This account is not correct ; that

intelligent traveller did not himself visit the sea, and was pro-

bably misled by the information of the Arabs. The bed of the

Dead Sea is only a portion of the Gh6r or great valley, which
here retains its usual breadth, and does not spread out into an
oval form or to a larger compass, as is the case around the lake

of Tiberias. Its breadth at 'Ain Jidy is much the same as op-

posite to Wady Musa ; certainly not greater. Around Jericho

indeed, the mountains do thus retire on both sides ; so that the

valley at that point is not less than eleven or twelve miles

wide ; but they again approach each other before they enclose

the sea. So far as we could perceive, the eastern mountains run

in nearly a straight course along the whole length of the sea.

From the western mountains, Eas el-Feshkhah and the adjacent

cliffs project obliquely towards the northeast near the northern

end of the sea, giving to the shore in that part the same direc-

' Mr Legh, and also Irby and Mangles, treadth at 150 stadia or 18 J Roman miles;,

who saw the whole extent of the Dead B.J. 4. 8. 4. This is another specimen of the

Sea several times from the eastern moun- inexactness of that writer's estimates,

tains, give theirjudgment of its length, the ^ See under May 29th ; also Anderson's

former at not over forty miles, and the two Geol. Rep. p. 182.—According to the Map of

latter at thirty. But the transparency of Lieut. Lynch, the length of ths Dead Sea,

the atmosphere in these regions, and the is 40 geogr. miles ; and the breadth 9 to 9 J-

want of any known fixed points as a stan- geogr miles. Several circumstances indi-

dard, render any mere judgment of this cate, that at the time of his visit (1848)

kind liable to great uncertainty. See Legh the sea was fuller and extended further

in Macmichael's Joui-ney, Chap. IV. Irby south, than when we saw it ten years ear-

and Mangles' Travels, p. 4.59. [141.]—Jo- lier. . See also Note XXX, end of the vol-

sephus gives the length of the Dead Sea ume.

at 580 stadia or 72| Roman miles ; and the = Travels in Syria, p. 390.
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tion, and contracting the breadth both of the sea and valley.

At the southern end a like contraction is occasioned by Hajr Us-
dum, as above described. Between el-F'eshkhah and XJsdum, the

western cliffs run in a tolerably direct course, about S. 15^ W.
The phenomena around the Dead Sea are such as might

naturally be expected from the character of its waters and of the

region round about, a naked solitary desert. It lies in its deep

caldron, surrounded by lofty cliffs of naked limestone rock, and
exposed for seven or eight months in each year to the unclouded

beams of a burning sun. Nothing therefore but sterility and
deathlike solitude can be looked for upon its shores ; and nothing

else is actually found, except in those parts where there are foun-

tains or streams of fresh water. Such is the case at 'Ain Jidy,

in the Grhor near the southeast corner of the sea, and on the isth-

mus of the peninsula ; to say nothing of the Jordan and the

fountains around Jericho on the north. In all these places there

is a fertile soil and abundant vegetation ; nor have I ever seen a

more luxuriant growth than at 'Ain Jidy. Here too were birds

in great numbers in the thicket ; and we saw them frequently

flying over the sea. The fountain of 'Ain Jidy appears to be

the main source of sweet water upon the western coast ;' but
further towards the north are the brackish fountains 'Ain Tera-

beh, el-Grhuweir, and el-Feshkhah, (the last very copious,) in the

midst of marshy ground along the shore covered with canes and
reeds, and furnishing a retreat to an abundance of frogs. The
coasts of the sea have also been inhabited from time immemorial,

and are yet so in a degree ; Jericho, 'Ain Jidy, and the southern

(ihor are still the abodes of men ; and if this is now less the

case than formerly, the cause is to be sought rather in the al-

tered circumstances and relations of social life, than in the nature

of the country or the sea.

I have adduced all these particulars in order to show, that

the stories so long current of the pestiferous nature of the Dead
Sea and its waters, are a mere fable. ° We were for five days in

the vicinity of its shores ; and nowhere perceived either noisome

smell or noxious vapour arising from its bosom. ^ Our Arabs too

had never seen or heard of any such appearance. Smoke we had

' There is a foantiin near the mouth of foetidissimum, infemalis nigredinis, tetraiu

theWadyel-Ghir, already mentioned; and habena odorem ;
" Willeb. ab Oldenborg

another in Wady Sudeir just north of 'Ain sub fine. Even Qnaresmins had good sense

Jidy, running into the sea. The water of enough' to deny all this on the testimony

both was said to be sweet. of his own senses ; Tom. II. p. 760.

" "Mare illud semper famum reddere, ^ Seetzen perceived in some places a

et nebulara in modum camini infemalis.

—

bad smell ; arising, however, from de-

Quocumque vapor a marl illo ascendens cayed plants which had been brought

impellitur, ibi terrje nascentia non secus down from the Jordan or by other streams

quam si a pruina fuissent tacta emoriun- into the sea, and then cast upon the shore
;

tar; " Brocardus o. 7. p. 179. " Staguum Eeisen IL p. 2-41.
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indeed often seen on the high ground ahove, proceeding from
Arab encampments or the preparation of charcoal. There must
also naturally be an immense evaporation from the sea itself, in

consequence of its depressed position and exposure to the sum-
mer heats ; and this again cannot hut occasionally affect the

clearness of the atmosphere around. But the character of this

evaporation cannot well he different from that of any other lake

in similar circumstances.'

The Egyptian heat of the climate, which is found throughout
the whole Ghor, is in itself unhealthy ; and, in connection with
the marshes, gives rise in summer to frequent intermittent fevers

;

so that the Ghawarineh, or proper inhabitants of the Ghor, in-

cluding the people of Jericho, are a feeble and sickly race. But
this has no necessary connection with the Dead Sea, as such

;

and the same phenomena might probably exist, in at least an
equal degree, were the waters of the lake fresh and limpid, or

even were there here no lake at all.

The mineral productions around the sea have often been de-

scribed. The body of the mountains is everywhere limestone

;

excepting Usdum, which is of rock-salt and will be hereafter de-

scribed.^ I am not aware that the dark basaltic stones, so fre-

quent around the lake of Tiberias, have ever been discovered ia

this vicinity. There is however a lalack shining stone, found at

the northern extremity of the sea, which partially ignites in the

fire and emits a bituminous smell. We saw some of this in de-

scending from Eas el-Feshkhah to the plain. It is used in Je-

rusalem for the manufacture of rosaries and other little articles.'

Sulphur is found in various parts ; we picked up pieces of it as

large as a walnut near the northern shore ; and the Arabs said

it was found in the sea near 'Ain el-Feshkhah in lumps as large

as a man's fist. They find it in sufficient quantities to make
from it their own gunpowder. Near Usdum we afterwards

' •' As soon as we came to the pass, fallen ; Vol. II. p. 240.—Aecording to

which commands an extensive prospect of Seetzen, the mountain near the southeast

the Dead Sea, we could observe the effect corner of the sea, not farn orth of Wady
of the evaporation arising from it, in broad el-Ahsy, consists of brownish sand-stone

;

transparent columns of vapour, not unlike Zach's Monti. Corr. XVIIL p. 435. See-

waterspouts in appearance, but very much tzen found here large blocks of most beau-

larger; " Irby and Mangles, p. 447, [137.] tiful breccia and conglomerate of various
^ Irby and Mangles mention " frag- colours ; also blocks of dark olive green

ments of red and gray granite
;
gray, red, jasper, etc. These blocks he supposes were

and black porphyry," and many other brought down from the ravines by the tor-

kinds of stone scattered along the shore at rents. Reisen. II. p. 354.

the southeast corner ofthe Dead Sea, which ^ The " stink-stone " of Bnrckhardt, p.

they supposed to be fragments from the 394. Maundrell, March 30. Pococke II

mountain above; Travels, p. 358, [109.] i. p. 37. Hasselqnist describes it as " quarti

But in the Life of Giov. Finati, edited by in the form of slate, one of the rarest min-

Mr. Bankes, it is said, that there were erals he met with in his travels." E«ise,

BO rocks of the same nature discernible, p. 153. [Engl. p. 131.]

from which these fragments could have
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picked up small lumps of nitre.' All these circumstances testify-

to the volcanic nature of the whole region ; and this is also con-

firmed by the warm fountains of 'Ain Jidy and el-Feshkhah on
the west, and the hot sulphur springs of the ancient Callirrhoe

on the eastern coast.^ Three weeks before, one of our friends,

the Kev. Mr Hebard, had picked up a large piece of pumice-stone

on a small knoll near the mouth of the Jordan.

One of the most singular circumstances in the character of

the Dead Sea, is the deep depression of its level below that of

the Mediterranean. This has been detected only within the

last few years. Messrs Moore and Beke were the first to notice

it in March, 1837, by means of the boiling point of water; in

this way they found the depression to be about 500 English feet.^

A month or two later the barometrical measurements of Schu-
bert gave the depression of the sea at 598.5 Paris feet ; that of

Jericho being 527.7 feet." The very great descent which we
found from Carmel to the cliff's over 'Ain Jidy, and the immense
depth of the sea below, point to a like result. But so great is

the uncertainty in all such partial measurements and observa-

tions, (as evinced in the like case of the Caspian Sea,) that the

question can never be decided with exactness, until the inter-

vening country shall have been surveyed and the relative level

of the two seas trigonometrically ascertained.' To such an un-
dertaking no great obstacle would probably exist.'

Character of the Waters. The buoyancy of the waters of

the Dead Sea, according to our experience, has already been
described ; and this shown to accord with the testimony of an-

cient writers.' It is occasioned by the great specific gravity of

the water, arising from the heavy solution of various salts con-

tained in it, chiefly those of magnesia and soda. But the weight

and proportions of this solution, and of course the specific gravity,

would seem to vary somewhat in different parts of the sea, and
' Irby and Mangles found also "lumps ' The case of the Caspian Sea furnishes

of nitre and fine sulphur from the size of a a striking instance of the uncertainty of

nutmeg up to that of a small hen's egg," such barometrical measurements. Eleven

upon the western shore of the long penin- different series of f'hservations between A.
sula; Travels, p. 453, [139.] See also D. 1732 and A. D. 183G, gave for the de-

Seetzen, Belsen, II. p. 352. pression of that sea below the sea of Azof
^ Ibid. p. 467-469. [143—145 "j Legh different results, varying from about 100

in Macmichael's Journey, Chap. IV. See- Paris feet as the least, to about 366 Paris

zen, Reisen II. p. 336 sq. feet as the greatest. The true depression
° Journal of the Royal Geogr. Soc. Vol. as determined by geometrical survey in

Vn. 1837. p. .456. Vol. IX. 1839. p. A. D. 1836, is 76 Paris feet. See Monats-

Ixiv. berioht der Berlinet Gesellsch. fiir Erd-
< Reise, Vol. HI. p. 87. Berghaus' Al- kunde, Bd. I. pp. 167, 168.

manuch fiir 1840, p. 481, Russegger and ° This was accomplished in 1848 by the

Bertou in 1838 first make the, depression U. S. Expedition, under Lieut. Lynch,

of the sea amount to more than 1,300 Pa- See the results in Note XXX, end of the

ris feet. See Berghaus' Annalen, etc. Feb. volume,

and Marz 1839. p. 432. Bulletin de la ' See p. 506, above.

Soci^te de Geogr. Octobre, 1839. p. 161.
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at different seasons of the year. A portion of water taken
from near the mouth of the Jordan, might be expected to he at
all times less strongly saturated, than another from the vicinity

of 'Ain Jidy ; and during the winter season, when the sea is filled

by the rains and its level raised several feet, its waters are natu-
rally more diluted than in autumn, after having been for months
subjected to the process of evaporation under a burning sun.'

These considerations may serve to account in part for the dif-

ferent results, which have been obtained by chemical analysis.

Of the seven analyses of the water of the Dead Sea, which
have hitherto been published, the four following seem to deserve

the preference, both for their greater exactness and coincidence,

and as marking in some measure the progress of chemical disco-

very ; viz. that of Dr Marcet of London, 1807 ; Gay-Lussac
of Paris, about 1818 ; Prof. 0. G. Gmelin of Tubingen, 1826

;

and Dr Apjohn of Dui)lin, 1839.° It will be seen that the amount
of salts is in general nearly equal ; while the relative proportions

assigned to the different salts, are exceedingly diverse. The
standard of comparison for the specific gravity, is distilled water

at 1000 ; and the density of the water of the Dead Sea is sup-

posed to be greater than that of any other natural water known.

Specific gravity

Dr Marcet. Gay-Lussac.

. 1211 1228

Muriate of Lime
" of magnesia
" of soda

Sulphate of lime'

"Water

(Chloride of calcium)

(
" of magnesium)

( " of sodium)

S.920 3.98
10.246 15.31

10.360 6.95

0.054

24.580

75.420
26.24
73.76

100 100

' Galen also remarks, that the water

was more hitter in summer than in winter
;

De Simpl. Med. fac. 4. 19. Reland Pal. p.

242.
^ These seven analyses are as follows

:

I. By Macquer, Lavoisier, and Le Sage in

Paris, Memoirs de I'Acad. des Sciences,

1778.—II. By Dr Marcet, with a small

quantity of the water, Philosoph. Trans-

act. 1807. p. 296 sq.—III. By Klaproth

of Berlin, with water bronght to Europe

by Mariti fifty years before ; Beitrage, Vol.

V. p. 139. Berliner Magazin, 1809. p.

139.—IV. By Gay-Lussac, with a large

quantity of the water bronght home by
Count Forbin; see Forhin's Voyage, etc.

Annales de Chimie et de Phys. T. XL p.

197.—V. By Hermstiidt of Berlin about

1822 ; Schweigger's Journal, Vol. XXXIV.
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p. 153.—VI. By Prof. Gmelin of Tabin-
gen, who first discovered the existence of

bromium in the water ; Wiirtemb. natur-

wissensch. Abhandl. Vol. I. iii. p. 1. Pog-
gendorffs Journal, 1 827, Vol. IX. p. 177 sq.

—VII. By Dr Apjohn, in a paper read

(1839) before the Royal Irish Academy.
A report of this paper was published in

the London Athenseum for June 15th,

1839.—One of the specimens of fossil salt

brought away by me from the mountain

of Usdum, at the south end of the sea, was
analyzed by Prof Eose of Berlin. It con-

tained a small mixture of lime and mag-
nesia, hut no trace of bromium.

' Gay-Lussac remarks, that he found '

also a small quantity of chloride of potas-

sium, and traces of a sulphate probably of

lime.
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Prof. Gmelin. Br. Apjohn.

Specific gravity . . 1212 1153 Boiling point

Chloride of caleiuin . 3.2141 2.438
" of magnesium 11.7734 9.370

Bromide of magnesium . 0.4393 0.201
Chloride of potassium . 1.6738 0.852

" of sodium . 7.0777 9.830
" of manganese . 0.2117 0.005
" of aluminum . 0.0896
" of ammonium . 0.0075

Sulphate of lime . 0.0527 0.075

221° F.

24.5398 18.780
Water .... 75.4602 81.320

100 100

The water analyzed by Dr. Apjohn was taken half a mile

from the mouth of the Jordan, near the close of the rainy season

;

and exhibits a less amount of salts, and a less specific gravity,

than occurs in either of the other analyses. He could detect no
trace of either alumina or ammonia.'

I have already alluded to the fact, that the level of the waters

of the Dead Sea is higher during and after the rainy season, than
in the summer and autumn, after they have been for months
evaporated under the burning heat of an unclouded sun. The
high bank of pebbles and gravel at 'Ain Jidy has been mentioned;
and we afterwards saw at the southern end of the sea traces of

its high-water mark, more than an hour south of its limit at the

time ; indicating that its level must be sometimes ten or fifteen

feet higher than when we now saw it in May.'' This is readily ac-

counted for by the vast quantity of water brought into it during

the rainy season, not only from the north, but also from the

south and from the mountains along its sides. The quantity of

rain which falls in Palestine varies greatly in different years
;

and according to this the basin of the Dead Sea becoming more
or less full, is subjected to great variation in a course of years.

When the rainy season is at an end, the evaporation is suffi-

ciently powerful to more than counterbalance the influx from

the Jordan, and thus again reduce the level of the sea. During
the preceding winter, less rain had fallen than is usual.

The strong evaporation from the sea also causes it to deposit

* See another later analysis in Note sea over its lower banks, and snch as had

XXX, end of the volume. not happened in many years before." He saw
' Irby and Mangles noticed the high- trees that had been killed by its overflowing,

water mark, on some parts of the Penin- and says the water seemed of late years to

snla, a mile or more above the water's have gained on the land. This was at tho

edge
; p. 455. [140.] Pooooke also re- northwest part. Vol. II. i. p. 35. See further

marks, that in his day (1738) " there had onj The Peninsula and Ford.

been very extraordinary immdations of this
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its salts, particularly in summer, on various parts of the shore
;

from which the Arabs obtain their chief supply for their families

and flocks. That obtained in the Birket el-Khulil south of 'Ain
Jidy has already been mentioned ; ' and a place was afterwards

pointed out to us at the northwest corner of the sea, where it is

also gathered. Irby and Mangles found Arabs on the north side

of the isthmus of the peninsula, "peeling off a solid surface of

salt several inches in thickness, and loading it on asses."^ The
same deposit is doubtless found on other parts of the coast.

According to the testimony of all antiquity and of most
modern travellers, there exists within the waters of the Dead Sea
no living thing ; no trace indeed of animal or vegetable life.^

Our own experience, so far as we had an opportunity to observe,

goes to confirm the truth of this testimony. We perceived no
sign of life within the waters. Yet occasionally, travellers have
seen shells upon the shore ; which has led to the supposition,

that small muscles or periwinkles may after all exist in the sea.

Maundrell " observed among the pebbles on the shore two or

three shells of fish, resembling oyster-shells, at two hours dis-

tance from the mouth of the Jordan."' Hasselquist notes also

cochlece and conclice as common on the banks near the Jordan
;

and Mr Legh saw on the northern shore " in the water several

small shell-fish, not unlike periwinkles."^ Irby and Mangles on
the peninsula " searched for shells, but found none excepting
snail-shells, and a small spiral species, invariably without any
fish, or the appearance of having had any for a long time.*

These testimonies seem at first view strongly to favour the

hypothesis, that at least some species of shell-fish may exist in

the sea. But the shells seen by Maundrell may after all have
come from the Jordan, or have been dropped here by some Arab
or pilgrim ; and the accounts of Hasselquist and Legh, I appre-

hend, are explained and more than counterbalanced by the more
exact and .cautious testimony of Seetzen. "I dismounted," he
says, "and followed for a time the shore of the sea, to look for

conchylia and sea-plants ; but found none of either. And as

fish live upon these, it might naturally be expected that no ten-

ants of the waters would exist here ; and this is confirmed by

' The salt pools are found for two- spirat et possit incedere, prse amantadine
miles south of Birket el-Khulil; Ander- nimia in hoc mari reperiri potest. Abulfe-
Eon's Geol. Report, p. 177. da Tab. Syr. ed. Kohler, pp. 12, 156.—

^ Travels, p. 451. [139.] The absence of all water-fowl is readily ac-
' Tacit. Hist. 5. 6, " neque pisces ant connted for, by the absence of fish and

suetas aquis volucres patitur." Galen, de other animals which constitute their food.

Simpl. Med. IV. o. lO, ipaivsTiu eV tKeivai * Journey, IVIarch 30th.

T^ uSari ju'^re ^iaoi/ i'Yyiyv6iiev6v rtj fiiyre * Hasselquisfs Eeise, p. 558. Legh in

ip\ir6y. Hieron. ad Ezech. 47, 8 " Mare Macmichael's Journey, Chap. IV.

mortuuin, in quo nihil poterat esse vitale. ° Travels, p. 454. [140.^

Be vera, juxta literam hue usque nihil quod
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the experience of all whom I have inquired of, and who could

know about it.—Snails and muscles I have not found in the

lake ; some snails that I picked up on the shore, were land-snails.

I was particularly attentive to this point ; hut must remark, that

I was able to examine only a part of the lake."'—The shells

which other travellers have met with, were probably in like man-
ner those of land animals. Or, if they actually belonged to the

lake, they probably have existed in it only near the mouth of the

Jordan, where there is a large intermixture of fresh water, or in

the vicinity of the various fountains which enter the sea.

As we were leaving Palestine, we saw in the possession of

two English travellers, a small flat fish, about the length of a

man's little finger, which was put into their hands as having been
taken in the Dead Sea, and as proving that the sea was actually

inhabited by fish. But the report added further, that the fish

was found on the northern shore at some distance from the mouth
of the Jordan ; and, when caught, was in an exhausted and
dying state. It would seem therefore much more probable, that

this was a wanderer from the Jordan, who paid for his temerity

with his life ; furnishing a further example of the truth of Je-

rome's remark, that "when the Jordan swollen by the rains some-
times carries down fish into the Dead Sea, they die immediately
and float upon the sluggish waters."^

Asphaltum. Our Arabs picked up along the shore small

pieces of bitumen, asphaltum, (Arabic el-Hwnmar,) which we
brought away. Our Sheikh of the Ta'amirah told (as a report)

the same story of its origin, which was heard by Seetzen and
Burckhardt, viz. that it flows down the face of a precipice upon
the eastern shore, until a large mass is collected, when from its

weight or some shock it breaks oif and falls into the sea.^ The
Sheikh of the Jeh^lin, who afterwards accompanied us to Wady
Musa, related the same report ; assigning the place on the north

of the peninsula. It cannot of course be south of the isthmus

;

for the road travelled by Irby and Mangles and their party passes

all the way at the foot of the rocks along the shore. Nor is it

probable that any such spot exists further north ; we had the

' Seetzen in Zaci's Monatl. Corr. XVIII. the naturalist Schubert. " Fish or snails,"

pp. 437, 441. So too in Seisen, II. pp. he says, " do not indeed live in this super-

241, 242. salt sea ; the mdasioma which we found
^ Hieron. in Ezech. xlvii. 8, " Denjqne on the shore, as well as the small dead

si Jordanes auotus imhrihns pisces illuc fishes, of which we saw and picked up
influens rapuerit, statim morinntur et pin- several thro^vn r ut by the waves upon the

guibns aquis supernatant." Galen also strand, are brought down by the Jordan or

affirms, that iish caught in the river and accompany voluntarily his flood ; but they

thrown into the lake, die immediately ; de soon pay for this love of wandering with

Simpl. IV. 19. Eeland Falsest, p. 243.— their lives." Eeise III. p. 86.

Since the above remarks were written, I ' Seetzen in Zach's Monatl. Corr. XVIIL
am happy to find my views confirmed by p. 441. Burckhardt, p. 394.
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eastern coast very distinctly in sight for two days, as we travelled

along the western shore, and examined it continually with our
glasses ; so that any such marked point upon the rocks would
hardly have escaped our notice. All agreed, that there was
nothing of the kind upon the western coast.

More definite and trustworthy was the account which the

Arabs gave us of the appearance of the bitumen in the sea.

They believe that it thus appears only after earthquakes. The
Sheikhs above mentioned, both of the Ta'amirah and Jehalin,

related that after the earthquake of 1834, a large quantity of

asphaltum was cast upon the shore near the southwest part of the

sea, of which the Jehahn brought about sixty Kuntdrs into

market.' My companion also remembered, that in that year a

large amount had been purchased by the Frank merchants at

Beirut. During the last year also, after the earthquake of Jan.

1st, 1837, a large mass of bitumen (one said like an island, an-

other like a house) was discovered floating on the sea, and was
driven aground on the west side, not far to the north of Usdum.
The Jehalin and the inhabitants of Yutta swam off to it ; and
cut it up with axes, so as to bring it ashore. The Ta'^mirah
heard of it, and went to get a share. They found seventy men
already upon and around it. It was carried off by camel-loads,

partly up the pass of 'Ain Jidy ; and sold by the Arabs for four

piastres the Itutl or pound. The share of the Ta'imirah brought

them more than five hundred dollars ; while others sold to the

amount of two or three thousand dollars.—Except in those two
years, the Sheikh of the Jehalin, a man fifty years old, had
never known of bitumen appearing in the sea, nor heard of it

from his fathers.

The above information may serve to illustrate the account of

Josephus, that "the sea in many places sends up black masses

of asphaltum, which float on the surface, having the form and
size of headless oxen."^ Diodorus Siculus also relates, that the

bitumen is thrown up in masses, covering sometimes two or

three plethra, and having the appearance of islands.'

The Peninsula. Seetzen, in his first journey around the

Dead Sea, took a direct course from Kerak to the southern ex-

tremity, descending there from the mountain by a very difficult

pass. He seems to have observed the peninsula only from the

western mountain ; and mistook it for an island.^ In a later

journey, he visited the peninsula ; and it is laid down upon his

' The Kuntdr is about 98 lbs. English, connection with the destruction of the

Lane's Mod. Egypt. II. p. 372. cities of the plain, see near the end of
= Joseph. B. J. 1. 8. 4. Sect. XII.
' Diod. Sic. 2. 48.—Some further re- * Zach's Monatl. Con. XVIII. p. 438.

marks on the probable source of the as- Beisen I. p. 429,

phaltum of the Dead Sea, and its apparent
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map, though not in its true form.'—In the year 1818, Irhy and
Mangles travelled "with Messrs Bankes and Legh from Hehron
to Kerak by the usual road ; descending to the south end of the

sea by the pass of ez-Zuweirah, then keeping along upon the

shore as far as to the isthmus, and ascending to Kerak along the

Wady which comes down upon the isthmus from near that place.

From the cliff over 'Ain Jidy, we could look across the isth-

mus and up this Wady to Kerak ; the direction being about S.

E. by S. Irby and Mangles call it the Dara, properly Wady
ed-Dera'ah ; we heard for it only the name of Wady Kerak.

Burckhardt has both names.' The same travellers, after their

return from Wady Musa, descended again from Kerak to the

peninsula, and traversed the whole of it ; and to them we are

indebted for the first published account of this remarkable feature

of the Dead Sea. They have added a plan of the peninsula and
of the part of the sea further south, which they call the " back-

water ; " but it seems to have been drawn only from recollection,

and does not, according to my impressions, exhibit the present

form either of the sea or of the peninsula.

'

We had the opportunity of looking down upon the peninsula

and the whole of this part of the sea from two different high

points ; first, from the cliff over 'Ain Jidy looking towards the

southeast and again from a cliff near the pass ez-Zuweirah look-

ing towards the east and northeast, As we saw it, the isthmus

was comparatively much narrower than is represented on the plan
of Irby and Mangles ; and not only did the peninsula extend in

a long horn towards the north, leaving a bay behind it ; but also

in a shorter horn towards the south, forming likewise a smaller

bay behind. Nor was the narrow part or strait of the sea, be-

tween the peninsula and the western shoal, so very narrow as

they represent it ; although they judge it to be only about a

mile in width.^ These discrepancies may be accounted for partly

from the difficulty of sketching such a plan from recollection

after so long an interval ; and still more by the supposition, that

the waters of the Dead Sea in 1818 were much lower than in

1838. That this was actually the case, I am inclined to believe,

not only from the representation of the plan in question ; but
also from the accounts of the Arabs, which will be given further

on in speaking of the ford.

' Eeisen II. p. 350 sq. Seetzen's map that the supposition in the text is quite

is found in Zach's Monatl Corr. Vol. XXII

;

correct ; the plan in question not having

also reduced in Kloden's Palaestina, Berl. been sketched until after an interval of

1817. several months, when the travellers had
' Travels, p. 390. already left Palestine ; and then only from
" Since the above was written, I have recollection. This note is added at the

had the pleasure of a personal acquaint- suggestion of Capt. Mangles himself,

ance with Capt. Mangles, who informs me, * Travels, p. 454. [140.]
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From the Wady Kerak a never failing stream issues upon
the isthmus, and enters the hay on its northern side ; fertilizing

here a tract of level ground, which is scattered over with thickets

of acacia (Seyal) and the Dom (Nflhk) with other trees ; among
which is found the 'Osher. Further north, nearer the bay, are

tamarisks and a cane brake or jungle. In the thicket, according

to Irby and Mangles, ' the hare and the partridge of the desert

abound ; and portions of it are cleared and cultivated. In the

very heart of it, not visible in any direction beyond a few yards,

unless by the smoke arising from it, is the village of the Ghawa-
rineh, who cultivate this tract. Their abode has much the ap-

pearance of a village in India or the South Seas. This tract, as

we were told, is called Ghor el-Mezra'ah ; it is so marked on
Seetzen's map, and is said by Burckhardt to be much frequented

by the .people of Kerak, who buy here the tobacco which they

smoke.'

The peninsula itself, as seen from the western side of the sea,

appears much like a long low sand-bank. But according to the

same travellers, who passed quite around its northern horn, and
then along its western edge nearly or quite to its southern ex-

tremity, such is not its general character. Its middle part con-

sists of " a steep white ridge running like a spine down the

centre. This ridge presents steep sloping sides, seamed and
furrowed into deep hollows by the rains, and terminating at the

summit in sharp triangular points, standing up like rows of tents

janged one above another. The whole is of a substance appa-

rently partaking of the mixture of soft and broken chalk and
slate, and is wholly unproductive of vegetation. The height

of the eminence varies from ten to about thirty feet, becoming
gradually lower towards its northern extremity."^ The opposite

sides of this cliff present faces of similar appearance and equal

height ; while adjacent to the isthmus it spreads out into broader

table land.*

The length of the peninsula on the eastern side, from the

head of the northern bay to the northern extremity, they found

to be one hour and twelve minutes ; and on the western side,

from the north end to the strait, or the point overagainst the

western shoal, two hours and forty minutes. The breadth of the

peninsula and isthmus, from the strait to the stream of the

Dera'ah, was also two hours. The breadth of the strait they

estimated at one mile ; which, I apprehend, is much too small.

—At the foot of the high ground, or cliff, all around, "is a con-

' Travels, p. 449. [138.] See generally 3.'50 sq.—See more further on, under May
ibid. pp. 448-455. [138-140.] 29th.

' Buxckhardt, p. 391. Irby and Man- = Irby and Mangles, p. 452. [139.]

gles, p. 449. [138.] Seetzen, Eeisen II. p. • Ibid. pp. 453, 455. [139, 140.]
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siderable margin of sand, which varies in length and breadth ac-

cording to the season ; being much wider in summer than in

winter, when there is reason to suppose that the waves almost

wash the base of the cliff." ' This becomes broader towards the

strait, and here " a very considerable level is left, which is en-

crusted with a salt that is but half dried and consolidated, ap-

pearing like ice in the commencement of a thaw. All this space

is soft, and gives way nearly as deep as the ankle, when it is

trod on."*

Along the shore of the northern bay also, the travellers found
deposites of salt, and persons gathering it ; and near the north-

ern point of the peninsula they collected lumps of nitre and fine

sulphur, apparently brought down by the rains from the low cliff

above.'—Around the southern end of the peninsula, where we
saw a short horn and a bay beyond, " the high-water mark was
at this season a mile distant from the water's edge." * This was
on the 2d of June.*

The Ford. The first notice of a ford near the south end of

the Dead Sea is also from Seetzen. He describes it from the in-

formation of the Arabs, as practicable only in summer, and as

requiring five ho\irs for the passage.' In his map, it is laid down
as leading from the peninsula to the northern part of Usdum,
south of the pass of Zuweirah. Burckhardt heard the saine re-

port of a ford, which might be crossed in three hours and a half.'

As however the Arabs have no notion of hours, both these spe-

cifications are of little value. In the plan of Irby and Mangles

the ford is laid down across the narrowest part or strait, between

the peninsula and the western shoal or tongue of land ; where

indeed we should naturally look for it.

So remarkable a feature of the sea of course engaged our at-

tention ; and we made all the inquiries in our power respecting

it. The Arabs who were with us at 'Ain Jidy, both of the Ta'-

dmirah and the Rashdideh, who dwell chiefly towards Tekoa and
Bethlehem, knew nothing of any ford. Our Sheikh of the Je-

hEilin, who was with us at the south end of the sea, affirmed that

the water in the strait, between the peninsula and the opposite

tongue of land, was very deep, and never fordable. But from the

southwest part of the sea, he said, (apparently from near the

pass of Zuweirah,) to the south side of the peninsula, he himself

had forded the lake many years ago ; although now, and since

several years, the water was too deep to be forded. This account

' Irby and Mangles, p. 452. [139.] 184 sq. Its extreme length according to

" Ibid. p. 4.53. [140.] Lynch's map, is nearly eleven miles.

' Ibid. pp. 451, 453. [139.] ' Zach's Monatl. Corr. XVIII. p. 437
* Ibid. p. 455. [140.] Eeisen. II. p. 358.
' For a geological description of the ' Travels, p. 394.

peninsula, see Anderson's Geol. Report, p.
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corresponds to the ford as laid down on Seetzen's map ; and at

the time, we had no reason to distrust its accuracy. But Irby

and Mangles relate that in descending from Kerak to the penin-

sula, they fell in with a small caravan going to Hebron by way
of the ford ; and while the travellers were examining the north-

ern part of the peninsula, this caravan crossed it to the strait,

which they forded. The travellers soon after arrived at the same
point; saw the ford "indicated by boughs of trees;" and ob-

served the caravan just landed on the opposite side. They could

discern the species of animal, as well as the people on their backs;

and as there were asses of the party, the depth could not be

great.

'

These varying accounts I am not able to reconcile ; except

by supposing, as above, that the waters of the Dead Sea, as seen

by those travellers in the year 1818, were at their very lowest

ebb. In this way, perhaps, they might admit here for the time

a ford not known or not remembered by the Arabs of the west-

ern coast ; and give to the peninsula and the adjacent shoals a

different form.

Apples of Sodom. One of the first objects which attracted

our notice on arriving at 'Ain Jidy, was a tree with singular

fruit ; which, without knowrug at the moment, whether it had
been observed by former travellers or not, instantly suggested to

our minds the far-famed fruits

"which grew
Near that bituminous lake where Sodom stood."

This was the 'Osher of the Arabs, the Asclepias gigantea v.

procera of botanists,' which is found in abundance in Upper
Egypt and Nubia, and also in Arabia Felix ; but seems to be
confined in Palestine to the borders of the Dead Sea. We saw
it only at 'Ain Jidy ; Hasselquist found it in the desert between
Jericho and the northern shore ; and Irby and Mangles met with

it of large size at the south end of the sea, and on the isthmus

of the peninsula.'

We saw here several trees of the kind, the trunks of which
were six or eight inches in diameter ; and the whole height from
ten to fifteen feet.* It has a grayish cork-like bark, with long

oval leaves ; and in its general appearance and character, it

might be taken for a gigantic perennial species of the milk-weed

' Irby and Mangles, p. 454. [liO.] * Irby and Mangles found them " mea-
^ Sprengel Hist. Eei Herbar. I. p. 252. saring, in many instances, two feet or
" Hasselqnist Reise, p. 151. Irby and more in circumference, and the boughs at

Mangles' Travels, pp. 354, 450. [108, 138.] least fifteen feet in height; a size which
Comp. Seetzen in Zach's Monatl. Corr. far exceeded any they saw in Nubia." P.

XVm. p. 442. Rei.sen- I., p. 422. II. p. 450. [138.]

281. Bnrckhardt, p. 392.
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or silk-weed found in the northern parts of the American States.

Its leaves and flowers are very similar to those of the latter plant

;

and when broken off, it in like manner discharges copiously a

milky fluid. The fruit greatly resembles externally a large

smooth apple or orange, hanging in clusters of three or four to-

gether ; and when ripe is of a yellow colour. It was now fair

and delicious to the eye, and soft to the touch ; but on being

pressed or struck, it explodes with a puff, like a bladder or puff-

ball, leaving in the hand only the shreds of the thin rind and a

few fibres. It is indeed filled chiefly with air, like a bladder,

which gives it the round form ; while in the centre a small slen-

der pod runs through it from the stem, and is connected by thin

filaments with the rind. The pod contains a small quantity of

fine silk with seeds
;

precisely like the pod of the silk-weed,

though very much smaller ; being indeed scarcely the tenth part

as large. The Arabs collect the silk and twist it into matches
for their guns

;
preferring it to the common match, because it

requires no sulphur to render it combustible.'

The most definite account we have of the apples of Sodom,
so called, is in Josephus ; who, as a native of the country, is a

better authority than Tacitus or other foreign writers.' After

speaking of the conflagration of the plain, and the yet remaining
tokens of the divine fire, he remarks, that " there are still to be

seen ashes reproduced in the fruits ; which indeed resemble edi-

ble fruits in colour, but on being plucked with the hands, are

dissolved into smoke and ashes."^ In this account, after a due
allowance for the marvellous in all popular reports, I find nothing

which does not apply almost literally to the fruit of the 'Osher, as

we saw it. It must be plucked and handled with great care, in

order to preserve it from bursting. "We attempted to carry some
of the boughs and fruit with us to Jerusalem ; but without suc-

cess.*

^ Gregory of Tours would seem to have sponte edita, aut manu sata, sive herbae

heard of this tree :
" Prope Jericho haben- tenues aut flores, ut solitam in speciem

tur arbores, quae lanas gignunt ; exhibent adolevere, atra et iuania velut in cinerera

enim poma in modo cucurbitarum, testas vanescunt."

in circuitu habentia duras, intrinsecus au- * Seetzen was the first, I believe, to sug-

tem plena sunt lanae." :0f this wool, he gest the 'Osher (which he wiites Aoschar)

savs, fine garments were made. Gregor. as producing the apples of Sodom ; Zach's

Turon. Mirac. lib. I. c. 18. Monatl Coit. XVIII. p. 442. He describes
' The Bible speaks only of the " vine the plant ; Eeisen. II. p. 231 sq. Accord-

of Sodom ; " and that metaphorically, ing to Irby and IVIangles " there is very

Deut. 32, 32. liltle doubt of this being the fruit of the
^ Joseph. B. J. 4. 8. 4, 'Eon Se Khv Dead Sea often noticed by the ancients,"

Tots KapTTois trna^iav &yayeyyQjjxet/7iy, oi xp^~ etc. p. 4.50. [138.]—I am not sure that

ay jxev exovfft rots iSwSifiois, ifioiav, 5pe- Brocardus does not refer to the same plant

^a/xeyay Sc yefOLv fh KOtrvhy ivoKvovTat when he says that " under En-gedi, by the

Koi recppay.—^Tacitus is still more general

:

Dead Sea, there are beautiful trees ; but

Hist. 5. 6, " Terramque ipsam specie tor- their fi-uit on being plucked is found full of

ridam vim frugiferam perdisse. Nam cunota smoke and ashes
;

" c. 7. p. 180. Fuloher
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Hasselqulst finds the apples of Sodom in the fruit of the
Solanum melongena, (nightshade, mad-apple,) which we saw in

great abundance at 'Ain Jidy and in the plain of Jericho. These
apples are much smaller than those of the 'Osher ; and when
ripe are full of small hlack grains. There is here however noth-

ing like explosion, nothing like " smoke and ashes ; " except

occasionally, as the same naturalist remarks, " when the fruit is

punctured by an insect (Tenthredo), which converts the whole

of the inside into dust, leaving notliing but the rind entire, with-

out any loss of colour."' We saw the Solanum and the 'Osher

growing side by side ; the former presenting nothing remarkable

in its appearance, and being found in other parts of the country;*

while the latter immediately arrested our attention by its singu-

lar accordance with the ancient story, and is moreover pecuHar
in Palestine to the shores of the Dead Sea.

Friday, 3Iay 11th. We rose with the dawn, awakened by
the voice of the Khatib, who as priest of his tribe was chanting

his prayers in a monotonous tone by the fountain. As we looked

down from 'Ain Jidy upon the sea, the sun rose in glory, diffusing

a hue of gold upon the waters, now agitated by a strong ripple

from the influence of an eastern breeze. We could perceive the

dense evaporation rising and fiUing the whole chasm of the lake,

and spreading itself as a thin haze above the tops of the moun-
taias. We were also not less surprised than dehghted, to hear

in the midst of the solitude and grandeur of these desolations,

the morning song of innumerable birds. The trees and rocks

and air around were full of the carols of the lark, the cheerful

whistle of the quail, the call of the partridge, and the warbling

of many other feathered choristers ; while birds of prey were
soaring and screaming in front of the cliffs above.

While the rest were busy in packing the tent and luggage

and loading the animals, I set off on foot and ascended the

pass alone. Three quarters of an hour brought me to the top

of the cliff, whence we had yesterday enjoyed our first view of

the sea. Here I sat down upon the brink of the precipice, and
looked abroad again upon the sea and its wild craggy shores,

to fix more deeply the impressions of the preceding day. The

Camot. seems to mean the 'Osher, when nempe in nonnullis, quod Tentliredine pun-
in describing the productions around Segor gantur, qua8 substantiam totam internem
(Zoar) he says :

" Ibi vidi poma in arbori- in pulverem redigit, et cortioem solum egre-

bus, quae, cum corticem rupissem, interius, gie coloratara integrum relinquit ; " Has-
esse pulverulenta coraperi et nigra

;

" Gesta selquist Reise, p. 560. See also Seetzen,

Dei, p. 405. Eeisen, II. p. 234.
' "Quodpulvereintusrepletasint, verum ' Hasselquist mentions it at Kis el-'Ain

est noanunquam, sed non semper accidit

;

near Tyre, p. 556.
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ripple on the sea created a gentle surge upon the shore below
;

the sound of which as it rose upon the ear, was exceedingly

grateful in this vast solitude. Lovely the scene is not
;
yet

magnificently wild, and in the highest degree stern and impress-

ive. Shattered mountains and the deep chasm of the rent

earth are here tokens of the wrath of Grod, and of his ven-

geance upon the guUty inhabitants of the plain ; when, " turn-

ing the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah into ashes, he con-

demned them with an overthrow, making them an ensample

unto them that after should live ungodly."'

After dwelling for a time on these and the like associations,

my attention was particularly directed to the ruin called by the

Arabs Sebbsh, already mentioned as situated towards the south

upon a pyramidal cliff rising precipitously from the sea, just be-

yond Wady es-Ssyal.^ The truncated summit of the lofty iso-

lated rock forms a small plain apparently inaccessible ', and
this is occupied by the ruin. We had been greatly struck by its

appearance' ; and on examining it closely with a telescope, I

could perceive what appeared to be a building on its northwest

part, and also traces of other buildings further east. We had
heard of this place on the way, and made inquiry respecting it

of the peasants at Ma'in ; but they knew only the name and
had never visited the spot. Our guide of the Kashaideh had
been there, as he said ; he described the ruins as those of a city,

with columns scattered among them ; and the place as wholly

inaccessible to horses and beasts of burden. Only footmen, he

said, could ascend to it.

This spot was to us for the time a complete puzzle ; we
thought at first it might perhaps be the ruin of some early

convent. But subsequent research leaves little room to doubt,

that this was the site of the ancient and renowned fortress of

Masada, first built by Jonathan Maccabaeus, and afterwards

strengthened and rendered impregnable by Herod the Great, as

a place of refuge for himself' Josephus describes it as situated

on a lofty rock of considerable circuit overhanging the Dead
Sea, surrounded by profound valleys unfathomable to the eye

;

it was inaccessible to the foot of animals on every part, except

by two paths hewn in the rock. One of these, the least diffi-

cult, was 0^ the west ; the other, on the east, was carried up
from the lake itself by zigzags cut along the crags of the preci-

pice, and was exceedingly difficult and dangerous.^ The sum-

' 2 Pet. 2, 6. ' Josephus gives the length of this east-

' See above, p. 502. era ai=cent at thirty stadia or 3| Romuu
' The main passage is Joseph. B. J. 7. mUes ; which, including the many turns

8. 2 sq. Compare also B. J. 4. 7. 2. and zigzags, would not be very greatly ex-

Antiq. 14. 11. 7. ib. 14. 13. 9. ib. 14. 14. 6. aggerated. B. J. 7. 8. 3.
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mit was a plain surrounded by a wall seven stadia in circuit.

Besides the fortifications, and immense cisterns hewn in the rock

for a full supply of water, Herod built here a palace, with col-

umns and porticos and baths and sumptuous apartments, situ-

ated on the west and north of the plain.

The fortress was dependent solely on its cisterns for water,

as there was no fountain near ; and the interior part of the area

was left free of buildings and was cultivated, in order to guard
against the possibility of famine.' Here Herod had laid up an
immense store both of arms and provisions, sufficient to supply

ten thousand men for many years. Not long before the siege of

Jerusalem by Titus, the Sicarii or robbers, so notorious in the

later Jewish history, had got possession of the fortress and its

treasures by stratagem ; and laid contribution upon the country

far and near, attacking and plundering among the rest the adja-

cent town of En-gedi.'' After the destruction of Jerusalem, the

fortresses of Masada, Herodium, and Machserus, all in the hands
of the robbers, were the only posts not yet subdued by the

Romans.^ The two latter afterwards surrendered to the procura-

tor Lucilius Bassus ;* and his successor, Flavins Silva, at length

laid siege to Masada. Here occurred the last horrible act of

the great Jewish tragedy. The whole garrison, at the persua-

sion of their leader, Eleazar, devoted themselves to self-destruc-

tion, and chose out ten men to massacre all the rest. This was
done ; and nine hundred and sixty persons, including women
and children, perished. Two females and iive boys alone es-

caped.'

This description of Josephus corresponds very exactly with

the character of Sebbeh as seen from a distance ; and there is

little doubt that future travellers, who may visit its site, will

find other and more definite traces of its ancient strength.

The building now visible on the northwest, and the columns
described by the Arabs, are not improbably the remains of

Herod's palace. So far as I know, the place is mentioned by no
writer since Josephus, either as Masada or Sebbeh ; though the

latter name is found on Seetzen's map.'

The rest of the party having ascended the pass, we set off

from the brow at 8.10, returning upon our path of yesterday

for twenty minutes to the 'fork of the Jerusalem road already

mentioned. This we now took at 8^ o'clock for ten minutes,

' Josephus B. J. 7. 8. 2, 3. ion, Mr Smith, while in Leipzig. The place
" Ibid. 7. 8. i. ib. 4. 7. 2. has since been visited and described, first by
' Ibid. 4. 9. 9. Messrs Wolcott and Tipping, in 1842 ; Bib-
• Ibid. 8. 6. 1. liotheca Sac. 1843, pp. 61-67. Again
' Ibid. 8. 9. 1. byLieut. Lynch and party in 1848; seeAn-
° The first suggestion as to the identity of dersou's Geol. Report, p. 1 77 sq. Also by

Sebbeh with Masada, I owe to mycompau- De Saulcy in 1851 ; Narrat. I. p. 211 sq,
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when it went off more to the left towards Tekoa. At 9 o'clock

we crossed Wady Sudeir, here only the shallow bed of a small
torrent

; although as it breaks down through the cliffs to the
sea, it becomes a deep and frightful gulf The high projecting

cliff Merged forms its northern bastion ; along the precipitous

southern side of which, we could perceive a foot-path ascending
from the shore to the high land above, and falling into our route

further on. On the south side of this Wady, where we crossed

it, are a few graves, called the Graves of the Dawa'irah ; some
of whom were killed here many years ago by the soldiers of

the governor of Hebron. These Dawa'irah are Arabs of the

northern Ghor, composed of several tribes. They are a sort of

Fflkirs or Derwishes, much respected by the Arabs and peasants

of these regions ; so that whoever puts himself under their pro-

tection for travelling, is safe. This slaughter of them was by
mistake ; they having been taken for other Arabs.

Before us lay a long naked mountain ridge, with several

peaks, running down southeast towards the sea and terminating

apparently in or near Kas el-Mersed. We crossed this chain by
a gap at 9.20. Like all the hills and ridges of the region, it

consists of friable limestone. A large tract of table land now
succeeded, called el-Hus^sah, from a Wady on its northern side.

Indeed, the whole region along the sea, where not either moun-
tain ridge or deep valley, is high table land sloping gradually

towards the east ; entirely desert, as described yesterday, with

only a few scattered shrubs ; and without the slightest trace of

ever having been tilled. In this tract el-Husasah, the Rashaideh
were now encamped towards Tekoa ; and also another division

of the Ka'abineh living north of Wady el-GhSr, who are of the

Yemen party, while those further south, whose encampment we
passed yesterday, are Keisiyeh.^ The Eashaideh number about

sixty men. They still retain their arms ; and pay only about

fifty piastres each as Firdeh to the government. None of them
can read, and few know how to pray.—The tract el-Husasah is

intersected by several small Wadys ; one of which called Mu-
dhebbih Sa'id 'Obeideh we crossed at 9.50, and another called

Shukaf half an hour beyond. In the former was a small pool of

rain water. At 10.50, we had a view of the north end of the sea,

and obtained the following bearings : Frank mountain N. 33°

W. Tekoa N. 48° W. Mount of Olives N. 19° W. Mount
Gilead, near es-Salt, N. 34° E.=

' See at Beit Netf.f under May 17tli. rently with the ridge Jil'ad, which nms
' This is the highest point of the m~un- from W. to E. and is about two and a half

tains east of the Jordan. I suppose it to hours in length. Of Jebel Osha, Burck-

he the same which Burckhardt calls Jebel hardt remarks, that "its summit overtops

Osha, (Ar. Ausha') three quarters of an the whole of the Belka." As seen from

hour N. N. W. of es-Sa'.t, connected appa- the west, the whole cluster appears as one
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After a delay of ten minutes, we began to descend gradually
towards Wady Derejeh. This, with Wady Hflsasah on the
south and Wady Ta'dmirah on the north, occupies a somewhat
lower region of exceedingly desolate hills and ridges of chalky
limestone, hardly surpassed by any part of the desert we had
seen. We first came to the Hflsasah at 11.40. It rises near
Tekoa, and running down southeasterly enters the sea by itself.

Near by is a large cistern in the rocks ; but without water. At
12.20 we came upon the bank of Wady Derejeh, here a narrow
gulf a hundred feet deep or more, with rugged perpendicular

rocky banks ; the bottom of which we reached after a very diffi-

cult and somewhat dangerous descent often minutes. Here we
stopped for rest and refreshment under the shadow of a lofty wall

of rock, " a great rock in a weary land." The bed of the valley

merely affords a passage for the wintry torrent. This is the con-

tinuation of the Wady Khiireitun, which we had followed down
from Solomon's pools, and crossed after leaving the Frank
mountain.

We set off again at 1.50, and climbing with difficulty the

northern bank, came at 2.25, to Wady Ta'amirah, which rises

around Bethlehem and under Mdr Elyas. Here again was rain

water among the rocks, at which we halted for ten minutes.

This Wady is a tributary of the Derejeh, and joins it some
twenty minutes below, where our guides said there was an im-
mense cave with a cistern and mason-work, called by the Arabs
Um el-Hammam. The whole tract after leaving the Derejeh is

a horrible desert, presenting nothing but cliffs of chalky friable

limestone without a trace of herbage. We now turned more to

the right, and passed, at 2.45, near the junction of the two Wa-
dys. At 3 o'clock we came upon a fork of the road ; one path

going to the right leading down to 'Ain Terabeh on the shore,

and the other keeping along upon the high land towards Kas el-

Feshkhah. From this point Bir ez-Za'feraneh bore N. 78° W.
To descend to 'Ain Terabeh there is a pass similar to that

of 'Ain Jidy, but not so high. We had intended to go down and
encamp by the fountain and thence make our way along upon
the shore below ; but learning now that we should have to as-

cend again in order to cross the promontory of el-Feshkhah, we
thought it better to remain above upon the cliffs. We therefore

passed on and came out at 3.40, a little to the right of the road,

upon the summit of a range of cliffs directly overhanging 'Ain

Terabeh and the shore, and commanding a view of the whole of

the Dead Sea, including both its northern and southern extre-

mities. This point we judged to be at least one thousand feet

mountain. It is called also Jebel es-Salt. See Borckhardt'a Travels, p. '318,
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. above the sea.' It afforded a fine place of encampment; and
our Arabs found rain water in a neighbouring Wady. We were

here much better off, than to have gone down to the fountain.

This is indeed nothing but a little brackish water oozing up
through the sand along the shore, surrounded by a thicket of

reeds, canes, shrubs, and the like. There is no tillage round

about it, as at 'Ain Jidy ; nor do the Arabs ever encamp near

it, except in circumstances when they wish to hide themselves.

The reeds and thicket around the fountain afford a secure retreat

to an abundance of frogs, which were now merrily croaking

;

while pigeons were shooting in rapid flight over the surface of the

sea.

The prospect of the sea and its wild shores from this spot

was magnificent, though stern ; resembling in its general fea-

tures that from the cliff over 'Ain Jidy, but embracing more of

the sea ; the view in either direction not being here interrupted

by any near projecting cliff. The waters of the sea, as here

seen, assumed the same deep green hue, which we had remarked

from the cliff over 'Ain Jidy. The atmosphere had now become
. quite clear ; and we could overlook the whole form* of the sea,

and mark its extent both towards the north and south ; although,

as we were still ignorant of its true features at the southern end,

we did not note the point of its termination in that part, so ac-

curately as we might otherwise have done. Kerak was very

distinctly visible.^

From the fork of the Carmel and Jerusalem roads, which we
had. left this morning, we had travelled somewhat more than five

hours to reach this cliff above 'Ain Terabeh. Yet so great was
the general curve of our route towards the west, and such the

number of smaller detours we were compelled to make, and of

steep descents and ascents in crossing the deep Wadys, that the

amount of our progress was much less than in ordinary circum-

stances. Indeed, from calculations founded on the above measure-

ments in connection with those taken at 'Ain Jidy, and from the

general construction of the map, the cliff on which we were now
encamped, appears to be less than eight geographical miles

distant from 'Ain Jidy in a straight line. Had there been a

path along the shore below, I presume the distance between the

two fountains would not have Occupied more than three and a

* The top of the cliffs is in reality atout point, S. 8J° W. Peninsula, south end, S.

1300 feet above the sea; see in Note XXX, 6° W. Do. north end, 3.10^° E. Point

end of the volume. of western shoal beyond 'Ain Jidy, S. 8°

' At 'Ain TerSbeh, Lieut Lynch and W. Eas el-Mersed, base, S. .8° W. Ke-
party encamped for a time. See Ander- rak, S. 25° E. Wady el-Mojib, S. 43° E.

son's Report, p. 166.—We took here above Wady ez-Zerka Ma'in, N. 89° E. Mount
'Ain Teribeh, with our large compass, the Gilead (Jebel Osha) N. 39° E.

following bearings: Usdum, southeastern
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half or at the most four hours of travel ; making all due allow-
ance for the windings and difficulties of the way.
The road we had been travelling to-day, is the great Arab

track through the desert along the Dead Sea ; by which the
Arabs of the southern deserts, and those who come from the

east around the southern end of the sea, are able to penetrate

far to the north, without letting their movements be known to

the tribes or villages further west. About thirty years before, a

large party of some three hundred and fifty of the Hejaya from
the mountains of Jebal, south of Kerak, had in this manner
passed along this route quite to Deir Duwan, and stolen and car-

ried off the flocks of the people of that place. As these people

were in league with the Ta'amirah, both belonging to the Yemen
party, the latter pursued the Hejaya and overtook them near

Wady Derejeh. In the attack which ensued, the Hejaya proved
the strongest ; they routed the Ta'amirah, and killed two or

three. One man, to save his life, leaped off from a precipice into

the vaUey, and although much hurt, escaped and recovered.

Ever since that time a feud of blood has existed between the two
tribes.—After this the Hejaya came and plundered the convent
of Mar Sdba. The door was of wood covered with iron on the

outside ; they contrived to burn it away, by pouring on oU and
setting it on fire in the night. But, as our Sheikh remarked,
M^r Saba is a Wely (holy place); and the Hejaya, after they
had done this wickedness, fell to fighting among themselves.

From the south end of the Dead Sea, this great road follows

the shore below as far as to 'Ain Jidy, and then ascends the pass.

Along that part of the sea we heard of no road upon the high
land above. Indeed such an upper road would be unnecessary

;

since it must naturally be longer than that below ; and it would
moreover be far less practicable on account of the deep valleys

of the Ghar, Khubarah, Seiyal, and others, which it must cross.

It was doubtless by this same Arab road that the Moabites and
Ammonites came up against king Jehoshaphat, in the incursion

to which we have already had occasion to allude. •

The view of this evening from our lofty encampment, was
most romantic. The whole Dead Sea lay before us ; the full

moon rose in splendour over the eastern mountains, and poured
a flood of silvery light into the deep dark chasm below, illumi-

nating the calm surface of the sluggish waters. All was still as

the silence of the grave. Our Arabs were sleeping around us

upon the ground ; only the tall pensive figure of the Sheikh was
seen sitting before the door of our tent, his eyes fixed intently

upon us as we wrote. He indeed was ever the last to lie down
at night, and the first to rise up with the dawn.

' 2 Chr. 20, 1. 2. See p. 608, above.
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Saturday, May 12th. Having a long day's journey before

us in order to reach Jericho, we caused the luggage to be mostly

packed over night ; and rising very early, took our breakfast in

the open air on the brink of the cliff, that our servants meantime
might pack the tent. The sun rose gloriously above the eastern

mountains and the abyss below us, over which a slight mist was
now rising ; and the song of numerous birds came up sweetly on
the ear from the thicket around the fountain.

We set off at 5 o'clock, an earlier start than we had ever yet

been able to make in our regular travelling ; and proceeded

through a desert tract of table land, much like that of yesterday,

often intersected by small Wadys, and having a range of chalky

mountains on the left. At 5.50 we came to a Wady running to

join the gulf by which the next valley, Grhuweir, descends to the

shore. On the left were traces of a former encampment of the

Ta'amirah ; this being the place to which they retired after the

rebellion of 1834.' A few minutes further a road from Bethle-

hem crossed our path, leading to the descent or pass of the Ghu-
weir on the right. The Ghuweir is a small fountain on the shore

at the foot of the precipice, similar to that at 'Ain Teribeh. At
6.05 we came upon the Wady called Eas el-Ghuweir, which
breaks down through the cliffs to the shore near the fountain.

It rises in the interior near Deir Ibn 'Obeid, at a pass called el-

Kussabeh ; it was here deep, rugged, and difficult to be crossed.

Another Wady was also mentioned, called 'Alya, rising appa-
rently near the same place, and running into Wady er-Kihib,

the prolongation of the Kidron.

Proceeding for nearly two hours and a half over a similar

tract, surrounded by abrupt chalky hiUs and cliffs, and crossing

many short Wadys, whose banks the animals could hardly descend

and ascend, we came at half past 8 o'clock to the deep and
almost impassable ravine of the Kidron, coming down by Mar
Ssiba, and thence called Wady er-Esihib, "Monk's Valley;"

but here bearing also the name Wady en-Nar, "Fire Valley."

At this place it was running nearly E. S. E. in a deep narrow
channel between perpendicular walls of rock, as if worn away
by the rushing waters between these desolate chalky hills. There
was however no water in it now ; nor had there apparently been
any for a long time. It enters the sea in the angle formed by
E3,s el-Feshkhah, which here projects from the western cliffs to-

wards the E. N. E. and contracts the north end of the sea by
giving to the coast beyond it nearly the same direction.

Turning more to the right, nearly E. N. E. and crossing with

difficulty several short Wadys or ravines, we came out at 8|
o'clock upon Eds el-Feshkhah, the northernmost promontory of

» Seo p. 482, above.
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the Dead Sea, still eight hundred or a thousand feet above its

waters. Here again we had a perfect view of the north end of

the sea and a portion of the Ghor or valley of the Jordan- he-

yond, with the eastern mountains ; and could also distinguish

Usdum at the southern end. WhUe we were taking our observa-

tions, two ravens and a small hawk were wheeling in rapid flights

over the sea.'

Beyond the promontory of Ras el-Feshkhah the shore contin-

ues to run N. E. by E. quite to the corner of the sea. But the

promontory itself on that side, and the mountains further on,

retire gradually from the sea in a direction nearly north, leaving

between their base and the shore a triangular plain, at first nar-

row, but afterwards quite wide. The road passes down obliquely

along the northern side of the promontory to 'Ain el-Feshkhah at

the bottom. The descent is by no means so great nor so steep

as at the pass of 'Ain Jidy ; but the path itself is worse, the

rocks and stones not being at all cleared away. This pass is

one of the roads from Mar S^ba to the Jordan.^ Sending on the

men and horses ahead, we followed on foot at five minutes past

nine. When they were about half way down the pass, a shot

was heard ; and then we saw the Arabs scrambling down the

rocks in eager chase. They had fired at a Beden, it was sup-

posed ; but after all their pains it turned out to be a poor rabbit.

They said however that the Beden are numerous in these moun-
tains, as well as the wild boar.

Meantime the servants and muleteers were left to get on
with the horses as they could ; and being unacquainted with

the way, and the path blind, their progress was attended with

some danger. One of the servants' horses, at a steep and diffi-

cult place, got out of the road ; on attempting to lead him
back, he refused to move ; and pulling at the bridle, lost his

footing and fell backwards ten or twelve feet, down a ledge of

the rocks. We were still some distance behind ; and I could

not help uttering a cry of compassion as the poor animal fell,

supposing it impossible that he should not be killed outright, or

have at least some legs or bones broken. But he soon got up
and went on as before, seeming to make nothing of it. The
cooking utensils, which were slung in bags across his back, suf-

fered more ; but even they escaped with slighter damage than

could have been expected.

' From Ris el-Feshkhah we obtained Peninsula, north end, S. Do. south end

the following hearings : Northwest corner S. 9° W. Usdum, east end, S. 11° W.
of the Dead Sea and the intervening line of Do. west end S. 15° W. Point of western

shore, N. E. hy E. JMouth of the Jordan shoal S. 15° W. Ras el-Mersed S. 19° W.
E. N. E. Ktisr Hajla, a ruin in the plain ^ I am not sure whether this was the

of Jericho, N. 28° E. Jebel Jil'ad or J. route taken hy Pococke from Mar SAba

;

es-Salt N. 44° E. Mouth of Zerka Ma'in Vol IL i. p. 34.

S. 42° E. Do. of el-M6jib S. 21= E.
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We found here specimens of the well-known Mack hitumi-
nous stone, ' stink-stone/ which has been already mentioned;'

In one instance it appeared in the form of a casing or crust, en-

closing other stones like a sort of conglomerate ; looking much
as if it had once flowed down the path in a liquid state, and
there become solid among the stones as it cooled.—The lower

part of the mountain consists here wholly of conglomerate, con-

taining stones of all sizes ; some of which indeed are large rocks.

We reached the bottom of the descent and the fountain

'Ain el-Feshkhah at 9| o'clock. The fountain boils up here

near the shore, a very copious stream, or rather streams, of lim-

pid water, beautiful to the eye, but brackish and having a slight

taste of sulphuretted hydrogen. Its temperature is 80° F.

The wet and marshy ground around the fountain, is covered by
a dense thicket of canes, extending for half an hour or more
along the shore, showing that the water flows out along this

whole distance, or at least moistens the soil. Near the fountain

are the foundations of a small square tower and of other small

buildings ; whether ancient or not, we could not tell. We
stopped here for thirty-five minutes, and found the heat almost

intolerable. The cane brake intercepted the sea breeze, while

the beams of the burning sun were reflected down upon us from
the cliffs above, rendering the spot like an oven. The ther-

mometer stood at 84° F. The cliffs here and further north we
estimated at from one thousand to twelve hundred feet in

height."

This fountain and those of the Grhuweir and Terabeh are

within the territories of the Ta'^mirah. Besides these and the

waters of Wady Sudeir, 'Ain Jidy, and Wady 'Areijeh or the

Ghar, our guides knew of no fountain on the western coast of

the Dead Sea ; nor did we anywhere hear of any other.

Leaving 'Ain el-Feshkhah at twenty minutes past ten, we
rode between the cane brake and the mountain, passing many
masses of conglomerate rocks fallen down from above ; indeed

the whole precipice on our left appeared to be of this character.

Beyond the brake, the shrubs of the desert again appeared, as

also the tamarisk or Turfa, and the Ghflrkud, but aU of a large

' See p. 512, above, for this and other larger city than Jerusalem ever was. AVe

minerals on the shore of the Dead Sea. saw there only " masses of conglomerate
' At 'Ain el-Feshkhah, and further north rocks fallen down from above," as also

along the base of the mountain, M. De many " small precipitous hiils apparently

Saulcy finds the site of Gomorrah, on the of marl ;
" as in the text. Besides, if

strength of the name of a Wady, which he Sodom was at Usdum, as M. De S. holds,

calls Oumran pr Goumran, probably for it seems hardly natural to place Gomorrah
'Amrin ; Narrat. I. pp. 56-60, 62-68. He at 'Ain el-Feshkhah, 25 or 30 miles distant,

describes these " enormous ruins," (p. 68) with Hazezon-Tamar ('Ain Jidy) between,

that cover a space about four English miles which too was not destroyed ; Gen. 14, 7.

in extent
; p. 66. This would be a much
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size. The red berry of the latter was just heginning to ripen.'

In one of the bnshes, at 11| o'clock, the guides killed an im-
mense lizard, which we at first had taken for a serpent ; it

measured three feet eight inches from the head to the tip of the

tail. The Arabs did not know it ; but our Egyptian servants

instantly recognised it as the Waran of Egypt, the Lacerta
Nilotica of Hasselquist and Forskal.'

Our course was about northeast, inasmuch as we thought, at

first, of proceeding directly to Jericho. The plain continued to

widen as the mountains and sea diverged ; and on our left,

towards the cliffs, the whole region was broken up into small

precipitous hills, apparently of marl, of singular shapes, as if

the intervening earth had been washed away by torrents.

Maundrell not inaptly compares the appearance of this tract to

that of " places where there have been anciently limekilns."'

At 12 o'clock the northwest corner of the Dead Sea, forming

its northern extremity, bore due east, less than half an hour dis-

tant. From it the coast curves off in a general direction south-

east quite to the base of the eastern mountains. At the mouth
of the Jordan, on its western side, a small tongue of land or

low promontory runs out into the sea, forming a bay towards the

west. This point now bore east by south. This portion of the

sea, as we have seen, is much narrower than the part beyond
Eas el-Feshkhah.—At its northernmost part a small peninsula

juts out into the sea ; a gravelly point with large stones upon
it, connected with the main shore by a low narrow neck. When
the sea is full, it overflows this isthmus ; and then the penin-

sula must present the appearance of an island.*

The earth, as we advanced, was in many places white with

a nitrous crust ; and we picked up occasionally small lumps of

pure sulphur, of the size of a nutmeg or walnut. In some
parts the surface was damp, so that the horses slipped ; in

others it was more like ashes, and they sunk in at every step.

We now found, that we still had enough of the day left to

pay a visit to the Jordan before going to Jericho ; and as this

would be a great saving of time, and we should thereby avoid

the inconvenience of an escort from the garrison, we determined

to take this course. On proposing it to our guides, some of the

younger ones hesitated for fear of robbers ; but the Khatib as-^

sented at once. We therefore turned more to the right for a

time ; and then proceeded about N. E. by E. This brought

' See above, p. 66. * See Lynch's Narrative p. 270. Lands
° Hasselquist's Keise p. 361. Forskal of the Moslem, p. 280; This is doubtless

Descript. Animalium p. 13. the island Seen by Warburton, Crescent
"' ' Journal from Aleppo to Jerusalem, and the Cross, ft. p. 280; arid also by

March 30th. Dr Wilson, Lands of the Bible, IL p. 21.
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US in half an hour into the midst of a second thicket of shrubs

and canes around the northernmost point of the sea, watered by
another brackish fountain called 'Ain Jehair. On the flats and

shoals along the shore in this part, there is in summer a deposit

of salt, as at Birket el-Khulil beyond 'Ain Jidy. We were soon

clear of the thicket ; and at a quarter before one, crossed a

small sluggish stream of salt water running through marshy

ground towards the sea.

Beyond this point the plain assumed a new character. All

traces of vegetation ceased, except occasionally a lone sprig of

the Huboibeh or alkaline plant, which we had seen at 'Ain Jidy.

The surface was almost a dead level, covered with a thin smooth

nitrous crust, through which the feet of men and horses broke

and sunk as in ashes, up to the ankles. The tract continued of

this character, with a few gentle swells, until we reached the

banks of the Jordan at 1.40, at a ford or crossing place called el-

Helu, considerably below the spot usually visited by the pilgrims

and travellers. It is indeed the lowest point where the river is

ordinarily crossed.

The upper or outer banks of the Jordan, where we thus

came upon it, are not more than one hundred rods apart ; with

a descent of fifty or sixty feet to the level of the lower valley in

which the river flows. There was here no sign of vegetation

along the upper banks, and little, if any, in the valley below
;

except a narrow strip of canes, here occupying a still lower tract

along the brink of the channel on each side. With these were

intermingled occasionally tamarisks, and the species of willow

called by the Arabs Bishrask, the Agnus castus of botanists,

from which the pilgrims usually carry away branches for staves,

after dipping them in the Jordan. Looking down upon the river

from the high irpper bank, it seemed a deep, sluggish, discol-

oured stream, winding its way slowly through a cane brake.

Further up the river, we could see that the high upper banks
were wider apart, and the border of vegetation much broader,

with many trees.'

We descended the high outer banks some rods above the cross-

ing place ; but found it impossible to reach the channel at that

point, partly on account of the thickness of the cane brake, and
partly because the stream was now apparently swollen, filling

its immediate banks to the brim, and in some places slightly

overflowing them so as to cover the bottom of the brake. At
this point, and as . far as we could see, this strip of vegetation

Among the trees and shrubs higher np for building huts; they are so used at the

are said to be the rhamnus (Nubk) and present day. " Et ripas idoneas ad arun-

oleander. Hasselq. p. 1 52. Buckingham dines seu cannas procreandas, ex quibus

p, 315. Jajob de Vitry speaks of the tecta domorum tegunt, et parietes oontox-

canes growing along the Jordan as used unt; m. 53. p. 1076.
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was itself skirted by offsets or banks five or six feet high. So
that here the river might strictly be said to have three sets of

banks, viz. the upper or outer ones, forming the first descent

from the level of the great valley ; the lower or middle ones en-

closing the tract of canes and other vegetation ; and the actual

banks of the channel. Further up the river, it is said, the

lower tract of cane brake disappears ; and the stream flows be-

tween the middle or second banks just described which are there

covered with trees and bushes.

We proceeded therefore to the place of crossing, where there

was an opening through the canes and trees. Here the low

banks of the channel were broken or worn away for the conve-

nience of passing, and were now covered by the water. There
was a still though very rapid current ; the water was of a

clayey colour, but sweet and delightfully refreshing, after the

water to which we had been confined for the last two days since

leaving 'Ain Jidy ; either rain water standing in holes in the

Wadys and full of animalculte, or the brackish waters of 'Ain

el-Feshkhah. We estimated the breadth of the stream to be

from eighty to one hundred feet. The guides supposed it to be

now ten or twelve feet deep. I bathed in the river, without

going out into the deep channel ; the bottom here (a hollow

place in the bank) was clayey mud with also blue clay. I

waded out ten or twelve feet, and thus far the water was not

over the hips ; but a httle further, several of the party who swam
across, found it suddenly beyond their depth. The current was

so strong, that even Komeh, a stout swimmer of the Nile, was
carried down several yards in crossing. This place is strictly

not &ford ; we understood that the river could never be crossed

here by animals without swimming ; and the Aga of Jericho

afterwards told us, that he was accustomed to swim his horse

in crossing higher up.

The sand-hills which here form the upper banks, are of the

same naked character as the desert we had passed over in

coming to this spot. From them we could distinguish, some
miles higher up the river, the ruined convent of St. John the

Baptist, standing upon the brow of the upper bank, or first de-

scent from the plain, near the place where the Latin pilgrims

bathe in the Jordan. The Arabs call it Kusr el-Yehud, 'Jews'

Castle.' The bathing place of the Greek pilgrims is two or three

miles below the convent
;
yet each party claims to bathe at the

spot where our Lord was baptized by John. Far in the north,

a sharp conical peak was seen standing out Hke a bastion from

the western mountains ; our Arabs called it Kurn Surtabeh.

Opposite to us across the river lay the plains of Moab. The
eastern mountains here retire in a small arc of a circle, forming
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a sort of recess, ' and leaving the eastern plain much broader

than in any other part. It is apparently covered with shrubs
;

especially towards the mountains, which seemed • to-: J)e two or

three miles distant. Just below the crossing plftcsS, .-:the Wady
Hesban comes in from the same mountains, descending through

a verdant region at their foot, which indeed owes its fertility to

the Wady. Further north, the similar Wady Sha'ib comes

down from the vicinity of es-Salt, and enters the Jordan nearly

east of Jericho. At its mouth is the ordinary ford of the river.'

THE JORDAN AND ITS VALLEY.

The present Arabic name for the Jordan is esh-Sheri'ah,
' the watering-place ; ' to which the epithet el-Kehir, ' the great,'

is sometimes annexed.' The form el-Urdun, however, is not

unknown among Arabian writers.' The common name of the

great valley through which it thus flows below the lake of Ti-

berias, is el-Ghor, signifying a depressed tract or plain, usually

between two mountains ; and the same name continues to be

applied to the valley quite across- the whole length of the Dead
Sea, and for some distance beyond.''

It has so happened, that until the present century, most pil-

grims and travellers have visited the valley of the Jordan only at

Jericho ; so that we have had no account of the features of its

upper part in the vicinity of the lake of Tiberias. Of the

earlier pilgrims indeed, Antoninus Martyr at the close of the

sixth centurj'', and St. Wilhbald in the eighth, passed down
through the whole length of the valley from Tiberias to Jericho

;

and in the year 1100 king Baldwin I. accompanied a train of

pilgrims from Jericho to Tiberias ;° but we have nothing more
than a mere notice of these journeys. In like manner, the

various excursions of the crusaders across the Grhor throw no

light upon its character. In the year 1799 the French pene-

trated to the south end of the lake of Tiberias, but no further.

In 1806, Seetzen crossed the valley just south of the same lake
;

' From the high bant near el-Helu, Je- Index in "Vit. Saladin. art. Fluvius Jor-

bsl es-Salt or Gilead bore N. 30° E. Kusr

el-Yehfld N. Kurn Surtabeh N. 8° W. * It thus corresponds to the Aidon of

.'Vin es-Sultan beyond Jericho, about N. Eusebius and Jerome ; see Onomasticon—
60'' W. Kusr Hajla N. 70° W. On the Ghcr, see Edr"si par Jaubert pp.

' To distinj^ish it from the Sheri'at el- 337, 338. Abulfedce Tab. Syr. ed. KOhler

Mandhur or Yarmuk, the ancient Hiero- pp. 8, 9. Schnlten's Index in Vit. Salad,

max, which joins it from the east about two art. Algaurum. Keland Paliiest. p. 365.,

hours below the lake of Tiberias. Burck- Abulfeda says correctly that the same val-

hardt pp. 273, 274. Edrisi ed. Jaubert ley extends to Ailah.

p. 838. Abulfedje Tab. Syr. p. 148. ' Fulcher. Carnot. 21. p. 402.

' AbulfedsB Tab. Syr. p. 14 7 Schultens
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but describes it only in very general terms.' Burckhardt in

1812 was twice in its northern part ; and travelled along it from
Beisan to a point several hours below, on his way to es-Salt.'

Six years later, in the winter of 1818, Irby and Mangles passed

down from Tiberias to Beisan ; thence crossed over into the

country around Jerash ; and returned from es-Salt to Nabulus,

fording the Jordan several miles above Jerichoi^ About the

same time Mr Bankes, accompanied by Buckingham, crossed

the valley obliquely from Jericho, passing the river apparently

at the same ford (or very near it) as Irby and Mangles.*

According to Burckhardt, the Ghor at the upper end runs

in a course from N. by E. to S. by W. and is about two hours

broad.' Opposite Jericho we found its general course to be the

same ; but in consequence of the retiring of the mountains on
both sides, to which I have already alluded, its breadth is here

much greater, being not less than three and a half or four hours.

The Jordan issues from the lake of Tiberias near its southwest

corner, where are stiU traces of the site and walls of the ancient

Taricheea.^ The river at first winds very much, and flows for

three hours near the western hills ; then turns to the eastern,

on which side it continues its course for several hours, to the

district called Kurn el-Hemar, ' Horn of the Ass,' two hours

below Beis3,n ; where it again returns more to the western side of

the valley.' Lower down, the Jordan follows more the middle
of the great valley ; though opposite Jericho and towards the

Dead Sea, its course is nearer to the eastern mountains ; about

two thirds or three quarters of the valley lying here upon its

western side.

A few hundred yards below the point where the Jordan issues

from the lake of Tiberias, is a ford, close by the ruins of a Eo-
man bridge of ten arches.* About two hours further down is

another old bridge, called Jisr el-Mejami'a, consisting of one

arch in the centre, with small arches upon arches at the sides
;

and also a Kh4n upon the western bank.' Somewhat higher

up, but in sight of this bridge, is another ford.'° That near Bei-

san lies in a direction S. S. E. from the town.^' Indeed, " the

' Zach's Monatl. Corr. XVIH. p. 350. ' Irby and Mangles pp. 296, 301. [90,

Reisen L p. 350 sq. 91.]
= Travels, pp. 274, 344 sq. ° Irby and Mangles, p. 301. [91.] See-
=• Travels pp. 300-30,5, 326. [91 sq. 99.] teen 1. c. p. 351. Keisen Lp. 351. Messrs
* Buckingham's Travels in Palest, p. Smith and Dodge, in connection with their

313 sq. travels beyond the Jordan, crossed the
* Page 344. river by this bridge in 1834. The KhSn
* Seetzen 1. c. p. 350. Irby and Mangles was then in use.

p. 300. [91.] See Reland's Palaest. p. " Buckingham 1. c. p. 448. Burck-

1026. Comp. Pococke IL i. p. 70. hardt p. 275.
' Burckhardt pp. 344, 345. Irby and " Burckhardt p. 344.

Mangled h c.
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river is fordable in many places during summer ; but the few spots

where it may be crossed in the rainy season, are known only to

the Arabs."'

The banks of the Jordan appear to preserve everywhere a

tolerably uniform character, such as we have described them
above. " The river flows in a valley of about a quarter of an hour
in breadth, [sometimes more and sometimes less,] which is con-

siderably lower than the rest of the Ghor ; " in the northern part

about forty feet." This lower valley, where Burckhardt saw it,

was " covered with high trees and a luxuriant verdure, affording

a striking contrast with the sandy slopes that border it on both
sides." Further down, the verdure occupies in some parts a

still lower strip along the river's brink. So we saw it ; and so

also it seems to be described by Pococke near the convent of

St. John.'

The channel of the river varies in different places ; being in

some wider and more shallow, and in others narrower and deeper.

At the ford near Beisan on the 12th of March, Irby and Mangles
found the breadth to be one hundred and forty feet by measure

;

the stream was swift and reached above the bellies of the horses.

When Burckhardt passed there in July, it was about three feet

deep.^ On the return of the former travellers twelve days later

(March 25th), they found the river at a lower ford extremely
rapid, and were obliged to swim their horses.' On the 29th of

January in the same year, as Mr Bankes crossed at or near the

same lower ford, the stream is described as flowing rapidly over

a bed of pebbles, but as easily fordable for the horses.* Near
the convent of St. John, the stream at the annual visit of the

pilgrims at Easter is sometimes said to be narrow, and flowing six

feet below the banks of its channel.'' At the G-reek bathing

place lower down, it is described in 1815, on the 3d of May, as

rather more than fifty feet wide and five feet deep, running with
a violent current ; in some other parts it was very deep.' In
1835, on the 23d of April, my companion was upon the banks
higher up, nearly opposite Jericho, and found the water consider-

ably below them. The lower tract of cane brake did not exist

in that part.'

" Burckhardt p. 345. this lower ford the Kul'at er-Etibud bore
' Ibid. pp. 344, 345. N. E ^N.
" "From the high bank indeed of the ° Buckingham 1. c. p. 315.

river, [meaning the usual level of the low- ' Maundrell, March 30th. Hasselquist

er valley,] there is a descent in many Reise p. 152.

places to a lower ground, which is four or " Turner's Tour, II. p. 224.

five feet above the water, and is frequently ' For the course and character of the

covered with wood ;
" Pococke II. i. p. 33. Jordan and its valley, see more fully,

* IrbyandManglesp. 304. [92.] Burck- Lynch's Official Report, and Map. See

hnrdt p. 345. also in Note XXX, end of the volume.
' Travels pp. 304, 3.26. [92, 99.] From
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These are the most definite notices which I have heen able

to find respecting the Jordan and its channel ; and I have col-

lected them here, because they have a hearing on another ques-

tion of some interest, viz. the annual rise and supposed regular

overflow of the waters of the river. It is indeed generally as-

sumed that the Jordan of old, somewhat Hke the Nile, regularly

overflowed its banks in the spring, covering with its waters the

whole of its lower valley, and perhaps,sometimes large tracts of

the broad Ghor itself.

'

It seems however to be generally admitted, that no such ex-

tensive inundation takes place at the present day ; and all the

testimony above adduced goes to establish the same fact. It is

therefore supposed that some change must have taken place,

either because the channel has been worn deeper than formerly,

or because the waters have been diminished or diverted.^ But
although at present a smaller quantity of rain may fall in Pales-

tine than anciently, in consequence perhaps of the destruction

of the woods and forests, yet I apprehend that even the ancient

rise of the river has been greatly exaggerated. The sole ac-

counts we have of the annual increase of its waters, are found
in the earlier scriptural history of the Israelites ; where accord-

ing to the English version the Jordan is said to " overflow all its

banks" in the first month, or all the time of harvest.' But the

original Hebrew expresses in these passages nothing more, than
that the Jordan " was fall (or filled) up to all its banks," mean-
ing the banks of its channel ; it ran with full banks, or was
brim-full. The same sense is given by the Septuagint and
Vulgate.*

Thus understood, the biblical account corresponds entirely to

what we find to be the case at the present day. The Israelites

crossed the Jordan four days before the passover (Easter), which
they afterwards celebrated at Gilgal on the fourteenth day of

the first month.' Then, as now, the harvest occurred during

April and early in May, the barley preceding the wheat harvest

by two or three weeks. Then, as now, there was a slight an-

nual rise of the river, which caused it to flow at this season with

full banks, and sometimes to spread its waters even over the im-

» Eeland Falsest, p. 273. Bachiene I. ginal word is the same. It refers to the

p. 140 sq. Raumer Pal. p. 61. Ed. 2. verdure and thickets along the banks, but
^ Maundrell, March 30th. has no allusion to a rise of the waters.

= Josh. 3, 15. lChr.l2, 15. The on- « Heb. Tinil-bs-bs [NisT:] sba

.

ly other allusion to a rise of the Jordan in gept. 4v\i,pov KaS>' 'o\-nv ttiv KpriniSa ali-

harvest is in Sirac. 24, 26 or 36 ; where
.^oP. Vulg. " Jordanis autem ripas alvci

however an inundation is not neoessa- 3^; tempore messis impleverat." Luther
rily implied.—The phrase "swelling of also gives the same sense correctly : "Der
Jordan," English version Jer. 12, 5. 49, Jordan aber war voU an aUenseinenUfem."
19. 50,44, should he rendered "pride of s Josh. 4 19. 5 10.

Jordan," as in Zech. II, 3, where the ori-
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mediate banks of its channel, where they, are lowest, so as in

some places to fill the low tract covered with trees and vegeta-

tion along its sides.' Further than this there is no evidence,

that its inundations have ever extended ; indeed the very fact

of their having done so, would in this soil and climate necessa-

rily have carried back the line of vegetation to a greater dis-

tance from the channel. Did the Jordan, like the Nile, spread

out its waters over a wide region, they would no doubt every-

where produce the same lavish fertility.

Although therefore the Jordan probably never pours its floods,

in any case, beyond the limits of its grfeen border, yet it is natu-

ral to suppose, that the amount of its rise must vary in different

years, according to the variable quantity of rain which may an-

nually fall. This consideration will account in a great measure
for the various reports and estimates of travellers. It may also

appear singular, that this annual increase should (so far as we
yet know) take place near the close of the rainy season, or even

after it, rather than at an earlier period, when the rains are

heaviest. This is sometimes referred to the late melting of the

snows on Jebel esh-Sheikh or Hermon f but at this season

these snows have usually long been melted, and only the mighty
head of Hermon is decked with an icy crown. The fact how-
ever may be easily explained, I apprehend, upon ordinary prin-

ciples.

In the first place, the heavy rains of November and Decem-
ber find the earth in a parched and thirsty state ; and among
the loose limestone rocks and caverns of Palestine, a far greater

proportion of the water is under the circumstances absorbed,

than is usual in occidental countries, where rains are frequent.

Then too the course of the Jordan below the lake of Tiberias is

comparatively short ; no living streams enter it from the moun-
tains, except the Yarmuk and the Zerka from the east ; and
the smaller torrents from the hills would naturally, at the most,

produce but a sudden and temporary rise. Whether such an

effect does actually take place, we are not informed ; as no trav-

eller has yet seen the Jordan during the months of November
and December. Late in January and early in March 1818, as

we have seen, nothing of the kind was perceptible.^

But a more important, and perhaps the chief cause of the

phenomenon, lies (I apprehend) in the general conformation of

the region through which the Jordan flows. The rains which

descend upon Anti-Lebanon and the mountains around the

' Burckhardt says loosely that tlie Jor- " covered with high trees and a luxuriant

dan in winter, (meaning generally the verdure." Travels, pp. 344, 345.

rainy season,) " inundates the plain in the ' Bachiene I. p. 141.

bottom . of the narrow valley." But this ° See p. 539, above,

whole lower plain, where he saw it, was

Vol. I.—46 ii. 263, 264
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;
upper part of the Jordan, and which might be expected to pro-

duce sudden and violent inundations, are received into the

basins of the Huleh and the lake of Tiberias, and there spread

out over a broad surface ; so that all violence is destroyed ; and
the stream that issues from them, can only flow with a regulated

current, varying in depth according to the elevation of the lower

lake. These lakes indeed may be compared to great regulators,

.which control the violence of the Jordan, and prevent its inun-

dations. The principle is precisely the same, (though on a far

inferior scale,) as that which prevents the sudden rise and over-

flow of the magnificent streams connecting the great lakes of

North America.—^As now the lake of Tiberias reaches its

highest level at the close of the rainy season, the Jordan natu-

rally flows with its fullest current for some time after that

period ; and as the rise of the lake naturally varies (like that of

the Dead Sea) in different years, so also the fulness of the

Jordan.

All these circumstances, the low bed of the river, the ab-

sence of inundation and of tributary streams, combine to leave

the lower and greater portion of the Ghor a solitary desert.

Such it is described in antiquity, and such we find it at

the present day. Josephus speaks of the Jordan as flowing
" through a desert ;" and of this plain as in summer scorched

by heat, insalubrious, and watered by no stream except the Jor-

dan.' The portion of it which we had thus far crossed has

already been described ; and we afterwards had opportunity to

overlook it for a great distance towards the north, where it re-

tained the same character. Near the ford five or six miles

above Jericho, the plain is described as " generally unfertile, the

soil being in many places encrusted with salt, and having small

heaps of a white powder, like sulphur, scattered at short inter-

vals over its surface ; " here too the bottom of the lower valley

is generally barren." In the northern part of the Ghor, accord-

ing to Burckhardt, " the great number of rivulets which descend

from the mountains on both sides, and form numerous pools of

stagnant water, produce in many places a pleasing verdure, and
a luxuriant growth of wild herbage and grass ; but the greater

part of the ground is a parched desert, of which a few spots

only are cultivated by the Bedawin."' So too in the southern

part, where similar rivulets. or fountains exist, as around Jericho,

' Joseph. B. J. .'?. 10. 7, Aiektejui'ci t^;;' sense Jerome, Comm. in Zech. xi. 3, " Sic

TevVTiffap /ie<r7)V, eirena iroW^v ayafierpov- Jordani fluvio . . . fremitumjunxitleonvun

/i^vos ipriiilav, els riiv 'Ao'(()a\TiTU' €|- propter ardoreta sitis, et ob deserti viciniam

ciori xifivriv. Ibid. 4. 8. 2, 'EKirupoDrai 8c et latitadinem vastse solitudinis, et anin-

&pif ^ipovs rh neSi'oi', /till Si' uircp/SoXJ)!' dineta et carecta."

avxfiov irepiexci vofftji^tt rhv aepa* iraii yap ^ Buckingliam 1. c. pp. 313, 334.

S.vijS?ov ir\hv ToS 'lopiivov,—In a similar ' Travels, etc. p. 344.
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there is an exuberant fertility ; but these seldom reach the Jor-
dan, and have no effect upon the middle of the Ghor. Nor are

the mountains upon each side less rugged and desolate than
they have been described along the Dead Sea. The western
cliffs overhang the valley at an elevation of a thousand or

twelve hundred feet ; while the eastern mountains are indeed
at first less lofty and precipitous, but rise further back into

ranges from two thousand to twenty-five hundred feet in height.

Such is the Jordan and its valley ; that venerated stream,
celebrated on almost every page of the Old Testament as the
border of the Promised Land, whose floods were miraculously
" driven back," to afford a passage for the Israelites. In the New
Testament it is still more remarkable for the baptism of our
Saviour

.; when the heavens were opened, and the Spirit of God
descended upon him, " and lo, a voice from heaven saying, This
is my beloved Son !"' We now stood upon its shores, and had
bathed in its waters, and felt ourselves surrounded by hallowed
associations. The exact places of these and other events con-
nected with this part of the Jordan, it is in vain to seek after

;

nor is this necessary, in order to awaken and fully to enjoy all

the emotions, which the region around is adapted to inspire.

As to the passage of the Israelites, the pilgrims of course
regard it as having occurred near the places where they bathe,
or not far below. Mistaken piety seems early to have fixed

upon the spot, and erected a church and set up the twelve stones

near to the supposed site of Gilgal, five miles from the Jordan.
This is described by Arculfus at the close of the seventh, and
by St. Wniibald in the eighth century ; and the twelve stones

are still mentioned by Ludolph de Suchem in the fourteenth.*

In later times, Irby and Mangles remark, that " it would be in-

teresting to search for the twelve stones " near the ford where
they crossed, some distance above Jericho.^ But the circum-
stances of the scriptural narrative, I apprehend, do not permit us

to look so high up ; nor indeed for any particular ford or point,

unless for the passage of the ark. " The waters that came down
from above, stood, and rose up upon a heap and those that

came down towards the sea .... failed and were cut off ; and the

people passed over right against Jericho."* That is, the waters

above being held back, those below flowed off and left the chan-

nel towards the Dead Sea dry ; so that the people, amounting
to more than two millions of souls, were not confined to a single

' Matt. 3, 13 sq. ' Travels, p. 326. l^^."] So too Buck-
^ Adamuanus ex Arculfo 2. 14, 15. St. ingham, p. 315.

Willibaldi Hodoep. 18. Lad. de Suchem p. * Josh. 3, 16.

91. Beissb. des h. Landes p. 819.
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point, but could pass over any part of the empty channel
directly from the plains of Moab towards Jericho.

We quitted the banks of the Jordan at 2.35 on a course N.
W.^N. for Jericho, intending to visit a fountain on the way,

and also the ruin which the Arabs called Kusr Hajla. Some
of our younger Arabs had affected great fear in remaining so

long at the river, as wandering robbers sometimes lie in wait

there for travellers. But the Khatib, who seemed not to know
fear, rebuked them, exclaiming :

" Let come who will, we will

all die together." He was indeed a fine specimen of a spirited

Arab chief.

Crossing the desert tract for half an hour or more, we came
upon a broad shallow water-bed extending from north to south,

covered with a forest of low shrubs. Fifteen minutes further

we reached another low tract running from west to east towards

the former, and occupied by a fine grove of the Rishrash or wil-

low (Agnus castus).^ Most of the trees were young ; but some
of them old and very large. Within this grove at the upper or

western end, we came at 3J o'clock to the source of all this

fertility, a Ijeautiful fountain of perfectly sweet and limpid

water, enclosed by a circular wall of masonry five feet deep, and
sending forth a stream which waters the tract below. It is re-

garded as the finest water of the whole Ghor ; and bears among
the Arabs the name of 'Ain Hajla.

This fine fountain I have not found mentioned by any trav-

eller. From it the tower of Jericho bears N. W.^W. and Kusr
Hajla S. W. by W. The name Hajla is identical with the an-

cient name Beth-Hoglali, a place on the boundary line between

Judah and Benjamin ; which, commencing at or near the

mouth of the Jordan, and passing by Beth-Hogiah, went up
through the mountains to En-Shemesh and so to En-Rogel and

the valley of Hinnom.' The position of this spot accords well

with such a course ; and as fountains are one of the perma-

nent and most important features of this region, and of

course least hkely to lose their ancient names, I am disposed

to regard this as the site of the ancient Beth-Hoglah. We
sought however in vain for traces of ruins in the vicinity of the

fountain. Jerome places Beth-Hoglah at two miles from the

Jordan towards Jericho ; although he at the same time con-

founds it with the threshing floor of Atad beyond the Jordan.'

' Vitex agnus Gastus, Hasselquist Relse ' Onomast. tat. Area Atad. Com-p. Gea.

p. 55,5. 1,10.11. Whatever may be the meaning
= Josh. 15, 5. 6. 18, 19. 20. See above, of the phrase " beyond Jordan," in this

p. 333. passage of Genesis, there can be no doubt
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The name was then extant ; but is not again mentioned until

the twelfth or thirteenth century, when Eugesippus and Brocar-
dus appear to have heard of it in the same place, as also other

travellers down to the end of the sixteenth century.' Since

that time I find no mention of the name until quite recently.'

—

The name Kusr Hajla which the Arabs give to the ruin twenty
minutes distant S. W. by W. is doubtless borrowed by them
from the fountain.

Sending our servants forward direct to Jericho, in order to

pitch the tent and prepare for our arrival, we turned off to visit

the ruins just mentioned. It proved to be a Greek convent

;

the walls yet standing in part, and well built of hewn stones.

The chapel is easily made out ; and the pictures of saints are

6tni to be seen upon its walls. The native Christians now give

it the name of Deir MS,r Y6hanna Hajla, to distinguish it from
the other convent of St. John the Baptist, near the river further

north.^ From the ruin, the top of Usdum was just visible at the

south end of the Dead Sea, its middle point bearing about S. 15°

W. the direction of the northern Gh6r being at the same time
about N. 15° E. The cliff el-Mersed by 'Ain Jidy bore S. 20°

W. Westward from the north end of the sea, the retreating of

the mountains forms a sort of amphitheatre ; in this part the
mountains are lower, and a break is seen in them, with a pass

leading over to Mar Saba. This pass is caUed Kuneitirah, and
bore S. 60° W.* Through the break a low conical peak was
pointed out, bearing S. 58° W. which was said to be the site of

a ruined town called Mird. The town of Jericho bore N. 38° W.
These ruins belong doubtless to one of the many monasteries,

which once stood in the plain of Jericho ; most of which have
been so utterly destroyed as to leave no trace behind. The
earliest and most important of all, appears to have been that of

St. John the Baptist on the banks of the Jordan, the ruins of

which are now called by the Arabs Kiisr el-Yehiid. It existed

before the time of Justinian ; for Procopius relates, that this

emperor caused a well to be constructed in it, and built also

another convent in the desert of Jordan, dedicated to St. Pante-
leemon.' The pilgrims of the subsequent centuries speak only

of the former and its church ; and describe it as large and well

that the "trans Jordanem" of Jerome, ^ Berggren Resoreto. IH. p. 13. Stockh.

writing at Bethlehem, must refer to the 1828. Germ. III. p. 110.

eastern side of the river. Jerome gives '. Maundrell visited these ruins March
the distance from the ancient Jericho at 30th, but gives them no name. Berggren

five Roman miles. heard the name Kusr Hajla ; 1. c.

' Eugesipp. in L. Alatii Symmikta, CoL * This road was taken by Schubert from

Agr. 1653. p. 119. Brooaidus c. 7. p. 178. the Dead Sea to Mar Saba.; Eeise HI. p.

Further Breydenhach in Reissb. p. 129. 94 sq.

B. de Saligniaco Tom. IX. o. 5. Zuallart ' Prooop. de .Edif. Just. 5. 9.

Viaggio, p. 240.
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built. ^ In that age the annual throng of pilgrims to bathe in
the Jordan took place at the Epiphany ; nothing is said of
Easter.' The monk Bernard in the ninth century says there

were here many convents.^ In the twelfth century Phocas
speaks of the convent of St. John as having been thrown down
by an earthquake, but rebuilt by the liberality of the Greek em-
peror ; while at the same time two other monasteries, those of

Calamon and Chrysostom, existed in the vicinity ; and a fourth,

that of St. Gerasimus, had been undermined and thrown down by
the waters of the Jordan.'' In the fourteenth century, when
Ludolf de Suchem visited the monastery of St. John, it was still

inhabited by Greek monks ; but near the close of the fifteenth,

Tucher and then Breydenbach found it in ruins ; and such it

has continued ever since.^

To which of the other convents above named the ruins of the

present Kusr Hajla may have belonged, or whether to any of

them, I am not able to determine. It would seem to have borne
among the Arabs the name of Hajla (from the fountain) as early

as the fifteenth century ; for Breydenbach speaks of Bethagla
as a place where Greek monks had formerly dwelt. ^ It was of

course already in ruins ; though B. de Sahgniaco in 1522, says

it was then inhabited (perhaps temporarily) by monks of the

order of St. Basil.' In the same age it was known also to the

Latins as the convent of St. Jerome, and was coupled with a le-

gendary penance of that father in the adjacent desert. Under
this name it is mentioned by Tucher in 1479 ; and is also de-

scribed by Boniface and Quaresmius, as a ruin with pictures of

Jerome and other saints upon the walls.'

We left Kusr Hajla at 4^ o'clock for Jericho, over a beau-

tiful and perfectly level plain of more than an hour in breadth.

The whole tract might be tiUed with ease ; as the soil is light

and fertile, like that of Egypt, and needs only the surplus waters

around Jericho in order to become exceedingly productive. At
present it is merely sprinkled with shrubs like the desert, and
with occasional patches of wild grass, now dry and parched.

Here we saw tracks of wild swine, and multitudes of holes of the

Jerboa.

At 5\ o'clock, being still in the plain half an hour from the

village, we came suddenly upon the remains of a former site,

' Adamnanus 2. 16. St. "Willibald Ho- Tucher ibid. p. 670. Breydenbach ibid. p.

deep. 17. Bernard 16. 116.
" AntoninusMart.il. St. Willibald ib. ° Eeissb. des h. Landes p. 129.

17. ' Tom. IX. c. 5.

' Bernard de Loo. Sanct. 16, " In quibus ° Tucher in Reissb. p. 671. Quaresmius

quoque locis multa consistunt monasteria." II. p. 752. Adrichomius p. 183. See al-

' Job. Phocas de Loc. sanct. 22-24. so Seetzen's Keisen II. p. 302.

' L. de Suchem p. 91. Eeissb. p. 849.
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exhibiting tKe foundations of thick walls of well hewn stones. A
quadrangular tract of some size seemed to have been surrounded

by a wall ; within which were the substructions of a large regu-

lar building and other smaller ones. About ten or fifteen mi-

nutes further south, on a low mound in the plain, we could

perceive other ruins apparently of a like kind. ' Both these sites

I am disposed to regard as the substructions of some of the many
monasteries above enumerated, which formerly stood upon the

plain. Or perhaps one of them may have been the Gilgal men-
tioned by Eusebius and Jerome and by the pilgrims of the cen-

turies before the crusades, situated two miles from Jericho and
five miles from the Jordan, where was a large church held in

high repute.* The disappearance of the hewn stones is suffi-

ciently accounted for, by the various Saracenic aqueducts still

standing in the plain ; to say nothing of the repeated construc-

tions of the later village.

After leaving this spot, as we approached the tower or castle

(so called) of Jericho, we came upon traces of cultivation, and
passed over fields from which crops of maize, millet, indigo, and
the like, had been taken apparently the year before. Trees of

the Nubk were scattered around, and also the Zflkkum or bal-

sam tree. Crossing the deep bed of a mountain torrent, now dry,

which here runs down eastward through the plain, we reached

our tent at a quarter before 6 o'clock. We found it already

pitched on the northern bank of the Wady, near the castle and
village, in a neglected garden among Nflbk and fig trees.

We were glad to take possession of our temporary home.

We had had a long and fatiguing day ; but a day too of intense

and exciting enjoyment ; and we now rejoiced to recline our

weary limbs upon our couches, and think only of repose. After

a week of such toil and excitement,' we likewise looked forward

with gratification to a day of rest upon the morrow. The
village and the Aga were forgotten for the night, and we saw

nothing of either. The merry notes of frogs assured us that

water was near ; and as the darkness gathered around, we lis-

tened with delight to the chirping of the cricket and the song of

the nightingale. The less welcome music of the musquito was

' This is probably the spot described by mountain. Antiq. 16. 5. 2. B. J. 1. 21. 4,

Monro as " a mound with stone substnic- 9. ib. II. 18. 6.

tions, and a large cistern, and the remains ^ Euseb. et Hieron. Onomast. art. Oal-

of thick wails upon the surface of the soil gala et Sunos. Adamnanus 2. 14, 1.5.

at no great distance." Summer Ramble I. St. Willibald 18. Brocardus transfers this

p. 158. He held it to be the site of Cy- Gilgal to the west side of Jericho near the

pros, a fortress so named by Herod in hon- mountain Quarantana ; c. 7. p. 178. The
our of his mother. But according to Jo- church was therefore probably destroyed

sephas, this fortress was situated over before the crusades; indeed that which

(uirep, KCL^vTrep^e] Jericho ; and must there- St. Willibald saw, was small and built only

fore be sought on or near the western of wood.
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also not wanting ; but these insects were not numerous. The
thermometer at sunset stood at 78° F.

Sunday, May 13iA. We passed the whole day at Jericho
;

hut in consequence of various circumstances, it had less of the

quiet repose of the Christian Sabbath than we could have

wished ; while the excessive heat gave us an uncomfortable

specimen of the climate of the Gh6r.

As we sat at breakfast, we learned that the Aga had called

to pay us a visit ; but had gone away again on hearing that we
were at our meal. We thought it better afterwards to return

his civUity, in order to have done with the matter of official

courtesies as soon as possible. We went accordingly, accom-

panied by our Sheikh, and found the Aga in the narrow court

of the castle, by the side of a reservoir, under a temporary shed

or bower built up against the wall, preparing to set off in an
hour for the country east of the Jordan, where he expected to be

absent a week. Several Bedawin of the 'Adwan were present, a

tribe inhabiting the tract across the Jordan, from the river to

the summit of the mountains as far as to Hesbin. This tribe

had so misused and oppressed the Fellahin of the district, who
dwell in the villages and till the ground in which the government

is interested, that they had abandoned their dwellings and fled

to the region of Kerak. The Aga had once been over in order

to restrain the oppressions of the Bedawin, and induce the peas-

ants to return ; and he had now summoned the 'Adwin whom
we saw, to attend him on a second excursion. His purpose was
to afford protection to the peasants, so that they might come
down from the mountains and reap the harvest in the plain

;

both for their own benefit and that of the government.

The Aga received us very courteously, and had his carpet

spread for us in a better spot under the shed on the inner side of

the basin. He was an active and intelligent Turk, with a thin

visage and nose, and a European cast of countenance ; he was
probably an Albanian. Although exceedingly civil to us, in re-

spect to whom he had received a personal order from the gov-

ernor of Jerusalem, yet he certainly looked capable of any deed
of cruelty and blood. Two persons were sitting by with their

legs chained together ; these were Christians from 'Ajlun, who
had been taken in some misdeed ; they had been examined by
the Aga, who had made out his report respecting them to the

governor of Jerusalem. An old priest was also present, whom
we recognized as one of our former friends at Taiyibeh. The
Aga informed us, that the country around es-Salt, 'Ajlun, and
Jerash, was then quiet and safe, so that we could visit it without

danger, if we chose ; but the district around Kerak was still

disturbed. He seemed gratified to meet with some one who could
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speak TurHsli witli him, and was quite communicative
;
gave us

two cups of coffee, a degree of civility quite unusual ; and said

lie had been expecting us for several days. He was ready, he
said, to escort us to the Jordan ; a kindness which we were very
glad not to need ; and told his officers to aid us in all we might
desire during his absence. The garrison appeared not to consist

of more than a dozen men, all Albanians.
A poetical traveller might find here materials to make out

quite a romantic description of our visit. Here was the old

tower or castle with its decayed walls, a memorial of the times
of the crusades ; the narrow court with a reservoir and fountain

;

and a bower erected over them to shield off the burning beams
of an oriental sun. On the inside of the cool fountain, beneath
the bower, the Aga and his visitors were seated on costly carpets,

all wearing the Tarbush or oriental cap and tassel ; and he with
a splendid sash, with scimetar, pistols, and dagger in his girdle.

Opposite to us, on the other side of the reservoir, stood as silent

spectators the wild fierce looking chiefs of the 'Adw^n, attired in

the Kefiyeh and costume of the desert ; near whom in strong

contrast was seen the mild figure of the old priest of Taiyibeh
in his dark robes and blue turban, and our own stately Khatib
looking on with a subdued expression of scornful independence.

Here and there round about was an officer or soldier with pistols

and scimetar ; behind, on our left, sat the two prisoners, who pro-

bably would have told us a far different story of their fortunes
;

one of them an old man with a long beard pounding coffee
;

and near them another old man cutting up the green leaves of

tobacco. Young slaves, some of them jet black, and others

with fair intelligent countenances, were loitering about, bring-

ing coffee and pipes, or presenting the snuff-box of the Aga to

his guests ; maidens came with water skins, and having filled

them at the fountain, bore them off on their shoulders ; while

around the walls of the court, beautiful Arab horses, gaily ca-

parisoned for the warlike expedition, were impatiently champing
the bit and pawing the ground. All was oriental in full measure

;

yet, with the exception of the horses, all was miserable and

paltry in the extreme. The reservoir was a large drinking-

trough for animals in the midst of a stable-yard ; the bower

was a shed of dry cornstalks' and straw, resting on rough

crotches ; and the persons and garments of the people were

shabby and filthy. So much for the romance of the scene.

Leaving the Aga, from whose further civilities we were glad

to be relieved so easily, we passed out of the court ; and ob-

serving some people threshing wheat a little east of the castle, we
walked towards them. It was truly a scriptural harvest scene,

' That is, the dry stalks of maize, the Indian corn of the United States.
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where the reaping and tlie threshing go on hand in hand.' The
people, we found, were our old acquaintances, the inhabitants of
Taiyibeh, who had come down to the Gh6r in a body, with their

wives and children and their priest, to gather in the wheat har-

vest. They had this year sown all the wheat raised in the plain

of Jericho, and were now gathering it on shares ; one half being
retained for themselves, one quarter going to the people of the

village, and the remaining quarter to the soldiers of the garrison

in behalf of the government. The people of Jericho, it seems,

are too indolent, or, as it was said, too weak to till their own
lands.

The wheat was beautiful ; it is cultivated solely by irriga-

tion, without which nothing grows in the plain. Most of the

fields were already reaped. The grain, as soon as it is cut, is

brought in small sheaves to the threshing floors on the backs of

asses, or sometimes of camels. The little donkeys are often so

covered with their load of grain, as to be themselves hardly vis-

ible ; one sees only a mass of sheaves moving along as if of its

own accord. A level spot is selected for the threshing floors
;

which are then constructed near each other of a circular form,

perhaps fifty feet in diameter, merely by beating down the earth

hard. Upon these circles the sheaves are spread out quite

thick ; and the grain is trodden out by animals. Here were

no less than five such floors, all trodden by oxen, cows,, and
younger cattle, arranged in each case five abreast, and driven

round in a circle or rather in aU directions over the floor. The
sled or sledge is not here in use, though we afterwards met with

it in the north of Palestine.^ The ancient machine with rollers,

we saw nowhere.^ By this process the straw is broken up and
becomes chafi: It is occasionally turned with a large wooden
fork, having two prongs ; and when sufficiently trodden, is thrown

up with the same fork against the wind, in order to separate the

grain, which is then gathered up and winnowed. The whole

process is exceedingly wasteful, from the transportation on the

backs of animals to the treading out upon the bare ground.

The precept of Moses :
" Thou shalt not muzzle the ox when

he treadeth out,"" was not very well regarded by our Christian

friends ; many of their animals having their mouths tied up
;

while among the Muhammedans, I do not remember ever to have

seen an animal muzzled. This precept serves to show, that of

' It brought up before our eyes the under the same name ; Mod. Egyptians U.
scenes of the book of Kuth; cc. 2. 3. p. 26. edit. 1.—On the various modes of

" See under June 15th, at Sebiistieh. oriental threshing, see Winer BibL Keal-
= Is. 28, 27 sq. Niehuhr found it still worterb. I. p. 324.

in use in Egypt, called Norej ; Reisebeschr. * Deut. 25, 4

I. pp. 151, 152. Lane a&o describes it
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.old, as well as at the present day, only neat cattle were usually

employed to tread out' the grain.*

Thus the wheat harvest in the plain of Jericho was nearly

completed on the 13th of May. Three days before, we had left

the wheat green upon the fields around Hehron and Carmel ; and
we afterwards found the harvest there in a less forward state on
the 6th of June. The barley harvest at Jericho had been over

for three weeks or more. My companion had visited the place a

few years before ; and found the barley then fully gathered and
threshed on the 22d of April.

On inquiring of these Christians, Why they thus laboured on
the Lord's day ? their only reply was, that they were in the Ghor
away from home, and the partners of Muhammedans. At home,
they said, they abstained from labour on that day.

Turning back towards the village, which lies west of the

castle along the Wady, we. met the Sheikh of the place, water-

ing his young horse at one of the little streams that come down
from a large fountain on the west, and irrigate the plain. He
seemed intelligent ; and gave us the names of several places in

the vicinity. Of a Gilgal he knew nothing. One of the 'Adwan
chiefs also came to meet us ; of whom we inquired respecting

his country. He pointed out to us again the Wady Hesban,
•near which far up in the mountain is the ruined place of the

same name, the ancient Heshbon." Half an hour northeast of

this lies another ruin, called el-'Al, the ancient Elealeh.^

Neither of these places was visible from Jericho. The same
Sheikh pointed out also Wady Sha'ib coming down in the north-

ern part of the recess of the eastern mountains, from the vicin-

ity of es-Salt,^ and passing by the ruins of Nimrin, the Nim-
rah and Beth Nimrah of Scripture.' Here, as I understood, is

a fountain, corresponding to the waters of Nimrim.* This

Wady enters the Jordan nearly E. by N. from Jericho ; and at

its mouth is the usual ford of that river ; where, as the Sheikh

said, the water was breast high.

' Comp. Hos. 10, 11. mile from Heshton; Onomast. art. Eleale.
" The celebrated capital of Sihon, king The two are mentioned together, Is. J,5, 4.

of the Amorites, Num. 21, 25 sq. Euseh. 16, 9. Jerem. 48, 34. See the preceding

et Hieron. Onomast. art. Esebon. Reland note.—This place seems to be mentioned

PaliBSt. p. 719. This region was first by KhQlil Ibn Shahin, as the northern

visited in modem times by Seetzen, who limit of the province of Kerai, nnder the

found Hesbin, el-'Al, and other ancient name of el-'Aly ; see Eosenmiiller Aua-

places ; Zach's Monatl. Corr. XVIII. p. lecta Arab. Pars III. p. 19. fol. p. 39.

431. Reisen I. p. 407. Then by Burok- * See Burokhardt, p. 355.

hardt, Travels p. 365 sq. Afterwards by ' Num. 32, 3. 36. Josh. 13, 27. Ono-

Irby and Mangles and their party, Travels mast. art. Nemra, Ve$pi. Reland p. 650.

p. 471. Legh in Macmichael's Journey, Burokhardt heard of Nimrin; pp. 355,

ch. rV. 391.
' Num. 32, 3. 37. According to Euse- " Is. 15, 6. Jer. 48, 34. Nimrin in

bins and Jerome, Elealeh lay one Roman Hebrew is a plural form of Nimrah.
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We now returned through the village, which bears in Ara-
bic the name of Eriha, or as it is more commonly pronounced
Eiha, a degenerate shoot, both in name and character, of the

ancient Jericho.* Situated in the midst of this vast plain, it

reminded me much of an Egyptian village. The plain is rich,

and susceptible of easy tillage and abundant irrigation, with a

climate to produce anything. Yet it lies almost desert ; and
the village is the most miserable and filthy that we saw in

Palestine. The houses, or hovels, are merely four walls of

stones taken from ancient ruins, and loosely thrown together,

with flat roofs of cornstalks or brushwood spread over with

gravel. They stand quite irregularly and with large intervals

;

and each has around it a yard enclosed by a hedge of the dry

thorny boughs of the Nubk. In many of these yards are open
sheds with similar roofs ; the flocks and herds are brought into

them at night, and render them filthy in the extreme. A simi-

lar but stronger hedge of Nubk branches, surrounds the whole
village, forming an almost impenetrable barrier. The few gar-

dens round about seemed to contain nothing but tobacco and
cucumbers. One single solitary palm now timidly rears its head
where once stood the renowned " City of Palm trees."^ Not an
article of provision was to be bought here, except new wheat
unground. We had tried last evening to obtain something for

ourselves and our Arabs, but in vain ; not even the ordinary

'Adas or lentiles were to be found.—Did the palm groves exist

here still in their ancient glory, the resemblance to Egypt and
its soil would be almost complete ; as the repeated decay and
desolations of Eihah have raised it upon mounds of rubbish,

similar to those of the Egyptian villages.

The village was now full of people in consequence of the in-

flux of families from Taiyibeh to the harvest ; many of whom
had taken up their abode under the open sheds in the yards of

the houses. The proper inhabitants of Rihah were rated at

about fifty men or some two hundred souls ; but the number
had been diminished by the conscription. They are of the Gha-
w^rineh, or inhabitants of the Grhor, a mongrel race between

the Bedawy and Hiadhry, disowned and despised of both. Here
indeed they seemed too languid and indolent to do anything.

Our Sheikh spoke of them as hospitable and well meaning peo-

ple, but feeble and licentious, the infidelity of the women being

winked at by the men ; a trait of character singularly at vari-

ance with the customs of the Bedawin. At our encampment
over 'Ain Teribeh the night before we reached this place, we

' Abulfeda writes it with an Alef, JEriha, and Riha, ed. Janbert, p. 338 bis, and

Tab. Syr. ed. Kohler p. 35. Edrisi has Note 2.

both forms, with and without Alef, Eriha ' Dent. Si, 3. Judg. 1, 16.
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overheard our Arabs asking tlie Khatib for a paper or written
charm, to protect them from the women of Jericho ; and from
their conversation, it seemed that illicit intercourse between the

latter and strangers who come here, is regarded as a matter of

course. Strange, that the inhabitants of the valley should have
retained this character from the earliest ages ; and that the sins

of Sodom and Gomorrah should still flourish upon the same ac-

cursed soil.

A streamlet from the foiintain flows along between the village

and the brink of the Wady on the south, which is here skirted

by a thicket of Nflbk and other trees. The riU passed on near
our tent, and then entered the court of the castle to supply the

reservoir. Around our tent were several large fig trees, whose
broad and thick foliage aided to ward ofi" the scorching beams of

the sun. Among other trees close by was the Palma Christi

(Eicinus), from which the castor oil is obtained ; it was here of

large size, and had the character of a perennial tree, though
usually described as a biennial plant.' Another object near our
tent also excited our curiosity,—a block of sienite red granite,

the fragment of a large circular stone lying partly buried in the

earth. It was about two feet thick, and the chord of the frag-

ment measured five and a half feet ; the diameter of the stone

when whole could not have been less than eight or ten feet. The
circular edge was full of small round holes or indentations. Just
by are the remains of a circular foundation, on which it perhaps
once lay. What could have been the purpose of this stone, or

whence it was brought, we could not divine. It had every ap-

pearance of the Egyptian sienite ; and if such were its origin, it

could only have been transported hither across the plain of Es-
draelon and so along the Ghor.—Below the bank of the Wady
itself were a few traces of former foundations ; but nothing which
indicated antiquity.

The climate of Jericho is excessively hot ; and after two or

three months becomes sickly, and especially unhealthy for stran-

gers. According to our Arabs, the sojourn of a single night is

often sufficient to occasion a fever. Indeed, in traversing merely

the short distance of five or six hours between Jerusalem and
Jericho, the traveller passes from a pure and temperate atmos-

phere into the sultry heat of an Egyptian climate. Nor is this

surprising, when we consider, that the caldron of the Dead Sea

and the valley of the Jordan lie thirteen hundred feet below the

level of the ocean, and nearly four thousand feet lower than Je-

rusalem. The sun to-day was sometimes obscured by light

' Hasselqnist also found it here: " Rici- Throughout Syria it is understood to be

nus in altitudinem arboris insignis." Reise perennial, as in other warm countries.

p. 555. Comp. Celsii Hierobot. II. p. 273.
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clouds ; but in the intervals his beams were very intense. At
10 o'clock, as I sat writing under a retired and spreading fig tree,

near running water, with a refreshing breeze, a thermometer,
which hung near me in the shade and in the full current of the
breeze, stood at 86° F. A nightingale, " most musical, most
melancholy," was pouring forth her song in the branches over my
head. The heat in the tent, in spite of all our precautions, and
notwithstanding the breeze and the partial obscuration of the sun,

became at length insupportable. The thermometer at 2 o'clock

rose in it to 102° ; while at the same time, another hanging in

the shade of a fig tree stood at 91°. We spread our carpets un-
der the fig trees, first under one and then another as their shades

changed, and found ourselves in this way much more com-
fortable.

We did not fail to peruse here the scriptural accounts of

Jericho, its remarkable destruction by the Israelites under
Joshua, and the perpetual curse laid upon him who should at-

tempt to rebuild its walls.' In our devotional exercises, we
dwelt particularly upon our Lord's visit to this place ; when, on
his last journey to Jerusalem, having traversed the country east

of the Jordan, he passed through Jericho, healing the blind and
honouring the house of Zaccheus with his presence.' As we read,

we could not but remark, how much fewer, as well as more ge-

neral and indefinite, are the topographical notices contained in

the Gospels, than those preserved to us in the Old Testament.
Towards evening we took a walk to the fountain, whose wa-

ters are scattered over the plain ; it is the only one near Jericho,

and there is every reason to regard it as the scene of Elisha's

miracle.' It is called by the Arabs 'Ain es-Sultan, and lies N.
35° W. from the village and castle, at the distance of thirty-five

minutes, or nearly two miles. We followed up the little brook,

which serves to water many fields, and grew larger as we ad-

vanced, until it became a mill stream which we crossed with dif-

ficulty. Some ten or fifteen minutes from the village, we fell in

with the remains of a regular paved Roman road, which we traced

for several rods in a direction towards the pass leading up the

western mountain to Jerusalem. It was a mere fragment, en-

tirely similar to the Eoman roads I had formerly seen in Italy
;

but we could discover no further trace of it either above or

below.*

A few minutes beyond this, we came upon foundations, chiefly

of unhewn stones, scattered over a considerable tract, and ex-

' Josh. cc. 2. 6. 7. c. 6, 26. * Bnckirigham speaks of a similar frag-
' Matt. 19, 1. 20, 29-34. Mark 10, ment of a " fine paved way " near the top

1.46-52. Luke 18, 35-43. 19,1-10. of the ascent on the road to Jerusalem; p.
' 2 K. 2, 19-22. 293.
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tending witli few interruptions quite up to the fountain. They
are however hardly distinct enough, to be of themselves regarded

as the substructions of an ancient city. On our left, as we ad-

vanced, were wheat fields, from most of which the grain had been
already gathered ; in others the reapers were still at work. On
our right, for nearly the whole distance, was a grove of Nubk,
covering a large tract of the plain.

The fountain bursts forth at the eastern foot of a high double

mound, or group of mounds, looking much like a tumulus, or as

if composed of rubbish, situated a mile or more in front of the

mountain Quarantana. It is a large and beautiful fountain of

sweet and pleasant water, not indeed cold, but also not warm
like those of 'Ain Jidy and the Feshkhahu It seems to have
been once surrounded by a sort of reservoir or semicircular en-

closure of hewn stones ; from which the water was carried off in

various directions to the plain below ; but this is now mostly
broken away and gone.' The principal stream at this time was
that running towards the village ; a part of which is carried

across the Wady higher up, by an aqueduct on arches. The
rest of. the water finds its way at random in various streams

down the plain, here decked with the same broad forest of Nubk
and other thorny shrubs.

The mounds above the fountain are covered with substruc-

tions of unhewn stone ; and others of the same kind are seen

upon the plain towards the southwest. In the same direction,

not far off, are the broken pointed arches of a ruined building,

which may perhaps have been a Saracenic castle like the one now
near the village. Back of the fountain rises up the bold perpen-

dicular face of the mountain Kfiruntul (Quarantana) ; from the

foot of which a line of low hills runs out N. N, E. in front of the

mountains, and forms the ascent to a narrow tract of table land

along their base.

On this tract, at the foot of the mountains, about an hour

distant, N. N. W, is the still larger fountain of Duk ; the waters

of which are brought along the base of Quarantana in a canal to

the top of the declivity back of 'Ain es-Sultan, whence they were

formerly distributed to several mills, and scattered over the upper

part of the plain ; being carried by a second aqueduct, higher

up, across the Wady towards the south. This stream is now

used only to water a few gardens of cucumbers in the vicinity.

The mills are all in ruins ; among them, on the side of the de-

clivity, fifteen minutes back of 'Ain es-SultSn, is a large deserted

building, which still bears the name of Tawahin es-Sukkar, or

' Sugar mills."

' In Pocooke's day six niches were still ' This is most probably the place of the

visible ; II. i. p. 31. same name mentioned by Burckhardt

;
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Towards the nortlieast beyond the wood of NCibk, the plain

is again open ; and in this direction, at the mouth of Wady Na-
wa'imeh, which here comes out through the line of hills, is seen

another aqueduct, once fed by the waters of the same fountain

of Duk, as they flowed down the valley, and were thus scattered

over that part of the plain. In this quarter the plain is said to

be covered with hewn stones, and the foundations of walls are

visible across it.'

Here then are traces enough of ancient foundations, such as

they are ; but none which could enable us to say definitely : This

is the site of ancient Jericho. Around the fountain, where we
should naturally look for its position, there is nothing which can
well be referred to any large or important building : nothing, in

short, which looks like the ruins of a great city, with a vast cir-

cus, palaces, and other edifices. The walls, whose traces are

still visible, may very probably have been only the enclosures of

gardens and fields ; and this conclusion is indeed strengthened,

by the fact of their occurring only below the fountain.

The top of the mound above the fountain commands a fine

view over the plain of Jericho, which needs only the hand of cul-

tivation to become again one of the richest and most beautiful

spots on the face of the earth. The fountain pours forth a noble

stream, which is scattered in rivulets over a wide extent both in

front and on the right and left ; while the stUl more copious

streams from Duk are in like manner distributed higher up, and
further towards the north and south. By these abundant waters,

fertility and verdure are spread over the plain almost as far as

the eye can reach, extending for an hour or more below the foun-

tain. But alas ! almost the whole of this verdure at the present

day, consists only of thorny shrubs, or trees of the thorny Niibk.

It is a remarkable instance of the lavish bounty of nature, con-

trasted with the indolence of man. Where the water does not
flow, the plain produces nothing.

In the course of the afternoon, we received a visit from the

old Sheikh Mustafa, whom we had tried to obtain as a guide

before leaving Jerusalem.^ He is the head of a tribe, who are

considered rather as sacred persons by the Bedawin and peasants,

a sort of derwishes, poor and not given to the acquisition ofwealth.

They usually encamp around Jericho ; and their tents were now
pitched on the way to Dtk. The old man followed us to the foun-

tain ; and after answering our questions, insisted at parting on

which, on the random information of the mnst douht however whether the stones

Arabs, he places on the eastern shore of were actually hewn ; at least this would
the Dead Sea; a most improbable site, not accord with what is found elsewhere
Travels, p. 391. in the plain.

' So Monro, who rode into this part of ' See above, p. 167.
the plain ; Summer Ramble L p. 161. I
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making us a present of a Idd, which he put into the arms of our
Arab attendant to carry to the tent. We of course, as in duty
bound, made him also a present of ten piastres. We had
intended to purchase a kid for our Arabs ; so that the present

for once came in good time.—We returned to our tent and
passed the evening in quiet. The thermometer had now fallen

to 76° F.

If we had not yet satisfied ourselves as to the site of the

former Jericho, we had nevertheless been able to ascertain defi-

nitely in respect to her ancient neighbour Gilgal, that no trace

either of its name or site remains.' Indeed, it may be doubtful,

whether at first this name belonged to a city ; though afterwards

there can be little question that Gilgal was an inhabited place. ^

It seems to have been early abandoned ; for there is no certain

trace of it after the exile ; nor is it mentioned by Josephus as

existing in his time.^ The ancient Gilgal was "in the east

border of Jericho," ten stadia from that city and fifty from the

Jordan.* This would in aU probability bring it somewhere in

the vicinity of the modern village Riha, which is reckoned at

two hours from the river. But there are here no traces of anti-

quity whatever, unless it be the fragment of sienite granite and
-the slight foundations above described. Neither Sheikh Mustafa,

nor the Sheikh of the village, nor any of the Arabs, had ever

heard of such a name in the valley of the Jordan. At Taiyibeh

indeed, the priest who had been delving a little in scriptural

topography, told us that the name Jiljilia still existed in this

vicinity ; but when we met him here, he could only point to the

ruined convent of St. John on the bank of the Jordan as the sup-

posed site.

Monday May 14t7i. This bright morning, before proceeding

on our journey, we repaired to the top of the castle, in order to

enjoy the beautiful view and fix a deeper impression of the sur-

rounding country. It is merely a tower some thirty feet square,

and forty high, in a state of decay verging to ruin. The castle

and modern village lie upon the northern bank of the Wady Kelt,

here the bed of a mountain torrent, at the distance of nearly two
miles from the point where it issues from the western mountains.

This Wady, as we have seen, is the great drain of all the valleys

we had formerly passed in travelling from Jerusalem to Deir

' The later alleged Gilgal of EuseMus ' The Gilgal of Neh. 12, 29, and of 1

and Jerome and of the pilgrims, has al- Mace. 9, 2, may with more probability ba

ready been alluded to ; see p. 547, above. referred to the place so called in the west-

" Josh. 4, 19. 20. 9, 6. 10, 6. 7. etc. em plain, near Antipatris. The name is

Afterwards Samuel came to Gilgal in his still extant in that region ; and is found in

annual circuit as judge ; and there was more than one place,

here a school of the prophets ; 1 Sam. 7,
* Josh. 4, 19. Joseph. Ant. 5. 1. 4,

16. 2 K. 4, 38. 11.
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Duwan ; they run first into the Farah and the Fuwir, which
then unite and go to form the Kelt.' It dries up in summer, as was
now the case ; but the brook in some seasons continues to run
much later. On the south side of the deep gorge, by which it

issues from the mountains, the road to Jerusalem climbs an
'Akabah (pass) in order to gain the higher region above. Near
this road, at some distance within the mountains, is seen a de-

serted tower or castle, called Kakon ; which, as well as the gorge,

bore west, from the point where we stood. So far as it depends
upon the name, this Wady Kelt may have been the brook
Cherith, where the prophet Elijah hid himself and was fed by
ravens.*

South of the opening of Wady Kelt, the western mountains
retreat very considerably, forming a recess from the plain in the

southwest. Then, sweeping around as they approach the Dead
Sea, they end abruptly in the promontory of Ras el-Feshkhah.

In this part the mountains are lower and less precipitous. Here
the pass leads over to Mar Saba ; and another road also goes up
to Jerusalem, south of the former one, passing near the Muslim
Wely of Neby Musa, the pretended tomb of Moses, which is seen

in that direction.' North of Wady Kelt rises the naked and
loftier ridge of Quarantana, with its bold precipitous front, and a

chapel on its highest point. Still further north the mountains
retreat again, leaving a semicircular recess ; which is separated

from the great plain by the line of low hills already mentioned,

running north from the base of Quarantana.*

The valley of the Jordan is here seen in its broadest part.

When on the banks of the river, we had estimated the plains of

Moab on the eastern side, at one hour in breadth to the base of

the retreating mountain.' From the river to Elba is about . two
hours

;
(we travelled obliquely more than this ;) and thence to

the mountains at the opening of Wady Kelt, forty-five minutes.*

* See pp. 439, 441, above. in Hebrew being tbe very same as here.
= 1 Kings 17, 3. 7. The Arabic form So too Judg. 16, 3.

Kelt and the Hebrew Cherith are indeed ^ See also Quaresmius II. p. 736. See-

not exactly the same ; though the change tzen, Eeisen II. p. 271.

from Besh to Lam, and that of Kaph into ^ The bearings of various points from the

.ffbpA, are sometimes found. See Geseni- castle of Jericho were as follows: Northeast

usHeb. Lex. under the letters J,3,b. There comer of the Dead Sea, about S. 42° E.

.

15 also an apparent difficulty in the circum- Kusr Hajla S. 39° E. Ras el-Feshkhah S.

stance, that the brook Cherith is said to be 8° AV. Neby Musa S. 30° W. Southern

I J' -.. -iin-VfiN T„..j„-. i,;,T, • „ii Pass to Jerusalem S. 63° W. Kakon W.
hef,yre -5Q bs) Jordan; which is usually

^ ^^ Q^^rantana N. 48° W. Sugar
understood as meaning eas< of Jordan

;
so

jjil^ ruins, N. 40° W. 'Ain es-Sultan N.
EusebmsandJerome, Onomast art. tA<!- 35= ^_ Aqueduct in Wady Nawa'imeh
rath. But the ^fficnlty vamshes rf we

n. 5° W. Easternmost projection of the
translate It <o»arA Jordan; and that this

j„^ ^jij^ ^^^^^ 3^;^ aqueduct, N. 3° £.

fn^^oJ"^ v°"*'.l' f \ ?f\^' •
• Kiirn Sartabeh N. 8° E?

19, 28, where the angels and Abraham, in 6 g^g ^j,(,.yg . ,535 ^„
the vicinity of Hebron, are said to have e xhe distance from Jerusalem to Rihah
" looked towards bodom ; the expression
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Taking in tte recess further south, the breadth of the valley in
this part may be estimated at from three and a half to four hours,

or from ten to twelve English miles ; being half or three quarters

of an hour broader than the basin of the Dead Sea at 'Ain Jidy.

This vast plain, as we have seen, is partly desert ; but is for

the most part susceptible of being rendered in the highest degree

productive, in connection with the abundance of water and the
heat of the climate. Indeed its fertility has been celebrated in

every age. Josephus, whenever he has occasion to mention Jeri-

cho, rarely fails to break forth into praises of the richness and
productiveness of its environs. He calls it the most fertile tract

of Judea
; pronounces it a "divine region ;"' and in speaking of

the fountain, says it watered a tract seventy stadia long by twenty
broad, covered with beautiful gardens and groves of palms of
various species.' The Scriptures call Jericho the "city of Palm
trees ; " and Josephus everywhere describes those graceful trees

as here abundant and very large, and growing even along the

banks of the Jordan.' The region also produced honey, opo-

balsam, the Cypres tree or el-Henna, and myrobalanum, as well

as the common fruits of the earth in prolific abundance.* The
sycamore tree likewise grew here, as we learn from Scripture.'

Of all these productions, which so distinguished the plain of

Jericho, and which it had for the most part in common with
Egypt, few now remain. The groves of palms, such as still con-

stitute the pride of Egypt, have here disappeared, and only one
solitary palm tree lingers in all the plain. At the close of the

seventh century these groves were still in existence.^ Honey, if

found at all, is now comparatively rare ; the Henna has entirely

disappeared. The sycamore too has retired from Jericho ;' and
the opobalsam, after having been, according to the legend, trans-

ferred by Cleopatra to the gardens of HeliopoHs, where it con-

tinued to flourish for many centuries, is no longer known in either

country.' The myrobalanum alone appears still to thrive here,

being probably identical with the tree called by the Arabs Zuk-
kum.

is usually reckoned at about five lours
;

' HasselquistReise, pp. 151, 560. This

and to the Jordan seven. naturalist found it in other parts of Pales-
' Ti T^s 'lavSalas miraTOv B.J. 1. 6. 6. tine nearer the sea, as at Kamleh

; pp. 151,

@eiav x^piov i- 8. 3. 553. It is now common in Egypt ; many
^ B. J. 4. 8. 3. of the trees in the fine avenue hetween
' Deut. 34, 3. Judg. 1, 16. Joseph. Cairo and Shubra are sycamores.

Antiq. 4. 6. 1. ib. 14. 4. 1. ib. 15. 4. 2. B. " Josephus relates, that Arabia and Ju-

J. 1. 6. 6. ib. 4 8. 2, 3. dea were bestowed by Antony on Cleopa-
* Joseph. B. J. 4. 8. 3. See also the tra, from whom Herod farmed Arabia and

testimonies of other writers collected by the plain of Jericho ; Antiq. 15. 4. 1, 2.

Reland, Falsest, pp. 382-386.—For the Cy- The legend relates, that she caused slips of

pros or el-Henna, see above p. 505. n. 4. the balsam shrub to be carried to Egypt
' Luke 19, 4. and planted iit Heliopolis, where a garden
• Adamnanus 2. 13. of it is described by the older travellers

;
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The Zukkum is a thorny tree, not large, with greener and
fimoother bark than the Nfibk, and like that tree here growing
wild, though much less frequent. According to Hasselquist, it

is the Elceagnus angustifolius of botanists.' It bears a green
nut, having a very small kernel and a thick shell, covered with a
thin flesh outside. These kernels, according to Maundrell, the
Arabs bray in a mortar, and then putting the pulp into scalding

water, skim off the oil which rises.' According to Pococke, they
grind the whole nut, and press an oil out of it, as they do out of

olives, and call it a balsam.' This is the modern balsam or oil

of Jericho, highly prized by the Arabs and pilgrims as a remedy
for wounds and bruises.^ When fresh, it is said to resemble, in

taste and colour, the oil of sweet almonds. All this accords M'ell

with Pliny's description of the myrobalanum, which bore a green

nut ; an unguent was prepared from the bark, and a medicinal

oil extracted from the bruised nuts by the aid of warm water.''

Of other trees forming the natural growth of this region, the

Egyptian Nlibk or Sidr, as we have seen, is the most abundant

;

it is here universally called the Dom.* The Kicinus and Agnus
castus have hkewise already been mentioned. Among the plants,

the nightshade or mad apple grows here in profusion.' The rose

of Jericho, so called, we did not find ; but in this we only trod

in the footsteps of MaundreU, Pococke, Hasselquist, and others."

The little shrub to which the name is given, a species of Thlaspi,

has no resemblance to a rose, and according to Belon, does not

even grow near Jericho ; indeed he regards the name as merely

got up by the monks, in order to have something to correspond

with the mention of roses at Jericho by the Son of Sirach.'

The feeble and indolent inhabitants of Jericho give them-

see Adrichomius p. il. Brocardus c. 13. more. Luke 19, 4. See Hasselquist pp.

p. 192. Breydenbach in Reissb. p. 195. 151, 569.

Belon Observations, Par. 1588. p. 2i6
;

' " Myrobalanum ... nascens ungnento.

also in Paulus' Sammlung IV. p. 188. In —Fructus magnitudine Avellanae nucis.

the days of Quaresmius it had already dis- Unguentarii autem tantum corticem pre-

appeared, II. p. 951. Hasselquist and munt ; medici nucleos, tundentes affusa eis

Forskal also do not mention it. panlatim calida aqua ;
" Plin. H. N. 1 2.

' Reise pp. 555, 559. Oedmann's Samm- 21. § 46. See Rosenmiiller's Bibl. Alter-

lungen III. c. 16. thumsk. IV. i. p. 168 sq.

^ Maundrell, March 30th. ° Rhamnus nabeca ; see p. 505. n. 3.

' Vol II. p. 32. Comp. Hasselquist p. ' Solanuiu melongena ; see above, pp.

559. Mariti combines both processes.—He 50.5, 524.

saw the Arab women bruise and break the ' Maundrell, March, 30th, end. Po-
nuts with stones, and then press out the cocke 11. i. p. 32. fol. Mariti, Germ. p. 410.

oil with the hands. Afterwards the mass Hasselquist makes no allusion to it.

was bruised anew, and thrown into warm " Sirac. 24, 14. " Une petite herbette

water, from which the oil was then skim- que quelques moines trompeurs ont appel-

med off; Viaggi, etc. Germ. pp. 414, 415. lee Rose de Jericho ;
" Belon Observat. Par.

' The pilgrims call it " Zaccheus' oil ;
" 1588. p. 320. Paulus' Sammlung I. p.

because, according to the monks, this was 265. II. p. 268. See also Rosenmiiller's

the tree climbed by Zaccheus ; although Bibl. Alterthumsk. IV. i. p. 144.

the Scripture says the latter was a syca-
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selves little trouble in respect to their agriculture. The fig trees

grow large and require little care ; and their fine fields of grain,

as we have seen, are sown and harvested by strangers. A few

patches of tobacco and cucumbers seemed to be the amount of

their own tillage. We saw no fields of maize or millet (Dhurah
esh-Shamy, Dhurah es-Seify) then growing.' As we crossed a

tract from which a crop of maize had been taken the preceding

year, we observed new shoots sprouting from the roots of the old

stalks. On inquiry, we were assured that maize is here a biennial

plant, yielding a crop for two successive years from the same roots.

The same effect of a warm climate is sometimes found in several

other plants commonly known as annuals. Cotton is sometimes

planted, and flourishes well ; but there was none at present.

We saw patches where indigo had been raised a year or two be-

fore ; it was said to live for seven or eight years. Edrisi men-
tions the culture of it here in the twelfth century.'

Another plant which formerly was cultivated in abundance
in the plains of Jericho, has also disappeared ; I mean the sugar

cane. The historians of the crusades inform us, that the earli-

est crusaders found large tracts of these canes, growing on the

coast of the Mediterranean around Tripolis and as far south as

Tyre
;

yielding a substance called Zuccara or Zucra (sugar)

then unknown in western Europe ; and on whose juice the war-

riors often refreshed themselves under their many sufferings and
privations.' According to Jacob de Vitry the canes were also

cultivated very extensively on the plains of the Jordan around

Jericho ; where the many hermits of that region partly lived

upon them, regarding the juice as the wild honey of their pre-

decessor John the Baptist.*

From all these circumstances it would appear, that in the

centuries before the crusades, the Saracens had introduced the

culture and preparation of sugar into Syria and Palestine with

success, and upon a large scale. To that age and object are

probably to be referred the many large aqueducts around Jeri-

cho, all of Saracenic construction,^ intended to spread an abun-

' Zea mais, ffohms durra, TorskaXFlor. prooreant abundantiam." Ibid. p. 107.5 :

jE<^-pt. pp. Ixxv, m. Lane's Mod. Egyp- " Mellis autem ex calamellis maximam in

lians II. p. 26. partibus illis vidimus abundantiiim. Sunt
' Edrisi par Jaubert, I. p. 339. autem calamelli calami pleni melle, id

^ See in Gesta Dei : Albert. Aq. 5. 37. est, succo duloissimo, ex quo quasi in tor-

p. 270. Fulch. Carnot. p 401. Anonym, culari compresso, et ad ignem condensato

p_ 59g_—William of Tyre speaks of the prius quasi mel, posthseo quasi zuccara ef-

sufar cane as growing abundantly around fioitur." See generally Hitter's essay

b£ el- Ain near the city of Tyre ; Hist. " Ueber die geographische Verbreitung des

13. 3. p. 835. Zuckerrohrs," in the Transactions of the

* Speaking of the Jordan Jacob de Vit- Berlin Academy, Hist. Phil. Class, 1839.

ry says, c. 53, p. 1076 : " Campi autem ' Buckingham, who saw the northern

adjacentes ex calamellorum condensa mul- aqueduct at the mouth of Wady Nawa'imeU
titudine stillantes dulcedinem, zuccarse from a distance, says it is of Roman archi-
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dance of water over every part of the plain ; as also the sugar
mills already mentioned, situated upon the acclivity west of 'Ain
es-Sultan. At least all writers and travellers subsequent to the
times of the crusades, are silent as to the existence of the sugar
cane in this region in their day ; and other circumstances which
they relate, are at variance with the supposition of its further

general culture, and the later construction of the aqueducts.

That is to say, there seems to be no later period, when irrigation

and cultivation were in like manner . and to such an extent,

spread out over the plain.'

In that age indeed the plain of Jericho would seem to have
recovered in part its ancient renown, and to have been consid-

ered as the garden of Palestine. When the crusaders took pos-

session of the country, this region was assigned to the church of

the Holy Sepulchre. as a portion of its possessions ; audit is one

of the reproaches brought against Arniilphus, the third Latin
patriarch of Jerusalem, that he gave away this district from the

endowment of the church, as a portion to his niece on her mar-
riage with Eustache Grrenier in A. D. 1111. At that time, the

annual revenue arising from this district is said to have been
five thousand pieces of gold ;' a proof at least of its lavish fer-

tility. It seems soon to have reverted into the power of the

church or of the government ; for in A. D. 1138 we find Jeri-

cho with its rich fields assigned to the convent of nuns erected

by queen Melisinda at Bethany.^

To the same period of renovated cultivation I am inclined to

refer the origin of the present castle ; which may not improbably

have been erected for the protection of the fields and gardens

that covered the plain, and was therefore placed in the midst of

them, at a distance from the fountain and the former site of

Jericho. It is first mentioned by Willebrand of Oldenborg,

A. D. 1211 ; it was already iix a ruinous state and inhabited

by Saracens.* A village would naturally spring up around it

;

and such an one is mentioned by Brocardus near the close of the

same century, which he regarded as the remains of ancient Jeri-

cho, consisting only of eight houses and scarcely deserving the

name of a village.' Subsequent travellers continue to speak of

tecture. This is possible; but the proba- ' Will. Tyr. 15. 26. See above p. 432,

bility is against it. Travels in Pal. p. Quaresmius says, there was a suffiragau

310. bishop here ; but the authorities he quotes
* Sugar cane is still cultivated around do not bear him out ; II. p. 755,

Beirut, and at other places along the coast

;

* Willebr. ah. Oldenb, in L. Allatii Sym-
but no sugar is manufactured from it. mikta p. 151, Col. Agr. 1653, "Venimus

' Will, Tyr. 11. 15, " cujus hodie reddi- Hiericho, quod est castellum parvum, de-

tus annualis quinque milliura dicitur esse structos habens muros, a Saracenis iahabi-

aureorunj." Probably the gold byzant is tatum."

here Intended, equal to about five Spanish ' Chap. 7, p, 178,

dollars ; see above, p. 397, n. 2,
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it only as a small Arab village ; in Pococke's day there were
here only two or three houses.' In the fifteenth century appa-
rently, the square tower or castle began to pass among the

monks and pilgrims as the house of Zaccheus, an honour which
it retains among them to the present day.'' The house of Ea-
hab, which they also found, seems to have been nearer the foun-

tain and has since disappeared ; unless indeed it be the founda-

tions and broken arches which are still seen in that vicinity.^

Having now nothing further to detain us at the castle and
village, and not having yet satisfied ourselves as to the site of

ancient Jericho, we determined, to make a further search along the

base of the mountains near the opening of Wady Kelt. Leav-

ing therefore the castle at 5.50 we proceeded along the Wady,
and passed the cemetery of the village on the north bank. The
graves are built over in the Muhammedan fashion with hewn stones

taken from former structures. Crossing the Wady and still fol-

lowing it up, we came in fifteen minutes from the castle to the

first aqueduct, carrying a fine full stream of water from 'Ain es-

Sultin across to the southern plain. Ten minutes more brought

us to the second aqueduct, now in ruins ; but which once con-

veyed in like manner a stream, apparently from the fountain of

Duk, to a higher portion of the plain. Both these aqueducts

are well and solidly built of hewn stones with pointed arches.

The Wady itself, both here and below, was full of the Nubk or

Dom.
We now turned somewhat more to the left, and crossing the

Jerusalem track, came at 6.25 to an immense open shallow res-

ervoir, situated near the base of the western mountain, thirty-

five minutes from the castle. It measured 657 feet from east to

west by 490 feet from north to south. The direction of the

eastern or lower wall is S. 10° W. about six feet high and nine

feet thick ; all the walls being built of small stones cemented.

This reservoir was probably intended to be filled from the waters

of Wady Kelt, in order to irrigate this part of the plain in sum-

mer ; and it may perhaps have been connected with the aque-

duct mentioned by travellers, half an hour up that valley on the

Jerusalem road.* On the east at a short distance are founda-

tions, apparently of a large square building or block of build-

ings ; and on the west also are scattered substructions, extend-

ing for ten minutes up the gentle slope. At this point are the

' Lni de Siichem p. 88. Eeissb. p. Maundeville in the 14th century, mate no

.848. Cotovicus p. 311. Quaresmius II. such allusion to Zaccheus.

p. 755. Maundrel), March 29. Pooocke II. '' See above, p. 555.

i. p. 31. * Monro I. p. 134. Buckingham p.

' First mentioned as snch apparently by 293.—From the reservoir the castle at

Tncherl479, and F. Fabri 1483, Reissb. Kha bore N. 73° E. 'Ain es-Sultan N.

pp. 670, 268. Quaresm. H. p. 752.—L. 15° K KSkon N. 75° W.
de Sucbem, W. de Baldensd, and Sir J.

ii, 295-297
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remains of several buildings apparently not very ancient ; there

is among them no trace of columns, nor hardly of hewn stones.

Indeed, in all the foundations in this vicinity, the stones arc un-
hewn and mostly small.

All these remains lie at the foot of the mountain, just south

of the Jerusalem road ; and I do not find that the reservoir has

ever heen noticed by former travellers.—We now proceeded

northwards, and found similar substructions extending all the

way to Wady Kelt (about ten minutes), and also for some dis-

tance on its northern side. Near the southern bank of this

Wady is a hill or mound, like a sepulchral tumulus, which one

might suppose to be artificial, were there not so many similar

ones scattered over the plain below. On its top are traces of

former walls ; and a wall seems to have run from it to the Wady.
Directly on the bank of the latter are a few remains of some an-

cient building, faced over with small stones about four inches

square, cemented together diagonally, forming a sort of Mosaic.

Among the scattered foundations north of the Wady, we noticed

the fragment of a column ; the only trace of an architectural or-

nament we anywhere saw.—This site is not quite five hours from
Jerusalem.'

About fifteen minutes from Wady Kelt, or half-way towards

'Ain es-Sultan, is another larger tumulus-like hill ; the southern

side of which at the top is excavated, either artificially or from

natural causes, somewhat in the form of an amphitheatre. If

artificial, one might be disposed to regard it as a theatre of

Herod ; but as there are others like it in the vicinity, the appear-

ance is more probably natural. Here begin again the traces of

similar foundations, apparently connected with those mentioned

yesterday around 'Ain es-Sultan. We came to the fountain in

half an hour from Wady Kelt, or in about forty minutes from the

reservoir further south. All the foundations here described are

of unhewn stones, often small and straggling.'

After all our search we were disappointed in finding so few

traces of work in hewn stones ; nothing indeed, which of itself

could at once be referred to any large or important building ; in

short, nothing which looks like the ruins of a city of twenty

stadia in circumference,' with a large hippodrome and palaces.

It is true, that the greater part of the materials of these structures

may have been swallowed up in the later convents, the many
aqueducts, and the renovations of the modern village

;
yet

nevertheless, one would naturally expect to find some traces

of the solidity and splendour of the ancient city. It seems not

' Comp. Maundrell, March 29. tion is, as usual, Teiy greatly exaggerated

;

' These remains and hillocks are men- p. 295.

tioned by Buckingham ; but his descrip- ' Epiphanius adv. Hser. lib. 11. p. 702.

ii. 207, 298
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iinpro"bable, that witli tlie exception of the royal edifices, the

houses of ancient Jericho were small, and built of loose unhewn
stones or other perishable materials.

According to, the Bourdeaux pilgrim, A. D. 333, the Jericho

of that day was at the descent of the mountains, one and a half

Koman miles distant from the fountain ; while he places the

more ancient city at the fountain itself.' I am inclined to

adopt this suggestion ; and to regard the remains around the

opening of the Wady Kelt, half an hour south of 'Ain es-Sultan,

as marking the site of the Jericho of Herod and the New Tes-

tament ; while those around the fountain may have belonged to

single edifices scattered among the gardens, and to the walls by
which the latter were enclosed. The earliest city of all would
naturally have been adjacent to the fountain ; and the site of the

later Jericho may have been changed in order to evade the curse.^

But any distinct traces of the former city are now hardly to be

looked for.—The site, both at the fountain and at the opening
of Wady Kelt, accords entirely with the account of Josephus,

that Jericho was sixty stadia distant from the Jordan.^

Jericho is often mentioned ; but its varying fortunes are

not very definitely described. It was early rebuilt, notwithstand-

ing the curse ; and became a school of the prophets.'' After the

exile its inhabitants returned ; and it was later fortified by the

Syrian Bacchides.' Pompey marched from Scythopolis along

the Grhor to Jericho, and thence to Jerusalem ; and Strabo

speaks of the castles Thrax and Taurus, in or near Jericho, as

having been destroyed by him.' Herod the Great in the begin-

ning of his career captured and sacked Jericho ; but afterwards

adorned and strengthened it, after he had redeemed its revenues

from Cleopatra.' He appears to have not unfrequently resided

here. He built over the city the fortress Cypros ; and between

the castle and the former palace, erected other palaces and called

them by the names of his friends.' There was also here a hippo-

drome or circus.' The cruel tyrant at length closed his career and
life at Jericho. It was here, that, the ' ruling passion being still

strong in death,' he summoned around him the nobles of the land

in great numbers, and having shut them up within the hippo-

drome, gave a strict charge to his sister Salome to cause them to

' Itin. Hieros. ed. Wesseling pp. 596, ' Ezra 2, 34. Neh. 3, 2. 1 Mace. 9,

597, " A civitate passus mille quingentos 50.

est fons Helisei prophetffi.—Ibi fnit civitas ' Joseph. Ant. 14. 4. 1. Strabo 16. 2.

Hiericho cujus miiros gyraverunt filii Is- 40.

rael," etc. ' Jos. Ant. 15. 4. 1, 2. See above, p,

« Josh. 6, 26. 559. n. 8.

' Joseph. Ant. 5. 1. 4. See above, pp. ' Joseph. Ant. 16. 5. 2. B. J. 1. 21.

557, 558. 4, 9.

* Judg. 3, 13. 1 K. 16, 34. 2 K. 2, » Jos. Ant. 17. 6. 5. B. J. 1. 33. 6.

4.5.

YoL. I.—48 ii. 298-300
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be put to death tlie moment he expired ; in order, as he said,

that his own decease might be commemorated throughout the
land by an appropriate mourning. A worthy consummation of
an atrocious life ! This charge, however, his sister was wise
enough to leave unfulfilled.' The palace at Jericho was after-

wards rebuilt with greater splendour by Archelaus.'

It was this Jericho which our Lord visited, lodging with
Zaccheus and healing the blind man.' The city became the

head of one of the toparchies ; and was visited by Yespasian
just before he left the country, who stationed here the tenth

legion in garrison.' ISfo farther mention of Jericho occurs until

the time of Eusebius and Jerome in the fourth century : who
relate, that it was destroyed during the siege of Jerusalem by
Titus, on account of the perfidy of the inhabitants, and had been
again rebuilt.' From A. D. 325 onwards five bishops of Jericho

are mentioned ; the last of whom, Gregorius, appears among the

signers at the synod of Jerusalem in A. D. 536.* About the

same time, according to Procopius, the emperor Justinian

erected here a Xenodochium apparently for pilgrims ; and also

a church consecrated to the Virgin. The monastery of St. John
near the Jordan was likewise already in existence.' This Xeno-
dochium is again mentioned by Antoninus Martyr, before the

Muhammedan conquests.^

At the close of the seventh century, Adamnanus already de-

scribes the site of Jericho as wholly deserted of human habita-

tions, (except the house of Kahab,) and covered with corn and
vines. Between it and the Jordan palm groves still existed

;

among which were interspersed fields and the dwellings of

Canaanites, probably the nomadic inhabitants of the Ghor.' Of
this destruction there is no historical account ; as there is none

of that of Petra. It is probably to be ascribed to the ravages

of the Muhammedan conquerors. In the next century, St. Wil-
libald speaks only of the fountain ; though near the close of the

century, there appears to have been a church in the vicinity,

perhaps that of Galgala already mentioned.'" In A. D. 870,

' Jos. Ant. 17. 6. 5. ib. 17. 7. 1, 2. B. ' Latb. CoU. Concil. Tom. V. p. 283.

J. 1. 33. 6-8. Le Quien Oriens Chr. III. p. 654 sq. See
'' Jos. Ant. 17. 13. 1. above p. 383.
' Luke 18, 35 sq. 19, 1-7. Matt. 20, ' Procop. de .Edific. Jnstiniaui, 5. 9.

29 sq. Mark 10, 46 sq. " Itinerar. 13.
* Joseph. B. J. 3. 3. 5. ib. 4. 8. 1. ib. ° " Locus vero totius nrbis ab humana

5. 2. 3. desertus habitatione, nuUam domum ha-
° Onomast. art. Jericho. As bowever bens commorationis, segetes et vineta re-

Josephus, the cotemporary, is entirely si- cepit," etc. Adamnan. de Loo. Sanct. 2.

lent as to any such destruction, the fact 13.

must be regarded as doubtful. Still more " See above, p. 547. n. 2. Basil,

so the modem assertion, that it was rebuilt bishop of Tiberias about the close of the

by Adrian ; of which there seems to be no ' eighth or beginning- of the ninth century,

trace in history. Quaresmius U. p. 755. is said to have previously administered the

ii. 300, 3[)1
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Bernard relates that there were already monasteries in the

vicinity.'—The renovation of the culture of the plain, and the in-

troduction of the sugar cane, which took place apparently about or

not long after this time, have already heen sufficiently alluded to
;

as also the probable origin and history of the castle and the

modern village.*

On arriving at the fountain 'Ain es-SultSn, we found our

servants and the rest of the party waiting ; they having come
thither directly from the castle. All was bright and sparkling

around, under the refreshing influence of the limpid waters
;

and the numerous birds in the groves below had not yet finished

their morning song. The old Sheikh IVlustafa here joined us

again, and afterwards accompanied us for some distance. We
were glad of his presence, as being perfectly acc[uainted with all

the region round about.'

Leaving the fountain at ten minutes past 8 o'clock, we came
in ten minutes to the sugar mills, on the declivity of the low
ridge which runs north from Quarantana. They appear to have
been once quite extensive and solidly built, though now long de-

serted. The race or aqueduct which brought the water to

them from above, still remains. Five minutes more brought us

to the top of the ridge, where we halted for a short time. The
water from the fountain of Duk in the N. N. W. after being

conducted along the base of the high mountain in an artificial

channel, is here carried through the low ridge by a somewhat
deep cut, and distributed by aqueducts to the plain below as

already described, after having supplied several mills now in

ruins.^

We were now at the foot of the mountain Quarantana ; so

called, as the supposed place of our Saviour's forty days' temp-

tation. The Arabs have adopted the name under the form of

Jebel Kurttntul. The mountain rises precipitously, an almost

perpendicular wall of rock, twelve or fifteen hundred feet above

the plain, crowned with a chapel on its highest point. The
eastern front is Ml of grots and caverns, where hermits are said

once to have dwelt in great numbers. At the present day, some

three or four Abyssinians are said to come hither annually and

pass the time of Lent upon the mountain, living only upon

herbs. There is nothing else remarkable about this naked cliff,

to distinguish it from the other similar ones along the Ghor and

concerns of the church of Jericho ; Leont. we took the following bearinjrs : Castle at

Vit. St. Steph. Sabaitae 55, in Acta Sane- Riha S. 35' E. Kakon S. 42° W. Sugar

tor. Jul. Tom. III. p. 554. Le Quien 1. c. mills N. 60° W. Aqueduct in Wady Na-

p. 656, wa'imeh N. 37° E. Mouth of Wady Sha'ih
"
• Bern. Sap. de Loc. Sanct. 16. p. 525. N. 85° E.

ed. Mabillon. * Brooardus mentions mills here in his

" See pp. 560-563, above. day, probably driven by the same waters

;

' From the mound over the fountain, c 7. p. 178.

iu 301-303
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the Dead Sea further south.—The tradition which regards the

mountain as the place of our Lord's temptation, as well as the

name Quarantana, appear not to be older than the age of the

crusades.'

North of Quarantana the mountains again retreat, sweeping

round in the arc of a circle. They thus leave here a broad re-

cess of higher table land, behind the line of low hills which runs

out N. N. E. from the foot of Quarantana, and extends nearly

across to the mountains further north. The southern part of this

higher recess is broken land, as far as to the fountain of Duk
and Wady Naw^'imeh, which passes down through it ; but
further north it forms a fine plain or basin, extending around a

low projecting mountain, called 'Esh el-Ghurub, and watered

by another fountain in its northern part, which gives verdure

and beauty to the whole tract. Here too in the northern part of

the recess, near the said fountain, is a conical hill, and not far

off in the plain are the ruins of a town, which like the fountain,

now bears the name of el-'Aujeh. This basin seemed to open
out directly upon the plain of the Jordan ; the line of hills not

extending across its front.—From the point where we now stood,

we could overlook the whole of this inner tract between the

mountains and the line of hUls.^

We here also had our last and perhaps most splendid view

of the plain of Jericho. It is certainly one of the richest in the

world ; enjoying all the rains like the hill country, and suscepti-

ble besides of unlimited irrigation from copious fountains, as the

numerous aqueducts testify. Here we could see still another

aqueduct far to the left in the lower plain, which once perhaps

received the waters of the fountain el-'Aujeh. Indeed water is

everywhere abundant ; the climate propitious ; the nature of

the soil fertility itself ; nothing in short is wanting but the hand
of man to till the ground. But the present race of Jericho are

only the personification of indolence, misery, and filth.

The principal Wadys and fountains flowing into the Ghor on

both sides, from the Dead Sea northwards as far as to Beisan,

so far as we could learn from Sheikh Mustafa and other Arabs,

are the following, beginning from the south. On the west side :

' The first mention of this mountain as dinibns Jordanis, nbi teatus Joannes Bap-

the place of temptation, seems to be by tista fugiens hom'nnm turmas—ut vive-

Saewulf about A. D. 1103; Peregrinat. p. rent Deo, quietis sibi sepulchrum elege-

26S. The name Quarantana I first find in runt
;
" o. 53. p.. 1075.

William of Oldenborg in 121 1 ; he ivrites ^ From this ridge, Jebel es-Salt bore N.

it Quarennia ; Itin. sub fine. Then in 57° K. Kusr el-Yehud S. 64° E. North-

Brocardus e. 7. p. 178.—Jacob de Vitry east comer of Dead Sea S. E. Castle of

speaks of many hermits attracted to this Kiha S. 40° E. Neby Musa S. 15° W.
rej,ion as the scene of John the Baptist's KSkon S. 27° W. el-'Aujeh, ruin, N. 15°

preaching ; hut says nothing of our Lord's W.
temptation .' " Quam plures vero, in solitu-

ii. 303, 304
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Wady Kelt ; 'Ain es-Sult^n ; 'Ain Duk ; Wady Nawa'imeli,

coming from Deir Duwan ; Wady el-Abyad ; Wady and foun-

tain el-'Aujeh ; 'Ain el-Fusail ; Wady el-Ahmar under Kurn
Surtabeh ; Wady el-F^ri'a north of the Surtabeh with a stream

of water ; Wady el-Malih.'—On the east side ; 'Ain es-Suwei-

meh ; Wady Keshan ; Wady Sha'ib ; Wady Zerka with a

stream ; Gh6r el-Wah^dineh.
In the Ghor, hetween Jericho and Beisdn, the only ruins we

could hear of on the west side, were es-Sumrah and el-'Aujeh.

The former is in the plain half an hour north of Wady Na-
wi'imeh." On the east side, beginning from the sea, we heard

of ruins at er-Rameh, in or near Wady Hesban ; el-Keferein ;

'

Nimrin in Wady Sha'ib ; Amatah ; and the inhabited village

el-Arba'in nearly opposite Beisan.*

Josephus informs us, that Herod not only erected castles and
palaces in and around Jericho, but built also a city called Pha-
saelus in the Aulon or Gh6r north of Jericho ; by which means
a tract formerly desert was rendered fertile and productive.'

The name seems still to have existed in the middle ages ; at

least Brocardus speaks of a village Phasellum five leagues north
of Gilgal ; and this name is stiU to be recognized in 'Ain el-

Fusail." Archelaus, the son of Herod, built also a village in

the plain, named from himself Archelais.' This is placed in

the Peutinger Tables at twenty-four Eoman miles north of Jeri-

cho towards Beisin ; and stood probably in or near the opening

of Wady el-Fsiri'a above mentioned.'

During the whole time we were on the coast of the Dead
Sea, on the Jordan, and in or near the plains of Jericho,

we were much interested in looking out among the eastern

mountains for Mount Nebo, so celebrated in the history of the

great Hebrew legislator, where he was permitted to behold with

his eyes the land of promise, and then yielded up the ghost."

But our search was in vain ; for although we passed in such a

direction as to see the mountains overagainst Jericho from every

quarter, yet there seems to be none standing so out from the rest,

or so marked, as to be recognised as the Nebo of the Scriptures.

The Wadys Fari'a and Malih are men- the similar lists given hy Burckhardt of

doned ly Berggren, who saw them higher Wadys and places in the Ghor
; p. 344.

up in the western hills ; the former has a ' Joseph. Ant. 16. 5. 2. ib. 17. 11. 5. ih.

mill stream, the latter a brackish fountain. 18.2.2. B. J. 1. 21. 9. Eeland Falsest.

Keisen, etc. II. p. 267. p. 953.

' It was visited hy Rev. E. Smith, in ° Brocardus c. 7. p. 178.

April 1844. Ms. Journal. ' Jos. Ant. 17. 13. 1. ib. 18. 2. 2. Ee-
° Rameh and el-Keferein are mentioned land Falsest p. 576 ; comp. p. 421, Plate,

by Burckhardt
; p. 391. ° See more on these places in Vol. IH

* tor el-Arba'in and Amatah, see Bnrck- Sec. VII, under May 11th, 1852.

hardt pp. 345, 346. For Amatah (Ama- ' Dent. 32, 48 sq. 34, 1 sq.

thus) see also Keland Falsest, p 559. Comp.

Vol.. I. -48* ii. 304-306
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There is no peak or point perceptibly higher than the rest ; hut
all is apparently one level line of summit without peaks or gaps.

The highest point in all the eastern mountains, is Jehel el-Jil'ad

or es-Salt, near the city of that name, rising about three thou-
sand feet above the Gh6r ; ' but this is much too far north to be
Mount Nebo, to which Moses ascended from the plains of Moab
overagainst Jericho. Possibly on travelling into these moun-
tains, some isolated point or summit might be found answering
to the position and character of Nebo. Indeed, Seetzen, Burck-
hardt, and also Irby and Mangles, have all found Mount Nebo
in Jebel 'Attarus, a high mountain which runs southwestward
from the bank of the Zerka Ma'in.' This, however, as the latter

travellers remark, is "far from opposite Jericho ;" and would be
almost as distant, and as little convenient to the plains of Moab
as is Jebel es-Salt. It may perhaps be sufficient to assume,
that Moses merely went up from these plains to some high part

of the adjacent mountains ; from which he would everywhere

have an extensive view over the Jordan valley and the moun-
tainous tract of Judah and Ephraim totvards the western sea.

The Mediterranean itself could never weU be visible from any
point east of the Jordan.?

Our former inquiries respecting the site of Ai, in the vicinity

of Deir^Duwan, had been so unsatisfactory, that we had now
determined to take the route from Jericho to the latter place and
BO to Bethel, in order further to investigate this and other

.points, and to trace the ancient road between these cities, so

often travelled by kings and prophets of old.* Three roads now
lead from Jericho to Deir Duw&n. The first and shortest passes

up the face of the cliffs between Quarantana and Wady Kelt,

and then follows a direct course over a tract of high shelving

table land. Another goes to Duk, and crossing the Nawa'imeh,
ascends the mountain on the north leading strictly to Taiyibeh

;

but near Kummfin a branch goes off and recrosses the valley to

Deir DuwSn. The third leaves the preceding road just beyond
Duk, and climbing the mountain on the south side of the Na-
wa'imeh, falls into the first road some distance higher up. Of

' See more on this mountain above, p. 18.5.2), John the Baptist was beheaded.

627. n. 2. See the description in Josephus, B. J. 7. 6.

' SeetzeninZach'sMonatl.Corr. XVIII. 1 sq. Comp. Eitter Erdk. XV. i. p 577

p. 431. Reisen II. p. 34'2. Burckhardt, sq. But neither Burckhardt nor Irby

p. 370. Irby and Mangles' Travels, p. and Mangles appear to have heard the

464. [143.]—On the north end of Jebel name.
Attarus, high above the .southern bank of ^ "In our list of the Belka is found the

the Zerka Ma'in, Seetzen heard of apuined name Neba, which may possibly represent

fortress now called Mkmter ; hut he did the ancient Nebo. It occurs next to Ma-
not himself viat it ; JBeisenlLp, 330. This deba, apparently some distance north of

he regards as the ancient Maehcerua, a, Jebel 'Attarus.

fortress of Eterod in the Arabian moun- * 1 Sam. 13, 15. 2 K. 2, 3. 4. 23.

tains, where according to Josephus (Ant.

ii. S€6, 307
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these routes the first is the most direct, easiest, and without
doubt the ancient road ; hut "we chose to take the third in order

to visit the fountain of Duk and obtain a more extensive knowl-
edge of the country.

Leaving the height above the sugar mills at 8.40, we passed

along the water-course near the base of Quarantana into the re-

cess. We came in a few minutes to the encampment of Sheikh
Mustafa, who. had accompanied us from the fountain. It con-

sisted of thirty or forty mean tents arranged in a square, most
of them open, the sides being thrown up. These people are

much darker than the Arabs in general ; and seem to constitute

a sort of gypsies among them. Here a large bowl of lebien

(soured molk) was already prepared for our breakfast ; but as

we were neither hungry nor thirsty, we left it to our attendants,

by whom it was greedily devoured. We ourselves passed on.

This old Sheikh . and his tribe, as already mentioned, are a
sort of Derwishes or sacred characters, respected by the Arabs
and peasants, and on this account the safest guides for travel-

lers. His full name was Mustafa Abu Yamin, and his encamp-
ment are called the Arabs of Abu Yamin. Those of another
encampment are in like manner called from their Sheikh the

Arabs of Abu Nuseir. These two encampments together make
out the tribe Ehteim.

Besides the Ehteim, who have gardens at Jericho near the

fountain, the following tribes of Arabs also descend more or less

into the Grh6r, beginning from the south. On the wtst side :

the Ka'ibineh, the EashSideh, the Ta'amirah, the Mas'udy, the

'Abbad, the Amir, the 'Abbadin, and the Mushalikhah. On
the east side : the 'Adwan, Ibn Ghunflm, Beni Hasan, the Ba-
hS,rat, the 'Ajarimeh, Beni Sukhr, and Beni Hamideh.

The hospitable old man sent one of his men to guide us ovei

the broken ground to the fountain of Dilk. At 9 o'clock we
came upon Wady Nawa'imeh, which, after issuing from the

mountains just above Duk, runs here in a southeasterly course,

and breaking through the line of lower hills, pursues the same
direction to the Jordan. It is the continuation of the Wady el-

MQtyah between Deir Duwin and Kflmmon. Water was here

flowing in it. We followed it up ; and at 9J o'clock came to

the large and beautiful fountain or rather fountains of Duk, on

the southwestern brink of the same Wady. Here are two very

copious sources, besides other smaller ones, all of fine limpid

water, like that of 'Ain es-Sultfin. The waters naturally all

flow down the Wady Nawd'imeh ; but those of the highest and

largest fountain, which springs up at the foot of a large Dom
tree, are carried off" by the artificial channel along the base of

the mountain, for nearly an hour, to the vicinity of the sugar

ii. 307-3C9
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mills, and thence distributed to the plain. This stream at first

is six or eight feet wide and a foot and a half deep. The re-

maining waters still follow their natural course down the valley
;

where they were formerly taken up by the aqueduct at its en-

trance upon the plain.'

Above the fountain are traces of ancient substructions,

though not very distinct. Here or in the vicinity of this foun-

tain of Duk, we are doubtless to look for the site of the ancient

castle of Doch near Jericho, in which Simon Maccabasus was
treacherously murdered by his son-in-law Ptolemy.'

Leaving 'Ain DCik at 9.35, we passed still along the base of

the mountain, overlooking on our right the higher plain or basin

within the recess, and having in view the tract of el-'Aujeh, and
the smaller Wadys, which descend from the mountains in that

part. The plain was covered with verdure, fed by the waters of

the fountain of Aujeh. In fifteen minutes we came to the

opening of Wady Nawa'imeh, as it issues a deep ravine from
the cliifs ; and immediately began to climb the angle of the

mountain on its southern side. The Taiyibeh road crosses the

Wady and goes up the mountain further north. The ascent is

steep, rugged, and difficult, consisting of two parts. We reached

the top of the first and steepest in ten minutes ; and at 10.20

came out upon the head of the pass or summit of the cliff.

Here we had our last view back upon the valley of the Jordan.'

The way now became in general less steep, though we still

had to climb occasionally sharp ascents and pass along the brow
of fearful precipices. On our right the Wady Nawa'imeh occu-

pied the bottom of a broad sunken tract, composed of chalky

mountains rising on each side, presenting only the aspect of a
terrific desert. All around we could see nought but waves of

naked desolate pyramidal and conical mountains, with deep
Wadys between, marked only by the narrow tracks of goats,

which climb along their sides to crop the few herbs thinly

sprinkled over them. It was one of the most truly desert spots

we had yet visited. The path led us along the tops and sides

of dechvities, as nearly perpendicular as they could be without

being composed of solid rock. Our general course was S. E. by
S. At 11 o'clock we came out upon one of the highest points

;

' From DCk, el- Aujeh bore N. 13° W. ever, places it too far north. MunteV
Kurn Surtabeh, N. 11° E. Jebel es-Salt Statutenbuch des Ord. des Tempelh. J. p.

N. 60° E. il9. Brocardus, c. 7. p. 178.
" A<iK, 1 Mace. 16, 14. 15. Josephus ' We took here the following bearings

!

relates the same circumstances ; but mould- Castle of Jericho, S. 39° E. Mouth of

ing the name more after the Greek form, Wady Nawa'imeh and aqueduct, S. 73° E.
writes it Aayciv, Antiq. 13. 8. 1. B. J. 1. Mouth of Wady Sha'ib S. 8:j° E. Duk,
2. 3.—Duk is mentioned as a fortress of below, E. Kurn Surtabeh, N. 17° E. el-

tlie knights Templars between Jericho and 'Aujeh, in the recess, N. 8° W.
Bethel, and also by Brocardus ; who, how-
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where we stopped for a time to breathe, and to survey the sur-

rounding desolation. Here we could distinguish several places

already known to us, as Kumm6n, Taiyibeh, and the Mount of

Olives ; showing that we were approaching a region of more
promise.

'

We now, after fifteen minutes, descended slightly on a course

W. S. W. The land became less broken, a tract of shelving

table land. As we advanced, the scattered herbs of the desert

were more and more interspersed with dried grass ; until at a

quarter past noon we reached a burying place of the Bedawin
in this lone spot, where the country became more open and even.

Here we struck the southern road from Jericho to Deir Duwan,
coming up from the left ; it having passed, so far as we could

see, through a much more level tract than ours, along the water-

shed between the branches of Wady Nawa'imeh and those

which go to form Wady Kelt. Our course was now W. by N.
We soon came upon small ploughed patches here and there, be-

longing probably to the Bedawin. They had been sown with
wheat ; but the grain, which was now nearly ripe, was thin and
scarcely more than six inches high. The surface became gradu-

ally more and more covered with limestone rocks, with the usual

red soil among them ; while vegetation and pasturage increased.

In one place we saw a number of people at some distance

before us ; who on perceiving us became alarmed and ran off in

all haste. Our Arabs called after them to reassure them, and
we afterwards overtook them ; they proved to be several men
and four women from Deir Duwan.

At five minutes past one, we noticed a cistern by the way
side as we ascended a hill ; and two others occurred afterwards

;

all hewn in the rock, and showing this to be an ancient and im-

portant route between Gilgal and Bethel. At half past one the

grass and vegetation began to assume a slight ' appearance of

green ; and the fields of the Fellahin were more numerous. At
2 o'clock we got sight of Deir Duwan, bearing northwest. On
our right at 2.35 were the ruins of an ordinary village, called Abu
Subb^lh. Shortly before coming to Deir Duwin we sent on our

servants and luggage to that place, which they reached at 3.20
;

while we turned off to the left to visit the site with ruins on the

south of the village, which had been pointed out to us on our

former visit.
°

The place is on a low hill or point projecting towards the

south between two shallow Wadys. In the eastern valley are

> The bearings from this high point were Dis, S. 53° W. KhSn Hudhrur, S. 42°

n,'> follows : Taiyibeh, N. W. Rummon, W. (See under Taiyibeh, p. 445. n. 3.)

N. 54° W. Tell beyond Deir Duwin, N. Nebv Musa, S. 5° E.

65° W. Mount of Olives, S. 61° W. Abu » See above, p. 442.
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period Ai was again rebuilt, and is mentioned liy Isaiah and also

after the exile.' In the days of Ensebius and Jerome, its site

and scanty ruins were still pointed out, not far distant from
Bethel towards the east.^

After all our search, we could come to no other result, than

to assign as the probable site of Ai the place with ruins just

south of Deir Duwan. This is an hour distant from Bethel

;

having near by on the north the deep Wady el-Mutyah ; and
towards the southwest other smaller Wadys, in which the ambus-
cade of the Israelites might easily have been concealed.

After remaining for twenty minutes on and around the Tell,

we proceeded across the high and beautiful plain, on which Abra-

ham of old must have pitched his tent. The path led us by the

ruins of Burj Beitin. We reached Bethel at 5 o'clock ; and
encamped for the night on the green grass, within the area of the

ancient reservoir, where we had formerly breakfasted.

Tuesday, May 15th. The Arabs encamped at Bethel brought

us this morning a young gazelle, which we purchased, intend-

ing it as a present for our friend Mr Lanneau. Our servants

carried the little animal in their arms, or on the saddle before

them, all the way to Jerusalem ; but it seemed to have been in

some way injured, and lived only a few days.

We left Bethel at 5.50, and reached the fountain southwest

of el-Bireh in just an hour, passing this time on the west of the

village, without entering it. These waters, as already remarked,

flow off in a valley towards the east. We now took the Jerusalem

road ; and leaving the fountain at 7 o'clock passed in five minutes

the low water-shed, which brought us to the beginning of another

Wady running south ; one of the minor heads of the great Wady
Beit Hanina. The path foUows down this Wady, along a sort

of hollow way, having on the west an isolated hUl of considerable

height. My companion ascended this hill in passing ; here are

merely the foundations apparently of a toM'er, with heaps of un-

wrought stones, and fragments of pottery strowed about. To-

wards the northwest not far off, are a few foundations called Su-

weikeh ; but we could learn no name for the hill itself. Beyond

the hill, in the plain near its southern base, we came at 7.40 to

larger ruins containing some arches ; above them, on the side of

the hill, are two ancient reservoirs, perhaps one hundred feet in

length by forty feet in breadth. These ruins are called 'Atdra, a

name which answers to the Hebrew Ataroth. Two places of

this name are mentioned in Scripture, on the border between

Benjamin and Ephraim ;' but the site in question cannot well be

' Is. 10, 28. Ezra 2, 28. Neh. 7, 32. • Onomast. art. Agai.

11, 31. ' Josh. 16, 5. 7. 18, 13.
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. regarded as either of these, since' it lies too far within the terri-

tory of Benjamin.'

We soon turned off from the Jerusalem road, passing ob-
liquely through the fields towards er-Eam, which we reached at

8.25. It lies upon a high hill about ten minutes east of the road
in a direct line. The tract upon the north, as well as upon the

west and south, declines towards Wady Beit Hanina ; here in-

deed begins one of the main heads of that great valley. E&m is

a miserable village, with few houses, and these now in summer
mostly deserted. There are here large squared stones, and also

columns scattered about in the fields, indicating an ancient place

of some importance. A small mosk with columns seems once to

have been a church. The situation of er-Eam is very conspi-

cuous and commands a wide prospect.*

I have already spoken of er-Eslm, as without doubt marking
the site of the ancient Eamah of Benjamin.^ Both the name
and position are here decisive. Eamah lay near Gibeah, six

Eoman miles from Jerusalem towards Bethel.* The present er-

Eam is a short hour north from Gribeah, and two hours north of

Jerusalem. Eamah was again inhabited after the exile ; and in

the days of Jerome was a small village.^ In the thirteenth

century Brocardus speaks of it correctly as a village south of el-

Bireh, situated on a hill east of the road leading to Jerusalem.'

But notwithstanding this distinct notice, the place seems to have

been again forgotten in monastic tradition for centuries ; and of

course is not mentioned by travellers. Cotovicus saw the spot,

but held it to be Gibeah of Saul.'' Quaresmius speaks only of

Eamah as at Neby Samwll ; and hence probably even the sharp-

sighted MaundreU failed to notice er-Eam, and saw Eamah only

at the prophet's tomb.^ Indeed, I have been able to find no

' Ensebius and Jerome speak of two Onom. art. Rama. Hieron. Comm. in Hos-

Ataroths in their day in the tribe of Ben- t. 8, "Rama, qiiEe est juxta Gabaa in sep-

jamin, not far from Jerusalem ; Onomast. timo lapide a Jerosolymis sita." Josephus

art. Atharoth 'Arap<i^. To one of these places it at 40 stadia from Jerusalem,

this place doubtless corresponds.—From Antiq. 8. 12. 3.

this spot the village of Kulundia bore S. ' Ezra 2, 26. Keh. 7, 30. Hieron.

38° W. Nehy Samwil S. 43° W. Also Comm. in Zephan. 1, 15. 16, " Kama et

er-Ram about S. 16° E. distant three quar- Bethoron et reliquse urbes nobiles a Salo-

ters of an hour. mone constmctse parvi viculi demonstran-

' The following among other hearings, tur."

were taken at er-Eam : Taiyiheh N. 36° ' Brocardus, c. 7. p. 1 78. Breydenbaeh

E. Mukhmas N. 70° E. Deir Duwan, N. copies Brocardus, Reissh. p. 128. Sir

38° E. 'Anata S. 24° E. Tuleil el-Ful, John Maundeville, (p. 10,5,) and William

S. 10° W. Neby Samwil, S. 75° W. el- de Baldensel place Ramah somewhero

Jib, W. Kefr 'Akab, ruins about 45 min- north of Shiloh
; p. 353. ed. Basnage.

utes distant, N. 5° W. Erha, ruins, S. ' Itin. p. 331. Furer von Haimendorf

12° E. These last ruins are just across a speaks of it in A. D. 1566, and says it ^{aa

small Wady running down towards Ana- called Ramula ; p. 202. Nurnb. 1646.

thoth. ° Quaresm. IL p. 727. Doubdan, p.

3 See above, pp. 437, 458. 489. MaundreU, Mar. 25th.

' Judg. 19, 13. Enseb. et Hieron.
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further mention of er-Eam until the present century, and that

only in one or two travellers.'

Jeba', half an hour east of er-Eam, is not visible from it, on
account of broad intervening swells of ground. We went out
upon these hills half-way to Jeba', where we had a fuU view of

both these villages, and examined the ground carefuUy in all

directions, to see whether there might not be some ancient site

between the two. But our search was fruitless ; no trace of

ruins or of substructions is anywhere to be seen ; the surface of

the ground being mostly covered with large rocks in their natural

position.

We left er-Eam at 10 o'clock, and came in ten minutes to

the Jerusalem road, at a place called Khuraib er-Eam, "Euins
of er-Eam," on the west of the path, bearing from that place S.

55° W. Here are some eight or ten ruined arches in a line pa-

rallel to the road ; and the foundations of as many more, parallel

to these. They may probably have belonged to a. large Khan
for travellers and caravans. There are also several cisterns.

Here we stopped nearly ten minutes, and then proceeded along

the great road. The waters of this tract all run towards Wady
Beit Hanina. At 10| o'clock, near the foot of the ascent lead-

ing to the table land north of Scopus, we passed the jimction of

the camel road from Yafa to Jerusalem, coming by el-Jib ; and
not far beyond, we came upon ancient substructions, large un-
hewn stones in low massive walls.

We now left the road again, in order to pass over the high
Tell on the left, called Tuleil el-Ful, "HiU of Beans," six or

eight minutes from the path, with a large heap of stones upon
it. We reached the top at 11 o'clock. There seems to have
been here originally a square tower, fifty-six feet by forty-eight,

built of large unhewn stones and apparently ancient ; this has

been thrown down ; and the stones and rubbish falling outside,

have assumed the form of a large pyramidal mound. No trace

of other foundations is to be seen. The spot is sightly and com-
mands a very extensive view of the country in all directions, es-

pecially towards the east ; in this respect it is second only to

Neby Samwil.''

It seemed to us at the time, as if this sightly spot must have

been connected with some ancient place; but it was not until

1843, that I was able to identify it with the ancient Oibedh of
Saul. In that year, Mr Gross, a young German theologian,

' First apparently in Turner's Tour, 11. » From the Tell, er-EAm tore N. 10° E.

p. 160. Neither Richardson, nor Soholz, Nehy Samwil, N. 70" W. Jerusalem, S.

nor Monro, nor Schubert, mention the 10° W.
name, although they passed on this route.
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since deceased, took the ground, that Gribeah must have lain

south of Eamah ; and he conjectured, that it might have been
at Tuleil el-Fi;il.' But he overlooked the passage of Josephus,

which affords historical demonstration to the correctness of the

hypothesis.

Josephus relates, that Titus, advancing to the siege of Jeru-

salem, halted for a night at Gophna ; and then, after another

day's march, encamped at a place called the Vale of Thorns, near

hy a certain village named Gabath-Saul, which signifies ' Hill of

Saul,' distant from Jerusalem about thirty stadia. During the

night a legion coming from Emmaus (Nicopolis) joined the main
army ; and the next morning Titus moved forward and encamped
at Scopus.^ In this account, the day's march from Gophna, the

thirty stadia from Jerusalem, and the arrival of a legion coming
from Nicopohs, all go to fix the encampment of Titus at or near

the junction of the camel road from Yafa, as above mentioned.

The conclusion, then, is irresistible, that the Hill of Saul, or

Gibeah, was the lofty and isolated Tuleil el-Ful. Not impro-

bably the limits of the city extended down so as to include the

walls and substructions in the road, as above mentioned.

The same contilusion is confirmed by a passage of Jerome.
This father, in narrating the journey of Paula, describes her as

ascending to Jerusalem by way of the lower and upper Beth-
horon ; on her right she sees Ajalon and Gibeon ; she stops a lit-

tle at Gabaa (Gibeah), then levelled to the ground, calling to

mind its ancient crime and the concubine cut in pieces ; and then

leaving the mausoleum of Helena on her left, she enters Jerusa-

lem.' Now this very road is the present great camel road from
Yafa to Jerusalem, and falls into the great northern road, as we
have seen, just north of Tuleil el-FUl. Gibeah therefore must
have lain upon this road somewhere between Gibeon and Jeru-
salem.

With all this accords likewise the narrative of the Levite and
his concubine in the book of Judges. The Levite declined to

spend the night in Jebus (Jerusalem) ; but passed on in order to

lodge at Gibeah or Eamah. The sun went down upon them near

Gibeah ; and they turned aside to lodge in that city.^ This

' TheoL Stud. u. Kritiken, 1843, p. -rite's purpose to go on some twenty stadia

1082. Biblioth. Sac. 1844, p. 598. teyond Jerusalem.
' Jos. B. J. 5. 2. 1, Trp6s rivi udfiri ^ " Inde proficiscens ascendit Bethoron

TaPa^ffaoiKri Ka\ovfierri- a-nfialvei Se tovto infeiiorem et superiorem ;—ad dexteram

k6(I>oi' 'SaovAov, SUxovra iirh -ray 'lepo<ro- aspiciens Ajalon et Gabaon. In Gabaa
xifitav offov OTri rpi6.K0vTa ffTaSiay.—In urbe usque ad solum dinita, paulum sub-

another passage (Ant. 5. 2. 8) Josephus stitit, reoordata peocati ejus, et concubinae

has been supposed to fix the distance from in frustra divisas," etc. Hieron. Epitaph.

Jerusalem to Gibeah at twenty stadia. Paulas, 0pp. ed. Martianay, IV. ii. 673.

But he is there speaking only of the Le- * Judg. 19, 10-15.
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shows that Gribeah was south of Eamah ; and fixes it, in concur-

rence with Josephus, at Tuleil el-Ful.^

Gibeah is often mentioned in Scripture. Here was the seat

of that abominable transaction, which led in its consequences to

the almost total destruction of the tribe of Benjamin.^ Saul
was born here, and continued to make G-ibeah his residence

after he became king.^ It was in Gribeah that the Gribeon-

ites hanged up the seven descendants of Saul; and this was
followed by the touching maternal tenderness of Kizpah, who
" took sackcloth and spread it for her upon the rock, from tho

beginning of harvest until water dropped upon them out of hea-
ven, and suffered neither the birds of the air to rest upon them
by day, nor the beasts of the field by night." * Jerome mentions
G-ibeah as being in his day level with the ground;^ and since

that time it appears to have remained unvisited by travellers.

Benjamin of Tudela indeed mentions it, and Brocardus speaks

of it as Gahaa Saulis ; but neither of them knew its exact

positiorL*

We remained here half an hour ; and then at half past 11

o'clock descended, and regaining the road, proceeded across the

high level tract. In fifteen minutes we were opposite Sha'fat, a
small village five minutes on the right, where the remains of an
old wall are visible ; and at five minutes past noon, we came
tipon the brow of Scopus, overlooking the valley of Jehoshaphat
and Jerusalem beyond. The view of the city from this spot is

celebrated ; here Titus first beheld it and admired the magni-
ficence of its temple.' The distance of this spot from the Da-
mascus gate is about twenty or twenty-five minutes.

We now turned to the left along the ridge, having continu-

ally fine views of the city, and searching everywhere for ruins

wMch might be regarded as the site of Nob. We came at 12.20

to the 'Anata road. Our search was without fruit ; and after-

wards in returning from Bethany, I traversed the ridge from the

church of the Ascension northwards to the same spot, with the

like ill success.' We now turned directly towards Jerusalem
;

and as we descended the mount of Olives, the Khatib sent off

one of his men with the musket of the tribe along the side of the

hill, not caring to have it seen within the city. We reached St.

Stephen's gate at 12.40 ; having lost about twenty minutes by

See generally, Biblioth. Sac. 1844, pp.
' See p. 578. n. 3.

598-602. See also under Jeba' (Geba) " Benj. of Tud. p. 78. Brocardus, c. 7.

above, p. 441. n. 1. p. 178. Cotovicus mistook er-Ram for

= Judg. 19, 14 sq. Gibeah; Itin. p. 331.
= 1 Sam. 10, 26. 11, i. 15, 34. 23, ' See above, Vol. I. p. 276.

ly. 26, 1.
' See more on Nob above, p. 464.

* 2 Sam. 21, 6-10.
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the detour. Our friends we were bappy to find all well ; although

the city was still filled with alarm.

Thus, through the kind providence of Grod, we had been pre-

served during a most interesting journey, through what has ever

been considered the worst and most dangerous part of all Palestine,

—as the retreat of robbers and outlaws ever since the most ancient

times. Yet uiider the care of our Sheikh of the Ta'amirah and
his four men, we had not suflered the slightest let or hindrance

;

nor felt the shghtest degree of insecurity, more than in Jerusa-

lem itself The Khatib had fulfilled his pledge, and had given

us entire satisfaction. We were able to dismiss him likewise

satisfied ; and parted from him not without feelings of respect,

and also of regret, at the idea of meeting him no more.'

With the two Mukariyeh (drivers, muleteers) we had less

reason to be satisfied. They were lazy and careless ; as well as

utterly indifferent to the welfare and accommodation of those,

whom they had undertaken to serve. We of course had nothing

to do with their subsistence
;
yet they took nothing with them,

and contrived to spunge their meals out of us and our guides.

Knowing the stern law of Bedawin hospitality, that whoever is

present at a meal must be invited to partake, whether there be

little or much, they were impudent enough always to put them-

selves in the way of the guides, and thus deprive them of a part

of their slender pittance. Indeed, the Mukariyeh of Jerusalem

are notorious for their insolence and bad faith ; and we deter-

mined, so far as possible, to have nothing more to do with them.

' The American missionaries afterwards too showed himself faithful, and also grate-

kept np an acquaintance with Sheikh ful for various slight services, which they

Muhammed, and visited his people. He were ahle to do in his hehalf.
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NOTES.

Note I.—Page 15.

Diocletian's Column. See Wilkinson's Thebes and Egypt, Lend.
1835, p. 289 ; 1843, I. p. 151. Handbook for Egypt, p. 92. '• The
pillar of Diocletian has an inscription at its base, and was probably once
surmounted by an equestrian statue

; as four cramps are still visible on
its summit.—The length of the shaft is seventy-three feet [a solid block
of granite]

;
the total height ninety-eight feet nine inches ; the circum-

ference twenty-seven feet eight inches
; and the diameter of the top of

the capital sixteen feet six inches. The shaft is elegant and of good
style ; but the capital and pedestal are of inferior workmanship, and
have the appearance of being of a different period. Indeed it is probable
that the shaft was of a Greek epoch ; and that the unfinished capital and
pedestal were added to it, at the time of its erection in honour of Dio-
cletian."—The inscription, as copied by Wilkinson, "by means of a
ladder and chalking out the letters," is as follows ; the last word being
doubtful

:

TON TIMinTATON ATTOKPATOPA
TON nOAIOTXON AAEEANAPEIAC
AIOKAHTIANON TON ANIKHTON
noTBAioc EnAPxoc AirrnTOY

EnAFAOQ ?

Note II.—Page 19.

Irrigation. On the different machines for raising water in Egypt,
see Niebuhr's Keisebeschr. I. p. 148, and Tab. XV. Eor the ShadOf,
see Lane's Mod. Egyptians, II. p. 24.—The water-wheel, Sakieh, is

usually turned by an ox, and raises the water by means of jars fastened

to a circular or endless rope, which hangs over the wheel. The Shadi'if

has a toilsome occupation. His instrument is exactly the well-sweep

of New England in miniature, supported by a cross-piece resting on two
upright posts of wood or mud. His bucket is of leather or wicker work.
Two of these instruments are usually fixed side by side, and the men
keep time at their work, raising the water five or six feet. Where the

banks are higher, two, three, and even four couples are thus employed,

one above another.

There is nothing now in Egypt which illustrates the ancient practice

of " watering with the foot," alluded to in Deut. 11, 10. This is some-

times referred to. the mode of distributing water when already raised,

Vol. I.—49*
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among the channels of a field, loj making or breaking down with the foot

the small ridges which regulate its flow. But this explanation seema

not to reach the point ; for the passage in question evidently refers to

the mode of supplying water, not of distributing it. Possibly in more
ancient times the water-wheel may have been smaller, and turned not

by oxen, but by men pressing upon it with the foot, in the same way
that water is still often drawn from wells in Palestine, as we afterwards

saw. Niebuhr describes one such machine in Cairo, where it was called

Sikieh tedar hir-rijl, "a watering machine that turns by the foot," a

view of which he also subjoins. The labourer sits on a level with the

axis of the wheel or reel, and turns it by drawing the upper part towards

him with his hands, pushing the rounds of the under part at the same
time with his feet one after another. In Palestine the wheel or reel is

more rude ; and a single rope is used, which is wound up around it by
the same process.

Note III.—Page 20.

Thebes. The Sea. Nahum 3, 8. The "sea" referred to in this

passage is the river Nile, which to the present day in Egypt is named
el-Bahr, " the sea," as its most common appellation. Our Egyptian

servant, who spoke English, always called it " the sea." Comp. Wil-

kinson's Mod. Egypt, II. p. 164.—In Egypt the word el-Bahr, implying

the Mediterranean sea, is also commonly used for North ; a north wind

is called " sea-wind," as coming from the Mediterranean. This shows

the fallacy of an argument sometimes used to prove, that the Hebrew
was the original language of Palestine, viz. that the word sea (d'^) is also

the Hebrew term for West. If for this reason the Hebrew language

were original in Palestine, then also the Arabic must have been so in

Efypt.—In like manner in Syria the word Kibleh, referring to Mecca,

is now universally employed for South.

Note IV.—Page 22.

Theban Tombs. Among the Tombs of the Kings, that marked by
Wilkinson as No. 2, has become a sort of album for travellers. The
name of Sheikh Ibrahim (Burckhardt) appears twice in 1813, both on

his way upward to Dongola, and on his return : Ibrahim—post reditum

suum a limitibus regni Dongolce. The names of Belzoni, Irby and

Mangles, Ruppell, and many other travellers, are also there. In a

corner adjacent—an American corner—we added our names to those of

several of our countrymen ; some of whom have already found their

graves in distant lands.

All these tombs are entirely exposed to the depredations of the

Arabs and of travellers ; and are every year becoming more and more

defaced. The tomb marked by Wilkinson as No. 35, near the foot of

the hill Sheikh Abd el-Kurneh, which he justly regards as " by far the

most curious of all the tombs in Thebes," was occupied at the time of

our visit by an Arab family with their cattle. The walls were already

black with smoke, and many of the paintings destroyed. See Wilkin-

son's Mod. Egypt, II. p. 234. Handbook for Egypt, p. 383.
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Note V.—Page 24.

Cairo. Lane's Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyptians,
2 vols. Lend. 1836 and later.—Through our friend, the Rev. Mr Lieder,
we made the acquaintance of the bookseller so amusingly described by
Mr Lane in his preface. He visited us several times at our rooms,
bringing with him books which had been inquired for. In this way we
were able, my companion especially, to purchase several valuable Arabic
works.

The magician who has become so famous in Europe through Mr
Lane, (Vol. I. p. 34=7,) we, did not see. But we learned enough on the
subject to persuade us, that the whole matter depends on a certain

proneness to believe on the part of the spectator, and a series of leading
questions on the part of the operator. We were further informed on good
authority, that he exhibits his art only before Franks ; and that the

native Egyptians know little or nothing of the matter.

Note VI.—Page 30.

Egypt. For the traveller in Egypt, the two works so often referred

to in the text, are indispensable, viz. Wilkinson's Topography of
Thebes and General View of Egypt, Lond. 1835; reprinted and en-

larged in two volumes, Modern Egypt and Thebes, Lond. 1843 ; and
condensed in his Handbook for Egypt, Lond. 1847, etc. Also Lane's
Account of the Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyptians,
2 Vols. Lond. 1836, and later editions. If the traveller wish to

know how the Egyptians of old lived, he may best add Wilkinson's
Account of the Manners and Customs of the Ancient Egyptians,
5 Vols. Lond. 1837. If further he be desirous of comparing the con-

tradictory accounts and theories of former travellers, he may take along
the volumes of the Modern Traveller in Egypt,

The best works on the present condition and statistics of Egypt,
are the following : Mengin, Histoire de VEgypie sous le Gouvernement
de Mohammed Aly . . . . avec des notes par MM. Langles et Jomard,
2 Tom. Paris 1823 ; also a continuation of the- same work, " de I'an 1823
a I'an 1838," Paris 1839. St. John, Egypt and Mohammed Ali, or
Travels in the Valley of the Nile, 2 Vols. Lond. 1834. Marmont,
(Due de Raguse) Voyage en Hongrie etc. . . . en Syrie, en Palestine, et

en Egypte, 5 Tom. Paris, 1837. I was however assured, on very high
authority, that the statistical accounts in these works were not wholly
to be relied on. The most condensed and accurate account of Egypt
and Muhammed Aly which I have yet seen, is contained in the prelimi-

nary sections of Ruppell's Reise in Abyssinien, Frankf. 1838. Per-

haps the most authentic document is Bowring's Report on Egypt,
containing the statistics of the country in 1838, printed by order of

Parliament, Lond. 1840.

Note VII.—Page 46.

Rate of Travel. During our journey, we several times measured
the ordinary rate of our camels' walk ; and found it to be on an average

nearest to 2^ English miles the hour, when in full progress. But there
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are always little delays ; sometimes the animals browse more ; or a load

is to be adjusted ; or an observation to be taken'; so that the preceding

estimate would be too high for a whole day's march. If, therefore, we
assume the hour with camels at two geographical miles, or nearly 2J-

English miles, we shall obtain a near approximation to the truth. The
statement in the text is founded on this estimate. According to Wil-
kinson, the direct distance from Cairo to Suez is about 73 English miles,

and about 79 by our road. Mod. Egypt, I. p. 305.

The rate of the camel's walk, and of course the distance passed over

in an hour, varies somewhat according to the nature of the ground. On
the gravelly plains of the desert it is naturally greater than in moun-
tainous and roeky districts. The following rates upon subsequent parts

of our journey, were deduced by Berghaus from a comparison of

our routes with the known geographical distances between the given

points

:

Between Suez and Sinai, G. M. 2,090
" Sinai and 'Akabah 1,837
" 'Akabah and Hebron 2,130

Mean rate 2,019
The rate of travelling with horses and mules in Palestine is con-

siderably faster than the above ; and is usually assumed at three English

miles the hour. But some allowance must be made from this ; and,

besides, the rate is far more variable than with camels in the desert

;

owing partly to the character of the animals, and partly to the state of

the roads and the uneven nature of the country. Under all the circum-

stances, I can fix on no better mean rate for the hour with horses and

mules, than 2. 4 geogr. miles, which is equivalent to about 2f Engl,

miles or exactly 3 Eoman miles. But the rate which would be cjuite

correct between Gaza and Ramleh, for example, would be much less so

between Ramleh and Jerusalem ; the former distance being nearly level,

and the latter mountainous and difficult.

Note VIII.—Page 47.

Suez. The present town of Suez appears to have sprung up in the

first half of the sixteenth century. The early Arabian writers speak

only of Kolzum, which Abulfeda (born A. D. 1273) describes as a small

city; Reiske's Transl. in BOisching's Magazin,.Th. IV. p. 196. liudolf

de Suchem, who travelled here about 1340, speaks of a castle, of the

'. Soldan ' on this part of the Red Sea, probably the remains of Kolzum ;.

but he gives it no name. Tucher of Niirnberg was here in 1480, and

mentions the " mountain of Suez " at the end of the Gulf, meaning pro-

bably 'Atakah. He says there was here a landing-place,, to which spices

and wares were brought from Althor (et-TOr) and so carried, to Cairo

and Alexandria. Breydenbach and Felix Fabri passed in 1484, but

give no name, and speak only of the remains of the canal. In 1516 it is

mentioned still as a landing-place by Ben-Ayas, an Arabian writer
;
and

in 1538 a fleet "was built here by Suleiman, who sailed hence on an expe-

dition against Yemen. . See Notices et Extraits des Mss. etc. Tom, VI.,

p. 356. ...Ritter's Erdkunde Th. II. p. 231. ed. 1818. Belon a^bo.ut 1546..
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describes Suez ; and says an old castle lay near it upon a small hill,

doubtless Tell Kolzum. Lowenstein and Wormbser in 1561, and
Helffrich in 1565, speak of Suez as a fortress, near which vessels lay

;

and the latter describes it as consisting of several block-houses built of

the trunks of palm trees, and filled in with earth, with a few dwelling-

houses. In 1647, according to Monconys, (I. p. '209,) it was a small

place in ruins, inhabited chiefly by Greek Christians. In Niebuhr's time

it was still without walls ; Reisebesehr. I. p. 219:—For the older tra-

vellers above cited, see Reissbuch des heiligen Landes, fol.

The head of this gulf has always been a place for building fleets.

JElius Gallus in his celebrated expedition into Arabia Petrsea, built at

Cleopatris a fleet, first of 80 large galleys, and then 130 smaller vessels;

Strabo 16. 4. 23. During the crusades also, the brother of Saladin

caused a fleet to be hastily built at Kolzum against the Christians who
had attacked Ailah. See Wilken's G-eschichte der Kreuzziige, III. ii.

p. 228.

Note IX.—Page 50.

Wady Tawarik. Our guides of the Tawarah, and also intelligent

natives of Suez, knew no other name for the valley south of Jebel

'Atakah, than Wady Tawarik. By the French engineers, and also by
some writers before them, it is called Wady er-Ramllyeh, ' the Sandy.'

Niebuhr and a few earlier travellers speak of the part near the gulf

under the name of Bedea ; though the former says his Arab guides did

not know this name. See Le Pere in Descr. de I'Egjrpte, Et. Mod. I.

p. 47. Niebuhr's Beschr. von Arabien, p. 409.

The name Wady et-Tih, ' Valley of Wandering,' which has some-

times been given to the same valley by travellers, seems not now to be

known ; and if it ever actually existed among the Arabs, it was pro-

bably of Christian origin. Monconys in 1647 travelled through the

valley, but did not hear this name. Pater Sicard, the Jesuit missionary

in Egypt, who wrote an essay to prove that the Israelites passed by
way of this valley, (which he himself visited in 1720,) does not mention

the name Tih ; although it would have afforded him so opportune an

argument from tradition in support of his theory. The name therefore

probably did not exist at that time ; and may perhaps have come into

partial use among the Latins and their Arab dependents in consequence

of this very theory. Yet neither Poeocke nor Niebuhr has the name,

as applied to this valley. The latter indeed gives the name Etii to the

part of the desert plain opposite to its mouth, on the east side of the

gulf; of which however no trace now exists. Reisebesehr. I. pp. 229, 251.

See Nouv. M6m. des Missions, T. VI. p. 1 sq. in Paulus' Sammlung der

Reisen, Th. V. p. 210 sq.

Note X.—Page 51.

Valley of the Seven Wells. In February, 1827, the Rev. Mr
Smith, my companion, travelled with a caravan by the direct route from

Belbeis to el-'Arish, passing by the well of Abu Suweirah. The follow-

ing is an extract from a letter written by him at the time, describing the
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valley of the Seven Wells. " We passed," he says, " one tract of land,

the features of which were so distinctly marked as to excite considerable

curiosity. It was a sort of valley a little lower than the surrounding
country, into which we descended at a place with ruins about ten and
a half hours from Belbeis. It extends northwest and southeast, descend-

ing towards the Nile, and narrowing in this direction. We were told

that the Nile occasionally flows up this valley to the spot where we
crossed it. Towards the southeast it gradually ascends, and widens into

an immense plain, the limits of which in that direction we could not
discern. From this plain, the eastern extremity of the Suez mountain
['Atakah] which now showed itself for the first time, bore S. by E. The
soil of this tract was a dark mould. I do not doubt that water might be
found in any part of it, by digging a few feet. Indeed after travelling

upon it four and a half hours, we came to a well only twelve or fifteen

feet deep, but sufiiciently copious to water the [200] camels, and fill the

water-skins, of the whole caravan, and containing the only sweet water
that wo found in the desert ; all the other wells being brackish. It is

called Abu Suweirah. Having seen how extensively artificial irrigation

is practised in Egypt, I was easily persuaded that this whole tract might
once have been under the highest cultivation." They passed the mounds
of the ancient canal on the north side of this valley ; and saw, on their

right, tracts covered apparently with salt, like those mentioned by
Seetzen ; see Note XI.

Note XI.—Page 51.

Ancient Canal. French Measurements. The statements in the

text, here and elsewhere, respecting the country along the ancient canal,

are founded on the results obtained by the French engineers, as recorded

in the great work on Egypt ; and in a more convenient form in the arti-

cle of Mr Maclarin, Edinb. Philos. Journal, 1825, Vol. XIII. p. 274 sq.

It is proper to mention, however, that strong doubts exist as to the

accuracy of these results. I have been informed, that a learned foreigner

[A. von Humboldt] when in Paris once endeavoured to get access to the

original notes and measurements, in order to submit them to a re-

examination ; but without success.

The French found the level of the Red sea at Suez to be at high

water 30J^ Fr. feet above the level of the Mediterranean ; and at low

water, 25 Fr. feet
;
giving a mean of 27^ Fr. feet. The height of the

Nile at Cairo, they found to be in ordinary floods 391 Fr. feet above the

Mediterranean ; and at its lowest point, 16 Fr. feet
;
giving a mean of

27^^ Fr. feet. Hence it appears that the mean height of the Nile at

Cairo, is the same with that of the gulf of Suez ; while at ordinary

times the Nile sinks several feet below the level of the gulf—But the

tolerably accordant testimony of ancient writers, and especially that of

Strabo, who wrote as an eyewitness, shows pretty conclusively, that the

canal was supplied with water wholly from the Nile, and that the water

of that riverflowed through the whole length of the canal into the Bed
sea. See the extract from Strabo in Note XIII. The testimony of

Arabian historians as to the opening of the canal under the Khalif Omar,

about A. D. 640, goes to support the same view ; see especially Makrizi
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in Notices et Extraits des Msa. etc. Tom. VI. p. 333 sq.—This however
would obviously be incompatible with accuracy in the French measure-

ments, except at the height of the inundation of the Nile.

In A. D. 1810 Seetzen travelled with camels along the track of the

ancient canal ; and his notices of it are found in Zach's Monatl. Cor-

respondenz, Vol. XXVI. p. 385 sq. He calls the valley of the Seven
"Wells, Wady Sho'aib ; and the Crocodile Lakes, el-Memlah. Tlie

marshes further east he speaks of as a salt plain of a white appearance,

bounded in some parts by precipitous hills.

The mounds of the ancient canal commence, as we saw them, about

an hour and a half north of Suez. From this point Seetzen traced them
two hours and a half with camels ; and then travelled an hour and a half

further, to the border of the salt plain. This accords well witli the dis-

tance from Suez to the Bitter Lakes as given by the French, viz. 11;^

geogr. miles nearly. From this spot to el-Arbek, the point which the

water of the Nile reaches in high inundations, Seetzen found the distance

to be two hours ; and the whole distance from Suez, eight hours ; 1. c.

p. 389. This traveller seems not to have been aware, that the French
had found the level of this tract to be lower than that of the gulf of

Suez ; for he remarks, that " this plain has everywhere a slight declivity

towards the salt Kike el-Memlah, which annually receives water from
the Nile ;

" 1. c. p. 388.
The mounds of the canal now remaining are described as being from

one or two feet to fifteen or twenty feet in height ; the space between
them being generally about thirty or forty yards.

Note XIL—Page 52.

Pelusiac Nile. The Pelusiao arm of the Nile has usually been
assumed as navigable, in consequence of a passage in Arrian, where he

is describing the expedition of Alexander against Memphis ; Exp. Alex.

3. 1. 4. From Pelusium, he says, Alexander ordered part of his

troops to sail with the fleet up the river to Memphis ; while he with the

remainder marched through the desert to Heliopolis, having the Nile on
the right hand. 'O Se tU /jLcy li-qXova-wv <j>v\aKiiv etcnjyaye, roiis Si iirl

Tu)v veuiv avairXciv KaTO. tov TTOTa/xov KeXevaa^, es t€ iwl MeyoK^iv TrdAti',

auTOS iff)' 'HAtouTToXctDS TJEI, iv Sc^ta ()(wv TOV worafj.bv '^eiKov, Koi .... 8ia

TJjs Ip^fiov a</>tK£To Is 'HXiovTToXiv. But this lauguagB certainly does

not necessarily imply, that the fleet sailed up the Pelusiac branch, or

that it did not proceed for some distance along the coast and then

ascend another branch. Just as at the present day, when it is said that

a vessel sails from Alexandria up the river to Cairo, we do not under-

stand that it follows the canal or the old Canopic arm, instead of run-

ning along the shore to the Eosetta or Damietta branch. All ancient

writers appear to be silent as to the magnitude of the eastern arm of

the Nile ; nor is there any thing in the nature or appearance of the

country, to show that it was formerly very much larger than the modern

canal which occupies its place. The most definite mention of it is by

Strabo 17. 1. 4. Compare Kennell's Geogr. Syst. of Herodot. II.

p. 171 .sq.
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Note XIII.—Page 55.

Heroopolis. See on this whole subject the Mfimoires of Le Pfere

and Dn Bois Aym6 in Descr. de I'Egypte, Et. Mod. I. p. 21 sq. p. 187 sq.

Also of Rozifere, ibid. Antiq. Mem. I. p. 127 sq. Bitter's Erdkunde II.

p. 23-1 sq. 1818.

One passage of Strabo is too remarkable and decisive not to be
inserted here : 17. 1. 25, 26, 'AXAt; S' Io-tlv [Siulpv^] cKStSoBo-a us r^v

'EpvSpav Koi Tov 'ApdjSiov koXttov, koI [Kara] ttoXiv 'ApaivoTjv. r/v eviot

KXeoTrarpiStt KaXovcri. Acappu &l kol 8ia tG;/ mxprnv KaXov/xivoiv Xifiviav,

al TTporepov /xiv f/aav TTiKpai- rft.rj^ticrq<; 8c t^s Stwpvyos ttJs Xi\dtLcrri%,

fXiTa^iiXXovTO rrj Kpacrei tov iroTiXjX.ov • koI vvv elcnv evo\j/oi, fj.e<rral Si koX

Tu)v Xijxvaiinv opvioiv. TIA-Tjcrtov 8c rrj'S 'Apcrtvovys koX t] tZv 'TUpiioiv

e<m TToXts Kat rj KXcoTrarpts, ev t<3 H-^X'^
''"°^ 'Kpa^iov koXttov tio irpos

Alyvwrov ktX. " Another [canal] empties into the Red Sea and Ara-
bian gulf [at] the city Arsinoe, which some call Cleopatris. It also

flows through the Bitter Lakes so called, which indeed were formerly

bitter ; but the said canal being cut, they were changed by the mixture
of the river, and are now full of fish and water-fowl.—Near to Arsinoe

is also Heroopolis and Cleopatris, at the corner of the Arabian gulf next
to Egypt." In two other passages the same position is assigned to

Heroopolis ; 16. 4. 2, 5. Hence it very naturally gave name to the

Gulf, Sinus Heroopoliticus.

At first view, the position here given to Heroopolis might seem
inconsistent with the language of the Seventy and Josephus, who make
Joseph go up (probably from Memphis) as far as to Heroopolis to meet
Jacob, as he comes to Egypt from Beersheba ; Sept. Gen. 46, 28. 29.

Joseph. Ant. 2. 7. 5. But this difficulty is only apparent ; for we found
at a later period of our journey, that the present usual caravan route

from Hebron by way of Beersheba to Cairo, still passes by 'Ajriid.

Note XIV.—Page 105.

Israel at Sinai. There were two main reasons, which led us to

believe in 1838, that the tract on the south of Sinai was not the position

occupied by the Israelites when before the mount. One was the dis-

tance from the base of the mountain to the nearest point where the

people could have stood. This distance is nowhere less than half

a mile ; and for the most part is much greater. All this conflicts with

the representation of Scripture ; see Ex. 19, 10-13. 17. 23. The other

reason was the rough and impassable character of the ground, consisting

of abrupt, gravelly or (as some say) granite hills, accumulated ap-

parently around the base of the mountain in irregular masses of low

broken cliffs
;
precluding all idea of easy approach, or of the setting of

bounds.

This general view appeared to us so convincing, that we neglected

to examine more particularly the immediate base of Sinai on this south-

ern side. But it has since come to light, that there is here a deep

ravine between the mountain proper and the low adjacent cliffs, com-

pletely separating them and the more open ground beyond from the

mountain ; thus demonstrating still more strongly the correctness of our

view. Such a valley Ritter infers (XIV. p. 592) from the language of
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Schimper ; who speaks of passing in his botanical excursions quite

around the ridge of Sinai, by following several irregular valleys with
only some hills between. It is however more fully described by Mr
Kellogg in the New York Literary World of Feb. 19, 1848; accom-
panied by a sketch on wood, which is not only " inaccurate," as he
admits, but is also greatly exaggerated.

Mr K. had ascended the southwestern face of Jebel ed-Deir, in

order to obtain a good view of the peak of Jebel Mflsa, which he was
anxious to sketch. " Here," he says, " close at my right, arose almost

perpendicularly the holy mountain. . . . Clinging around its base was a

range of sharp upheaving crags from one to two hundred feet in height,

which formed an almost impassable barrier to the mountain itself from
the valley adjoining. These crags were separated from the mountain
hy a deep and narrow gorge ; yet they must be considered as forming
the projecting base of Sinai." * * * " j remained at work until nearly

sunset, when I discovered people coming towards me through the deep
ravine between the mountain of Sinai [Jebel Musa] and the craggy
spurs, which shoot up around its base. I feared they might prove to be

unfriendly Arabs ; but as they came nearer, I discovered them to be
my companions and their guides, who were returning from Mount St.

Catharine."

Returning next day to the same spot with a companion, Mr K. con-

tinues :
" From Wady es-Seba'lyeh we crossed over the granite spurs,

in order to pass around the southern border of Sinai into Wady Leja.

These spurs are of sufficient size to have separate names among the

Arabs. Around them were generally deep and rugged gorges and
ravines or water courses, whose sides were formed of ledges of granite,

nearly perpendicular." * * * " This ravine around Sinai becomes a

deep and impassable gorge, with perpendicular walls, as it enters Wady
Leja, passing through the high neck connecting Sinai with the mountain
further south. Descending into el-Leja, under the rocky precipice ox'

Sinai, we found the Wady narrow, and choked up with huge blocks

of granite, which had tumbled from the sides of the adjacent moun-
tains. We could now see the olive grove of the deserted convent

el-Arbain."

It- is unnecessary to point out the inconsistency of all this, with the

idea of setting bounds around the mount, lest the people should go up
or touch it ; and also with their standing " at the nether part of the

mount ; " Ex. 19, 12. 17.

One other point may be noticed. It would appear, that Moses
ascended the mountain in the presence of the people, Ex. 19, 20 ; and
the bounds were set, in part, lest the people should, like him, " go up
into " the mount ; Ex. 19, 12. 24. Now the peak of Jebel Mflsa, on

its southern side, is perfectly inaccessible ; nor can it be ascended from

any point further south than the convents in the valleys on each side

;

out of sight of any space or tract on the south of the mountain. But
from the plain er-Rahah, a ravine leading up through the steep face of

es Sufsafeh affords a way of ascent directly in sight of the whole plain.

This is not improbably the Deri el-Serieh of Pococke ; Descr. of the

East, I. p. 144. Hitter Erdk. XIV. p. 542.

See generaUy, Biblioth. Sac. 1849, p. 381-386.

Vol. I.—50.
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Note XT.—Page 115.

Manna. For the insect -which occasions the manna, Coccus mani-
partcs, see Ehrenberg's Symbola Physica, Insecta, Dec. I. Tab. 10. For
a representation of the tamarisk, with the insects and manna upon it,

see the same work, Plantce, Dec. I. Tab. 1, 2. See also a full article

upon the tamarisk by the same writer, in Schlechtendal's Linncea, Jour-
nal fur die Botanik, Bd. II. p. 241. Berlin 1827.

A chemical analysis by Prof. Mitscherlich of Berlin, showed that
the manna of the tamarisk of Sinai contains no Mannin susceptible of
crystallization ; but is merely an inspissated sugar (Schleimzucker).
Linnsea, ibid. p. 282.

Josephus speaks of manna as existing at Sinai in his day ; Antiq. 3.

1. 6. A similar substance is found on different trees in various coun-
tries of the east ; see Niebuhr's Beschr. Ton Arab. p. 145. Hardwicke
in Asiat. Kesearches, XIV. p. 182 sq. Winer Bibl. Kealw. art. Manna.

Note XVI.—Page 118.

Serbal. Since the first publication of this work, the idea has been
brought forward by Lepsius, and strenuously urged, that Jebel Serbal
is to be regarded as the Sinai of Scripture. See his Keise nach der
Halbinsel des Sinai, 1846 ; also Breife aus Aegypten, 1852, p. 340 sq.

417 sq. See also the argument stated in Bartlett's Forty Days in the

Desert, p. 55 sq.

The main argument urged in behalf of Serbal, is the fact, that the

adjacent Wady Feiran is, and always was, well watered and fruitful ; while

the region around . Jebel MOsa is an inhospitable desert. Hence the

former is the only fit spot in the peninsula for the supply of the Israel-

ites with water and sustenance ; and as such must have been known to

Moses, and selected by him. See Lepsius Keise, p. 20-22. Breife p.

341 sq. Bartlett 1. c. p. 56.

This argument leaves out of view two important points in the ques-

tion
; first, that there is around Serbal no open spot or ground corre-

sponding to the historical account of Israel before Sinai ; and secondly,

that the supply of water for the host at Sinai was miraculous.

Wady Feirdn runs for a time parallel to Serbal. In it for about
four miles there is a constant succession of gardens and plantations of

palm trees ; there are fountains, and in almost every garden a well ; but

the water is hard ; and the valley is not more than a hundred paces

across, with high mountains on each side. (Burckhardt, Trav. in Syr.

p. 603 sq.) From about the middle of Serbfil, the Wady 'Aleiyflt comes
down nearly at right angles to Wady Feiran, forming the direct and
usual mode of access to Serbal. These two valleys contain the only

open ground, which can be taken into the account. It needs but a

glance at the maps of Lepsius himself (Reise), and the sketch of Bart-

lett (p. 57), to perceive that they do not correspond to the circumstances

of the scriptural narrative.

It is admitted, that the main encampment of the host must have

been in Wady Feiran itself- from which the summit of Serbal is only

here and there visible. The base of the mountain is reached by the
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Wady 'Aleiyat, after a walk of about an hour ; Bartlett p. 57 This
latter valley, according to.Bartlett, is an unfit, if not impracticable spot

for the encampment of any great number of people ; the ground is

rugged and rocky,—towards the base of the mountain exceedingly so
; pp.

67, 58, comp. p. 62. Beyond the fountain all path soon ceases ; and the

course thence to the base of the mountain is over a wilderness of loose

blocks, which it is no easy matter to cross without slipping ; ibid. p. 62.

I need not stop to show how utterly incompatible all this is with
the narrative in Exodus; where, it is said, the people stood at the nether

part of the mount, Ex. 19, 17 ; and Moses was directed to set hounds
round about, lest the people should go up into the mount or touch the

border of it ; Ex. 19, 12.

The testimony of Scripture, that the supply of water for the host

was niiraculous, removes the objection made against the present Sinai.

At Rephidim the people having murmured for water, the Lord com-
manded Moses to smite the rock in Horeb, and water should flow out

;

and Moses did so ; Ex. 17, 5. 6. If Rephidim, as I have elsewhere

supposed (p. 120) was near the entrance to the central granite region,

then Horeb was near ; and it is easy to see how the miraculous fountain

might supply water for the host during their sojourn at Sinai. But if

their main encampment was in Wady Feiran, in which water was always
plenty, where was the necessity for a miracle at all ? and especially in

Serbal (the Sinai and Horeb of Lepsius), which was but an hour distant

from the well watered encampment.
I have elsewhere suggested, that the stations of the Israelites, as

enumerated, refer perhaps rather to the head-quarters of Moses and the

elders, with a portion of the people who kept near them ; while other

portions preceded or followed them at various distances, as the conve-

nience of water and pasturage might dictate
; pp. 72, 73. Thus, during

the long sojourn at Sinai, it is not at all improbable, that a part of the

people with their flocks may have been encamped in the fertile Wady
Feirdn. Yet, on the other hand, it seems no less obvious, on the great

occasion, when the Lord descended on Sinai and gave the ten com-
mandments, that the whole congregation, even all the people, were assem-

bled before the mount. Ex. 19, 9. 11. 16, etc.

It is singular that Lepsius (Breife p. 421 sq.) should quote the

authority of Mr Bartlett as an advocate of his views. Mr B. presents

the argument indeed, not however as his own, but expressly as that of

those who " adopt a rationalist interpretation, and consider the Bible

account as a legendary or mythical amplification of a slender historical

foundation," P. 55.

Note XVIL—Page 120.

HoEEB AND Sinai. The same view respecting the use of Horeb as

the general name, and Sinai as the specific one, is adopted by Hengsten-

berg, Authentic des Pent. II. p. 396. Berl. 1839.—The mountain is first

mentioned only as Horeb, Ex. 3, 1 ; then Ex. 17, 6 ; and the same is

necessarily implied Ex. 3, 12. 4, 28. 18, 5. Sinai is first used Ex. 19,

1, 2, where the Israelites are said to have departed from Rephidim and
come to the " desert of Sinai." From this time, with one exception
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(Ex. 33, C), auring their whole sojourn in the vicinity, Sinai alone is

spoken of, Ex. 19, 11. 18. 28. 24, 16. 31, 18. 34, 29. 32. Lev. 7, 38
25, 1. 26, 46. 27, 34. Num. 1, 1. 3, 1. 14. In Num. 10, 12, they
break up from Sinai ; and in the list of stations. Num. 33, 15, Sinai

also naturally appears. But elsewhere after their departure, and through
the whole book of Deuteronomy, (except in the song of Moses, 33, 2,)

Horeh alone is named ; and the same events are spoken of as occurring

on Horeb, which were before described as taking place on Sinai ; Deut.

1, 2. 6. 19. 4, 10. 15. 5, 2. 9, 8. 18, 16. 28, 69. [29, 1.] Later sacred

writers employ both names ; e. g. Horeb, 1 K. 8, 9. 19, 8. 2 Chr. 5, 10.

Ps. 106, 19. Mai. 3, 22. [4, 4.] Sinai, Judg. 5, 5. Ps. 68, 9. 18.

[8. 17.] In the New Testament, Sinai alone is read, and had then ap-

parently become a general name, as at the present day ; Acts 7, 30. 38.

Gal. 4, 24. 25. The same is the case throughout in the writings of

Josephus. About the end of the sixth century, according to the Itine-

rary of Antoninus Martyr, the name Horeb was specially applied to

the present mountain of the Cross, east of the valley in which the con-

vent stands.

In more modern times, and ever since the crusades, the application

of the names Sinai and Horeb to the particular mountains or peaks has

varied greatly among travellers. Sir John Maundeville after A. D. 1322,

uses Sinai as a general name, including Jebel MCisa and St. Catharine

;

but says the part where the chapel of Elias stands, is called Horeb, cor-

responding nearly to the present common usage. Ludolf de Suchem,
A. D. 1336-50, gives the specific name Sinai to Jebel Musa only ; and
applies that of Horeb apparently to St. Catharine.—Tucher of Ni'irn-

berg in A. D. 1479 speaks of Jebel Musa as Horeb, and St. Catharine

as Sinai ; and this nomenclature is followed by Breydenbach and Fabri

in A. D. 1484, and very distinctly by Baumgarten A. D. 1507 ; lib. I.

c. 24.—Afterwards Sinai is employed only as a general name, and Horeb
still appropriated to Jebel Musa ; so Belon A. 1). 1546, Ijuwenstein and
Wormbser A. D. 1562, and Troilo so late as A. D. 1667. But already

in A. D. 1565, Helffrioh speaks of Jeb'^l Mnsa as Sinai specifically,- and
so Monconys A. D. 1647.—In A. D. 1722, the present monkish usage,

which applies the name Sinai to Jebel Musa, and Horeb to the northern

part of the same ridge, had already become established ; as appears from
the Journal of the Prefect of the Franciscans in that year, and also from
Van Egmond and Heyman about the same time ; Keizen, etc. II. p. 174.

Since that period there has been no change, so far as I know ; until

Euppell strangely again assumes St. Catharine to be Horeb. Reise in

Abyss. I. p. 120.

Note XVIII.—Page 126.

Pharan. Fbiuan. Edrisi about A. D. 1150, and Makrizi about

A. D. 1400, both speak of Feiran as a city
; and the description of it by

the latter is quoted in full by Burckhardt, p. 617. Laborde has given

a view of the ruins in his original work, which is not included in the

English compilation. So too Bartlett in his Forty Days in the Desert,

p. 52 sq.

It is barely possible that this is the Pharan or Paran of Ptolemy,
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westward of Ailah. Most probably it is that of Eusebius and Jerome

;

which they however place to the eastward of Ailah, either from a
mistaken theory or some confusion of names, Jerome says expressly,

that the desert of Pharan joins on Horeb. See Cellarius Not. Orb. II.

p. 582. Euseb. et Hieron. Onomast. arts. <tapai/, Faran ; Xwfjy'jP,

Ghoreb.—The valley of Pharan mentioned by Josephus (B. J. 4. 9. 4)
is obviously a diflferent place, somewhere in the vicinity of the Dead Sea;

perhaps connected with the mountain and desert of Paran, so often

spoken of in the Old Testament, adjacent to Kadesh. Num. 13, 26.

The Peutinger Tables have a Paran fifty Roman miles from Ailah

towards Olysma, apparently on the direct route. This would agree

better with the Pharan of Ptolemy.

Note XIX.—Page 129.

SiNAiric Insoriptions. These inscriptions are mentioned first by
Cosmas, as cited in the text; and then by several of the early travellers;

as Neitzschitz, p. 149 ; Monconys I. p. 245 ; also by Pococke, I. p.

148, and Niebuhr in his Heisebeschr. I. p. 250. Professed copies of

some of them are given by Kircher, in his Prodromus Coptus ; and also

by Posocke and Niebuhr ; but they are very imperfect. Those of See-

tzen are better; and some of those made by Burckhardt seemed on a com-

parison with the originals, to be tolerably accurate. A large number of

them have been copied and published by Mr. Grey, in the Transactions

of the Royal Society of Literature, Vol. III. Pt. I. Lond. 1832;

consisting of one hundred and seventy-seven in the unknown character,

nine in Greek, and one in Latin.

The remarks of G-esenius upon the Sinaitic inscriptions are found

in a note to the German edition of Burckhardt's Travels ; Eeisen in

Syrien, Weimar 1824, p. 1071.

The inscriptions have been first deciphered only within the present

year (1839) by Prof. Beer of the University of Leipzig. This distin-

guished palseographist had already occupied himself with them so long

ago as A. D. 1833 ; but without success. See his tract entitled : Inscrip-

tion-es et Papyri veteres Semitici quotquot, etc. Partic. I. 4to. Lips.

1833. In the winter of 1838-9, his attention was again turned to the

inscriptions, in connection perhaps with our reports and the residence of

my companion for a time in Leipzig ; and after several months of the

most persevering and painful application, he succeeded in making out

the alphabet, and was enabled to read all the inscriptions which have

been copied with any good degree of accuracy. The results at which he

has arrived are already prepared for publication, and the various tables

engraved; so that his work may not improbably appear before these

sheets leave the press.

By the kind permission of Prof. Beer, I am able to give here a sum-

mary of these results. I ought perhaps to remark, that all those palaeo-

graphists to whom they have been communicated, are • satisfied of the

correctness of the proposed alphabet and readings ; and that especially

some of the most distinguished, as Gesenius, have expressed to me in

conversation their decided approbation of Beer's labours.

Vol. I.—50*
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The characters of the Sinaitic inscriptions, Prof. Beer finds to

belong to a distinct and independent alphabet. Some of the letters are
wholly peculiar; the others have more or less affinity with the Palmyrene,
and particularly with the Estrangelo and Cufic. Indeed, their affinity

with the latter is so great, as to lead to the supposition, that the Cufic

was afterwards developed from this alphabet. They are written from
right to left. In their form, several of the letters much resemble each
other, as is the case in other ancient alphabets. This sometimes creates

considerable difficulty in deciphering an inscription; though not more
than in the Cufic. But the difficulty is here increased by the negligence

of the copyists ; who have often not noticed the slight difference that

actually exists. This is apparent from the different copies of the same
inscription, which exist in several instances.

The contents of the inscriptions, so far as Prof Beer has yet proceed-

ed, consist only of proper names; preceded by a word which is usually

vi'O peace ; but sometimes "i"'3T niemoriatus sit,- and in a very few

cases IT'S blessed. Between the names, the word i: or 'z son often

occurs; and they are sometimes followed by one or two words at the end;

thus the word I^d priest occurs twice as a title. In one or two instan-

ces the name is followed by a phrase or sentence, which has not yet been

deciphered. The names are those common in Arabic ; but have this

peculiarity, that most of those which are single, end in a Vav ('),

whether they are in the nominative or genitive case; while the com-

pound names end in Yodh ("'). Thus we have T'sy , itit, mis, r^-'s, '=^3,

i-ipzabs
; and also "^nbH nss , inbs Brx

,
-iby^bs izy . The Arabic arti-

cle is frequent in the names; but has not always the Alcf (s) when in

composition.—It is a remarkable fact, that not one Jewish or Christian

name has yet been found. The words which are not proper names,

seem rather to belong to an Aram.sean dialect. A language of this kind,

Prof. Beer supposes to have been spoken by the inhabitants of Arabia

Petraea, in other words by the Nabathasans, before the present Arabic

language spread itself over those parts; and of that language and

writing, these inscriptions he regards as the only monuments now Jinown

to exist.

The question as to the writers of the inscriptions receives very little

light from their contents. A word at the end of some of them, maybe so

read as to affirm that they were pilgrims; and this opinion Beer also

adopts. But this reading is not certain ; and the opinion is to be sup-

ported chiefly from the fact, that the inscriptions are found only on the

great routes leading from Suez to Mount Sinai. The multitude of

them in Wady Mukatteb and around Serbal may be accounted for, by

supposing that mountain or some spot in its vicinity to have been regard-

ed as a holy place ; though probably not as Sinai.—That the writers

were Christians, seems apparent from the crosses connected with many
of the inscriptions. The same inscription is in several instances found

in more than one place, once with the cross and again without it. The

crosses are of such a shape, that they could not well be accidental nor

unmeaning, e. g. Y. +,-P. .

The age also of the inscriptions receives no light from their contents

;

as no date has yet been read. On palseographic grounds. Prof. Beer

supposes the greater part of them could not have been written earlier
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than the fourth century. Had they been written later, some tradition

respecting them would probably have existed in the time of Cosmas.
The character of the writing also forbids this supposition.

Thus far Prof Beer; and thus far all is sufficiently clear. But
there still remain some historical points of difficult solution. These
Christian pilgrims, who were they ? and whence did they come ? The
fact that all the inscriptions are found only on the great routes from
Egypt, would seem to imply that they came from that country, or at least

from the western side of the gulf of Suez. But if so, how comes it that

not' a trace of this alphabet and language is found in Egypt or its vicin-

ity ? Egypt too, we know, was full of Jews and Christians in the early

centuries ; how comes it then that no Jewish nor Christian names are

found among the inscriptions ? It is true that the heathen proper names
continued to be used long after the introduction of Christianity ; as we
see from the names of the early fathers and bishops ; but this will not

account for the entire absence of Christian and Jewish names among
such hosts of pilgrims coming from Egypt.

On the other hand, were these pilgrims Nabathseans, Ishmaelites,

Saracens, the native inhabitants of the peninsula and of Arabia Pe trasa

in general ? The heathen names and the language and writing would
lead to this conclusion. But then, how comes it that all the inscriptions

are on the western side of the peninsula, and not one upon the eastern ?

Besides, there is no historical evidence, that any native Christian popu-

lation existed in or around the peninsula in the early centuries ; but
rather the contrary, as we have seen in the text; p. 122 sq. The
Christian exiles from Egypt, and the hermits of these mountains, lived

in constant exposure to slavery or death from the heathen around them.

Again ; how comes it that in the time of Cosmas, about A. D. 530,

all knowledge of this alphabet and language had already perished among
the Christians of the peninsula, and no tradition remained respecting the

inscriptions ?

So far the note in the former edition. The work of Prof Beer, en-

titled Studia Asiatica, Fascic. I, was printed in 1840; but was not pub-

lished until the next year, about the time of the lamented author's

decease. It contains his explanation of the alphabet, and his reading

of many of the inscriptions ; as also his general historical views as above

described.

The work of Beer was reviewed by Credner, in the Heidelberger

Jahrbucher, 1841, p. 908 sq. He gave to the historical question a new
direction ; and was the first to bring forward the important passage from

Diodorus Siculus, referred to below.

In the Journal of the German Oriental Society for 1849, (Zeitschr.

d. morg. Ges. III. p. 129-215,) there appeared a paper by Prof. Tuch of

Leipzig, containing the results of his investigations on the general

subject, and an exposition of twenty-one inscriptions. In respeci to

Beer's explanation of the alphabet this writer remarks, that after the

keenest scrutiny, he has found nothing to change
;

p. 130. In respect

to the historical inquiry, his main results are the following.

The dialect ofthe inscriptions is neither Aramaean nor Nabathsean, as

held by G-esenius and Beer ; but Arabic. This appears from the flexion,

grammatical structure, stock of words, and the proper names
;
p. 136 sq.
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The authors of the inscriptions were therefore Arabs, ancient Tawa-
rah, inhabiting the peninsula, and known to us centuries before the rise

of Muhammedanism by their hostilities towards the early Christian

settlers ; see text p. 122 sq. All the circumstances go to show that

they were heathen ; as also the fact that no Jewish or Christian name has
yet been found in the inscriptions

;
p. 145 sq. 159 sq.

Pilgrimages to some holy place were the occasion of the inscriptions

;

as represented by the authors themselves. Such sacred places were not
unusual among the Arabs in the times before Muhammedanism; one
indeed existed in Mecca itself. And according to Diodorus Sicnlus

(3. 42, 43), there was in his day and earlier a spot of the like kind in the

peninsula of Sinai, a luxuriant palm grove with fountains and streams,

an oasis in the midst of a desert region, otherwise without water or shade,

and with a southern exposure. Here was an altar of hard stone with

an inscription in ancient unkuown characters. Hither the people,

who dwelt round about, were accustomed to repair once in five years, to

celebrate a festival, sacrifice hecatombs of camels, and carry home a
supply of water from the sacred fountains. (See also Strabo from Ar-
temidorus, 16. 4. 18.) Whether this palm grove was at Feiran, or per-

haps at Tur, is not clear; though more probably it was at Feiran; see

Lepsius, Briefe p. 442 sq. A heathen altar is likewise mentioned by
Antoninus Martyr in the sixth century, as on the mountain of the Cross;

see text p. 125; and not improbably there may have been others in the

peninsula. The tomb of Sheikh Silih is not very difi'erent at the present

day. It was oa occasion of these religious festivals, when the people

collected around these sacred spots, that the pilgrims on their way
to or from them, or in their loiterings, recorded their journeys in these

inscriptions ; as do Christian pilgrims in and around the convent at the

present day.

The epoch of the inscriptions reaches back beyond the time of Dio-

dorus Siculus, when the characters were already ancient; of course one

or more centuries before Christ ; and is probably to be extended down
to the third or fourth century after Christ; pp. 171, 174.

The crosses found in connection with some of the inscriptions, are

regarded by Tuch as ornamental rather than symbolical ; like the many
other figures everywhere intermingled; p. 154 sq. Comp. text p. 18^.

Such is the present state of the inquiry respecting the inscriptions.

It is understood, that since the date of Prof. Tuch's paper, a large

number of the inscriptions have been accurately copied by a French
traveller ; but nothing further has yet been published.

The work of Mr Foster on this subject, is too visionary to require

notice here.

In the Travels of Irby and Mangles, a fact is mentioned which de-

serves further examination from travellers. In the vicinity of Wady
Milsa, on the left hand side of the track leading to the village of Dibdiba

on the north, this party found upon a tomb, with a large front and four

attached columns, an oblong tablet containing an inscription " in five

long lines, and immediately underneath, a single figure on a large scale,

probably the date." They describe the letters as "well cut, and in

a wonderful state of preservation, owing to the shelter which they receive

from the projection of cornices and an eastern aspect. None of the
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party had ever seen these charaoters before, excepting Mr Bankes ; who,
upon comparing them, found them to be exactly similar to those which
he had seen scratched on the rocks in the Wady Miikatteb, and about

the foot of Mount Sinai." This inscription they copied ; but it has never

been made public. See Travels of Irby and Mangles, pp. 411, 413.

[126.]

When we were at Wady MCisa, I was not aware of the position of

this inscription ; and the circumstances in which we were there placed,

prevented our finding it; nor does it appear to have been discovered by
any later traveller. But the same Journal for 1855 (Zeitschr. d. morg.

Ges. IX. p. 230 sq.) has an article by Blau, giving an account of

three short Sinaitic inscriptions found in or near Petra, by Mr Ross,

an Baglish traveller. They seem however to have no connection with

the one above described.

In Cairo I was told that similar inscriptions exist in the immense
ancient quarries back of TAra just above Cairo ; and also in the granite

quarries of Aswan. Lepsius however testifies, that in none of these

quarries is there any trace of the Sinaitic characters; and the report

doubtlesi aross from confounding with them the Egyptian demotic char-

acters, which are found in the quarries. Zeitschr. der morg. Ges. III.

p. 146.

Note XX.—Pages 125, 135.

The Convent and its Serfs. The following passage from the

Arabic Annals of Butychius, (Sa'id Ibn el-Batrik,) Patriarch of Alex-

andria in the latter half of the ninth century, has been hitherto appa-

rently overlooked ; and seems of sufficient importance to be inserted here

in a translation. It is found in Eutychii Annales, Tom. II. p. 160 sq.

Oxon. 1658.
" But when the monks of Mount Sinai heard of the clemency of the

emperor Justinian, and that he delighted to build churches and found

convents, they made a journey to him and complained, how the wander-

ing sons of Ishmael were wont to attack them suddenly, eat up their pro-

visions, desolate the place, enter their cells and carry ofi' every thing

;

and how they also broke into the church and devoured even the holy

wafers. Then the emperor Justinian said to them, ' What do ye desire ?
'

And they said, ' We ask of thee, emperor, that thou wouldst build

for us a convent which may be a strong hold.' For before this time there

was no convent in Mount Sinai common to all the monks ; they lived

scattered upon the mountains and in the valleys round about the bush,

out of which God (his name be praised 1) spoke with Moses. Above the

bush they had a great tower, which remains to this day, and in it was

the church of St. Mary. And when danger was near, the monks fled

into this tower and fortified themselves in it. The emperor dismissed

them, and sent with them a legate furnished with a great sum of money
;

and he wrote to his prefect in Egypt, to supply the legate with money, as

much as he needed, and also with men, and to see that he likewise received

corn from Ecypt. And he commanded the legate to build a church

at Kolzum, and the convent Eayeh (Raithu ?), and a convent in Mount

Sinai ; and to build this so strong, that in all the world there should not
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be found one stronger ; and so secure, that from no quarter should there

be any harm to fear, either for the monks or the convent.
" And the legate came to Kolzum, and built there the church of St.

Athanasius ; and he built also the convent Rayeh. Then he came to

Mount Sinai ; and found there the bush in a narrow place between two
mountains, and the tower near by, and fountains of water springing up

;

but the monks were dispersed in the valleys. At first he thought to

build the convent high above upon the mountain, and far from the bush
and tower. But he gave up this purpose on account of water ; for there

was no water above upon the mountain. He built therefore the convent

near the bush on the place of the tower, including the tower in the con-

vent ; in the narrow place between two mountains. So that any one on
the top of the northern mountain, might throw down a stone into the

midst of the convent and injure the monks. And he built the convent

in this place, because here was the bush, and other celebrated monu-
ments, and water. And he built a chapel on the top of the mountain,

on the spot where Moses received the law. The name of the prior of

the convent was Daula.
" Then the legate returned back to the emperor Justinian, and told

him of the churches and convents he had buUt, and described to him
how he had built the convent of Mount Sinai. And the emperor said

unto him, ' Thou hast done wrong, and hast injured the monks.; for

thou hast delivered them into the hand of their enemies. Wherefore
hast thou not built the convent on the top of the mountain ?' And the

legate said to him, ' I have built the convent near by the bush, and near

water. Had I built it above on the top of the mountain, the monks
would have been without water ; so that if ever they had been besieged,

and cut off from the water, they must have died of thirst. Also the

bush would have been far distant from them.' Then the emperor said,

' Thou oughtest then at least to have levelled to the ground the northern

mountain ; so that from it no one could do the monks any harm.' The
legate said to him, ' Had we laid out all the treasures of Egypt and
Rome and Syria upon it, we could not have made an end of this mountain.'

Then the emperor was wroth, and commanded to strike off his head.

" Thereupon he sent another legate, and with him a hundred slaves

out of the slaves ofRome, with their wives and children ; and commanded
him also to take from Egypt another hundred slaves out of the slaves of

Rome, with their wives and children ; and to build for them dwellings

outside of Mount Sinai, wherein they might dwell, and so guard the con-

vent and the monks ; and also to provide for their sustenance, and to see

that a supply of corn was furnished to them and to the convent from

Egypt. When now the legate had come to Sinai, he built many dwel-

lings outside of the convent towards the east, and fortified them, and

placed in them the slaves, to guard and protect the convent. And the

place is called unto this day Deir el-Ahid, ' Convent of the Slaves.'

" But when after a long time many children were born unto them,

and they were multiplied, and the religion of Muhammed was spread

abroad, (this took place under the Khalif Abd el-Melek Ibn Merw§,n,)

then they fell upon one another and killed each other. And many were

slain, and many fled, and others embraced the Muhammedan religion. And
to this day their posterity in the convents profess this religion, and are
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called Benu Sdlih, and are also named Children (Servants) of the Con-
vent. Among them are the Lakhmiyin. But the monks destroyed the

dwellings of the slaves, after they had embraced the religion of Muham-
mad ; so that no one could any more dwell therein. And they remain

desolate unto this day."

Note XXI.—Page 168.

Tezkikah, or Passport of the Oovernor of ''Akabah. " The reason

of writing it is, that when it was Wednesday the 10th of Muhurram,
year 1254, there came to us Mr Robinson, and with him two others,

having an answer from the Council to us. This answer he gave to us,

and we have read it and understood what is in it. In it we are informed,

that they need Arabs and camels to take them to the Wady MOsa. Now
we have found no camels in our neighbourhood, all the Arabs being in

Syria. Therefore we said to them, ' How is your opinion ? We have
no Arabs nor camels. We will send for you to Hussein.' They said,

! We shall be detained.' And we said, ' Consult your views ; that we
' may be at ease, both we and you.' And they said, ' We will go to Gaza

;

Wady Mflsa is not necessary; wo will go to Gaza.' So we gave them
Arabs of the Tawarah, and one guide to conduct them as far as Wady
el-Abyad. And they went towards Gaza, with the peace of God most
High.

" We have written this answer, to prevent interference with them

;

and no one must interfere with them."
Dated the lOtb of ) (Signed) Othman,

Muhurram, year '64.
j

Governor of the Castle of 'Akabah.

(L. S.)

Note XXII.—Page 172.

Haj Stations. The following is a list of the stations on the Haj
route from Cairo as far as Muweilih, with the portions of the road for

which the various tribes of Arabs are responsible and furnish a convoy.

Stations.

1. Birket el-Haj. 8. eth-Themed.

2. D4r el-Humra; no water. 9. RAs en-Nukb ; no water.

3. ^Ajrud. 10. el-'Akabah.

4. en-Nawatir; water at Mab'Cik. 11. Hakl.

5. Jebeil Hasan; no water, 12. Ris esh-Shuraf; no water.

6. NiikU. 13. el-Beda'.

7. Wady el-Kureis. 14. Muweilih.

Between el-Beda' and Muweilih, Ruppel inserts another station,

Ainune as he calls it, the Eynunah of Moresby's chart. Reisen in Nu-
bien, etc. p. 218.

Convoys. The route from Cairo to 'AjrOd is free. The Tawarah
are then responsible for it from 'Ajrud to Nukhl. But ever since they

plundered a caravan several years ago, and were punished for it by the

Pasha, they have been deprived of their tolls from the Haj ; though it
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is still tlieir duty to furnish an escort, and they are still responsible for

the safety of the caravan on this part of the route.—The Tiyahah are

responsible only at Nukhl.—The Haiwdt ixom. NCikhl to Riis en-Nukb.

—

The ^Alawin, from Ras en-Nukb to 'Akabah. The ''Amran ixo-ai 'Aka-

bah to el-Beda'.—The Haiveitat from el-Beda' to Mmveilih, etc.—All

these tribes, except the Tawarah, receive tolls.

A list of stations on the route of the Syrian Haj, from Damascus to

Mecca, is given in the Appendix to Burokhardt's Tra.vels in Syria, p.

656 sg.

Note XXIII.—Page 194.

'Abdeh, Eboda. Our 'Amran guides knew these ruins only under

the name of 'Aujeh. Tuweileb called them 'Abdeh ; but told us after-

wards, that he knew this name only from M. Linant, who had visited the

place a few years before. In Hebron we were asked, whether we had
been at 'Abdeh, which was said to be three days distant from that town.

Prom what was there told us, we were for some time in doubt, whether
the place we had visited was the 'Abdeh of the Arabs. Eor a long time

we could get no definite information, nor find any person who had been

there. Some said it lay nearer to the 'Arabah, eastward of el-BIrein.

It was not till after our return from Wady Musa in June, that we be-

came satisfied on this point. We then found in Hebron a very intelli-

gent owner of camels, who himself had travelled through all Syria and
the adjacent countries, and had been at 'Abdeh. He described to us

the route he had taken, and gave a minute account of the rains and their

situation; mentioning expressly that they lay northwest of el-Birein.

His account tallied so exactly with what we had ourselves seen, that

we no longer had any doubt on the subject.

These ruins have not been described by any traveller ; nor am I

sure that they have been visited by any one, except M. Linant, as above

mentioned. Sir E. Henniker, indeed, in crossing the desert from the

convent to Gaza, speaks of having seen somewhere in this quarter, " two
large stone buildings, having the appearance of fortresses, and situate on

the edge of a lofty rock." (Notes, etc. p. 253.) This language and the

circumstances of the case, would lead to the conclusion that 'Abdeh was
here meant ; but the other details of his account are so totally at variance

with what we saw, that I must distrust either this conclusion, or the

accuracy of the writer. Seetzen, in 1807, travelled direct from the vi-

cinity of Gaza to Sinai. On the third day he came to a place called

'Abdeh, of which he before had heard much; but he found only a "town
whose houses all lay in ruins, and exhibited nothing worth seeing."

(Zach's Monatl. Corr. XVII. p. 144. Reisen III. p. 43.) This could not

well have been the 'Abdeh that we saw ; though he speaks of the ruins of a

church. M. Callier also, in passing in 1834 among the mountains bor-

dering on the 'Arabah, where the Wadys run towards the Dead Sea,

speaks of visiting the ruins of an Ahde, which were near ; but he does

not describe them. (Journal des Savans, Jan. 1836, p. 47.) This lo-

cation does not correspond at all to the 'Abdeh we visited.—I am in-

clined to suppose, that both these latter travellers were misinformed by
their Arab guides. They had both heard of 'Abdeh, and naturally in-
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quired for It ; and the Arabs in their usual manner answered at random,
and pointed out any spot that happened first to come to hand. There
can be no question, that the ruins we saw, are on or near the ancient

Roman road, and answer to the position of Eboda in the Peutinger Ta-
bles.

Note XXIV.—Page 199.

Routes from Mount Sinai, across the Desert to Gaza and Hebron.

I. Cliief Routefrom the convent to Gaza, over the Pass el-Mu-
reikhy. Ten days.

1st Day. Convent to

'Ain el-Akhdar, in the Wady of the same name. See page
85.

2d Day. el-Mureikhy, the Pass.

'Ammar es-Sftlimeh, a plain.

3d Day. er-Rejlm, a spring of water in Wady el-'Arlsh, near its

head.

4th Day. HCimMet el-Berbery, a plain. Here the route No. II
comes in.

el-Jughamileh, a spring of bitter water inW el-'Arlsh, a
little off the road.

Themail Um es-Sa'ideh, pits of bitter water.

5th Day. "Wady el-Hamdh.
6th Day. Wady el-'Arlsh. The path crosses the Wady and keeps

along more to the east.

Jebel Ikhrimm ; see p. 184.

Wady el-Kureiyeh ; see p. 184.

esh-Shureif.

7th Day. Wady el-LussSn ) , • , j. xi i r^ r l
•'

YV/ f - \ ^"' points to the leit oi our route ; see

W'Seh ^PP. 187, 188, 189.

el-Muweilih, with brackish water, near W' el-'Aia ; see p.

190.

8th Day. Wady es-Seram (head). Here this route falls into ours.

See p. 191.

9th Day. er-Ruhaibeh. Route the same as ours.

10th Day. Nuttar Abu Sumar, where the Bedawin havfe store-houses

for grain.

Wady esh-Sherl'ah, running to the sea.

Ghuzzeh (Gaza).

This appears to be the route taken by Seetzen in 1807, from near

Gaza to the Convent. Zach's Monatl. Corresp. XVII. p. 142 sq.

II. Route hy the Western Pass, er-Rdkineh,. Ten days.

1st Day. Convent to

Wady Ber4h. See page 84.

2d Day. el-Murdk, at the foot of et-Tih. See p. 77.

3d Day. er-Rdkineh, the Pass.

Vol. I.-51
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Abu Nuteighineh, with good -water.

4tli Day. Humadet el-Berbery in No. I.

Hence, as before, to Gaza.

III. Branch Routefrom Nos. I and II, hy way of Nukhl. Eleven

days to Gaza

8 Days to er-RejIm as in No. I ; or to Abu Nuteighineh as in No. II.

4th Day. Abu-Ulejan.

5th Day. Nukhl, fortress on the Haj road.

6th Day. Wady er-Rawak. (Comp. Burckhardt, p. 449.)

7th Day. esh-Shureif, in No. I.

Hence, as before, to Gaza.

Sir F. Henniker passed by er-Eakineh and Nukhl; Notes etc. pp.

246, 247. Russegger, a few months after our journey, crossed the

Tih by the Pass el-Mureikhy, and then went by Nukhl to Ruhai-

beh and Hebron. See Berghaus' Annalen der Erdkunde, Marz
1839, p. 427 sq.

IV. Eastern route hy eVAin, eic. Ten days to Gaza.

2 Days from the Convent to the head of Wady ez-Zulakah ; see page

148.

3d Day. el-'Ain ; living water.

4th Day. Wady el-'Atlyeh, running to Wady Wetir.

5th Day. Pass of et-Tih, northern ridge, near the head of Wady el-

Jerafeh.

eth-Themed ; water. See p. 176.

6th Day. el-Musheh-hem. Comp. in No. VII.

7th Day. Wady el-M&yein on our road.

Hence, the same route as ours.

V. Branbh Route from Nos. I and II, direct to Gaza along the

western side of Wady el-'Arish.

Prom the Convent to

Wady el-Hamdh, 5 days, as in No. I, or No. II.

Muktul edh-Dhuleim.

Wady el-Hasana. Comp. in No. VI.
el-Burkein.

Mukrih el-Ibna.

Jebel el-Helal. See p. 185,

el-Kusaby ; here the route crossesW el-'Arish.

el-Khubarah. See p. 202.

el-Baw4ty.

el-Minydy.

Ghuzzeh (Gaza).

This appears to have been the route of the pilgrims in the 15th and

16th centuries. See the next page.

VI. Route between Suez or ^Aj'rud and Hebron.

From Suez or 'Ajrftd to

el-Mab'flk, wells just south of the Haj route.

Ferashat esh-Shih.
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Wady el-Mudheiyat, wMch unites witli W et-Tawal and
enters the sea at 'AmbeL

Ka' a el-Baruk.

el-Hasana, a plain with living water. Comp. in No. V.
Wady el-'Arish, at the junction of W el-'Ain. See pp.

189, 190.

Wady es-Seram, on our road.

Hence to Hebron, on our route.

VII. Lord Prudhoe's Eoidefrom ^Ajrud direct to Wady Musa.

From 'Ajrild to Couree. Hon™. Enf. JL

Mahebeug [Mab' lik], ' 11. 27.
Wady el-Hadj, winding, . . . N. N. E. 8. 20.
Nakl [Nukhl], E. S. E. 14. 38.
Wady Reah 1 [er-Eawak], . f E. N. B. 2. 5.

W'Acaba > .iiwub„„„.i,herb.s..„d < N. E.byE. 2. 5.

W' 'Arish 5
""">"•

{ E. N. E. 2. 5.W Souph (Hadjar il-Abiad), ... id. . 1. 2-|.

W' il-Mashakam [el-Musheh- ( E. N. E.
hem ; comp. in No. IV.] \ E. S. E.

Gaza and Tor [convent] road. V
(The well Meleyha is 4 miles V S. S. E. 1.

north.) S

Wady Ghureir,

W Geraffe [el-Jer^feh], . .

W' Lechiyaneh [el-LehysLneh],

el- 'Arabah.

Compare the route of Burckhardt in the opposite direction ; Trav-
els, p. 444 sq.

In A. D. 1483, Breydenbach and Felix Fabri, belonging to different

companies of pilgrims, travelled together from Gaza to Mount Sinai,

and each described the route. The account of Fabri is the fullest ; but
presents little more than a few names which can hardly be recognised

;

except the pass er-Kakineh, by which they crossed the Tih. The route

is as follows : Sept. 10, Lebhem, a village.—11, C'hawaia, a district

called in Latin Cades.—12, Gayan, a Wady.—13, Wadalar, a torrent.

[Wady el-'Arish ?] Magdabey, a torrent.—14, Magare, a torrent near

Gebelhelel [Jebel Helcll].—15, Hachssene, a torrent. [el-Hasana.] Min^
sohene, a torrent.—16, Alherock, a torrent.—17, Chalep, a high white

mountain. Meschmar, a torrent.—19, Rackani, Pass. [er-Rakineh.]

Bamathim.—20, Schoyle.—21, Abelharocka., near the Seat of Moses.

Four years earlier, in A. D. 1479, Tucher of Nvimberg had also

passed from Gaza to Sinai ; but his route is still less intelligible than

that of FabrL He seems to have crossed the Tih by the pass el-Mu-

reikhy, which he calls Boackie ; and says expressly that the usual road

crossed much further to the right or west. He gives the following

names : Sept. 22, Mackati, Wady.—23, Nockra, Wady.—26, Lodro,

Wady.—27, Schilludy, mountain.—28, Torcko.—30, Vintheine, Wady.
—Oct. 1, Roackie, Pass. [el-Mureikhy.]—2, Malchalach, Wady.

For the Travels of all these pilgrims, see Reissbuch des h. Landes.

E. N. E. 5.
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Elevations. The elevation of the following points (among others)

along the middle route and by Nukhl, are given by Eussegger from
barometrical observations in 1838 ; see Berghaus' Annalen der Erd-
kunde, etc. Marz, 1839, p. 428. It must however be borne in mind, that

the numbers here given do not fully accord with the observations of

Eiippel at Sinai, or of Schubert at Hebron.
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285. In 1697 Maundrell still gives it the same name ; and says a high

tower had stood here, which had been thrown down two years before.

—

Pococke appears to have found the name transferred to another spot

lower down ; Vol. II. i. p. 28. So too Turner, Tour, etc. II. p. 266. At
present the name Gralilee seems to be forgotten ; or at least recent tra-

vellers do not mention it as applied to this summit, and we heard no-

thing of it.

Still earlier than Brocardus, Ssewulf about A. D. 1103, speaks of

the Ccenaculum on Zion as then called Galilee, because the " men of

Galilee " often assembled there ; Peregrinat. p. 266. Early Travels in

Palest, p. 43.

Note XXVI. Page 281.

ZioN AND Akra, according to Clarice and Olshausen. Two theo-

ries respecting Jerusalem have been broached within the present century,

which have made some noise in the learned world ; more perhaps from
the reputation of the scholars who have brought them forward, than

from any intrinsic merit in the theories themselves.

Dr E. D. Clarke, who visited Jerusalem in 1801, and wrote ten

years later, held it as probable, that the hill of Evil Counsel, now so

called, south of the valley of Hinnom, was " the real Mount Sion ;
'' and

that which we have called the valley of Hinnom, he regarded as the

Tyropoeon ofJosephua. Travels, etc. Part. II. Vol. I. p. 557. 4to. Lon-

don, 1812. He does not however attempt to disturb the site of the temple

as commonly assumed
; but considers the great mosk of Omar as occupy-

ing the spot, where that ancient structure stood. Ibid. pp. 601, 602.

Dr Clarke apparently did not take the trouble even to think of reconci-

ling his theory with the other topographical details of the ancient city.

He forgot, or did not know, that Josephus, as we have seen in the text,

describes the northern part of Zion as lying west from the temple, and
connected with it by a bridge, which was not so long but that persons

could hold a colloquy across it. Now Dr Clarke's Mount Zion is more

than an English mile distant from the great mosk or site of the temple

;

and between the two lies the whole extent of the high hill, which all tra-

vellers but Dr Clarke do not hesitate to regard as Zion.—The hypothe-

sis is too absurd to admit of further refutation.

The theory of Olshausen has respect to Akra and the Lower City

;

which in his little tract he holds to have been the same with the narrow

ridge south of the great mosk, and east of Zion ; Topogr. des alien Jerus.

pp. 4, 5. But to say nothing of the fact, that a gate led out from the

west side of the temple into the "other" or Lower City, as described

in the text ; I would here only remark, that Akra lay " overagainst

"

the temple ; was naturally higher than Moriah ; and was separated from

it by a valley. Now, as we have seen, the present narrow ridge of

Ophel, south of the great mosk, is not and never was separated from

Moriah by a valley ; it being only a lower prolongation of one and the

same ridge. Nor can it ever have been even so high as the level of Moriah

;

for at present its upper part, adjacent to the city wall, is at least one

hundred feet lower than the area of the mosk ; and it continues to slope
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down rapidly with occasional rocky oflfeets quite to Siloam. The rocky
surface which appears in many parts of it, and indeed its whole aspect,

demonstrate that it never was much if any higher than at present.

I carried with me the tract of Olshausen above mentioned, in order
to examine his arguments upon the spot. And since this note was written,

I have had the pleasure of submitting it, as well as the part of the text

to which it refers, to the inspection of Prof. Olshausen himself; and
have reason to suppose, that the information thus presented has led him
to reconsider his former views.

Note XXVII.—Page 289.

The ancient Arch and Bridge. In revising this work for a new
edition, I have left untouched the account of my first visit to the an-

cient arch, and the identification of it with the bridge mentioned by
Josephus. Two reasons led to this course ; first, because the account is

in itself simply truthful ; and, secondly, because its truthfulness has been
drawn in question. This charge, refuted at the time, has since the

decease of its author, been repeated in the stereotyped volumes of his

Life, without any intimation that it was ever met or denied. It becomes
therefore necessary here, to record in like manner the evidence of its

falsehood.

The marginal note on p. 289 of this volume, was written in London
in October, 1840, immediately after an interview with Mr Bonomi. He
spoke of the remains as being the fragment of an arch; but frankly

added :
" We CDuld make nothing more of it." The same note was

afterwards submitted in manuscript to Mr Catherwood in New York

;

who showed me his fine drawing of the remains in questiorl, and corrobo-

rated the general statement of Mr Bonomi. He did not then inform me,
that he had at once regarded the arch as having belonged to " a viaduct

or aqueduct; " had he done so, I should so have written it. The note

was printed, in its present form, with his sanction.—No charge, therefore,

could possibly lie against me in reference to any supposed priority on
my part, either in noticing the remains in question, or in identifying them
with an ancient bridge or aqueduct. It could only refer to the identifi-

cation of these remains with ihe ancient historical bridge several times

mentioned by Josephus.

The charge, as first made in 1843, was in substance that of unfairness

towards Mr Catherwood; who, it was averred, "had examined the

remains of the bridge several years before" [in 1833]; and who, "as
well as several other gentlemen in Jerusalem, regarded and spoke of this

monument as the remains of an ancient bridge, that connected the Jewish
temple with Mount Zion." This statement was made on the alleged

authority of Mr Catherwood himself, and also that of the Rev. Mr
Nicolayson.

The following letter from Mr Catherwood contains a sort of literary

history of the remains in question ; and I therefore give longer extrac 3

than would otherwise be necessary.
" London, 9th Feb. 1844.

* * * "Before going to Jerusalem, I was farnislied with a manuscript map of the city

by Mr J. J. Scoles, architect, who made it on the spot ; and at that time it wiis the
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best extant. I also had oonversatioTis with Mr Barry and Mr Scoles regarding the
most interesting points that still remained for investigation. Among other directions,

Mr Scoles told me to " look out for the remains of a bridge, -wliioh joined Mount
Moriah to Mount Zion." He had been unsuccessful in finding it himself ; and did not
mention to me whence he derived his information respecting it. This direction was a
verbal one, not written down, and which I afterwards forgot altogether

; and when I

discovered the arch, it was not from purposely looking for it, but casually, in making
my survey of the walls surrounding the mosk of Omar.

" I therefore was in error when I stated, that others (meaning Messrs Barry and
Scoles) were previously acquainted with the arch in question. Mr Scoles has set me
right on this point ; and I thus rather unexpectedly find myself to have been (so far as

I know) the discoverer. I had no doubt, from the moment I saw it, that it had
formed part of a viaduct and aqueduct ; but I was totally ignorant ofits historical importance^

I merely looked at it as an architect, with reference to its position, both to the water-

course from Bethlehem, and the deep ground between it and Mount Zion. * * *

" This, therefore, will explain my not having made any observation, when I read
your note. I was in doubt, and I therefore said nothing; at least, so far as I can recol-

lect. 1 was, moreover, desirous, that you .... should have the full merit (as is justly

due to you) of being the first to publish and bring to light the historical importance of

this monument. F. CATHERWOOD."

In subsequent conversations in New York, Mr Catherwood frankly

stated to me and to others, that he was not, at the time, aware of the testi-

mony of Josephus respecting the existence of an ancient bridge ; and
further, that the said testimony of Josephus, as also the identity of these

remains with that ancient bridge, first became known to him through
and in connection with my researches and results in 1838, five years

after his own visit to the Holy City.

The Rev. Mr Nicolayson wrote as follows :

"Off Cyprus, May 31, ISM.

* * "I am happy to be able at once to give an answer satisfactory to you .... I

have the most distinct recollection, not only that I had never heard the projection in

question identified with the bridge mentioned by Josephus till it was thus identified by
you; but moreover that I had myself never noticed the projection itself till on the occa-

sion of your visit, when it first became known to me ; nor have I any recollection of

havinc heard it ever mentioned by any previous traveller ; certainly not by Mr Cathcr-

•wood and his party. J. NICOLAYSON."

The letters of Messrs Catherwood and Nicolayson may be seen in full

in the Bibliotheca Sacra, 1844, p. 794 sq.

At the same time, letters came to me from Messrs Lanncau, Whiting,

and Eli Smith, members of the Syrian mission, testifying to the same

effect, and to the correctness of the narrative in the text. I subjoin those

of the two latter.

" Bdrut, June tth, 1844.

" It gives me pleasure to state, that my impressions accord fully with those of Mr
Lanneau; namely, that previously to your visit to Jerusalem in 1838, the projecting

stones referred to were not known to travellers as the remains of the ancient bridge

described by Josephus as leading from the temple to the Xystus. I can certify also,

that according to the best of my recollection, the statement and description in your

Biblical Researches are strictly correct. G. B. WHITING."

"Bark, June 8<A, 1844.

* * * " My own recollection is perfectly distinct, that the first suggestion I ever

heard, that the projecting stones referred to are a remnant of the bridge mentioned by

Josephus, was from yourself. ELI SMITH."
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The charge against me, so far as it related to Mr Catherwood, having
thus heen put to rest, was renewed soon after from the same quarter

in behalf of another person. A letter was put forward, dated March
13, 1845, from an individual then resident at Constantinople; who had
been at Jerusalem in 1837, and who was also present at the meeting of

the Syrian mission in 1838; claiming that in 1837 he (as also Mr Whiting)

had already recognised the identity of this arch with the bridge of Jose-

phus; that in 1838 he first called my attention to the arch, as a frag-

nient of that bridge ; and that he made an appointment with me to

conduct me for the first time to the spot.

What had passed in his own mind, of course none but the writer of

the letter could know. But that he had ever communicated to me the

slightest suggestion on the subject, I could only meet then, as now,

with an unqualified denial ; confirmed by an appeal to my notes made at

the time. That he ever previously spoke upon the subject to any of the

missionaries, is disproved also by the testimony of Messrs Nieolayson,

Lanneau, Whiting, and E. Smith, already given; and, further, by let-

ters afterwards received from Messrs W. M. Thomson, J. L. Thom-
son, and Mr Ladd, written with direct reference to the claim in ques-

tion.

It will be perceived, that these seven names comprise those of all the

missionaries who were present in Jerusalem at the time, April, 1838;

with the exception of the writer of the letter himself, and of Mr Hebard,

who died in 1841.

I subjoin extracts from the letter of the Rev. W. M. Thomson, now of

Sidon; those of Messrs J. L. Thomson and Ladd being of the same

tenor. Mr Thomson enters into some previous details, interesting in

themselves and confirming the like statements of Mr Catherwood.

Beirit, Dec. 17, 1845.

* * * " "When I was residing in Jerusalem in 1 834, I frequently visited the great

stones, which form the abutment and spring of the arch. I also distinctly remember

to have received the idea, that they formed part of an arch, which must have once

spanned the narrow Wady between the foundations of the temple and the lower part of

Mount Zion. And more than once I examined the opposite side for some traces of an

abutment answering to the one now in dispute. But, as you know, there are no such

traces in existence.
" I do not think, that the idea of these stones in question being part of an arch,

was original with me. I probably received it from Mr Catherwood or Mr Bonomi;

for I was acquainted with both those gentlemen subsequently to their long visit to the

Holy City. I however never heard any one suggest, that this abutment formed part of

' Josephus' bridge.' And so far as my knowledge extends, the honour of this identifi-

cation belongs entirely to yourself. I heard of it at the^time as your discovery ; and at

any rate, it was new to me. W. M. THOMSON."

The preceding testimony comprises that of Messrs Bonomi, Cather-

wood, Nieolayson, and the six surviving American missionaries then

resident in Palestine and Syria. It amounts to this, viz. that while Mr
Catherwood regarded the arch as having " formed part of a viaduct and

aqueduct," and Mr Thomson and very possibly others had received a

like impression
;
yet, down to the time of my visit at Jerusalem in

April, 1838, not one of all these, nor any other person to their knowledge,
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had ever connected the arch or the supposed viaduct, in any way what-
ever, with the ancient historical bridge so definitely mentioned by Jose-

phus.

Here the matter has rested for many years , except as stirred again

in the publication referred to in the beginning of this note.

Note XXVIII.—Page 355.

Tombs south of Hinnom. The language of Dr Clarke in speaking
of the tombs south of Hinnom, is exaggerated and reprehensible. He
describes them as " hewn with marvellous art :" and says that "some of
them, from their magnificence and the immense labour necessary to form
the numerous repositories they contain, might lay claim to regal honours."

Travels in the Holy Land, 4to. pp. 549, 551. The impression given by
this language is false. Labour enough they must indeed have cost ; but
there is not the slightest trace of magnificence, nor of auy particular

architectural skill. Such extravagant assertions could come only from
jone who had a theory to support.

The theory- of Dr Clarke was, that this hill was the ancient Zion

;

and this hypothesis he founded on the very slender basis of the sepul-

chral inscription, 1-777 dyias luliv, given in the text. The absurdity of the

theory has been sufficiently shown in Note XXVI, above.

The same traveller also broached another hypothesis not much less

extravagant, viz. that a tomb which he entered here was probably " the

identical tomb of Jesus Christ ! " Page 554. This supposition cannot

of course be disproved, any more than it can be proved; but we might
with just as much propriety select some fifty or more among the hundreds
of sepulchres around the city, as having been the tomb of the Saviour.

Besides, the place of crucifixion, so far as we know any thing about it,

was near the city, and also near to one of the great roads leading from

the gates. It must therefore be sought in all probability on the north-

ern or western side of Jerusalem. The sepulchre was in a garden near

the same place. John 19, 20. 41.

Dr Clarke claims further to have been the first to " discover " the

tombs on the south side of the valley of Hinnom, lying west of the Acel-

dama and below the villa of Caiaphas, so called. He speaks confidently

of " the discovery of antiquities undescribed by any author ; and mar-

vellous it is, [he says,] considering their magnitude, and the scrutinizing

inquiry which has been so often directed to every object of the place, that

these antiquities have hitherto escaped notice." Page 548. Strauge

indeed it would have been ; for they must have been seen by every pil-

grim visiting Jerusalem ; and even Dr Clarke himself suggests that

Sandys may allude to them in speaking of " divers sepulchres " in this

part near the Aceldama; Sandys' Travels, Lond. 1655. p. 145. But had

he looked further, he would have found that other travellers have men-

tioned these sepulchres repeatedly. They have not described them in-

deed ; for that was not the fashion of the early pilgrims. Nor indeed was

there anything about them deserving of special remark, except the in-

Boriptions; and these Dr Clarke has the merit of being the first to copy.
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The following are some of the writers who mention these tombs.

Edrisi in the twelfth century, in speaking of the Aceldama, says, that
" there are near it numerous dwellings hewn in the rock and inhabited by
hermits;" ed. Jaubert. p. 345. Sir John Maundeville speaks here too

of " manye Oratories, Chapelles, and Hermytages, where Hermytes
weren wont to duelle;" p. 93. Lond. 1839. In the same (fourteenth)

century, Ludolph de Suchem likewise mentions " the many dwellings of

hermits, now forsaken and uninhabited;" p. 85. Eeissb. p. 847. In
A. D. 1483 Felix Fabri describes them more particularly as " ancient

Jewish sepulchres," which he often visited and entered alone ; though
some of them were "so deep, that he never ventured to the end of them
for fear of losing himself in the dark." They had formerly, he says,

been inhabited hj the Greek monks. Heissb. p. 256. But to come
down later; Pococke in A. D. 1738, after describing the Aceldama and
the tombs around it, speaks of the hill of Evil Counsel or villa of Caia-

phas, and then remarks :
" I saw several other sepulchral grottos as I

descended from this place into the vale that is to the west of the city
;"

Descr. of the East II. i. p. 25.—All this is sufficient to show that Dr
Clarke's " discovery " had been at least spoken of more than six centuries

befo;-e his day ; to say nothing of the language of Antoninus Martyr,

who also mentions the cells of anchorites near Aceldama.

Note XXIX. Page 363, 364.

Tomb of Helena. Pavsanias. The following is the text of Pau-

sanias; Arcadia, i. e. Lib. VIII. c. 16, 'E^Spaiots Se 'EXe'v77s -ywatKos

CTri^^wpia? Ta<^os ottii/ iv TrdXct SoXv/xots, ^v €s tStt^os Kari^aXev 6 'P(o-

fj.(iiu)V fiaaiXev'i- jx^ji/qy^av-qrai Se iv T(S Ta(j>ia rrjv .^vpav 6ju.oiu)s iro-vra

ova-av T<3 Ttt^o) Xc^ivrjv, /At) Trporcpov i<ravo(ye(T^ai wplu av ij/itpav t£ dti

Kttl Sipav TO eras tTraytiyTj t^v aiT^v • totc Se vtto /xovov tov p.rf)(a.vr)-

p.aro'i avoi^Stlaa, koL ov ttoXu tiricrxoucra crvveKX.eLcr3rj 8i' oXtyrjs' tovtov

ftiv Sr; ovTU • TOV 8£ aWov ^povov avoi^ai iretpw/xevo?, dvoigas p-iv ovk av,

Kard^eis Se avrrjv trpoTipov jSia^op.fvo';. " Et apud Hebraeos in Solymo-

rum urbe, quam Romanorum Imperator funditus excidit, Helenas indi-

gente mulieris sepulchrum [miri operis] est ; in eo enim ostium fabrica-

tnm est e marmore, uti ceterae sepulchri partes ; id anni stato die, atque

hora, occulto machinae cujusdam motu aperitur ; ueque ita multo post

oceluditur. Quod si alio tempore aperire conatus fueris, effringas faci-

lius, quam ulla vi recludas."—This passage, I believe, was first brought

into notice by Valesius in his Notes on Euseb. Hist. Eccl. lib. II. c. 12.

Carelessness of Writers. The discussions of Pococke, Chateau-

briand, and Dr Clarke, respecting the tomb of Helena, exhibit a

curious instance of careless second-hand citation. Josephus, as we
have seen, describes the sepulchre as having had three pyramids ; and

Zuallart in A. D. 1586 gives the first modern account of it in its

present state. At that time the Jesuit Villalpandus was preparing at

Rome his laborious work : Apparatus Urhis ac Templi Hierosolymi-

tani, which forms the third volume of Pradi et Villalp. in Ezech. Ex-

planationes, etc. III. Tomi, fol. Romse 1594^1604. In this work he
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speaks of the supposed Tombs of the Kings, and quotes the description

of Zuallart ; Viagg. 3. c. 16. Thus far all is well enough. But Quares-

mius, a few years later, in quoting Villalpandus, makes him (not Jose-

phus) speak here of pyramids. Quaresm. Elucid. II. p. 730. Here
is the first lapsus ; and this Pococke has contrived to increase, by saying,

unaccountably, that "Villalpandus, describing them as sepulchres of the

kings, takes notice of one pyramid standing over them in his time ; the

other two probably having been destroyed, as the third has been taken

away since his time ;
" Descr. of the East, II. i. p. 20. This could have

come only from a careless misapprehension of Quaresmius. Then comes
Chateaubriand, repeating apparently the words of Pococke :

" Ce mo-
nument souterrain 6toit annonce au dehors par trois pyramides, dont une
existait encore du temps de Villalpandus;" Itin. II. p. 81. Par. 18.37. Dr
Clarke improves upon this still further ; " The circumstance of his (Jose-

phus') allusion to the pyramids at the sepulchre of Helena, one of which,

actually seen by Villalpandus, having since disappeared, and thereby

warranted the probable annihilation of the other two, is deemed sufficient

by Pococke to identify the place alluded to by the Jewish historian;"

Travels, etc. 4to. Part II. Vol. I. p. 597. This then is a version from

Pococke, and converts Father Villalpandus at once into an oriental travel-

ler ! After all this, one would hardly expect to find, that neither Villal-

pandus, nor his voucher Zuallart, nor any other traveller of that or a pre-

vious age, says one word of any pyramid or pyramids in connection with

this spot. Yet such is the naked truth.

But one blunder was not enough for Chateaubriand; and therefore

he contrives to commit another still more gross, which has come down
through all the editions of his Itinerary to the present day. Speaking

of these same tombs, he says :
" Arculfe {apud Adamn.) qui les a ddcrits

avec unegrande exactitude, (Sepulchra sunt innaturali collis rupe, etc.)

avoit vu des ossements dans les cereueils. Plusieurs siecles apres, Vil-

lamont y trouva pareillement des cendres, qu'on y cherche vainement

aujourd'hui ;" Itin. Par. 1837, Tom. II. p. 81. The work of Adamna-
nus was written about A. D. 697 ; Villamont travelled in A. D. 1589.

When I first read the above passage I was gratified to find that this se-

pulchre could be traced back so far ; but on turning to the work of

Adamnanus, which is very brief, I sought in vain for the quotation.

Recollecting however such a passage somewhere, I turned to the folios of

Quaresmius, and there found the description beginning with : Sepulchra

sunt in naturali collis rupe, etc. and the mention of the bones, given

as the result of his own personal observation ; Elucid. Terrse Sanct. II.

p. 730. Thus instead of an alleged notice out of the seventh century,

we are furnished with one out of the seventeenth ; a difference of more

than nine hundred years. Nor did this blunder arise from a mere slip

of the pen ; as is shown by the mention of Villamont " plusieurs sifecles

aprfes;" this traveller having been earlier than Quaresmius.
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Note XXX.—Pages 510, 513, 515, 539.

The Dead Sea. Jordan. Lake of Tiberias. The object of this note

is to exhibit in one view the results ofmeasurements, made chiefly by the

United States Expedition in 1848, for determining the depth, depression,

and extent of the Dead Sea ; as also the similar measurements relating

to the Jordan and the Lake of Tiberias.

In connection with the English military survey of Palestine in 1841,
Lieutenant Symonds was able, by a series of vertical angles, to deter-

mine the level of the Dead Sea and Lake of Tiberias; making the neces-

sary allowances for refraction and curvature. The result gave 1312.2

English feet for the depression of the Dead Sea; and 328.1 feet for that

of the upper lake. See Journal of the R. Geogr. Soc. for 1843. p. xi,

Ixxiv; comp. 1842, p. Ix, Ixi. Biblioth. Sac. 1848, p. 399.

As there seemed to be a possible element of error in these measure-

ments, (that of the upper lake having also been at first reported at 84
feet; see Biblioth. Sac. ibid.) I ventured to suggest to the officers of

the United States Expedition, on their departure for Palestine, the desira-

bleness of having the question settled by a regular engineer's survey and
level. Such a level was accordingly carried by them from 'Ain Terabeh

on the Dead Sea, by way of Mar Saba to Jerusalem, and thence to Yafa.

They likewise took many soundings of the Dead Sea, which are

inserted in their maps. The bottom along the middle was found to be a

deep valley or plain. They determined also the latitude of various

points. The results were first fully published, together with the geolo-

gical report of Dr Anderson, in the Official Report of the Dead Sea

Expedition, 1852, 4to.—In the following statements, the references are

to the pages of that volume, and to the transverse Section opposite p. 43.

I. Soundings.

Greatest depth of the Dead Sea, opposite 'Ain Terabeh

En^l. Feet,

P- 43 and Sect 1308.

II. EesuUs of the Level.

Depression of the Dead Sea below the Mediterranean,

p. 43 and Sect 1316.7
" by Barometer, p. 32 1234.6

Height ofthe Pass back of'Ain Terabeh, p. 43. . . 1305.75

Elevation of Mar Saba above the Mediterranean, Sect. . 587.8
" " above the Dead Sea. . . . 1904.5

Elevation of Jerusalem above the Mediterranean, p. 43
and Sect - 2610.5

« above the Dead Sea, ibid. . . . 3927.24

Note.—It is a singular coincidence, that the depression and depth of the Dead Sea

are very nearly equal, ahout 1300 feet ; and also that the elevation of Jerusalem above

the Mediterranean and the Dead Sea, is in each case a multiple of the same number.
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III. Latitudes, etc. p. 68.

North end of Dead Sea, Map, about . .31° 46' 20" N.
South end " " " " «

. . 31° 6' 20" «

DiflFerence, length of Dead Sea, . . . 40'

or 40 geographical miles.

General breadth of do. 9 to 9| geographical miles.

North end of Lake of Tiberias, p. 68. . . 32° 53' 37" N.
South end " " " . . . 32° 42' 30" "

Difference, length of Lake of Tiberias, . . 11' 7"

or about 11 J geographical miles.

South end of Lake of Tiberias, . . .32° 42' 30"

North end of Dead Sea, 31° 46' 20"

Difference, distance between the two lakes, , 56' 10"

or 56j geographical miles.

IV. With the Barometer.

Depression of the Lake of Tiberias, viz. ^e'- ^"'

United States Expedition, p. 15, . . . 653.3
Bertou (Bull- de la Soo. Geogr. Oct. 1839,

p. 146,) 756.

Wildenbruch (Berl. Monathsb. 1845, IIL p.

271 and Profile), average 793.3 Par. . . 833.

3)2242.3

Mean, . 747.4

V. Level of Jordan Valley.

Length of valley between the lakes, as above, . 561 G.M.

Difference of level in the two lakes, viz.

UnitedStatesExpedition, 1316.7—653.3 = 663.4 Feet
Average, 1316.7—747.4 = 569.3

Descent of the Jordan in each mile, viz.

According to United States Expedition, about 11.8

Mean, as above, 10.1

((

Note.—^According to the results ofLieut. Symonda, the difference of level between

the two lakes was 984.1 Engl, feet ; and the descent of the Jordan in each mile nearest

17.2 feet. The barometrical measurements above given reduce this by more than one

third ; and the swift current and many strong rapids of the Jordan may account for the

rest. Still, an engineer's level between the lake of Tiberias and the Mediterranean

remains a desideratum in physical geography. See an article on the general subject by
the author, Biblioth. Sac 1848, p. 397 sq.

VOL. I. 62
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VI. Analysis of the Dead Sea Water.^-OS. Kep. pp. 73, 204

This analysis was made by Prof. Booth of PHladelphia, with water
drawn up from a depth of 185 fathoms or 1110 ieet

Specific gravity at 60° 1.22742

Chloride of magnesium, .

" " calcium, • .

" " sodium, ....
',* " potassium, . . .

Bromide of potassium.

Sulphate of lime, ....
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